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INTRODUCING
MICROBUFFER.
NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR PRINTER

WITHOUT WASTING COMPUTER TIME.

Your computer is capable of

sending data at thousands of

characters per second. But the

average printer goes no faster

than 80 characters per second.
This means your computer is

forced to wait for the printer to

finish one line before it can
send the next.

A waste of valuable time.

THE NEW MICROBUFFER
INCREASES YOUR EFFICIENCY.

Microbuffer allows you to print

and process simultaneously.

No waiting!

MICROBUFFER
ACCEPTS PRINTING DATA

AS FAST AS YOUR
COMPUTER CAN SEND IT.

Microbuffer first stores the data

in its own memory buffer and
then takes control of your printer.

This frees the computer for more
productive functions.

Additional output may be
dumped to the buffer at any time

and it will be printed in turn.

Microbuffer — a must for any
program that requires printed

output.

MICROBUFFER MODEL MBP-16K

'

is a Centronics-compatible
parallel interface for your Epson
printer with 16,384 bytes of on-

board RAM for data buffering.

MODEL MBS-8K" is a full-featured

RS-232C serial interface for your
Epson printer with both hard-

ware and software (x-on/x-off)

handshaking, baud rates from
300 to 19,200 and a 8,192-byte

RAM buffer.

MICROBUFFER ir(picturedonthe
left-hand page) is a Centronics-

compatible parallel interface for

the Apple II computer with up to

32K of onboard RAM for data
buffering as well as on-board
firmware for text formatting and
advanced graphics dump
routines.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL.

Microbuffer MBP-16K and
MBS-8K mount easily in the
existing auxiliary slot directly

inside the Epson printer.

Microbuffer II, being slot-

independent, will fit into any slot

directly inside the Apple
except zero.

MICROBUFFER FROM
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS.

When you think of how much
time Microbuffer will save, can
you afford not to have one?

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
(213) 991-8200
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The Newest & Most Astounding Arcade Game
that TALKS has Just Reached Planet Earth:

BEST SELLER

CZ)

iwiii'haiiVN^Flia

Ordering, inl .lines:

Super Nova, Galaxy Invasion, Attack Force, Cosmic Fighter, Met. 2, and Robot A'

1
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INTRODUCING PERFECT WRITER
NOW, GET THE FINEST

WORD PROCESSOR AT ANY PRICE
FOR JUST $289.00

AND GET OUR INCREDIBLE, MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE!
That's right. If you own on Apple II. Heath/Zenith, TRS-80 model II, North Star,

Osborne 1, Superbrain, Micropolis/Vector, or CP/M 8; you can now afford the

most advanced, yet easy-to-use, word processor on the market today

But don't take our word for it. See for yourself.

We're so sure you'll be amazed by Perfect Writer's easy-to-use features and

capabilities, that we'll let you try it for thirty days and give you your money bock if

you're not completely satisfied!

FEATURES AND FLEXIBILITY YOU
HAVE TO SEE TO BELIEVE
Looking for the

advanced features

you'd expect to find in

the most expensive

word processors?

Perfect Writer has them.

Like automatic formot-

tmg of letters, out-lines,

reports, memoranda, articles,

books, or other types of

documents.

What makes Perfect Writer

unique, are the features you

won't find in word processors

costing many times its price

Like the incredible sophistication

of Virtual Memory Architecture, that

lets you edit a full-length novel as easily

as you'd edit a letter

Or a remarkable breakthrough called

Split Screen Editing™ that lets you divide

the screen into two parts, each showing a

different document, and transfer sections of

text between the two!

And that's just the beginning Perfect Writer

offers much, much more:

• Automatic numbering of pages, chapters, sections, footnotes, internal page

references, and automatic generation of table of contents and indexes

• Mail merging capability allows generation of form letters and more.

• Automatic carriage return, auto-centering, tab setting, and automatic

placement of footnotes

• Quick and easy cursor commands
Easy deleting and inserting procedures

Safe and convenient storage of materials

Searches for and replaces words and phrases in a document, including

near misses

Full range of printing options, including right margin justifcation, micro-

spacing, super and subscripts, italics, and bold face

• And lots more.

Perfect Writer

The remarkableword processor

combining sophistication and
simplicity

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Try Perfect Writer for 30 days at our risk. If you're not completely

satisfied, return it for o prompt, complete refund

rlSIW^«iWt«IW^/£wt^Nl^w3\>/fN¥ »w » .;,»,/ IV / 4W »«

PERFECT WRITER IS EASY TO USE.

WE GUARANTEE IT.

When we say that Perfect Writer is easy to use, we mean it. That's why we're

not afraid to offer a money bock guarantee.

You see, Perfect Writer was designed to be simple In fact, you don't even have

to read our crystal-clear manual in order to use Perfect Writer. The pictures,

diagrams and illustrations tell you all you need to know, so you're off and running

in no time

There are no difficult and awkward procedures and commands to team.

We guarantee it

ORDER NOW. WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
If you'd like to own the most sophisticated word processor on the market

today at the current, introductory price of just $289 00. we invite you

to order now
Perfect Writer is completely guaranteed, so there's no rsk of any

kind Why not see for yourself what this incredible new software

breakthrough can do for you?

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-221-2486

IN NEW YORK CALL: 1 -21 2-61 9-4000

/ WRITE: COMPUTER SERVICES CORPORATION OF AMERICA

71 MURRAY STREET

NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10007
Yes I wont to see for myself if Perfect Writer is as great as you say if

/ is. So please send it to me, subject to the guarantee printed on this page

/
Perfect Writer and Manual $289 00

I
I also want to order, subject to the same guarantee:

/ Perfect Speller $ 189.00 Perfect Sort $189.00

Perfect Mailer $189.00

Name

Address.

City, State, Zip .

MasterCard

DVisa

Number

American Express

-Expires,

rT\

.-J

TRY THESE OTHER PERFECT SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
(THI SAME MONIY BACK GUARANTEE APPLIES).

Perfect Speller™: The best automatic proofreader

available! Perfect Speller uses its 20,000 word

dictionary to proofread your document and cotch all

your spelling mistakes. (Dictionary size limited only

by your system's storage capacity) You can add

words to the dictionary, build separate dictionaries,

change the dictionary. and more. $18900 guaranteed

Perfect Mailer™: It's more than a mail merging or

form maintenance system! Perfect Mailer can

organize and sort your correspondence, develop

sophisticated mailing systems, and keep track of

your correspondence Don't miss this remarkable

new software innovation! $189 00 guaranteed

CIRCLE 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Perfect Sort™: Here's a sort/merge/extract program

that operates on all kinds of dato! Records can be

fixed or variable, with a variety of variable length

fields Files can be examined using comparison and

logical operators. Want speed and efficiency? You've

got to have Perfect Sort! $189.00 guaranteed.

© 1982 Computer Seivces Corporation ol America
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Likes the Thrust

Dear Editor:

Some praise and a plea...I subscribe to six or seven computer
magazines, all of which are good and useful. But I have to

write to encourage you and Creative Computing to hold to

your philosophy (e.g.. Eugene Raudsepp's essays, or Ted
Nelson on design concepts and such).

No other magazine has the creative, imaginative, and
humanistic thrust that yours does. To those of us who are not
scientists, engineers, business people, or technicians your
commitment to the individual and to imagination—commercially
viable or not — is reassuring and an essential counterweight to

the dangers this exploding technology brings with its growth.
I hope you'll persist in support of ideas, feelings, and

people-oriented speculations on the sane and human possibilities

of this new spiritual challenge to civilization.

Ned Davison
1373 Butler Ave.

Salt Lake City. UT 84102

Palpitating, Maybe...

Dear Editor:

Although it would take an article of equivalent length to

correct the inaccuracies and errors in detail. I wish to thank
Creative Computing for Ted Nelson's report on Siggraph/81.
Ted clearly got across the intensity of our yearly gathering. I

hope he is sent to Siggraph '82 (Boston. July 26-30) as well.

Ted advocated a low-cost Siggraph to his readers. We have
a better idea. Anyone can order four hours of the latest

computer graphics on videotape from Siggraph (details: T.

Defanti. UICC/INFE, Box 4348. Chicago. IL 60680) and hold
a local computer graphics extravaganza, thus neatly avoiding
the travel and registration costs associated with any large

conference.

One thing in Ted's article did confuse me, however. I

simply can't understand Ted not identifying with "palpitating

blobs"!

Tom DeFanti. Chairman, Siggraph
Association for Computing Machinery

1 133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

De-bugging the Brain

Dear Editor:

Your excellent article, "Overcoming Blocks and Barriers to

Creativity" by Raudsepp (March and April '82), is a significant

find in a computer magazine, emphasizing that the revolution

is not only technological.

You recognize that we are dealing with an exciting revolution

in consciousness. Just as we no longer find slow, limited

machinery sufficient, and are evolving everything from the

kitchen stove (which, like the wristwatch, talks) to the typewriter

(which remembers) to the entertainment industry and the

assembly line, the constant study of logic which has made the

revolution possible has made us realize that we must improve
our internal software: the programs and operating system in

the mind. Including Raudsepp's article vindicates your title.

"Creative " Computing.

Anton Brezinski

6050 Academy Ave.
Riverside. CA 92506
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The IBM Personal Computer
Personal, Professional, Technical — or somewhere in between .

PC-MATE™ makes the IBM Personal Computer a perfect match

l'( -MATI '" from I I ( M \U is the first and onl\ complete

expansion series available fur the IBM Personal

Computer, ["here are current!) more than twentj PC-
MATE™ expansion options available, and new products

arc continuous!) added to the list.

When \"u want more from your IBM Personal

( omputer. look to PC-MATI ".

You can create a SI PI R PI HSON \l C OMIM I I R
with household lights and appliance control, \oicc

output, and |ive it more memor\ than any ordinary

personal can handle.

Or make it a PROFITABLE PROFESSIONAI

handle more business accounts. Increase memory up t<

the system limit and process those accounts (aster. \dd

flexible I () interfaces and put yourself on line to outside

information sources.

\s an INTELLIGENT I ABORATOR^ IOOI with

interfaces to II I I 4XX instrumentation, analog signals,

stepper motors and video signals, your IBM Personal

( omputer becomes the perfect workbench assistant.

Hardware, Software, Accessories — P(-xi\ii "provides

the highest qualit) and the greatest possible range of

functionality for the IBM user.

\sk your local computer store for more information on

the P< -MATI " series from II ( MAR, or call for the

name of your nearest authorized l'( -M \ I I
" dealer.

P< -XI Ml " I \I'\\S|<)\ Ol'l IONS

l
l)2k and 25(>k Dynamic Mcmor\ with Paritx

Parallel Medium Speed Input Output Interface

Serial Medium Speed Input Output Interface

Parallel High Speed Input Output Interlace

Serial High Speed Input Output Interface

Analog to Digital ( onverter - X. 12. 14. 16 Bit

Dust ( over Set for IBM P< and Peripherals

High Speed Static Mcmorx (R \M ROM)
Digital to Analog ( onverter - X and 12 Bit

( mos Memon with Batter} Backup

System ( lock with Battery Backup
1 lectricalh Erasable EPROM
BSK X-10 Device ( ontroller

Stepping Motor ( ontroller

\ ideo Image Digitizer

II I I -IXX Interface

Protot) ping Board
Music Synthesizer

\ nice Sj nthesi/er

Extender Board

One ^ ear Warrant)

Additional products

are ahead) under

development, so if

we don't have what

you need, chances

are good that we
soon will.

CIRCLE 252 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ROM & Board

Dear Editor:

I read the article on "Text and Graphics" for the Apple and
Epson in the February 1982 issue of your magazine. In the
article the statement was made that the Epson MX-80 Graftrax
ROMs would not work with the 8141 interface. I have found
this not to be entirely true.

I bought the Graftrax ROMs to place in my Epson and
opted not to purchase the more expensive 8150 interface. I

have found that all the features of the ROMs are available
with the exception of dot graphics.

This was quite satisfactory to me as I did not purchase the
ROMs to use the dot graphics. I mainly do documentation
and text processing and did not need graphics but wanted the
other features.

If you currently have an Epson MX-80 and want the additional

features, but do not need dot graphics you can get by on the
8141 interface.

As a side note I am running a Heath H-89 system. Since
HDOS is a device-independent operating system I was able to
modify another printer drive and link it into HDOS. This
provides me with the ability to handle the features of the
Epson and pass all characters to the printer. For any other
users of the Heath computers I have this driver available in a
multi-unit configuration available for $15.

Raymond H. Thompson
12260 Welcome Drive

San Antonio, TX 78233

Remapping AWACS
Dear Editor:

In the article "AWACS" by John Hitchcock in the May
1982 issue, the author mentioned a problem he had with the
map display. As the number representing the planes crossed
the map, they erased the portions crossed. This problem is

caused by the method used to move the numbers: drawing on
top of them with HCOLOR=3 (white) in line 460.

This problem can easily be alleviated by using the XDRAW
command, which exclusive-ors the shape with the current
display. XDRAWing once draws the shape, and XDRAWing
on top of it erases it and restores whatever was on the screen
in the first place. The only possible difficulty with this method
is that the display will be erased temporarily where the shape
is drawn on top of it. However, this is not a difficulty for me: I

find the display easier to read with this effect.

The program can be easily modified to use this method.
Line 750 should be removed and lines 270 and 460 should be
replaced with "XDRAW D%(R,7) AT D%(R,5),D%(R,6)".

Walter R. Smith
3597 Knollwood Hill Dr.

Chattanooga, TN 37415

Back to the Drawingboard

Dear Editor:

Thank you for printing "Graphics Drawingboard" (Feb. 82)
by William E. Bailey. The program is useful and imaginative.
Mr. Bailey is to be congratulated.

I have modified the program slightly to allow the user to
save the "PRINT AT" locations and the ASCII codes generated
by the program to a sequential disk file. The file can be used
to produce the graphics display without the need to type the
locations and codes into a program.
The following modifications to Mr. Bailey's program save

the output to disk (I used a TRS-80 Model III).

10 I-0ILN-128IL-48OIDIM LO< 1023>IC-1IDIM Z<\
912 NR - HR+I COUNT MO. OF "SET" LOCATIONS
914 Z'.HRj =. II U<N*> |_'

1030 INPUT ".ft.dd to PicUr*, . .

1040 IF B< = "E" THEN ENC'
1042 IF B( * 'fi- THEN 1050
1043 IF e» "S" THEN 2OO0
2OO0 CLSi INPUT "FILENAME" ;F*
2010 OPEN •0"

. 1 . F»
2020 FOR I • 1 TOIC
2030 PPINT il
2040 NEXT

2060 El*

The following program accesses the file created and produces
the graphics display. It can be used as a subroutine as well as
a stand-alone program. If used as a subroutine, line 20 would
probably be eliminated in favor of specifying the file-name in

the "OPEN" statement, line 30.

10 CLS
20 INPUT "FILENflME";F*
23 CLS
30 OPEN "I", 1, F*
40 IF E0F<1, THE') 90
50 INPUT HI
60 PPINT«r.CHFt".
70 GOTO 40
50 CL0SC Rod Rode

9815-98 Ave.
Edmonton, Alta.

Canada
T5X 3A3

WWCH>w/ge
/KeOtfn©OUTER

THE

PNA CHAIN
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We don't make a Winchester for just
anybody.

We're Corona Data Systems ana we've made Starfire, a
Winchester disk just for Apple II*.

Whats in ft for you?
5 million characters of storage. Ana that's not all. You'll get
Corona's Disk Partitioning which allows for up to 16 sep-
arate operating systems such as Apple DOS, CP/M*and
Pascal, all sharing the same disk. Of course, you'll still

be able to use DB Master*and protected software like

VisiCalc*.

Double Size Volumes.
And with our Double Size Volumes, yourApple DOS is trans-

formed into something special that offers larger data files.

And you'll never have to type commands like "catalog"

^

and "run" or type program
names again. You can even
forget what volumes the pro-

grams are in.

Reliability.
But you'll never forget Star-

fire's reliability. That's be-
cause we built DataGuard*
the feature that will correct errors, not just report them. And
we also provide a one-year warranty that you can count
on. That's reliability.

So why take chances? With Starfire, you're not just adding
a hard disk to an Apple II, but transforming an Apple II into

a full hard disk business computer.

• corona^^ data /u/tem/
21541 Nordhotl Sheet. Unit B Chatsworth. California. 91311 (213) 998-0505

Starfire- the Winchester disk made just for Apple II,

CIRCLE 140 ON READER SERVICE CARD

•Starfire ana DatoGuarcJ are trademarks olCorono Data Systems "Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computers Inc

•CP MfcowgitfwedlroctenTafk of Digital Research. Inc • DB Master is a trademark ol Stoneware

• VWColc is a trodemdrk ol Personal Software Inc



You havenl lived until youve died in space.
And here's your chance.
Software author Peter Fokos has created Alien

Ambush, a space age nightmare. This hi-res, full-color

arcade game is written completely in assembly
language to give those nasty aliens every advantage.

So it you have access to a 48K Apple* with DOS
3.3, and you're hot for some new thrills, Alien Ambush
was written for you. But be warned: It just got a lot

tougher to survive in space.

Available at finer computer stores everywhere. 'Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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tices . . . notices . . . actio
Radio Shack Announces
Educational Grants
Program

Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Cor-
poration, is committing $500,000 worth
of TRS-80 computer equipment to a
program designed to encourage and sup-

port the successful application of micro-

computer technology in U.S. educational

institutions.

The Tandy TRS-80 Educational Grants
Program will award TRS-80 hardware,
software, courseware and related products

to individuals or non-profit educational

institutions whose proposals are selected

as providing the greatest benefit to the

American educational community.
An impartial Educational Grants Review

Board has been established to review
submitted proposals and make recommen-
dations for equipment allocation.

An information packet containing a

cover letter. TRS-80 brochure, catalog,

submission information and a proposal

cover sheet will be forwarded in response
to initial inquiries.

The first of the quarterly sittings of the
Review Board will evaluate proposals
addressing "Computer Literacy Among
Teachers." Deadline for submissions is

June 30. For information regarding proposal

content and format, contact: Tandy TRS-
80 Educational Grants Program. Radio
Shack Education Division, 400 Tandy
Atrium. Fort Worth. TX 76102.

In his column for Field, he will review
all types of software and hardware from
the non-technical viewpoint. The column
will feature game and other programs (espe-
cially those available for a variety of
machines), new hardware, simple tips, press
release information, and anything else of
interest to non-owners and owners alike.

Newspaper Syndicate
Signs Archibald

Dale Archibald, contributing editor of
Creative Computing may soon be in your
local newspaper.

Archibald recently signed a contract
with the Field Newspaper Syndicate to

supply a weekly column to newspapers
around the country. He said wryly, "I'm
joining a select group that includes Ann
Landers, Erma Bombeck. Sylvia Porter,

The Wizard of Id. and Dennis the Menace."

Educational

Software Contest
Krell Software has announced an edu-

cational software contest, with 90 prizes

totaling $30,000 worth of software to be
awarded.
There are four general categories: Arts.

Humanities and Philosophy; Social Sci-

ences; Math/Natural Sciences; and Logo
and other topics.

All entries must be received before
December 1. 1982.

For full details on the contest, write:

Krell Software Corp.. 21 Milbrook Dr..

Stony Brook, NY 1 1790.

DATA PLOTTING
SOFTWARE

DATA PLOTTING ON MICROS -A collection of

programs to process and display all types of data : bar

charts, stock market charts, engineering and scientific

data. 3D views of surfaces, pie charts, sorting, filtering,

running averages, curve fitting, and more Application to

business, engineering and science All program listings are

in BASIC fully documented and keyed to theory Use them
as-is or modify for your own applications This is one of the

most complete collections of data plotting programs
available anywhere — and the source code is fully

documented!

Book-$24 95.Disk-$19.95

ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE

ENGINEERING SOFTWARE FOR MICROS -A self

teaching guide to developing software tor engineering

applications of microcomputers Emphasis is on combining
graphics with engineering problem solving Programs
included to interactively create engineering drawings, store

on disk file, recall, modify and merge Other programs for

simulation, mechanisms design, heat transfer, circuit

analysis, optimizations and including Monte Carlo

techniques Programs tor Fourier analysis display frequency
spectra graphically This is a valuable collection of modern
engineering analysis software for students and professionals

Book -$28 50. Disk-$1995

KERN
PUBLICATH

1 90 Duck Hill Rd
Duxbury.MA 02332

GRAPHIC
SOFTWARE

GRAPHIC SOFTWARE FOR
MICROCOMPUTERS — This self teaching guid.

show you how to write your own graphics software

61 programs tor 2D and 3D graphics interactive input,

translations, rotation, isometric views, perspective, scaling,

stretching, clipping, surface intersections, shading, hidden
line removal, tablet software, animation and more
Applications to science, engineering and business All

programs m BASIC fully documented Modify and combine
to suit your own applications "One of the most outstanding
books on computer software"— A. Grund. U Illinois,

"The best book available on microcomputer graphics —
Creative Computing Feb. 1982
Book-$21 95. Disk -$18.95.

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS
SOFTWARE

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS ON MICROS -This self

teaching guide contains a series of programs which
calculate stresses and deflections in beams, plates, trusses
and frames using conventional and matrix techniques
Theory, equations and program listings fully documented
Written for the non specialist who wants to use his micro
for structural analysis with minimum investment in time
Use the programs as is or modify for your own applications

Book -$39 95. Disk -$19 95

Booksconta .'nted program listings in BASIC wii .. il .Disks • fe same programs as the books but
without documentation When or :!. '.PPLE II Plus48K DOS3 3or IBM To order, send check drawn on U S bank
money order in US lunds. Vita or Mastercard k FRN PUBLICATIONS '90 Dim k Mill Hoad P O I029A
Duxbury. MA 02332 Add S2 per book 4lh ci postage in US and Canada S3 1st dor UPS in US 54 50 1st cl Canada $12 air Europe and
Central America $18 ei>..-.-.

' . -. Call (617) 934-0445 lor taster delivery

July 1982 6 Creative Computing
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The Quest Super Color Board

Color Graphics for S-1 00 Computers

David S. Repsher

S-IOO bus users, lake heart. At long last

there is a low-priced, high-resolution color

graphics board available tor your com-
puter. It is your reward for years of

patience.

I had wanted color graphics capability

for my Imsai since assembling it in I976.

but I resisted the low-resolution, high

priced Cromemco Dazzler. I was envious

when the Apple and its imitators appeared

on the market.

S-KH) users were faced with a price

barrier that seemed impenetrable. Some
devices had high-resolution capabilities

that only NASA could fully exploit. All

had price tags that only NASA could

afford.

Enter Quest. In an unobtrusive corner of

an ad that appears regularly in the pages ol

this magazine, they offered a color

graphics board. If it were any good, I

figured, it would be highly touted. But for

$100. I decided to take a chance.

For that $100. Quest Electronics

(P.O. Box 4430X. Santa Clara. CA 95054)

will sell you the Super Color S-100 Video

kit. This includes I K of 2 1 14 static memory
enough to do low-resolution graphics.

On-board memory is expandable to 6K
with the addition of 10 more 21 14 chips

with sockets, and two 7805 voltage

regulator chips. These may be purchased

from Quest or any other parts supplier to

give the board a resolution capabilitv of

256H x 192V. Total cost of a 6K color

board is less than $200 remarkable.

Hardware Considerations

Although the board utilizes just 6K. of

RAM, it occupies an 8K block of memory
(dip switch selectable to any 8K

l>awd S. Rcpshcr. WIS Verde Street. Bakcr>lield. CA
93304.

boundary). Another option allows a 2758

or 2716 of ROM to occupy the top 2K of

the address space of the board. It is only

necessary to purchase the ROM and socket

to implement this option. Another option

allows for on-board RF modulation of the

video signal. Quest makes the necessary

parts available for $2.50 but advises that it

does not advocate violation of any FCC
regulations which their use may entail.

Thus, the board may be assembled to

produce an RF modulated output to the

tuner of a TV or a composite video output

/ had wanted color
graphics capability for

my Imsai since
assembling it in 1976.

to a monitor or external modulator. There

are also construction variations depending
on whether the board will operate in an
8080 Z80 or an 1 802 environment.

The documentation accompanying the

board consists of a bound volume, the first

part of which provides assembly instruc-

tions for the board and options. These
instructions are clear and precise, and
assembly presented no problems.

The board itself is clean and well laid

out. Its uncluttered appearance reflects

both the superior design engineering of

Quest and the power of a pair of marvelous

chips, the Motorola MC6847 Video
Display Generator and the MCI 372 Video
Modulator.

What The Board Will Do
Because the Radio Shack Color Com-

puter uses the Motorola chip set. a trip to

the local Radio Shack will provide a

demonstration of the capabilities of the

Super Color board. However, if the Color

Computer is only a 4K. model, only the

lower resolutions can be observed.

The various graphics modes available

with the Super Color board along with the

memory requirements of each are sum-
marized in Table I. It will be noted that

eight colors arc available only in the lowest

resolution mode (64 x 32). The colors are

red, green, yellow, blue, cyan, magenta,

orange, and buff.

In this mode, alphanumeric characters

may be intermixed with graphic blocks on
a character-by-character basis (each

character position is divided into 2x2
blocks). The characters are formed by a

character generator on the MC6847 chip.

Those modes which display four colors

offer the choice of red, green, yellow and
blue or buff. cyan, magenta and orange.

The two-color modes display buff and
black or green and black.

Mode and color group selection is made
by writing into one memory address on the

board. However, this location, the highest

address on the board, is not in RAM.
Rather, it accesses a 74LS374 8-bit

register.

The outputs of this chip control the

mode select inputs of the MC6847 chip.

Thus, if the board occupies memory
locations E000H to FFFFH, then writing

to location FFFFH would select the

various display modes. Location FFFFH
could not be read since it is not in memory.
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Many are the doors that
lead to the underground.

The top prose adventure bestsellers, ZORK I and ZORK n.

Now available for
Apple II, ATARF400/800. IBM Personal Computer.

NEC PC -8000. CP/Mrand PDP-11.

Few are theywho come bach alive.

Your greatest challenges lie ahead—and below.

ZORK I: The Great Underground Empire, and
ZORK II: The Wizard of Frobozz will transcend

any computer age adventure you ve ever

encountered.

Those who live to tell the tale of ZORK's
mysteries speak of becoming immersed in a

dimension where the extraordinary is common-
place, and the dangers are as real as any in

human experience. It is said that once you have

known the forbidden realm, you are changed

—

and that he who dares ZORK's depths twice will

never be the same again.

Apple It a registered trademark ofApple Computer. Inc ATAPI baieQbtered

trademarkofAtari leu CP/M Is a registered trademark of Digital Research

Inc PDP i* .1 trademark > >t Digital Equipment C< irpt ration

inFocom
55 Wheeler Street. Cambridge. MA 02138

Now your door to ZORK has opened to

beckon you below. The journey begins where
Infocom s new worlds of INTERLOGIC 1" prose

adventure—including the new mystery thriller

DEADLINE 1" —await you. at fine computer
stores everywhere.

Open your door to the underground—
here's $2 for openers!
To get your *2 ZORK rebate by mail, just send Infocom
this coupon with your completed warranty card and
sales slip from ZORK in their original form Norepn >

ductions will be accepted Limit I rebate for household.
address or organization Offer good only inU S A Void
where prohibited, taxedor otherwise restricted Rebate
request must be postmarked before midnight 7/31/82
Infocom is not responsible for lost, late or misdirected
mail Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138
OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31, 1982



Color Board, continued.

Display Resolution Number of Memory
M ode (H x V) Colors Required

Semi-4 64 x 32 8 !<4K

Semi-6 64 x 48 4

On> 64 x 64 4 IK
One-R 128 x 64 2 IK
1 wo-C 128 x 64 4 2K
I'wo-R 128 x 96 2 2K
I hree-C 1 28 x 96 4 3K
Thrce-R 128 x 192 : 3K
Six I2S x 192 4 6K
Si\-R 256 x 192 j 6K

Table / The various display modes a\
and up to 6K of memory. Sow thai

resolution may he traded off for more

Locations EOOOH to F7FFH would then
be display RAM. Locations F800H to

FFFEH would be the space for the

optional ROM.

Criticisms

Having operated the Super Color board
for over a month. I have no complaints
concerning its performance. In fact, my
only criticisms concern the area of docu-
mentation.

While the construction manual was
lucid, instructions for using the board can
best be described as adequate. That is. the

necessary information is there but it is

difficult to piece together the big picture of

just what is happening from what is

essentially a collection of tables. I speak as

one who has assembled and operated at

least 20 S-IOO boards and mastered the

mysteries of CP M. However, once the

literature is muddled through, the board
really is simple to operate.

Nowhere in the manual or Quest's ads is

there any mention of thcon-board ROM. I

suppose a graphics driver routine could
occupy this space but a letter to Quest
asking for present or future plans for the

ROM drew no response.

Neither is there any mention in their

catalog or ad concerning the on-board RF
modulator. One is only advised of this

option in the literature accompanying the
board. Then if one desires to implement
this option ( I did), completion of the board
must await the arrival of the parts (about a
week).

The most serious deficiency lies in the

area of software. The manual includes a
software listing in 1802 code for a video
editor and listings in 1802 and CP M-
compatible 8080 code for driver routines.

All of this code makes use of the alpha-
numeric capabilities of the color board,
such as they are.

Few people will buy this board for its

alphanumeric capabilities. A 32 x 16

display is of limited utility. Besides, a

64 x 16 board can be purchased for less

than the color board.

ailahle with the Super Color board
for a given amount of memory,

eolors.

This board will be purchased by those

seeking a low cost, high quality, high-

resolution color graphics board. And if it

also has a limited alphanumeric capability,

so much the better. Yet, Quest did not see

fit to include even one line of code
exploiting the graphics capabilities of the

board. No demo. No driver routines. And
this deficiency is made all the more ironic

by the inclusion of the alpha driver

routines. A letter to Quest on this matter

again elicited no response.

Programming Considerations

Fortunately, programming the board is

not difficult. The screen is memory
mapped: the lowest memory location of

the board corresponds to the upper left

corner of the screen. Each successive

memory location then corresponds to

adjacent horizontal screen positions until

the 32nd location. The next memory
location displays at the left side of the next

line. The number of lines, as well as the

number of horizontal pixels controlled by

each memory location, is a function of the

resolution mode being used.

Again, mode selection is made by

writing a byte to the highest (pseudo-)

memory location on the board. The board
can thus easily be used from Basic using

PEEK and POKE statements. Of course,

any memory location may also be read.

The mode select byte, however, since it is

not truly in memory, cannot be read. It can
be considered a form of read-only
memory.

A Sample Program
The program which follows will allow

one to draw on the screen of a color TV
using the cursor controls of the keyboard
to position a blinking cursor. The program
uses the highest resolution mode allowing

four colors (128 x 196). The user is

prompted on his terminal as to which
group of four colors to use.

There is also the option of clearing the

screen or not. If the screen is to be cleared,

it may be cleared to any of the available

four colors.

If one wishes to save the screen on disk,

typing an S will transfer the screen memory
to lower memory. It is there appended to a

EOQ0 U IDBAS
aops 01SEND
FFFF UIDTOP
EC14 = 'J I DM ID

COM » CONST
COO* = COMIN
ceec - CONOT
aaaz = ETX
etee

; title: display
; color uideo drawing program
; for quest electronics s-10s super color; board
; bv druid 3. repsher
; 1915 UERDE ST.
; BAKERSFIELD. uh. 93304
;

; definition of kev uariables
i

;adstr- store current address for display.
;pntr- ranges from o to 3. points to position
; within char to be displayed. is leftmost
; and 3 is rightmost position.
ihrsk- color mask for each 2 bit position. colors
; mav be o to 3. if msbit is set <80h>» then
j no color is drawn choue onlv

.

;uidbas- base address of uideo board
;uidtop- highest address of 8k space occupied bv board.
; this bvte controls the displas' format.
juidmid- middle of display screen.
jdisend- high order address bvte <h l-eu- of end of bk
; display area
nun: ;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;

EQU OEOOOH ;ADDRESS OF UIDEO BOARD
EQU 0F3H JPAGE « OF END OF DISPLAY
EQU UIDBAS+01FFFH ;DISPLAY MODE CONTROL BYTE
EQU '.«IDBAS*eC14H ;ADOR OF MID-SCREN
THE FOLLOWING ARE BIOS SUBROUTINES
EQU OCO06H ;CALL HERE FOR KBD STATUS
EQU OCO09H ;CALL HERE TO GET KBD INPUT
EQU oceecH ;call here to output TO CONSULE
EQU 03H ; KEYBOARD RfcbuUl CHAR
ORG Imlih
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VALPARV—'

—

IIMTEniMATIOMALV
Admit it We re jealous 1 We ve all wished we could produce the mesmerizing graphics and irresist'bie games that the \

Atari is capable of handling But it's not happening in Basic—and few of us can spend months writing machine code *

even if we know how. \

The answer is Forth—the same high-level language used by Atari and others to program their arcade machines

isf, 1 5 to 20 times faster than Basic, and can make use of every capability of your computer And it's no
longer the province of the professional programmer 1

Easy, almost automatic, access to graphics, animation, sound, and text handling can now be yours with ValForth and the '»

^~J
additional packages allowing you to create programs in an afternoon that would previously have taken weeks of hard work

And. unlike machine language programs. ValForth programs can be changed easily where you want to fine tune a particu-

lar eflect or operation Revisions that would be infuriating in machine language become trivial with ValForth

WHAT'' YOU DON T ALREADY KNOW FORTH''

Then take advantage of our special offer on Starting Forth by Brodie Widely acclaimed as the best book available on the subject,

this entertaining treatment of Forth will make you comfortable with this exciting language quickly and easily When you order Starting Forth

you get a free copy of our "Notes for the ValForth User." including references, by page, to Starting Forth

vatFORTH
ValForth is an improved version ol Atari s APX Forth and is upwardly compati-

ble with it ValForth was written by Steve Maguire and Evan Rosen of Valpar In-

ternational in conjunction with Patrick Mullarky. the author of APX Forth

Specific improvements are

Many important existing and new routines have been coded in 6502 for the

high speed so necessary in graphics applications
• Improved versions of selected routines such as 7TERMINAL. S. and many
more have been provided

All known bugs have been fixed

I

As Dave & Sandy Small have said. We plan to write our

next game in ValForth
"

GENERAL
LITWJTiES ™
J.DED EDJTQR

' Utilities An extensive package of

extremely powerful, convenient

routines The list is too long to de-

but includes: lour powerful

CASE-type statements; four types

of ar .sie" words; STICK
6502); RND. CHOOSE, and

SHUFL random routines; SCRMOVE which allows moving a sequence ot

screens to a new location on the same or different disk with user verify and
prompts; many words supporting string and number input from the keyboard
(string handling, too 1

). SEC and MSEC delays •

' Video Editor A fast, powerful VIDEO screen editor, like MEMO PAD (Does
not use the slow Atari Operating System for displaying screens ) The Editor

supports insert and replace modes and has a visible 5 line buffer Makes edit-

ing a pleasure 1 (Requires Va"

Ejjiij?;.]^.

C'Az}j\z1C(£j\ £11.11

With the Player-Miss

Graphics package you can
create move position color and
change images of players and
missiles at will with fast Forth

commands' Automatic or user-

controlled memory allocation op-

tions All three widths are allowed and the

ported Features high-level collision checks Multicolor players are supported
and explained, and interfacing with programs is very simple Extensive im-

plementation notes with examples are included.

The Character Editor allows fast composition (using the joystick) of character

sets with a simultaneous display of the created characters Sets may be saved
to disk for later recall It is also, ideal for composing Player and Missile images
The Sound Editor allows simple, simultaneous, independent control of all four

variables of all tour voices possible using one joystick per voice Any single-set-

ting sound of the Atari can be created with a graphical and a tabular readout

(Requires ValForth)

These are the exact utilities developed by Valpar International s profes-

sional software specialists and used to create our commercial software

products Stay in touch with Valpar'

DISPLAY FORMATTER
Allows simple generation of any possible combination of screen tormats (DIS-

PLAY LISTS). It combines character and graphics modes on one screen in sec-

onds! You can create one display while showing another and modify DISPLAY
LISTS at will There are automatic or user-controlled memory allocation options

Also provided is simple formatting of DISPLAY LISTS for vertical and horizontal

tine scrolling, and DISPLAY LIST interrupts, with notes on the implementation of

these features (Requires ValForth)

UNI Lt «t

.ALORACniUA

I INU rum i

ickage includes standard
raphics as in Atari Pilot It

j advanced ValForth com-
nds allowing line and point label-

i, "turn-toward" and Two-line in-

jection" functions lor vanishing

_ nt work, simplified move-and-fill

commands, etc Point package expands on the i SIN.

COS. TAN. ATN. and ATN2. sensible results generated by overflow and under-
flow, and other features (Requires ValForth)

Text Compression and Auto Text Formatting
A unique, two-part
' Text Compression allows the packing ol text into much less space than nor-

mally required Great lor wordy Adventure games, "artificial intelligence." etc.!
' Auto Text Formatting takes both normal and compressed text and routes it to

the video screen "windows " User options include Number of windows (de-

fault is 16); window location, height, and width, text colors (for color models)
or normal video (for graphics modes), left. nght. or center justifica-

tion; etc Great for game "control panel readouts." promotional displays, etc '

(Requires ValForth)

ValForth alone requires 24K
ValForth plus one or more packages requires 32K minimum

All products are now on non-protected disks

Over 160 pages ol detailed documentation'

orth S3995
neral Utilities and Video Editor 34 95

Player Missile Graphics, Character Editor, and Sound Editor 39 95
ly Formatter 29.95

ind ValGraphics and Floating Point Routines 34 95
Text Compression and Auto Text Formatting 29 95
Starting Forth (published at $1 5 951 1 3.95
Heavy-Duty Professional Binder (provided free when ordering 8 95

3 or more packages)

Save almost $40.00'

With an order ot all six packages you pay only $1 79 95!

When ValForth and one or more additional packages are purchased and proof

of purchase of APX Forth is furnished, a $1 5 00 credit will be given.

VISA and MASTERCARD accepted

VALPAR INTERNATIONAL
3B01 E. 3a'" STREET

TUCSON, ARIZONA B5713
Call Toll-Free 800-528-7070

Atari is a trademark ol Atan. Inc. a division of Warner Communications
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Color Board, continued...

Photo 2A. Demo ofgraphics capabilities.

The Quest super color board.

RAM
for ATARI®

ATARI 400* 32K BOARD $149.00

48K BOARD $28900

ATARI 800* 32K BOARD $14900

64K BOARD (includes software) $399.00

128K BOARD (Includes software) $499.00

Featuring:

* Complete software comparability.

* Gold-plated contacts for life & dependability.

* 90-day warranty.

The Memory Mill

P.O. Box 317

Potter Valley. CA 92469

Phone (707) 743-1666

Repair of the 400, 800.

Custom Designed software & hardware development systems

for 400, 800.

FREE PRODUCT CATALOG, UPON REQUEST.

•ATARI. 400. 800 are Trademarks of ATARI. Inc.

, CIRCLE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD

J
Photo 2B. Same as 2A but using different

color group.

Photo 2C. Changing one bit in control

byte... (to 2D)

-\

Photo 2D. ...changes Photo 2C to Photo 2D.

r
Photo 2E. Poor camera work diminishes

display quality.
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featURes
A GALAXY of featuces makes the LN.W8b a

computer. As you explore the
LNW80. you will find the most complete,
powerful, ready to run. feature-packed per-

sonal and business computer ever made into

one com; tid unit.

MODEL I COMPATIBILITY - The LNW80 is

fully hardware and software compatible with

the Model I Select from a universe of hardware
£ and software - from VisiCalc' to

space games, your LNW80 will launch you
into a new world of computing.

•

FULLY LOADED A full payload includes an
onboard single and double density disk

trollei for 5 V and 8" single or double
Sided disk drives. RS2-32C communications
port cassette and parallel printer interfaces

are standard features and ready to go. All

memory is fully installed - 48K RAM," 16K
graphics RAM and 12K ROM complete with

Microsoft BASIC.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION - Instrumenta-
tion quality construction sets LNW80 com-
puters apart from all the rest. Integrated into

the sleek solid steel case of the LNW80 is a
"professional 74-key expanded keyboard that

includes a twelve key numeric keypad.

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS & COLOR -

The stunning 480 X 1 92 resolution gives you
total display control - in color or black and
white. The choice of display formats is yours;
80. 64, 40 and 32 columns by 24 or 1 6 lines in -

any combination of eight colors.

PERFORMANCE - Lift-off with a 4MHz Z80A
CPU for twice the performance. The LNW80
outperforms all computers in its class.

Our down to earth price won't send you into

LNW Research Corp.
U tt AIM I I
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How to chart yourcompany s fortune

without spending one
It's a fact. A single chart or graph can tell you instantly what it

takes hours to interpret from printouts or other raw data.

Now, with the Strobe 100 Graphics Plotter and Software

package, you can create superb hardcopy graphics directly

from your computer. And you can do it for an investment of

only $995.

The Strobe System transforms complex data into

dynamic, colorful visuals with a

few simple commands from your

computer. Charts and transparen-

cies that once took hours to pro-

duce are plotted within minutes.

Information can be presented as

bar charts, pie charts, curves or

isometrics in a variety of colors.

And with a resolution of 500

points per inch, the Strobe 100

matches or surpasses the quality

of plotters costing thousands of

dollars more.

You can also save and modify your graphics through

Strobe's menu-driven programs. A broad selection of

software—including a VisiCalc*-compatible program

—

is now available.

When the Strobe Graphics System is interfaced to your

computer, an 8-1/2 x 11 inch sheet of paper can speak any-

one's language—visually. Visit your local dealer and learn

how to start charting your for-

tunes today. Because a perspective

on the present can also be your

window on the future.

Strobe Inc.

897-5A Independence Avenue

Mountain View, CA 94043

Telephone 415/969-5130

The Strobe Graphics System
Seeing is believing • VisiCatc is a trademwV of VisiCorp
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Color Board, continued... 1 J JIIIJ IfJill 111
; THIS ROUTINE WILL HOT BE USED UNLEii H SCREEN IS

loader routine and the user is advised how ; STORED. IT WILL GO ON THE DISK AND DISPLAY THE
; SCREEN UHEN RELOADED ftS ft COM FILE.

to save the results as a CP/ M .COM file.

Then, to display the picture at any time. 0100 C31D01

........:

JMP START ;THIS INST WILL BE DESTROYED

one merely types the name of the picture.

CP M then loads the picture and reboots.

0103 210OEO l;-:i H.UID6AS IPOINT TO SCRLLN AREA
0106 110003
0109 1FI :i

LXl . 3O0H
D

INDUE PICTURE H-'uM HERE
;GET m BYTE OF P1C1URE

and the Display program may be loaded. 01 OH 77 MOU M.ft ;STORE n IN SCREEN AREA
When asked whether the screen should be 01 OB 23 it*-: H

cleared, the user replies NO and may then

continue the picture. This process may be

010C 13 in;: D
8100 7ft MOU A,D ;SEE IF DONE
01 OE FE1B CPI 1BH

repeated until the picture is done. 0110 C20901 JNZ XI INO. KEEP GOING
Typing a number from one to four will 0113 3ftlC01 LOft MODE .-done, noi.i get DISPLAY MODE

change the color of the cursor. To erase,

the background color is selected. Then as

0116 32FFFF STA UIDTOP JSTASH IT IN MODE CONT BV FE

0119 C30O00
011C 00 MODE

JMP
OB

;ALL DONE. REBOOT
;RESERUED FOR MODE STORE

the blinking cursor is moved, the other

three colors are erased. Choosing color

...•-.•• |||||||||||||t|||t|t||||||||l

PROGRAM 1 STARTS 1HERE

will result in a transparent cursor. This is
l|||||||||||||||f|||||||||||l

useful when several areas of different 01 1C' 21C102
oi2o cos to;

STAFT :

I ml L

H.MSG1
PRINT

;POINT n
lOUTPUT IT

colors must be crossed, since the screen is 0123 CD09CO CftLl CONIN ;GET H KE HAR.
not changed by the cursor. Typing C offers 0126 4F MOU C .A

one the opportunity to change color

grouping and to erase the screen.

0127 CD0CCO
012ft 79
01 2B FE41

CALL
MOU
CP! 41H

(ECHO IT

IIS IT AH Hi.r I]

0120 C23B01 JNZ :nri. MUSI BE A B
Program Modification 0130 3E2C MUI A.2CH SELECT MODF H

The program was assembled at location

I0OH to run under CP; M. My own Super

01S2 32FFFF STft TOP ;T0 MOL'E I

8139 321C01
01 38 C34301

STfi
JMP

MODE
STAR

:T0 MODE IORE
ON

Color board occupies memory locations 01 3B 3E20 STRR2 MUI ft. 2DH ;SELEC r MODE
E0O0H to FFFFH. If the user's board is 01 3D 32FFFF STft UIDT OP ;T0 NODE CONTROL

addressed at a different location. VI DBAS 0140 321C0I STA MODE ITO MODE SI

must be changed to reflect this.
0143 21 <»ft02

0146 COS 102
STI l::i

CALL
h . n
PRINT

IPOINT TO 'CI I ftp MESSfl
lOUTPUT IT

DISEND must also be changed. 0149 CD09C0 CALL UN iget'kevi
DISEND is the page location of the board 01 4C 4F no

'

C -ft -

plus I8H. For example, if the board is

located at page 50H (occupying locations

oi 40 coocce CALL IOT •ECHO
0150 79
0151 FE4E

MOU
CPI

ft .C

N
;PUT IT BFi

;CLEAP S F£tll
5000H thru 6FFFH), then DISEND is 0153 CH8101 JZ ino, si ip n
50H+I8H>68H. This is the end of the

RAM space on the board.

Of course, CONST. CONIN, and
0156 21S003

; CLEAR BAO GROUNI TO SELECTEt

LX] H.IV •BACKGROUND Ei El r MSG
CONOT must also be changed to call the 0159 CD8102 CALL PRINT
user's own BIOS, and the ETX may need 015C CD09C0 CALL CONIN :GET A UALUE FROM ASCII 1 TO 1

changing to reflect the REBOOT character

of the user's console. The same may be true

01 5F 4F MO" CA
0160 CD0CCO
0163 79

CALL
MO"

CONOT ;ECHO IT

of the cursor control characters. The 0164 30 OCR A MAKE ft "At "E FROM To 3H
commented assembly listing for the 0165 E603 AN I 3 ; STRIP OFF ASCII PART

program should serve to explain how it

works as well as to point out other areas for

0167 47
0168 4F
0169 07

MO"
MO 1

RLC

B.ft
CA

IBKGD COLOR IN B
:SH"E IT IN C TOO
::-1AFC "ill : Ml [

possible change or enhancement. 0160 07
016B BO

PLC
ORft B

Summary
The Quest Electronics Super Color

01 6C 07
0160 07
016E BO

RLC
RLC
ORft B

S-100 board is an excellent piece of 016F 07 RLC
hardware. It is easy to program, requiring 0170 07 RLC

no complex decoding algorithm. The 0171 BO
0172 47

OF:A
MCi"

B
B.ft IDONE SAUE IT IN B

board performs flawlessly, permitting 0173 2100E0 l;:i H.i'H'BlV ;. IPOINT TO UIDEO
highly detailed screen graphics on an 0176 70 CLEHR MOU M B IPAINT BACI GROUND
unmodified TV. It is in the area of 0177 23 In:: H

software, however, that support is needed. 0178 7C
0179 FEF8

MO"
CPI

h.H
DISEND

1 hope that more potential users of this 017B C27601 JN2 CLEAR
board will stumble onto Quest's advertise- 017E 78 MO" H.B ,POL» it • BVTt '

ment or this article. Then perhaps a 017F 41 MOU B.C ; INITIAL COLOR MHSt TO THF F

software base or users' group may be 0180 4F MOU CA •BACKGROUND B'.'TE Ti
'

0181 2114EC CI LXI MUIDMIf IPOINT TO MIO SCREEN
created. At the very least, a market will be

formed that would make it profitable for

the talented pros to enter. Some of the

fantastic software that is already out there

for the appliance computers might also be

0104 . • n. SHLD ADSTR ; STORE RDDRi

; PROGRAM SITS HERE BLINKING THE CURSOR

8107 2ft-

WAITING FOR ft KEYBOARD COMMAND

BLIt* LHLO AOSTR IPOINT TO CURRENT SCRN POS
translated for use by the board. 01 oft 70 MOU A.

8

IPUT CURRENT HAS! IN A

All of the fantastic potential which is the

Super Color Board can only be exploited

0188 A9
01SC 77
0180 CDSC02

XRA
MOU
CALL

C

M.A
DELAY

•compliment 2 bits to bl1ni
idisplav it
;f:ill time

with imaginative software. It has been said. 0190 79 MOU A.C •RESTORE ORIGINAL C ATA
"software makes hardware happen." 0191 77 MOU M,A •DISPLAY IT
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The Aipan Software Company Spelling Chackar.

+
QRAMMATik

Beyond Spelling Checking

THE ONLY COMPLETE
PROOFREADING PACKAGE

FOR ALL CP/M. MS-DOS,
AND TRS-80 WORD PROCESSORS

We'll match Proofreader with any other

spelling checker on the market. It has a big

38.000 word expandable dictionary, and can

check even your largest documents in under

four minutes. Proofreader looks up every

word, and does not use less accurate root

word analysis like some others. Full inter-

active correction is standard on CP/M and

TRS-80 Model II systems, and is a low cost

option for the TRS-80 Model I III.

Spelling checking alone is not enough! No
one else has anything like Grammatik! It

analyzes your document for common typos,

punctuation errors, misused phrases, and

poor writing style. Grammatik is receiving

rave reviews from both critics and users.

Bob Louden in InfoWorld (12/7/81):

"Grammatik is a surprisingly fast and easy

tool for analyzing writing style and punctu-

ation. If you are currently doing original

writing on a word processor, you should

consider this product." Eric Balkan in

The Computer Consultant: 'I'm impressed

with the imagination that went into this

product." A user: "Thanks for making my
life easier!"

Grammatik and Proofreader are compatible with all

CP/M. MS-DOS (including IBM PC), and TRS-80 word
processors.

Current CP/M formats:

standard 8*. NonhStar. Omikron TRS-80.

Please call or write for details of minimum system
sizes, and availability of additional disk and operating

system formats. Shipping costs included.

Please specify your system configuration when
ordering. Dealer inquiries invited.

MS-DOS versions scheduled for March 1982 release.

Proofreader Grammatik
CP'M. MS-DOS SI29.00 SM9.00
TRS-80 Model II S99.00 J99.00
TRS 80 Mod. I III SS4.00 SS9.00
(Model I III interactive correction option - 130.00)

Trademarks: CP/M: Digital Research: TRSdo Taady Corp.:
Proofreader. Grammatik: Aspen Software Co.

P.O. Box 339-C. Tijeras. NM 87059
(505) 281-1634

Color Board, continued

C 82 CALL DELAV ;kill TIME
8193 CDOi CALL CONST JKEYBOARD INPUT"'
8198 C49E01 etc READ ;IF SO. GET I

T

819B C38701 JMP BLINK ;IF MOT , KEEP BLllll ING

; GET A rOMMAND FIND EXECUTE IT
a a a a « a a ..••..... tlijli] !!].!] MIMIJ

819E COO READ CALL CON IN ;GET ft KEVBOARD CHAR.
ami feo3 CPI ETX »REBOOT?
81A3 JZ J IF SO. JUMP ZERO

; SEE IF ITS Ft MO 'E COMMAND

01A?. FElft CPI 1AH IUP ARROW"
Ml A:-: 0(41702 JZ UP
81AB FEOft CPI 0RH IDOWN ARROW?
81AD CA2482 JZ DOWN
81B8 feob CPI OSH ;LEFT ARRul.r
01 EC C A3 102 JZ LEFT
01 Eft. FE1C CFI 1CH ;RIGHT ARROW?
01B7 CA4B82 JZ RIGHT

i SEE IF ITS A COLOR CHftNGE COMMAND

CUBA 219982 LXI H.MOSK (POINT TO 2 BIT COLOR CODE
01BD FE31 CPI 31H ;COLOR "1"

01BF C2C70I JNZ Rl ;IF NCiT. TRV ftGftlll

81C2 MUI M ;STORE COLOR 1 IN Mt.

81C4 C
"'

! JMP PLOT PLOT THE NEW COLOR
81C7 FES2 Rl CPI 3^.'H (LIKEWISE
81C9 C2D181 .TIC R2
01 CC 3601 r».) I M. 1

01CE C35I JMP PLOT
81D1 ( r • •. R2 CPI 33H (AND AGAIN
81D3 JIC R3
01D6 MM I M • 2
MIC:: JMP PLOT
01DB FE34 R3 CPI 34H ;ftNC» AGAIN
Plt'C' C2ES01 JIC F4
01E0 3403 MUI M :•

01 E2 C39B02 JMP PLOT
01Er. FE30 R4 CPI 30H (MOUE TRANSPARENT "

CUE7 C2ED01 JIC R3
OlEft ; MUI M . 80H (NOME- t(0 PLOT CODE

01EC C9 RET
01ED FE43 R5 CPI C

' •CLB >
01EF CfttDOl JZ START ;IF i

i IT

• SAUE THE SCREEN FIT 300H FOR DISt STORE
. . a a • • • a a

01F2 FE53 CPI s SSAUE THE SCRI 1 N
01F4 CO RIC lINUAID CHRP, Gi I ANOTHER
01 F5 219003 l::i H . MSG3 IPRINT SflUE IN- Tin riONS
01FS CDS 102 CALL PRINT
01FB 210GE0 l::i HUIDBAS ;GET BASE OF UID BRD
01FE 110003 l::i D 300H (DESTINATION OF DISPLAV
0201 7E SI MO".) AM ;GET ft SCREEN BYTE
0202 12 STAX D f IT

23 INX H iPOlNT next
0204 13 INX D
8203 7ft MOU AD (SEE IF WE RE C-ONE
0206 FE1B CPI 1BH JDONE
02OS C20102 JNZ SI ;N0. KEEP GOING

; ERASE THE JUMP INST AT LOC. 180H I

020B 210OO1 LXI H, 100H IPOINT ftT INSTRUCTION
020E AF XRA ft (MAKE ft

020F 77 MOU HA ;tiftl e ft NOP
0210 23 INX H (POINT H-

0211 77 MOU MA ;C'0 IT AGAIN
0212 23 INX H
0213 77 MOU M.ft ;AND ftGftIN

0214 C30O00 JMP (done- reboot
millj IIIII1J iitiimi iiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitittin
t ROUTINES TO MOUE CURSOR ON SCREEN

0217 2A9602 UP LHLD ADSTR IMOUE CURSOR UP 1 LINE
021ft 11E0FF LXI D.-32 ;NEGftTI')E BIAS IN D
821D 19 DRD D lADD IT TO H REG
02 IE 229602 SHLD ftDSTR (SAUE UPDATED SCREEN ADDR.
0221 C33B02 JMP PLOT INOU DRAW IN NEW LOCATION

0224 2A9602 DOWH LHLD AOSTR IMOUE DOWN 1 LINE
0227 11200O LXI D . 32 ;BIAS FOR 1 LII4E
022R 19 DAD D
022B 111601 SHLD ftC>STR

022E C35B02 JMP PLOT
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FTL makes Applesoft faster!
FTL is the easy way to speed up

your Applesoft programs. You can
run all your Applesoft programs with

no changes, and without compiling'

them. Plus, FTL doesn't reduce your
available memory. The key is ALF's
AD8088 Processor Card, which adds
a fast, 16-bit computer to your Apple.

FTL. the Formula Transfer Link,

sends Applesoft formulas (*, /. .

LOG, EXP, COS, SIN, TAN, and ATN)
to the card for fast processing. FTL
runs programs that compilers won't,

like programs with embedded
assembly language. But FTL is

compatible with most Applesoft
compilers, so you can use TASC or

Expediter II and FTL for even faster

execution!

ALF's dependable Processor Card
easily meets Apple's 2 watt power
recommendation. The Apple's 6502
processor runs at full speed while
the Processor Card runs programs
from its onboard memories. Several
AD8088's can- be used simulta-

neously.

WITH ALF's FTL
10 PRINT -? 3

"

1 > 1

?0 FOR B S 10
1000 STEP 2

30IOHC 310
SORIBISTEP?

40 IF B/C - INI
: "1

(B/OTHFN/0 - ^^
50 NEXT

60 PRINT B."
_ A LL10 NEXT B

\ II IIfngri a timn» •*- «43 ji r*> io (*-.

mm i.«tin ^ S 5 *? £ ??

tain 1000 mcuMon hme m seconds

fademarks Apple Appte Computer TASC MS DOS Mh

ALF

d FTL is just one use for the powerful
ir AD8088 Processor Card. There's a
2 Multiple Event Timer (MET) for timing
e critical routines in your programs,
s with resolution to 50 uS for scientific
il applications Coming soon are MS-
i- DOS (the IBM Personal Computer's

DOS), CP/M-86, and a fast 3-D high-

res graphics card that connects
through the AD8088s versatile
expansion port.

$345 is the suggested price for the
AD8088 Processor Card with FTL
and MET. An Apple II with Language
Card (or 16K RAM Card) and disk
drive is required. See your local

Apple dealer, or write for more
information.

sirvGood'ow CPM 86 Dtgilai Research

Denver, CO B0215 (303) 234-OB71
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Teaching young
Color Board, continued...

0231 3A9802 LEFT LDA PNTR ;GET 1 OF 4 CHAR PMTR

children to 0234 B7
0235 C23F02

OPA A ISCE IF IT IS LEFTMOST POS

JNZ LI ;tio

program... that's
0238 2A9602
0238 28
023C 229602
023F 3D

LHLD ADSTR IVES- SO GOTO NEXT CHAR

DCX H JMOUE LEFT 1 CHAP
SHLD ADSTR JSAUE NEW At-DR.

LI DCR A JDOWN COUNT POINTER

ANTFARM 0240 E603
0242 329302
0243 C33B02

0248 219302

RNI 3 1MASK OFF 6 MSBITS
STA PNTR iSTORE NEW POINTER
JMP PLOT ;G0 MOUE THE CURSOR

1

RIGHT LXI H.PNTR ;GET CHAP. POS. PNTR.
A programming ^ 024B 7E MOU A.M
language for tea- 1 1 ^M
ching program- 1

024C 3C
024C> E603

INR A J INCREMENT 1 TO RIGHT
ftNI 3 ;MASK OFF 6 MSBITS

ming to kids (8 to 1

88!). The language 1

embodies the best 1 fc^i

024F 77 MOU M,A JSTORE NEW POINTER
0250 87
0251 C25B02
0254 2A9602

ORA A ;SEE IF INC TO NEXT POS
JNZ PLOT JNO, DISPLAV IT
LHLD ADSTR ;VES, GET OLD ADDRESS

of modern logic 1 0257 23 INX H ;POINT NEXT POSITION

structure In a 1 0258 229602 SHLD ADSTR INOV) DROP DOWN AND DISPLAV IT

simple enter- n
; THIS ROUTINE DISPLAYS BVTE AT NEW CURSOR POSITION

taining format. ^P
025B 3A9902
025E 07

l iiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiinuitiiiiiii iiuiiiniiiitiiiii
PLOT LDA MASK ;GET CHAR COLOR CODE

RLC iSHIFT LEFT
Kids have fun making the ant 025F DA9E01 JC READ ;MSB IT SET SO MOUE TRANSPARENT

move, eat and plant in many in-

teresting ways, while learning pro-

0262 OF
0263 219802
0266 46

RRC ;RESTORE THE ACCUM.
LXI H.PNTR iGET CHAR POS PNTR
MOU B,M ;PUT IT IN B REG

gramming concepts formerly avail- 0267 4E MOU CM JAND C REG
able only in universities. 0263 04

0269 OC
INR B JADD BIAS
INR C

A REMARKABLE REVOLUTIONARY
TOOL FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION!

026A OF
026B OF
026C 05

PI RRC iSHIFT MASK « OF POSITIONS
RRC iSPECIFIED BV B REG.
DCR B

For 48K Apple with 026D C26A02 JNZ PI
"6-sector drive, fora ^ ^*. **. »-
UCSD P-Systems, forSJI^^C/5
CP/M systems, userTCL%#

0270 47 MOU B,A JMASK IS IN POSIT., STORE IT
0271 3EFC MUI A,0FCH iONE'S MASK TO ACCUM.
0273 OF P2 RRC iSHIFT MASK # OF POSITIONS

manual included ^TM 0274 OF RRC iSPECIFIED IN C REG.

g-^^s
0275 00
0276 C27302

DCR C
JNZ P2

0279 2R9602 LHLD ADSTR iONE'S MASK NOW POSITIONED IN ACC.

Diet v: A 027C R6 ANA M ;BRING IN BITS NOT BEING CHANGED
027D 80 ORA B iOR IN THE BITS TO BE CHANGED

analysis.A / 027E 4F
027F 77

MOU C,A iSAUE CURRENT BVTE IN C
MOU M,A JDISPLAV NEW BVTE

that's ^*^ 0280 C9 RET ;DONE, GO BLINK
lllillllllllllllllllllilltlllltlllliltlltltlllllil
i OUTPUT A MESSAGE UNTIL A BLANK IS ENCOUNTERED

NUTRICHEC 0281 7E
0282 B7

PRINT MOU A,M ;FETCH CHAR FROM MSG
ORA A ;IS THIS A BLANK?

A diet analysis program featuring: 0283 C8 RZ ;IF SO, DONE
• physical activity level calculated tram 90 0284 4F MOU C,A JMOUE CHAR TO C FOR OUTPUT
activities 0283 CDOCCO CALL CONOT JSEND IT TO CONSOLE

• based on 1980 R.D.A. 0288 23 INX H ;POINT NEXT
• 748 common foods in data base, user expandable 0289 C38102 JMP PRINT JDO IT AGAIN
to 900

• displays 4 prints suggested and actual intake,

nutrient quality - calories, fiber, tot,

tot, protein, 5 vitamins, 6 minerals

; THIS ROUTINE KILLS TIME
llllllUlltllll tlllllltllilliitllllllllilUlt

028C 110030 DELAV LXI D,30O0H ;LOAD DELAV TIME IN D

Comes with user amab.
manual 32K Apple II, SKQ"
Applesoft. Dos 3 3 w m

028F IB Dl DCX D JDOWN COUNT TIMER
0290 7fi

0291 B3
MOU A,D
ORA E jd+e EMPTV?

0292 C23F02 JNZ Dl JNOT DONE
Additional Information Available 0293 C9 RET ;DONE. GO BACK

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Please send check with order to:

0296 ADSTR DS 2
_. « 0298

0299
PNTR DS 1

1^™ MASK DS 1

02?A ODOAOAeAOAMSGO DB ODH, OAH, OAH, OAH, OAH

^^n 029F 444F20594F DB 'DO VOU WISH TO CLEAR THE SCREEN?
L.

J

02C1 ODOAOA0A47MSG1 DB ODH, OAH, OAH, OAH, GROUP H COLORS 1 '. 1 'GREEN, -

>•>
02DF 2023322959 DB, <2>VELL0W, <3>BLUE AND C4>RE0.
02FE 0DOA0A4752 DB ODH. OAH, OAH, GROUP B COLORS 1 •. 1>IJHITE,
031B 2028322941 DB ' <2>AQUA, <3>PURPLE, AND \ 4 'ORANGE

Computer Consulting 033D 0DOA0A454E DB ODH, OAH, OAH, ENTER A OR 8 -
0330 ODOAOAOA MSG2 DB ODH , OAH . OAH . OAH

6723 E. 66th PI. • Tulsa OK 74133 0354 5748494348 DB WHICH BACKGROUND COLOR DO VOU WISH"'
(918) 492-9036 0377 ODOA20454E DB ODH . OHH .

" ENTER \, 2- 3 OR 4 - .0
UCSO p-System IM ol Univ olCam RegentsApple II TM 0390 0DOAOA3245MSG3 DB ODH, OAH , OAH . READV FOP SAUE 23 XXXX.COM
ot Apple Compute! Inc CP/M Is TV ol Digital
Research

03AD OC'OAOAOO DB ODH, OAH, OAH,
03B1 END 100H
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CaNffon)BAU.1te«£was written in

runs on any fh?PLE lOlt^ with *8K axd at leas* one dis«

drive. This/ product can be Played by keyboarfl or Joystick

control. DOS z\ only. Price S34.95.

^was written in assembly lanfuase a

runs on any dPPLE if/tt^ with *8K and at leas* one dis«
M-LIME «**'•»"«

36575 Mudge Ranch Road
Coarsegold, CA 93614

209683-6858

Add $ 1 00 for shippn

CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD
VISA. Mastercard, C O. D. or checks accepted



ATARI 800 HOME COMPUTER
ANDA FATHER'S LOVE COMBINED
TO HELPCHILDREN EVERYWHERE.
Fernando Herrera became the first

grand prize winner of the ATARI
Software Acquisition Program
(ASAP) competition because he
believed in computers, his son
and himself.

The story of Herrera's success

began with his son's sight problems.
Young Steve Herrera had been
born with severe cataracts in both
eyes and, naturally, his father

was concerned. Herrera reasoned
that the boys learning abilities

could be seriously affected by grow-
ing up in a world he could not see.

Having just purchased an
ATARI 800 Home Computer, it

occured to Herrera that this could
be the perfect tool for testing

Steve's vision. So he wrote a pro-

gram simply displaying the letter

"E" in various sizes.

Success! It turned out that

2-year-old Steve could see even
the smaller "E's" without special

lenses. Herrera was first relieved,

and then intrigued when he dis-

covered that not only could his son
see the "E's',' but he would happily

play with the computer-generated

letters for hours. So Herrera added
a picture of an elephant to go with

the "E',' and then more letters and
pictures. Thus, "My First Alphabet"
was born, a unique teaching program for chil-

dren two-years and older consisting of 36 high
resolution pictures of letters and numbers.

Herrera submitted the program to the

ATARI Program Exchange, where it became
an instant best-seller. ATARI was so im-
pressed with the outstanding design, suit-

ability and graphic appeal of"My First

Alphabet',' that the program is being incorpo-
rated into the ATARI line of software.

In addition to his grand prize winnings
of $25,000 in cash and an ATARI STAR
trophy, Herrera also automatically receives

royalties from sales of his program through
the ATARI Program Exchange.

But Fernando Herrera wasn't the only soft-

ware "star" that ATARI discovered. Three
other ATARI STARS were awarded at the

ASAP awards ceremony for software sub-
mitted to the ATARI Program Exchange and



judged by ATARI to be particu-

larly unique and outstanding.

Ron and Lynn Marcuse or

Freehold, New Jersey, teamed
up to write three winning
entries in the Business and Pro-

fessional category for home
computers: "Data Management
System',' "The Diskette Librar-

ian" and "The Weekly Planner'

Sheldon Leeman ofOak Park,

Michigan, captured an ATARI
STAR for his exceptionally

well-engineered "INSTEDIT"
character set editor.

Greg Christensen of

Anaheim, California, became
our youngest ATARI STAR
winner at the age of 17.

Christensen designed the

clever "Caverns of Mars" game
program, which also will be
incorporated into the ATARI
product line. Greg designed

the program in Wi months
after owning his ATARI Home
Computer for less than a year.

Every three months, ATARI
awards ATARI STARS to the

writers of software programs

submitted to the ATARI Software

Acquisition Program and judged first,

second and third place in the following

categories: Consumer (including entertain-

ment, personal interest and development);

Education; Business and Professional pro-

grams for the home (personal finance and
record keeping); and System Software.

Quarterly prizes consist of selected ATARI
products worth up to $3,000, as well as an
ATARI STAR, plus royalties from program
sales through the ATARI Program Exchange.
The annual grand prize is the coveted ATARI
STAR trophy and $25,000 in cash.

lb be eligible, your software idea must be
accepted by the ATARI Software Acquisition

Program. Your program can have a broad
application or serve a very specific purpose.

After submittal, consultation

from ATARI is available ifyou
need personal assistance with

sound, graphics, or other tech-

nical aspects of your program.
lb make your job easier,

ATARI provides some 20
software development tools

through the ATARI Program
Exchange. A list and descrip-

tion of the various system

software is published quarterly

in the ATARI Program Ex-

change Catalog. These tools

enable you to utilize all the

ATARI resources and software,

including the six ATARI
programming languages.

Fernando Herrera had a

great idea that made him a star.

ATARI would like to give you
the same opportunity.

A
ATARI

Enter the ATARI ASAP competition and you
could win $25,000 in cash, royalties, some great
prizes and an ATARI STAR.
SUBMIT TO: ATARI* Software Acquisition Program

Dept. C3R . P.O. Box 427
155MoffettParkDr.,B-l

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
OR CALL: 800-538-1862; in California, 800-672-1850.

I'm reaching for the stars. Please send me
an entry form today.

Name_

Address.

City_

State/Zip.

ATARI HOME COMPUTERS
We ve BroughtThe ComputerAge Home!"

©1982 ATARI Inc

CIRCLE 100 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Snake Byte

sol

Beware The Perilous Plums

David Lubar

creative contpatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Snake Byte

Type: Game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Interesting game for all ages.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Sirius Software

10364 Rockingham Dr.

Sacramento, CA 95827

Snakes and apples are a combination

that goes a long way back. Throw in a

couple of nasty plums, a collection of

rooms, and a timer, and the result is a

challenging game. At the start of Snake
Byte, the player selects a game with one,

two, or no perilous plums. These plums
bounce around each room, and are deadly

if they contact the head of the player's

snake. This snake moves around the room,

eating apples. Whenever an apple is eaten

a new one appears. This continues until
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ten apples have been ingested. If the player

takes too long, penalty apples appear.

When the player eats ten apples without

being killed, he moves into the next room.

Each room after the first contains some
obstacle or obstacles. The second room
contains a long horizontal line, the third

has a cross, and the fourth a large set of

lines in the shape of a capital E. Since the

snake can't survive any collision, these

obstacles increase the difficulty of each
room.

While it might not seem too difficult to

scoot around a room eating apples and
ducking plums, there is one extra problem
the player must face. When the snake

enters a room, its body is fairly short.

Each time the snake eats, it grows longer.

By the tenth apple, the snake is much
longer than the room. Only convolutions

and other snakey actions can prevent a

collision. And, though the plums lack

intelligence and just bounce around the

screen without aiming for the snake, they

always seem to be somewhere near where
you want to go. A beginner can survive

longer by playing without plums, but

someone who has begun to master the

game will want to try his luck and skill

against one or two plums. While a game
with no plums is easier than a fruitful

game, the presence of plums adds bonus
points, thus allowing a higher score.

The game uses the keyboard for control.
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with one set of keys for up, down, left,

and right, and a second for clockwise and
counterclockwise movement. Though the

program defaults to the standard I.J.K.M

sequence, this can be changed by the

user. The game responds quickly to the

keys, which is especially important when
making a tight turn or going after an
apple on the edge of a room. After a

while, players will probably develop certain

strategies, such as using part of the body
of the snake to corral the plums, or looping

back and forth to decrease the area blocked

by the snake. But even with strategy and
reflexes, it will probably be quite a while

before most players make their way through

all the rooms. While Snake Byte doesn't

offer massive waves of attacking aliens or

flights through space, it is a fun and
challenging game, both for young people

and adults.



Robot Attack and Forbidden Planet

Talking Games for the TRS-80

Owen Linzmayer

Until a low months ago, ifyou wanted to

give your I RS-80 the gilt of speech, you
had to purchase an expensive voice

synthesizer, but not any more. Two new
games on the market produce voices

through the cassette port, these are Robot
Attack, an arcade game I rom Big Five, and
Forbidden Planet adventure from Fan-
tastic Software

Robot Attack

The object of Robot Attack is simple:

you are stranded on an alien space station

and you must destroy as many robots as

you can before they kill you. Escape is

impossible and death inevitable.

At the beginning of the game you are in

charge of four men; an extra man is

awarded ever) 5.0(H) points. You
maneuver the men. one at a time, through

an infinite series of partitioned rooms. As
you travel from room to room, enemy
robots try to do you in. either by shooting

or ramming your man. Your only defenses

against these mechanical monsters are

your laser gun and superior intelligence.

By pressing the four arrow keys in

various combinations, you can make your
man run in eight directions. Up and down
movements are the slowest, left and right

are somewhat luster and the diagonals arc

the quickest. Using diagonal movement is

a handy way to dodge enemy lire and
outrun the Fiendish Flagship which
appears it vou tarry in one room too long.

To shoot your laser pistol, just aim in

GPeattve Gompating
SOFTWARK PROFILE

Name: Robot Attack

Type: Arcade game

System: I RS-80 Model I or III.

I6K cassette. 32K disk

Format: Cassette or tape

Language: Machine

Summary: Excellent talking arcade

game

Price: Cassette SI5.95. disk SI9.95

Manufacturer:
Big hive Software

P.O. Box 9078-185

Van Nuvs. CA 91409

any direction and press the space bar. Only
three of your shots are allowed on the

screen at a time. Any robot hit by a shot is

instantly blasted into space trash, but alas,

you cannot harm the Fiendish Flagship.

Your intellect is almost as powerful a

weapon as your laser gun. The robots, after

all. can only do what they have been
programmed to do. After playing a few
games, you learn some of their habits, and
begin to be able to predict what they will do
when you make a specific move. Using
what you know, you can cause the robots
to run into themselves, and the electrified
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walls, and even shoot other robots. It is

possible to clear a roomful of enemies
without firing a single shot!

II vou manage to destroy everything in a

room, vou areawarded lObonus points lor

every robot that was in the room when vou
entered. Just because you have cleared a

room, don't think for a moment it will stav

that way. I he master security computer
has been programmed to re-stock each

room alter you leave it.

Have I forgotten anything'.' Let's see. oh

yes, the voices. I he voices are terrific!

Robot Attack has crisp, understandable

voices which add a new dimension to game
playing.

The cassette version of Robot Altai k

has a vocabulary of about a do/en words.

the disk version has three times as many.
Incidentally, if you've ever wondered what
Bill Hogue sounds like, it is his voice that

talks to you throughout the game.
In conclusion. Robot Attack is an

excellent TRS-80 adaptation of the

popular arcade game. It is somewhat
slower than other Big Five games, but

stands strong among them.

Forbidden Planet

You wake up in a plastic container
aboard a malfunctioning star-cruiser I he

ship's alert wails in the background,
frantically you race around trying to find

the right objects to repair the ship. Once
you have fixed the cruiser you must crash-

land it on a strange "forbidden planet"
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your power is reaoy
c tht^vrites /oftware

k- fipple II™

C.O.R.P.~ writes software. Perhaps you should
read that again. Not "simplifies programming" or

"makes debugging easier." CORP. writes

APPLESOFT BASIC—complete, stand-alone
programs which run, bug-free, the very first time. You
need not type a single character of basic code—ever.

C.O.R.P. does that. Your answers to questions in simple
English "design" the program. In minutes, C.O.R.P. writes

all the program code, scrolls it to the screen and automatically

saves it to your disk. Your program because you designed it.

Once written, your program runs without C.O.R.P. You may list

your program, examine it modify it further or even sell it—as you
wish.royalty free. No mere"data base manager,"at any price, does that>

The applications are almost limitless. Your C.O.R.P. Program Generation

'

System will: • handle nearly as much data as your disks will hold (1 13K
per disk!) • find any record in less than a second • let you design your
own screens as quickly as you can move the curser around • sort, re-sort

and update your data for you • examine and re-examine your data and
then print reports, checks, invoices, statements, mailing labels, lists, memos—
you name it. C.O.R.P. allows you to use your Apple II plus as the working tool it

really is. Isn't that why you bought one?

Computers should write code. You should design programs. Now you have the power.

C.O.R.P.
system • a
generator $235

I features: • a data entry program generator • a full sort sub-
system • an update sub-system • a full diagnostic package • a print program

C.O.R.P. II features: • allot C.O.R.P. I plus: • a system menu generator* a
complete forms letter generator • a full files editor • a system demo
package • an Applesoft tutorial $425.

CSjRTECHS
«* CORPORATION

900 North Franklin, Chicago, Illinois 60610

See your dealer today or
call toll-free 1-800-621-4109
(In Illinois, call (312) 943-0700)

Dealer inquiries welcome.

C.O.R.P.

C.O.D. welcome.
CORP Is a trademark of

Maromaty Scotto Software Corporation.
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r Sick of the same TRS-80 software?

Here's a CHEAP CURE!

The prescription for the Model I and III:

CLOAD Magazine!

A CASSETTE TAPE with 6 to 8 programs a month!

Some past sensational medications

Game — Caterpillar, Suns, CIA Adventure, Reversi

Practical — Securities, Energy, Tape Directory, Checkbook
Utility — Variable Dump, Display, Edit, Code t
Tutorial - Planets, Spell Egg, Atomic Table, Geometry

At about 7$ cent* a program, a subscription to CLOAD
Magaiinc is |ust what the doctor ordered

The Bottom Line:

1 year (12 issues)

6 months (6 issues)

Single copies

Back issues

Good Games 81

Adventures #1

J SO 00
$3000

S 600
$1200
$1300

The Fine Print

All issues from Oct 78 on available

— ask for list (24 Level I issues also)

Programs are for I6K Level II, 16K

Model III, and occasionally for disks

TRS-te is a trademark of Tandy Corp

MasterCard/Visa welcome 1

California residentsadd6% to single copies t^l rt."^.^
North America - First Class Postage Included wLUHU Magazine- inc.
Overseas - add $10 to subscriptions, and PO Box 1448, Santa Barbara,
$1 to single copies Sent AO rate CA 93102 1805) 962-6271
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For the Extended BASIC COLOR COMPUTER

POCKETBOOK SURGERY NOT REQUIRED

The Bottom Line:

1 year (12 issues) $4500
6 months (6 issues) $2S 00
Single copies $ 5 00

Calif residents add 696 to single

copies

North America — First Class Postage

included

Overseas — add $10 to subscriptions,

and $1 to single copies Sent AO rate

MasterCard/Visa welcome'

Is your CoCo table-ridden, drinking

up electrical juice but not getting any
software solids'' A prescription of

CHROMASETTE Magazine will stop
the hardening of the ribbon cables

The doctor explained that

CHROMASETTE Magazine is a cas-

sette tape with 6 to 8 quality programs
on it A healthy mixture of games, tuto-

rials, utilities, and practical programs to
nurture your computer every month
No finger exercises necessary Just load
and run

Keep CoCo's health costs low A
subscription to CHROMASETTE
Magazine is good, cheap medication
(under 75 cents a program)

Th« Fine Print:

All issues from July 8 1 on available -

ask for list Programs are for the

Extended BASIC model only

vlasterCard/Visa welcome'

RO Box 1087 Santa Barbara,

CA 93109 (805) 963-1066

Magaiinc

Talking Games, continued.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Forbidden Planet

Type: Text Adventure

System: TRS-80 Model I or III. 48K

Format: Disk only

Language: Machine

Summary: Talking adventure

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

Fantastic Software

P.O. Box 27734

Las Vegas, Nevada 89 1 27
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filled with angry ogres, caves, modern
cities, radioactive lakes and much more.

This is the scenario for the first talking

TRS-80 adventure. Forbidden Planet.

Forbidden Planet is a machine language
program written by William Dcmas, the

co-author of Scott Adams' Adventure #12.

and is sold by Fantastic Software. Adams'
style is evident throughout the program,
from the split scieen to the immediate
response time. If I didn't know better I

would have sworn that Forbidden Planet

was Adams Adventure #13.

The program is a text-oriented adven-
ture; you input commands in a verb/ noun
format, try to unlock "mysteries, find

treasures, fight battles and survive to enjoy
it all. Forbidden Planet is exciting,

sometimes frustrating, fast moving,
challenging and just plain fun. It boasts a

vocabulary of over 140 words plus SO or so

spoken words.

Don't be misled into thinking you are

"talked along" the adventure. Only key
phrases or clues are spoken, therefore if the

computer talks, you had better listen

carefully to what it says.

If you want, you can toggle the voice on
or off in the middle of a game. The voice in

Forbidden Planet isn't a drab monotone
robot voice, but rather, a lively emotional
human voice. The voice quality is good but

slightly harsher than that of Robot Attack.

Even so, every word is audible and
comprehensible.

The space setting used in this program
isn't novel, but Dcmas has added many
original twists to the adventure. Even
experienced adventurers will find For-
bidden Planet very difficult to solve.

There is a variety of ways to die in the

first 20 or so locations, and, needless to

say, survival is tough. Anyone who enjoys

a challenging adventure will find this

program a delightful array of puzzles and
obstacles waiting to be solved and
overcome.

Forbidden Planet is a handsome
addition to any collection of computer
adventures and is worth the $39.95 price.

a
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For $99.95 you can have a
fullpowered personal computer.
Most people know by now that the

ZX81 from Sinclair Research is the

lowest priced personal computer in

the world.

But serious program-
mers are looking for more f
than a low price. They're

looking for true computer
power. And that's where
the ZX81 surprises a lot

of people.

Just look at the key
board and you'll get

some idea of the

ZX81 's power. It

has more than 60
Sinclair programs are available

BASIC commands
20 graphic symbols, and complete

mathematical functions. And there's

even more power that you can't see.

A breakthrough in personal
computers. The ZX81 offers features

found only on computers costing two

or three times as much.
Just look at what you get:

• Continuous display, including mov-
ing graphics

• Multi-dimensional string and nu-

merical arrays

• Mathematical and scienti

fie functions accurate

to 8 decimal places

• Unique one-touch

entry of key words
like PRINT, RUN
and LIST

• Automatic syntax er-

ror detection and easy
editing

• Randomize function useful for both

games and serious applications

• Built-in interface for ZX Printer

• IK of memory expandable to 16K
• A comprehensive programming

guide and operating manual

The ZX81 is also very convenient to

use. It hooks up to any television set to

produce a clear 32-column by 24-line

display. And you can use a regular cas-

sette recorder to store and
recall programs by name.

What you get. When
you order your ZX81, you
get everything you need to

start programming.
It comes with connectors

for your TV and cassette

recorder, an AC adaptor, and
a free programming guide and

operating manual that com-
pletely documents the capabil-

ities of the ZX81.

Options and add-ons. Like any
full-powered computer, the ZX81 can

be expanded and upgraded.

Its IK memory can be expanded
to over 16K just by plugging the

Sinclair Memory Module onto

the back of the unit. The cost

is only $49.95.

Sinclair has also published

pre-recorded programs on cas-

settes for your ZX81. We're con-

stantiy coming out with new pro-

grams, so we'll send you our latest

software catalog when you order

your computer.

How did we do it? The
question most often asked

about the ZX81 is, "How
can so much computer

power cost so little money?"
16K Memory Module The answer is that Sinclair

Research simply took a different

approach. Our only goal was to make
programming power as affordable as

possible. So we developed a radical

new design that cuts costs dramati-

cally without cutting computer power.

For example, our unique Master Chip
replaces as many as 18 chips used in

other personal computers.

The success of the ZX81 speaks for

itself. It is now the fastest-selling per-

sonal computer in the world. And we
stand behind our product. If anything
goes wrong in the first 90 days, well
repair or replace your unit free of

charge. Even after that, you can take

advantage of our national service-by-

mail facilities for a minimum fee.

Order now and try it out for 10
days. Simply send the coupon along

with a check or money order. For
faster delivery, call our toll-free num-
ber and use your MasterCard or VISA.
You have 10 days to try out the

ZX81. If it isn't all we say it is, just

send it back and well refund your

money.
Why wait any longer? With the Sin-

clair ZX81 , you can finally afford to

have the computer power you've al-

ways wanted.

Call toll free 800-543-3000. Ask
operator #509. In Ohio call:

800-582-1364; in Canada
call: 513-729-4300. Ask

for operator #509.

Phones open 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week.
Have your MasterCard

or VISA ready.

These numbers are for

orders only. If you just want
Free guide to programming information, please

write: Sinclair Research Ltd.,

2 Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061.

To order call toll free: 800-543-3000

nAD CODE
07CC J On

MAIL TO: Sinclair Research Ltd.,

One Sinclair Plaza. Nashua. NH 03061.

PRICE* QTY. AMOUNT

ZX81

16K Memory
Module

Shipping and
Handling

$99.95

$49-95

$4.95

•U.S. dollars TOTAL

$4.95

SMI.- Zip

Sinclair technology is also available in Timex/Sindair
computers under a license from Sinclair Research Ltd.

Zl



Screen Director
Screen Director

''

retrieves and dis-

plays any standard image file on your
Apple's video monitor, large screen

TV or color printer. For only SI50,

Screen Director ''

gives you
a filmmaker's finesse in

boardroom presentations,

management briefings

and demonstrations
for clients.

With Screen Director you can scroll

forwards and backwards through any
color displays, with dissolves or cuts

from one image to the next— all at

the touch of two buttons.

You can even enhance your
Apple Business Graphics

with title slides in a variety

of fonts and
colors.

J

Spice yourApple with cinema.
Screen Director

v
includes both the two-button controller

and all necessary software.

For information on dealers of Screen Director"
in your area, call (617) 491-3377

Business & Professional

Software, Inc.

A 143 Binney Street

/J Cambridge, MA 02142

Screen Director" is a product of Business & Professional Software, Inc., creators of Apple Business Graphics.
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Zoom Grafix

Blowing Up the Screen

Dale Archibald

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Zoom Grafix

Type: Graphics printer

System: Apple II or II Plus. Applesoft

in ROM. 48K; Atari 800

in works

Format: DOS 3.3

Language: Machine and Applesoft

Summary: Simple, fast graphics with

enlargement feature

Price: $39.95. $10 for a backup.

Manufacturer:

Phoenix Software. Inc.

64 Lake Zurich Dr.

Lake Zurich. IL 60047

Graphics printing programs come in

handy for reviewers who need to illustrate

articles with screen photos. Some programs

allow you to hit reset in mid-move, and

store an image in memory. With a graphics

program, you can then print that image

out as an illustration.

Programmers use graphics programs to

see how their graphics look onscreen, or

to send printouts with press releases.

Businesspeople use them to make hard

copies of charts and graphics.

Zoom Grafix by Dave Holle takes you

a step past simply copying the screen

image. It allows you to select any part of

the image and blow it up. For example, if

you were to freeze Torox (Figure 1), you
could print out an image of just one of

the attacking monsters rather than the

entire screenful.

Dale Archibald. IH17 Third Ave. N.. Minneapolis.

MN 55405.
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If you wanted to print the ghoulie normal

size, you would select SIZE: 1 HIGH x 1

WIDE. Four times normal would be SIZE:

4 HIGH x 4 WIDE. You could make it

wider than normal or higher than normal
just by using 2x4 dots, or 4 x 4 dots.

Using Zoom Grafix, you can drive any

of several graphics printers. With some,
however, if you want to print wider than

the paper, you lose the right side as the

program compensates.

You can expand a graphic several sizes

with Zoom Grafix. You simply print out

35

one section at a time, then glue all the

printouts together. For business, you could

expand a graph or chart to use at meetings.

But the zoom feature isn't the only good
thing about the program. It also shows
you what the graphic is in its memory. It

will print either hi-res screen I or 2. It will

print white on black or black on white. It

has a blinking "window" that lets you

frame—and see— the exact area to be
printed on your graphic: and you can
change the area if your previous selection

doesn't suit you.
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SOFTWARE AUTHORS!
for Apple. Atari. TRS-80. NEC. Hitachi

Brtfderbund Software is looking for new authors to Join its

international team of programmers. If you have a product for
the micro market, let us show you the advantages of working
with our team of design, production and distribution
specialists. •—ijmimn

Call or write for our free Authors Kit today or send us a
machine readable copy of your work for prompt review under
strictest confidence. v a./ w*.^

W
derbund Softwar

1938 Fourth Street, Son Rofoel. Cfi 94901 • (415) 456-6424
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TWO PROGRAMS TO ACCENT YOUR APPLE
ACCU-SHAPES

The One-of-a-Kind, Ultimate Shape Builder

Create shapes in lores with magnified detail

View them in hi-res and color

Transfer them back to lo- res for further editing
"Page" through a table as if thumbing through
book
Add, delete, combine shapes from several

tables to form new tables

Kor the advanced programmer or the begin-

ner, to design a library of character sets, special

graphic symbols and shapes for animation.

Fast Assembly Language. 48k
ROM Applesoft. DOS 3.3 $4*-fS

See your dealer today

SOFT-STEP
The easy-to-use debugger for your Applesoft

BASIC programs. Helps experts find bugs and
beginners learn BASIC.

Single-step through your BASIC program
• Set breakpoint at any line

List the next line to be executed
Trace all or only chosen lines

Examine values of variables & memory
Define values of variables & memory

All of this and more, without modifying your
source code! Uses only 2.8k. Requires 32k.

DOS 3.3 Fast Assembly Language S4***S

ACCENT lorhwm
3750 Wright I'lace Halo Alto. CA. 94306 (415)856-6505
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Zoom Qrafix, continued.

Printers

Once you have selected your printer
and interface, you can store it on disk
after you have tested your configuration.
(Configurations can be changed at any
time for different printers.)

The printers that are on the menu to
operate with Zoom Crafix are the Anadex
9000, 900I . 9500 and 950I ; Diablo; Epson
MX-70, 80. and I00; IDS 225. 440. 445.
460 and 560; MPI 88G; NEC PC-8023;
Prowriter; Qume Silentype; Spinwriter;

Starwriter; and Xerox. Phoenix promises
it will accommodate others in the future
with optional updates.

Interfaces on the menu include the Apple
Centronics, parallel, serial, and Apple III

RS-232; Centronics CCS 7710. 7720 and
7728; Epson APL; Grappler; IS EP-12
PKASO; K-T; MC CPS parallel and serial;

MPI Auto-Plot; SSM AIO parallel and
serial: Tymac; and Versacard parallel and
serial.

It is a very thoughtful program, with

good error-trapping. It is. however, a bit

slow to load. This, it seems, is because it

takes up all but about IK of memory in

It is a very thoughtful
program with good

error-trapping.

the Apple. Once it has loaded, it seems to

operate very rapidly.

When booted, if your printer isn't turned
on. the program is supposed to stop with
WAITING FOR THE PRINTER signalling

the reason. It didn't on the version I tested

(an early one). Instead, it goes through
the sequence and all the questions, then
hangs up when it should begin printing.

That just means turning my MPI-88G on
and tapping the paper advance switch to

get it chugging.

There are other parts of the menu for

printing in addition to positive or negative

selection, size of zoom, and horizontal or
vertical printing.

Zoom Grafix also lets you set : the zoom
window from 0.0 to 279. 191 ; left margin:
print width (automatically set for the
machine you use. but you change this if

you are using narrower paper): delay to

set the time the printer should rest after

each row. so it doesn't overheat; printer

change; and line- or formfeed.

It is a simple, mostly self-explanatory

program. Questions are answered in the

10-page instruction book. Non-bootable
disks will be replaced free for the first 90
days after purchase, then for $5 after that

with the return of the original.
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Special Effects

Awaken the Artist

in Your Apple

Ame Choate Flynn

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Special Effects

Type: Apple Graphics

System: 48K Apple II. joystick, paddle

or graphics tablet

Format: DOS 3.3

Language: Applesoft and Machine
Language

Summary: Highly recommended

Price: $39.95 joystick or paddle.

$69.95 graphics tablet

Manufacturer:

Penguin Software

H30 4th Ave.
Geneva. IL 60134

Apple Graphics have come a long way
in the past year. The resolution hasn't

changed, neither have the ubiquitous six

basic colors; but graphics software utilities

have enabled the Apple to approach state-

of-the-art computer graphics.

Large expensive computer graphics

systems allow for creation of real-time,

on-the-spot art and animation. They usually

have unlimited color capability and let

you draw directly without pre-planning

your x and y coordinates. You can choose

from a selection of "brushes"—a specific

one for every type of line — load the brush

with color and have it reproduced on the

screen.

With Special Effects by Mark Pelczarski

the Apple computer comes very close to

emulating main-frame computer graphics

systems costing as much as $250,000 for

only $39.95.

Ame Choate Flynn. TechniGraphics. Ill Hicks

St. #I7B. Brooklyn Heights. NY 1 1201.
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The utility can be divided into three

basic parts: creating a picture, modifying
one you already have, and animating and
working with it in either an immediate
mode or within your own programs.

Creating A Picture

The "Brush" or "Paint" module gives

you a choice of% brushes or shape tables

that take the place of your cursor. These
shapes range from the smallest dot to

lines to an air-brush splatter effect.

You can load the brush with any one of

107 colors or color patterns and move the

brush/cursor around the screen with the

paddles.

You can stand back
from your work and
make it do things you

never believed
possible.

Unlike the more formalized coloring

book type of picture creation, where you
draw some lines and fill with color. Special

Effects allows you to put color next to

color with no need for a black or white

border.

The irregularly shaped air brushes allow

for highly sophisticated shading and model-

ing. As an artist, this aspect of the utility

gives me the freedom that I have come to

expect with oils or acrylics, but not with

my computer.
Mr. Pelczarski has made it very easy to

move around the module; brushes and
the color palette are displayed on page
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two so you can move back and forth

easily from the select mode to your painting

on page 1. He has even included a "Mag-
nifying Mode" which lets you magnify the

area around the cursor two or four times
and turn individual pixels on or off to

make them black or white.

Modifying A Picture

Using the "Conversion Module," you
can take a picture you have created using

other software or with a graphics tablet,

and convert it into the Special Effects
format; or conversely, take a Special Effects
picture, convert it, and use it with the

tablet.

In this module there is also a "Font
Converter" which allows you to take fonts

from DOS Toolkit or Higher Text and
use them in the character generator in

The Complete Graphics System. These
are basic utilities which keep non-
programmers from total frustration and
having to remember if a picture is a Pic.

TITLE (tablet) picture or a TITLE.Pic
{Special Effects or The Complete Graphics
System) picture.

Simply having fun with a picture is

sometimes difficult; you tend to take your
"art" too seriously. With the "Graphics
Tricks" module you can stand back from
your work and make it do things you
never believed possible, all with the press

of one or two keys. "Picture Flips," for

example, give you a mirror image of your
graphic— left on right side, top on bottom,
etc. The graphics you wind up with may
look very different from what you started

with, but I guarantee you will have a
great time.

"Color Trick" changes selected colors

to other colors. You are given a "negative
image" or mirror image of the picture

with the colors changed. These tricks and
flips are easy to get in and out of. and I
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For use with Apple
Computer Systems

The Superplotter is a highly versatile business,

engineering, educational, math and graphics ap-

plications package featuring

Standard Bar Graphs* Point and Line Graphs*

Graphics Display of any Mathematical Function*

Least Squares Polynomial Curveflt Generation*

Keyboard Image Shape Tables and

User Tutorial* Automatic Graphics Disk Storage

and Recall-Data File Editor*Automatic Disk

Storage and Recall of Editor Data Flle»*Over1«y

Modea*Graphlcs Screen Text Editor

Data may be input directly or from previously

generated data files Comprehensive documen-

tation is provided including printer dump instruc-

tions and directions for accessing data bases

created by other programs. Requires Applesoft

and one DOS 3 3 disk drive

$69.95

See your local dealer tor a demonstration
or order direct from:

Dickens Data Systems
478 Engle Or. I Tucker. Oa. 30084 I (404) 4*1 7905

outalde Georgia:

(800) 241 6753 e«t 503

COD . VISA. & MasterCard accepted

Mail Orders: Add $2 50 for shipping and handling

(SS 00 outside the USA)

**l»Cl IO« PtOl*»»rtMl«l OlMMT n«pot1«

\~V ...

Plot Kayboatd Chatacuta on *",
Graphic * Display &mp<y

CIRCLE 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOMEDAY ... in the comfort of your own home
or office, you'll be able to shop and bank
electronically, read instantly updated major
newswires, analyze the performance of a
stock that interests you, send electronic mail
to business associates across the country,
then play Bridge with your best friend in San
Francisco and two strangers in Chicago and
Dallas.

WELCOME TO SOMEDAY
Someday is today with the CompuServe Information Service. All this

and more can be accessed with a local phone call in most major
US cities. For hardware you need a terminal or personal computer
and a modem The CompuServe Information Service costs only $5.00

per hour, billed in minute increments to your charge card.

Ask for a demonstration at a Radio Shack " Computer Center.

Videotex software is available for various brands of personal

computers. CompuServe Information Service. 5000 Arlington Centre
Blvd.. Columbus. Ohio 43220. (614) 457-8650.

CompuServe
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Special Effects, continued...

could have used them at the Rhode Island

School of Design when my 2-D teacher

said "Do it again— different."

Animation
The last options in this module are to

move or animate your pictures. You can

take a rectangular portion of the picture

and move it to any portion of the picture

on page one. You can move parts of

pictures from page two to page one at

different times giving you quite sophisti-

cated animation. You use the paddles to

define the portion of the picture you wish

to move, and scroll it onto the page in an

up or downward direction.

"Programmers Notes" tell how to use

this option in your own programs and
move parts and pieces in and out of the

screen easily and effectively. 1 used it in a

demonstration disk recently and it stopped

the show.

Another way of moving a picture onto

page one or through a picture on page

one is to spiral it with a delightful routine

that starts in the middle of the screen,

and "spirals out" your picture from page
two.
The "Packing Module" eliminates the

old limitation of only 13 or so 34-sector

pictures on a disk. Using a look-ahead

table, you can squeeze down most pictures

to a length of only 7 to 20 sectors depending

on their complexity.

With this module you can pack a picture,

unpack a picture or create a string of

packed pictures. You can string from three

to ten pictures together, and load them
into HIMEM.
With the "Viewstring" module, a short

program, you have quick (less than 15

seconds) access to all pictures in the string.

They are all stored on page two. and you
just call them out when you want them. I

have used this for animation by modifying

each picture in the string slightly and
playing them out at two or three second
intervals.

Documentation
The Special Effects disk is copy-

protected, but you can use the pictures

and subroutines created with it in your
own programs. Mark Pelczarski has even
listed the addresses and lengths of the

subroutines so you can put them on your
own disk, and his well-written documenta-
tion makes them easy to use.

Good documentation is a major part of

any piece of software, and using the well-

designed booklet is a delight. Each module
is fully described with the options that

are available to the user, and there is

even a short reference guide in case you
forget what a particular command means.

I highly recommend Special Effects to

anyone who wants to take advantage of

the Apple color graphics capabilities, and
have fun at the same time. D
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Long long ago. In a
gaiage far, tax away, a
brave alliance ol

Spldei-Flghten were at

wax with the tyrannical
Raygunltes. Regenerat-
ing Fly-Fighters, Black-

hearted Beetles, or a
quick shot of B.S. (bug
spray) sent many a
Spider-Fighter to bug
heaven. Fly back In

time with us as the last

surviving Spider
fearlessly spins his web
of purple energy In a
valiant effort to keep
the flame ot freedom
aglow . .

.

Fly Wars requires a 48K
Apple U or II • com-
puter with one Apple
disk drive and Is play-
able with keyboard or
Sirius' Joyport and
Atari-type Joystick.

Fly Wan. cayprtaht < > 1982 by
Stilus Software. Inc Stilus and
Joyport aie trademarks of

Sirius Software. Inc. Apple II Is

a trademark ol Apple Com-
puter Inc. Atari Is a tiademaik
ol Atari Inc Sirius Software

Inc u not affiliated with Atari

Inc

Sirius Software, Inc.

Sacramento, California

(916)366-1195

CIRCLE 235 ON READER SERVICE CARD



What's a Cyclod????
Cyclod (sl'kldd) n„ pi.

cyclods [Gr. < cy.
one-eyed and clod,
stumble bum] 1. In

Ophidian legend, the
name of three bug-
eyed brick lighters
known as Mascara,

Glaucoma, and
Cornea; 2 In Myoplan

legend, a cross
between a clumsy

mason and a one-eyed
snake charmer; 3. in

Slrlus legend, the video
representation oi a
game wherein an

eyeball fights snakes
with bricks.

The craziest game yet
from the masters of

crazies at Slrlus.

Cyclod requires a 48K
Apple II or n - with one
Apple disk drive and

is playable with
keyboard, Apple-

compatible Joystick, or
Slrlus' Joyport and
Atari-type Joystick.

Cyclod. coyprtght © 1981 by
Slxlui Software. Inc Sliiui and

Joyport are trademarks ol
Sinui Software Inc Apple D u

a trademark of Apple
Computer Inc. Atari It a

trademark ol Atari Inc. Slflui

Software. Inc U not affiliated

with Atari Inc

Slrlus Software. Inc.

Sacramento, California

1©B (Ml1L
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Forget the whales, save
the Lemmings! These
fuzzy little rodents are
in need oi some popu-
lation control. Setting
them to mate without
over-breeding is

enough to drive you
crazy. Keeping 'em
safely locked up is

even worse. Tou see,

you gotta keep the
Lemmings from getting
hit by trucks or going
on a mass suicide
jump into the sea. It's

not easyl Lemmings —
they're everywhere!
AAYYYAaaaal

Lemmings, a new
game of wits and ac-
tion for the committed
game player. Lem-
mings requires a 48K
Apple II or II • com-
puter with an Apple
disk drive and is play-
able with keyboard,
Apple-compatible Joy-

stick or paddles, or
with Stilus' Joyport and
Atari-type Joystick.

Lemmings, coypilght © 1°S1

by Stilus Sottwai*. Inc. Slrtus

and Joyport ai» trademarks ol

Stilus Sottwai*. Inc. Apple II Is

a trademark ol Apple Com-
pute* Inc Ataii Is a trademark
ol Atari Inc Stilus Sottwai*,

Inc Is not affiliated with Atari

Inc.

Stilus Software, Inc.

Sacramento. California

Join The Mass Migration!



Reading, Writing, and TRS-80

The biggest name in little computers is also the biggest

name in classroom computing. There are more TRS-80s
in use in schools than any other computer— and for

some very good reasons. We're not just a hardware
company. Our education division has produced more
courseware than any other microcomputer manufac-
turer, even more than most major educational pub-
lishers. We're serious about education. No reputable

educational publisher would place a new and untested
program on the market— and neither would we. We
maintain an extensive field test program for all our
classroom products. If they don't measure up. we don't

put our name and our reputation on them. And they don't make it into your classroom. Our service

and support organizations are second to none. And they're company-owned and company-operated— nationwide. If you're serious about computers in your classroom, ask a school that owns a TRS-80.
And then visit a Radio Shack Computer Center or one of our stores near you. Or call 817-390-3302 for

the name of our full-time educational sales coordinator in your area.

Radio /hack
The biggest name in little computers™

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Four High-Res Text Generators

for the Apple

A Comparative Review

An Introduction To
Hi-Res Text Generators

The Apple computer brought high-

resolution graphics within the reach of

most computer owners. Soon after serious

hi-res programming is begun, however,

most programmers become frustrated by

the fact that the Apple makes no provision

for mixing text with high-resolution

graphics. For many applications, this is a

severe disadvantage, so it is not surprising

that several solutions have appeared on the

market.

It is now possible to purchase any of a

do/en or so packages which will allow the

mixing of hi-res graphics and text. One
approach, used by ROM Plus from
Mountain Computer involves the installa-

tion of a new piece of hardware. This is a

useful, if somewhat expensive approach.

The other method, the one which this

article will discuss, involve* the use of a

software-based high-resolution character

generator.

The software approach has several

advantages, when compared with hard-

ware-based text generators. First, of

course, is lower cost. One software-based

character generator can be had almost for

free, and even the most sophisticated cost

well under $50. In my case, this permits me
to own several different generators and to

choose the best one for a particular

application.

Andrew Bcrenles. Campus View House 405. Blooming-

Ion. I\ 47401
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Andrew Berentes

But there are other advantages of

software generators. For example, once a

program is written to use a particular

generator, both the program and generator

may be moved to another computer

through use of a disk or tape.

With a hardware character generator, if

you want to trade programs that use

hardware generated hi-res text you are out

of luck unless everyone owns the hard-

ware.

Incidentally, all of the packages I will

discuss include fully transportable lower

case and do not require a lower case

adapter.

Because software-based character gen-

erators are more numerous than the

hardware-based types, the variety ol

special features is much greater. One of the

generators I will discuss has especially

powerful features for animation. Another

allows the creation of large characters and

the manipulation of the standard font in

many effective ways.

When fonts — a font is any set of

characters reside in RAM instead of in

ROM. they may be easily modified, and. in

fact, entire fonts may be created with very-

little trouble. One of the packages

discussed comes with 21 fonts ready to go.
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With a character set in ROM. changing the

characters is more complicated and more
expensive.

I sing Hi-Res Generators

Hi-res character generators all operate

in a similar way. They are designed so that

normal PRINT commands will control the

placement of characters on the hi-res page.

Essentially, the hi-res generator hooks into

the normal print machinery; when a

particular character is printed on the text

page the hi-res generator takes that as a cue

to draw a predefined shape on the hi-

resolution screen. I bus the generator gets

its position cues from the cursor position

and the instruction for which character to

draw from the character that is printed on

the text page.

But wait a minute. No one says that just

because an A is printed on the text page, an
A must be drawn on the hi-res page. In

fact, hi-res generators allow the user to

redefine characters so that, while normal
letters are printed on the test page, the hi-

res page may be getting Greek alphabetic

characters.

I his allows the creation ol special

symbols lor special purposes. I hese

symbols might include normally unavail-

able mathematical symbols, a Japanese

syllabary, or the graphic symbols you need

lor your new Star Trek game.

So. one of the first things you should

look lor in a hi-res character generator is

an easy way to design your own char-



Hi-Res Text, continued...

acters. Fortunately, most packages include
a program which allows the user to define

characters in a grid and then stuff them
back into the font.

This process is still time consuming.
since every character has at least 56 points

to be considered. Still, it is not all that

difficult, and it is usually faster than
defining shape tables to do the same job.

Another helpful feature in a hi-res

generator is a command which disables

normal screen scrolling. Because part of
the screen is often taken up by graphics, we
often want to use every available text line.

A major frustration is that line 24 of the

screen is difficult to use because the screen

tends to scroll up following a print to that

line.

The usual result of scroll defeat is that

when a carriage return is issued in line 24
the cursor returns home without clearing

the screen. The ability to disable screen

scrolling is available in some form in three

of the generators discussed in this article.

Animation in Hi-Res
Among the most sophisticated applica-

tions for hi-res generators is character

animation. With this process, characters

are defined such that, when printed in

blocks, large shapes are drawn. These
shapes may then be animated with PRINT
statements. For those of us who do not

choose to do animation in assembly
language, these character animations can
often be made to operate must faster than
would be possible with shape tables.

Certainly, the figures are easier to create.

The ultimate animation technique is

nondestructive animation. With this

technique it is possible to move a shape
over a background object without erasing

parts of that object. We owe this capa-
bility in the Apple to the fact that there arc
two hi-resolution screens.

The background is stored on the unseen
page, called the secondary page. When the

characters to be animated are printed, they
are overlaid on that secondary page. I he-

result is transferred to the primary page,
which is the one seen by the viewer.

/ have found
advantages to each,
and I use one or

another as appropriate
formy current purpose.

Thus, the background is stored on the

secondary page, and can be reinstated on
the primary page when the character has

moved. While this may sound compli-

cated, with one of the hi-res generators

discussed, it is quite easily implemented.

An excellent demonstration of this is

KIHHI I . found in the DOS Tool Kit.

Related functions allow the generator to

overlay characters. Thus it is possible to

underline or to create composite char-

acters fairly easily. This feature, used in a

slightly different manner, allows the

generator to print on a background.

Magnetic Robert Cavey
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choosing either black or white as the print

color to make the print visible.

The Hi-Res Character Generators

In working with these four character

generators I have found advantages to

each, and I use one or another as
appropriate for my current purpose. So.

my goal here is not to recommend one over
the others, but to. illuminate the features of

each so that you can choose the one most
appropriate to your applications.

As one further aid to choosing the best

generator for you. note that all except

Screen Machine include demonstration
programs. These programs vary in com-
plexity and serve to show the scope of hi-

res generator applications in general as well

as the features of any particular generator.

I would strongly recommend that you
seek out each of these programs and view
their demonstrations before making a final

purchase. Another interesting illustration

of hi-res text is "Apple Pie" by N. R.

McBurney II (Creative Computing.
August 1980).

You will notice that there are really two
High- Resolution Character Generators,

both from Apple. The latest, found in the

DOS Tool Kit. is called HRCG in the

manual. I have used that name to

distinguish the new program from the

original which was published in the
Contributed Software Bank.
(Note: Very similar programs come with
Pascal Animation Package and Pilot

Animation Package from Apple. —Ed.)
Hi- Res Character Generator may

usually be copied onto your disk at an
Apple dealer. HRCG must be purchased
along with several other programs in the

DOS Tool Kit.

Screen Machine is available in a tape

\ersion which is fully compatible with

DOS. It is manufactured by Softape and
may be ordered directly from them. I have
noticed that it is now being published on
disk, but I have no experience with the disk

version.

Higher Text is distributed nationally by
Synergistic Software and is available also

through the A.P.P.L.E. users group to

members only. The version reviewed was
obtained from A.P.P.L.E. and may differ

from the version as distributed by
Synergistic.

A Word of Warning
I should mention something here before

moving on. The memory locations from
$300 to S3FF (768 to 1023 decimal) are

quite popular locations for small machine
language programs, such as the standard
Applesoft tone generator.

Be aware that they are commonly used

by the character generators also. Memory
maps are provided by Higher Text and by
Screen Machine, detailing their $300 page
usage: these should be consulted before

you try to use this memory range.
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GetOmni M 7

for as little as $1.99. .

.

even if all you
want is a

10 pack.

II toll-free for great savings on Omni's

complete line of 5 ]A" premium disks. Each is

certified error-free at a minimum of twice

the error threshold of your system. Each is

rated for more than 12 million passes without

disk-related errors or significant wear.

And each is precision fabricated to exceed

all ANSI specifications with such standard

features as reinforced hub rings and Tyvec

sleeves. Get same day shipment and an

unconditional, no hassle money-back guarantee.

ARCHIVE
2J Alvarado Ave,Won ester, MA 01604

(800) 343-0314; In Mass:

(617) 756-2960

Call toll free

(800) 343-0314

In Mass: (617) 756-2960
Call if you're not sure which disk is compatible with your

system. Call for prices on % tpi and special formats. We offer an

unconditional money-hack warranty. We're here to help.

Be sure I

/of
10 Packs

to indicate system name

5W Disks

Single ride/single density

Single side/double density

Double side/double density

Flip/Floppy reversible

Double side/double density

Protective plastic libr;irv case

(in lieu of soft Storage box)

Shipping and handling

5% sales tax (Mass. only)

ana moae

Price Per
10 Pack

$19.90

$23.90

$39.90

$39.90

$ 2.99

Total

CIR(

:i f ai rign

Total

Price

$

$

$ 1.50

ll
- DCheck
cod

( ;ird /

LJ Master Card

visa

Exp.

System and model I

Name

Address

$

$

;LE 199 ON

Tel.

READER SERVICE CARD



Hi-Res Text, continued...

Number of

Characters in Font

Fonts Available

Under Program Control

DOS Compatibility

Use with Cassette

Minimum Memory
Required

Machine Memory
Required

Location in Memory

Method of Control

Non-Destructive

Animation

Colored Text

Enlarged Text

Text Scroll Disable

•Cassette version

Hi-Res Char. Generator

128

I normally more
arc possible

3.2 or 3.3

Yes (moderately easy)

1.25 K (I font)

16 K

Any available space

POKEs

No

No

No

Yes ( No normal scroll)

Screen Machine * Higher Text

96 96

1 3 or more depending on
available memory

3.2 or 3.3 3.2 or 3.3

Yes (very easy) No

1.75 K(l font) 6.1 K (3 fonts)

24 K

Above HIMEM
(Applesoft)

POKEsandCAl Li

Yes

No

No

Yes (Also normal scroll)

32 K (48 K preferred)

Decimal 3072 to 8 191

POKEs. Control

Characters

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

HRCC.

96

I to 10

3.3 only

No

2K(I font)

32 K

Above HIMEM

Control Characters

Yes (very convenient)

No

No

Yes (Also normal scroll)

High-Resolution Character Generator
The original High-Resolution Chancier

Generator has been available for some
time. It is in Volume 3 of the Apple
Software Bank Contributed Programs,
which I obtained, along with the rest of
Volume 3. for a copying charge. Even if

you must pay more than I found necessary,

however, you will get a bargain, since

Volume 3 also contains such well-known
programs as File Cabinet. Apple Vision.

Airfoil, and Internal Combustion Engine
Simulation.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Hi-Res Character Generator
(from Apple's Contributed
Software, Volume 3)

Type: Graphics Utility

System: Apple II (or Apple II Plus).

16K, Disk or Cassette

Format: Disk or cassette

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Best buy. It works and it's

almost free.

Price: Usually free, see text.

Manufacturer:

Apple Computer, Inc.

10260 Bandley Dr.

Cupertino. CA 94017

High- Res Character Generator is the
most compact of the four generators con-
sidered in this article. It has two parts:

a program, which requires 256 bytes of
memory, and a character table, which uses
IK.

Further, these components may be
located in almost any free area in memory.
The combination of small si/e and
repeatability makes High- Res Character
Generator the only one of the four that can
be used with a I6K system.

The documentation may be a little

difficult to find. (My dealer doesn't
normally have it.) 1 have, therefore,

included a basic guide to the use of the
package in this article.

You will notice that it uses POKEs to

enter commands, but the required com-
mands are relatively few in number. The
serious user would be well advised to

assign variables to 972, 973, and 974 so
that, to turn on, say Inverse printing, you
would do a POKE MODE. INVRS rather
than POKE 973,255. This will make the
user's job much easier.

Unlike the other packages, High-Res
Character Generator has no command to

enable lower case printing. Instead, this is

accomplished within the context of the
Basic program. To learn the procedures,
list the Hi-Res Demo which is included
with the generator.

The Demo is heavily documented and
contains lines which may be lifted verbatim
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and used in your program. The algorithm
is not difficult to understand and is well

worth a few minutes of study.

It is possible, if a little inconvenient, to

design your own character fonts. This is

accomplished by plotting characters on a

grid and translating the grid points into

hexadecimal code.

The procedure is elaborate and time-

consuming, but not terribly difficult if all

the steps are followed carefully. Up to 256
characters may be put into memory
without too much trouble; and more can
be added with a little work.

If you wish to create characters, you will

find instructions in the Contributed
Programs. Volumes 3-5.

Hi- Res Character Generator is compact,
inexpensive, and fulfills the most common
requirements of a character generator

quite well. It can be used easily with any
memory size, with Integer Basic or
Applesoft, and with cassette or disk-based
systems. You may never need anything
more elaborate than Hi- Res Character
Generator.

Screen Machine
Screen Machine was my first hi-res text

generator for a very good reason. It was
and still is the only one I know of that is

every bit as convenient when used with a
cassette based system as when used with a

disk drive.

Most hi-res programs require that a

July 1982 c Creative Computing



discSa
VINYL PROTECTIVE DISK SLEEVES

DISCSAVERS

£Zri*^r~. £iiJL*.3 '

COLOR CODED: Multi-color DiscSavers are designed

for easy recognition of individual disks with your own
color-keyed filing system Ideal for office or home use.

PROTECTIVE: Custom grain vinyl provides added
protection for magnetic disks by guarding against

common handling hazards.

ATTRACTIVE: DiscSavers provide a handsome and
professional method of single disk storage and
enhance the look of your hardware while protecting

your valuable software.

DURABLE Rigid vinyl construction protects against

constant handling to ensure long wear and tor

PORTABLE: DiscSavers are the only portable vinyl

disk sleeves for use with a single diskette th.tt brar Htte

RockRoy mark of quality.

7721 E Gray Road
Scottsdale, Arizona 85200
(602) 998 1577
ToM-Free800-528-23Gl

Conlacl your nf.il**r or OsttibuV)

1ROCKROY 1

Compute Product*. Division
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WHAT IS SWEETER
THAN AN APPLE?

THE FRANKLIN Ti=mm
The Franklin ACE 100 is hardware and software compatible
with the Apple II. It is sweeter because it is more versa-
tile, it includes 64K of RAM memory and— it costs less.

Any program that runs on the Apple II will run on the
Franklin ACE 100. Any peripheral that works with

Apple will work with ACE. The Franklin ACE 100 gen-
erates upper and lower case characters and includes
a numeric pad, an alpha lock key and VisiCalc keys.

The Franklin ACE 100—a professional personal
computer with the quality and reliability for the most
demanding business applications. It is sweeter than

an Apple. Call or write today for the name of your
local authorized Franklin dealer.

FRANKLIN
COMPUTER CORPORATION

7030 Colonial Highway
Pennsauken, NJ 08109
609-488 1700

Franklin ACE is a trademark ol Franklin Computer Corporation
Apple is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer Inc

VisiCalc is a registered trademark ol Visi Corp
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VERSAbox
The only intelligent SPOOLER/BUFFER with
an optional REAL TIME CLOCK interface/

display For use with all Centronics parallel

and RS-232C INPUT/OUTPUT interfaces

VERSAbox s highspeed input combined with

up to 60K buffer (more with character compres-
ses up your computer from the slow |Ob

of printing Modems and other compatible
devices can also be buffered Multiple software-

• ible outputs permit you to choose be-
tween two or more VERSAbox outputs or use

inputs simultaneously too

Add the optional REAL TIME CLOCK to

VERSAbox and you get a six digit LED numeric
time display Your computer can read the time
via the RS-232C port Another useful option is

the SWITCHED 120V SOCKET that can turn

external devices on and off by clock control

VERSAbox is supplied in an attractive, com-
pact 11 wide. 8 deep. 3 high cabinet
Interface cables are available from your dealer
or Prometheus SPECIAL OFFER for Apple II

1 Buy a VERSAbox this month and you
will receive a free parallel interface and cable

VERSAbox. standard model with Centronics
parallel INPUT OUTPUT only and 16K
buffer S24900

VERSAbox. with both Centronics pari
and RS-232C INPUT OUTPUT and 16K
buffer $29900

REAL TIME CLOCK option with
DISPLAY add S1 50.00

PLUS VERSAbox
FOR EVERYBODY

I. VERSAcard
Four cards on one for Apple II ( 1 ) Serial Input/

Output Interface. (2) Parallel Output Interface

(3) Precision Clock Calendar, and (4) BSR
Control All on one card with TRUE SIMULTA-
NEOUS OPERATION
Rpfnrf» uni i hi i\j Mm intain r.nmm itor P.PCS nr anu

other multifunction card, ask these questions

Can I use CP/M and Apple Pascal with NO disk

modification 9

Does it have interrupts''

Will I be able to read and set the year9

Does it have BSR control 9

Can I use DB Master 9 Ascn Express 9 VISI Dex 9

Easy Writer 9 WORDSTAR 9 Z-TERM PRO9

VISITERM 9 other software packages 9

If the answer is YES to all of the above, then
you re talking about VERSAcard and ONLY
VERSAcard And. the list price has been
reduced by S50 to $1 99.00

SPECIAL OFFER Buy a VERSAcard and we'll

sell you GRAFTRIX. a sophisticated screen
dump graphics package, with S25 off the regu-
lar list price of S65 for only $40.00.

II. AUTO-DOC
An automatic diagnostics system for your Apple
II computer Get a complete check of your critical

Apple hardware EVERY time you power-up

AUTO-DOC saves TIME ENERO
MONEY by identifying problems in your Apple
before they make themselves known by sys
tern failures And. you don t have to remember
to insert a disk DOC automatically ide

system problems before you run your pro-

grams by doing extensive system diagnostics
If DOC finds a failure, it indicates the problem
area and. in some cases, the specific chip or

component that s responsible

DOC includes a memory test, processor test.

ROM test, and more In addition, extensive disk

based diagnostics are included for further test-

ing and subsystem checks for many popular
peripheral cards

AUTO-DOC is simple and easy to install And
once installed. DOC will always be there work
mg AUTOMATICALLY everytime you power-up

Can you afford to be without AUTO-DOC 9

AUTO-DOC List Price $99.00



Hi-Res Text, continued..

About Embedded Control Characters

Control characters are used by Higher Text. Screen

Machine, and HRCG to control various generator

functions. This has several advantages over the use of

POKEs. Control characters require less memory when
stored in programs and can be made more mnemonic, that

is to say, more meaningful and easy to remember.

At the very least, it is easier to type a control character

than a POKE sequence, and, since some functions require

several commands, this advantage becomes more
important as the user undertakes more complex projects.

Often control characters arc used individually — toclear

a screen for example. Control characters are typed while

holding down the CTRL key. In this case it is often

advantageous to use variables to represent the control

characters. For example, with HRCG the variable CSS
might be set equal to a Control-P, which is the command to

clear the hi-res screen.

The least obscure way to do this in Applesoft is through

the CHRS function, a feature which is unfortunately

lacking in Integer Basic. Thus, in Applesoft we would use

the line

900 CSS = CHR$(I6) : REM CTRL-P
to make the above mentioned assignment (the numbers to

use may be found on pages 138. 139 of the Applesoft

Reference Manual.)

The use of REM statements is virtually essential if this

technique is not to cause trouble during some future

debugging operation. Of course, it would be possible, and

in fact necessary in Integer, to make the assignment

directly like this:

900 CSS = "'•: REM CTRL-P
You will notice that something is missing, namely the

Control-P. It was typed between the quotation marks, but

it is completely invisible in the listing. This brings us to the

big headache in using control characters.

Unfortunately, the Apple does not display control

characters on the text screen. This is more than just a

nuisance, for it makes the standard Apple editor worse

than useless for working with control characters.

When the cursor is used to copy characters while editing,

it can copy only those characters which actually appear on

the text screen. Since control characters do not appear,

they are not copied and are deleted whenever a line is

edited. And. of course, the user does not know about these

deletions until his program bombs for no apparent reason.

What is needed is an editor which will both make the

control characters visible and permit lines containing them
to be modified.

The first solution I encountered was Program Line

Editor (PLE), which gets my vote for the most useful

programming utility ever created for the Apple. Its talents

deserve an article by themselves, but one is particularly

important here. PLE incorporates a line-based editor

which is infinitely easier to use than the cursor based editor

native to the Apple.

One feature of this editor is that control characters are

displayed in inverse during the editing process. Thus, once

a suspect line is identified and accessed by the editor, it may
be edited without any of the side effects mentioned.

Incidentally, one other nice feature of PLE is that it

permits the entry of lower case from the Basic

environment, that is to say. without the need to have a

character generator up and running; this can be quite an
advantage. PLE is compatible with Integer and will make
all of your Basic programming ten times easier.

Unfortunately. PLE does not make control characters

visible in listings. For this we turn to the Applesoft

Programmers Aid (APA). which is included with HRCG
in the DOS Tool Kit. APA has many features, but the one

of importance here causes all control characters to be

shown on the screen whether they appear in listings,

catalogs, or whatever.

These control characters appear as inverse figures on the

video screen. Once a line is listed along with its embedded
control characters, the line may be edited with the standard

Apple editor. Although this is slow when compared to

PLE. there is a great advantage to having all control

characters in a listing made visible instead of having to go
into an editing mode to visualize them.

Unfortunately, APA requires DOS 3.3 and Applesoft,

so Integer Basic users are left with PLE. Also
unfortunately, the control characters still do not appear

in printed listings.

Tape users will notice that these are both disk-based

utilities. However, the problem of control characters is

considerably less severe with Screen Machine — which
uses only two control characters — than with Higher Text
or HRCG, and it is non-existent with Hi- Res Character
Generator, so the disadvantage is not really that severe.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Screen Machine

Type: Graphics Utility

System: Apple II (or Apple II Plus)

Format: Disk (DOS 3.3)

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Easy to use; does the basic

jobs

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Softape

10432 Burbank Blvd.

N. Hollywood, CA 91601

control program and a character table be

loaded somewhere out of the way in

memory. With disk systems this is

accomplished easily by BLOADing the

generator into the required location.

Screen Machine works in a different

way. The control program and character

table are contained in a prefix, a unit which

can be appended either to Integer or

Applesoft programs. The prefix becomes a

part of the program and is saved and
loaded with the same operation as the

program.
When the program is run for the first

time, the control program relocates itself

into an appropriate section of memory.
Thus, one program may be created which

will run conveniently on either disk or

cassette systems without modification.

The first step in using Screen Machine is

to create the prefix. When Screen Machine
is run. it presents the character font editor.

The user is shown a full upper and lower

case font along with a variety of punctu-

ation marks and special symbols.

At this time any special characters which

may be needed are defined through use of a

7x8 grid. Within this grid, points are

turned on or off to create the characters.

When a character is finished it is stored

back into the character font.

It is possible to assign that new character

to any letter, number, or special symbol, or

to give it a hexadecimal assignment. With a

hexadecimal assignment, a normally
unavailable character such as a "["

(hexadecimal SSB) can be used, permitting

all standard characters to remain avail-
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Hi-Res Text, continued...

able. In Applesoft, the CHRS function

may then be used to print that character. In

Integer, a function like CHRS is provided

by Screen Machine.

When the character set is completed, it is

output to tape or disk in the form of a

prefix which contains everything needed to

print hi-res text. Then a Basic program is

created to use the prefix.

While the program is being created, the

prefix may be run directly from disk or

tape, but when the program is fully

debugged, it is joined with the prefix so

that they may be loaded in one operation.

While the prefix is running within the

program, all functions are controlled by
CALI.s and POKEs. This is made more
convenient by assigning variables to the

addresses to be used; thus CALL HM
would be used instead of CALL 897 to

clear the background and home the cursor.

I have written an initialization subroutine

which I append to any program which will

use Screen Machine. Since I use the same
variable names in every program. I pretty

much know them by heart.

It is possible to perform nondestructive

character animations with Screen

Machine, since either page may be used as

the primary or secondary page. This is a

little more difficult to do with Screen

Machine than with the Apple HHCC. but

animation is at least available to the tape

user.

Among the things Screen Machine does

not offer is colored text. All text is either

normal or inverse black and white. This

is not a fault of Screen Machine, but is a

symptom of the Apple hi-res system.

Actually the only package that does offer

colored text is Higher Text, which does so

only for enlarged fonts.

All things considered. Screen Machine is

an impressive package. It is low in cost,

usable with tape or disk, and provides

versions for both Integer and Applesoft.

The most severe limitation is the fact that

the user is limited to having one font

available.

This means that, if a great many special

characters are needed, something must be

given up. such as lower case. However, the

ease of use and compact size of Screen
Machine still recommended it for a great

many hi-res text applications.

Higher Text

Perhaps the most distinctive features of

Higher Te.xl are its versatile text modes
and its colored text. Higher Text istheonly

package of the four that allows enlarged

text, which may in turn be printed in up to

nine colors. Just about anything you
would want to do with a text generator is

possible with this remarkable piece of

software.

Fonts are created in two basic flavors:

standard si/e(7 x 8 dots. 40 x 24charactcrs

on screen) and large font si/e ( 14 x l6dots.

20 x 12 characters on screen).

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Higher Text II

Type: Graphics Utility

System: Apple II

Format: Disk (Apple DOS 3.2)

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Does it all.

Price: $40

Manufacturer:

Synergistic Software

5221 120th Ave. S.E.

Bellevue, WA 98006

In addition, the standard size fonts may
be manipulated in various ways. They may
be wide (20 x 24 characters), tall (40 x 12

characters), or expanded (20 x 12

characters).

You may be wondering why there are

both expanded and large font characters

when both are the same si/e. Expanded
characters are merely enlarged versions of

the standard character set. and can contain

no more detail than exists in a 7 x 8 matrix.

Large font characters are defined in a

14 x 16 matrix and can thus be far more
detailed. This is best illustrated by the

sample fonts included in the package, such

as a very impressive Old English. Con-
ceivably, large characters could be created

for animation purposes by using the large

font.

Wide, expanded, and large font char-

acters may be printed in colors. Expanded
and large font characters have four new
colors in addition to the standard Apple
six; pink, yellow, aqua, and blue violet are

created by mixing standard colors on

alternate lines of the screen, and while they

tend to be a bit fuzzy, they are welcome
relief from the normally limited Apple

palette.

Additionally, the user ma\ select text on

a colored background. While it is not easy

to display colored text on colored
backgrounds due to the idiosyncratic way in

which the Apple creates its colors, various

combinations of while, black, and colored

text and backgrounds may be used
effectively. A helpful chart is provided and
makes it easy to select combinations of text

and background colors which will work
well together.

Most functions are controlled by
embedded control characters, a feature

which causes special problems during

program development. It would be nice to

be able to write programs while Higher

Text was in effect. Because a standard

Apple displays lower case characters as

nonsensical punctuation marks, this

ability would allow the user to see the

lower case characters as recognizable text

instead of mishmash.
Unfortunately, when you type a control

character into a Basic line, it takes

immediate effect. Suddenly, your listing is

in big. purple letters and your entire line

will not fit on the screen.

Additionally, listings within Higher
Text are monotonously slow. So the

solution seems to be to write in a normal
Basic environment, perhaps with the aid of

Program Line Editor. This is regrettable,

but probably unavoidable.

A nice touch is that Higher Text

modifies the normal bell sound produced
by the Apple speaker. When Higher Text is

operating, the bell is both more interesting

Frankenstein Robert Cavey
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Announcing the Printing
Breakthrough of the Century:
Smith-Corona TP-1 Text Printer
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• LOW COSt
Daisy Wheel Printer

$845oo

• Microprocessor
Electronics

Serial or Parallel

interface

Simple, Reliable

Mechanism

ACT NOW: Limited Supply, Low, Low Cost
smith Corona, one of the largest

manufacturers of small printers in

the world, gives a whole new
perspective to printing with their

electronic text printer—TP-1. The
TP-1 is a microprocessor controlled,
high quality daisy wheel printer.
it produces perfectly formed,
executive quality printouts at the
speed of 120 words per minute.
Typewriter quality printing at dot
matrix prices.
Simple, durable and dependable,

TP-1 may be used with word
processing systems, microcom-
puters and most small business
systems. Compact and attractively

Micro
Printer
Marketing

Additional ribbons 52 95

styled, the TP-1 blends well with
any setting.
Now, all your letters, documents

forms and reports can have the
crisp, professional look you
demand—for business or personal
use—at an affordable price. TP-1,
the electronic text printer.

Don't delay. Order your TP-1
today at the low price of $845.

Micro Printer Marketing offers
same day shipping, nationwide ser-

vice and invites dealer inquiries.

Catalogues available, no shipping
charges on pre-paid orders.

Call Micro-Printer Marketing
1-800-523-9859 Mas™CALL

TOLL FREE

in PA call collect 215/433-3366

MasterCard and Visa Accepted
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Hi-Res Text, continued...

Using High-Resolution Character Generator

The complete generator has two components, the Hi-

Res Character Generator and the Character Table. These
must be loaded, either from disk or tape, into some unused
section of memory. Cassette users should consult the new
Reference Manual pp. 46-48 for a discussion of tape saves

and reads in the monitor.

Tape users may obtain copies of the two components by
proceeding as follows. If you are unfamiliar with disk, get

some help.

1. BLOAD HI-RES CHARACTER GENERATOR.
AS6000

2. CAI.l. 151 (You are now in monitor)

3. Follow the saving procedures on page 46 of the

Reference manual, using the following command:
6000.60FF.W.

4. Stop but do not rewind your tape.

5. Reenter Basic (Press RESE1 with Autostart ROM)
6. BI.OAI) CHARACTER TABLE.AS6000
7. CALL 151

8. Save to tape with the following command:
6000.64000. W.

Hi- Res Character Generator may be loaded beginning at

any address which is an even $100, and requires 256 bytes.

The documentation suggests loading it at $6000 (that is

24576 decimal, right above Hi- Res page 2).

From disk, just BLOAD HI-RES CHARACTER
GENERATOR. A$6000. From tape, drop into monitor
(CALL 151). prepare your tape, and type 6000.60FF R
Before you press Return, start your tape. When you hear

the first beep the load is complete.

The suggested location lor the Character Table is $6800.

You can do a BLOAD CHARACTER TABLE. A$6800
from disk. From tape type 6800.6C00 R and proceed as

you did with the Generator.

Now you must tell the program where to find itself. To
do this. POKE 54 with the decimal equivalent of the low
byte of the starting address of the Generation; this is always

0. to POKE 54.0. POKE 55 with the high byte of the

Generator address. I his is $60 in our example, which is 96
in decimal, so we POKE 55.96.

Next, at least I character must be printed, so let's

PRINT " ". Finally. 972 is POKEd with the high byte of

the address for the Character Table. For our example, this

is $68 or 104 decimal. The whole sequence is as follows:

POKE 54.0

POKE 55.96

PRIM " "

POKE 972.104.

From here on, anything you print will appear on Hi-Res
page I. which, of course must be turned on.

A few more commands will come in handy:
POKE 973.255 sets inverse printing.

POKE 973.0 returns to normal text.

POKE 973.1 exclusive-on new text

with the background.
PRIN ling a Control-I. will clear the

screen (Home no longer works).

POKE 974.64 prints on Hi-Res page 2.

POKE 974.32 prints on Hi-Res page I.

To turn off HI-Res Character Generator execute a PR#0
and a TEXT command. The Generator is restarted with

POKE 54.00 and POKE 55.96.

and more pleasing. A key click feature may
also be engaged to provide auditory

feedback for each key press.

Now for a bit of bad news. You will

notice in the comparison chart that Higher

Text is quite a large program. To be sure,

this bulk includes three fonts, but if you
only need one. a great deal of memory goes

to waste. To take full advantage of the

package, you need a 48K machine,
although a 32K machine can function to a

limited degree.

The other bit of bad news is bad only for

Applesoft users. Higher Text is not
a relocatable program as are Screen
Machine and HRCG. As a consequence it

is designed to load at $7fd which overlaps

with the beginning of program storage for

Applesoft at $801. Thus, the Applesoft

program must be moved upward in

memory to make room for Higher Text.

Ordinarily this is no easy matter, but

fortunately, a utility is provided to do the

job. The program LOMEM: relocates the

Applesoft program in residence, and resets

all of the memory pointers to new. correct

values. Higher Text is loaded into the

space vacated by the program. This can all

be accomplished either from within a Basic-

program or by an EXEC file.

If I could own only one text generator.
Higher Text would be my choice. It does
everything, perhaps not as conveniently as

the more specialized packages, but it does
them. It also does things which others

cannot do at all.

Perhaps the only serious lack is its

inability to print characters upside down,
on their sides, or as mirror images, a

feature which I don't use too often anyway.
(Actually. I understand that this has been

incorporated in the recently introduced

/./ Draw 3.J from Sirius Software, which
includes Higher Text as its text generator.)

This is a minor omission, however. I own
few pieces of software that please me more
than does Higher Text.

HRCG
This is a second text generator from

Apple. This time it appears in the DOS
Tool Kit. Actually, the Kit includes a

coordinated trio of programs which add up
to a complete text and animation system.

The second program of the group is the

Applesoft Programmer's Assistant (APA)
which, among its other talents, makes the

embedded control characters of HRCG
visible in listings. Finally. Animatrix is

used to create characters for HRCG fonts

and for character animation.

HRCG has the best-designed command
structure of the four generators. Only
control characters are used in the program,
and the letters chosen for each command
are generally easy to remember. The

command set is exceptionally powerful
and convenient, making HRCG the easiest

of the four generators to operate.

HRCG is a versatile text generator in

that as many as 10 fonts may be loaded at

one time; 21 fonts are provided with the

Tool Kit. The current font is program
selectable. Thus, some of the complex
demonstration programs provided with

DOS Tool Kit use as many as three fonts in

addition to the normal text font. This is

possible, but far less convenient with

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: HRCG (from Apple's

DOS Toolkit I

Type: Graphics Utility

System: Apple II Plus (or Apple II

with 64K). DOS 3.3

Format: Disk (Apple DOS 3.3)

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Easiest to use; best for

animation.

Price: $75

Manufacturer:
Apple Computer. Inc.

10260 Bandley Dr.

Cupertino. CA 94017
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A new aid to decision making

micro lab's

WALLSTREETER
Project transaction decisions with this

new portfolio management program. It

allows you to enter, by hand or modem,

Friday's closing stock prices, Standard

& Poor ratings, Beta ratings, Value line

timeliness and safety factors and price-

to-earnings ratios.

To help in decision making you may
want to use a standard formula or one

that you tailor to fit your financial out-

look at the time. Feel more bullish? Just

change the formula and it is easy to go

back to the old one. It will indicate

stocks you may want to buy or sell, sell

short or hold.

See Wall Streeter today at your local

Micro Lab dealer. Micro Lab is the home
of User/Friendly computer software.

cmicro lab
systems fftat wort

2310 Skokie Valley Road, Highland Park. Illinois 60035, 312-433-7550

It's like having your own team on the trading floor!
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Hi-Res Text, continued...

Higher Text and Hi- Res Character
Generator.

Where HRCG really excels is with
animation. The demonstrations provided
are nothing less than stunning. This
versatility arises from the powerful
command structures and from the con-
venience of Animatrix. Animatrix creates

a series of characters that fit together to

form a large figure. All of the information
needed to print that figure may be placed
into a single string which may be printed by
a single PRINT statement.

This is possible by virtue of three block
printing commands. After the initial print

location is determined by HTABs and
VTABs. printing a Control-B declares the

top and left margins of a block. After the
first line is printed, a Control-C moves the

cursor down one line and left only as far as
the first space in the block. This can be
repeated as many times as necessary to

complete the block, which is terminated by
a Control-D. Thus, for each line there is a
saving of an HTAB and a PRINT
statement.

Since so many Basic commands are
eliminated, an HRCG block print runs
much faster than the equivalent process
on. say. Higher Text. The resulting
animations are stunningly fast for what is

essentially a Basic program. They are so
fast that they often must be slowed down
by timing loops. In fact, this is the really

big reason to prefer HRCG over Higher
Text for some purposes. This is probably
the only really fast way to animate using
Basic.

Animatrix deserves special mention
since it is the most convenient font editor I

have used. The overall effect is one of a
large grid in which grid characters may be
placed in up to five rows of seven. Thus, it

is possible to see a large animation shape as

a total entity, both enlarged and as it will

appear on the hi-res screen.

It is also possible to link together several

of the cells in the large frame, so that the
same character can be created in several

cells at once. I have used this to create a
rolling ball, first creating four featureless

balls, and then adding different detail to

each one to create an animated sequence.
With the large grid, it is possible to see

an entire alphabet as it is created, so it is

easy to achieve stylistic consistency from
character to character.

Another reason for my love of
Animatrix is that the editing cursor is

controlled by the same paddles, resulting

in very fast character design. A joystick
makes the process almost effortless and as
close to fun as a tedious job is likely to

come.
Because of its efficiency. I have often

designed characters on Animatrix and
then transferred the designs to Higher
Text. While similar characters may be
designed within Higher Text or Screen
Machine, the process is far less convenient.

How for the bad news about HRCG. In

order to make the program usable with

different memory configurations, it was
made relocatable. Thus, it is loaded in at

the top of memory — wherever that may
be. The procedure for doing so is fairly

involved — especially when additional

fonts are loaded — and is not very well

documented.

In fact, to find out how to load
additional fonts, you must look to the

remarks in the demonstration programs
(LOADHRCG is probably best) for

instructions. If you don't have a printer,

locate one and make a printed listing of

one of these programs; this is so essential

that such a printed listing should have been
provided with the documentation.

While you have the printer fired up. it

would be extremely useful to get a printed

listing of the program RIBBII also. Then
use APA to list the control characters to

the screen. You can then fill in the control
characters on your printed listing and learn

a great deal about HRCG in the process.

These listings will be invaluable reference

pieces.

Of course, once you have figured it all

out. you can write up a standard initiali-

zation subroutine based on LOADHRCG
and use it in all of your programs.
My complaints concerning HRCG

include the difficulty involved in loading it.

its lack of variable size and colored
characters, and its lack of colored back-
ground control. Adding color and si/c

control would have increased the size of

the program, however, reducing the
number of fonts that could be stored at one
time and probably slowing it down.
Where Higher Text was designed for

maximum versatility. HRCG excels where
clean control structures are important.

Aside from loading, HRCG is very easy to

use and requires little mucking about with

POKEs and CALLs to hard-to-remember
machine locations. It is, therefore, a
genuine pleasure to use. Although it is

limited in some ways, everything HRCG
was designed to do it does extremely well.

Conclusion
While writing this article I have gone

back to look through the manuals dozens
of times. Each time I do. I find some
feature of one of the generators which I

have failed to include. So I rewrite a

paragraph to include that feature, only to

find another lurking in some corner of the

manual.

In other words, these are, without

exception, well-designed packages which
have tremendous potential for the inno-

vative user. Whichever one you obtain you
will find it a powerful and valuable aid to

your programming creativity.

In addition to the utility programs
described in this article, many larger

packages include hi-res text generators.

These packages include slide show
editors, plot programs, general graphics
packages, languages and even word
processors.

Here is a partial list of such programs:
Executive Briefing System (Professional

Software Technology), Screen Director
(Business and Professional Graphics).
100 Color Drawing System (Penguin
Software). E.Z. Draw 3.3 (Sirius

Software), Apple Pilot (Apple
Computer). GraForth II (Insoft) and
Screen Writer II (Online Systems).

Look for in-depth reviews of all these
programs in this and other issues of
Creative Computing. — MC

Free Lunch Robert Cavey
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Slaying
Monsters
Should Be
Mostly
Fun and
Games
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Be one of more than 16 million

alter-egos that your computer can

generate. Walk into a labyrinth

filled with traps, treasures and

monsters. There you'll test your

strength, constitution, dexterity,

intelligence . . . against thou-

sands of monsters in over 200

caverns and chambers—growing

in wealth, power and experience as you progress

through the four levels of the dungeon.

Your character will do whatever you want him to do.

Do battle—in real time—with the likes of giant ants,

ghouls, zombies. . .Explore the various levels of the

maze and discover the great treasures within.

The Game Manufacturer's Association named The
Temple of Apshai the computer game of the year.

The Temple is the very first computer game—ever to

win the Hobby Industry award for excellence. There

can be only one reason for that: it's a great game.

So what will you think ofThe Temple of Apshai now?

Now that it's even better than ever. With better

graphics—animated movement—and completely

new sound effects that make your computer come
alive and make The Temple even more fun*

The Temple has a superbly illustrated

56-page Book of Lore, and your

local dealer has it for the ATARI,* *

TRS-80,** APPLE,** and IBM**

computers.

•If you already have The Temple of Apshai, you
can enjoy these great improvements. Just

send us your original cassette or disk

together with your check for $5.00 and
we'll send you the brand new version

—

with better-than-ever graphics and sound.

"ATARI. TRS-80, APPLE and IBM
are trademarks of Atari, Inc., Tandy
Corp., Apple Computer, Inc., and IBM,

respectively.

© 1981, AUTOMATEDSIMULATIONS,
INC., P.O. Box 4247, Mountain View,

Ca., 94040.
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Turn your Apple* IE into an
Ore hard

With software from Quark™ Engineering
Quark Engineering brings you software specially

designed for your Apple III. Easy-to-use products
that dramatically increase your system's capabilities.

And your productivity.

You start with Word juggler™, the most easy-to-use
word processor available for the Apple III. Word
Juggler is written in assembly language. And comes
with special keyboard templates to label important
functions.

Word juggler retails for $295. Form letter and simple
mailing list capabilities are included free. If you want
even more capacity, you can interface with Apple's
Mail List Manager for an additional $35.

Need to check your spelling? Add Lex icheck™ . A
high-performance spelling checker with a
25,000-word dictionary. You can add your own
words. And get more accurate documents, without a
lot of proofreading. The price? Less than a penny a
word. Only $195.

You can even send text from Word juggler to

computerized typesetting equipment. All you need
is Jypeface™. Interface software which cuts your
typesetting costs and eliminates re-keying errors.

$175.

Finally, there's Transcribe™. A spooler designed
especially for hard disk drives. Transcribe lets you
use other computer functions while you're printing.

And it's compatible with most Apple III software.

$125.

There's much more to tell you about Word juggler,

Lexicheck, TypeFace and Transcribe. See them
at your local dealer. Or contact us
today. We'll help you turn your
Apple III into an orchard. And from
then on, you'll find easy picking.

Quark Engineering
1433 Williams. Suite I 102
Denver, CO 80218
(303) 399-1096

"Apple is * registered trademark

o* Apple Computer. Inc.

UAWC
Engineering
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GraForth

sol

A Graphic Language That'!

Downright Forthright

Michael Coffey

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: GraForth II

Type: Graphic Language

System: Apple II (or Apple II Plus)

48K One Disk Drive

Formal: Apple 16 Sector Disk

(DOS 3.3 compatible)

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Good value for graphics

programmers

Price: $75

Manufacturer:

INSOFT
10175 Barbur Blvd.

Suite 202B
Portland OR

Paul Lutus has put together quite a bag

of tricks for all you Apple II graphics pro-

grammers. If you've been trucking along

with Apple Basic or Pascal, you will appre-

ciate the completeness of this new package.

If you are a newcomer to the field, you will

be dazzled by the three-dimensional ani-

mation made possible by GraForth.

GraForth is more than just a utility

package: it is a language for conversing

with your computer about graphics.

What's more, you can customize
GraForth, extending and modifying it

until you have devised your own personal

language for your personal computer.
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Conversational Graphics

The first thing you want to do with any
graphics package is make pictures. In

GraForth II, you can immediately begin

typing commands that draw on the screen.

Without much preparation, you can plot

points of several colors, draw lines and
clear the screen. Each graphics command
affects the screen immediately. Soon, you
learn how to erase individual lines, create

colored rectangles and reverse the colors

on the screen.

Turtle Talk
As you continue to experiment, you will

find yourself playing with "Turtle

Graphics" commands. Turtle graphics is

just another way of drawing lines and

pictures on the screen.

Apple Basic, like many systems, forces

you to use Xs and Ys to draw pictures. In

addition to X-Y graphics, GraForth II

provides a picture drawing technique

called "turtle graphics," in which an invisi-

ble electronic turtle moves around the

screen, leaving a trail as it goes.

You tell the turtle where to go by telling

it when and how far to move and when and
how much to turn. By putting together a

series of "MOVE" and "TURN" com-
mands, you create pictures.

Character Building

Let's say you want to make a moving
picture that contains many small, moving
objects. "Character graphics" was
designed for you. With character graphics,

you draw each of your little objects in

advance and save them in a "character set."
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Once you have built a character set, you
can print your objects on the screen just as

if they were letters or numbers. Through
rapid repeated printing and imprinting.

you can create the illusion that your
objects are scooting about on the screen.

Computer Graphics of the Third Kind
Computer people have a saying that

goes "It's hard to make things easy." Most
3-D graphics programs serve as profound
arguments to support that slogan. Indeed,

the most difficult section of GraForth //is

the 3-D section.

GraForth excels at drawing and moving
3-D images. It can make them expand or

shrink or stretch in three directions. You
can put up to 1 6 different 3-D images on
the screen at one time and make them all

move.
With some practice, you may be able to

make animated rocks or daggers or lips

zoom in at the viewer. You could also

animate scientific things like molecules or

body organs.

You will probably experience some diffi-

culty creating your own images to animate.

It just isn't easy to draw a three-

dimensional object on a flat surface.

The 3-D editor in GraForth II does a

better job than most programs because it

lets you see what you are creating while

you are doing it.

Great Caesar's Ghost
Normally, GraForth II translates your

typed lines into funny bits so that the com-
puter can execute them quickly. A text



AIRSIM -
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Fligh t Simula tor
7^ Close to the ultimate 7^;

in airplane simulation for

the Apple*] I computer.

FLICKER-FREE 3-D SCENERY.
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SIX LANDING FIELDS - HOME. 2

TRAINING FIELDS, BOSTON.
MARTI IAS VINEYARD AND NF.W
YORK.

ACCUMULATE SCORES FOR
SUCCESSFUL LANDINGS AT HOME
OR TRAINING FIF.I.DS.

REALISTIC DYNAMIC MODELING
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ROLLS. INVERTED FLIGHT.
IMMKLMANN TURN. AND MORE.
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OPTIONAL INSTRUMENT FLYING
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FOR APPLE II OR 11+ WITH4HK RAM.
1 DISK. APPLESOFT ROM OR
EQI IIVALENT.

$40.00
for diskette

and manual.

Mnss. residents add M
($2.00) Mies tax.
i Ivereaei shipping <i<1<1

$:».O0.

MIND SYSTEMS CORPORATION

P.O. Box 506

Northampton, MA 01061

(413) 586-6463

"Apple is. i Ir.itiftnHrk of Apple Computer lite
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GraForth, continued...

editor makes the computer remember your

lines the way you typed them, so that you
can look at them again and change them.

The editor can also record your text crea-

tions on disk.

GraForth //comes with a text editor and
can also use the output of many other

editors (including some of the most
popular word processors).

The GraForth II editor uses line num-
bers (a la Basic) and can automatically

number and renumber your lines as you
type them. Automatic renumbering
sounds neat but you will have a hard time

adapting to it, especially if you also use

Basic.

Intra-line editing is exactly as built in by

Apple, with one enhancement: an "insert

one space" command. Cursor control is

exactly as built in by Apple: you must
master a confusing collection of "pure

cursor move," "destructive backspace" and
"retype" commands.

In a 48K Apple, the GraForth //editor

can hold on to between SO and 100 lines of

text. With 64K, you get 300 to 600 lines.

Personalizing the Language
In GraForth II you can use abbrevia-

tions, compound words, jargon and slang

more or less as you do in English.

If you don't like to type the word
"ERASE," you can establish the letter "E"
as an abbreviation for "ERASE." As a

result, you would never have to type

"ERASE" again.

If you would rather say "DISPLAY"
than "PRINT," you can establish

"DISPLAY" as an alias for "PRINT."
When you find yourself typing the same
group of commands repeatedly, you can
establish a new word to use in place of that

group of commands. All programming in

GraForth II is done through this process of

word defining.

GraForth vs. Forth

Many micro hackers enjoy a language

called Forth. In their eyes. Forth is very

similar to a good assembly language. They
may also appreciate the ability of Forth to

run on many different computers. If you
use a standard Forth, you should be able to

develop Forth words on one computer and
use them on another.

GraForth II is not a standard Forth.

Practically none of the features I've

described would be found in standard

Forth. Furthermore. GraForth II uses

error handling, disk management and
input output techniques that conform to

no known standards. Unless you are a

professional programmer, you need not

worry about Forth standards.

What's Missing

GraForth //does almost everything that

a graphics language should do. It cannot,

however, calculate fractions or very large

numbers. Consequently, you would have
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trouble with scientific plotting. It does

nothing to simplify the use of a printer.

You can print text if you are clever (or

very experienced with the Apple). You can

print graphics only if you are really on the

ball and have spent some extra money on
a "graphics dump" program.

GraForth II also lacks a ready means to

use paddles or joysticks. You can forget

about other add-on hardware unless you
are totally comfortable with ROM calls,

PEEKs and POKEs.

Compared to Other Languages
Look both ways before choosing a lan-

guage for your personal computer. Among
the many languages available, Basic,

Pascal and Logo predominate.

GraForth vs. Logo: Logo is consider-

ably easier to learn than GraForth. It

offers an adequate full-screen editor and
the ability to invent new words.

Logo offers fewer graphic features than

GraForth but does include both X-Y
graphics and turtle graphics. Optional

features for Logo will probably be offered

in the near future. Look for in-depth

reviews of Logo systems for the Apple II in

other issues of Creative Computing.
GraForth vs. Basic: Applesoft Basic

comes free with the Apple II Plus, so it has

a price advantage over GraForth. You get

the built in X-Y graphics features. You also

get more convenient arithmetic facilities,

including floating point numbers (for frac-

tions and large numbers) and algebraic

notation (e.g. A=B+C).
Three-dimensional, character and turtle

graphics can all be added by purchasing

utility software, but you must choose
utilities carefully, because some are quite

difficult to use.

If you really enjoy Applesoft Basic, you
should probably stick with it. After all,

Applesoft is understood and supported by
more software authors than any of the

other languages mentioned here.

GraForth vs. Pascal: Pascal offers some
degree of compatibility with other com-
puters. Apple Pascal comes with an
adequate full-screen editor, but it costs

more than any of the other languages
mentioned here.

Standard features of Apple Pascal

include X-Y and turtle drawing. Apple
publishes 3-D and character graphics

options for Pascal and Fortran. The pack-
ages are called Applegraphics II and
Pascal Animation Tools, respectively.

Do You Want It

If you really want to produce high

quality 3-D animation, buy GraForth II.

For 2-D animation, all the languages are

equally good. If you just want to experi-

ment and learn about graphics, get Logo or

stick with Basic. If you are very curious

about Forth or about computer languages

in general, buy this one because it is fairly

easy to learn.
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ANDSAME-DAYSHIPPING
MAKE US COMPETITIVE.

OUR PEOPLE MAKE IIS EXPERTS.

Red Baron.
Home of the Nation's Largest Computer Printer Inventory.

NEC 8023
Outstanding Graphics, Print

Quality & Performance

144 x 160 dots/inch • Proportional Spacing
• Lower case descenders • N x 9 dot matrix
• 8 character sizes • 5 unique alphabets
• Greek character set • Graphic symbols
• 100 CPS print speed • Bi-directional logic-

seeking • Adjustable tractors • Single-sheet

friction feed • Vertical & horizontal tabbing

NEC 8023 Cr<all
Dot Matrix List $795 Plrdll

Televideo CRT's
Price, Performance & Reliability

910 List $699 $600
925 List $995 $750
950 List $1195 $970

IDS Paper Tiger
Prism 80/132

Affordable Color, Speed

Dot Resolution Graphics • 9-wire staggered
printhead • Lowerqase decenders • Over
150 CPS • Bi-directional, logic-seeking
• 8 character sizes • 80-132 columns
• Hi-res dot graphics • Proportional spacing
• Text justifications • Optional Color

Prices Begin Al

Prism 80 List $999 $700
Prism 132 List $2095 $1805

NEC Spinwriter
7700 & 3500

Daisy Wheel Quality Leader

High speed, letter quality • 55/35 CPS
• Typewriter quality • Bi-directional printing

& proportional spacing • Quiet • OCR quality

print • Hi-res plotting/graphing • Quick change
ribbon • Optional cut-sheet feeder, horizontal

or bidirectional tractors • Prints up to 8 copies.

NEC Spinwriter RO
Serial Parallel 77xx List $3055 $2575

35xx List $2290 $1975

The Epson Series
High-Quality Printers

at a Low Price.

The Okidata Series
Hi-Res & TRS 80 Block Graphics

Other Quality Printers
at Red Baron

List Discount

Anadex 9501 $1850 $1300
C. Itoh 8510 Prowrlter $795 SCall
C Itoh Starwrlter $1895 SCall
C Itoh F-10 $1995 SCall
Diablo 830/6 $2995 $2570
QUME Sprint 9/45 $2475 $21 50

Interface Equipment
Complete Stock of Options.
Cables and Accessories.

GRAPPLER APPLE INTERFACE $1

CCS APPLE SERIAL Interface A Cable . $1
ORANGE INTERFACE for Apple II

Parallel Interface Board and Cable . . SI
NOVATION D-CAT

direct connect modem $1

COMPLETE STOCK OF EPSON
ACCESSORIES $C

CUSTOM PRINTER CABLES FOR Apple.
Atari. IBM. TRS-80 (all models) $C

HAYES MICROMODEM $3
PRINTER STANDS: Large .

$
Small S

PRINTER RIBBONS—Most Types SC

Epson MX80 List $648
FreeGraltrax **V»II
Epson MX80FT List $748 o(#3l
MX100 List $995 W

Full Line of Epson Acessories.

120 CPS • 9 x 9 Matrix • Bidirectional logic

seeking printing • Lower case descenders
• Four print styles • Optional Hi-Res Graphics

Okidata 82A List $649 $480
Okidata 83A List $995 $745
Tractor Option S65

Our People, Our Product;
Both Are Specialized.

Red Baron is an organization of compu-
ter printer specialists. They know the

capabilities of each printer, and how to

match one to your exact need. Call for

expert consultation today!

Here's How To Order:
Phone orders are welcome; same-day ship-

ment on orders placed before 11:00a.m. Free

use of MasterCard and Visa. COD's accepted.

Personal checks require 2 weeks clearance.

Manufacturer's warranty included on all

equipment. Prices subject to revision.

Call For Free Catalog:

1-800-854-8275
CA, AK, HI (714) 630-3322

RedBaron
[COMPUTER PRODUCTS

Member Better Business Bureau

1100N.TUSTIN
ANAHEIM, CA 92806"
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Pilot for the Apple

Mike Smith

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Apple Pilot

Type: CAI Authoring and Playback

System: Apple II Plus. 4XK. Disk Drive

(two drives required for

authoring)

Format: Machine Language

Summary: Extensive, colorful and
interesting

Price: SIS).

Manufacturer:

Apple Computer Inc.

10260 Bandley Dr.

Cupertino. CA 94017

In the development of lessons for Com-
puter Assisted Instruction (C.A.I. ). the

number of things that the instructor needs
to do. most of the time, is limited. The
three major things are
• Inform the student.

• Accept his response to that information.

• Move to a different part of the lesson

depending on whether the student reacted

in an expected or an unexpected way.
Everything else is mere "computational

detail" and should be performed by the

computer.
Now that is rather idealistic. Authoring

languages, of which Pilot is an example,
attempt to allow the person unfamiliar

with those computational details to develop

Dr. Mike Smith. .104 86th Avenue SF. Canary.
Alberla. Canada T2H 1N7.

useful and sophisticated courseware for

use in the classroom. In addition, such
languages can be used to advantage by the

person familiar with computers and offer

the ability to develop graphics or sound
effects to be used in conjunction with pro-

grams not written with the authoring lan-

guage.

The authoring languages on the market
achieve the removal of the computational
details with varying degrees of success.

This review deals with the Apple imple-

mentation of Pilot. Although many of the

comments are specific to advantages/
disadvantages of Apple Pilot, I hope that

The Apple paddles
can be used in

developing graphics.

people interested in purchasing other
versions, e.g. PET or Atari Pilot, will be
helped by knowing what one person feels

should be in a Pilot implementation.

In the upcoming issues of Creative
Computing. I will present an implementation
of Pilot that converts Pilot statements into

Basic commands. I am very familiar with

the language, and therefore feel justified

in making certain criticisms of Apple Pilot.

I have spent four years as a junior/senior

high school teacher in physics and mathe-
matics, and am currently teaching courses
in computer engineering at the university
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level. I am interested in the development
of Computer Aided Instruction and in the

simulation of various effects in the class-

room. My interest in Pilot arose when I

found that in order to develop Basic lessons

for use in the classroom . I had to spend an
exorbitant amount of time.

This development time was in addition

to my regular classroom load, and although

I had been a programmer for 15 years. I

was looking for a method to cut down
lesson development time. Apple Pilot

appeared to be a step in that direction.

Equipment
Apple Pilot comes as a system diskette

(uncopyable but with a back-up), a demon-
stration lesson diskette and two fairly

detailed Apple Pilot reference books. A
student using prepared lessons requires

an Apple II Plus with 48K of memory
together with a single disk drive. Although
not necessary, a color monitor can be used

to good effect to display the graphics.

A teacher (lesson author) needs a second
disk drive to prepare a lesson. There has
been no effort made to enable the teacher

with only one drive to develop a lesson. As
Apple Pilot makes very extensive use of

the disk drives, this disadvantage can be a

blessing in disguise.

The Apple paddles can be used in

developing graphics and to allow the student

to interact with the program. However, as

all the graphics commands can be imple-

mented from the keyboard, the absence
of paddles is not a problem.

A printer can be used to provide a listing

of the Pilot program during lesson develop-
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I Grounds of the Mad Overlord (shown at

right) and Knight ol Diamonds operate on any Apple

Computer* with at least 48K. DOS 3.3. and 1 disk

drive.

Proving Grounds of the Mad Overlord $49.95

Knight of Diamonds $34.95

Join over ten thousand adventurers exploring

the ultimate (antasy experience.
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Pilot, continued..

ment. Unfortunately, there are no com-
mands to allow a Pilot lesson to use a
printer. This is a definite disadvantage as

there are many times when students need
hard copy information.

Through the use of the graphics screen,

both upper and lower case are provided
without a lower case adapter. Control-Z
acts as a shift key. and Control-A acts as a

shift-lock key. The shift key appears not

to be implemented. However, connecting;

the shift key to thegame paddle port allows

normal typewriter use of the shift key.

Shift-p gives P and control-shift-p gives c

.

No mention of this possibility is made in

the manual; it is almost as if the Apple
programmers didn't realize that they had
included it.

No changes to the files on the Apple
diskette are needed to get this modification

to work. (Don't try this yourself unless you
know eactly what you are doing. Gel the

dealer to do it so you can use the shift key.

keep the use of the game paddles and
avoid baked Apple. I

Although the Apple Pilot is implemented
in part from Apple Pascal, neither know-
ledge of Pascal nor the Pascal language
card is required to use it. However, if you
do have access to a language system, you
will find that you can perform many
Functions using the Pascal operating system.

With the language system you can use

Apple Pilot to advantage in customizing
character sets. e.g. scientific or foreign

language, for use in place of the Pascal

SYSTEM.CHAR.
The fact that the Apple Pilot makes no

use of the language card has both advantages
and disadvantages. The most obvious
advantage is that you cut the cost of

implementing an Apple Pilot system by
S.W or so per student computer. That is

quite a saving on a classroom set of com-
puters.

The major disadvantage is that Apple
Pilot is rather cramped for memory space.

This results in heavy disk drive use and
very little space to store variables within a
Pilot program. It would be nice if the teacher

could at least down load the EDITORs
onto the card as this would reduce the
time required to reload them to make
corrections in the programs.

It is rather annoying that the system
diskette is uncopyable. The lesson diskettes

can easily be copied. If only the teacher is

developing lessons using the system diskette.

there is little likelihood of crashing the

system diskette, as Apple Pilot is written

in a very user helpful and protective way.
However. Pilot is such a simple language

to learn and the Apple implementation of

the sound and graphics editors so pleasant
to use. that students should be allowed to

develop their own programs. Students are
frequently very hard on disks and a copyable
master disk should be available.

The Pilot System
The Apple Pilot system is divided into

six parts. The text editor, graphics editor,

character editor, sound editor, and lesson

duplicator are available only to the course-
ware developer. The Run-Time system is

available to both student and developer.

Developing a Lesson

After booting the system (authoring)

disk, the teacher is presented with a menu
of editors. After choosing the required
editor, a second menu appears. This allows

the various types of files to be created.

apple pilot:

Lesson te-t editor

Sound effects editor

il tze * diskette

I lesson diski

deleted, printed, edited or tested. A maxi-
mum of 2 1 files can be accessed by each of

the editors. This might appear to be a
serious limitation, but in practice, except
for a back-up disk, you would not want a

large number of lessons on one disk.

An important part of developing a Pilot

lesson is designing the lesson on paper
before entering the text. The sound and
graphics parts of the lesson need not be
developed until later; the Run-Time system
is able to cope with the absence of these
files. This means that the teacher can map
out the skeleton of the lesson without
worrying about embellishments until much
later on.

One big plus with this version of Pilot, is

that the courseware developer does not
have to be concerned with the formatting
of the text on the screen. In Basic programs,
you must be sure that words are not split

onto two lines. In Apple Pilot this is

automatically taken care of. Even if you
develop a lesson and then decide to cram
the text into one half of a screen, using the

other half for graphics, all the formatting
is done for you.

Once the lesson has been saved on the
disk, you can RUN it from the editor.

Running the lesson this way has several

advantages over testing the program as

though you were a student. A student never
gets to see the error messages as the Run-
Time system inwardly digests them. Running
the program from the editor causes all

errors to be displayed on the screen. In

addition you can more quickly edit the
files by recalling the editor into memory at

this time. It is a shame that the editors
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cannot be stored in the language card as

this would further reduce the recall time.

In Basic, when your program crashes,

you simply retype the offending line and
rerun the program. This version of Pilot is

a little different. The Pilot program, unlike

a Basic program, does not exist in memory.
Instead, it resides as a series of commands
in a file on the disk. The Run-Time system

pulls small portions off the disk and docs
what is required. This means that you can't

just change a line, you must go back and
change the file on the disk using the editor.

This is the reason that it makes goixl sense
to plan your lessons in advance.

In developing a lesson, you can include
a GOTO option which allows you to jump
to a certain part of a lesson and test it

without having to go through the earlier

parts. The secret in good CA1 is to test,

test and then test again.

Text Editor

Apple Pilot has a fairly comprehensive-
editor. It allows the addition and deletion

of text, moving around inside the file and
the replacement or changing of specific

character strings. For people unfamiliar
with editors or computers, it will take some
time to get used to all the commands.
A nice feature is that after making a

change, you can type Control-C and recover
the original file — useful when you make
mistakes. In addition, before you leave

the editor, you are asked how you want to

save the file. You can save it under either

the old name or a new name, or throw it

away.

The use of the command tx: allows the
character set to be changed. This means
that the keyboard can be programmed to

type special characters instead of the normal
letters. This is very useful for introducing

scientific or foreign language symbols into

your lessons. However, since the text editor

uses the text screen rather than the graphics

screen, these new characters are not
displayed while you are in the text editor.

This is a great shame as it makes animation
much more difficult.

Again, because the text editor uses the

text screen, all letters are shown in upper
case, with the true upper-case letters shown
in inverse. The shift key modification
mentioned earlier still works. No informa-
tion on how to incorporate a lower-case-

adapter is available in the documental ion

.

If many back-up copies of files are kepi,

you will quickly have more than 21 text

files on a disk. Because of a peculiarity of

the editor, you can access only the first 21

access files. The others are safe on the

disk, you just can't edit them. If you find

yourself in this situation, there are three
possible solutions:

Delete unwanted files. A useful solution

only if the files are unwanted. A better
solution is to have one disk on which you
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HEATH/ZENITH &YOU
ONE STRONG PARTNERSHIP.

Buying a computer is only the beginning of a long-term
partnership between you and the people from whom you buy.

Your ongoing need for software, peripherals and accessories
requires a partner who will stand by you. With a growing line

of products to meet your needs with professional service

and support, Heath/Zenith is that strong partner. Look at

what we have to offer:

THE ALL-IN-ONE COMPUTER -The heart of the Heath/
Zenith line is the stand-alone 89 Computer. It's a complete
system with built-in 5.25-inch floppy disk drive, professional

keyboard and keypad, smart video terminal, two Z-80 micro-

processors and three RS-232C Serial I/O Ports. It comes
with 48K bytes of RAM, expandable to 64

K

PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES These include the
popular Heath/Zenith 19 Smart Video

^^^*"""1 Terminal, loaded with professional features.

I We also offer color and black and white

monitors, modems, computer lan-

guage courses, and high-speed
typewriter-quality

printers. ^^
SOFTWARE - Our complete ^^
library of software includes the

SuperCalc Spreadsheet and
Condor Data Base Management System.
Word processing, includes three different programs. Small
Business Programs feature Peachtree's P5 Series, General
Ledger and Inventory Control. HUG, Heath Users' Group,
offers members a library of over 500 low-cost programs for

home, work or play.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES- To

write your own programs, Microsoft BASIC
(compiler and interpreter), FORTRAN and
COBOL Languages are available.

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE - Expand the performance
range of your computer with a broad selection of software,

including the best of Digital Research and Micropro - as
well as the complete line of Softstuff

1" products.

OPERATING SYSTEMS - Three versatile systems give you
the capability to perform your specific tasks. CPIM by Digital

Research makes your system compatible with thousands of

popular CP/M programs. UCSD P-System with Pascal is a
complete program development and execution environment.
And HDOS, Heath Disk Operating System gives you a so-

phisticated flexible environment for program construction,

storage and editing.

n fl-inrh

DISK SYSTEMS - The new Heath/
Zenith 67 Winchester Disk System,
tor commercial use, adds nearly

11 megabytes of storage to your 89
computer. It includes an 8-inch

floppy disk drive for data portability. The
new 5.25-inch 37 disk system, available

with 1 or 2 drives, adds up to 1.28 mega-
bytes of storage. Both plug-in systems
have write protection.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT- Prompt and professional serv-

ice and assistance is available nationally through Heathkit

Electronic Centers, Zenith Data Systems for commercial
users or through Heath factory servicing and phone-in tech-

nical assistance.

Complete, integrated computer hardware and software, de-
signed to serve and grow with you - that's what to look for in

a strong partner. And with Heath/Zenith, you get it all.

Heath/Zenith computer products are
sold nationwide through Heathkit
Electronic Centers* (check your white
pages for locations). For a FREE
colorful full-line catalog, write:

Heath Co., Dept. 355-914.

Benton Harbor, Ml 49022.

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner

Product specifications are subject to change without notice

Heath Company and Ventechnology Electronics Corporation are wholly-owned
subsidiaries ol Zenith Radio Corporation

-Heathkit Electronic Centers are operated by Ventechnology Electronics Corporation
CP-210R1



THEYLAUGHEDAT MEWHEN I SATDOWNATTHE KEYBOARD . .

.

BUT OH,WHEN I BEGANTO PLAY! HERE'S WHATTHEYSAID:

BPL-ATOM I -"I've had to

replace three electro-
universal wristcouplers

since I got it'

PROTECTOR.

CORQUS I - "Even with a
class II embryonic
neurolifter, it is disgustingly
difficult to play:'

SLIME.

ADM-MARK 11+ -"More fun
than kicking the servonic
katdroid:'

CHICKEN.

ELF-X2-"Canlbea
submarine when I grow up?'

NAUTILUS.

NAUTILUS, PROTECTOR, CHICKEN AND SLIME ARE ALL TRADEMARKS OF SYNAPSE SOFTWARE.

synapse
FOR THE ATARI* HOME COMPUTER.

CIRCLE 250 ON READER SERVICE CARD

820 Coventry Rd.
Kensington, CA 94707
(415) 527-7751

•ATARI ISA REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ATARI, IMC



Pilot, continued...

develop a lesson. Then you can transfer

the completed lesson. ( But when is a lesson

ever complete?)

Call early versions of the flies into memory
and save them under a different name,
then delete the old files. This has the effect

of putting early files high on the disk. The
other files move down the disk into a place

where you can access them. This is a useful

procedure only if you do it infrequently.

Access the files through a Pascal language

card. Users of the language card will

recognize the text editor as being similar

to the Pascal Text Editor, except in two

areas. First, the screen is limited to 40

characters. If you go past 40 characters,

the cursor automatically moves down to

the next line. That might be a useful option

in Pascal. Second, the function of the

Control-C and Escape keys in accepting/

rejecting text changes are reversed in

operation in Pilot compared to Pascal.

Whether it is possible to change the Pilot

start-up options to alter this is not docu-

mented.

Character Editor

The character editor allows the design

of special characters.

Upon entering the editor, you will find a

screen divided into three areas: a grid of

35 boxes show the character you type on
the keyboard and the real-size special char-

acter you have developed.

To design a character, you move the

cursor around on the grid, using either the

keyboard or paddles. Each small grid square

represents one pixel of the character.

The character editor was found to be

lacking in one area. There is no simple

way of "pulling the plug'*— erasing a char-

acter back to a blank. If you make a mistake,

you must erase it dot by dot.

Graphics Editor

Graphics can be entered into a lesson in

two ways. They can be called by graphics

commands imbedded in the text or as

pictures developed by the graphics editor.

For graphics more complex than a few

simple lines, it is better to use the editor.
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The other method means that you don't

see the effects of the graphics until you
run the lesson.

For complex graphics, correcting errors

can become very time-consuming. Second,
when the lesson is run every time a graphics

command is issued, a graphics interpreter

is downloaded from the disk into the

memory (another place where a language

card could be used to advantage). If many
graphics commands are entered, this can
really slow down the lesson.

The editor itself allows the production

of complex figures in a fairly simple way.

Once you are familiar with the commands
and have developed a plan of attack, the

pictures appear very quickly. I like to use

the editor to develop "slides" for use in

lessons and lectures. A HELP function is

included to provide information on-line

about the commands.
The editor uses a rubber band cursor.

The cursor is placed at a starting part of

the screen from which it can be moved by

using the paddles and/or keyboard. Con-
necting the starting point and current cursor

position there is a line which stretches and

The editor uses a
rubber band cursor.

shrinks as the cursor is moved. It is as

though there were a rubber band connecting

the starting and current points of the cursor.

This makes it very easy to position your
graphics correctly.

Boxes can be placed on the screen very

quickly. Using the rubber band cursoryou
position the opposite corners of the box.

press B and get a box filled with the required

color. Pressing F gets you a frame rather

than a filled box. Open and closed circles

can be produced in a similar way.

Complex shapes can be made by moving
the cursor about the screen. Moving the

cursor into the middle of a shape and
typing A will cause an area to be filled

with color.

Typing E causes the last set of graphics

commands to be removed and the graphics

screen updated. This updating of the

graphics should be an option. If you want
to remove the last two sets of commands,
you must remove one set, wait for the

screen to be redrawn, and then erase the

second set and wait again. For complex
graphics this wait can be very frustrating.

Commands can only be erased from the

end back. If you find that something you
drew early in the graphic is no longer to

your liking, everything drawn after it must
go.
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Moving the cursor to a point and typing

T allows the entry of text on the graphics

screen. This is independent of the text

placed in the text window by the text editor

commands.
The graphics, once produced, can be

stored in two ways. A picture can be stored

as a series of commands or as the whole
picture (Quick Draw). When the command
form is called from a lesson, the picture is

redrawn element by element. With a Quick
Draw picture, the whole picture appears
on the screen at once. The main disadvan-

tage of Quick Draw pictures is the fact

that they eat up disk space very quickly,

occupying 17-20 blocks on the disk com-
pared to the 1-4 blocks that the command
files occupy.

The main problems with the graphics
editor are the erasing problem and the

fact that there is no way to use a graphics

tablet to draw the graphics. I have found a

reasonable, although unsatisfactory com-
promise. I make a drawing of the object

on a clear piece of plastic. I then place this

in front of the monitor and use the paddles
to trace the shape on the screen. It works,

but a graphics tabid would be much nicer.

Sound Editor

Sound can be introduced into a lesson

by using either sound commands imbedded
in the text or the sound editor. Imbedded
commands suffer from all the disadvantages

mentioned for imbedded graphics com-
mands.
The sound editor has a HELP function

to detail the commands available. It permits

notes to be produced over a range of four

octaves (plus an additional F). Notes can
be natural, sharp or flat. The duration of

UHO EFf 1
• t f%

the notes can be changed from a full note
down to 1 /Til, and notes can be tied. Special

effects include the production clicks, sweeps
or warbles. You can play the music devel-

oped from the editor without running a

lesson.

As a science/math teacher. I have not
had much need to use this editor other

than to produce a few special effects.

Whether the editor would be useful in

producing lessons for somebody with a

more musical bent. I am not qualified to



Pilot, continued...

say. However, the following limitations

might be important:

The notes are not displayed on the staves

but in the form
C4 1/4T

which means the note of C in the fourth
octave for 1/4 of a note, tied to another
note.

You are limited to one note at a time:
no chords are allowed. This is rather a
shame as even in science it would be nice
to demonstrate the effect of two notes
beating together.

Features of Apple Pilot

In my upcoming series of tutorials and
articles. I will describe the Pilot language.
Apple Pilot has the equivalent of most of

the commands mentioned in those articles.

The rest of this review will be devoted to

describing the special features of Apple
Pilot.

The presence of the graphics editor is a

real plus. Graphics and special characters
can add to the content and interest of a
lesson, if used correctly. The documentation
provided on Pilot is good. Examples are

plentiful and a person unacquainted with

the language can prepare satisfactory lessons

with the documentation. However, there

are no additional references which would
enable users to extend their knowledge
and application skills.

The Accept and Match commands have
several useful options. The student answer
can be modified automatically to all upper
and lower case. Unnecessary blanks can
be removed and numbers rescued from
within a sentence. Forexample. the number
5 will be recognized from within "There
are 5 things there, computer."
The Match instruction can be made to

look for one or several character strings

with or without allowing for spelling

mistakes. It can be made to distinguish

between the "no" in "none" and the "no"
in "known" lone starts the word). The
number of attempts that a student has
made at a certain answer is stored auto-
matically by the program.

In addition, it is possible to preset the
time allowed for a student to answer. This
permits checking on whether the student

needs some help.

A very useful command, ap:. places a
series of cross hairs on the screen. The
student can move the cross hairs with the

paddles to point things out. This feature is

nicely demonstrated in the Legends program
on the demonstration Lesson diskette.

However, if you don"t have the paddles
connected, you will not see the demonstra-
tion.

There are file handling commands
included in Apple Pilot which can be used
to store student responses and scores for

later analysis. I have not made much
use of these, as I felt that they were rather

clumsy. If you were building a large series

of lessons and needed to keep track of
overall student performance they might
be useful.

Because of memory restrictions, there
is only limited space for storing variables
in the program (600 characters including
the answer buffer). The names of the
variables are limited to one letter and one
number. This means that the student name
must be stored in a variable of the form
N1S rather than NAMES. This leads to

poor programming style.

Your local dealer will

know very little about
Pilot.

Assuming that the system needs variables

of two characters only, there was no need
to restrict the user to those characters. A
look-up table would have provided the
best of both worlds.

In addition to strings, numerical variables

can be manipulated. A number of system
variables are kept. These include the last

answer, the numerical value of the last

answer and the number of times the last

question has been attempted. Variables
defined in one Pilot lesson can be carried
over into the next lesson if required. This
is a very useful feature to ensure continuity

in a series of lessons.

A very useful compute command, c:.

allows mathematical formulae to be calcu-

lated. Certain string modifications can be
made, including capitalization of a string,

capitalization of the first letter, replacement
or deletion of characters in a string.

Surprisingly, changing a string into lower
case is not an allowed function. The
calculation power of the Compute function

seems rather slow. The production of
random numbers for use in a simulation
seems to take forever.

In addition, calculations cannot be done
via the equivalent of DO-loops. This is

probably not a problem for people unfa-
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miliar with computers, but for experienced

programmers it is definitely a fustrating

disadvantage. IF-THEN loops can be
produced but also take a long time to

run.
Considering the fact that there are so

many user friendly features in this version

of Pilot, it is very surprising that it is

necessary to define strings before they

can be used. Again, this is probably due to

memory space restrictions.

The program does its best to recover

from errors. If a graphics or sound file is

not available, the student lesson continues

regardless. The program responds to

control-C, reset and fatal errors by rebooting

the system HELLO program. There is no
way of disabling this feature.

Conclusion

Overall, this is a useful program and can
be put to good use by both the experienced
and inexperienced courseware developer.

There are many useful HELP functions

within Pilot, and the program is. in general,

very user friendly. Considering the cramped
memory, a teacher will be limited by his

own imagination, rather than by this

implementation of Pilot.

My only real criticisms concern support

and documentation. There are no additional

references on Pilot and no information at

all for the experienced programmer who
wants to include parts of Pilot with his

lessons to make modifications to the lan-

guage.

Your local dealer will know very little

about Pilot and letters to Apple requesting

more information will not even receive a

courtesy postcard to say "contact your
local dealer and stop bothering us."

Your best bet is to form a group of Pilot

users, and share software. And please, if

you have useful ideas, write them up and
send them to Creative Computing so we
can all share. Everybody hates re-inventing

the wheel.
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DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS
FOR THE BEST SERVICE
AND PRICE YOUR $ CAN BUY

30% DISCOUNT * MONTHLY SPECIALS

GAMES* UTILITIES * BUSINESS

D 125 95 99 95

LIST OUR

APPLE PRICE PRICE

* ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

* APPLIED SOFTWARE
* ASTAR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
* A8HTON TATE

ARTSCI
Magic Window D 99 95 79 95

* AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS

* AVALON MILL GAME COMPANY

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS
Hi-Res Secrets

BEAGLE BROTHERS
DOS Boss O
Utility City D
Alpha Plot D

* BEZ
BRODERBUND SOFTWARE
Alien Reign D
Star Blazer

Space Quarks D
David's Midnignt Magic D
Arcade Machine D
Alien Typhoon D
Apple Panic D

BUDGECO
Raster Blaster D

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC

Space Album D
3D Graphics D

CAVALIER COMPUTER
Aster Field D
Bug Attach D
Micro Wave
Star Thiel D

* CONTEXT * CPU
* CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

OAKIN S/LEVEL 10

Programming Aids.

DATAMOST
County Fair D
Thiet D
Casino —
Swashbuckler D
Snak Attack D

* DATABOFT * DELTA SOFTWARE

* DENVER SOFTWARE

* EDU WARE

GEBELLI SOFTWARE
Horizon V

24 00 19 95
29 50 23 95

39 50 31 95

24 95 19 95

31 95 22 35t

29 95 23 95

34 95 27 95
44 95 35 95

24 95 19 95
29 95 23 45

29 95 23 95

39 95 31 95

39 95 27951

24 95 19 95

29 95 23 95

34 95 27 95

29 95 23 95

D 90 00 7195

29 95 23 95
29 95 23 95
39 95 27 151
34 95 27 95
29 95 23 95

D 34 95 27 95

HAYOEN SOFTWARE
Sargon II 34 95 27 95

Reversal D 34 95 27 95

* HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES

* HOWARD SOFTWARE

INNOVATIVE OESIGN SOFTWARE
Pool 15 D 34 95 27 95

Trick Shot O 39 95 31 95

INFOCOM
Zork I D 39 95 31 95

LIST
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

D 39 95 31 95

D 89 95 7195

Zork II

ISM
Mathemagic

INSOFT
Gralortn II D 95 00 75 95

* ISA * LAZER SYSTEMS * IUS

* LJK ENTERPRISES * MICRO LAB

* MICRO PRO INTERNATIONAL

MICROSOFT
TASC Compiler
ALOS
Olympic Decathlon

Typing Tutor II

D 175 00
D 125 00

D 29 95
D 24 95

139 95

99 95

23 95
19 95

* MICROSOFTWARE SYSTEMS * MIR
MUSE
Robot War D 39 95 31 95

Castle Wollenstein D 29 95 23 95

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Ultima II D 54 95 43 95

Frogger D 34 95 27 95

E P F 79 95 63 95

Wizard & Princess D 32 95 26 35

Cranston Manor D 34 95 27 95

Screen Writer II D 129 95 99 95

•4 Ulysess a Golden Fleece D 34 95 27 95

Expeditor II Applesoft Com D 99 95 79 95
Jawbreaker D 29 95 23 95

Road Work D 34 95 27 95
Marauder D 34 95 27 95
Time Zone D 99 95 79 95

Missle Defense D 29 95 23 95

Threshold D 39 95 31 95

PERSONAL BUSINESS SYSTEM
E«ec Secretary D 250 00 174 951

PICCADILLY
Falcons D 29 95 23 95

Suicide D 29 95 20.651

Star Blaster D 29 95 23 95

Ribbit 29 95 23 95

* PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
* PHOENIX SOFTWARE
* QUALITY SOFTWARE
* RIVERBANK SOFTWARE

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Super Disk Copy III D 30 00 23 95
Multi Disk Cata III D 25 00 19 95
Disk Recovery D 30 00 23 95
Applesoft-Plus O 25 00 19 95

Applesoft Pro Opt D 20 00 15 95

Disk Org II 30 00 23 95

DOS Plus D 25 00 19 95

Ouickioader 25 00 19 95

Apple Speller D 75 00 52. SO J

Image Printer D 40 00 3195

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
Oo-TOPOS D 32 95 25 95

* SIERRA SOFTWARE
SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Foosball O 29 95 20 951

Twerps O 29 95 23 95

Snake Byte D 29 95 23 95

Audex D
Sneakers O
Epoch D
Outpost
Beer Run D
Borg D
Hadron D
Joyport A

Gorgon D

Epoch
Mentaur

LIST
PRICE

29 95

29 95

34 95

29 95
29 95

29 95

34 95

74 95

39 95

34 95
34 95

OUR
PRICE

23 95

23 95
27 95
23 95

23 95
23 95

27 95

59 95
31 95

27 95
27 95

SIR-TECH SOFTWARE
Wizard, D 49 95 39 95

Knight of Diamonds D 34 95 27 95

* SOFTWARE EMPORIUM* SOFTAPE

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CORP
PFS 125 00
PFS Report D 95 00

SOUTHEASTERN
Data Capture . . 64 95

Superterm 80 col D 90 00
Smart Term 80 col D 90 00

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
Ascii Pro D 129 95
Doubletime Printer D
Financial Mngmnt SyS II D
Listmaster D
Merlin

The Routine Machine -

Speed Star

Z-Term The Pro

149 95

59 95
39 95
64 95
64 95
134 95
150 00

99 95
71 95

52 95
69 96
69 95

103 95
119 95
47 95
31 95
51 95
51 95
107 95
104 95

1

D 229 00
9900

D 99 00

9900

39 95
59 95

59 95

34 95
34 95

182 95

79 95
79 95
79 95

31 95
41 95t

47 95

STONEWARE PRODUCTS
D B Master

D B Mas Utiy Pak I

D B Mas Utly Pak 2 D
D B Master Stat Pak D

* STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
* SUBLOOIC
* SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
TO PRODUCTS
Game Paddles A
Joystick a

Select A Port A

TURNKEY SOFTWARE
The Gauntlet D 34 95 27 95

Amoeba Man 34 95 24 45t

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
3-D supergraphics D 39 95 31 95

Super KRAM D 1 75 00 139 95

Conquest D 225 00 157 50t

VISICORP
Visitread'Plot D 300 00 209.95)

Visicaic D 250 00 169.95)

Visifile D 250 00 169 951

VERBA COMPUTING
VereaWrit Exp Pac-1 D 39 95 32 95
EZ Port D 24 95 20 95

Versawrit Expl Pac II D 39 95 31 95

* VIDEX INC. * VOYAGER SOFTWARE

LARGE SELECTION OF
ATARI AND TRS 80 SOFTWARE

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-854-29141 outside California

FOR INSIDE CALIFORNIA AND OTHER INQUIRIES CALL 1-714-287-0190

FOR PLACING ORDERS*

* SEND FOR OUR PRICE SHEET FOR SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND PRICES • CALL FOR WEEKLY SPECIALS
PLEASE CHECK FOR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS BEFORE ORDERING INCLUDE PUBLISHER AND PRODUCT NAME

FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED - ADO 10* SHIPPING

All Orders Prepaid by Personal Check. Money Order. Cashier Check For Faster Delivery Service C — Master Charge — Visa

Mastercharge — Visa add 3S and include expiration date on card California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax Prices Subiect to Change Without Notice

Please Add $2 50 lor Shipping Prices Valid Through This Month's Issue Please Specify Tape or Disk

DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS • P O BOX 19674-CG. SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 921 19

CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD



rhe Case Against Pile

The Pros and Cons
of Computer-Assisted
Instruction Languages
and Authoring Systems

The advent of low-cost microcomputers
has created a new surge of interest in

educational applications in the computer.
This new interest is creating a growing
demand for quality computer-assisted
instruction (CAI) courseware. Most micro-
computers which have been introduced
in the last few years come with Basic, a
general purpose language. Although Basic
is considered to be a beginner's language,
many feel that it is impractical to expect
teachers, with no computer experience,
to learn Basic in order to develop CAI
courseware.

Since the advent of CAI many individuals

and organizations have attempted to
develop specialized computer languages
which would enable instructors with little

computer background to develop CAI
courseware. These attempts have fostered
such CAI languages as Coursewriter. Planit.

Tutor and Pilot.

In an effort to get even further away
from computer languages, others have
developed authoring systems such as Ticcit

and Bell and Howell's recently introduced
Courseware Development System for
microcomputers.
These authoring systems may be distin-

guished from CAI languages by their lack
of operation or command statements and
their use of built-in logic and presentation

Dr. Paul Merrill. College of Education. Instructional
Science Depl.. W-160 STAD. Briifham Young
University. Provo, UT 84602.

Paul F. Merrill

forms or files. Rather than putting together
a series of commands, the author fills in

presentation forms such as rules, questions,
examples, possible answers, feedback,
helps, etc.

CAI languages and authoring systems
may simplify the author's task by using
one or more of the following techniques:
1) Reduce the domain of possible com-
mands and strategies; 2) Provide commands

The simplicity of Pilot
was achieved by

reducing the number of
commands In the

language.

and strategies which meet the specific
needs of instructional applications; 3)
Provide commands or routines which
perform higher level tasks. Most of the
languages and systems mentioned above
use a combination of these techniques.
However, some languages emphasize one
technique over another.
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Pilot

One of the first special purpose CAI
languages available for microcomputers
was Pilot (Apple Computer Inc. recently

announced Pilot for the Apple II). Pilot

has gained popularity because it is relatively

easy to learn and is designed specifically

for educational applications.

The simplicity of Pilot was achieved by
reducing the number of commands in the
language. Most versions of the language
have approximately ten commands. Some
of the more powerful versions have several

additional commands for graphics, tone
generation, and special functions. The
principle commands in Pilot include: Type,
Accept, Match, Compute, Jump, and
Use.
The Type command provides for the

display of text and values of numeric and
string variables on the screen. The Accept
instruction causes the computer to pause
and wait for the student to enter a response.
The response is edited according to
specified rules and stored in a system
variable. The response may then be com-
pared with possible correct and incorrect
answers supplied by the author using the
Match command.
The Compute command provides for

the assignment of numeric and string values
to variables and the evaluation of arithmetic
expressions. The Jump instruction enables
the sequence of command execution to
be altered by branching to a specified
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Great Games From
Piccadilly Software Inc.

Piccadilly
Software
Presents

Star
Blaster

Piccadilly
Software
Presents

Falcons

Piccadilly
Software
Presents

Survival

Piccadilly
Software
Presents

Suicide!

Piccadilly
Software
Presents

Warp
Destroyer

Piccadilly
Software
Presents

Ribbit

COMING IN? THE 2ND HALF OF 1982

Available at your local dealer.
Requires: APPLE ll/APPLE II PLUS with 48K in Dos 3.3 or 3.2 • APPLE III

Piccadilly Software Inc. • 89 Summit Avenue • Summit, NJ. 07901 • (201) 277-1020

'Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

CIRCLE 215 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Welcome to

the world of
I

ve to know how to

use a computer to use Micro Lab
products. The programs are

designed to be error-trapped and
made to get thejob done.

/

The Data Factory
An extremely easy-to-use sys-

tem with enormous power and
flexibility. Data storage on two
disks is 225,000 bytes. Relocate

records into a new data base;

add, delete, or change field lengths

anytime.

The Invoke Factory
Notjust an invoice maker. It gen-

erates statements, aged receiv-

able reports, product or customer
reports, sales analyses. Use a
new free form, automatic or stan-

dard invoice form.

1

Payroll-Manager
A whole department that doesn't

write itselfa check. Figures hours
and makes all standard deductions

plus seven optional deductions and
writes the checks. Unbelievably

fast, and easy to use.

Entertainment
Test your luck and skill with excit-

ing games from Micro Fun.

Roach Hotel

Peeping Tom
Dogfight II

Crown ofArthain
Mad Venture Palace in Thunderland
Painter Power U.S. Constitution Tutor

English SAT I

Software that prompts you
throughout the program.



Wall Strectcr
This portfolio management pro-

gram allows you to enter, by hand

or modem, Friday's closing prices,

Standard and Poor, Beta ratings,

Value line timeliness and safety

factors. Use standard formula or

make up your own to project buys,

sells and holds.

Data Manager III

A data base designed for the Apple

III and can be used with floppies or

hard disk drive. It will handle as

many records as the storage media

can handle with total flexibility.

VFoctory
Allows for a marriage between

Data Factory and VisiCalc™ files.

You can move data in either direc-

tion, manipulate it within the cho-

sen program, and store it either

way. An exciting tool for research

and analysis.

VDIend
Allows users ofVisiCalc™ to com-

bine data in multiple VisiCalc™

files, merging the information into

a new file.

lax Manager
For producing federal income taxes

and printing the schedules. This
easy-to-use program includes the

latest tax laws and will remain
current with our Extended War-

ranty option.

Asset Manager
Both old and new tax laws are

incorporated in this program
which uses the straight line

method for balance sheets and
accelerated method for estab-

lishing asset values for amorti-

zation and prints tax schedules.

1,000 assets per taxpayer.

Merger
A utility for the Data Factory and
Invoice Factory. Merge data from

fields in either program into those

ofanother file.

Relocatable Linking Loader
Takes machine language routines

that have been designated by an
assembler as relocatable, links

them together, and then estab-

lishes the program at an address

the user specifies. Can be used with
Language Plus.

Apple and Applesoft
an trademarks of
Apple Computer. Inc

VuiCalc i» a trademark
of Personal Software

Language Plus

A two volume library ofmachine
language routines. These packages

allow users, through Applesoft

Basic, to speed up their perform-

ance in programming.

The Learning System
A company or educator may pre-

pare a training/tutoring/testing

device. Enter instruction or infor-

mation; then key it to a tutorial

drill or test to check for learning

comprehension

.

amicro lab
systems th.it work

i

~\
2310 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park, II. 60035

312-433-7550
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Look What Apparat has
for your IBM Personal Computer.

r

C»«"S^The following
add-ons are

available

immediately:
• 2 Dual Headed 40 TVack Drives - (appears as
four) 640K of storage, software patch, easy
Internal mount. $630.00

• Combo Card - Parallel printer. ASYMC
communication (RS-232), and clock calendar
functions, uses only one slot $279.00

• 2 Single Headed 40 Track Drives - 320Kof
disk storage, easy Internal mount. $430.00

• 48K additional RAM - 27 chips plug Into
master PC board $73.00

• Add-on Memory Card - (uses 64R dynamic
RAM chips). 64K - $423.00. 128R -
$323.00. 192K - $623.00. 236K - $723.00

• Prom Blaster - Programs most IK to 4K
rPROMS or 2SXX and 27XX single or
multtvoltage. personality modules, read, write

software. $149.00
• Apparat Qame Diskette -
$24.93

•Clock Calendar- reatures
seconds, minutes, hours, day of
week, date, month and year,
backup battery, leap year and
crystal rime base. $129.00

• Prototype Card - 3.3 by 8 Inch wlrewrap
holds 130-14 pin dips. $29.93

• ROB Color Monitors - Includes cable. 16
color modifications, flEC - $1,093.00,
AMDEK - $899.00. TECO - $699.00.

• 3rd and 4th Add-on Drives - expansion
cabinet and IBM compatible drives, cabinet
and 1 drive - $499.00. two drives - $749.00

• 64K Hardware Print-Spooler - Parallel printer
adapter, buffers 13 minutes of output at 80
characters/second. $399.00.

• EPSOM MX Printers - MX-80 (with dot

addra^B^pa

$499.00, MX-80 TIT
- $373.00. MX-100 -

$773.00
• Verbatim Datallfe

Diskettes - (3-1/4" 40 track
box of 10) $24.93

• 16K Memory Mis (9 chips) -
$23.00

• 3-1/4" nip-Sort - $21.93
• 5-1/4" Plastic Library Case - $1.93

Apparat will continue to develop add-on
products for your IBM Personal Computer. Call
today for more Information. Dealer Inquiries
welcome.

(303) 741-1778
IBM Personal Computer Is a trademark of IBM.

Apparat, Inc.
440 1 So. Tamarac Parkway. Denver, CO 80237 (303) 74 1 - 1 778

"tVY GOING SUPPORTFOR MICROCOMPUTERS
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Pilot, continued.
Table 1. Comparison of Commands.

Pilot

R: THIS IS A REMARK

T: GOOD, JNJ , YOU SCORED f\

A: BS

Ml REDIBLUE&GREEN

J: LABEL

JY: LABEL

TN: SORRY, THE ANSWER IS SA»

U(T>I3): SUBLABEL

E:

C: X«4*B+3

0: W(20,I5)

Basic

REM THIS IS A REMARK

PRINT "GOOD, ";Nt;" , YOU SCORED ";T

INPUT BS

CA$-"REDIBLUE&GREEN": GOSUB 10

GOTO 500

IF Y THEN 500

IF N THEN PRINT "SORRY, THE ANSWER

IS ";AS

IF T>13 THEN GOSUB 800

RETURN

X - 4«B+3

DIM W(20,15)

Pascal

(•THIS IS A REMARK*)

WRITELN ('GOOD, '.NAME,' , YOU SCORED \T)

REAOLN (B)

MATCH ('RE0IBLUE4GREEN*)

GOTO LABEL

IF Y THEN —
IF N THEN WRITELN ('SORRY, THE ANSWER

IS '.A)

IF T>13 THEN PROCEDURENAME

END

X:-4»B+3

TYPE W-ARRAY 1 1 ..20, 1 .. 151 OF REAL

location in the program. The Use command
provides for the execution of sub-

routines.

When writing a Pilot program the

command names described above are

abbreviated to one letter (See the first

column of Table 1 for examples). These

commands may be followed by a character

or an expression which serves as a modifier

or conditioner of the command. A modifier

character changes the nature of the

command. For example, an "S" following

the Match command allows for one-letter

misspelling when comparing the student's

answer to the author's answer. A condi-

tioner character or expression causes the

command to be skipped unless the specified

condition is met. For example, a Type
command followed by a "Y" will only be
executed if the previous match was suc-

cessful (the student's answer matched the

author's answer).

The command and optional modifier

and/or conditioner must be followed by a

Kelly's

Computing

NEW FOR ATARI
16k Action Quest (Disk & Cass 29 95 Now 2S.50
48k Bishop Square (Disk! ... 2995 Now 25.50
32k Apple Panic IDisk) 29 % Nou 25.50
32k Raster Blaster IDtsk' 29 95 Now 25.50
32k Bug Attack I Disk & Cass i 29 95 Now 25.50
32k Crossfire (Disk & C*M J9.9S Nou 25.50

GAMES AND ACCESSORIES
24k Adventures 1 12 Irom Adventure Int'l ea 19 95 Now 16.50
24k Adventure's I 12 Limited Gold Edition 100 00 Now 87.50
16k Ghost Hunt. . : 34 95 Now 29.50
16k Ghost Huns 2995 Now 25.50
48k Wor,- 149.95 Nou. 129.50
8k Basketball (Needs Joy SticksKCan i M.96 Nou 29.50
8k Asti-i 11 95 Not! 38.59
8k Star Raiders iNeeds Joy SncksMC.v 42.50
8k On. 33.50
8k Space Invaders (Needs Jov SlickHCart) 1 1 95 Nou. 38.50

Paddle Controller (P.i.. 21 95 Nou. 19 50
Joy Stick Controller F'.- 2195 Nou 19.50

16k States & Capitals (CuM 14.95 Nou 12.50
8k Missk- Command lOm 14.95 Nou 38.50

32k Star Warrior IDisk & Cass
i 33.50

32k Rescue at Rigel (&-, 25.50
32k Crush. Crumble & Chomp (Disk & Cassi 29 95 Nou 25.50
32k Invasion Orion (Disk & Os-. 24.95 V « 19 50
32k Mouskattack iDiskl 29 50
8k KRazy Shootout (Of 19.95 Natl 42 50
40k Wizard Pni; 29.50
16k Jawbreaker (Diskl 29 M Nou 25.50
16k Starhase Hyperion IDisk & ( awl 18.50
24k All Baba and the Forty Thieves (Disk) 27.50
48k The Shattered Alliance (Disk' « MS Nou. 33.50

19.95 Nou 16.50
32k Galactn Trader Ids- 19.95 Nou 16.50

2995 Nou 25.50
16k GaL. 24 95 Nou 19 50
40k Warlmks Revenge (Diskl 29.50

<2k Ricochet iDisk. 16.50
8k Kayos (Disk & O- 29.50
40k Hi Res Adv Ml Mission Asteroid (Diskl 19.50

Frogger (DiskllAvail Summei 29.50
Arcade Pro Footbai . 29.50
Arcade Pro Football 25.50

40 Emp! 29.50
40 Empire ot the Overlord (Cass) 25.50

25.50
24 Tank' 19.50

EDUCATIONAL
48k Compu Math Fractions )IW 33.50
32k Compu Math Frai lions K'j. 25.50
48k Compu Mar 33.50
32k Compu Math Decimals (Casa 25.50
16k French (5 Cass. 50.50

50.50
Ink Spanish (5 Caaal 50.50

SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST
Include $2 00 lor Snipping and Handling California Residents add 6SSales
Tax All orders shipped from stock within 48 hours We accept Mastercard
and VISA. COOi add $5 00 Prices subject lo change without notice

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE ZIP

CARD' EXP DATE

SIGNATURE

I
I

I

I

I

ft

I

I

I

I

I

I
:">'

95 is fl

»

3515 Br»" *»• ""•"'<*• ca nsoe • <714> 787-7002

^ 40k War In. k» Revenge I 29 50 ^B ijiJJJ i^|JJ iJJJJJJ fJJJJJJ f^|JJ ilJJJJJI |^B ilJJJJJ fj^pjg f^B a^fiW ajfl
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lot, continued.

colon. The colon may be followed by
appropriate parameters such as the author's
answers to be matched, the expression to
be evaluated, etc. Examples of these
features may be found in the first column
of Table 1.

A CAI language such as Pilot which
tries to simplify the courseware author's
task by reducing the number of commands
in the language has a significant liability.

The restriction in the domain of commands
creates a restriction in the range of possible

outcomes or applications.

Several versions of Pilot written in other
high level languages such as Basic expanded
the domain of the language by allowing
instructions from the host language to be
included in a Pilot program by embedding
them as parameters into Pilot Compute
commands. The severe liability inherent
in the limited Pilot commands became
very evident to the author while reviewing
the code for a Pilot program where almost
one-half of the program statements were
Compute commands which used instruc-

tions from the host language.

The original version of Pilot developed
at the San Francisco Medical Center had
such a restriction of domain and range
that many institutions began developing
extensions to the language. Attempts have
been made to standardize these extended
features into a version called Common
Pilot. However, many of the extended
features of Common Pilot are merely
adaptations of commands available in other
high level languages. The Apple version
of Pilot has been further extended to
include graphics and sound editors.

The principle reason for selecting Pilot

over other, more powerful, general purpose
languages such as Basic or Pascal seems
to be the ease with which it can be learned.

However, this reasoning may be some-
what fallacious. Table 1 lists the principle
commands available in Pilot along with
corresponding commands in Basic and
Pascal which perform similar functions.
This comparison reveals that a subset of
Basic or Pascal which matches the domain
of Pilot commands could be learned just
as easily. However, the more powerful
languages offer the advantage of additional
capabilities when the author is ready to
go beyond the minimal subset. If an author

begins by learning Pilot and then desires

greater power, he must then scrap Pilot

and begin learning a new language. Why
not begin with a powerful language in the
first place?

Although Table 1 shows that a subset
of Pascal would be just as easy to learn as
Basic or Pilot, a word of caution is in

order. Most textbooks and manuals on
Pascal currently available do not begin
with a simple subset of Pascal that can be
easily learned. Rather than beginning by
showing how commands can be used in a

The very nature of the
principal Pilot

commands strongly
encourages novice

programmers to use a
mediocre strategy.

simple, straightforward fashion, most
authors try to present commands in their

total complexity. The Pascal language is

also embedded in a powerful but complex
operating system which includes a text

editor and file handler. In order to program
in Pascal successfully, an author must also

learn how to use the Pascal operating
system.

In addition to simplifying the author's
task by reducing the domain of commands.
Pilot also includes commands designed
specifically for instructional applications.

This technique is clearly laudable and is

obviously necessary in any effort to tailor

a computer language for courseware
development. However, when this

approach is coupled with a restriction in

the domain of commands, additional
liabilities are incurred. The majority of
the commands may be tailored to specific

instructional needs while more general
purpose commands are excluded. Often
the specific commands selected are chosen
based on an implied instructional strategy.

Table 2.

Frames

1

.

Present information
2. Ask questions
3. Accept student response
4. Check for correct answer
5. Give appropriate feedback

6. Branch to next segment

Pilot Commands

T:

T:

A:
M:
TY:
TN:
JY:

Information

Question

Correct Answers
Very Good
Sorry, that's wrong
Next
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The availability of this set of commands
and the exclusion of more general com-
mands inadvertently requires authors to

use a particular strategy and further limits

the range of possible applications.

Several CAI languages, including Pilot,

include a set of commands which foster a
tutorial or dialogue CAI instructional

strategy. A tutorial strategy includes a

repetitive sequence of the instructional

elements or frames listed in Table 2.

This particular strategy is advocated by
some because of its similarity to a strategy

that might be used by an instructor tutoring

a student one-on-one. If the segment to

which a program branches is made condi-
tional on the student's response then the
instruction can be customized to the needs
of each student.

Although such a strategy sounds great,

in practice it is generally just plain boring.

Often the questions asked merely require

the student to copy words or data presented

in the previous information frame. In fact,

one could argue that the resulting CAI
program is little more than a fancy and
expensive page turner. The same strategy

could be successfully implemented using

a branching program text.

Obviously Pilot does not force an author
to use a poor tutorial strategy. It is possible

to implement other types of strategies

using Pilot. One can also develop more
creative tutorial programs. However, the

very nature of principal Pilot commands
strongly encourages novice programmers
to use a mediocre strategy.

One of the main advantages of Pilot is

the provision of the high level command
Match. The Match command allows a
Pilot program to perform moderately
sophisticated natural language processing.

Students may enter free form answers
which can be successfully analyzed by
the Match command. Many general pur-

pose languages such as Basic. APL and
Pascal do not have a comparable com-
mand. The author must write special

subroutines or procedures to perform
similar functions. (See Table 1.)

All computer languages provide a set

of basic or primitive commands which
can be used to define and perform a higher
order function. A set of computer com-
mands organized to perform a specific

function is often referred to as a program.
Most languages also allow such a set of
commands to be defined as a subroutine
which can be called from different places
in a main program.
These subroutines can subsequently be

used as higher order commands to perform
complex functions which cannot be per-

formed by a single primitive command in

the language. Such higher order commands
can greatly simplify the author's task while
simultaneously providing greater power.

Although Pilot and Basic provide for
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the specification and calling of subroutines,

this capability is severely limited. Many
versions of Basic refer to subroutines by
number, which reduces the readability of

the program.

Neither Basic nor Pilot provides for the

passing of parameters from the main
program to the subroutine. This makes it

nearly impossible to develop subroutines

which are truly modular. They cannot be
used as a black box and plugged into any
program without revision. Thus they are

not very useful as higher order commands
to an author who is not familiar with their

internal workings. The variables in the

subroutines are not local to the subroutines

and thus may affect variables elsewhere

in the main program. This can create

bugs in the program which are difficult to

find and correct.

On the other hand languages such as

Pascal. APL, Logo and the new Actor

languages such as Smalltalk provide for

truly modular subroutines. Variables can

be made local to a subroutine. Once such

subroutines have been developed and
verified to perform a function, they can

be used as higher order commands without

regard to their internal operations.

Pascal even allows for such subroutines

to be placed in a system library and
subsequently linked into any program with

a single command. Such capabilities make
it possible to extend a language and tailor

it to meet specific needs. As mentioned
earlier, defining higher order commands
in this way simplifies the author's task

while at the same time providing greater

capacity.

Authoring Systems

Authoring Systems have been developed

in an attempt to overcome the problem
of having to leam a computer programming

language. This is generally accomplished

by separating the logical sequencing and
the control of the computer program from

the instructional content. The logical

sequencing of instructional frames or the

instructional strategy is preprogrammed
into the authoring system. The author is

therefore relieved from worrying about

the logic and strategy of the courseware
and may concentrate on the content of

the instructional frames. The authoring

system provides the author with a template

in which to place the content to be pre-

sented.

For example, in the Bell and Howell's

Genis Courseware Development System

an author merely enters the text for

presentation frames, question frames,

correct answers, incorrect answers, feed-

back messages for each alternate answer,

etc. The author is prompted by Genis to

enter each item of information. The
sequence and instructional logic is auto-

matically built into the system.

July 1982 c Creative Computing

Authoring in the Ticcit system is slightly

more complicated, but the resulting course-

ware is more flexible. Ticcit was designed

based on the philosophy of learner control.

When students interact with a completed
Ticcit lesson, they are given control over

the content and sequence of the instruc-

tional segments they study.

The desired presentation form is selected

when the student presses special learner

control keys on the keyboard. These keys
are labeled: Objective, Rule, Example,
Practice, Help, Map, Advice, etc. Thus,

if students press the key labeled Practice,

they will receive a practice item. If they

press Advice, they will receive guidance

on what to do next. The map provides a

table of contents in diagram form showing

the hierarchical relationship between
lessons. Students may select a different

lesson segment when the map is dis-

played.

Authoring systems
reduce cost and effort

by reducing variety in

much the same way
that cost and effort are
reduced in fast food

restaurants.

Ticcit provides several packaging
routines which allow an author to type in

content for the rules, examples, practice

items, etc. that will make up a lesson. As
with Genis, the Ticcit system automatically

takes care of the storage and retrieval of

the various presentation form files. Thus
the author does not have to worry about

the computer logic required to display

the appropriate instructional frame or

presentation form when students press

one of the learner control keys.

Authoring systems such as Genis and
Ticcit simplify the author's task by using

all three techniques listed earlier: very

high level routines are built into the system

to control the logical sequencing of the

instruction: this logical sequencing is

designed according to an instructional

strategy which meets the specific needs

of certain instructional applications: and
the domain of possible strategies is

obviously reduced.
Authoring systems reduce cost and effort

by reducing variety in much the same
way that cost and effort are reduced in

fast food restaurants, tract homes and
formula television shows.
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With Ticcit and Bell and Howell's
Courseware Development System the
author is given a template to use. Although
the template greatly simplifies the task, it

forces the author to turn out courseware
which conforms to the template. Such
templates can have the effect of enhancing
the quality of the courseware produced
by the novice, while restricting the quality

of the courseware produced by a creative

author. The general quality of the course-
ware produced is dependent on the quality

of the template.

Conclusions

•Authoring systems or languages allow

authors to turn out respectable courseware
using a specific template. However, authors

must recognize the limits of the template,

and not try to force all instruction to fit

the template. The use of templates would
be more acceptable if a variety of templates

were provided for the different types of

learning.

•CAI languages should not reduce the

domain of commands. Beginning authors
should initally be taught a simple subset

of a language which will allow them to

begin writing simple programs quickly.

However, they should then have the option

to learn additional commands which will

give them additional capabilities and allow

them to develop more sophisticated course-

ware.

•CAI languages should not be restricted

to commands developed specifically for

certain types of instructional applica-

tions.

•Experience in developing CAI course-

ware and in training students to develop
courseware has shown that authors very

quickly reach the limitations of whatever
language they are using. They then clamor
for additional capabilities.

•CAI languages should provide for the

straightforward development and use of

higher order commands which increase

the power of the language but do not

exclude elementary operations.

•The best language might be a general
purpose language, which provides great

flexibility, with the provision of higher

order commands for instructional applica-

tions.

•When possible, subject matter experts

with little computer experience should

team up with programmers who have had

considerable experience programming in

a sophisticated language.

As microcomputers invade the home
and classrooms the need for large quantities

of quality courseware will become acute.

It is imperative that authors select an
appropriate tool to maximize their produc-
tivity and the quality of their courseware
products. Care must be exercised to avoid

selecting tools which will sacrifice quality

for quantity. D



LOGO Ideas

Robert Lawler

Hooray for Bugs!

a

Making a square with the turtle is pretty easy, FORWARD
100, RIGHT 90 and do it again and again and again. The
simplest procedure does it this way, using "recursion" (the
third line. "SQUARE" means perform the entire procedure
again):

TO SQUARE
FORWARD 100 n
RIGHT 90

U
SQUARE

A procedure to make a tittle square would start with the turtle

going forward some smaller distance, such as ten turtle steps.

One little change can make a square maze grow out of the little

square. You can figure out just what the turtle will draw with
this procedure:

TO SQUARE.MAZE :DISTANCE
FORWARD :DISTANCE
RIGHT 90
SQUARE.MAZE :DISTANCE + 5

When the turtle turns RIGHT 90, the maze is square. How
much should the turtle turn to make a six-sided maze? ("Sixty
degrees," you say? That's right.) How much to make a five-

sided maze? Five is halfway between four and six. Because 75
is halfway between 60 and 90, that would be one good guess for
how many degrees to turn.

TO FIVE.MAZE :DISTANCE
FORWARD :DISTANCE
RIGHT 75

FIVE.MAZE:DISTANCE + 5
Would you say that using 75 is a mistake because it does not
make exactly what you hoped? If so. you must be willing to see
that mistakes can be good things. When the result of a procedure
turns out to be different from what was expected, programmers
say the procedure has a "bug." But sometimes the surprising
result is a better one than what you first intended. That's a
"new discovery" bug, one of the best kind.

Any bug, something which makes your procedure do the
unexpected— if you bother to figure it out— leads to an increase
in your knowledge. Although a bug may hinder your objective,
the bugs in your procedures will offer the best guidance on
what to learn in order to master the Logo programming

Robert Lawler. Ph.D.. Associate Director. Loko. P.O. Box 1551.
Ansonia Station. New York. NY 10023.

environment. If bugs can lead you into new discoveries and
give good guidance on what to learn, this suggests a new way a

teacher or advisor could be helpful to you. Such an advisor

could help in exploring and understanding the difference between

what you expected and what the computer did. If you, or

anybody else, want to know how you are progressing with the

computer, the best indication of progress in understanding is a

record of the bugs you have encountered, and understood,

and those on which you are still working.

Thinking About Variables
Variables are names which have values assigned to them. A

good first way to think about variables is as little boxes, say the

kind that are used to keep wooden matches in. Computer
memory is made of these little boxes, each of which may or
may not have something in it. Naming the boxes is a good way
to keep track of specific boxes into which you put things.

When you ask what is in a specific box, for example. :BOX2
(read as "dots Box 2"). you don't change what's in the box.
When you use the MAKE command, you always CHANGE
the contents of the box. You could think of it as emptying the

box before packing a new thing in it.

A second important way to think about variables comes
from their use as inputs to procedures. You can imagine a
procedure as a list of instructions to be performed by a lazy

little man. The little man knows how to do what the steps of his

procedure specify. He sleeps whenever he is not doing his

procedure. He wakes up when somebody calls his name: then
he does what he knows how to do and goes back to sleep. The
little man never sees other people, but he can get mail in his

mail box. This is necessary because he sometimes needs a
message to specify exactly how he should execute a command.
The message in his mail box when he wakes up is the value of
the input variables he needs to perform the steps of his procedure.
A third important way to think about variables comes from

their use in controlling the repetition of procedures (whether
by looping or by recursion). Here are two ways to draw a
square with iteration:

TO SQUARE

1

1: MAKE "COUNT 4
2: IF:COUNT = STOP
3: FORWARD 25 RIGHT 90
4: MAKE "COUNT (:COUNT - 1)

5: GO "2

END
SQUARE 1

TO SQUARE 2 :SIDES.LEFT
IF :SIDES.LEFT = STOP
FORWARD 25 RIGHT 90
SQUARE2 ( :SIDES.LEFT - 1

)

END
SQUARE2 4

Executing SQUARE 1 or SQUARE24, the turtle passes over
each side one time. If the variable is given some other value,
the turtle traces that many sides of a square. In general, such
iteration count variables control execution of the steps within
the boundaries of a procedure.

Summary
Variables— permit indirect reference to values which may
change— as one may refer to the contents of a box by naming
the box.

Input variables— permit specification of values for use by
operation within procedures referring to variables—one may
think of them as messages needed by the little man who
executes the procedure steps.

Iteration variables— control the number of times procedure
steps are executed within their iteration boundary.
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Appje Logo
has arrived

• +

The sophisticated yet simple to use language

you have been reading about

is now available for your Apple ll\

" Contact your Apple dealer today.

222 Brunswick Blvd.

Pointe Claire, Que.

Canada

(514) 694-2885

.tered Tradcm.uk Apple Computer Inc

computer
systems inc. 989 Avenue of the Americas

New York, N.Y. »

U.S.A.

(212)564-6020
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Cover Story Walter Wright

A Versatile Graphics System

We recently received a group ofslides

of dramatic computer graphics with

outstanding picture detail. We decided
to use one on our new advertising rate

card and another as the cover of this

issue. A third one is with this write-up.

I asked Walter Wright to put together

an article about the techniques used
to produce these images which he
promised to do. However, in the mean-
while he provided details about his

system and how these images were
produced.

I tentatively called the image on the

cover. "The Man Wearing Glasses"and
the one with this writeup, "Three People
Standing Next to Each Other. " Thus
the titles on two sections in Walter's

description.

Walter notes that the first person
plural to which he refers is David Cook
and himself, both artists and program-
mers, and sometimes James Guida and
Jay Watterworth who are partners in

Digital Image Corp. —DHA

Hardware
Digital Image Corp. of Grand Rapids.

MI. has a Cromemco Z2 with SDI
graphics and two 48KTP image planes,

a Mitsubishi color monitor, a Houston
Instruments bit pad. a Via Video frame
grabber with B&W video camera and
a Matrix Instruments camera system.
All the equipment is off-the-shelf except
the Matrix which is off-the-wall. It has
been modified at great personal risk to

accept a pin registered Nikon back.
Images are created in software, for

example, word copy, charts and graphs,

geometric patterns, etc.; or by trans-

forming a digitized frame of video.

Software
We have written 90% of our software,

in both Fortran and Assembler. Most
of Cromemco's SDI utilities have been
replaced. We started by programming
type faces and graphic symbols, shape
tables, word copy and "cut and paste."

Typefaces were a big headache, our

Waller Wright William James College.
Allendale. MI 44401
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present digital fonts do not use curves.

Next came the menu system. We
use the leftover area of the 48KTP
image plane to store user-defined color

maps and "boxes." Our picture packing
and unpacking routines preserve this

information on disk. With the box
construct we cut and paste letters, lines

of text and symbols. We can shift, move
and copy boxes. We can left or right

justify any group of boxes on any other
box. We can center any or all boxes.
We can save. load. add. subtract, and.
or. xor any box, group of boxes, camera
image or disk file with any or all boxes.
The menu allows color for color sub-

stitution. Finally, we are developing a
macro capacity so that user-defined

special effects can be assigned to unused
buttons on the menu.

Last and least there is a "shoot"
program which handles all image files,

takes care of multiple exposures, du-
plicate slides and prompts the operator
while he is actually shooting slides on
the Matrix camera.

I've left out several programs— pro-
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grams for touching up images, gener-

ating charts and graphs, simulating

optical effects, geometric printing

generators, paint brushes, camera tuning

and so on.

The Man Wearing Glasses is David

Rathburn. photography instructor at

William James College. This is a video

image transformed. The original image

was encoded as 13 separate gray levels.

Most of these gray levels were dropped

and color assigned to those that re-

mained. The original image was square,

the square became box 0. the back-

ground within this box was set to color

1 while background outside the box.

the remainder of the screen, remained

color 0. Then David's eye became box

1 . Boxes are assigned by indicating the

lower left and upper right comers using

the bit pad. Box 1 was keyed on the

full screen over color 0. The sprocket

holes containing the image of the house

are box 1 containing David's eye.

Three People Standing Next To Each
Other is not! This is pure geometry.

The menu software has commercial

potential. The software used to generate

this image has none— or so I thought.

This is my computer art software, similar

in concept and design to the software

described by Mr. Hockenhull in his

recent article [Creative Computing. Feb.

1982). It is a collection of program
modules that generate points, lines,

circles, rectangles, pixel iteration,

blocking, etc; that save, load and
combine images. I confess I cannot

describe the creation of this particular

image. But I can describe the process

of creating images like it.

I begin with a blank screen and

proceed to fill it with various geometric

shapes. After crowding the screen with

random points, lines and shapes. I clean

it up by repeatedly reflecting sections

of the image. This organizes the image.

Well, sometimes it works, sometimes

not. in which case I revert to generating

more shapes. When satisfied with an

image. I choose appropriate colors and

shoot it on 35mm slide film. Voila.

Three People Standing Next To Each
Other'. D
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Peter Payack

In a stunning and unparallelled move,

lawyers are beginning to explore an apparent 'loophole'

in the long standing and fundamental Law of Gravity

in the hope of "overturning" it!

The lawsuit.

which was filed as a "class action suit."

contends that the Law of Gravity

by its all-encompassing one-dimensional nature

is essentially limiting in scope

particularly in view of our contemporary
"anything goes" culture.

Antitrust statutes which severely limit monopolies

will be sighted as precedents.

If by means of the courts

lawyers can successfully overturn

this centuries old dictum

it may open vast new possibilities for the re-structuring

of our society, world, and universe.

Peter Payack. 64 Hitjhland Ave.. Cambridge. MA 02139.
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One practical example
would be to utilize ceilings and walls

as living spaces

and thus alleviate much of the global housing shortage

by more than doubling the "floor plan" of the average dwelling!

Not only are lawyers cautiously optimistic about this case

but they are already speculating

about their next action:

to find a loophole in the second law of thermodynamics,

or "entropy."

According to scientific theory,

this classic tenet holds that everything in the material world

including ball point pens, t.v.'s. comets.

western civilization, toasters, the eco-system

of the planet, foreign cars, and the very

universe itself,

is falling apart in an irreversible and unstoppable fashion.

"It's about time someone takes this sensitive and delicate

matter out of the hands of the bumbling scientists."

declared one prominent lawyer and consumer advocate.

"Now we'll see." he continued smugly while lifting

his eyes upward,

"if we can turn this whole damn mess around!" D



Here's proof that you don't have to
sacrificeon serviceto savemoney

:

Ourcustomers
gave
We're proud of our
service but continually
search for ways to

improve it.

That's why we
include this Report Card
in every order we ship.

(We even offer a $5.00
discount to customers
who fill out the card
and return it.)

We want to know
what you think: what
you like, what you
don't. How can we
serve you better?

So far, we have
received over 5,000
Report Cards. You've
told us you think our
salespeople are
knowledgeable and
friendly. You appreciate
that we carry a full line

of products at the
lowest possible prices.
And, you enjoy the
economy and conve-
nience of mail-ordering.

Overall, we got an A-

minus. Thank you.
We'll continue to ask

for your opinion — our
goal is an A-plus.

16K RAM KITS 13.95
Set ol 8 NEC 4 1 16 200 ns Guaranteed one full

DISKETTES
ALPHA DISKS 2195
Single sided certified DoutM Density 40 Tracks

wrtft Hub-ring Boi ol TO Guaranteed one lull

year

VERBATIM DATALIFE
MD 525-01 10 16 26 50

M0 550 01

MD 557

MD577
FD32or
FD32
F0 34

ATARI COMPUTERS
ATARI 800
ATARI 400| 16K

|

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE
ATARI 850 INTERFACE

ATARI 410 PROGRAM RECORDER
EPSON CABLE
MEMORY MODULE (16K)

JOYSTICK CONTROLLERS
PA00LE CONTROLLERS
STAR RAIDERS

MISSILE COMMAND
ASTEROIDS

699 00

339 00

449 00

449 00
79 00

35 00

89 95

10 00

19 95

35 00

35 00

35 00

PRINTERS

459 00

539 00

359 00

279 00

1/0 269 00

199 00

259 00

ERFACE 149 00

ERFACE 159 00

INTEC PERIPHERALS
RAM MODULES
48K FOR ATARI 400
32K FOR ATARI 800

279 00

135 00

ACTIVISION ATARI
CARTRIDGES
LA2AR BLAST
SKIING

DRAGSTER
BOXING

CHECKERS
BRIDGE

KABOOM

21 95
21 95
21 95

21 95

21 95

2195
21 95

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP COMPUTERS
HP-85A PERSONAL COMPUTER 2195 00

ANADEX DP 9500

ANADEX OP 9501

C IT0H F-10 40 CPS PARALLEL
C-ITOH 45 CPS PARALLEL

C-ITOH 40 CPS SERIAL

C IT0M PR0WRITER PARALLEL

C IT0H PR0WRITER SERIAL

C-ITOM COMET I

EPSON MX 80

EPSON MX 80 F/T

EPSON MX-100 GRAPHIC
EPSON GRAFTRAX
IDS 445G PAPER TIGER

IDS 460G PAPER TIGER

IDS-560G PAPER TIGER

IDS PRISM 80 W/0 COLOR
IDS PRISM 132 W/C0L0R
NEC SPINWRITER 3510 S R0
NEC SPINWRITER 3530 P R0
NEC SPINWRITER 7710 S R0
NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P R0
NEC SPINWRITER 7700 D SELLUM
NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM
0KIDATA MICR0LINE 80
0KIDATAMICROLINE82A
0KIDATAMICROLINE83A
0KIDATA MICR0LINE 84

0UME 9/45

1295 00
1295 00

1595 00

1770 00

1870 00

549 00

695 00

289 00

SCALL

SCALL

SCALL
90 00

779 00
945 00

1195 00
1099 00

1799 00
1995 00
1995 00

2545 00

254500
2795 00

2295 00

389 00

549 00

799 00

1199 00

2149 00

MONITORS
NEC 12 GREEN MONITOR
NEC 13 COLOR MONITOR
SANYO 12 M0NIT0RI6&WI
SANYO 12 MONITOR (GREEN)
SANYO 13 COLOR MONITOR
ZENITH 13 HI RES GREEN M0N
AMDEK COLOR I

AMDEK RGB COLOR
AMDEK RGB INTERFACE

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD
SUPERTALKER SD200
R0MPLUS W/ KEYBOARD FILTER

ROMPLUS W/0 KEYBOARD FILTER

KEYBOARD FILTER ROM
COPYROM
MUSIC SYSTEM
ROMWRITER
APPLE CLOCK
A/D 0/A
EXPANSION CHASSIS

99 00

105 00

179 00

399 00

249 00

269 00

469 00

139 00

389 00

859 00

169 00

199 00

259 00

179 00
130 00

49 00

49 00

369 00

149 00

252 00

299 00

625 00



NEC PERSONAL TANDON THINLINE 8 INCH DIGITAL RESEARCH THRESHOLD 31 95

COMPUTERS 848-1 SINGLE SIDE

848 2 DUAL SIDE

459 00

549 00

MAC
SID

89 00

69 00

JAW BREAKER
CROSSFIRE

24 95

16 45

PC 8O01A CPU 899 00 ZSID 97 00 TIME ZONE 72 95

PC 8012A I/O 559 00 ' 80 439 00 H/R FOOTBALL 32 95

PC 8033AD 125 00 MICRO PRO H/R CRIBBAGE 20 95

PC 803! A DUAL DISK 899 00 APPLE CP/M" SUPERSOFT PEGASUS II 25 95

APPLE HARDWARE WORDSTAR*

t

SUPERSORT-t

249 00

145 00

DIAGNOSTIC 1

DIAGNOSTIC II

C COMPILER

69 00

89 00

179 00

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
SPACE EGGS 24 95

VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER 259 00 MAILMERGE't 90 00
UTILITIES 1 59 00 GORGON 32 95

ABT APPLE KEYPAD 119 00 DATASTAR't 215 00
UTILITIES II 59 00 SNEAKERS 24 95

MICROSOFT £-80 SOFTCARD 299 00 SPELLSTAR't 169 00 RATFOR 89 00 EPOCK 29 95

MICROSOFT RAMCARD 159 00 CALCSTAR't 169 00 FORTRAN 239 00 BEER RUN 24 96

VIDEX 80 » ?4 V'DEOCARO 299 00 CP/M-
WORDSTAR

HADRON 29 95

VIDEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER II

VIDEX ENHANCER REV 0-6

129 00

99 00
310 00 TRS-80 GAMES PULSAR II

EPOCK
24 95

29 95

VIOEX SOFT SWITCH 29 00
SUPERSORT 195 00 TEMPLE OF APSHAI 34 95 EDUWAREM & R SUPERTERM 80 < 24 VIDEO BD 315 00
MAILMERGE 110 00 HELLFIRE WARRIOR 34 95

SSMAIO BOARD HNTERFAl! 165 00
DATASTAR 245 00 STAR WARRIOR 34 95 PERCEPTION PKG 19 95

SSMAIO BOARD HNTERFAH 13b 00
SPELLSTAR 195 00 RESCUE AT RIGEL 24 95 COMPU READ 24 95

APP1. 44 95
CALCSTAR 239 00 CRUSH CRUMBLE AND CHOMP 24 95 COMPU MATH ARITHMETIC 39 95

T/G JOYSTICK 54 95 INVADERS FROM SPACE 17 95 COMPU MATH FRACTIONS 34 95

T G PADOLE 34 95 MICROSOFT PINBALL 17 95 COMPU MATH DECIMALS 34 95

VERSA t I PORT 21 95 STAR TREK 3 5 17 95 COMPU SPELL IREQ DATA DISKI 24 95

MICRO SCI A? W/0 CONTROLLER 419 00
APPLE MISSILE ATTACK 18 95 COMPU SPELL DATA DISKS 14. ea 1795

MICRO SCI A40W/CONTROILER
MICRO SCI A40 W/0 CONTROLLER

479 00

409 00

FORTRAN*
BASIC COMPILER-

165 00

315 00
STAR FIGHTER 24 95 MORE GREAT APPLE

GAMES
COMPUTER QUARTERBACK

MICRO SCI A70 W/CONTROLLER
MICRO SCI A70 W/0 CONTROLLER

629 00

549 00

COBOL*

Z 80 SOFTCARD
595 00

299 00 TRS-80 SOFTWARE 32 95

THE MILL-PASCAL SPEEDUP 329 00 RAMCARD 159 00 NEWOOS/BO 2 MOD 1, II 139 00 TORPEDO FIRE 49 95

PROMETHEUS VERSACARD 229 00 TYPING TUTOR 17 95 LAZY WRITER MOD 1. II 165 00 THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE 49 95

SUPERCLOr- 129 00 OLYMPIC OECATHLON 24 95 PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOD 1. Ill 99 00 POOL 1 5 29 95

LAZAR LOWER CASE 59 00 TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER 159 00 SPECIAL DELIVERY MOO 1 Ml 119 00 ULTIMA 33 95

MICROBUFFER II 16K W/GRAPHiCS 259 00 CP/M-
X TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD 1 III 199 00 RASTER BLASTER 24 95

MICROBUFFER II 3?K W/GRAPHICS 299 00 TRACKCESS MOD 1 24 95 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 27 95

WIZARD 80 COL VIDEO 279 00
BASIC 80 299 00 OMNITERM SMART TERM MODI. Ill 89 95 INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX 26 95

BASIC COMPILER 319 00 MICROSOFT BASIC COMP FOR MOD 1 165 00 SARGON II 28 95

MODEMS FORTRAN 80

COBOL 80

369 00

595 00
LOOS 5 1 MODI. II 159 00 SHUFFLE BOARD

FIREBIRD

29 95

24 95

NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC MODEM 14500 MACRO 80 189 00 APPLE GAMES SNACK ATTACK 24 95

NOVATION D CAT DIRECT CONNECT 165 00 mu MATH/mu SIMP 219 00 THIEF 24 95

NOVATION AUTO-CAT AUTO ANS 219 00 mu LISP/mu STAR 175 00 PERSONAL SOFTWARE ROACH HOTEL 29 95

NOVATION APPLE-CAT 349 00 CHECKER KING 21 95 JABBERTALKV 24 96

UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT 175 00 APPLE SOFTWARF GAMMON GAMBLER 21 95 THE WARP FACTOR 32 95

UDS 103 JLP AUTO ANS 209 00
** 1 ¥ Ik-* iJj--» W 1 If *\ 1 IP

MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY 29 95 COSMO MISSION 24 95

HAVES MICROMOOEM II (APPLE) 299 00 MAGIC WINDOW 79 00 ZORKI 32 95

HAVES 100 MODEM (S-100) 325 00 MAGIC SPELL 59 00 ZORK II 32 95 SUPPLIES
HAVES SMART MODEM iRS ?32l 249 00 BASIC MAILER 59 00 MONTY PLAYS SCRABBLE 34 96 AVERY TABULABLES
HAVES CHRONOGRAPH
LEXICON LX 11 MODEM

225 00

109 00

APPLE PIE

DB MASTER
99 00

179 00 BRODERBUND 1 000 3''! « 15/16 8 49

RACAL VADIC 1200 BAUD 7I?A 795 00 PFS INEW) PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM 85 00 GALAXY WARS 20 95 3 OOO 14 95

PFS REPORT 79 00 ALIEN RAIN (AKA GALAXIAN) 20 95 5 000 3Vr x 15/16 19 95

TERMINALS Z-TERM*

Z TERM PRO-

89 95

129 95

ALIEN TYPHOON
APPLE PANIC

20 95

24 95 FAN FOLD PAPER
TELEVIDEO 910 639 00 ASCII EXPRESS 63 95 MIDNIGHT MAGIC 29 95

(Prlcem F.O.B. S.P )

' i8it)WHITE3 000ct

14 7/8 i 11 1810 WHITE 3 OOO cl

TELEVIDEO 912C

TELEVIOEO 920C

TELEVIDEO 950C

745 00

830 00

995 00

HAVDEN APPLESOFT COMPILER

EASV WRITER-PRO

EASY MAILER-PRO

149 00

199 00

79 00

SPACE QUARKS 24 95

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
29 00

39 00

ZENITH I 19 799 00 EXPEDITER II APPLESOFT COMPILER
A-STATCOMP STATISTICS PKG

73 95

129 00

INVASION ORION

STAR WARRIOR
20 95

32 95

TRS-80 MOD 1
SUPER TEXT II

FINANCIAL PARTNER
129 00

199 00

TUES MORNING QUARTERBACK
CRUSH CRUMBLE AND CHOMP

25 95

24 95

HARDWARE LISA 2 5 59 95 THE DRAGON S EYE 20 95

PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR 27 00 SUPERSCRIBE II 99 95 MUSE SOFTWARE
PERCOM OOUBLER II 159 00 CONTINENTAL SOFTWAI ROBOT WARS 32 95
TANOON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE 429 00

G/L

A/R

A/P

199 00 THREE MILE ISLAND 32 95 ---1
TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE

LNW DOUBLER W/ DOSPLUS 3 40

289 00

159 00
199 00

199 00

ABM
GLOBAL WAR

20 95

20 95 Bytei9MOD III DRIVE KIT 649 00
PAYROLL

PROPERTY MGMT
199 00
199 00

CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
WIZARD AND PRINCES

MISSILE DEFENSE

SABOTAGE

24 95

MORROW DESIGN&
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
Controller P S Microsoft Basic CP/M"1

THE HOME ACCOUNTANT 59 95

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
DESKTOP PLAN II 199 00

29 95

25 95

20 95

:R
A 4 T

VISIPLOT 179 00 SOFT PORN ADVENTURE 24 95
DISCUS 20 i Single Drive - 500K) 869 00 VISITRENO/VISIPIOT 239 00
DISCUS 20 (Dull Drive - 1 MEGI
DISCUS 2*2 (Single Drive - i MEG)
DISCUS 2*2 (Duel Drive - 2 MEGI

1499 00

1099 00

1999 00

VISIOEX

VISITERM

VISICALC

199 00

79 00
199 00

lb order or for information call
HARD DISK SYSTEMS V1SIFILES 209 00 /O^O^Tff\C.AQQo
Controller P S Microsoft Basic CP/M» I -««y ii -^ A' l^"l L^_^_%
A&T CP/M* SOFTWARE \<4LIO/ I \J\J V/OOO
DISCUS M to 1 10 MegaDytesi

DISCUS M26 (26 Megabytes)

3099 00

3749 00
THE WORD-SPELL CHECK
a BASE II

75 00

599 00 Modem order line: (213)883-89
ISOLATORS

SUPER CALC
SPELLGUARD
P&TCP/M* MOD II TRS-80

COMMX TERMINAL PROG

229 00

239 00

175 00

82 50

We guarantee everything for 30 days . If anything is wrong, return the item

ISO-1 3 SOCKET 53 95

53 95
and we'll make It right And. of course, we'll pay the shipping charges

IS0-2 6-SOCKET
C BASIC 2 115 00 We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders: COD up to $300 00

BARE DRIVES PASCAL Z 349 00 Add $2 00 tor standard UPS shipping and handling on orders under 50 lbs.

TANDON 5'/4 INCH
PASCAL MT

.

PASCAL/M
439 00
205 00

delivered in continental US Call for shipping charges over 50 lbs Foreign,

100 1 SINGLE HEAD 40 TRK 219 00 SYSTEMS PLUS - FPO and APO orders, add 15% lor shipping. Californians add 6% sales tax

100-2 DUAL HEAD 40 TRK 299 00 G/L A/R. A/P P/R 1799 00 Prices quoted are for stock on hand and subject to change without notice

100-3 SINGLE HEAD 80 TRK
100-4 DUAL HEAD 80 TRK

299 00
429 00

CONDOR 1

CONDOR II

579 00

849 00 31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CAUFORNIA 91362

CP/M is a eg trademark o! DigiUi Research 'Requires I 60 Softcard tReg trademark of Micro Pro international Corp
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Computer Graphics:

An Art Medium in Lights

Charlotte M. Miller

Many of us who have home computers
feel that "Computer graphics are for other

people." Many computer owners overlook

the graphic capabilities of their computers,
relegating computer art to those with

advanced programming talents.

Frequently, computer art is treated as

"interesting," "colorful." or "nice." but

not something a hobbyist would explore.

Because I am an instructor of English

in a university. I acquired my system (Apple

II Plus, disk drive, and VersaWriteri to

write educational software with graphics.

But I am also an artist, and have worked
with oils, watercolors. and acrylics.

When I started working with Versa-
Writer. the artist overtook the teacher. I

saw the computer as a new medium which
paints with lights instead of pigments. As
a result. I have not yet learned to program.
I have spent all my computer time learning

to draw landscapes, portraits, posters, and
have even collaborated on some games
and programs for profit.

Computer drawing is as absorbing as

any other art medium, and one need not
be an artist to do it well. The following
text and pictures are intended as a kind
of mini-cookbook describing what I have
learned. Although my drawings are done
with the Apple and VersaWriter. similar

results can be achieved with different equip-

ment.

First, as with any new medium, experi-

ment and learn about the equipment.

Charlotte M. Miller. 4510 Blackfriar Road.
Woodland Hills. CA <JI364.

VersaWriter uses the Apple keyboard to

change color, erase and touch up. save

and recall pictures. These commands
should be second nature so that drawing
is not interrupted to refer to the instruction

manual.

The color chart is of special interest

because it provides a wide variety of colors

that also create texture through patterns.

These colors are used to fill in figures and
add shading to the picture.

/ saw the computer as a
new medium which
paints with lights

instead ofpigments.

In short, play with the possibilities for a
while. Draw. Change color. Erase. Touch
up. Fill in. Use your manual to become
comfortable with the VersaWriter (or

whatever digitizer you have). One must
learn the capabilities of any tool, and this

is certainly no exception.

Second, select a subject. Considerations

of the medium must be made here. Al-

though pictures can be rendered directly

by watching the screen, VersaWriter is

also designed to trace an original drawing.

There are. however, some size limits.

The scaling function may be used to

match the original to the screen (see the

VersaWriter manual), but it is best to

pick an original that is about 6" by 6". If

86

the original is too small, it will be difficult

to shade and render accurately. I chose a

picture of the Mona Lisa from a magazine

to illustrate the ability of the computer to

trace and create pleasing new art.

The accompanying step-by-step illus-

trations of the process which produced
the Mona Lisa show how simple it is to

use this new art tool, although it requires

some patience and care. The first picture

is analogous to a rough sketch for painting.

I chose an original that could be traced

directly onto the screen without doing a

new drawing or adjusting the size.

A white screen is easier to use and
more like paper. The outline of the figure

is traced and the areas to be shaded are

outlined on the first drawing. I saved this

basic sketch on disk for future use. That
way. no matter what might happen while

experimenting with the drawing, I could

go back to the original, a flexibility not

provided in other media. Watercolors, for

example, are not so forgiving.

In Figure 2. the background colors and
some shading in the face were added. I

chose colors that would approximate and
be true to the feel of an old painting

because a literal rendering was not possible,

or even necessarily desirable. The computer
is a different medium with its own special

charms.

VersaWriter has a color test function

which makes color tests possible during

this phase. If there is a mistake, the

Paintbrush command can easily erase what
you don't like. The dark blues, greens,

and yellows of the original are suggested
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Your IBM personal computer deserves
an Amdek Color-ll monitor

To take maximum advantage of all your
new IBM Personal Computer can do.

you need a compatible monitor with

extensive capabilities of its own And
it, there's simply no better choice

i
Color II from Amdek.

Color It's high resolution colors can
help you visualize and analyze the most
complex data. Whether you need your
IBM for word processing, graphics.
business analogy or scientific applies

Color II has the display technol
,ou need to utilize your IBM to the

fulli

Color-ll features include:
• RGB input for high-resolution graph

ind more vibrant colors
• HO x 24 character display
• 560(H) x 260(V) resolution
• In:: ion modulation for 16

color capability to match IBM's
high resolution colors.

• IBM plug compatible cable and
connector

• Molded in carrying handle for easy
portability

• Front-mounted controls for quick
adjustments.

• Complete with one-year warranty
covering all parts and labor; two-year
warranty on picture tube

So for the most efficient, effective

use of your IBM computer, ask your
dealer about the remarkable Color 1

1

Dart of Amdek's complete line of color,

green phosphor and black & white video

monitors Then match Color-M's
|

formance and price against any other

high resolution monitor. For quality and
value, you'll choose Amdek.

!TOT
Amdok Corporation. 2420 E. Oakton St., Suito E, Arlington Heights, IL 60005 (312) 364-1180 • TLX 25-4786
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Art Medium, continued.

in the background color masses. This step

went on disk too.

Coloring the face was the next task. In

Figure 3, you can see the color test patch
in the lower right corner. Use the paint-

brush to erase this patch when you are

finished.

Although coloring a face usually requires

more care and correction than almost
anything else, you can always recall the

original if you ruin the basic image. This
happens sometimes, especially when shad-
ing the mouth and eyes. If a few dots are
off. the whole facial expression can change.

If this happens and you cannot seem to

get it right, do not despair. Recall the

previous picture, experiment and recolor
until you are satisfied. Paintbrush mode
plays a big part in this stage because it

erases in tight areas and softens too heavy
a pattern (Figures 4 and 5).

Figure I.

Figure 2. Figure .?.

Figure 4. Figure 5.
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Western Micro Distributors
16 City Blvd. E.*108 Suite#315
Orange, Calif. 92668

(714) 937-0121

wabash DISK|JTE8?

wabash
wabash

239° 24PO

SS/DD 25P° 28PO

DS/DD 31PO 34PO

Authorized Wabash Distributor

Dealers; Call FbrQty. Pricing!

Single Side Single Density

\

Micro-- Shuggart
APPLE

\Disk Drives
e^uiva,ent

|35Track: with control unit - $485.00

|

35Track without cont.unit- $395.00

Zenith "!™
H
h -*vm-«i

15MHz ^^ __ __
tonitor Gmm $112.00

Display
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Simply the best word processor...anywhere

No hardware additions

needed — What you

see is what you get.

All (unctions are

displayed on the

screen exactly as they

appear in print

including:

• Underlining

• Bold
• Superscript

Even normal
justification

Lower and m
upper case \

Block
movement
Global replace

Plus many more
features

— I
Word Handler

Won! Handlei IS simply

tin- best won) processing
soltw.irr l could Inn!

ssjywhere iiy '•"

Willi,mi II Moloney
President

t lmironic Rjrtds

1 rsnslcf Association

*°
Usl Handler •

*2*SsS^jrs»aod * noO record* P'Lidl

Once you buy a Word Handler we
don't forget you. our customer service

department is available daily We
support our products.

When upgrades are introduced you are

supplied with a replacement disc free*

Contact your local Apple " dealei fbf .1

demonstration You'll ix> glad yen did

Silicon Valley Systems. Inc 1625EIC.immoHe.il 1 Belmonl. CA ')l(K)?

Silicon Valley Systems



ELEGANCE
Elegant we think our new
Super Text isjust that

Never has word pro-

cessing been so

smooth so polished in

its functions, so flexible

to your growing

needs Super Text fea-

tures 40 or 80 column
display, page headers

and footers. Autolmk™
and more, all pro-

grammed to make
you efficient Most

functions are ac-

complished with a

single keystroke, mak-

ing it a direct flow to pro-

ductivity If you haven't

thought of word processing as

an elegant experience, you
need to experience Super

Text, from Muse
We stay one step

ahead for your

efficiency

Super Text from

Muse for the

Apple II. SI 75

Requires a Videx™
board for 80

column display

MUSE"
Software

One Step Ahead

347 N Chad.

Baltimore. Maryland 21201
659-7212

Apple is a TM of Apple Computer Corp
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MX-80

OWNERS
MXPLUS™ ADDS NEW CONVENIENCE

• PERF-SKIP TO AUTOMATICALLY GIVE YOU
TOP AND BOTTOM MARGIN ON EACH PAGE.

(SWITCH SELECTABLE, OF COURSE)

• MANUAL PRINT MODE CONTROL TO LET

YOU SELECT CONDENSED, EMPHASIZED,
OR NORMAL PRINTING INSTANTLY USING
THE PRINTER PANEL BUTTONS.

MXPLUS™ INSTALLS IN MINUTES, NO SOLDERING!
MXPLUS IS A PLUG-IN MODULE FOR STANDARD MX-80 AND MX-80 F/T

MODELS AVAILABLE SOON FOR MX- 100 AND GRAFTRAX. PLEASE CALL
MXPLUS IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR 30 DAYS
MH-80 MX 80 FT AND GRAFTRAX ARE TRADEMARKS OF EPSON

ORDER TODAY
$49.95

^ F^fl
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Art Medium, continued...

In Figure 4. 1 was dissatisfied with the

cheek area, so I erased a small section

with the smallest paintbrush and reshaded
it. Sometimes you must color one pixel at

a time. The Microscope command is some-
times useful here. It blows up a section so

you can see it more easily. Be patient.

The end result is worth it.

In these figures, the color test square
was erased because by then I knew what
colors I wanted where, and I knew the

VersaWriter color chart by heart.

Photographing the Screen
When your final drawing is complete

and saved to disk, what next? The answer,

if you do not have a printer, or even if

you do but want color reproduction, is

photography. It is relatively simple to

photograph good color slides from the

television screen.

The equipment I used was an ordinary

35mm camera and a tripod. Use a slower

film such as Kodachrome 64 instead of

the faster ASA400, which seems to produce

too much blue. Don't use a flash.

Set up the tripod and get the television

screen in focus to eliminate unwanted
distortion. Next set the exposure to 1/4

second; this long exposure is necessary to

eliminate the TV scanning effects.

Use the screen reverse function of

VersaWriter to create a bright white screen.

With the room completely dark to eliminate

glare, set the F stop to bring the light

level to its normal reading for proper ex-

posure.

Recall the picture to be photographed

from the disk, and without changing any
settings, snap the picture. Take another

picture one stop up and another one stop

down to be safe.

The white screen is used because the

light meter averages light from the total

area to arrive at the exposure setting.

When the actual picture is placed on the

screen, the dots are still as bright, but the

average light is usually reduced.

Have the film processed in the normal
manner. Slides capture the original best

because they produce the image with light

rather than pigment. So have color blow

ups made or, for as little as forty-five or

fifty cents, you can color Xerox your slides

until you produce a picture you really

like. When a computer picture is enlarged,

the effects are quite handsome.
I read a recent article which claimed

that home computer art is several years

away. I disagree! The existing graphic

technology—and a little imagination— are
sufficient to produce art as valid and
personally satisfying as art produced
through traditional media.

In fact. I suspect that if the computer
had been invented in the fifteenth century,

Leonardo da Vinci would have painted

the Mona Lisa in lights instead of oils.
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Psst! Wanna deal on
some ^cippta' Software.

GREAT SERVICE
GREAT PRICES
WHAT ELSE YOU

WANT?

on

mountain
OVER 1,000 ITEMS IN STOCK - STOCK ITEMS
SHIPPED SAME DAY - ASK FOR FREE CATALOG

HAMWARS SPECIALS
J Smarterm 80 Column Board 346 00 Now
Z-CxU (Z-80 CP/Ml 279X No*

a AlF 9-Voice Card w/Sotlware 199 SO No*
D Low Res Color Monitor 44900 Now
c RGB Color II Interlace 19900 Now
D Dana Cooling Fan 49 96 Now
C Elephant Diskettes (Bon ot 10) 39 96 Now
D Hand Controller (Paddlesl 29 96 Now
:

:
Numeric Keypad 14959 Now

Q Z 80 Soft-card with CP/M 399 96 Now
O CPS Multifunction Card 23996 Now
n Musk System 39600 Now
D Supertalker 19900 Now
: NEC 17 Hi Res Green Monitor 285 00 Now
a NEC 12" Low-Res Color Monitor 496 00 Now
a TneGfapplet ISpecify printer i 14995 Now
Q Lower Case Adapter (Newi 49 96 Now

VERSAcard 4 in 1 card 199X Now
a 16k Ramcard 196 X Now

Paddle Addapple 1/0 Port 29 95 Now
O Game Paddles 3995 Now
D Joystick 59 95 Now
D Expand a Port 5996 Now
O Thunderclock Plus 139X Now
D X- 10 Ultrasonic Interlace 49X Now
.

' Dos Dater Demo Disk 29 95 Now
D Station II 12996 Now
:

' Versawnter Graphics Tablet 29995 Now
C Videoterm X Column Card 345X Now

UTILITY PMGMM
C Apple Spice

c Mi Res Secrets

: : Dos Boss
iy City

Q Alpha Plot

; ; Tip Disk »t

D The Slide Show
: 3-D Graphics System
a Enhanced Graphics Software

G Roots/M iGeneology programi

C Home Money Minder

D Home Accountant

: : Logo Applications Software

D TASC Compiler

C Nibbles Away II

O The Voice

D Master Diagnostics

D The Locksmith

a Lisa Assent Lang Dev Sys
: . Expediter II

D The Manipulator

Complete Graphics System
D Graphics Magician

1 Special Effects

: : Super Disc Copy
D Disk Recovery (The Scanner)

D Dos Plus

: Back It Up (Nibble Copieri

O Original Quick Loader

O E-Z Draw 33
c Data Capture 40 80 (Videm

D ASCII Express

C ZTerm iReq CP/M
: Z Term Professional iReq CP/Ml
I : Speed Star

O A2-30 Graphics Package
: I Program Line Editor

O Higher Graphics II

a Vrsrterm

EDUCATIONAL P80CUM SPECIALS
G Auto Atlas 47 X Now

Compu-Math Arithmetic 4996 Now
: Compu-Math Fractions 3996 Now

: : Compu-Math Decimals 3995 Now
G Algebra 1 3995 Now
: ] Statistics 30 29 96 Now
; : Spelling Bee w /Reading primer 3996 Now
D Counting Bee 2995 Now
: : The Vocabulary Game 29 95 Now
G Apple Grade Book 34 50 Now

13150
3050

170.50

11050

25.X
3250
4050
4050
I29JJ0

4750
26.50

11050
27950
27450

SPECIALS

2995 Now 2450
124 95 Now 0050
24X Now 21

X

29 50 Now 25M
39 X Now 34.50

20 00 Now I7X
49 96 Now 46.X
39 96 Now 34X
5996 Now 52X
159X Now 15550
34 95 Now 29.11

74 95 Now MX
17996 Now I44X
175X Now 15250
6995 Now 83X
39 95 Now 34X
XX Now 45X
0095 Now 8850
7996 No* easo
99 95 Now 17X
34 95 Now TOM
5995 Now 52X
5996 Now 52X
3996 Now 33X
XX Now 25U
XX Now 2550
25X Now 21 X
5995 Now 52X
24 96 Now 2150
4996 Now 30X
8996 Now 75X
6195 Now SIX
9996 Now 02X
14996 Now 125X
13495 Now II0X
5996 Now 52X
40 00 Now 32X
35X Now 2750
IXX Now 1050

Pythagoras and the Dragon 3996 Now
Newton Fig Newton 4996 Now

D Master Type 39 95 Now
D Englash SAT »t XX Now
CDS Constitution Tutor XX Now

Typing Tutor II 24 95 Now
1 ] Division Skills 44 95 Now
G Mixed Numbers 44 96 Now
D Vocabulary (Preilx Suffix Roots) 44 95 Now
Q Punctuation (Commas) 44 96 Now
C Elementary Math Edu Disk 39 96 Now
D Lisa Educational Sys 11996 Now
G Whole Brain Spelling 34 95 Now

BUSINtSS PROGRAM SPECIALS
O DBase II ireg CP/M 56k version) 795X Now 575X
D CPA m General Ledger

a CPA »2 Accounts Receivable

Q CPA «3 Accounts Payable
CPA »4 Payroll

G CPA »5 Property Management
G The Budget Planner

Heater

D Real Estate Analysis Program
octal Partner

Apple Pie (All Versions)

D Tax Preparer

D Creative Financing

, Writer Professional

O Oatadex Data Base Manager
D Datalactnry50

1*50
l»X
10050
10050
I90X
12550
I05X
10550
I52X
10050
I35X
13550
19

D The Tax Manager
: . Word Star IReq CP/Ml
D Time Manager
Q Screenwriter II

D The General Manager
G Dictionary

Executive Secretary

: I Executive Speller

1 1
Magic Window Word Proc

: : Magic Mailer

:
I
Magic Words
PFS Personal Fikng Sys

D PFS Personal Report Sys
: : IFO Database Manager
D Inventory System 33
I : Professional Time Billing

: : Apartment Manager
:: SuperCalc IReq CP/Ml
: : D B Master

D DB Utility Pack

I . D B Utility Pack »2 (May)

Q Vtsacak33
Visit*

GAMES SPECIALS
motor

Temple of Apshar
Crush Crumble and Chomp

1 Ricochet

2XX No*
2XX No*
2XX Now
250 00 Now
2XX Now
IX X Now
12996 Now
12996 Now
175X Now
129 95 Now
tXX Now
IX X Now
2XX Now
IX X Now I2U0
30CX Now 24150
2XX Now 17150
375 X Now

~
IXX Now
12996 Now
9996 Now
99 96 Now
2XX Now
75X Now
9995 Now
69 95 No*
69 95 Now
125X Now
96 X Now
120 X Now
20000 Mm
396X Now
395X No* 34050
296 X No* 240 50
229 95 No* 1MX
99 95 No* 0050
9995 No* HS0
2XX No* 20150
2XX No* 20050

27550
I27X
10050
8650
8850
17150
MX
84X
57X
5750
I08X
7150
I05X
WAX
I74X

29 95 No*
3996 No*
2996 No*
19 95 No*

25X
32.X
2450
1750

G Zero Gravity Pmball 29 95 Now 2550
G Game Pack el 24 X Now 21 X

Star BU«r 3196 Now 21X
"inth 2996 Now 25X

: : Dueling Digits 29 95 Now 25X
Bug Attack 2996 Now 25.X

NOW 34 95 Now 28X
[ : Apple Barrel II (20 Programs) 34 96 Now 21X
: : Snack Attack 2195 Now 2450

: County Fair 29 96 Now 2550
: Swashbuckler 34 96 Now 2&X
D Casino X 96 Now 3AX
C The Prisoner 2195 Now 25X
D Empire 1 World Builders 29 96 Now 2SX
a Rendezvous (April) X 95 Now 32X
D Alien Ambush 24 95 Now 19X

Hori/on V 34 96 Now 28.X
: : Sargon II 34 96 Now 2150

Reversal lOthelloi 34 96 Now 2950
C Zork II 39 95 Now 32X
[ :

Olympic Decathlon 2995 Now 25X
D Robot Wars X 95 Now MX
D ABM 24 95 Now 22X
: ] Three Mile Island 39 95 Now MX
: Castle Wollenslein 2996 Now 25.X

Wizard and the Princess 32 96 Now 21X
D Hi -Res Soccer 2996 Now 2550
D Threshold X96 Now 35X

1 Time Zone 99 95 Now at so
na II 54 96 Now 4550
uder 14 96 NOW 2&X

: : Microchess 2 24 95 Now 22X
: : Gammon Gambler 24 96 Now 2250

Eakons 2996 Now 2650
: : Star Blaster 2995 No* 2550
G Congo 32 95 No* 21X
D Fastgammon 24 96 Now 2IX
D Beer Run 34 96 Now 29X
D Snake Byte 2996 Now 25X
G Twerps 34 X Now 28.X
a Kabul Spy 3496 Now 21X
: : Bandits 34 96 Now 2150
:

: Draw Poker 2995 Now 24X
: Computer Baseball 39 96 Now 33.X
D Tigers in the Snow 3995 Now MX
G Computer Air Combat 5995 Now ttX
D Napoleons Campaign X95 Now 4150
D Road to Gettysburg X96 Now 40X

Pursuit of th Graft Spee 5995 Now 4050
: ] Flight Simulate 33 50 Now 2050

Odyssey XX Now 2AX
D Adventure to Atlantis 40X Now MX
D Space Raiders 2996 Now 25X
:

' Star Dance 24 96 Now 21 X

FREE
OFFER
— Your Choice

Original

Adventure Game
or Applesoft "

Tutorial

on disc with

purch.iM

Any 3 Programs

DEDUCT 3 it payment accompanies order WE PAY SHIPPING on all sort 1
ware orders OVER S50 m Continental U S (Foreign • Air Extra) ADD $2 50 I
SHIPPING A HANDLING on orders under SSO CALIF RESIDENTS ADD 6"

SAXES TAX We accept MASTER CARD and VISA COD S ADD $5 OO

NAME .

STATE 4 ZIP.

518 E. ECHO CT.. SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92404
Outside Calif. Call (800) 854-5649

Calif. Residents Call (714) 886-0761

Prlcee Subject to Change without Notice
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The Graph Paper

Part One: Introduction and Explanation

Conspiracy Theory

According to the rumor, there is a big

mystery behind Apple graphics, shared

by an elite group of programmers who
are sworn to secrecy. Such is the myth.

And while it is far from true, its origin is

understandable.

The instruction manuals have limited

room for this sort of information, so the

Apple owner who has mastered the infor-

mation on HPLOT and XDRAW finds, to

his dismay, that such techniques are far

from adequate to create a fast arcade

game. He sees others making the Apple
do impossible tricks, and wonders what
the secret is.

These "others" have learned through

experiment, or through information passed

on by friends. Some have taken the time

to write a few articles; most are too busy

programming.
The purpose of this series is to provide

as much information as possible, in an

organized fashion, covering every aspect

of hi-res graphics. The first few months
will cover Applesoft, and amplify areas

where the Applesoft manual lacks depth.

From there, we'll move into machine
language, starting simple but graduating

to sophisticated animation. There may be
some guest columns or sections from those

who are especially strong in a specific

area. I'll do what I can.

This month. I just want to cover some
of the more common questions and touch

on some general concepts.

SHLOAD
There are two or three questions that

seem to pop up over and over whenever

David Lubar. 10460 Kl Mercado Dr.. Rancho
Cordova. CA 4S670.

David Lubar

people discuss graphics. The most frequent

question comes from those who started

out with tape and then upgraded to disk.

They want to know the DOS equivalent

of the SHLOAD command (for those of

you who have never had to struggle with

tape. SHLOAD brings in a shape table,

sets up pointers to it. and moves HIMEM
below the table). DOS has no such com-
mand, but it can load a binary file, which
is what a shape table is.

There is a big mystery
behind Apple graphics,
sharedbyan elite group
ofprogrammers who
are sworn to secrecy.

The first step is to put the table on the

disk. After booting DOS. use SHLOAD
to bring in the table. Next, go into the

monitor with CALL -151. Locations E8
and E9 contain the address of the table.

To inspect these locations, just type E8.E9
(return).

The two values will be displayed. The
address is stored with the lo byte first. So
if E8 contains 00 and E9 hold 70. the

92

address of the table will be 7000 (hex).

Now you know where the table starts.

The next step is to find where it ends.

While still in the monitor, type the address

of the table, followed by several returns.

A series of numbers will be displayed.

The first number tells how many shapes

are in the table. Next comes an unused

byte, followed by a two-byte offset for

each shape. This offset, when added to

the original address, will give the address

of a shape.

To find the address of the last shape,

multiply the number of shapes by two
(remember that the value is in hex). Then,

add this number to the address at which
the table starts, and look at the two bytes

at this new address. These contain the

offset to the last shape. Add this offset to

the starting address of the table and you
will finally have the start of the last shape.

Type that number and start hitting return.

The first 00 you see marks the end of the

table (this might seem like a lot to go
through, but you'll get used to it).

To put the shape on disk, you need to

know the start and length. You already

know the start. The length is equal to the

end address minus the start, plus one. If

you forget to add one. your last byte

won't make it to disk. Since this byte

marks the end of a shape, its absence
would be missed, and might produce some
interesting but potentially disastrous results.

Anyhow, armed with this knowledge, you
save the shape with the command BSAVE
filename. AS start address, LS length.

Once the table is on disk, you can bring

it back with the command BLOAD file-

name. From inside a program, use 10

PRINT D$; "BLOAD filename" where
DS is control-D. You must also put the

address into EH and E9. Take the lo byte.
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by Paul Lutus

Mam YQur\Gfmhkslcome Alive
GraFORTH combines sophisticated graphics

features with a powerful programming language.

Much more than a utility program, GraFORTH 's

superior graphics make it the ultimate language for

entertainment and educational software creation.

Included are plotting and line graphics, text display

and character Image graphics, and high speed

3-D graphics, all with a variety of colors and drawing f7fV?#l/l#/"*»
"

options. GraFORTH can be used on a 48K Apple ](
W#*#f*l»fw^»

system with DOS 3.3 and one disk drive. A 16K
memory card is a useful option.

single multi-character image, then "block printed"

at high speed anywhere on the Apple screen.

Characters and character shapes can be drawn In

color up to 8 times their normal size.

Three-Dimensional

The Language-
GraFORTH is a graphics language similar In

structure to FORTH, but entirely rewritten for ease

of use and maximum speed. (Counting to 30,000 in

GraFORTH takes less than three seconds!) Im-

mediate commands and programs can be entered

and run directly from the keyboard. GraFORTH
includes a full set of arithmetic and string handling

capabilities. Since standard DOS files are used,

communication with other programs and languages
is straightforward.

Plotting
and Line Graphics:
The first level of graphics consists of plotting points,

drawing lines, and filling areas in any of the Apple's
high-resolution colors. Lines are drawn much faster

than in Basic, and colored lines are never broken.

Lines and areas can also be neatly erased from the

screen without disturbing other images. Turtle-

graphics are included to draw line shapes rapidly

at any angle.

Text Display
and Character Graphics:
GraFORTH displays both upper and lower case

characters. You can use any of the five character

sets provided, or create your own with the character

editor. Character shapes may be combined to form a

GraFORTH can also draw three-dimensional color

images at speeds that make animation possible!

Up to sixteen 3-D objects can be manipulated
simultaneously. Images can be rotated, scaled,

translated, and positioned, with or without per-

spective. The supplied image editor allows you to

create your own 3-D images. Colors may be specified

as an image is created, or selected when the image
is drawn.

MUSIC:
GraFORTH includes a sophisticated software-

based music synthesizer for adding music or sound
effects to your programs. Music can be played In any
one of several instrument voices.

TheSystem:
Programs written in GraFORTH can be saved to

disk as complete stand-alone systems that do not

require any additional software to run. This makes
GraFORTH the ideal language for developing games
and other graphics software.

ThePachage-
GraFORTH is supplied on a diskette with a special

version of DOS 3.3 that loads into a language card

(if present), freeing up more memory for your
programs. The disk includes many sample image
files, utilities, and complete demonstration programs
detailing the features of GraFORTH. Included with

the disk is a 200-plus page tutorial explaining the

ins and outs of GraFORTH. No previous program-
ming experience is necessary to use GraFORTH. See
your local Apple dealer for a demonstration today.

10175 S.W. Barbur Blvd. / Suite 202B / Portland, OR 97219 / (503) 244-4181

Apple and DOS 3 3 art registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc GraFORTH is a registered trademark of Insoft
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Graph Paper, continued...

convert it to decimal, and POKE it into
232. POKE the decimal of the hi byte into

233. If you want to protect the table, use
a HIMEM statement from Basic. The nice
part about having a table on disk is that

you can load jt anywhere in memory. Just

use BLOAD filename. AS address in hex.
And remember to put the new address
into E8 and E9.

Multi-Colored Shapes
Another common question also relates

to shape tables. People want to know
how an arcade game can have multi-
colored shapes while a shape from a shape
table can only be drawn in a single color.

The answer to this is actually a key to
most of this series. Arcade games do not
use standard shape tables (though a single

shape from a shape table can contain
more than one color). While the specifics

of advanced shape plotting are too detailed

to put in this introduction. I want to cover
them briefly now. both to give a taste of
what is to come, and to give those of you
who are almost there a nudge in the right

direction.

Basically, when you put a byte into hi-

res memory, it appears as a pattern on
the screen. Except for the highest bit.

each 1 in the binary value represents an
on pixel, each is an off pixel. A dot by
itself will have a color; two dots next to

each other in a horizontal line will appear
white.

Put several bytes across and several

down and you have a shape. Erase the

bytes and replace them elsewhere and
you have animation (actually, there are
several ways to animate and they will be
covered later).

The problem is getting the bytes in the

right places. The hi-res memory is not

mapped in a contiguous fashion. And there

are certain color restrictions. But it is

possible to write a routine that will draw
or erase a shape at any location on the

screen, and a good portion of future articles

will be devoted to such routines.

Many people also wonder whether the

shape table routines in the Apple monitor
can be used from machine language, and
whether they can be used to write arcade
games. The good news is that the routines

can be used and are fairly easy to imple-

ment. The bad news is that, except for

certain limited applications, they are still

too slow.

There are two problems. First, the
routines do a series of calculations to find

the correct location for plotting. These
calculations take a fair amount of time.

Second, the vector method is inherently

slow when you are trying to plot full looking

shapes. While, for the sake of completeness,
this series will cover the ROM routines,

you will probably find that you don't want
to use them. Once you get a taste of fast

animation, nothing else will do.

Details

I realize the above is a bit rambling,

but I am 3000 miles from my Apple this

month, and didn't want to proceed to the
heart of the topic without a chance to
verify programs, examples, etc. For now,
I just want to cover the scope of the
series.

It will start out on a fairly low level,

covering graphics from Basic. This part

will include information on screen orga-
nization, altering images from Basic, and
simple animation.

People are sure there Is

a secret to writing
Raster Blaster or

Epoch, and they are
right.

Next will come a tour of the ROM
routines, which will serve as a stepping
off point for machine language. The first

few machine language programs will be
for manipulating the whole screen. From
there, we will go into animation, starting

with character graphics, then moving into

various methods of full animation. Once
animation has been covered for single

objects, we'll move to multiple objects.

Other advanced topics will include
program flow, timing, integration of graph-
ics with sound, and collision detection.

All together, the series should provide
enough information to allow anyone to

create a complete arcade game.
For background, you should understand

hex and have some knowledge of machine
language. The knowledge of hex is more
crucial for the moment. The first few
machine code programs will be simple
and fully documented, but you will need
hex right from the start.

For my part. I will try to cover all the

major mysteries of hi-res. For your part,

let me know if I miss something. Creative
Computing will be awarding a copy of
Shape Master to the person who submits
the best question received each month.
As a parting note. I must admit that

there is one secret to creating good
graphics. People are sure there is a secret

to writing Raster Blaster or Epoch, and
they are right. The secret is hard work
and practice (I know this sounds preachy,
but it's true, and there is no way around

it).

Bill Budge wrote many games before
Raster Blaster, each a bit more sophisti-

cated than the previous one. Take a look
at Penny Arcade, Space Album, and
Trilogy and you will see what I mean.
Larry Miller spent months perfecting his

routines for Epoch, and the result was
worth the time and effort.

You can do it too. I will provide the
information, but the rest is up to you.
And you might be surprised to find out
how much fun this all is. I plan to enjoy
myself, and I'm looking forward to this

series. See you next month when the fun
begins. Q
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N-LINE 5Ystems

36575 MUDGE RANCH ROAD
COARSEGOLD, CALIFORNIA 93614

PHONE (209) 683-6858

Resume

POSITION:
GRAPHICS and ANIMATION ARTIST
for your APPLE II

PROTECT
CROSSFIRE
THRESHOLD
TIME ZOHE
MOUSKATTACK

EMPLOYER
Jay Sullivan

Warren Schwader

OH'LIHE
Ken Williams

SALARY:
$79.95 and I'm yours for life

JOB DESCRIPTION
GRAPHICS &> ANIMATION Designer

AHIMATIOH Specialist

GRAPHICS Specialist

GRAPHICS & AHIMATIOH Designer

BACKGROUND
/ have been with On-Line Systems for almost two years and have dealt with the entire process
of graphics development and animation. I would li\e to share what I have learned with you.

My experience with programming games has given me insights into how the APPLE worlds.

\fy animation is smooth, and flicker-free. It's also fast (faster than any graphics package now
on the market). I can help you ma\e arcade games and educational products that can truly be
called "State of the Art".

If your interest is in color graphics, I'm the one for you. I can offer you twenty-one beautiful
colors that can paint your screen in seconds. If you've seen the Hi-Res pictures from TIME
ZOJ^IE, you've seen my ivorJ^.

You will find me indispensable in many areas. If you want to create a Hi-Res graphics screen
on your Apple no problem! I have many different ways of doing so and even coloring it in.

But have you noticed how boring a screen that stands still is? My true forte' shows through
when you want your screen to come to life. Even Applesoft programmers will be able to use me
to create arcade style animation in minutes, painlessly. I have over six different l{inds of animation
for you and even save you the bother of creating any shapes or tables I might need. ?iow that

I've created your bacl^ground, drawn your spaceships and got them moving, how about collisions?

How do you know when a missile strides a spaceship? ?^o problem.' I'll let you kriow. And let's

not forget my abilities as an educator. Read my documentation and I'll show you things you
never thought you'd see.

I also bring with me a large toolbox. I have the editing tools to customize fonts and a zoom lens

to do precise dot-by-dot editing. Many of my tools can be used in everyday situations to build

bar graphs, draw charts or simply doodle on the Hi-Res screen.

I will wor\ on the 48K APPLE 11/ 11+ with at least one dis\ drive. You can see my wor\ at

your local computer store, or contact me at OT^-LIT^E SYSTEMS.

VISA, MASTERCARD, CHECK, C.O.D. ADD 1 DOLLAR FOR SHIPPING



entertainment division of micro lab

DOGFIGHT II.

An established
classic Arcade
game. Set up a
game for one to
eight players
each piloting a
jet into combat.
Play on one
team, two, or
against the
computor.

PEEPING TOM.
Another fast-

acting arcade
thriller. Shoot
various aliens
you peep at

through win-
dows. It takes

perception, luck
and skill to
defeat the
invaders.

In CROWN OF
ARTHAIN, you,
and another
player battle real-

istic, animated
monsters for the
crown. Skill and
excitement for

youngsters under
thirteen.

ROACH HOTEL.
A high-res, fast-

action, arcade
game. Stamp out
roaches before
they take over.

Points, bonuses,
and additional

rounds are
earned as your-
skill increases.

• For Apple II & 48K
Apple 11 a trademark of Apple Computer*. Inc

48K • APPLESOFT IN ROM • DISK DRIVE 1982 Micro Lab Inc

CIRCLE 183 ON READER SERVICE CARD

2310 Skokie Valley Road, Highland Park. IL 60035 » 312-433-7550



Art And The Computer
A Computer Art Course

Batya Friedman

The computer is emerging as a new
medium for art. Over the years techno-

logical advances, such as printing, photo-

graphy, film, and oil painting have served

to link the worlds of art and technology.

Most of these have had a dramatic effect

on our conceptions of art.

It is not surprising, therefore, that people

now wonder how the computer will chal-

lenge our current concepts of art. What
new choices will it offer? How will it change

the way people think, solve problems and
process visual information? How can these

changes be communicated to those who
are curious but not well versed in art and
computer science?

The computer course described here

has been offered by Lawrence Hall of

Science for the past two years. It allows

people who are inexperienced with com-
puters or art to investigate these questions.

Participatory activities help them to explore

the use of line, depth, curvature and
randomness in art: the integration of sound,

movement, color and shape; the expression

of emotion or concepts; and the commu-
nication of information through visual

means.
The course begins with some moments

of speculation. Without any previous

exposure to computers, the students are

asked to identify the nature of art pieces

that are created on or by a computer. In

the past, students have suggested geometric

images, images that move as in Film, theater

and kinetic sculpture, or drawings made
from the repetition or variation of image.

Balya Friedman. Lawrence Hall of Science.

University of California. Berkeley. CA 94720.
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The students are asked
to identify the nature of

art pieces that are
created on or
by a computer.

Then, within the context of these spec-

ulations, the class members ease into the

creation of their first computer art pieces.

The students learn the rudiments of

graphics on the Atari microcomputer (GR,
COLOR, PLOT, and DRAWTO) as they

investigate the colors and drawing area
available to them.
The grid format of the graphics screen

leads readily to the discovery of straight

lines and polygons. With these composi-
tional elements and a program (la) to

draw rectangular solids, the students

explore the use of color, shape and the

relative placement of shapes to create a
sense of depth in their drawings.

The computer drawings they create often

contain overlapping shapes, bold rectangles,

or elements of perspective, somewhat
suggestive of the work of the Dutch artist

Piet Mondrian or of the American artist

Hans Hoffman. (See Figure 1.)

Curves

After working with straight lines, the

students are challenged to use their graphic

tools (GR, COLOR. PLOT, and
DRAWTO) to represent a curve. A box
of curved objects such as snail shells,

features, batteries, tubes and buttons is

on hand to reinforce and expand the

students' concept > of curvature. The
computer drawings in Figure 2 demonstrate
the ingenuity used by some students to

solve this problem.

The concept of curvature is further de-

veloped with a program (lb) that allows

the student to draw rectangles, triangles

Figure 1. Sample student drawings to create a sense of depth on the computer screen.
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Art & Computer, continue

and arcs of variable dimensions and colors.

Using the program, the student artists work

to discover as many different ways to

describe a curve as possible.

Randomness
Having drawn lines and curves on the

computer, the students are ready to explore

the ease with which certain aspects of a

drawing can be determined randomly by

the computer. For example, a computer
artist can compose a drawing of dots on a

screen, but allow the computer to place

the dots or select the color of the dots

randomly.

To facilitate exploration of the random
component in their art, students learn

about line numbers, GOTO, RUN. LIST
and the random (RND) function. Using

this knowledge, each student writes a

program segment that will generate random
images on the screen.

For example, one student may write a

program using line numbers 100 to 199 to

draw random triangles, and a second
student may write a program using line

numbers 200 to 299 to draw random
boxes.

All the completed program segments

are then merged into one larger program

and a copy of this composite program is

given to each student. With this composite

program, students can explore several

different random effects in an art piece

of their own.
The student controls which program

segments are executed, the order in which

they are executed, and the length of time

each segment is allowed to run. For
example, a student might choose to mix

the random images from program segments

100-199, 800-899 and 300-399. To do this

he sets the computer in a graphics mode
and runs each program segment succes-

sively by typing: GOTO 100. BREAK,
GOTO 800. BREAK. GOTO 300. BREAK.
The final image on the screen would be a

mixture of the random images created by

the individual program segments.

To conclude the activity, the students

examine the pieces they have created for

artistic content and discuss their feelings

as artists when they relinquish control

over certain aspects of their drawings.

Sound, Movement, Color and Shape

Students next work to integrate sound,

movement, color and shape in a single

piece of art. To begin, they investigate

representations of movement by creating

flashing images or by making images appear

gradually on the screen.

They can also achieve a simple form of

animation by drawing an image, erasing

it. and then redrawing it a small distance

away.

Next, they are introduced to the sound
(SOUND) capability of the Atari, which

includes a scale of 31 semi-tones and

silence. With these tools, the students can

write programs to control sound, color,

shape and movement.

The students are given
the task of inventing

a new planet,

then conveying as much
information about it

as possible,

using only the graphics
tools available on
the computer.

In the past, the students have generated

kinetic patterns of sound and color such

as syncopated rhythms reinforced by

specific patterns of shapes and colors,

musical scores that are interpreted visually

on the screen, and random noises that are

accompanied by random images.

Having struggled to integrate sound,

movement, color and shape in a computer
art piece of their own, students now view

the work of a professional computer artist.

John Whitney. In the films "Experiments

in Motion Graphics" (2) and "Arabesque"

(2). Mr. Whitney works on a similar

problem. He uses computer-generated
images that exploit color, shape, movement
and sound to express musical concepts

such as harmony and counterpoint.

To explore further the relationship

between sounds and colored images the

students use a silent program (lc) that

prints sequential bars of different colors

and heights on the screen. The students

are asked to listen to a piece of music and

simultaneously use this program to repre-

sent the music on the screen. Here the

opportunity to respond immediately and

visually to the sounds encourages the

students to use their musical and visual

intuitions to formulate a response.

Expressing Emotion
Students are next presented with a task

that has challenged artists through the

millenia. This task is to express an emotion,

such as joy or sorrow, or a concept such

as creation. The students can select four

of 128 available colors with which they

would like to draw (SETCOLOR). Their

drawings are as varied as the individuals

in the class.

Sample student drawings include se-

quentially larger bursts of color to represent

creation, or flashing lines accompanied
by harsh sounds and then followed by a

quiet, calm screen to describe a thunder-

storm.

In the last part of the course the students

use the computer to communicate infor-

mation visually. First, they attempt to

identify several three-dimensional objects

from their contour drawings. Then, having

become somewhat familiar with this type

of drawing, they make several different

contour drawings of an object that is in

their view. They then look at a series of

contour drawings of an imaginary object

on the computer screen ( Id), and work to

construct clay models of the object.

After experiencing the subtleties and
ambiguities that arise from attempts to

transfer three-dimensional information to

the computer screen, the students are

given the task of inventing a new planet,

and then conveying as much information

about it as possible, using only the graphics

tools available on the computer. To
encourage interaction and collaboration,

the students work in small groups of three

or four.

In the past, the groups have chosen to

represent properties such as the shape of

the planet (i.e.. square, round, triangular).

Figure 2. Sample student drawings to represent a curve on the computer screen.
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the shape and number of its moons, the
temperature gradient on the planet, ihe
distribution of minerals, the atmosphere
and the topography.
When the drawings are complete, the

students attempt to interpret the physical
make-up of each planet from the drawings
made by the other groups. The students"
drawings can be compared to those created
by computers with telemetered signals of
Jupiter and Saturnl.U The students can
also speculate on the existence and nature
of a life form on each of the planets.

Evaluation

In assessing the success of these activities.
it is useful to review the goals of the
course. These are to have the students
identify the challenges that the computer
might bring to existing concepts of art: to
have them explore the choices that com-
puters can offer to artists; and to have
them investigate ways in which the com-
puter might change the way people think,
solve problems and process visual infor-
mation.

There has been no formal evaluation
of the course. However, during the course
students have raised the following ques-
tions: Is a line on a computer screen a
piece of art? Of what value is art if you
cannot reproduce it? Of what value is art
if you cannot control it? Why try to
communicate information with a drawing?

Why not draw with pencil and paper instead
of a computer? How can any image on a
television screen express emotion? If we
judge that for students to ask and seek
answers to these questions reflects at least
a partial attainment of the goals, then it

seems these activities have been somewhat
successful.

Questions or comments about the course
are welcome. Please direct them to Batya
Friedman. Math and Computer Education
Project, Lawrence Hall of Science. Uni-
versity of California. Berkeley. CA 94720
(415)642-3167.

Notes

1. The following programs used in the
course are available through the Lawrence
Hall of Science:

a. MONDR IAN -Draw rectangular
solids of variable dimensions and colors.

b. ARCART— Draw rectangles, tri-

angles, and arcs of variable dimensions
and colors.

c. SILENCE-Print sequential bars of
different colors and heights.

d. VIEWS— Look at a series of contour
drawings of an imaginary object.

2. The films "Experiments in Motion
Graphics" and "Arabesque" by John
Whitney can be rented from Michigan
Media, University of Michigan. A-V
Education Center. 416 Fourth St.. Ann
Arbor. MI 48019.

3. Images of Jupiter and Saturn that
have been reconstructed from telemetered
signals can be obtained by writing National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington. D.C.. 20546. Attn: Classroom
Education.

Additional Reading
1. Deitrich. Frank and Molnar. Zsuzsa.
"Pictures by Funny Numbers." Creative
Computing. Vol. 7. No. 6, June 1981. pn
102-107.

vv

2. Ettinger. Linda and Rayala. Martin.
"Computers in Art Education," Computing
Teacher. Vol. 8. No. 4. 1980-81. pp. 24-
29.

™
3. Kolomyjec. William J. "Evolution of an
Artist's Tool." Creative Computing. Vol
7. No. 6. June 1981. pp. 62-64.
4. Leavitt. Ruth. Artist and Computer.
Creative Computing Press. Morristown
New Jersey. 1976. (Out of print.)
5. Noll, A. Michael. "Human or Machine?
Aesthetic Preferences for Pseudo-Random
Computer-Generated Patterns." Creative
Computing. Vol. 3, No. 6. November 1977
pp. 96-102.

6. Roads. Curtis. "Interview with Harold
Cohen." Recreational Computing. Vol. 9,
No. 4. January 1981. pp. 4-12.
7. Truckenbrod. Joan R. "Synergism: Artist
and Computer." Creative Computing. Vol.
7. No. 6. June 1981. pp. 110-111.

More Workhorse Programs

for your computer to play with!

With these Creative Software home programs your Atari® or I

can start playing in the real world:

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
• IS income & expense categories

• Budgeting

• Monthly & yearly accounting

• Indicate tax deductible items

• Produce tables & graphs
• $34 95 cassette

•$39 95 disk

LOAN ANALYZER
• Amortization tables

• Compute interest charges

• Compare various loans

• Analyze loan terms
• Manipulate loan parameters
• $14 95 cassette

•$1995 disk

CREATIVE
SOFTWARE

A Division ot ASCI. Inc

HOME INVENTORY
• Catalog your possessions

• User-definable categories

• Search catalog tor items

• Record serial ». purchase price

• Compute the value ol items

• $1995 cassette

• $24 95 disk

DECISION MAKER
• Decide between alternatives

• Compute recommended choices
• Manipulate decision parameters
• Weigh influencing factors

• Save decisions on tape or disk

•$t9 95 cassette

• $24 95 disk

CAR COSTS
• Record maintenance costs
• Itemize insurance payments

|

• Track fuel consumption
• Summarize all costs to date J

• Compute cost ot a trip

• $19 95 cassette

• $24 95 disk

applications! TO
iiorwl and home
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Matftoning

'Digital Images

John S. Browning

This tutorial article describes seven halftoning methodsfor

producing digital images. The programming examples are in

Fortran. We could easily have translated these to Basic,

however, we elected to leave them in Fortran to provide a

second level of learning in this tutorial. Fortran has more

similarity to Basic than many people have been led to believe.

For example the following Fortran DO loop is easily translated

to a Basic FOR loop.

DO 20 J= 1021, 1024

G(J)=0
20 CONTINUE

10 FOR J =1021 TO 1024

15G(J)=0
20 NEXT J

Fortran permits DO loop boundaries to be defined by

variables or even simple calculations. Basic permits variables,

but most do not permit calculations.

DO20M=K-l,K+l

10K1=K-1 :K2=K+ 1

15FORM=KlTOK2

The Fortran logical IF statement is the same as a Basic IF.

IF (G(M.N).LT.T(M.N)) G(M,N)=1
10 IF G(M,N)<T(M,N) THEN G(M,N)=1

A Fortran DA TA statement can be translated into Basic

with either a READ/DA TA pair or a series of LET (assign)

statements.

INTEGER T(5)

DATA T/7,9,1 1,13,15

10 DIM T(5)

15 FOR 1= 1 TO 5

20 READ T(I)

25 NEXT I

30 DATA 7.9.1 1.13,15

or
10T(1)=7:T(2)=9:T(3)=11
15T(4)=13:T(5)=15
For two-dimensional variables, an implied FOR loop can

be imbedded in a data statement. For example.

INTEGER P(2.5)

DATA (P(1,I). 1=1.51/4.5,6,7.8

DATA (P (2.1). I= l,5)/13.14.15.16,17

10 DIM P(2,5)

15 FOR 1= 1 TO 5

20READP(1.I). P(2.I)

25 NEXT I

30 DATA 4,13,5.14,6,15,7,16,8,17

These hints should permit the subroutines in the article to

be converted to Basic. —DHA

Most hobbyist programmers interested in digital image

processing are frustrated by the limited range of intensities

available on the output devices on which they must display

their images. Approaches to solving this problem are called

"halftoning methods."

Originally halftoning methods were developed in order to

print black and white photographs on paper using one shade

of black ink. The objective is to use patterns of black and

white to give the impression of intermediate intensities. This

is accomplished photographically by using a halftone screen

John S. BrowninR. 2071 B. Mercury Dr.. Kirtland

AFBSE. NM871IK.

and thresholding. Examples of halftone photographs may be

found in most newspapers and magazines.

A similar problem arises when we wish to display a digital

image on a bilevel output device. Here something like the

analog halftoning is done. A computer is used to generate

patterns that can be displayed on the device to give the

impression of intermediate intensities.

In this article. I will present seven different halftoning

methods, and provide examples of the application of the

methods to an image. In the following discussions we will use

this notation:

G(X.Y)-gray level of the pixel (picture element) (X.Y)

T - Threshold gray level
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Simple Threshold
Using the simple threshold method, if G(X.Y) is less than

T, (X,Y) is displayed as black. Otherwise (X.Y) is displayed

as white. Figure I shows an example of this method.
The simple threshold method fails to show many details

present in the image because the decision to display either

black or white introduces error.

ft

Figure I. Simple Threshold Method.

WINE CELLAR

Require* 64k Apple with 3.3 Dine

LOOK at wine
Examine your cellar by winery,
varietal* vintage and/or region.

DRINK wine
Remove a bottle to drink and change
ratlnga If daelred.

ADD wine
Add a new wine to your collar or
change the rating of an old wine.

SUMMER SPECIAL

WINE CELLAR
and

16k RAM CARD

Only S 125.00
Malted to supplies on hand,

'.al residents add $7.50

WItlE CELLAR Is an Inventory program for
wlna buffs. It Allows enthusiasts to
manage certain Information about their
win* and manipulate this Information
from day to day* Up to 40O+ unique
wine type* c«n he kept on the progrart
diskette alone with POO additional
type* on a *«cond dine. Each type can
contain up to 2700 cases in the inven-
tory. Graphic* are uaed to provide In-
formation about a wine's availability,
rating and drlnkabillty. Wild card
•arches of the cellar provide snap-
shots of inventory while any particular
entry can be looked at in detail.
Statistic* of the cellar can be dis-
played and Inventor!** printed.

DISPLAY statistics Price $49.95
Gather and display Information
about your cellar. Cal residents add $3

PRINT inventory
WE Software

800 Greenwich Dr

9S926
ICLE : ON READE ERVIC

I CARD

Create a hard copy of your cellar'*
content* and value.

'Aooteitaraamt*rMtraawnaritc4Appi*cornoutsrinc CIIICO* l/A

«rf*?&v'.

EVeS^ESH

FOCUS ON THE GALAXY OF APPLE II
*

SOFTWARE WITH PEELINGS II

With ,i galaxi of Apple II software now available it is

c omforting to kinm there is ,i magazine dedli ated entlrel)

in software evaluation Peelings II

Peelings II provides In-depth, < rlti« al but fall reviews "I the

broad spectrum <il Apple II software: buslnesa, sclentlfli

and educational software; word processors games and

utility programs vim name it

The truth < urn ernlng Apple II software is uh.it Peelings II is

.ill about i .in vim afford tn he without it?

PEELINGS II
THE MAGAZINI Ol M'l-1 I SOFTWARI EVALI \IION

|N(lu in its third ve.ir nf public .ition)

PEELINGS II

POB 188. Dept. CC
Las Cruces, Ne-u Mexico 88004

(505) 526-8364
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One Year I'* Issues)

*2I 00 I s

»28.50 ( anada Mexk o
$44 00 Foreign

rk ••! -Xppl.- ( •iiii|nil.-i Iti.
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Halftoning, continued. ..

Spiral Threshold
With the spiral threshold method, we define an M,N spiral

threshold array as follows

black level less than T(I,I)

T(I,I) less than T(I,I+1)

T(I,I+1) less than T(M,I+1)
TU-l.I+1) less than T(M,I)
T(I-l.I) less than T(I-l.I-l)

T(M ,1-1) less than T(I,M)

and so on. T(I.I) is the center of T:M,N.
The image is partitioned into M,N subimage arrays, and

each component of the subimage array is compared with the

corresponding component of the spiral threshold array. If

G(I J) is less than T(IJ), (IJ) is displayed as black. Otherwise
(I J) is displayed as white (Figure 2). In Fortran we have as an
example:

SUBROUTINE SPIRAL
INTEGER T(5,5),0
COmON G( 1021,1021)
DATA (T(1,I),I»1,5)/90,100,110,120,130/
DATA (T( 2, 1), 1=1, 5) /80, 210, 220, 230, 110/

DATA (T(3, I), I«1,5)/70, 200,250, 210, 150/
DATA (T(1,I),I-1,5>/60,190,180,170,160/
DATA (T(5,I) ,I»1 ,5)/50,»0,30,20, 10/
DO 10 J=1,201
L«J»5-2
DO 10 1 = 1,201

K. 1*5-2

DO 10 N=L-2,U2
DO 10 M=K-2,K+2

C BUCK PIXEL
IF(G(M,N).LT.T(M-K*3,N-L*3)) G(M,N)«1

C WHITE PIXEL
IF(G(N,N).GE.T(M-K*3,N-L*3)> G(H,N)<0

10 CONTINUE
C ZERO UNUSED PIXELS

DO 20 J=1021,1021
DO 20 1 = 1,1021
G(I,J)«0

20 CONTINUE
DO 30 J= 1,1 021

DO 30 1=1021,1021
G(I,J)*0

30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Figure 3. Rectangle Threshold Method.

The spiral threshold method depends on the continuity of

the image, i.e., adjacent G(X,Y) are approximately equal.

The method produces a "dot" whose size depends on G(X,Y).

It is also fairly transparent to abrupt changes in G(X,Y) due
to an edge.

Rectangle Threshold

To use the rectangle threshold method, we define a K
threshold array where T(K) are fairly randomly distributed

and have few factors in common. The image is partitioned

into M,N subimage arrays, where MN=K. Each component
of the subimage is compared with a selected component of

the threshold array. The correspondence between M,N and

K is defined to avoid excessive texturing. For example:

SUBROUTINE RECTNGL
INTEGER T(25),G
COH-10N 0(1021,1024)
DATA T/40,80, 140, 120,20,60, 170,210, 190, 100, 150,

240,250,230,160,
.90,200,220,180,150,10,110,130,70,30/
IB«1
IT.IB
DO 10 J=1,1024
DO 10 1 = 1,1021

BUCK PIXEL
IF(G(I,J).LT.T(IT)) P(I,J)=1
WHITE PIXEL
IF(0(I,J).0E.T<IT)) P(I,J)a0
SELECT T
IB»IB*1
IF(IB.GT.25) IBa1
IT.IB

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

Kp<a * J 1

HaKafEF a .. . •

Figure 2. Spiral Threshold Method.

Like the spiral threshold method, the rectangle threshold

method is fairly transparent to abrupt changes in G(X,Y) due
to an edge. See Figure 3.
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Halftoning, continued...

Random Modulation

In random modulation, a pseudo random number generator

produces a signal which is used to modulate G(X.Y). If

G(X,Y) + T»(l - 2*R) is less than T. (X,Y) is displayed as

black. Otherwise (X,Y) is displayed as white. The output of

the random number generator is R and is between zero and
one with a mean of 0.5. In the example (Figure 4). the random
number generator is S = FRAC(S + pi)**5, where the seed is

0.192743568.

The random modulation method introduces "salt and pepper"

noise into the display, which may be unacceptable.

Sinusoidal Modulation
In sinusoidal modulation the function SIN(A'X) • SIN(B*Y)

is used to modulate G(X,Y). If G(X,Y) + T»SIN(A»X)*SIN(B»Y)
is less than T, (X.Y) is displayed as black. Otherwise (X.Y) is

displayed as white.

The sinusoidal modulation method is similar to the spiral

threshold technique. The modulation constants, A and B, are

chosen to avoid excessive texturing. In the example (Figure

5) the modulation constants are pi/3.

Figure 4. Random Modulation Method.

Error Distribution

The error distribution method records the error that will be

introduced by simple thresholding and distributes the error to

adjacent pixels. Odd structures are introduced into the display

as the error is propagated through the image.

In the example (Figure 6), the error is distributed as follows:

3/8 to the right of (X.Y), 3/8 below (X.Y) and 1/4 down the

diagonal.

Figure 5. Sinusoidal Modulation Method.

Figure 6. Error Distribution Method.
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Halftoning, continued...

10

SUBROUTINE ERRORD
INTEGER G,T
COf«ON G(10214,102I|),T

DO 10 1:1,1021
IPiI*1
WRAP-AROUND ERROR
IF(IP.GT.102lt) IPil

DO 10 I=1,102U
J=1021-K*1
JMiJ-1
WRAP-AROUND ERROR
IF(JM.LT.I) JM.1021
BLACKiO
IF(G(I,J).LT.T) ERRORiG(I.J)
WHITE*255
IF(G(I,J).GE.T) ERR0Ri0(I,J>-255
DISTRIBUTE ERROR TO RIGHT
G(IP,J)iG(IP,J)*3.*ERROF/8.
DISTRIBUTE ERROR BELOW
C(I,JM)iG(I,JM)*3.*ERROR/8.
DISTRIBUTE ERROR DOWN DIAGONAL
G(IP,JM)iO(IP,JM)*ERROR/m.
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

The above is followed by a simple threshold code module.

Pattern

The pattern technique uses K+ l arrays ofKxK dots to

display K+ l levels of gray. For I between zero and K, K-I of

the KK dots are black and I are white. Patterns are chosen to

avoid excessive texturing when they are placed next to each

other. K+ 1 is most often 10. as ten levels of gray are needed

to display most natural images (Figure 7).

SUBROUTINE PATTERN
INTEGER P(10,9),G,T
C0»t«N G( 1021, 102*)

DATA (P(1,I),Ii1,9)/9*0/
DATA (P(2,I),Ii1,9)/<t*0,1,4*0/
DATA (P(3,D,I = 1,9)/'l»0,2»1,3*O/

DATA (P(I4,I),I = 1,9)/0,1,2*0,2*1,3*0/
DATA (P(5,I),I«1,9>/0,1,0,3*1,3*0/
DATA (P(6,I),I«1,9)/0,1,0,3*1,0,1,0/
DATA (P(7, I), I>1, 9)/0, 1,0,5*1,0/
DATA (P(8, I), III, 95/0,7*1,0/
DATA (P(9,I),Ii1,9)/8*1,0/
DATA (P(10,I),Ii1,9)/9*1/
DO 10 Ii1, 3*1

(1*9-1
DO 10 Ji1,3*1
LiJ*3-1
TiG(K,L)/26
DO 10 MiK-1,lC+1

DO 10 NiL-1,L*1
10 G(M,N)iP(10-T,M-K*2»3*(N-L*1))

ZERO UNUSED PIXELS
Ji102M
DO 20 III, 1024

P(I,J)=0
20 CONTINUE

1=1024
DO 30 Ji1,102«
P(I,J)i0

30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

Conclusion

Figures 1 through 7 are examples of applications of the

halftoning methods discussed above. The resolution of the

images is low to better illustrate the differences in the methods.

Many other halftoning methods have been developed to cope
with special situations; consult the references for additional

information.

Figure 7. Pattern Method.
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Christopher Hansen

The Apple II computer is a very powerful

graphics instrument, but many of its

graphics capabilities are difficult to use

because of the software that comes with

the Apple. For example. I find it very

inconvenient to draw pictures with the

HPLOT statement. I dislike the origin

(point 0,0) being placed at the top left-

hand corner of the TV screen. I also do
not like to use shape tables to draw complex
pictures involving transformations. I like

a Cartesian coordinate system (X-Y axis)

and simple concepts such as moving and
drawing with an imaginary pen. That is

why I wrote the Apple Graphics Package
(AGP).

/ find it very
inconvenient to draw

pictures with the
HPLOT statement.

Chrislopher Hansen. Rd *4 Box 163. Troy. NY
I21H0.

AGP is a set of subroutines, written in

Applesoft Basic, that, when combined with

a "main" or "caller" program, allows the

programmer to draw complex pictures

with simple GOSUB statements. I will

explain all of this later and provide several

demonstration programs. AGP is easy to

use. but some care is necessary when
programming with it. And. last, but

probably most important, AGP is fun to

Loading the Package
In order to use AGP the first thing to

do is type it in to your Apple (see Listing

1 ) and save it on disk or tape. This is your
permanent copy of AGP, so be sure to

correct any typing errors in this copy.

To use the package with your programs
first load AGP into memory from disk or

tape. After AGP has been loaded, type in

your program. Be sure, however, that you
do not type NEW before entering your
program or AGP will be cleared from

memory. Also be sure that your programs
do not use line numbers from 10000 to

10980 because AGP uses these.

Listing I.

10000
10010
10020
10025
10027
10028
10029
10030
10040
1004S
10050
10060
10070
10080
10090
10100
10110
10120
10130
10140
10150
10160
10170
10175
10180
10190

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

APPLE GRAPHICS PACKAGE
REVISION 2.8 — 05/01/81

CHRISTOPHER HANSEN
AVER ILL PARK HIGH SCHOOL
AVER ILL PARK, NEW YORK.

RESET SUBROUTINE
X=FRE(0)

YT=0
Y=0 :

XB=0
Y0=0
XF=0

X1=0 : X2=0 :

XC=0 : YB=0
DG=0 : RD=0
WT=7.95

VB=WB

XT=0
X=0
Y3=0
X0=0
XE=0
WL=-WR
UA=1 :

CS = ""

REM
REM MOVE SUBROUTINE
X1=X : Y1=Y i RETURN
REM
REM DRAW SUBROUTINE
X2=X : Y2=Y : XH=X :

X1=X1*XT : Y1=Y1*YT
IF XS<>1 OR YS<>1

. VT=WT
UB=0 : UC=1 :

: C1S="" : C2$

X3=0 : Y1=0 :

: YC=0 : XS=1
: SN=0 : CS=0

WB=-WT: WR=10
VR=WR : VL=WL

Y2=0
: YS=1

UD=0
UT$ = " RETURN

XI=Y
X2=X2*XT : Y2=Y2+YT

THEN GOSUB 10290
IF DG<>0 THEN GOSUB 10320
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Can you improve excellence?
We can. By adding our Memotech Memopak to the excellence of the ZX81

we have achieved perfection.

The growth ol interest in computer use
caused by the introduction of the Sinclair

ZX81 has made new and exciting

demands on the ingenuity of electronic

engineers. At Memotech we have
focused our attention on the design of

inexpensive, reliable memory
extensions.

The Memopak is a 64K RAM pack

which extends the memory of the ZX81

by a further 56K. The new memory
extensions are designed to be within the

price range expected by Sinclair users. It

plugs directly into the back of the ZX81
and does not inhibit the use of the

printer or other add-on boards. There is

no need for an additional power supply

or leads.

Increase your memory.
The Memopak together with the ZX81

gives a full 64K, which is neither

switched nor paged, and is directly

addressable. The unit is user

transparent and accepts such basic

commands as 10 DIM A(9000).

ncnoi€cn
Memotech Corp.
7550 W. Yale Aw*.
Suit* 220
Denver Co. 80227
Ph. (303) 986-0016

Free service on your Memopak.
Within the first 90 days, should

anything go wrong with your Memopak
return it to us and we will fix or replace it

free of charge.

Try Memopak with no obligation.

You can use our Memopak in your

home without obligation. After 10 days, if

you are not completely satisfied, simply

return it for a full refund.

0-8K . . . Sinclair ZX81 ROM
8-16K . . . This section of memory
switches in or out in 4K blocks to leave

space for memory mapping, holds its

contents during cassette loads, allows

communication between programs, and
can be used to run assembly language

routines.

16-32K . . . This area can be used for

basic programs and assembly language

routines.

32-64K . . . 32K of RAM memory for

basic variables and large arrays.

With the Memopak extension the

ZX81 is transformed into a powerful

computer, suitable for business, leisure

and educational use, at a fraction of the

cost of comparable systems.

I

^
11 Mail to: Memotech Corp 7550 W. Yale Ave. Suite 220 Denver, Colo.

80227

I understand that if I'm not comptetaly satisfied, I can return my Memopak in 10 days for a

full refund. Price + Qty. Amount

O Check

a Visa O MC
E*p

Act. No

Mamopak 64k RAM S 179.95

Memopak 1«k RAM S 79.95

Shipping and Handling $ 4 95 S 4.95

Total

Signature .I

Nairn.

Street

City
'

T U.S. Dollar. CC07

ORCTE17TCrN^EADER~SERVIcTcA"R5
"

State Zip



Graphics Package, continued...

10200
10210
10220
10230
10240
10250
10260
10270
10280
10290
10300
10310
10320
10330
10340
10350
10360
10370
10360
10390
10400
10410
10420
10430
10440
10450
10500
10510
10520
10525
10530
10535
10540
10545
10550
10560
1056S
10570
10575
10580
10585
10590
10595
10600
10610
10620
10630
10640
10650

10652

10654

10656

10660
10670
10680
10690
10700
10710
10720
10730
10740
10750
10760
10770
10780
10790
10800
10810
10820
10830
10840
10850
10860
10870
10880
10890
10900
10910
10920
10930
10940
10950
10960
10970
10980

XF= ( -X2 »SN ) ( Y2 *CS

)

I RETURN

GOSUB 10420
GOSUB 10630
IF CN THEN 10260
XB=(X1+10)*13.95 i XC=(X2+10)*13.95
YB=191-((Y1+7.9S)*12) : YC=191-( ( Y2*7 . 95)*12

)

HPLOT XB,YB TO XC,YC
X1=XH : Y1=XI : RETURN
REM
REM SCALING
X1=X1*XS : X2=X2*XS : Y1=Y1*YS : Y2=Y2*YS
RETURN
REM
REM ROTATE
X1=X1-X0 : X2=X2-XO : Y1=Y1-Y0 : Y2=Y2-Y0
RD=(DC*3.1415926)/180 : SN=SIN(RD) : CS=C0S(RD)
XE=(X1*CS)*(Y1*SN) : XF=( -X1*SN) + ( Y1»CS)
Xl=XE*XO : Yl=XF+YO
XE"=(X2*CS)*(Y2*SN) :

X2=XE*XO : Y2=XF+YO
REM
REM
REM WINDOW
X1=UA»X1*UB : Y1=UC*Y1+UD
X2=UA*X2*UB : Y2=UC*Y2*UD
RETURN
REM
REM CODE SUBROUTINE
C1S=""
IF X1<VL THEN C1$="L" : GOTO 10530
C1$="X"
IF X1>VR THEN C1$=C1$*"R" : GOTO 10540
C1$=C1$*"X"
IF Y1<VB THEN C1$=C1S»"B" : GOTO 10550
C1$=C1$*"X"
IF Y1>VT THEN C1$=C1$*"T" : RETURN
C1$=C1$+"X" : RETURN
C2$=""
IF X2<VL THEN C2S="L" : GOTO 10580
C2$="X"
IF X2>VR THEN C2$=C2$*"R" : GOTO 10590
C2$=C2$+"X"
IF Y2<VB THEN C2$=C2$*"B" : GOTO 10600
C2$=C2$+"X"
IF Y2>VT THEN C2$=C2$*"T" : RETURN
C2$=C2S*"X" : RETURN
REM CLIP SUBROUTINE
GOSUB 10510 : GOSUB 10565
IF C1S="XXXX" THEN IF C2S="XXXX" THEN CN=0 : RETURN
UT$=LEFT$(C1S,1) : IF UT$=LEFT$ (C2$ , 1 ) AND UT$<>"X"
THEN CN=1 : RETURN
UT$=MID$(C1$,2,1)
THEN CN=1 : RETURN
UT$=MID$(C1$.3,1)
THEN CN=1 : RETURN
UT$=RIGHTS(C1$,1)
THEN CN=1 : RETURN
CS=C1$ : IF C$="XXXX" THEN C$=C2S
IF LEFTS(C.1)="X" THEN 10700
Y3=Y1+ ( Y2-Y1 )

* ( VL-X1 )/(X2-Xl

)

GOTO 10780
IF MID$(C$.2,1)="X" THEN 10730
Y3=Y1+(Y2-Y1)*(VR-X1)/(X2-X1) : X3=VR
GOTO 10780
IF MID$(CS,3,1)="X" THEN 10760
X3=X1*(X2-X1)*(VB-Y1)/(Y2-Y1) : Y3=VB
GOTO 10780
IF RIGHT$(C$,1)="X" THEN 10780
X3=X1*(X2-X1)*(VT-Y1)/(Y2-Y1) : Y3=VT
IF C$=C1$ THEN 10810
X2=X3 : Y2=Y3 : GOSUB 10565
GOTO 10640
X1=X3 : Y1=Y3 : GOSUB 10510
GOTO 10640
REM
REM
REM SET WINDOWING/CLIPPING
UA=(VR-VL)/(WR-WL) : UB=VL-WL»UA
UC=(VT-VB)/(WT-WB) : UD=VB-WB*UC
RETURN
REM
REM RELATIVE MOVE
X1=X1*X : Y1=Y1*X : RETURN
REM
REM RELATIVE DRAW
X=X*X1 : Y=Y*Y1
GOSUB 10170
RETURN
REM ««#*«####«#«»#«#»#####««*##«**«*»#
REM END OF AGP

IF UT$=MID$<C2$,2,1) AND UT$<>"X"

IF UT$=MID$(C2$,3,1) AND UT$<>"X"

IF UTS=RIGHT$(C2S,1) AND UT$<>"X"

X3=VL

Programming With the Package
The first statement in a program using

AGP must be: GOSUB 10040. This sub-

routine call resets and initializes AGP; it

is called the RESET subroutine. If you
forget to place this statement in your

program. AGP will not work properly.

The next statement should usually be

HGR2. This statement tells the Apple to

enter page two of hi-res graphics, which,

in turn, means that the entire screen will

be used for graphics and that the Apple
will use high-resolution or fine line graphics.

HGR2 is the only "enter-graphics" state-

ment that should be used with AGP. The
others will work either incorrectly or not

at all.

After the HGR2 statement 1 would
recommend an HCOLOR statement to

set the color of the lines to be drawn. My
favorite color to use is white (number 3)

because white gives you the highest resolu-

tion possible (finest lines). But any other

color will work well, too. (Be sure not to

pick black, however, unless you are drawing

over another color. I

Basic Drawing Subroutines

The Basic Drawing Subroutines are the

routines used to draw lines in AGP. Each
one is invoked by the main program
assigning a value to the variables X and Y
and then calling the specific subroutine

with a GOSUB statement. X and Y cor-

respond to the ordered pair (x.y) where x

is the position on the horizontal or x-axis

and y is the position on the vertical or y-

axis. The center of the screen (the origin)

is the ordered pair (0,0). The left side of

the screen has an x value of -10. while the

right side has an x value of 10. Likewise,

the bottom of the screen has a y value of

-7.95, while the top has a y value of 7.95.

Drawing is done with an imaginary pen
which can be moved to the desired position

by a Move subroutine and can draw lines

from its current position with a Draw
subroutine. Connecting lines can be drawn
by a series of calls to the Draw sub-

routine.

Here are the first two line drawing
subroutine calls:

MOVE: 30 X=a : Y=b : GOSUB
10140
where a and b are the x and y ctx>rdinates,

respectively, of the point to which the

pen is to be moved. Line number 30 is a

dummy line number, of course, but the

GOSUB number for Move must always

be 10140.

DRAW: 30 X=a : Y=b : GOSUB
10170

where a and b are the x and y coordinates,

respectively, of the point to which you
wish to draw and 30 is a dummy line

number as before.

With both of these subroutine calls, as
with all AGP calls, the format can be
changed (i.e., the X and Y specification
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Phone—
And Find Out

Find out why there's a rush to Strictly

Soft Ware. Why our customers find us

one-of-a-kind.

You'll find the right service. Attention

to your interests, answers to your ques-

tions, reports on new developments,

suggestions for your needs.

You'll find the right prices. Our

specials raise eyebrows. Our everyday
prices bring smiles.

And you'll find the right selection. No
turkeys. No tricks. No limits to what you

want, when you want it.

So phone and find out. Call now (toll-

free) for our free catalog.

SPECIALS • MORE THAN JUST GAMES • SPECIALS

• Arcade Machine $36.99

• Wizardry II $24.99

• Ribbit $19.99

• Time Zone $69.99

• Swashbuckler $22.99

Deadline $42.99

• Master Type $26.99 • Star Blazer $23.99

• Screenwriter II $99.99 • Inter. Grand Prix $19.99

• Home Accountant $55.99 • Jellyfish $19.99

• Home Money Minder . $25.99 • Deadline $39.99

• Desk Top Plan II ... $184.99 • Falcons $19.99

Word Processor $99.99 • Space Guardian $22.99

Arcade Games
ABM
Apple-oids

Apple Panic

Arcade Machine
Autobahn

Beer Run
Bug Attack

Compucube
Computer Air Combat
Computer Baseball

County Fair

Crossfire

Cyber Strike

Dark Forest

Dogtight

Epoch
Falcons

Firebird

Flight Stimulator

Galactic Attack

Gamma Goblins

Genetic Drift

Golden Mountain

Gorgon

Hadron
HI Res Soccer
Intl Gran Prix

Juggler

Minotaur

Mlssle Defense

Mouskattack
Outpost

Pool 15
Pegasus II

Phantoms Five

Pulsar II

Reversal

Ribbit

Robot War
Ruskl Duck
Snack Attack

Snake Byte

Sneakers

Super Invaders

Star Blazer

Star Thief

Space Eggs
Space Ouarks
Swashbuckler
Thief

Threshhold

Track Attack

Trick Shot

Warp Attack

Warp Destroyer

Adventures
Adventures 1-12

Alkemstone
Akalabeth

Apventure to Atlantis

Castle Woltenstein

Crush. Crumble. Chomp
Cyborg

Galactic Empire

Lords of Karma
Creature Venture

Mystery House
Napoleon s Campaigns
Oldorl s Revenge
Oo Topos

The Prisoner

Race for Midnight

Southern Command
Space Adventure

Swordthrust

Talawa's Last Redoubt
Stone of Sisyphus
Tartunan

Temple of Apshai

The Terrorist

Time Zone
Ulysses/Golden Fleece

Ultima

Wizard/Princess

Wizardry

Zork I

Zork II

Business
Accounting

Continental

Peachtree

Broderbund
The Apple Speller

ASCII Express

Creative Financing

Data Capture

Data Factory

DB Master

DB Master Utility

Desk Top Plan II

Easywriter

Eduware
Financial Partner

Graphtnx
Letter Perfect

Magic Spell

Magic Window
The Mail Room
The Merger

Menu Generator

Micro Courier

PFS
PFS Report

Real Estate Analyzer

Spellstar

Super Text II

TASC Compiler

Tax Manager
Tax Preparer

Versaform

Visiblend

Visicalc 3.3

Visidex

Visifactory

Visifile

Visischedule

Visiterm

Visitrend/Visiplot

Wordstar

Home/Personal
Decision Master

The Correspondent
Home Accountant

Home Money Minder

Master Type

Financial Management System II

Above titles are partial selection. Call for prices and catalog. L
We take Master Card or VISA (include card

# and expiration date). Ohio residents add
5.5% tax. Include $2.00 for postage. 3%
discount it check accompanies order.

Send for free catalog. Prices subject to

change. Hrs.: 99 weekdays; 96 Sat.; 12 5

Sun.

Strictly Soft Ware
Post Office Box 338
Granville. Ohio 43023

order by phone 800-848-5253

in Ohio 614-587-2938

Strictly

Software

Apple is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc.

IBM is a registered trademark ot International Business Machi nej i
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Graphics Package, continued...

statements put on separate lines), but this

is the format I like to use.

It is necessary at this point to explain

exactly what the variables X and Y are

and why they are used in AGP calls. X
and Y are "system variables." They are to

be used in AGP calls and should not be
used anywhere else in a program loaded

with AGP. At the end of this article there

is a list of all the system variables used by
AGP. Some of them are used in AGP
calls, but most are used internally (i.e., to

do calculations). Altering these values in

a program will cause AGP to work improp-

erly.

Getting back to the drawing subroutines:

there are two more subroutines that are

used to draw lines. They are Relative

Move and Relative Draw. These routines

work the same way as Move and Draw,
except that instead of moving or drawing

to an absolute point, they move or draw a

relative distance from the current imaginary

pen position. This distance is specified by

a displacement in the x and y directions.

Here they are:

RELATIVE MOVE: 30 X=a : Y=b :

GOSUB 10910

RELATIVE DRAW: 30 X=a : Y=b :

GOSUB 10940

where a and b are the amount of displace-

ment in the x and y directions, respectively,

to move or draw.

Listing 2 is a demonstration program
using the Basic Drawing Subroutines. Test

this program on your Apple. You will see

that it draws the x-y axis on the TV
screen.

You may now be thinking to yourself.

"What happens if 1 try to draw a line off

the side of the screen?" No, you won't get

the message ILLEGAL QUANTITY
ERROR. Instead, the line will be chopped
off where it intersects the side of the

screen. This is one of the most powerful

features of AGP. so don't be afraid to use

it.

Advanced Graphics With AGP
AGP not only allows you to draw lines,

it also allows you to transform them. This
is done with built-in advanced graphics

features. Advanced graphics includes

translating, scaling, rotation, windowing,
and clipping lines drawn with the Basic-

Drawing Subroutines.

Translating

Translating causes the origin (0.0) to

be placed on any point specified. Therefore,

if you decided to place the origin on the

point (0,2), all lines drawn would be shifted

to the right two units. Lines will still be
clipped on the edges of the screen when
the origin is moved. The origin can even
be moved off screen. The syntax of the

translating statement is:

30 XT=a : YT=b

Table I.

AGP System Variables

c$ CIS C2S CN CS DG RD SN UA
UB UC UD UTS VB VL VR VT WB
WL WR WT X XI X2 X3 XB XC
XE XF XH XI XO XS XT Yl Y2
Y3 YB YC YE YF YO YS YT

Listing 2.

10 REM DEMO
20 GOSUB 10040 i REM RESET
30 HGR2 : HCOLOR=3 : REM ENTER GRAPHICS AND SET COLOR
40 X=-10 : Y=0 : GOSUB 10140 : REM MOVE
50 X=10 : Y=0 : GOSUB 10170 : REM DRAW
60 X=-10 : Y=-10 : GOSUB 10910 : REM RELATIVE MOVE
70 X=0 :Y=20 : GOSUB 10940 : REM RELATIVE DRAW
80 END

Listing 3.

1 REM DEMO ROTATE AND SCALE SQUARES
5 HCOLOR =3

10 GOSUB 10040
20 HGR2
30 FOR Z =0 TO 20C 5
40 DG=Z
45 XS=Z/70*.0S : YS=XS
50 X=4 : Y=4 : GOSUB 10140
51 X=4 : Y=-4 GOSUB 10170
52 X=-4 : Y=-4 : GOSUB 10170
53 X=-4 : Y=4 GOSUB 10170
54 X=4 : Y=4 : GOSUB 10170
70 NEXT 2

80 END

where a is the x coordinate and b is the y
coordinate of the origin and 30 is a dummy
line number.

After setting the translation point, as
with all other AGP transformations, all

lines drawn will be transformed.

Scaling

Scaling causes the lines that are drawn
to be scaled in both the x and y directions

and specified. For example, if you set the

x scaling to 2 and the y scaling to 0.5. the
lines drawn would be twice as long as
normal in the x direction and half as long
as normal in the y direction. The syntax
of the scaling statement is:

30 XS=x : YS=y
where x is the scaling in the x direction

and y is the scaling in the y direction and
30 is a dummy line number.

Rotation

Rotation is performed in AGP by specify-

ing the amount of rotation in degrees.

The syntax of the rotate statement is:

30DG=theta
where theta is the amount of rotation in

degrees and 30 is a dummy line number.
Rotation is around the origin, and positive

degrees rotate clockwise and negative

degrees rotate counter-clockwise.

In order to rotate around a point other

than the origin, the point must be specified.

This is done with this command:
30XO=a: YO=b

where (a.b) is the point around which
lines are to be rotated.
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Graphics Package, continued

Windowing and Clipping

Windowing and clipping transformations

are the two most complex parts of AGP.
Together they allow you to set up a "world

coordinate system." The world coordinate

system can be thought of as the x-y axis

coordinate system of an infinite plane or

two-dimensional world.

When the RESET subroutine is called

from a program it automatically sets the

TV screen to show from -10 to 10 on the

x-axis and -7.95 to 7.95 on the y-axis. This

is only a default, however. AGP allows

you to show any part of the world that

you want, in this way the TV screen is

analogous to a window. This is why it is

called the window transformation. The
syntax of the AGP window subroutine

call is:

30 WL=a : WR=b : WB=c : WT=d
40 GOSUB 108M)

where a is the x value of the left side of

the screen, b is the x value of the right

side of the screen, and c and d are the y
values of the bottom and top of the screen,

respectively.

All lines drawn with the Basic Drawing
Subroutines are in the world coordinates,

so this transformation affects all moves,
draws, relative moves, and relative draws.

And. as before, all lines drawn outside

the window are clipped.

Adjusting the Viewport
The viewport is the part of the screen

that displays what the window contains.

When RESET is called, the viewport is

set to be the entire screen. But. as with

other AGP defaults, this may be modi-

fied.

When defining the viewport. Screen
Coordinates are used. On the TV screen,

the screen coordinates range from -10 to

10 on the x axis and from -7.95 to 7.95 on
the y-axis (the same as the default world

coordinates). Unlike world coordinates,

whose positions may be changed (by

adjusting the window), screen coordinates

always have the same positions on the

TV screen. To specify the viewport use

the command:
• 30 VL=a : VR=b : VB=c : VT=d
40 GOSUB 10860

where a. b. c. d. are the left, right, top

and bottom, respectively, of the viewport

in screen coordinates.

Here are a few hints for the Window
and Viewport settings:

Remember that the window is specified

using world coordinates and that the

viewport is specified using screen coordi-

nates.

Do not set the viewport so that it extends

over the sides of the TV screen (i.e.. VL
must be greater than or equal to -10; VR
must be less than or equal to 10: VB must
be greater than or equal to -7.95 and VT
must be less than or equal to 7.95). If you

Listing 4.

5 REM DEMO PROGRAM #2
10 TEXT : HOME : GOSUB 10140
20 PRINT "ENTER COLOR ( WHITE, RED, GREEN, BLUE)

"

30 INPUT A$
40 IF A$="WHITE" THEN H=3
50 IF A$="RED" THEN H=5
60 IF AS ="GREEN" THEN H=l
70 IF A$="BLUE" THEN H=2
80 HCOLOR=H
90 PRINT : PRINT
95 PRINT "ENTER D FOR DEFAULTS" : GET D$
96 IF D$="D" THEN 250
97 PRINT : PRINT
100 PRINT "ENTER WINDOW DIMENSIONS (WORLD COORDINATES)"
110 INPUT WL,WR,WB,WT
120 PRINT : PRINT
130 PRINT "ENTER VIEWPORT DIMENSIONS (SCREEN COORDINATES)"
140 INPUT VL,VR,VB,VT
150 GOSUB 10860
160 PRINT : PRINT
170 PRINT "ENTER AMOUNT OF SCALING (X,Y)"
180 INPUT XS.YS
190 PRINT : PRINT
200 PRINT "ENTER DEGREES OF ROTATION"
210 INPUT DC
220 PRINT : PRINT
230 PRINT "ENTER POINT OF ROTATION"
240 INPUT XO.YO
250 HOME : SPEED=20
260 PRINT " DRAWING BEGINS"
270 SPEED=255
280 HGR2 : X=0 : Y=0 : GOSUB 10140
290 FOR Z=.5 TO 3 STEP .3
300 AX=Z
310 AY=SQR( (AX*AX*AX)*2)
320 X=AX : Y=AY : GOSUB 10170
330 X=-AX : Y=AY : GOSUB 10170
340 X=AX : Y=-AY : GOSUB 10170
350 X=-AX : Y=-AY : GOSUB 10170
360 NEXT
370 X=0 : Y=0 : GOSUB 10170
380 FOR J=l TO 2500 : NEXT J
390 HGR2 : TEXT : HOME
400 END

don*t follow this rule. AGP will become
confused and cause an error if you try to

draw a line off screen.

Keep the window rectangle and the

viewport rectangle in geometric proportion

or the lines drawn by AGP will be dis-

torted.

Figure I. This photograph shows what
AGP will draw with the program Listing

.?. Notice the clipping at the screen edges.

Demo Programs
To give an idea of the power and ease

of use of AGP. I have written two demo
programs. The first one (see Figure 1 and
Listing 3) demonstrates rotation, scaling,

and clipping. The program itself, however,

is very simple.

First the program resets AGP and then

enters hi-res graphics and sets the color

to white. Then the FOR/NEXT loop sets

a different amount of rotation and scaling

and draws a square for each repetition.

Try this program on your Apple. It is

fascinating to watch each line being drawn
and to see the vertices of the squares

connect to form curved lines. Also you
will notice that the connecting vertices

are clipped where they move off the screen

but then come around and appear in a

different position.
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^•fcEK & PO#r*
SOFTWARE
APPLE, ATARI, TRS-80, IBM

APPLE (disk) List Our Price

•David's Midnight Magic (Brod.) 34.95 25.95
Wizardry (Sir Tech) 49.95 41.95
Frogger (OL) 34.95 29.00
Superscribe II (O-L) 129.95 107.85
DB Master (Stoneware) 229.00 190.00

ATARI (disk or cassette)

'Temple of Apshai (Aut. Sim.) 39.95 29.55
Crossfire (O L) 29.95 24.85
Pool 1.5 (Innov. Des.) (disk) 34.95 29.00

TRS-80 (Model I or III) (disk or cass.)

•Star Warrior (Aut. Sim.) 39.95 29.55
Galactic Empire (Brod) (cass.) 14.95 12.40
Sargon II (Hayden) (disk) 34.95 29.00

IBM
•Temple of Apshai (Aut. Sim.) 39.95 29.55
Home Accountant Plus (Continental) . 150.00 124.50

•Joysticks (TG) 64.95 48.95

Visicalc (Visicorp) 250.00 207.50

Many More! FREE PRICE LIST

PEEK & POKE
C0rt. Ck., U.O., Visa, M.C.. (Incl. QDFTWA RF
card » and axp. data), pars. ck.

gwr * ™***"-

(add 2 wks). Shipping add 12.00. 711 RANGER DRIVE
COD. add S1.50. Wyo. raa. add CHEYENNE, WY 82009
4%. Pricas sub/act to change PHONE (307) 835 1849

Apple. Atari, TRS 80. IBM and Visicalc ara Registered Trademarks
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CASHAND CARRY.
nam
The Perfect

Ughbueight
Persona
Computer
Carry Cose
$99.95
includes shipping 6) handling

(NC Residents fidd 4% Soles Tea)

• Solid Foam Interior flltoais for Custom fit

• Double LUoJI Pdyethlene Protection.

• Locking latches.

• Perfect forVK 20? TRS 80® Color Computer,

Atari® 800, Atari® 400 Terminals and Accessories

• Interior Dimensions 20y»" x 15%' x 5!

TrovelMoster
I WeRcccpt VISA fit MasterCard Orders.

Outside NC cod toH-free 1-800-334-0551

Distributor/Deoler inquiries invited

Manufactured bu: TrovelMoster Division

Southern Cose. Inc. o P.O. Box 28147 a Raleigh. NC 27611 a 919-821-0877
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LOGO
©M.I.T.

Krell's LOGO for APPLE II*
Includes: our new low price and
1 Two copies ot Krell s LOGO lor Apple II*

2 A UTILITY disk containing M I T s extremely valuable dem-
onstration material, a series of pre-defined shapes which may be
substituted lor the LOGO TURTLE and Krell s timesavmg library

ol pre-delmed procedures

3 ALICE IN LOGOLAND. a twenty program tutorial series tor

intermediate and experienced programmers new to the LOGO
language

4 The technical manual LOGO lor Apple II* by H Abelson &
L Klotz This is the official technical manual issued by M I T

5 LOGO FOR THE APPLE II* by Harold Abelson Byte Books A
complete instructional manual lor intermediate and advanced
users ol LOGO
6 THE ALICE IN LOGOLAND PRIMER a step by step lavishly

illustrated introduction to LOGO tor those who are new to both
programming and to LOGO (available in May and sent tree to

all purchasers ot Krell s LOGO lor Apple II*)

7 A comprehensive wall chan that portrays explains and graph
ically illustrates the LOGO commands in action

8 A one-year s Iree subscription to the LOGO & EDUCATIONAL
COMPUTING NEWSLETTER (Regularly S30 00 per yean A new
authoritative source of information about the structure classroom
application and capabilities ol LOGO, plus an up to the minute forum

on the most significant new ideas and issues in educational
computing $149.95

College Board SAT* Prep Series
TRS-80 APPLE PET ATARI. CP/M PDP-11 Based on past

exams presents material on the same level of difficulty and in

the same form used in the S A T

SAT.PSAT.NMSQT - Educator Edition set includes

25 programs covering Vocabulary Word Relationships Reading
comprehension Sentence Completion and Mathematics S229 95
INDEPENDENT TESTS OF S A T SERIES PERFORMANCE SHOW
A MEAN TOTAL INCREASE OF 70 POINTS IN STUDENTS SCORES

GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series - Educator Edition includes

28 programs covering Vocabulary Word Relationships Reading

Comprehension Sentence Completion Mathematics Analytical

Reasoning and Logical Diagrams $289 95

Micro-Deutsch
MICRO DEUTSCH set includes 24 grammar lessons covering

all materials of an introductory German course Four test unrts

also included Grammar lessons use substitution transform

alion drills item ordering translations and verb drills Drill

vocabulary based on frequency lists Suitable tor use with

any high school or college textbook Extensively field tested

at SUNY Stony Brook APPLE* PET* S179 95

Isaac Newton + F.G. Newton
Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable educational game
ever devised ISAAC NEWTON challenges the players to

assemble evidence and discern the underlying Laws ol

Nature that have produced this evidence Players propose
experiments to determine if new data conform to the Laws
ot Nature FULL GRAPHICS NEWTON presents all data

in graphic lorm This game is suitable tor children Players

may select difficulty levels challenging to the most skilled

adults Both Games S49 95

tg£J Krell Software Corp.
"The Stale of the Art In Educational Computing"

1320 STONY BROOK ROAO / STONY BROOK NY 11790 / (516) 751 5139
Krrll Software Corp ha* no unVial rim with ihr College Entrance Examination
Board Of the Educational Tetttng. Smur Krrll to. however, a supplier of product*
to the ITS N.Y.S. residents add tales ta«

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR THE TKSSO. APPLE II. PET ft ATARI.
'Trademarks of Apple Comp Corp . Tandy Corp . Commodore Corp.. Atari Corp.
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The world is full

of Intriguing problems

that never got into

a textbook.

Problems for Computer Solution

by Steve Rogowski

Ninety intriguing and fascinating prob-
lems, each thoroughly discussed and ref-

erenced, make an excellent source of

exercises in research and preliminary
investigation. Eleven types of problems
are provided in the following areas: arith-

metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
number theory, probability, statistics, cal-

culus and science. Author Stephen
Rogowski of SUNY-Albany has included
several problems which have never been
solved. Me feels that some research and
an attempt to solve these will sharpen
students' insight and awareness.
Some of the problems are not new like

the one asking how much the $24 the
Indians were paid for Manhattan would be
worth today had it been deposited in a
bank. However, this problem was revised
to have a variable interest rate so it would
be a challenge to program. Of course,
many of the problems are new and have
never been in print before.

The student edition has 106 pages and
includes all 90 problems (with variations),

7 appendices and a complete bibliog-

raphy. Cost is $4.95.

The 182-page teacher edition contains
solutions to the problems, each with a
complete listing in Basic, sample runs, and
in-depth analyses explaining the
algorithms and theory involved. Cost is

$9.95.

To order send payment* plus $2.00 postage
and handling to Creative Computing, Dept.
C723, 39 E. Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains,

N.J. 07950. Orders may also be charged to

your Visa, Mastercard or American Express
account—by mail include credit card name,
number and expiration date, or if you prefer,

use our 24-hour toll-free number, 800-631-
8112. In N.J. only 201-540-0445.
*N.J. Residents add 5% tax.

creative
computing

YOU CAN PAY MORE
BUT YOU CAN'T i,

CET MORE!

Graphics Package, contln
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Color Computer 4K

$310
w/16KExt. Basic

$459
W/32K Ext. Basic

$525

Model III 16K

$839
Model III 48K
2 disc & RS232C

$2059
BUY DIRECT. These are just > lew ol our great

oilers which include Printers. Modems. Com-

puters Peripherals. Disc Drives. Soli ware and

mere, can toil free 1-SOO-S4S-812*

wo.vtiww.ui comi
Write for your

free catalog

24SA Groat Rood
Utttolon. MA 01*40
61? • 416 • 5193 .,
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Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

Dealer inquiries

invited CO.D's
accepted. Call

FREE (800) 235-4 137

/2>

PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd . San Luis

San Luis Obispo. CA 93401
In Cal call (800) 592-5935 or

(805)543-1037
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\A ATARI'
k« moo AtwteeeiM 73500

W 5600 AUrilMIM 35900

M 34500 AM 4ie Cassette SOW
E 72 00 Atari 111 Desk 480 00

ALL ATARI SOFTWARE 20% OFF
Flit Loads of 3rd Party Software!

VOTRAX TYPE'N'TALK: 340.00
ALSO EPSON 4 CENTRONICS PRINTERS

ZENITH * TELEVIOEO TERMINALS

BBI Mail Order is a company made up ol com
puter professionals We are able to provide

low prices as well as technical support Give

us a call and find out why we consider the

Atari the best home computer on the market
today You won't be disapointed

III Mill Order

?S/JAf Spec«k/«n m Atari Home Computers

f*-^**}
Newton Highlands. HA 0?16t

hy J (61 7)964 3040
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Figure 2. This photograph shows one of
the many combinations of rotation, scaling

and windowing possible with the program

in Listing 4.

The second program (Figure 2, Listing

4) is interactive (the computer asks for

input). It lets you enter the color you

want, and then asks whether you want
default values for the different transforma-

tions. If a D is input the program draws

the picture normally. If any other key is

pressed the program asks you to input the

world and screen coordinates and other

goodies. The photo shows one of the many
pictures possible with this program.

AGP has many
applications, including

pictures, maps
and games.

Conclusion

AGP has many applications, including:

pictures, maps and games. It also is a

great tool for demonstrating the Apple
and for learning about computer
graphics.

If you have an interesting program using

AGP, please send it to me. The only

programs I have seen using AGP are my
own, so I would enjoy hearing from other

interested programmers.

Jf fetffl

I^SwScrtgl

What happened to Saint Peter?"
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call

(213) 706-0333.
Modem order line: (213)883-8976

Our Epson prices
are so low,

we're notallowed
to printthem.
EPSON MX-80 $CALL
80 cps/9x9 matrix/Lower case with

true descenders/Bi-directional &
Logic seeking/Adjustable trac-

tor/Expanded printing/Block
graphics/Forms control/Com-
pressed printing/Double-Strike

printing/Correspondence
quality/Emphasized printing

mode/Standard parallel interface.

EPSON MX-80 FH" SCALL
Same features as the MX-80 plus

Friction Feed. Adjustable
removable tractor is standard for

ease of handling forms and single

sheets.

FOR A LIMITED TIME

FREE
GRAFTRAX-80
WITH ALL MX-80 PURCHASES

EPSON MX-100 SCALL
Most of the same features as the

MX-80 & MX-80 FfT but on 15V?

inch carriage for printing 132 col-

umns with standard 10 cpi font or

236 columns in the compressed
character font. The MX-100 is com-
plete with Dot Resolution
Graphics.

EPSON INTERFACES & OPTIONS
TRS-80 MODEL I. Ill CABLE 30.00

TRS-80 MODEL I Keyboard Interface. 95.00

TRS-80 MODEL II CABLE 30.00

APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE 100.00

IEEE 488 INTERFACE 60.00

SERIAL INTERFACE MOD 8141 70.00

ATARI CABLE 35.00

BUFFERED SERIAL INTERFACE 8K
X-On/X-Off, Hardware Handshake. . . 159.00

MICROBUFFER II 16K Apple 259.00

SERIAL CABLE Male to Male 30.00

DOT RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 90.00

MX-80 REPLACEMENT RIBBON 13.00

MX-100 REPLACEMENT RIBBON 24.50

MX-80 PRINT HEAD 40.00

MX-100 PRINT HEAD 45.00

EPSON SERVICE MANUAL 40.00

IBM PC CABLE 37.95

PARALLEL INTERFACE 16K Buffer 159.00

MICROBUFFER II 32K Apple 299.00

We guarantee everything for 30 days If

anything is wrong, return the item and we'll make

it right And we'll pay the shipping charges

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders.

COO orders, up to $300 00
Add 52 00 for standard UPS shipping and

handling on orders under 50 lbs delivered in con-

tinental US Call for shipping charges over 50

lbs Foreign. FP0 and AP0 orders, add 15% lor

shipping Californians add 6% sales tax

Prices quoted are tor stock on hand and are

subject to change without notice

PUTER
• •

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE,
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
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Cyrillic Anyone?

Jeffrey Mangasahan
Most Apples speak English, which is

fine for most applications. But what if

you or your prospective user speaks and
reads Russian, Chinese, Hebrew, Greek
or Japanese?

Character Editor is a program, written

in Pascal, to change the character set

displayed by the Apple, thereby enabling

it to communicate in any language you
choose—even mathematics.

Every APPLE1: disk comes with a file

called SYSTEM.CHARSET. This file

contains a printable character for every
character on the keyboard including
control and lower case letters. You may
wonder why lower case letters cannot be
displayed on the screen if they are actually

present in the character set. The reason
is that the Apple does not use the character

set file when printing to a text screen. It

has a built-in ROM-like character generator

from which it prints characters. The
character set -on your APPLEI: disk can
only be displayed on a hi-res screen.

Now the problem arises: How can hi-

res screens be used to display text? There
are two ways in which this can be done.
The first is to modify the BIOS (the Pascal
Basic Input Subsystem which resides in

the file SYSTEM.APPLE) so that it directs

text to a hi-res page. This is complex and
requires a knowledge of machine language.

It has been done by Charlie Kellner, who
developed the public-domain hi-res 1 disk
which displays both upper and lower
case.

Jeffrey T. Manuasarian. 6021 Old Middlecon Rd..
Madison. Wl 53705.

The second way to use a hi-res screen to

display text is to use the Turtlegraphics

unit found in the SYSTEM.LIBRARY. It

is this simpler method which I will use
with the character editor (CHARED).
CHARED can edit up to 128 characters

(0-127) at a time. Each character, an 8 x 8
matrix of Boolean, is really 8 bits tall and
7 bits wide. The last column is not printed

in order to allow 40 characters to fit on a
line. (There are 280 dots across the screen.

How can hi-res screens
be used to display text?

Hence, 7 dots per character times 40 letters

equals 280 dots. In short, 8x7 fits, and 8
x 8 doesn't.)

It is a good idea to experiment with the
editor before sitting down to create a
complete character set. Two difficulties

which you may encounter are: characters
placed in a location inaccessible from the

Apple keyboard, and printing the new
character set.

There are 128 ASCII characters. These
characters are numbered sequentially from

to 127. So there are 128 locations in

memory that can be edited. Some of these

locations, however, are inaccessible from

120

^
the keyboard and therefore can be used
only with difficulty. The Apple-accessible

ASCII characters are as follows: 0-91 , 93.

94, and 96-122.

In fact, all these "inaccessible" characters

can be used in a Pascal program using the

Pascal CHR(X) function. Control charac-

ters (ASCII 0-31) are rather awkward to

use and can't be typed into the text while

using the SYSTEM.EDITOR. So there

are some limitations, but both upper and
lower case can be used.

The second difficulty is that characters

must be displayed on a hi-res page by
using the unit Turtlegraphics. There are

two main methods for displaying text on
the hires screen: WCHAR and WSTRING.
Both are used in the programs below.
There is also a command, CHARTYPE
(MODE), for determining how the char-

acters are to be drawn on the screen. For
example, one could have all the characters

drawn in inverse by using CHARTYPE
(11).

CHARTYPE(6) allows one to write text

over a graphics image; then later when
you write the same text over the same
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Scotch Diskettes
Rely on Scotch* diskettes to keep your valu-

able data sate. Dependable Scotch diskettes

are tested and guaranteed error-tree. The low
abraswtty saves your read/write heads
They're compatible with moat diskette drives.

(800)235-4137

Dm**x InqmrttM
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Dysan
•/CORPORATION

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Lus Obijpo CA
93401 (In Cat call

(805)543-1037)
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FREE CATALOG
FOR ATARI 400/800 COMPUTERS

From Computer's Voice
2370 Ela Or.

Flint. Ml 48504
(313)238-5585

Return the coupon below or a facsimile and receive your

free catalog ol software and hardware for the ATARI 400

800 computers _ ^m __

Check an met apply:

I own an _AT»RI 800 ATARI 400 with K.

I also have ATARI 410 recorder ATARI 810 Disk

Ortve 40 column 80 column printer

I am interested in the following kinds of software:

—Games

NAME

ADDRESS

CtTY«TATE/ZIP

Return this coupon to:

Computer's Voice
2370 Ell* Dr.

Flint. Ml 48504

(313) 238-5585

Don t make
Rn Bsh Of Vourself

You are the Firebug,

and you're at the top of

a flammable, five-story

maze. The exit is on
Floor #1 and each of the

hallways in between is

increasingly more
challenging.

Worse: Your fuse is

burning—fast.

Look I Some careless

person has left cans of

gasoline sitting around.
Wouldn't it be fun to set

the maze on fire as you
go through? After all,

you are the Firebug. ..

You've mode a
wrong turn I This isn't an
exit, it's a dead end I

And behind you the

maze is burning...

Firebug from Muse...

it sizzles.

For Apple II" or Apple II

Plus " with 48K. $24.95
at your local computer
store. Write or call Mute
for information and the

dealer nearest you.
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<®
Offers Discounts on All

TRS-80
COMPUTERS
We Have What You Are Looking For

PROMPT SHIPPING

D AVAILABLE SERVICE CONTRACTS

D DISCOUNTED PRICES COMPAR-
ABLE TO ANY OTHERS

D NO TAX ON OUT OF STATE
SHIPMENTS

Call Collect For Prices

And Shipping Schedules

505-257-7865

or write

HAPPY HANDS
P.O. DRAWER I

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO
88345

PACKER: Machine language program mat edits all or
part of your Basic program to run faster, save memory,
or ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK-
unpacks multiple statement knee into single statements
maintaining logic inserts spaces and renumbers lines
SHORT-deletes unnecessary words, spaces, and REM
statements PACK-packs lines into maximum multiple
statement lines, maintaining program logic RENUM—
renumbers hnes. including all branches MOVE -move*
line or blocks ot lines to any new location in program
On 2 cassettes for 16K 32K. a 48K For TRS-80™
Mod I or III Level II or Disk Basic S29 95
SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR Copy your SYSTEM
format tapes Includes verity routines. The Model III

version allows use of both 500 and 1 500 baud cassette

For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II S15.05
CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini wont processor
to print cassette labels on a line printer. Includes 50
peel-and-stick labels on tractor feed paper
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II a Printer SI 7 95
PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Basic program
in seconds to change all Prints to LPnnts (except
Prints) or Print*) or LPrints to Prints Save edited
version
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II S1295
FAST SORTING ROUTINES: For use with Radio
Shacks Accounts Receivable. Inventory Control I.

and Disk Mailing List Systems for Model I Level II.

Sorts in SECONDS! You II be amazed at the time they
can save Supplied on data diskette with complete
instructions
FAST SORT tor Accounts Receivable S19SS
FAST SORT for Inventory Control I S19S5
FAST SORT for Disk Mailing Lot lipecify data diskette

cassette lor 1 drive system) S14 95
ALL THREE ROUTINES S44.9S

Prices subject to change without notice Call or write
for complete catalog Dealer inquiries invited VISA
and MasterCard accepted Foreign orders in US
currency only. Kansas residents add 3% sates tan.
On-line catalog on Wichita FORUM-80 318-682-21 13
Or call our 24 hour phone 3 18-883-48 It or write:

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
814 N Harding Wichita. KS 87208

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation
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Cyrillic, continued...

location, the text will be erased, leaving

the picture intact. This method is used in

the programs below for moving the cursor

around on the screen without changing

the hi-res screen.

The CHARED program does not

actually modify the SYSTEM.CHARSET,
but creates a different file called CHARS.
DATA. Once this new file is saved on
disk, you can replace your SYSTEM.
CHARSET with it. The following steps

are recommended when first using this

program to install a new character set:

• Enter the filer by typing "F."

• Change the SYSTEM.CHARSET to

OLD.CHARSET by using the Ohange
option.

• Change the name of CHARS.DATA
to SYSTEM.CHARSET, again using the

Ohange option.

Once the program has copied SYSTEM.
CHARSET to CHARS.DATA, or has reset

an already existing CHARS.DATA, the

following commands are possible:

Pen Status Commands
F: This command fills the pen with

"ink" so that a mark of this color ink is

plotted wherever you move the Apple
cursor on the grid.

E: This option empties your pen so

that you can move the cursor around
without leaving a mark. It is like lifting

the pen from the paper.

B: This command sets the "ink" color

to black.

W: This command sets the "ink" to

white.

Cursor Pen Movement Commands
U: This moves the cursor up one

space.

D: This moves the cursor down one
space.

L: This moves the cursor to the left one
space.

R: This moves the cursor to the right

one space.

Character Utilities Commands
G: This command loads in a character

from the ASCII table of characters found
on page 283 of the Operating System Refer-

ence manual. When you type "G," you
will be prompted by a message that says

"TYPE IN CHAR NUMBER." At this

point type the ASCII number of the
character that you wish to edit (e.g. to

edit the character "•" type 42, or to edit

the digit "7" type the number 55).

C: This command copies one character

in the ASCII list to another location in

the ASCII list. When you type "C," you
are prompted by "FROM TO." To transfer

the data you must type the source ASCII
number, followed by a space, not a comma,
then type the destination ASCII number
(e.g., to move the contents in letter "A"
TO "O," you type "65 48").

Q: This exits the CHARED program
and writes the newly-edited character set

to the file CHARS.DATA.

Graphics Editor

The graphics editor (GEDIT) was
created to demonstrate the display of made-

up character sets on a hires page using

Turtle-graphics. It is intended that this

program be modified to suit your needs.

GEDIT will function just as the Pascal

editor does, except that only the exchange
command and cursor movements are

possible. Table 1 lists the commands. D

H Exchanges text horizontally until a control c is typed*

V Exchanges text vertically until a control c is typed*
• Moves cursor right*
*- Moves cursor left*

ctrlO Moves cursor up*
Ctrl L Moves cursor down*
Ctrl I Tabs over five spaces*

esc Exits the program*
space bar Spaces over one space

return Go to next line

•Does not work while in the exchange mode.

Table 1. Graphics Editor Commands.

Keyboard Positions.
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These are the standard keyboard positions (upper and lower-case) for the

following: Greek, German. French. Spanish, English, and Hebrew.
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Financial Software

Is Our Only Business

And We Take It Seriously!
by HowurdSoli:

A professional package for year-long record-keeping and , ;; prepares fede;

10 schedul' ne averaging, min and max taxes, deprec

il gains, and much more; easy to operate because of self-prompting in

ng among forms, and powerful i lures; prints in IRS format for direct

printing on preprinted Form 104( updated at a fraction of original cost.

by HowardSoit:
A flexible package for evaluating real . investments; provides cash flow & R-O-l projeo

as v\ can be used to determine yield to maturity of

discounted bonds, present valtn earn, buy vs. lease decisions, APR of loans including

wraparounds and analyses of all new loan types.

by HowardSoft:
A tool for objectively comparing alternative investments and projecting tu! professional in

both analyses of cash Mow & R-O-l and client-oriented report printouts; allows what-if studies for

changes in property values, loan <es, operating expenses and the value of money; perfect for

cash and profit projections on new or old rental property.

ALL 3 ARE UP-TO-DATE WITH THE LATEST TAX LAWS, INCLUDING ACRS
DEPRECIATION AS CREATED BY THE 1981 ECONOMIC RECOVERY ACT

+ f...tot the SERIOUS Personal Computer User

Sard Ave.. Suite 310 1 La JollaCA 92037
|
(714) 454-5079
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ATARI HOME COMPUTERS

A
ATARI

ATARI 800
16K...S679
32K . . . $749
48K...S819

410 Recorder $76 oo
810 Disc Drive $449 00

$269 00
$629 00
$159 00
$269 00
$169 00

New DOS 2 System $29 00

CX30 Peddle $18.00
CX40 Joy Stick $1800
CX853 16K RAM $89 00
Microtek 16K RAM $69 00
Microtek 32K RAM $139 00
Ramdisk(128K> $449 00
Inteck 4SK Boaid $249 00
One year extended warranty $70.00

481 Entertainer $83 00
482 Educator $130 00
483 Programmer SS7 00
484 Communicator $344 00

ATARI HOME COMPUTER PROGRAMS
HOME OFFICE
CX404 ATARI Word Processor it 19 00
CX8102 Calculator $2900
CX412 Dow Jones Investment I valuator $99 00
CX4109 Graph It. Joystick optional SI ? 00
CX4104 Mailing List $20 00
CX4115 Mortgage 8 Loan Analysis $1300
CX4103 Statistics 1 $20 00
CX8107 Slock Analysis $20 00
CXL4015 TeleLink 1 $23 00
HOME STUOV
CX4101 An Invitation to Programming 1 $2000
CX4106 An Invitation to Programming 2 $23 00
CX41 1 7 An Invitation to Programming 3 $23.00
CX4107 Brorhylhm $1300
Conversational Languages tea I $46 00
CX4121 Energy Czar $13 00
CX4114 European Countries 8 Capitals $1300
CX4108 Hangman. Joystick optional $13 00
CX4102 Kingdom $13 00
CXL4007 Music Composer $47 00
CX4123 Scram, uses joystick $20 00
CX41 12 Slates 4 Capitals $13 00
CX41 10 Touch Typing $20 00
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
PAC MAN $35 00
CENTIPEDE $35 00
CAVERNS OF MARS $32 00
CXL401 3 Asteroids $35 00
CXL4O04 Basketball $27 00
CX4105 Blackjack $13 00
CXL4009 Computer Chess $33 00
CXI 401 2 Missile Command $35 00
CXL400S Space Invaders $3500
CXL4011 Star Raiders $42 00
CXL40O6 Super Breakout $3300
CXL4010 3 Tic TacToe $27 00
CXL4005 Video Easel $24 00
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND AI0S
CXL4003 Assembler Editor $47 00
CXL4O02 ATARI BASIC $47 00
CX8126 ATARI Microsoft BASIC $70 00
CXL4018 PILOT $72 00
CX405 PILOT (Educational) $105 00

ATARI 400
16K . . . $329
32K . . . $478
48K . . . $555

ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE:
Eastern Front '41 $25 50
Avalanche $1550
Outlaw $1550
747 Landing Simulation $15 50
Babel $15.50
Dog 0a« $15.50
Downhill $15.50
Attack' $15 50
Blackjack Casino $15.50
Reversill $15 50
Domination $15.50
Solitare $15 50
Disk Fi>er $15 50
Supersort $15 50
Data Management $15 50
Chameleon $15 50
Instedit $15 50
Insomnia $15.50
My First Alphabet $25 50
Mapware $1800
Number Blast $11.50
Family Cash Flow $15 SO
Weekly Planner $15 50
Bowler s Data Base $13 00
Banner Generator $11.50
Crystal Software
Bermuda Fantasy $26.00
Beneath Pyramids $20 00
Galacttc Ouesl $26 00
House ol Usher $20 00
Forgotten Island $26.00
Haunted Palace $33.00

Compumai (Acct Rec . Gen Ledger.
Inventory. Payroll, ea) $110 00

Synapse
File Manager 800 $69 95
Dodge Racer $1900
Chicken $24 00
Slime $2400
Nautilus $2400
Disk Manager $24 00
Fort Apocalypse $24.00
Assembler $3900
Protector $24 00

EXPV
Ricochet $14.50
Crush Crumble 8 Chomp $24.00
Star Warrior $29.00
Rescue at Rigel $24.00
Dalestones $16.00
Invasion Orion $18.50
Mission Asteroid $22 00

OnLine
Jaw Breaker $27.00
MouskATTACK $3100
The Ne»t Step $34 00
Soltporn $27 00
Wizzard 8 Princess $29 00

Arcade Plus
Ghost Hunter (cassette} $24 00
Ghost Hunter (disk) $30 00

KByte
K BYTE Krazv Shoot Out (ROMI $39 00
K-DOS $69.00

Visrcalc $179.00
LellerperTecl (Word Processor) $109 00
Dale Soil Te«lwizzard $89.00

Texas Instruments

TI-99/4A s299
PHA2100 R F Modulator $29.00

PHP 1600 Telephone Coupler $17900
PHP 1700 RS 232 Accessories Interlace $179 00

PHP 1800 Disk Drive Controller $239 00

PHP 1850 Disk Memory Drive $389 00

PHP 2200 Memory Expansion 832K RAM) $319 00

PHP 1100 Wired Remote Controllers (Pair) $3100
32K Eipansion $329 00
PHP Printer Solid Slate $319 00
PHM 3006 Home Financial Decisions $26 00

PHM 3013 Personal Record Keeping $43 00
PHD 5001 Mailing List $60 0T

PHD 5021 Checkbook Manager $18 00
PHM 3008 Video Chess $80.00
PHM 3010 Physical Fitness $26 00
PHM 3009 Football $26 00
PHM 3018 Video Games I $26 00
PHM 3024 Indoor Soccer $2800
PHM 3025 Mind Challengers $22 00
PHM 3031 The Attack $35 00
PHM 3032 BlastO $22 00
PHM 3033 Blackjack and Poker $2200
PHM 3034 Hustle $22 00
PHM 3036 Zero Zap $18 00
PHM 3037 Hangman $18 00
PHM 3038 Connect Four $18 00
PHM 3039 Yahtzee $22 00
Tombstone City 21 si Century $34 00
Munch Man $34 00
T I INVADERS $34 00
CAR WARS $3400

Printers
Centronics 739 1 $51900
Centronics 739 3 $619 00
Diablo 630 Special $1 799 00
Epson

MXSO w/Grallra< $449 00

MX80FT Call

MX100 Call

NEC
8023 $549 00

7730 Call

7720 Call

7710 Can
Okidata
82A $499 00
83A $749 00
84 $112900

Citoh Starwritei

F10 40 CPS $1469 00
F10 55CPS Call

Prownter $47900
Talley

8024 7 $139900
8024 L $162900

MPC Apple Parallel Board 8 Cable $69 00

IDS
Paper Tiger SCall

Prism SCall

2 Meter RS232 RS232 $29.95

Cables Available For Most Interlacing Purposes

Computer Covers
ATTRACTIVE DUST COVERS FOR YOUR

COMPUTER AND DISK DRIVE

Commodore VIC 20 $6 99
Alati400 $699 Commodore 8032 $14 99
Atari 800 $6 99 Commodore
Atari 810 $6 99 805014040 $10 99
All Atari Covers are All Commodore covers
R*'9* are Royal Blue.

Most software for Atari 400/800 available on cassette or disk.

computer mail order west
CALL TOLL FREE

Franco
Habla
Espanol

800-648-33 1

1

IN NEVADA. CALL (702) 588 5654

P.O. BOX 6689. STATE LINE. NEVADA 89449



Whp% HEWLETT
mi'HM PACKARD

HP»85 s1899
80 Column Punier $799 00
HP.125 $199900
HP«83 $1699 00
HP. 85 I6K Memory Module $169 00
5 . Dual Master Disc Dtive $1 769 00
HP»87 $1769 00
Hard Disk wIFIoppy $4349 00
Hard Disk $3440 00
Sweet Lips Plotter $1149 00

HP«41CV Calculator .... $239.00
41C $18900
11C $104 00

12C $114 00
34C $114 00
38C $11400
HP. 41 Printer $340 00

HPIL CALCULATOR PERIPHERALS
IL Modual $104 00
Digital Cassette $449 00
Printer/Plotter $41900
Card Reader $164 00
Optical Wand $99 00

NEC
8001 A $749 00
8031 $74900
8012 $649 00

Accounts Receivable $295 00
Word Processing $395 00
General Accounting $295 00
Inventory Control $295 00
Job Cost $295 00

Disks
Maxell
MD I (boil ot 101 $36 00
M0 II (bo» ol 10) $46 00
MFD 1 18 I $4400
MFD II 18 Double Density! $54 00

Syncom(bo> ol 101 $29 00

£scommodore

BUSINESS MACHINES
SOFTWARE

Word Pro 5 Plus $319 00
Word Pro 4 Plus $299 00
Word Pro 3 Plus $199 00
Commodore Tan Package $589 00
Visicalc $179 00
Medical Billing $449 00
The Source $89 00
OZZ Information System $289 00
Dow Jones Portfolio $12900
Pascal $23900
Legal Time Accounting $449 00
Word Craft 80 $289 00
Power $7900
Socket 2 Me $20 00
Jinsam $Call

MAGIS $Call

CPA . . *C«II

Real Estate Package $799 00
The Manager $209 00
Softrom $12900
BPI Inventory Control $31900
BPI Job Costing $31900
BPI Payroll $31900
BPI General Ledger $329 00
Creative I SAM $79 00
Creative General Ledger $229 00
Creative Accounts Receivable $229 00
Creative Inventory $229 00

VIC 20 s249
COMPLETE

CALL FOR AVAILABILITY AND PRICE
FOR NEW VIC-64

16K VIC Expansion $99 00
VIC 6 Pack Program $44 00
VIC 1530 Commodore Datassetle $69 00
VIC 1540 Disk Drive $499 00
VIC 1515 VIC Graphic Printer $339 00
VIC 1210 3K Memory Expander $32 00
VIC 1 10 8K Memory Expander $53 00
VIC 101 1 RS232C Terminal Interlace $43 00
VIC 1112 VIC IEEE 488 Interlace $86 00
VIC 1211 VIC 20 Super Expander $5300
VT 232 ViCTerm I Terminal Emulator $9 00
VIC 1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge $4500
VIC 1213 VICMON Machine Language Monitor $45 00
VIC 1901 VIC AVENGERS $23 00
VIC 1904 SUPERSLOT $23 00
VIC 1906 SUPER ALIEN $23 00
VIC 1907 SUPER LANDER $23 00
VIC 1908 DRAW POKER $23 00
VIC 1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE $23 00

CBM 8032
s1039

4032 $969 00
4016 $769 00
8096 Upgrade Kit $399 00
Super Pet $1599 00
2031 $529 00
8250 Doubled Sided Disk Drive $1699 00
5 Megabyte Hard Disk $2399 00

8050 $1299 00
4040 $969 00
8300 (Letter Quality! $1799 00
8023 $769 00
4022 $599 00
Pet to IEEE Cable $37 00
IEEE to IEEE Cable $46 00
Tractor Feed tor 8300 $240 00

UIC ?0

MMEHI
$1300

Un Word $1300
Gratix Menagerie $1100
VIC PICS $15 00
Ticker Tape $1300
Banner Headline! $1300
RS232 $39 00
VT 106A Recreat on Pack A $44 00
VT107A Home Calculation Pack A $44 00
VT 164 Programmable CharacleriGamegraphics $1200
Household Finance $27 00
VIC Games $1900
VIC Home Inventory $1300
VIC Rec/Ed II $1300
VL101 Introduction to Computing $19 00
VL 102 Introduction to BASIC Programming $1900
VM1 10 VIC 20 Programmers Reference Guide $1600

Apple
Call for availability and prices

on all Apple computers and peripherals

In-stock items shipped same day you call. No risk, no deposit on C.O.D.
orders. Pre-paid orders receive free shipping within the continental United
States with no waiting period tor certified checks or money orders. All

prices shown are cash prices. Add 3% lor Mastercard and Visa. NV and
PA residents add sales tax. All items subject to availability and price change.

Televideo
9,0 S579 00

91 2C $699 00

920C S'«»00
92SC $749 00

9M $93900
Call for computers

802 SCall

Monitors
Amdex 12 BtW $129 00

12 Green $139 00
13 Color $349 00

NEC
12 B»W $169 00
12" Color $339 00

Tl 10 Color $349 00

Zenith ZVM 121 (Greeni $1 19 00

Modems
Livermore Star

Hayes
Smart
Chronograph

Novation Auto
OCat
Cat

Micromodem II

Micromodem 100

$11900

$239 00
$199 00
$239 00
$169 00
$169 00
$279 00
$309 00

Nev. & Pa. residents add sales tax

computer mail order east
call ,ol, free800-E33-8950

INTERNATIONAL CALLS AND IN PA CALL (717) 327 9575

477 E. THIRD ST.. WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701

Patricio

Habla
Espanol
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Cyrillic, continued...

(•$$*)

CHARACTER EDITOR

BY

JEFFREY MANGASARIAN

(
a**************************

PROGRAM CHARACTER EDITOR;
USES TURTLEGRAPHltS;

VAR TABLE

SOURCE

ABS

XI

Yl

NOX

NOY

PEN_FULL

COLOR

LEGALSET

BUFFER

CURSOR

: BEGINNING BIT OF A •)

CHARACTER IN THE *)

ARRAY BUFFER *)

: POINTER TO A BIT IN *)

THE BUFFER WHERE THE*)
CURSOR IS LOCATED *)

: CURRENT X LOCATION
IN THE GRID

: CURRENT Y LOCATION
IN THE GRID

: USEO IN TESTING FOR
CURSOR MOVEMENT

: USED IN TESTING FOR
CURSOR MOVEMENT

: TRUE FOR A FULL PEN
FALSE MEANS EMPTY )

)

TRUE IF INK IS WHITE*)
FALSE IF INK BLACK *)

SET OF COMMAND
CHARACTERS

ARRAY OF 6192
BOOLEAN I.E. 128
CHARACTERS OF AN
8 3Y 8 MATRIX

ARRAY OF BOOLEAN
FOR APPLE CURSOR
ON THE EDIT GRID

"Look at this. Ptckham — now that's what I call t

microcomputer!"

VAR COLOR : BOOLEAN;
CHARMODE.NOX,NOY. SOURCE .0LDX.0LDY.8L0CK.ABS. XI. Yl

DISK.DISKDATA : FILE;
BUFFER : PACKED ARRAY[1. .8192] OF BOOLEAN;
CURSOR : PACKED ARRAY[ 1. .8,1. .8] OF BOOLEAN;
PEN_FULL. SUCCESSFUL :BOOLEAN;
CH * CHAR'

LEGALSET : SET OF CHAR;

INTEGER;

(* THIS PROCEDURE CREATES A
(* CURSOR FOR THE EDITING GRID

PROCEDURE MAKECURSOR,

PROCEDURE MAKE (J : INTEGER; LINE

VAR I : INTEGER;

BEGIN
FOR I :« 1 TO 8 DO

CURSOR[I.J] :« (LINE[I]='
END;

STRING);

').

BEGIN
HAKE(1.'
MAKE(2.'
MAKE(3,'
MAKE (4.'

MAKE(5,'
MAKE (6.'

MAKE(7,'
MAKE (8,'

END;

•);

");
•).

(

(*

(• DRAWGRID SETS UP THE EDITING GRID
(*

(

PROCEDURE DRAWGRID;

VAR I.VEP.-.HOZ : INTEGER.
BEGIN
INITTURTLE;
GRAFMODE;
PENCOLOR (NONE);
TURNTO(270);
FOR I : TO 7 DO

BEGIN
VERT : 40+1*12;
MOVETO (VERT. 162);
PENCOLOR(WHITE),
MOVE (112);
PENCOLOR(NONE);
END;

TURNTO(O);
FOR I :' TO 8 DO

BEGIN
HOZ :- 50+1*14;
MOVETO (40.H02);
PENCOLOR (WHITE);
MOVE (83);
PENCOLOR (NONE);
END;

END;

(*

(• DRAWOPTIONS WRITES ALL THE
(* COMMANDS ON THE HI-RES SCREEN
(* NEXT TO THE EDITING GRID
(*

\*

PROCEDURE DRAWOPTIONS;

BEGIN
MOVETO (159.135);
WSTRING ('E-PEN EMPTY');
MOVETO (159.125);
WSTRING CF-PEN FULL*);
MOVETO (159.115);
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CALL MICRO POST
TOLL FREE!

The Most Popular Products . .

.

Sirius Software

Lemmings $21 .00

Fly Wars $21.00

Outpost $21.00

Cyclod $21.00

Bandits $24.45

On-Line Software

Time Zone $74.96

Jaw Breaker $22.46

Cranston Manor $26.21

Broderbund Software

Arcade Machine $33 70

Chop Lifter $26.20

Serpentine $26.20

. . . At The Most Popular Prices

And Similar Savings On Our Entire Inventory Of:

Sirius • On-Line Systems • Artsci • Muse • Daykin5 • Howard Software •

Br0derbund • Stoneware • Visicorp • TG Products • Cavalier • And Others!

• EXCLUSIVE •
MICRO POST OFFERS

Sinus Software's Joyport

An input device that allows selection of

4 Apple-compatible paddles, or 2

Apple-compatible joysticks or 2 Atari-

type joysticks without opening the

Apple case $63.00 includes a FREE
Atari joystick and a FREE copy of Sirius'

hot new game for one to four players—
Computer Foosball. (Additional Atari

joysticks are available for $8 40 each)

Disk Special

5.25" single side, single density soft

sector disk in quantities of ten — $2.50

each.

* All Items In Stock And Ready

For Immediate Delivery!

* Compare Our Total Cost -No
Hidden Extras At Micro Post!

Apple is a trademark ot Apple Computer Inc Atari

is a trademark ot Atari Inc

To Order Call 24 Hours A Day

Outside California: 800-227-1617 Ask For Ext. "637'

Inside California: 800-772-3545 Ask For Ext. "637"

For Information Call Direct: (415) 254-1360 9 am -4 pm

ORDER/REQUEST FORM
63

xs^S/-^^ i Address

sj-y^ / Cl,y

/

State

.

Zip.

Phone
i 1_

Product Qty Cost

Sub Total

CA Residents Add 6'4% Tax

Shipping/Handling $2 00

TOTAL

PAYMENT

D Personal Check

D Cashier's Check/Money Order

Visa MasterCard

Card #

Exp Date

.

Signature

.

NOTE Cashier s Check or Money Order will greatly

expedite your order Please add a $10 00 handling

tee tor foreign orders Add my name to your mailing list

MAIL TO: MICRO POST, PO. BOX 1989, ORINDA, CA 94563
J
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Cyrillic, continued.

WSTRING ('U"UP');
MOVETO (159.105);
WSTRING CD-DOWN');
MOVETO (159,95);
WSTRING (•R.RIGHT');
MOVETO (159.85).
WSTRING ('L-LEFT')i
MOVETO (159,75);
WSTRING CQ-QUIT');
MOVETO (159.65);.
WSTRING (•B=8LACK');
MOVETO (159.55);
WSTRING
MOVETO (159.45),
WSTRING CG=GETCHAR (X)');
MOVETO (159.35);
WSTRING CC-COPY (FROM TO)');
END;

BEGIN
IF (OLDXOX) »':0 (OLDYOY) THEN

BEGIN
DRAWBLOCK (CURS0R,2,0,0.8,8,0LDX.0LDY,6)

,

X : 41+X-12,
Y := 51+Y-14;
OLDX :-X;
OLDY :=Y;

DRAWBL0CK(CURS0R,2,0,0,8,8,X.Y,6);
END;

END;

F1LLARRAY IS THE CORE OF THE PROG
IT IS WHERE ALL THE COMMANDS ARE
INPUT

COPY MOVES WHOLE CHARACTERS FROM
ONE ASCII LOCATION TO ANOTHER
IN THE BOOLEAN ARRAY BUFFER

(*

PROCEDURE COPY;

VAR S.D.I : INTEGER;

BEGIN
MOVETO (50. 10);
WSTRINGCFROM, TO');
(*SI-»)
READLN (KEYBOARD. S.O);
(*$!*)
S :- S*64;
D : D*64;
FOR I : 1 TO 64 DO

•SUFFER[D+I] :» BUFFER[S+I]

;

MOVETO (50,10);
WSTRINGC ');

END;

PROCEDURE FILLARRAY;

(*

(*

(*

MOVES CURSOR UP

PROCEDURE UP;

BEGIN
IF Yl<7 THEN

BEGIN
Y1:=Y1*1;
ABS := ABS+1,
END;

END;

MOVES CURSOR DOWN

* DRAWSQUARE DRAWS A BLOCK IN THE
* GRID WHERE THE CURSOR IS
* THIS BLOCK MAY BE BLACK OR WHITE
* DEPENDING ON THE PENCOLOR

PROCEDURE DOWN;
BEGIN
IF Y1>0 THEN

BEGIN
ABS :=ABS-1;
Y1:=Y1-1;
END;

END;

(*

MOVES CURSOR RIGHT

PROCEDURE DRAWSQUARE (X.Y.YSKIP : INTEGER);

VAR MODE.X2.Y2 : INTEGER;
OKSET : SET OF CHAR;

BEGIN
OKSET :« ['U'.'u'.'D'.'d'.'L'.'l '.'R'.'r'.'B'.'b'.'W'.'w'l
X2 := X+l;
Y2 := Y+l;
X:=41+X*12;
Y:=S1+Y*14.
IF CH IN OKSET THEN

BEGIN
BUFFER[S0URCE-72*Y2*8+X2] := COLOR;
IF ((X2<8) AND (X2>0)) AND ((Y2<9) AND (Y?>0)) THEN

BEGIN
CASE COLOR OF

TRUE : MODE :- 15,
FALSE: MODE :• 0,
END;

DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER,7,0,YSKIP.10.12.X,Y,MODE)

;

DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER, 7 ,0,YSKIP,1 ,1 .X2+17.Y2+40, MODE)

;

DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER, 7, 0, YSKIP, 1, 1, X2+10, Y2+40.M0DE)

;

DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER, 7, 0, YSKIP, 1, 1 .X2+10.Y2+48, MODE)

,

END;
END;

END;

PROCEDURE RIGHT;
BEGIN
IF XK6 THEN

BEGIN
X1:-X1+1;
ABS :' ABS+8;
END;

END;

MOVES CURSOR LEFT

END;

(*'

*

(*'

PROCEDURE LEFT;
BEGIN
IF X1>0 THEN

BEGIN
X1:=X1-1 ;

ABS := ABS-8;
END,

THIS PROCEDURE MOVES THE CURSOR
FROM WHERE IT WAS (OLDX, OLDY) TO
A NEW POSITION (X,Y)

:|

*)

*>

* GETCHAR PULLS IN A NEW CHARACTER
* TO EDIT FROM THE BUFFER ARRAY
* IT ALSO WRITES THE NEW CHAR ON
* THE GRID

PROCEOURE MOVE_CURSOR(X,Y :INTEGER);

PROCEDURE GETCHAR (VAR CNUMBER : INTEGER);

VAR MODE, II, J 1,1, J : INTEGER;

BEGIN
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IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON

Everyone expected it would happen
sooner or later. . .with WordPro PLUS™
it already has! Now all the marvelous
benefits of expensive and advanced
word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's

largest selling computer line. WordPro
PLUS, when combined with the new BO

column CBM 8032, creates a word pro-

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other top quality word processor

available—but at savings of thousands

of dollars!

New, low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you
would expect to pay. This technology
allowed Commodore to introduce the

new and revolutionary CBM 8032
Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM
8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With
WordPro PLUS, documents are dis-

played on the computer's screen. Edit-

ing and last minute revisions are simple
and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are

easily re-called from memory storage

for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred
words per minute!

CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At

a price far less than you realize.

Invest in your office's future. .

.

Invest in WordPro PLUS. .

.

Call us today for the name of the

WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road
Needham. MA 02194
(617)444-5224
TELEX: 95 1579



Cyrillic, continued...

REPEAT BEGIN

MOVETO (50,10); IF PEN FULL THEN

WSTRING('TYPE IN CHAR NUMBER'); BEGTN
REAOLN ( KEYBOARD,CNUMBER); IF (CH='B') OR (CH='b') THEN

SOURCE : (CNUMBER+1)*64; BEGIN
IF (CNUMBER<0) OR (CNUMBER>127) THEN COLOR := FALSE;

WRITE (CHR(7)); CHARMODE := 0;

MOVETO (50.10); END

WSTRINGC '), ELSE
UNTIL (CNUMBERV1) AND (CNUMBER<128)

;

BEGIN
(*$!•) COLOR := TRUE,

CNUMBER := (CNUMBER+1)*64; CHARMODE := 15,

FOR J := 8 DOWNTO 1 DO END;

FOR I := 8 DOWNTO 1 DO ABS := S0URCE-72+(Yl+l)*8*Xl*l.

BEGIN BUFFER[ABS] := COLOR;

J1:=51+(J-1)*14, DRAWBL0CK(BUFFER,7,0.0.10,12,41+X1*12.51+Y1*14,CHARM0DEB

11:«41+(I-1)*12; DRAWBL0CK(CURS0R,2,O,O.8.8,41+XlM2,51+Yl«14,6);
CASE BUFFER[CNUMBER] OF DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER, 7,0.ABS.l ,1 .X1+18.Y 1+41 .CHARMODE)

;

TRUE : MODE := 15; DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER. 7, 0.ABS, 1, 1 .X1 + 11.Y1+41, CHARMODE)

;

FALSE: MODE :• 0; DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER, 7. 0,ABS,l,l,Xl+ll,Yl+49, CHARMODE);

END; END;
DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER. 7,0. CNUMBER, 10, 12.I1.J1.M0DE), ENO;
DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER ,7 ,0 .CNUMBER ,1,1 , 1*17, J+40, MODE); UNTIL (CH - 'q') OR (CH-'Q 1

);

DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER. 7,0, CNUMBER, 1,1 .I+10.J+40.M0DE); END;

DRAWBLOCK (BUFFER, 7, O.CNUMBER, 1,1
/* t 1

1 iun r~ r\ ** n i mn r n i

,1*10. J+48. MODE);
CNUMBER := CNUMBER- 1;

END;
(« DISKIO DOES ALL THE DISK CHECKING *)CNUMBER :• 1;

END; (* TO SET UP THE BUFFER ARRAY WITH *)

(* THE CHARACTER DATA. IT FIRST *)

(* LOOKS TO SEE IF THERE IS A FILE *)

(* CALLED 'CHARS. DATA'. IF THERE IS. *)(* *)

{* THIS INITS DATA FOR GETTING A *) (* IT WILL LOAD THAT CHARACTER SET. *)

(* NEW CHAR *) (* OTHERWISE. IT WILL LOAD THE SET *)

(* FROM THE FILE SYSTEM. CHARSET. *)(* *)

PROCEDURE GET(VAR ABS : INTEGER)

;

BEGIN
PROCEDURE DISKIO;

OLDX : 41

j

OLDY := 51;
ABS :»1;

GETCHAR(ABS);
XI :=0;

BEGIN
(*$I-*)
RESET (DISKDATA, 'CHARS. DATA');

SUCCESSFUL :-(IORESULT«0);

Yl :=0; IF NOT SUCCESSFUL THEN

PEN FULL :« FALSE;
DRAWBLOCK(CURS0R.2.0,0,8,8,OLDX,OLDY,6),
END'

BEGIN
RESET (DISK.'SYSTEM.CHARSET');
BLOCK :• BLOCKREAD(DISK, BUFFER, 2,0);
CLOSE (DISK. LOCK);

BEGIN (* FILLARRAY *) REWRITE (DISKDATA, 'CHARS. DATA');

COLOR := FALSE; BLOCK :- BL0CKWRITE(DISKDATA,BUFFER.2,0);

MOVET0(3,175); SUCCESSFUL :=(IORESULT-0);

WSTRINGC CHARACTER EDITOR BY JEFFREY MANGASARIAN' )

;

IF NOT SUCCESSFUL THEN

MOVET0(90,165); BEGIN

WSTRINGC 1980 '); PAGE (OUTPUT);
LEGALSET :'['e'.'E','f'.'F','w','W, 'b'.'B' 'u'.'U'. WRITELN C<ERROR) POSSIBLY NO MORE ROOM ON DISK'); I

'd' ,'D','l ','L' ,'r' ,'R' ,'g','G'; ; HALT;
OLDX :• 41; (*SETUP STARTING X.Y FOR APPLE CURSOR*) END;
OLDY := 51; END
DRAWBL0CK(CURSOR.2.O,0,8,8,OLDX.OLDY,6); (*S1+*)
ABS :«1; ELSE
GET(ABS); BLOCK := BL0CKREAD(DISKDATA,BUFFER,2,0);
XI :=0; END;
Yl :«0;

REPEAT
GRAFMODE

;

READ (CH); BEGIN (* MAIN PROGRAM *)
NOX := XI; DISKIO;
NOY :• Yl; DRAWGRIO;
CASE CH OF DRAWOPTIONS;

'e'.'E' : PEN FULL := FALSE; MAKE CURSOR;
•f'.'F' : PEN FULL := TRUE; FILLA"RRAY;
'w'.'W : C0L5R:=TRUE; BLOCK :• BL0CKWRITE(DISKDATA.BUFFER,2,0);
'b'.'B' : C0LOR:=FALSE; CLOSE (DISKDATA, LOCK);
'u'.'U' : UP; PAGE (OUTPUT);
'd'.'D' : DOWN; TEXTMODE;
'l'.'L' : LEFT; END.
'r'.'R' : RIGHT;
•g'.'G' : GET(ABS);

..............................

C'.'C : COPY; (*

END, (* GRAPHICS EOITOR *

(*IF (CH IN LEGALSET) AND ((XlONOX) OR (YloNOY)) THEN

BEGIN (* BY *

IF (CHO'Q') OR (CHoV) THEN (*

IF PEN FULL THEN (* JEFFREY MANGASARIAN
(*DRAWSQUARE (Xl.Yl.ABS);

MOVE CURSOR(Xl.Yl); I

END; PROGRAM GEDIT;

IF (CH='b') OR (CH='B') OR (CH «'W') OR (CH »'w'] THEN USES TURTLEGRAPHICS;
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LET YOUR APPLE SEE THE WORLD!
The DS-65 Digisector opens up a whole new world for your Apple II. Your computer
can now be a part of the action, taking pictures to amuse your friends, watching your
house while you're away, taking computer portraits ... the applications abound! The
DS-65 is a random access video digitizer. It converts a TV camera's output into digital
information your computer can process. The DS-65 features:

• High Resolution — a 2S6 x 256 picture element scan
• Precision — 64 levels of grey scale

• Versatility — Accepts either NTSC or industrial video input

Economy — A professional tool priced for the hobbyist

The DS-65 is an intelligent peripheral card with onboard software in 2708 EPROM.
Check these software features:

• Full screen scans directly to Apple Hi-Res screen
• Easy random access digitizing by Basic programs
• Line-scan digitizing for reading charts or tracking objects
• Utility functions for clearing and copying the Hi-Res screen HI-RES picture using the ds-65

AND PICTURE SCANNER SOFTWARE

Use the DS-65 for precision security systems; computer portraiture; robotics; fast to slow scan conversion; moving target indicators;
reading UPC codes, musical scores and paper tape and more! GIVE YOUR APPLE THE GIFT OF SIGHT! DS-65 Price: $349.95 / FSII
Camera Price: $299.00 / Combination Price: $599.00

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE OS 65— Picture Scanner Provides a variety of different dithering algorithms for compressing the digitized image into the Hi-Res
screen. Available on 13-sector disk. Price: $39.95
—Superscan: Enables you to enhance the DS-65's Hi-Res pictures with colors! Choose from 21 different colors and assign them
to grey scale values, modify pictures, zoom, enhance contrast, etc. Print routines for the Anadex and Paper Tiger* are provided.
Comes on a 13-sector disk. Written for The Micro Works by Magna Soft. Price: $79.95

—Portrait System Software: This program includes captions and a credit line, reverse printing for T-shirt application and the
option to save portraits on disk. Specifically for use with a Malibu 165 printer. Call or write for more information.

rur f\r\ n s~~\ i v ^—^ 'Paper Tiger is a trademark of Integral Data Systems, Inc.

IA_A U (S7 |_r\*r*9) (VUsterOwrge/Visa Accepted

^©lUCSS3

P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA 92014 714-942-2400
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QUALITY SOFTWARE FOR TRS-80 COLOR AND OSI

J^itd
BASIC THAT ZOOOMMS!!
AT LAST AN AFFORDABLE COMPILER
FOR OSI AND TRS-80 COLOR MA-
CHINES!!! The compiler allows you to

write your programs in easy BASIC and
then automatically generates a machine
code equivalent that runs 50 to 150 times

faster.

It does have some limitations. It takes at

least 8K of RAM to run the compiler and it

does only support a subset of BASIC-about
20 commands including FOR, NEXT, END,
GOSUB, GOTO. RETURN. END. PRINT,
STOP, USR(X), PEEK. POKE. './. + .-.
X , X .

-
. VARIABLE NAMES AZ. A

SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE, and INTE-
GER NUMBERS FROM • 64K
TINY COMPILER is written in BASIC. It

generates native, relocatable 6502 or 6809
code. It comes with a 20 page manual and
can be modified or augmented by the user.

S24.95 on tape or disk for OSI or TRS-80
Color.

QUEST A NEW IDEA IN ADVEN
TURE GAMES! Different from all the

others. Quest is played on a computer
generated map of Alesia. Your job is to

gather men and supplies by combat, bargain-

ing, exploration of ruins and temples and
outright banditry. When your force is strong

enough, you attack the Citadel of Moorlock
in a life or death battle to the finish. Play-

able in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different

every time.

16K COLORflO OR TRS80 or 12KOSI.
$1495

LABYRINTH - 16K EXTENDED COLOR
BASIC — With amazing 3D graphics, you
fight your way through a ma/e facing real

time monsters. The graphics are real enough
to cause claustrophobia. The most realistic

game that I have ever seen on either system.

$14.95. (8K on OSI)

-J&

VENTURERI-A fast action all machine
code Arcade game that feels like an adven-
ture. Go berserk as you sneak past the
DREADED HALL MONSTERS to gather
treasure in room after room, killing the
NASTIES as you go. Great color, high res

graphics, sound and Joystick game for the
TRS-80 Color or OSI machines, (black

and white and silent on OSI.) Tape only.

$19.95.

AARDVARK-80
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088

TRS 80 COLOR (31 3) 669-31 10

%
OSI
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Cyrillic, continued

• *j
• VAR TABLE

* i

•

*

*

XVECTOR : DISTANCE FOR *)

HORZ. COMPONENT *)

•

:

YVECTOR : DISTANCE FOR *)

VERT. COMPONENT *)
*}

:
X.Y CURSOR POSITION *)

*j

*
*

*

XO.YO PREVIOUS CURSOR *)

POSITON *)
*]

VAR XVECTOR, YVECTOR. I, X.Y, XO.YO : INTEGER;
CURSOR .CTRLC .CTRL I, ESCAPE, UP, DOWN,LEFT, RIGHT.CH

t ******************************

(* MAXMIN : TEST TO SEE IF

(• THE LOCATION TO BE DRAWN
(* IS ON THE HIRES SCREEN

(.*....**.**.......* *...

PROCEDURE MAXMIN;

BEGIN
IF X>39 THEN

X :• 39;
IF X<0 THEN

X :• 0;
IF Y>23 THEN

Y :» 23;
IF Y<1 THEN

Y :-l;
END;

CHAR;

(* DRAWXY DRAWS A CHARACTER
(* ON THE HI-RES SCREEN

PROCEDURE DRAW(X1,Y1,GM00E : INTEGER; LETTER:CHAR)

;

BEGIN
M0VET0(X1*7,191-Y1*8);
CHARTYPE(GMODE);
WCHAR(LETTER);
END;

I*
(*

(* ON WHICH COMMAND WAS
(* SELECTED

EXCHANGES CHARACTERS EITHER'
VERT. OR HORZ. DEPENDING '

(*
(.........*....*......***.....

PROCEDURE EXCHANGE;

VAR BYTE : CHAR;

BEG.'.

READ(KEYBOARD.BYTE);
WHILE BYTEO CTRLC DO

BEGIN
IF EOLN( KEYBOARD) THEN

BEGIN
MAXMIN;
DRAW(X,Y ,6, CURSOR);
X : 0;
Y :* Y+l;
MAXMIN;
DRAW(X,Y, 6. CURSOR),
END

ELSE
BEGIN
MAXMIN;
DRAW(X.Y.IO.BYTE);
X :• X+XVECTOR;
Y :• Y+YVECTOR;
MAXMIN;
DRAW(X,Y, 6, CURSOR),
END;

READ (KEYBOARD,BYTE);
END;

MAXMIN *

DRAW(x1y,6,CURS0R);
END;

* EDITSCREEN ALLOWS THE

(* MOVEMENT OF THE CURSOR
(* AND CAL15THE EXCHANGE
(* ROUTINE

J******************************)
PROCEDURE EDITSCREEN;

BEGIN
MAXMIN;
DRAW(X,Y,6. CURSOR);
READ ( KEYBOARD.CH)

;

WHILE CHOESCAPE DO
BEGIN
XO :-X;

YO : Y;
IF EOLN( KEYBOARD) THEN

BEGIN
X :-l;
Y : Y+l;
END;

IF CH-LEFT THEN
X :• X-l;

IF CH-CTRLI THEN
X :* X+5;

IF (CH-RIGHT) OR (CH-' ') THEN
X :- X+l;

IF CH-DOWN THEN
Y :*Y-1;

IF CH-UP THEN
Y :- Y+l;

IF (CH-'h 1

) OR (CH-'H 1

) THEN
BEGIN
XVECTOR :«1;

YVECTOR :«0;

EXCHANGE
ENO

ELSE
IF (CH-'v') OR (CH-'V) THEN

BEGIN
XVECTOR :-0;

YVECTOR :!;
EXCHANGE
ENO

ELSE
DRAW(XO,YO, 6. CURSOR).

MAXMIN;
DRAW(X,Y, 6. CURSOR);
READ(KEYBOARO,CH);

END;

ENC,

(
***** *...+..)

(* *)

(* STARTUP INITS THE *)

(• PARAMETERS FOR THE PROGRAM *)

(* *)

(*"** *
)

PROCEDURE STARTUP;

BEGIN
X :=0;

Y : = 1;

XVECTOR
YVECTOR
UP :
DOWN
LEFT
RIGHT-
ESCAPE
CTRLC
CTRL I

CURSOR

1;

0;
CHR(12);
:• CHR(15);
:• CHR(8);

CHR(21);
:• CHR(27);
:» CHR(3);
:« CHR(9);
:• CHR(127);

PAGE(OUTPUT);
GOT0XY(5.5);
WRITE CI) GRAPHMODE
READLN(I);
IF 1=2 THEN

INITTURTLE.
GRAFMODE

;

END;

BEGIN (* MAIN PROGRAM *)

STARTUP

.

EDITSCREEN;
PAGE (OUTPUT);
TEXTMODE;
END.

2) INITTURTLE :')•,
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range ^ouniy
San Diego

San Fernando Valley

unnyvaie
Los Angeles

- Dallas
BETTER THAN EPSON ! - Okidata

Microline 82A m 1:12 column. 120 CPS. 9 x 9 dot

matrix, friction feed, pin feed, adjustable tractor feed

toptionalt. handles 4 part forma up to 9.5" wide, rear £
bottom feed, paper tear bar. ItHK" duty cycle 200.000.000

character print head, bidirectional Ionic seeking, both
aerial & parallel interfaces included, front panel

switch A pro/tram control of 10 different form lengths, uses

inexpensive spool type ribbons, double width & condensed
characters, true lower case descenders & graphics

PRM-43082 Friction St pin feed .... $499.95

Microline 83A MB 2:12 column. 120 CPS. handles

forms up to 15" wide, removable tractor, plus all the

features of the H2A.

PRM-43083 with FREE tractor $744.95

Microline 84 1-12 2.12 column. 2tx> CPS. full dot

graphics built in. handles forms up tit 15" wide, plus all the

features of thcKIA

PRM-430H3 uith FREE tractor ... $1149.95

PRA-27081 Apple card $39.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $19.95
PRA-27087 TRS80 cable $24.95
PRA-43081 2K hi spd aerial card .. $169.95
PRA-43082 Graphics ROMs 82A $79.95
PRA-43083 Graphics ROMs 83A .... $79.95
PRA-431)88 Tractor option 82A $39.95
PRA-43080 Extra ribbons pkg. of 2 ... $9.95

INEXPENSIVE PRINTERS - Epson

MX-70 SO column. SO CPS. .5*7 dot matrix, adjustable

tractor feed. A graphics

PRM-27070 List $459 $389.95

MX'80 SO column. Mil CPS. bi directional logic seeking
printing. 9x9 dot matrix, adjustable pin feed. A fi4

graphics characters

PRM-27080 List $645 $429.95

MX-80FT same as MX SO with friction feed added.

PRM-27082 List $745 $529.95

MX'100 1:12 column, correspondence quality, graphics.

up to 15" paper, friction feed & adjustable pin feed. 9 x9dot
matrix. SO CPS
PRM-27100 List $945 $724.95

PRA-27084 Serial interface $54.95
PRA-27088 Serial inlf & 2K buffer . . $144.95
PRA-27081 Apple card $39.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $19.95
PRA-27086 IEEE 48H card $52.95
PRA-27087 TRS80 cable $24.95
PRA-27085 Graftrax II $75.00
PRA-27O90 Extra print head $44.95
PRA-27083 11X40 ribbon cart $13.95
PRA-27101 MX Its) ribbon only . $9.95

16K RAM Card forApple II

was $175, Now Only $74.95
Expand your Apple's memory from 48K to 64K
with this assembled & tested RAM Card that just

pluKs right into your Apple. Take advantage of

this half price sale !!!

MEX-167Q0A 16K RAM Card $74.95

SD Systems
ExpandoRAM III
64K to 256K expandable RAM board

SI) System* has duplicated the famous

reliability of their KxpandoKAM I and II hoards

in the new KxpandoKAM III. a board capable of

containing 256Kofhigh speed RAM. Utilizing the

new 64K x I dymanic RAM chips, you can

configure ;i memory of B-IK. 128K. 192K. or 256K.

all on one 8-100 board. Memory address decoding

is done by a programmed bipolar ROM so that the

memory map may be dip-switch configured to

work with cither COSMOS MPM-type systems or

with OASIS type systems.

Kxtensive application notes concerning how to

operate the KxpandoKAM III with ('romemco,

Intcrsystems. and other popular 4 MHz Z-80

systi-tns are contained in the manual.

M KM-05064A IHK A & T $424.95

MKM-65128A I28K A <£ T $494.95

MKM-65192A IH2K A&T $559.95

MKIH-B5256A 25KK A&T $595.00

_— Disk
Bank

Modular Diskette

Storage

The Disk Bank system is a revolutionary

diskette storage concept designed to handle all

your diskette storage needs no matter how small

or large.

The Disk Bank system can grow as your storage
needs grow. Its modular interlocking design

allows you to add to your system horizontally or

verticallly. And Disk Bank's design allows easy

accss to your diskettes. Just open the drawer and
slide it out The diskette retaining gate falls

forward automatically for easy access to any of

the 10 diskettes, without fear of bending or

crimping. Shipping weight 1 lb.

MMA-405 5'/." Disk Bank $4.95
MMA-408 8" Disk Bank $5.95

Modems on Sale !!!!

SIGNALMAN - Anchor
Direct-conned automatic ansuer originate si-lectton. :U10

Baud full duplex. 11.11 10:1. includes US 2:12 cable

IOM-56O0A Signalman $98.50

SMARTMODEM - Hayes
Sophisticated direct-conned autoanswer autodial modem,
touch-tone or pulse dialing. RS2:l2C interface, programmable

IOM-5400A Smartmodem $249.95
IOK-1500A Hayes Chronograph ... $219.95
IOM-2010A Micromodem II $329.95
IOM-1100A Micromodem 100 $375.00

Apple-CAT - Novation
Software selectable 1200 or M0 Baud, dired connect, auto

answer aulo-dtalse dialing, auxiliary .1 wire KS2:12C serial

port for pnnter

IOM-5232A Save $50.00 $325.00

FMJInc
Printer Pal
Model P80 & P100

P80 dimensions: M'/i" wide, 13" deep, iW high •

P100 dimensions: 21" wide, 13" deep, 5'//'high •

Stores paper below printer • Constructed of 16

gauge steel • Attractive textured finish • Plastic

trim and rubber feet • Adjustable paper support

brackets.

The Printer Pal is a very simple, but convenient

paper rack and printer stand. The Model P80 will

support an 80 column printer such as the Epson
MX80/MX80FT or the Okidata 82A. The Model

P100 supports the larger 132 column printers like

the Epson MX100 or the Okidata 83A. Either

model performs the same function; to act as a

stand for your printer while keeping your paper

straight and tidy so you can spend your time

computing instead of realigning your printer

paper.

PRA-99080 P80. 10 lbs $24.95
PRA-99100 P100.12lb* $29.95

I Place Orders Toll Free
Inside California

800-262-1710
Continental U.S.

800-421-5500
for Trrhntval Inqums ur Cttsti.nt.-r Sm'ffi

213-973-7707

Computer Products

4801 W. ffiJOl !)!. Hawthorne. Ca 90250

TKRMS of BALRl Cash, rrwcfcs, credit cards, or

Puffhot Order* from qualified firms und institutions.

Minimum Order SIA.OO. California raridwtti addM
n Minimum shipping & handling charge &I.00.

Pricing & ttvuilibilitv subject to change

CIRCLE 168 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Computer Products
3313 S. Bristol St.

Santa Ana. Calif.

714-549-7108

Computer Products
1291 W. El Camino Real

Sunnyvale. Calit.

415-965-7980

Computer Products
4344 Convoy Street

Kearny Mesa. Calit.

714-268 4661

PLACE ORDERS
TOLL FREE.

Continental U.S. - 800-421-5500
Inside California - 800-262-1710
Los Angeles Area - 213-973-7707

JADE
Disk Sub-Systems

Shugart, Siemens, Qume

Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally

balanced air flow system • Rugged dual drive

power supply • Power cable kit • Power switch,

line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan • Never-Mar
rubber feet • All necessary hardware to mount 2-

¥T disk drives, power supply, and fan • Does not

include signal cable

Dual H" Subassembly Cabinet
KND-000 120 Hare cabinet $59.95
KND-000421 Cabinet kit $225.00
KMMNHM.I1 A&T $359.95

H" Disk Drive Subsystems
Single Silled, Double Density

KND-0OO423 Kit iv 2 FDlOOSDs $924.95
KND-000421 A&T a 2 FDIOOHDs $1124.95
KND-OOOt:t:< Kit u 2 SA Mil Ks $999.95
KND-000434 A & T a> SA HIIIRs $1195.00

H" Disk Drive Subsystems
Double Sided, Double Density

KND-00O426 Kit « 2 0T-Hm $1224.95
KND-OO0 127 A&Tt, 2l)THs $1424.95
KND-000436 Kit it 2SAKilRs $1295.00
KND-000 U7 A&Tu 2SAsr,lRs $1495.00

DISKETTES - Jade

We proudly put our name on these high quality diskettes
guaranteed to satisfy you or your money back.

5'/." Diskettes, Box of Ten
MMD-51 10103 SS.SD.OIS $29.00
MMD-51 1 1003 SS. SI). HIS $29.00
MMD-51 1 1603 SS.SD.I6S $29.00
MMD—5120103 SS.DD.OIS $31.00
MMD—5121003 SS. DD. 010 $31.00
MMD-5121803 SS. 1)1). itiS $31.00

8" Diskettes, Box of Ten
MMD-81 10103 SS.SD.OIS $31.00
MMD-8120103 SS. DD.01S $39.00
MMD-8220103 DS. DD.OIS $48.00

EPROM ERASER - Spectronics
WiwhM liMOHmm

XMK-3100A With out timer $69.50
XMK-3101 With timer $94.50
XMK-3200 Economy Model $39.95

16K MhMORY UPGRADE
Add IKK of RAM to your TRS-HO. Apple, or Exidy in just
minutes. We've sold thousands of these I6K RAM
upgrades which include the appropriate memory chips (as

specified hy the manufacturer), all necessary jumper
blts-ks. fool proof instructions, and our I year guarantee.

MKX-16100K TRS80 kit $25.00
MKX- 16101 K Apple kit $25.00
MKX-16102K Exidy kit $25.00

16K RAM CARD - for Apple II
Expand your Apple to 64K. I year warranty

MKX-16700A Save $125.00 IB $74.95

Z-80* CARD for APPLE
Tiit> computers in one. ZRO & 0502, more than doubles the
poller A potential of your Apple, includes Z-HO* CPU card.

CP M 2.2. & HASH Hi

l

CPX-308OOA A&T $299.95

8" DISK CONTROLLER
Sew from Vista Computer, single or double sided, single or

double density, compatible with DOS .1.2 3.3. Pascal. & CPM
2.2. Shugart & Qume compatible

IOD-2700A A&T $499.95

2 MEGABYTES for Apple II
Complete package includes: Tun H" double density disk
drives. Vista doubledensity 8" disk controller, cabinet, power
supply, i cables. IX)S 323.3. CP M 2.2. & Pasccl
compatible.

1 MegaByte Package iKttl $1495.00
1 MegaByte Package (A&T) $1695.00
2 MegaByte Package (Kit) $1795.00
2 MegaByte Package (A&T) $1995.95

Apple-CAT - Novation
Software selectable 1200 or 300 baud, direct connect, auto-
answer autodial, auxiliary 3 wire RS232C serial port for

printer.

IOM-5232A Save $50.00!!'. $334.95

DISK DRIVES - Micro Sci
Inexpensive disk drives for your Apple

A2 Direct replacement for Apple Disk II. works with
Apple II controller as first or second drive.

MSM-123101 Micro Sci A2 $429.95
MSM-123101C A2 with contrlr $499.95

A40 40 track drive for Apple II. Improved storage
capacity and speed over Apple Brand drives requires
Micro Sci controller.

IOD-2340A Micro Sci A40 $399.95

A7Q 70 track drive for Apple II. Twice the storage
capacity and three times faster than Apple Brand drives
requires Micro Sci controller

IOD-2370A Micro Sci A70 $499.95

Micro Sci Controller Disk controller for up to two
Micro Sci A40 or A 70 disk drives. DOS 3.2. 3.3. Pascal, and
ZHO SoftCard compatible, includes utility disk and 40 711

track patch.

IOD-2300A Micro Sci controller $95.00

VISION 80 - Vista Computer
HO column i 24 line video card for Apple II. 12H ASCII
characters, upper and lower case. 9 x III dot matrix with 3 dot
descenders, standard data media terminal control codes.
CP M Pascal « Fortran compatible. SO 00 Hi
IOV-2400A Vista Vision 80 $375.00

Joystick - T G Products
A better joystick for your Apple II

SYA-1512A A&T $49.95

CPS MULTICARD - Mtn. Computer
Three cards in one! Real time clock calendar, serial interface.

A parallel interface all on one card.

IOX-2300A A&T $179.95

Qz. commodore
VIC-20 Computer

( 'omp/ete perstmttl computer tilth nK RAM. full color. HI key
kevhtHint. t dual spet nil function keys, serial purls, cassette

port, composite video output (connects tu standard color TV
sett. HASIC Umauane. & expansion port.

COM-VIC20 VIC 20 $279.95

Z-80 STARTER KIT - SD Systems
Cumphtt /.HO microcomputer uilh RAM. ROM. I O.

kcyhtsird. display, kludge area, manual. £ wtirkbook

CPS-30100K KIT $299.95
CPS-30100A A&T $469.95

I

AIM-65 - Rockwell
BMf finputer nith alphanumeric tiisplu\. printer, £
keyhttard ami complete instructional manuals

CPK-50165A IK AIM 65 $424.95
CPK-504H5A 4KAIMH5 $474.95
SKK-7 I60000HK HK HASIC ROM . . . $64.95
SKK-6460OOO4K IK Assembler ROM $43.95
PSX-0.10A Power Supply $64.95
KNX-000002 Kttvlosure $54.95
SKK-7 IB00020K /'/. ot ROM $84.95
SKK-7 160001 OK Forth ROM $64.95
SKK-746OOO30K Instant Pascal $99.95

Special Packages
IK AIM tin. HK HASIC. potter supply A enclosure

Special Package Price $649.1

Video Monitors

II I-KKS 12" GREEN - Zenith

/.? MHz handtcitith. 700 lines inch. P:il wen phosphor,
sit ttchnhlc 40 t,r HO column*, small, litfht ueitfht & portahle

VDM-201201 List price $150 00 .... $118.95

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC
20 MHz, P3I phosphor video monitor wtth audio,
exceptionally high resolution A fantastic monitor at a
very reasonable price

VDM-651200 Special Sale Price $169.95

12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC
tit res monitor with audio A sculptured case

VDC-651212 Color Monitor $479.95

NKC-I202D BOB color monitor .. . $1045.00

Leedex / Amdek
Reasonably priced video monitors

VIM -K013 10 13" Color I $379.95
VIH-H01320 Color II $895.00
IOV-2300A DVM board for Apple $199.95

'
Prices may be slightly higher at our retail locations. Please call the store nearesti.v be slightly htg, you ftor local price and availability



Computer Products
13440 S. Hawthorne Blvd.

Hawthorne. Calit.

213-973-7330

Computer Products
21800 Ventura Blvd.

Woodland Hills. Calif.

213-716-6120

Computer Products
4950 Beltline Road
Addison. Texas
214-458-2782

PLACE ORDERS
TOLL FREE.

Continental U.S. - 800-421-5500
Inside California - 800-262-1710
Los Angeles Area - 213-973-7707

SBC-200 - SD Systems
4 MHz Z80A CPf with tenml * pnM / 0, IK RAM. 8K
ROM space, mtmitor PROM included.

CPC-30200A A&T $299.95

THE BIG Z* - Jade
> or 4 MHz switchaNe Z-80' CPU with serial I/O.
mceomodstm 2708. 2716. or 2732 EPROM. baud rales from
ft iu mixi

CPl'-30201K Kit «139.95
CPU-30201A A&T $189.95
CPU-30200B Bare board $35.00

2810 Z-80* CPU - Cal Comp Sys
1 / Mil.- /. SUA • ( fl with RS 2.1JC serial I Oporl and,,,,

hoard MOSS 2 J monitor PROM, front panel compatible.

CPU-30400A A&T $269.95

CB-2 Z-80 CPU - S.S.M.
I nr 1 MHz Z80 CPU hoard with provision for up to UK of
ROM or 4K of RAM on hoard, extended addressing. IEEE
S HMt. front panel compatible.

CPU-30300K Kit $239.95
CPU-30300A A&T $299.95

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
/ .17//.- IKK slain RAM h,Hird. IEEE S lilt), hank selectable

Phantom capability, addressable in 4K blocks, 'disable able"

in IK segments, extended addressing, lint /tuner

MEM-16171A A&T $154.95

32K STATIC RAM - Jade
2 i>r I Mfh expandable static RAM board uses 21 NL's

MEM-16151K IhK -I Mlk kit $169.95
MEM -32 151 K 32K4MHzk.it $299.95
Assembled & tested add $50.<Mt

MEMORY BANK - Jade
4 MHz. S 100, bank selectable, expandablefrom IKK In KtK

MKM-99730B Hare Board $49.95
M KM-99730K Kit no RAM $199.95
MKM-32731K 32K Kit $239.95
MKM-64733K 64K Kit $279.95
Assembled & Tested add $50.00

64K RAM - Calif Computer Sys
/ MHz bank port bank byte selectable, extended

addressing. IKK hank selectable. PHANTOM line allows

memory overlay, 8080 ZHO front panel compatible.

MEM-64565A A&T $575.00

64K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
KIK slain S li»> RAM card. 4 IKK hanks, up to sMHz

JIKM-HIMMIA l,rj' $594.95

64K STATIC RAM - SSM
IEEE tS96 S-100 standard, up to KMHz 8 Hit. 12MHz IK Hit,

24 Bit extended addressing, disahle-able in 2K increments

MEM-64300A A&T $749.95

64K STATIC • Lab Standard
Absolute IEEE K9K $MS aimpliance. 8 or IK Hit data paths.

16-bit request acknowledge pmperiy implemented, supports

DMA at 8MHz. swilchable bank select system fitr use u tlh

Cnimemeo & Alpha Micro

MKM-649O0A A&T $699.95

BUS PROBE - Jade
S-ltHI diagnostic analyser board. il\nninie i isual display of
all .**>" IEEE S list signals, aids in n-al time analysis nf faulty

hardlinrc and softtcare

TSX-200B Bare Board $59.95
TSX-200K Kit $1 19.95
TSX-200A A&T $149.95

VERSAFLOPPY II - SD SYSTEMS
Iktuble density disk contrtMer for any combination of?.' ," or
H" sin/ile or double sided disk drives, analog phase locked loop
data separator, vectored interrupt. CP M 2.2 & OASIS
compatible. eontnU diagnostic softtvare PROM included

IOD-UBOA A&T $359.95
SFC-55009047F CP M 2.2 for VF II $99.95

DOUBLE-D - Jade
Double density controller uith the inside track, onboard

Z

MA*, printer port, IEEE S 100, can function on an
interrupt driven buss

IOD-1200K Kit $299.95
IOD-1200A A&T $375.00
IOD-1200B Bare board $59.95

DOUBLE DENSITY - Cal Comp Sys
") " and f<" disk controller, single or double densitv. u ith

tin-hoard boot loader ROM. and free CP M 2 2' and
manual set.

IOD-I300A A&T $374.95

MPC-4 - SD Systems
Intelligent 4 part serial I O card, onboard ZstlA. 2K RAM.
4K PROM area, onboard firmuare. fully buffered, icctnretl

interrupts, four CTC channels, add to SD Hoard set for

powerful multiuser system

IOI-1504A A & T w software $495.00

I/0-4 - S.S.M.
2 serial I O ports plus 2 parallel I O ports

IOI-1010K Kit $179.95
IOM010A A&T $249.95
IOI-1010B Bare board $35.00

I/O-S - SSM Microcomputer
Tie,, s.nal & .1 parallel I O ports. I III 19 2K Baud
IOI-1015A A&T $279.95

1/0-8 - SSM Microcomputer
Eight software programmable serial I' O ports. Ill) IU2K
Baud, ideal for multi-user systems

IOI-1018A A&T $449.95

PROM- 100 - SD Systems
nOt tTlO. mi EPROM programmer u softn are

M KM-99520K Kit $189.95
MEM-99520A .4*7' $249.95

PB-1 • S.S.M.
2708. 2716 EPROM boa'd with built-in programmer

MEM-99510K Kit $154.95
MKM-99510A .4*7 $219.95

EPROM BOARD • Jade
IKK or 32K uses 2708's or 27Ws. IK boundary

MEM-16230K Kit $79.95
MEM-16230A A&T $119.95

ISO-BUS - Jade
Silent, simple, and on sale - a better motherboard

8 Slot ts'/r x «*"/

MBS-061B Bare board $19.95
MBS-061K Kit $39.95
MBS-061 A A&T $49.95

12 Slot /»*" x 8%")

MBS 121 B Bare board $29.95
MBS- 121 K Kit $69.95
MBS-121 A A&T $89.95

J* Slot tl4Vi" x 8*")
MBS- 1 HI B Bare board $49.95
MBS-181K Kit $99.95
MBS- 181 A A&T $139.95

Single User System
Sllfjisi KtK ExpandaRAM II. Vmafloppy II I /' 1/ 1

1

$1095.00
I Mil/ Zmia CPU, 64K HAM. aerial I () port.

parallel I () port, double-denaity ilisk controller,
CP M 2.2 disk and manuals, ryitora monitor,
control and diagnostic software.

Board sat with 256K of BAM .... $1295.00
-All boards arv assembled and tested-

8" Disk Drives

Shugarl SAHOIH simile sided double density
MSK-10HOIK $394.95 ea 2 for $388.05 ea

Shugarl 8A8BIH double sulci! double density
MSK-10H5IK 1554.95 ea 2 for $528.86 ea

Qume DT-H double Bided double density
MSK-750080

. $524.95 ea 2 for $498.96 aa
Siemens FDD ItHI-H snglsided dbl-denaity
MSK-201 120 $.184.95 ea 2 for 8848.85 i

Disk Drives
Shugarl SA400L sntil sided dbl-deruity In track
MSM-IOIOOO $234.95 SB 2 for $224.95 ea

Shugarl SA-1.10 dbl-sided ilhl density TO track

MSM- 1045IM1 $3 19.96 ea 2 for $328.86 ea

Qume l)T-.r> dbl-sided dbl-density 80 track

MSM-750O50 $359.96 ea 2 for $348.85 ea

MI'I H-.r>l sngl sided dbl-density 10 track

MSM-155HH) $234.96 ea 2 for $224.86 aa

MI'I li-.VJ dbl-sided dbl-density in truck

MSM-155200 $344.95 ea 2 for $334.86 ea

MI'I H-91 siikI sided dbl density 77 truck

MSM-155300 $369.96 ea 2 for $359.95 ia

MI'I B-92 did sided did density 77 frocA

MSM-I55HM> yitiii.ii:, .-a 2 for $459.93 ea

ISOBAR - (;s(

Isolates & protects \uur i aluable equipment from high
tillage spikes & AC tine noise, mdtielll e isolateil ground, l.l

amp circuit breaker. I' I. listeit

EME-1 15103 Ssocket $39.50
EME-1 15105 4 socket $48.80
EME-1 15100 8 socket $54.50
EME-1 151 10 9 socket rackmount $74.50

hi- shuhtly higher at mir retail Incatmns. I'lettse call the store neareHt you fin lurnl />;n . anil m tiilnhilily .
Tices may



Printing Apple Low-Resolution Graphics

Joseph J. Navarro

If you possess a printer with "dot-image"
graphics capabilities, such as the Epson
MX-80 with Graftrax-80. there are several

programs on the market which you can use

to print Apple high-resolution graphics

screens. There does not. however, seem to

be any such software available for printing

the low-resolution graphics screen.

The program in listing I contains two
subroutines, spanning lines 14000 through
15340. which perform this task. The main
routine of the program in lines 10 through
170 is simply an example of the way in

which the subroutines arc used. They are

designed to be easily merged into any
Applesoft program.

The first subroutine should be executed
with a GOSUB 14000 instruction during

initialization processing in your program.

The second subroutine contains the actual

print logic.andcan be invoked at any point

in your program with a GOSUB 15000
instruction. Whatever is present on the

low-resolution graphics screen at the time

that this second subroutine is invoked will

then be printed.

How The Subroutines Work
The Epson MX-80 is a dot matrix

printer; that is. each character it prints is

actually composed of dots arranged within

a matrix of nine rows and five columns.
Thus the letter "E" is formed as follows:

Note that only seven of the possible nine

rows are used for this upper-case letter.

Joseph J. Navarro. 117 Chelsea Way. Bridxewater.
NJ 08807

The other two rows arc used for lower-case

letters with "descenders," such as "g"and
"p," and for underlining.

When operating in "dot-image"graphics

mode, the printer interprets each character

sent to it not as a printable character but

rather as a byte containing a binary-

number composed of eight bits. Each such
number represents one column of dots.

and each column is printed immediately

adjacent to the prior column, with no
intervening space.

A dot will be printed within the column
if its corresponding bit is on in the binary

number. The top dot in the column maps
to the high-order bit in the binary number,
the bottom dot to the low-order bit.

The subroutine beginning at line 15000
sends to the printer six consecutive
columns for each of the 1600 plotting

positions on the low-resolution graphics

screen. Incidentally, these plotting posi-

tions are described as "squares'* in the

Applesoft reference manual, but art
actually rectangular on most monitor
screens. All dot columns sent by the Apple

II < > i r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

are seven dots high, because the Apple is a

seven-bit machine it cannot send an

eight-bit character over the Epson parallel

interface. The printed block resulting from
the six seven-dot columns sent to the

printer is roughly proportional to the

dimensions of the plotted screen rectangle.

The number of bits which are on and
therefore the number of dots which print in

each of the columns depends on the

color of the corresponding plotted screen

Figure /. Horizontal Scale I. I eriical

Scale I.

Figure 2. Horizontal Scale I. Vertical

Scale 2.
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Figure 4. Horizontal Smlc 2, lertiial Stale 2.
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rectangle. Darker colors generate columns
with more dots primed than do lighter

colors. I his varying density ol dots results

in correspondingly different shades ofgrey

in each printed block ot columns. In this

way. an attempt is made to compensate for

the lack of color capability in the printer.

Sample Program Results

Sample output from the program is

shown in Figures I through 4. which

resulted from the following combinations
of print scale factors in fable I.

In these Figures, the outermost box was
plotted in color US. which is a medium grey

in the Apple spectrum.

The Initialization Subroutine

Line I40I0 defines the control char-

acters needed by the printer. DOS. and the

parallel interface.

Lines I4020 through I4I90 load the

binary values for the 1 5 sets (one for each
possible color) of six bytes per printed

block. Line I4040 defines the most dense
pattern, which is used for color 00 (black).

Line 14I90 defines the least dense pattern,

which is used for color #15 (white).

lines 14200 through 14250 define the

horizontal and vertical print scale factors

to be used when printing. A scale of 2 will

double the si/e of the printed image in the

dimension to which the scale is assigned.

Using scale 2 increases printing time

significantly.

The Printing Subroutine

Lines 15010 through 15020 send the

DOS and parallel interlace commands
which change the output device (refer-

enced in PRINT instructions) from the

screen to the printer, and set the line width

to 80 characters.

Line 15030 advances the printer to the

top of the next page, in preparation for

beginning the graphics print.

Line 15040 sends the printer command
which sets the height ol a line feed to 7 72"

of paper. Since the Apple sends columns
which are seven dots (bits) in height, and
since a dot is I 72" in diameter, this

command insures that each row ot printed

graphics will immediately abut the row
above it. with no intervening space.

lines 1 5050 through 1 5290 are the heart

of the print subroutine. A group ot si\

nested FOR NEXT loops actually gen-

erates the printed representation of the

plotted low-resolution graphics screen

The loops, identified by the variable which

controls each, are:

• The "Y" Loop lines 15050 through

15290. This loop executes once lor each ol

the 40 plotted rows on the screen.

• I he "Z" Loop lines 15055 through
15280. This loop executes either once or

twice, depending on the chosen vertical

print scale factor.

• The "S" Loop lines 15056 through
15260. Each printed line is transmitted to
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les Graphics, contlni

the printer in four separate patterns. This

loop is executed once for each of those

patterns, which are cleared in line 15057,

filled by the loops described below, and
then sent to the printer in line 15250. Line

15240, executed immediately before the

pattern is sent, signals the printer that the

forthcoming stream of data is a bit-image

graphics string of either 60 or 120 bytes in

length, depending on the chosen hori-

zontal print scale factor.

• The "X" Loop — lines 1 5060 through

15230. Each pattern printed by the "S"
loop described above maps to 'A of a

plotted row from the low-resolution
graphics screen. This ("X") loop is

executed once for each of the 10 plotted

spots in each of those V* rows. Line 15070
checks the color of the spot and stores it for

later use by the "U" loop described below.
• The "V" Loop — lines 15080 through

15220. This loop executes either once or
twice, depending on the chosen horizontal

print scale factor.

• The "U" Loop — lines 15090 through

15210. This loop executes six times. Its

purpose is to add to the developing print

pattern the six sets of binary values which
will generate the shade of grey matching
the color which was saved during execu-
tion of the "X" loop.

Line 1 5300 advances the paper to the top
of the next page after the entire low-

resolution graphics screen has been
processed.

Line 15310 reinitializes the printer to its

default values.

Lines 15320 through 15330 re-direct

output generated by the PRINT instruc-

tion back to the screen.

The Main Routine
Line 10 invokes the initialization

subroutine.

Line 15 sets the normal Apple low-

resolution graphics mode (see Using Full-

Screen Graphics below).

Lines 20 through 1 10 generate a graphics

pattern of nested boxes on the low-

resolution graphics screen. Line 20chooses
the color for the outermost box at random.

Line 120 invokes the printing sub-

routine.

Lines 130 through 170 determine if

another print is desired. If not, the

program terminates. If another print is

desired, then the portion of the initializa-

tion subroutine which sets the print scale

factors is invoked and then the program
branches to line 120 for printing.

Using Full-Screen Graphics
These low-resolution graphics print

subroutines are written for use with an
Applesoft program that uses the "mixed-
graphics-plus-text" mode which is invoked
by the GR instruction. This mode provides

graphics plotting on a 40 by 40 plot matrix
at the top of the screen, together with four
text lines at the bottom of the screen.

The Apple also provides a "full-screen"

low-resolution graphics capability. In this

mode, which is invoked by POKEing to

address -16302 after the GR instruction

has been issued, graphics plotting is done
on a full-screen matrix of 48 lines, each

containing 40 plotting positions, with no
text print facility on the screen.

Listing I.

In order to use these subroutines with an
Applesoft program using full-screen low-

resolution graphics plotting, simply
change the 39 in line 15050 to 47 so that

it reads:

15050 FOR Y =0TO47
This will extend the scan/ print iteration

to the eight additional graphic lines. D

10 GOSUB 14000
9R

20 T = INI ( RND (1) *

FOR R = O TO 19
40 T = T 1

16)

60

80
90
too
110
120
130
140
1 50
160
170
I4OO0

IF T > 15 THEN T -
COLOR= T

HLIN R,39 - R AT R
VLIN R.39 - R AT 39 - R
HLIN 39 - R,R AT 39 - R
VLIN 39 - R,R AT R
NEXT R
GOSUB 15O0O
PRINT "PRINT AGAIN? t GET RESPNSE*
IF RESPNSE* > "V" THEN END
PRINT
GOSUB 14200
GOTO 120

REM *»» INITIALIZATION SUBROUTINE ***
LHR* (4)tl» CIIR* (9)

PRINT "VERTICAL SCALE 1 OR 2? "

2" THEN VSCALEX - 2l GOTO 14260

14010 E» CHR* (27) 2D*
14020 DIM BYTE7.<15,6)
14O30 FOR X - O TO 15l FOR Y * 1 TO 6s READ BYTE7.(X,Y)l NEXT
14040 DATA 127,127,127,127,127,127
14030 DATA 127,73,85,127,73,85
14060 DATA 127,85,85,127.85,85
14070 DATA 85,85,73, 85,85,73
14O80 DATA 127,73,127,127,73,127
14090 DATA 85,0,0,85,0,0
14100 DATA 85,85,85,85.85,85
14110 DATA 127,0,0,127,0,0
14120 DATA 127,85,127,85,127.85
14130 DATA 85,73,85,73,85,73
14140 DATA B3, 0,73,85,0, 73
14150 DATA 73,0,0,73,0,0
14160 DATA 73,73,73,73,73,73
14170 DATA 85,0,85,0,85,0
14180 DATA 73,0,73,0,73,0
14190 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0
14200 HOME l PRINT "HORIZONTAL SCALE 1 OR 2? "« GET RESPNSE*
14210 IF RESPNSE» » "2" THEN HSCALE7. = 2l GOTO 14230
14220 HSCALE7. = 1

14230 PRINT s PRINT
14240 IF RESPNSE*
14250 VSCALEX = 1

14260 HOME
14270 RETURN
15000 REM *** PRINT SUBROUTINE ***
15005 PRINT
15O10 PRINT D*;"PR#l"s REM
13020 PRINT I*;"80N": REM
15030 PRINT CHR* (12)|i REM
15O40 PRINT E*;"A": CHR» (7)

150SO FOR Y = O TO 39
15055 FOR Z « 1 TO VSCALEV.
15>>56 FOR S = O TO 3
15057 PTRN* " M

15060 FOR X = TO 9
15070 14 » SCRNC < (S * 10) X),Y)
15O80 FOR V 1 10 HSCALE7.
15090 FOR U - 1 TO 6
13200 PTRN» PTRN» + CHR» (BYTE7. (M. U) )

15210 NEXT U
15220 NEXT V
15230 NEXT X

15240 PRINT E*|"K"| CHR* (60 » HSCALE7.) ; CHR» <0>::
THAT A GRAPHICS STRING IS COMING

152SO PRINT PTRN*:
15260 NEXT S
15270 PRINT ""

15280 NEXT I

15290 NEXT Y
PRINT LHR* (12>l REM HIP OF FORM

15310 PKIN1 EI;".S": REM RESET PRINTER
15320 PRINT I*:" I": REM SCREEN ON
15330 PRINT D*s"PR*0": REM PRINTER OFF

RETURN

NEXT

GET RESPNSE*

PRINTER ON
SCREEN OFF
TOP OF FORM
REM SET LF TO 7/72 OF AN INCH $< LF ONE LINE

SIGNAL PRINTER
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Making small printers for people who think big.

OKIGRAPH
Dot Addressable Graphics
Prints Circles
Around The Competition
Or squares. Or charts. Or graphs. Or illustrations.

Or any graphic data your computer tells it to

print. All with superb clarity and resolution.

OKIGRAPH"" is standard equipment on the Microline
84 and the Model 2350. It's an easily added option
to the Microline 82A and 83A. So don't settle for the
plain old text you get with other printers. Be creative.

With Olograph.

Interested? Contact us at 111 Gaither Drive, Mount
Laurel, N.J. 08054, or call (800) 257-7768 for the name
of your local authorized Okidata distributor.

Okidata is a subsidiary of
Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd.

*Apple"is a trademark of

Apple Computer Inc.

• OKIGRAPH'" I includes

two plug-in PROMs and
an instruction manual
with the assembly
language programming
needed to create Apple1

"

compatible software.

• OKIGRAPH*" H includes

a floppy disk for addi-

tional graphics printing

features and an instruc-

tion manual.

100

g.ftnmlV**
? n . I

4-R
5 p r o '-

»ih.

Microline 84

The big name
in printers.

<fc£|f' • .iKv ^^v:*.* . v ... «>.* .
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HTURTLE
A Turtlegraphics Interpreter

in Applesoft

Al Evans

"Quick give mc a Basic routine to

draw a polygon with any number of sides

anywhere on the screen." challenged my
"famous artist" friend Jim Gabour.
Shades of high school trigonometry. I

thought last well, medium last.

I he Apple II has marvelous graphics

capabilities. I he problem is that to plot a

point, you must know its X and Y
coordinates. To draw a hexagon, for

example, you must know which six points

to draw lines between. And unless you arc-

more intimate with simple geometric

figures than I am. finding the coordinates

of those six points can be occasion lor a

great deal of head scratching.

Enter the ideas of Dr. Seymour Paper!

of MIT the "inventor" of the computer
language Logo and. specifically, of

Turtlegraphics. "Why not." says l)r

Papert. "have a small beastie somewhere
on the screen call it a turtle which
knows where it is and what direction it's

facing, and is capable of moving, turning,

and drawing lines with its tail?"

Ilmmni ... in that case, il N were the

number of polygon sides to be drawn and
DISI were the length of each side, we
could simply tell the turtle TURN(360 N):

MOVE(DISI) N times, and there's our

polygon.

But how do we get that turtle into the

Apple without springing lor Pascal and a

language card?

A
I I \anv 13(6 Karen Ait . Austin. IX 78757.

I' ittlirf I.

DX=DIST*SIN(TA)

DY=
DISI*
C'OS(IA)

(TX+DX.TY+DY)

D1ST

0°

90°

(TX.TY)

180°
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EmiYIPlJTRQNICSE
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80* • ATARI* • APPLE* • PET*
-TRS-M a a Itaarmarii ol the Radio Stuck OtrWon ol Tandy Corp. - -ATARI it a trademark ol Atari Inc. - "Apple it t trademark of Apple Corp. - *frl it a trademark o4 Comndore

BUSINESS PAC 100

n7A5
\~~&g££k 100 Ready-To-Run

Business Program
(ON CASSETTE ORDISKETTE) Includes 110 Page UsersManual 5 Cassettes (OrDiskettes)
Inventory Control. Payroll.....Bookkeeping System.....Stock Calculations.

Checkbook Maintenance....-Accounts Receivable.....Accounts Payable.....

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM UST
1 RULE78
2 AMNU1
3 DATE
4 DAYYEAR
5 LEASEm
6 BREAKEVN
7 DEPRSL
6 DEPRSY
9 DEPRDB
10 DEPRDDB
11 TAXDEP
12 CHECK2
13 CHECKBK1
14 MORTGAGE/

A

15 MULTMON
16 SALVAGE
17 RRVARfN
18 RRCOMST
19 EFFECT
20 FVAL
21 PVAL
22 LOAMPAY
23 REGWTTrl
24 SIMPDISK
25 DATEVAL
26 AMNUDEF
27 MARKUP
28 SINKFUND
29 BONDVAL
30 DEPLETE
31 BLACKSH
32 STOCVAL1
33 WARVAL
34 BONDVAL2
35 EPSEST
36 BETAALPH
37 SHARPE1
38 OPTWRrTE
39 RTVAL
40 EXPVAL
41 BAYES
42 VALPRHF
43 VALADHF
44 UTUTY
45 SIMPLEX
46 TRAMS
47 EOQ
48 QUEUE1
49 CVP
50 COMDPROF
51 OPTLOSS
52 FQUOQ

Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78s
Annuity computation program
Time between dates

Day of year a particular date falb on
Interest rate on lease

Breakeven analysis

Straightine depreciation

Sum of the digits depreciation

Declining balance depreciation

Double declining balance depreciation

Cash flow vs. depreciation tables

Prints NEBS checks along with daily register

Checkbook maintenance program
Mortgage amortization table

Computes time needed for money to double, triple,

Determines salvage value of an investment
Rate of return on investment with variable inflows

Rate of return on investment with constant inflows

Effective Interest rate of a loan

Future «kie of an investment (compound interest)

Present value of a future amount
Amount of payment on a loan

Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over

Simple discount analysis

Equivalent & nonequrvalent dated values for oblig.

Present value of deferred annuities

X Markup analysis for items

Sinking fund amortization program
Value of a bond
Depletion analysis

Black Scholes options analysis

Expected return on stock via discounts dividends

Value of a warrant

Value of a bond
Estimate of future earnings per share for company
Computes alpha and beta variables for stock

Portfolio selection model ie what stocks to hold

Option writing computations

Value of a right

Expected value analysis

Bayesian decisions

VaJue of perfect stsrof ination

Value of additional information

Derives utility function

Linear programming solution by simplex method
Transportation method for linear programming
Economic order quantity inventory model
Single server queueing (waiting line) model
Costvolume-profit analysis

Conditional profit tables

Opportunity loss tables

Fixed quantity economic order quantity model

59 WACC Weighted average cost of capital

60 COMPBAL True rate on loan with compensating bal. required

61 DISCBAL True rate on discounted loan

62 MERGAMAL Merger analysis computations

63 FT1RAT Financial ratios for a Arm
64 NPV Met present value of project

65 PRflDLAS Laspeyres price index

66 PRtiDPA Paasche price index

67 SEASIMD Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
68 TIMETR Time series analysis linear trend

69 TIMEMOV Time series analysis moving average trend

70 FCIPRMF Future price estimation with inflation

71 MALPAC Making bat system

72 LETWRT Letter writing system inks with MALPAC
73 SORT3 Sorts list of names
74 LABELI Shipping label maker
75 LABEL2 Name label maker
76 BUSBUD DOME business bookkeeping system

77 TIMECLCK Computes weeks total hours from timeclock info.

78 ACCTPAY In memory accounts payable system storage permitted

79 INVOICE Generate invoice on screen and print on printer

80 INVEMT2 In memory inventory control system

81 TELDIR Computerized telephone directory

82 TVnUSAM Time use analysis

83 ASSIGN Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign.

84 ACCTREC In memory accounts receivable system-storage ok
85 TERMSPAY Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans

86 PAYMET Computes gross pay required for given net

87 SELLPR Computes selling price for given after tax amount
88 ARBCOMP Arbitrage computations

89 DEPRSF Sinking fund depreciation

90 UPSZOME Finds UPS zones from zip code
91 ENVELOPE Types envelope including return address

92 AUTOEXP Automobile expense analysis

93 nSFLE Insurance policy Me
94 PAYROLL2 si memory poyrol system

95 DILAMAL Dilution analysis

96 LOANAFFD Loan amount a borrower can afford

97 RENTPRCH Purchase price for rental property

98 SALELEAS SakHeaseback analysis

99 RRCONVBD Investor's rate of return on convertible bond
100 PORTVAL9 Stock market portfolio storage-valuation program

53 FQEOWSH
54 FQEOQPB
55 OUEUECB
56 NCFANAL
57 PROrTND
58 CAP1

As above but wKh shortages permitted

As above but with quantity price breaks

Cost-benefit waiting line analysis

Net cashflow analysis for simple investment

ProflUbRty Index of a project

Cap. Asset Pr Model analysis of project

D CASSETTE VERSION S99.95
DISKETTE VERSION S99.95

D TRS-80* MODEL D VERSION $149.95

ADO $100 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADO $3.00 FOR COO. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADO $4.00 OUTSIDE U.S. A, CANADA * MEXICO

•CDIYIRJTHQMICSJ
SO N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

HOUR
OA ORDER** LINE

(914)
425-1535
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HTURTLE, continued...

Hazy memories of twelfth grade math
and a frantic search of available references

led to h'igure I.

In this figure. I X and TY are the turtle's

present X and Y coordinates. TA is the

turtle's present angle with respect to the

vertical, and DIST is the distance we want

it to move. If DX is the distance the turtle

will move on the X axis and DY the

distance on the Y axis, the other end of the

line it will draw is (TX+DX.TY+DY). So
we need to compute DX and DY.

Straight from the moldy old trig text

comes the answer: DX - DIST * SIN(TA)
and DY = DIST * COS(TA). Pretty

simple, huh?

Pop qui/: what happens to the formulas

il we turn the picture 90° so that 0° faces

due east, as is the case in Apple Pascal

Turtlegraphics?

If you answered "Why, the Xand Yaxes
are interchanged, so that now DX =

COS< I A) and DY = SIN(IA)" without

actually turning the picture sideways.

How do we get that

turtle into the
Apple without springing

for Pascal and a
language card?

you're a lot better at visualization than

I am. Go to the head of the class.

Let's play with the turtle a bit. then come
back to the question of polygons.

I isting 1 is HTURTLE. an interactive

Turtlegraphics emulator written in Apple-

soft Basic. It works like the Turtlegraphics

unit used in Apple Pascal, except that is

due north and angles increase in a clock-

wise direction (points of personal prefer-

ence). In addition, the maximum Y value is

159 (to leave room for text at the bottom).

The turtle understands the following

commands:
INITTUR'ILF: Clears the screen to

black and places the turtle in the center,

heading north (0°).

PENCOLOR(COLOR): Tells the turtle

what color of electrons to fill its tail with.

The possible values are NONE. BLACK.
GREEN. BLUE. WHITE. ORANGI and
VIOLET.
TURN(ANGLE): Tells the turtle to turn

ANGLE degrees. Positive values are

clockwise, negative values counterclock-

wise .

TURNTO(ANGLE): The turtle turns to

face in the direction ANGLE.

Listing I.

to
11

12
13
14
49

33
36
too
101

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

"HTURTLE"
TURTLEGRAPHICS
APPLESOFT INTERPRETER
COPYRIGHT 1981 BY
AL EVANS

LOMEM: 16384
GOSUB lOOOOl REM INITIALIZE

REM MAIN LOOP AND
REM COMMAND PARSER

110 IN» ""|CMD» - n "lPAR» » PRINT "l"|
113 GET CH«: IF CH* - CHR« (13) THEN 143
120 IF CH* < CHR» (8) THEN 140
123 IF LEN (IN*) - O THEN 113
130 IF LEN (IN») - 1 THEN IN» - "

" I POKE 36, PEEK (36) - ll GOTO 115
135 IN* - LEFT» (IN*, LEN (IN*) - 1)1 POKE 36, PEEK (36) - It GOTO 115
140 PRINT CH*::IN* = IN* + CH*: GOTO 115
141 :

143
150

15S
160 CMD*
198 t

PRINT : FOR I - 1 TO LEN <IN»)
IF MID* (IN*, 1,1) « "(" THEN CMD*
(IN«,I + 1):I - Oi GOTO 200
NEXT I

IN*

- MID* (IN*, 1,1 - DlPAR* MID*

199
200
203
210
220
299
300
301
'.. IS

REM COMPARE TO CMD* LIST
FOR I

IF CMD*
NEXT I

INVERSE

TO NC
CMD* ( I ) THEN CASE Is I Ol GOTO 300

PRINT "DO NOT UNDERSTAND" I NORMAL GOTO HO

REM SELECT SUBROUTINE
REM THEN LOOP BACK
ON CASE GOSUB 1 OOO , 1 500 , 20O0 , 2500 , 3000 , 3500 , 4000 , 4SOO , 3000 , 5300 1 REM
"CASE SELECTOR"

GOTO 110310
311 :

lOOO REM INITTURTLE
1005 TX » 140: TY - BOiTA ' OsDF

POf.E J4.20: HOME : HGR
RETURN

I

REM PENCOLOR
FOR I 1 TO LEN (PAR*)
IF MID* (FAR*, 1,1) - ")'

GOTO 1520
NEXT I

IF PAR*
FOR I -
IF PAR*
NEXT
INVERSE
HCOLOR"
RETURN

THEN PAR* - MID* (PAR*. 1,1 - 1)1 I

"NONE" THEN DF
TO 6
CLR* (1,1) THEN CLR

Ol RETURN

VAL (CLR* (I, 2) ) i I - O: GOTO 1343

1 c.i 1

1013
1499
1500
1505
1510

1513
1320
1325
1530
1535
1540
1545
1550
1999 :

REM TURN
2005 TA « TA + CF » VAL (PAR*)
2010 IF TA < O THEN TA = TA TWOPI: GOTO 2010
201S IF TA > - TWOPI THEN TA - TA - TWOPI: GOTO 2015
202S RETURN
2499 :

2500 REM TURNTO
2305 TA - CF * VAL (PAR*)
2510 IF TA < O THEN TA - TA

Ol

I PRINT
CLRlDF

"NO SUCH COLOR": NORMAL
1

RETURN

+ TWOPI: GOTO 2510
2515 IF TA - TWOPI THEN TA - TA - TWOPI: GOTO 2515
2525 RETURN
2999 l

REM MOVE
3005 DIST - VAL (PAR*): OX - TXlOY • TY
3010 DX - DIST » SIN (TA):DY - DIST * COS (TA)
3015 TX - OX DXlTY - OY DY
3020 IF TX > 279 OR TX < O OR TY i 159 OR TY < O THEN TX

INVERSE : PRINT "OFF SCREEN": NORMAL : RETURN
3025 REM FLIP Y COORDINATE
3030 REM AND DRAW LINE
3033 IF DF THEN HPLOT OX, 139 - OY TO TX.139 - TY
3040 RETURN
3499 J

3500 REM MOVETO
3502 OX - TXlOY - TY

OXlTY OY:
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^_ Tired ©f yourGENERAL LEDGER?
• THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL CHECK REGISTER

• A PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGER

• A SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

pens mm itb§°8® wm. i oo

* A COMPLETE GENERAL LEDGER

w esBJBB (gejofflpanniB • wig oo • oj.ua. <

ana EaoMSGw mm mmmm
m • mm

HCW IT WOCI^S .

YERSALEDGER is a complete accounting system that grows as you or your business grows To
start, your VERSALEDGER acts as a simple method of keeping track of your checkbook. Just
enter your check number, date and to whom the check is made out to. As you or your business
grows, you may add more details to your transactions account number, detailed account
explanations, etc.

VERSALEDGER
• VERSALEDGER can give you an instant cash

balance at anytime. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used as a small per-
sonal checkbook register. (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to run your
million dollar corporation. (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

• VERSALEDGER prints checks. (IF YOUWANT
IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER stores all check information
forever. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can handle more than one
checkbook (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to replace a
general ledger. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY
(300 checks per month on single density 5'/i" disk drives such as the TRS-80 Model-I)
(500 checks per month on the Apple II)

(2400 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model III)

(6000 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model II)

(3000 checks per month on single density 8" CP/M)

• VERSALEDGER will soon have an add-on payroll package. (IF YOU NEEO IT)

— CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES —

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$99.95

VERSALEDGER HAS BEEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

ICQMRJTRQNICS?
SO N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

* ADD $100 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
* ADO $4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
* ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
* ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE U.S.. CANADA • MEXICO

S© 24 ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF NY STATE)

(800) 431-2818
• ALL PRICES A SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE "•
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HTURTLE, continued...

MOVE( DISTANCE): The turtle move
DISTANCE units in the direction it is

presently facing. If PENCOLOR is

anything other than NONE, it draws a line

in PENCOLOR.
MOVETO(X.Y): The turtle moves to

screen coordinates X.Y. If PENCOLOR is

anything other than NONE, it draws a line

in PENCOLOR.
TURTLEX: Reports the turtle's present

X position.

TURTLEY: Reports the turtle's present

Y position.

TURTLEANG: Reports the turtle's

present direction.

QUIT: Switches the computer back to

text, resets the normal text window . homes

the cursor, and ENDs the program.

Order the turtle about by typing in

commands and parameters in the format

shown above. The closing parenthesis may
be omitted. The turtle's "box" is 280 x 160

screen units, with point 0.0 in the lower

left-hand corner.

Now back to the original problem: to

draw an N-sided polygon anywhere on the

screen. The aforementioned trig text only

had the one illustration (I went to a cheap

high school), so I played with it a bit and

came up with Figure 2.

Listing I. continued...

N = number of

sides

radius of

circle

ANGLE=360/N

A=ANGLE/2

D=R*S1N(A)

DIST=2*D

Figure 2.

VAL ( MID* (PAR*, 1,

I

O: GOTO 3530

FOR I - 1 TO LEN <PAR»)
IF MID» <PAR»,I,1) - "," THEN TX
tTY - VAL ( MID« <PAR»,I l))ll i

NEXT I

INVERSE I PRINT "NEED TWO NUMBERS": NORMAL I RETURN
IF TX > 279 OR TX < O OR TV > 139 OR TY < O THEN TX

INVERSE : PRINT "OFF SCREEN"! NORMAL l RETURN
REM FLIP V COORDINATE
REM AND DRAW LINE
IF DF THEN HPLOT OX, 159 - OV TO TX.159 - TY

RETURN

35o5
3310

3313
3320
3330

3331
3332
3333
3340
3999 :

4000 REM TURTLEX
4002 TX » INT (TX + .

4005 INVERSE l PRINT
RETURN

I

REM TURTLEY
TY " INT <TY
INVERSE l PRINT
RETURN

1) >

OXlTY OYl

4010
4499
4300
4302
4SOS
4310
4999 i

30OO
5O05
5010
5499 l

5500
5510
5999 i

lOOOO
10005
10010
10O2O
10030
10040
10100
10999
HOOO
11001
moo
11105
lilt''
11115
11120
U20O
11300

5)
"TURTLEX

5)
"TURTLEY

- "»TX: NORMAL

'(TYl NORMAL

REM TURTLEANG
INVERSE l PRINT
RETURN

REM QUIT
POKE 34, Ol TEXT

•TURTLEANG » "I INT <TA / CF + .5): NORMAL

« HOME i END

REM INITIALIZATION
DIM CMD«(20)iCF - .01745331 TWOP I - 6.2831B53
READ NCl FOR I • 1 TO NCl READ CMD» ( I ) : NEXT
FOR I - 1 TO 61 READ CLR» ( I , 1 > « READ CLR»<I.2>: NEXT
GOSUB lOOOl REM INITTURTLE
FLASH : PRINT "YOUR TURTLE IS READY": NORMAL
RETURN

I

REM COMMANDS PRESENTLY
REM IMPLEMENTED
DATA 10: REM NC - NUMBER OF COMMANDS
DATA INITTURTLE, PENCOLOR
DATA TURN, TURNTO, MOVE, MOVETO
DATA TURTLEX, TURTLEY, TURTLEANG
DATA QUIT
REM COLORS
DATA BLACK. O, GREEN, 1, BLUE. 2, WHITE, 7, ORANGE, 5. VIOLET ,

6

144

Obviously, if we inscribe the N-sided

polygon inside a circle, the circle will be

divided into N equal "pie slices." and the

included angle foreachslide(ANGLE) will

be 360 N. In addition, the turtle will have

to turn N times, so the angle of each turn

will also be 360 N
If we divide one of the slices in half

vertically, we have the triangle shown in

Figure I once again. The included angle is

now A = ANGLE '2. Using the same

formula as in Figure I. we have D = R *

SIN(A). And 2 * Dis the distancethe turtle

should move after each turn.

So now we can draw a polygon with any

number of sides anywhere on the screen,

given the number of sides N and the radius

R. Listing 2 is POLYGON, a short

program which demonstrates this fact.

Lines 60000-60020 and 6I000-6I020 in

POLYGON are "extracts" of the MOVE
and TURN subroutines in HTURTLE.
and are obviously intended to be

"detached" for use in your own programs.

How the Programs Work
HTURTLE has three main parts: the

initialization section, the command parser,

and the working subroutines.

The initialization routine (lines 10000-

11300) first makes room for a list of

commands (CMl)S(l to 20)) and sets

values for CF, a degree-to-radian con-

version factor, and TWOPL the number of

radians in a circle. The next two lines read

the number of commands available, the

name of each command, the names of the

colors available, and the "HCOLOR"
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A REMARKABLE MAGAZINE

creative
computing
"The beat covered by Creative Computing
is one of the most important, explosive and
fast-changing."—Alvin Toffler

David Ah/. Founder and
Publisher of Creative Computing

You might think the term "creative com-
puting" is a contradiction. How can some-
thing as precise and logical as electronic

computing possibly be creative9 We think

it can be Consider the way computers are
being used to create special effects in

movies— image generation, coloring and
computer-driven cameras and props. Or an
electronic sketchpad for your home
computer that adds animation, coloring
and shading at your direction. How about a
computer simulation of an invasion of killer

bees with you trying to find a way of keep-
ing them under control?

Beyond Our Dreams

Computers are not creative per se But
the way in which they are used can be
highly creative and imaginative. Five years

ago when Creative Computing magazine
first billed itself as "The number 1 maga-
zine of computer applications and soft-

ware, we had no idea how far that idea
would take us Today, these applications

are becoming so broad, so all-

encompassing that the computer field will

soon include virtually everything!
In light of this generality, we take appli-

cation to mean whatever can be done with
computers, ought to be done with comput-
ers or might be done with computers That
is the meat of Creative Computing
Alvin Toffler. author of Future Shock and

The Third Wave says. I read Creative Com-
puting not only for information about how
to make the most of my own equipment but
to keep an eye on how the whole field is

emerging.
Creative Computing, the company as

well as the magazine, is uniquely light-

hearted but also seriously interested in all

aspects of computing Ours is the maga-
zine of software, graphics, games and sim-
ulations for beginners and relaxing profes-
sionals We try to present the new and im-

portant ideas of the field in a way that a 1 4-

year old or a Cobol programmer can under-

stand them Things like text editing, social

simulations, control of household devices,
animation and graphics, and communica-
tions networks.

Understandable Yet Challenging

As the premier magazine for beginners, it

is our solemn responsibility to make what
we publish comprehensible to the new-
comer. That does not mean easy; our
readers like to be challenged. It means
providing the reader who has no prepar-
ation with every possible means to seize
the subject matter and make it his own
However, we don't want the experts in

our audience to be bored. So we try to
publish articles of interest to beginners and
experts at the same time. Ideally, we would
like every piece to have instructional or
informative content—and some depth-
even when communicated humorously or
playfully. Thus, our favorite kind of piece is

acessible to the beginner, theoretically

non-trivial, interesting on more than one
level, and perhaps even humorous
David Gerrold of Star Trek fame says.

Creative Computing with its unpreten-
tious, down-to-earth lucidity encourages
the computer user to have fun Creative
Computing makes it possible for me to
learn basic programming skills and use the
computer better than any other source.

Hard-hitting Evaluations

At Creative Computing we obtain new
computer systems, peripherals, and soft-

ware as soon as they are announced. We
put them through their paces in our Soft-
ware Development Center and also in the
environment for which they are intended —
home, business, laboratory, or school
Our evaluations are unbiased and accur-

ate We compared word processing printers
and found two losers among highly pro-
moted makes. Conversely, we found one
computer had far more than its advertised
capability Of 16 educational packages.

only seven offered solid learning value
When we say unbiased reviews we mean

it. More than once, our honesty has cost us
an advertiser— temporarily. But we feel

that our first obligation is to our readers and
that editorial excellence and integrity are
our highest goals.

Karl Zinn at the University of Michigan
feels we are meeting these goals when he
writes. "Creative Computing consistently
provides value in articles, product reviews
and systems comparisons . in a magazine
that is fun to read.

Order Today

When you order an introductory subscription
to Creative Computing, you'll save as much as
33%. One year (12 issues) costs $19 97-20%
off. Two years go for $36.97, or 26% off. And
three years cost $49.97-a 33% saving All

savings are based on the full one-year sub-
scription price of $24.97.

Foreign orders: Add $5 a year for Canada.
Add $10 a year (cash payment in U.S. currency
only) for all other countries outside U.S. and
possessions.

Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of your
first issue. We guarantee your complete satis-

faction or we will refund the full amount for all

the unmailed issues remaining in your sub-
scription.

To order, make your check payable to Cre-
ative Computing and mail it to the address
below—today.'

creative
computing

P.O. Box 5214
Boulder. Colorado 80322
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HTURTLE, contir

Listing 2.

"POLYGON"
MOVE S. TURN SUBROUTINES,
POLYGON ROUTINE
BY AL EVANS, 1980

.01 743331 TWOPI - 6.287-1853! REM CONSTANTS
OlTA - OiDX - OsDY - OlOX - OlOY - Ol REM TURTLE'S VARIABLE

O i ANGLE Ol REM PARAMETERS

10 REM
11 REM
12 REM
13 REM
14 :

15 CF -

20 TX - 0:TY
S

23 DIST
26 i

REM CONTROL LOOP
HSR : HCOLOR- 3: POKE 34,20: HOME
INPUT "CENTER OF POLYGON (X,Y)i ";CX,CY
INPUT "RADIUS OF POLYGON: "|R
IF CX R > 279 OR CX - R < OR CY + R . 159 OR CY
INVERSE : PRINT "TOO BIG": NORMAL : GOTO 115
INPUT "NUMBER OF SIDES: " : N
GOSUB 1000
GOTO 1U>

lOO
105
110
US
120 R < O THEN

125
130
135
136
1000
1005

REM POLYGON
HPLOT CX.CY: REM MARK CENTER

1010 ANGLE - 360 / N:A ANGLE / 2
1015 DIST » 2 » (R * SIN (A * CF))
1020 TX - CX * R * SIN (A » CF):TY - 159 - CY R »

* CF: REM START AT TOP RIGHT, FACING EAST
FOR I - 1 TO N
GOSUB 61000: GOSUB 600OO
NEXT I

RETURN

COS (A * CF):TA

1025
1030
1035
1040
1041 :

60000 REM MOVE
60O05 DX - DIST * SIN <TA):DY - DIST * COS <TA):OX TX:OY
60010 TX - OX DXlTY « OY • DY
60015 HPLOT OX, 159 - OY TO TX.159 - TY
60020 RETURN
61000 REM TURN
61005 TA « TA + CF * ANGLE
61O10 IF TA < O THEN TA « TA TWOPI: GOTO 61010
61015 IF TA > « TWOPI THEN TA » TA - TWOPI: GOTO 61G15
61020 RETURN

number for each color from the data list in

lines I 1000-11300. The routine then
initializes the turtle, prints a "hello"

message, and RETURNs. Control passes

to the command parser, the "main loop"of
this program.

The command parser (lines 100-3 10) has
the job of getting a command from the

keyboard character-by-character, sepa-

rating it into its command (CMDS) and
parameter (PARS) parts, and comparing
the command to the list of defined actions.

If the command entered is not on the list.

an error message is displayed and the

program loops back to get another
command. If the command is valid, the

appropriate subroutine is selected in

line 305.

Note that this command parser simply
passes all input following the command to

the working subroutine as a string of
characters. Each subroutine is smart
enough to figure out whether it has the

information it needs.

The design of the initialization routine

and command parser make it easy to add
new commands. Simply change NC in line

1 1 100. add the new commands at the end
of the data list (line 1 1020). and add the line

numbers on which the new subroutines
begin to the list of "cases" in line 305.

The working subroutines begin at line

1000.

INITTURTLE (lines 1000-1015) places

the turtle in the middle of the screen

heading north, clears the screen to HI-RES
page I. and homes the cursor to the top of

the text window. DF(draw flag) is a logical

variable which controls whether any
plotting actually takes place. It is set to by

INITTURTLE so that nothing will be

drawn on the screen (PENCOLOR will be

NONE).

The last time I saw
him he was

negotiating with a
room full of turtles

and an Ink
manufacturer for

"exclusive
representation

rights."

PENCOLOR (lines 1500-1550) removes
the final parenthesis (if any) from the

parameter it receives and sets DFtoOif the

parameter is NONE. Otherwise, it checks
PARS against the list of colors. If a match
is not found, it issues an error message and
RETURNs. If the parameter is a defined

color, it sets HCOLOR to the appropriate
value and sets DFto I so that plotting can
take place.

146

TURN (lines 2000 2025) adds

VAL(PARS) * CF radians lo the turtle

angle (TA). then adds or subtracts ai many
complete circles ( I W'OPI) as necessar) to

keep the final angle between and 360

degrees. Note that no parsing is necessar)

in this subroutine if PARS cannot be

interpreted as a number, its VAL.UC is 0.

and the subroutine will do nothing.

TURNTO (lines 2500-2525) woiks
identically, except thai the old value ofTA
is simply replaced with the new one.

MOVE (lines 3000-3040) uses the

formulas given above to calculate the X
and Y components (I)X and I)Y) of the

vector DIST. These components are added
to TX and TY to determine the new screen

position of the turtle. II the new position is

not within the graphics window, an error

message is displayed and theold position is

restored. If the new position is on the

screen and the draw flag is set. the line is

drawn.

MOVETO (lines 3500-3535) looks
through the PARS passed to it for a

comma. If it doesn't find one. it issues an
error message and RETURNs to the main
loop. If PARS contains a comma, every-

thing numeric before the comma is used as

a new TX value and everything of VAI.ue
after it as a new TY value. If the new
coordinates are off the screen, an error

message is displayed and theold position is

restored. If the new position is on the

screen and OF is set. the line is drawn.
TURTLEX. TURTLEY. and TUR-

TLEANG (lines 4000-50 1 0) display the

turtle's present X position. Y position, and
angle. I he X and Y coordinates are

rounded to integers: the angle is converted

back from radians to degrees and rounded
to the nearest degree.

The POLYGON program is very simple.

The constants, variables, and parameters
used by the turtle are initialised in lines

15-25. Lines IOO-I35 control the program.
The POLYGON routine in lines 1000-

I040 uses the techniques developed earlier

to draw an N-sided polygon with a radius

of R centered at CX.CY. ANGLE and
DIST are calculated in lines 101 5-1020

using the formulas of Figure 2. The
starting position is calculated in line 1025.

Then lines 1030-1040 draw the polygon
using the MOVE and DRAW subroutines

These subroutines can be extracted (by

DELeting lines 10 to 1046) and used in any
program. Note that DRAW does noerror-
checking; make sure your program doesn't

call on it to draw a line off the screen. The
value 159 in line 60015 can be changed to

191 for full-screen plotting. Or the line can
be changed to HPLOT OX.OYTOTX. I Y
to use the normal Apple coordinate system
with 0.0 at the upper left.

"Eureka!"cried Jim, "it actually works!"
He ran off muttering something about
squaring the circle, and the last time I saw
him he was negotiating with a room full of
turtles and an ink manufacturer for
"exclusive representation rights

." D
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NEECO
C« Commodore Computer
VIC 20 Personal Computer
Vl( 151 5 Graphic Printer

( BM4016
CBM4032
( BM8(H2
( BMSuperPet9000
CBM 6050 Dual Disk Drive

( BM 4040 Dual Disk Drive

CUM 20(1 Single Disk Drive

c BM4022 I rac tor Printer

CBM8010IEI I Modem
CBMDatasette
( BM II 1 1 Interface Cable
II I I II 1 1 Interface Cable

$ 299 95

$ 39500
J 995 00
$1295 00
$1495 00
$1995 00
$1795 00
$1295 00

(.95 (K)

795 (X)

279 00
74 95
i9 95

49 95

Amdek Monitors
Video 100C $ 179(H)

Video J00C $ 20(1 00

Color 1 $ 449(H)

( olor 2 $ 999(H)

_J A Atari
Atari 4(H) 1(>K $ (99(H)

Al.iri 800 1bK One I BASK
cartridge) $ 899(H)

Atari 410

Recorder $ 99 95
Atari 810 Disk

Drive $ 599 95

Atari 822 I hernial

Printer $ 299 95

Professional Software/. ( bm < omputen
WordPro™ <i I *mll> of ( km v\ t.r«l Processing Programs

WordPro 2 Plus

WordPro i Plus

WordPro 4 Plus

WordPro 5 Plus (for CUM 8096)

The Administrator (DataBase forCBM)
PowerIM (Programmer's Utility ROM]
InfoPro1M(DataBase forCBM)

199.95

295 (H)

450(H)

450(H)

(>5()(H)

89 95

295 (X)

Epson Printers
MX 70

MX80w/C,raphtrax
MX-801 I

MX-100 I I

INTrRIACr CARDS
8141 RS-232 Interface Board
8145 RS-232 Interlace Board

is 2K Buffer

8151 RS212 Interface Board
w/X/ON-X/OFF

8K.1 II I I Interlace Board
hi (l Apple Interfat eCard
82 12 Apple Intertac e Cable
8221) IRS HOC able

$ 7500

$ 149 00

1 70 (X)

55 (X)

85 (X)

(5(H)

(5(X)

CMD Mupet
tVK H(H)A Mupet ( ontroller $ 995 (H)

(Multi (Isrr (ontroller lor ( BM ( omputere)

CM-KX) Channel Module $ 250(H)

Printer Module $ (50(H)

Diablo 630 Printer
Diablo630
Irac lor Option

1.2710(H)

* (50(H)

NEC Spinwriter Printer
NEC 7730
NEC 7710
NE( 7720
NIC (510

NK (5(H)RD

Ir.ii tor feed Options arc available

$ (085(H)
«. (085 (H)

$ ((.10(H)

$2290 (X)

$1895 (X)

'WordPro. POWER, & InfoPro are registered

trademarks of Professional Software Inc.

(All (OR OUR 70 PAC.I ( AIAI ( )( , I OK ( OMPLI II PRODU I I INI AND l*RI( I I ISTINC.S
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Plotting N-Space Cubes
Dennis Clark

Every school child knows how to draw a

square or a cube on a piece of paper. It is

something we all learn at an early age. We
can do it almost without thinking. But very

few people can draw a picture of a tesseract

(four-space cube) on a piece of paper.

For those people who know what a

tesseract is. many would consider drawing

one a rather pointless job. But there are a

lew strange individuals who are possibly

science fiction buffs, or mathematicians or

puzzle lolven who enjoy thinking about,

and devising methods for drawing things

like N-space cubes

I do not claim to be a mathematician

(I have trouble intcgratinge x
) but Idoread

a great deal of science fiction and I like to

fiddle with puzzles.

Now it happens that N-space cubes are

full of puzzling riddles, one of which is:

How do you draw them on paper? Not
many people could draw a four-space

cube, but even fewer are able to draw a

five- or six-space cube.

I his article then, is dedicated to those

puzzle solvers who wish to explore the

mysteries of plotting N-space cubes on
their home computers.

Although some of the characteristics of

N-space cubes are perhaps hard to

envision, many of their properties can be

reduced to simple ideas that anyone can
understand, and if I can understand how to

draw them, you can too.

If you try to think of the fourth

dimension as being time, and that
dimension as being somehow tied together

with a three-space cube you have already

gone beyond my understanding of what a

cube is. and have left me in the dust.

Dennis Clark. Route 2 Box 264. Paint Rock
Ferry Road. Kingston. TN 37763

What I have to say about cubes has

nothing to do with time tra\el or exiting

from one side of a tesseract only to end up
back inside of the thing. I won't discuss

walking through a tesseract house

watching yourself watch yourself walking

through a tesseract house. What I am
going to show you is how to draw a picture

of an N-space cube on a two-dimensional

surface.

Everything is aimed at
magically obtaining
order from the chaos
ofpoints which will

appear as you create
larger and larger
N-space cubes.

I .et's start out with an easy one. We'll

start with a square. A square is really

nothing more than a two-space cube It is a

two-dimensional cube. If we \iew a cube
from one side, all we see is a square. 1 his is

eas) to understand because we "took

away" the third dimension of the cube, and
are left with the square.

To draw a cube, all we need is two
squares and four extra lines which connect

each corner of one square to the same
corner of the other square. Stated another

way: a three-space cube can be made from
two two-space cubes by drawing a line

148

from each corner of one square to the same
corner on the other square.

This can be generalized into the

following rule: An (N+ 1 (-space cube can be

made from two N-space cubes by drawing

a line from each corner of one N-space

cube to the same corner on the other V
space cube.

Once you understand this rule, you can

create any N-cube. lor instance, to makea
four-space cube just place two three-space

cubes close together on a piece of paper,

and draw a line between identical corners

on each cube. Give it a try.

Drawing a Cube
lake a piece of paper right now. and

draw two cubes, and then connect the top

corners of each cube with a line segment,

and the two bottom corners with a line

segment, and the other six corners of each

cube to their corresponding corners on the

other cube. You will have created a four-

space cube from two three-space cubes.

I his method can be used to create any
N-space cube from two (N-l l-space cubes.

So if you wish, you could create a five-

space cube by first drawing two four-space

cubes close to each other, and then

connecting each corner of one of the four-

space cubes to its corresponding corner on
the other four-space cube. I ry it once you

have drawn a four-space cube.

Of course, you may notice that the

drawings you produce become a bit messy

after a while. I his comes from not
knowing where to put the corners of the

cubes so that they don't interfere w ith each

other. We'll clean that up in a minute.

The important thing to understand is the

very simple concept that any N-space cube

is just made up of two (N-l (-space cubes,

which arc each made up of two(N-2)-space
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cubes, etc. you can even extend the

method on down to one-space and zero-

space cubes.

A two-space cube (square) is made up of
two one-space cubes (line segments) with
two lines connecting the beginning point of
the first line segment to the beginning point

of the second line segment. And of course,

the end point of the first line segment is

connected to the end point of the second
line segment.

A one-space cube is made from two
zero-space cubes (points) with a single line

drawn between those points. I thought I

would include those last two examples for

the mathematicians who feel insecure if the

method doesn't vw>rk for all cases, but I

personally refuse to consider anything less

than a zero-space case.

For convenience. I would like to define a

"point" as being any corner of a cube.

A picture of a cube is really made up of

nothing but line segments. The places

where the line segments come together to

form corners are really points, and it will

be easier to refer to them as such from here

on.

If you have followed these ideas up to

this point, you are now capable ofdrawing
any N-space cube on a piece of paper. If

you wish to clean up the mess you would
create by drawing them, read on. From
here on. everything is aimed at magically

obtaining order from the chaos of points

which will appear as you create larger and
larger N-space cubes.

For instance, each N-cube has N*2 ,N

line segments and 2
N

points. If you draw
an I l-spacc cube, your cube will have over
I 1 .000 line segments, and over 2000 points,

which gets very messy if you don't have

logical places to put all of those points and
lines. So. even though you can now make
N-space cubes out of two (N-l)-space

cubes, you need a better method which will

tell you where to put all of the points of the

cube.

•laming the Points

If you tried to create a four- or five-space

cube by the methods outlined above, you
are aware by now that it is sort of like

trying to keep 16 or 32 children in line

without knowing what their names are. So
to keep order we have to name each of the
points in any N-space cube.

Rather than call the points Johnny.
Bruce. Dick, or Sally, it might be better if

we use a mathematical model to name
them. Let's really be original and name
them 0. I. 2, 3 . . . (2

s
I) where N is the

dimension of the cube you are going to

draw. Let's further say that the points will

be labeled using binary numbers, not
decimal numbers.
Why use binary numbers instead of

decimal? Because they have the wonderful

property of telling us which points should

be close to each other. They solve the

problem of keeping track of which point

should be tied to which other points by line

segments.

They tell us which points are "adjacent"

to each other. They do this because in a
three-space cube each point is adjacent to

exactly three other points. A three-digit

binary number can tell us which three

points are adjacent to itself.

In a four-space cube, each point is

adjacent to exactly four other points. A
four-digit binary number can tell us which
four points are adjacent to it.

In an N-space cube, each point is

adjacent to exactly N other points.

Another way of putting it is to say that

three lines emanate from each corner in a

three-space cube. Four lines radiate from
each point in a four-space cube. These facts

eventually lead us to a definition for points

which are adjacent to each other.

Two points arc said to be adjacent if the

binary number "names" of those points

differ by one and only one binary digit.

"Adjacents" are those points which are

adjacent to any given point.

This is the most important rule you must
understand in order to create neatly

structured N-space cubes. In fact, it is the

only rule you need to understand how to

create them. It is easy to think of an
N-space cube being created out of two
(N-l)-space cubes, but since the method
creates messy cubes, it is only of value in

understanding the structure of N-space
cubes.

When you can determine which points
are adjacent to each other, you will be able
to make several different styles of any N-
space cube which will (probably) look neat
and orderly when you draw them. The rule

will become clear when we try an example.

Connecting the Dots
Let's build a three-space cube by

labeling its corners with binary numbers.
Remember that two points which are
adjacent are connected by a single line

segment. Since we are working with a

three-space cube, it will have V points.

It can be represented by the eight three-

digit binary numbers 000 through III If

we start by placing the point 000 ona piece

of paper, we can readily see that its three

adjacent points are those that differ from
000 by one digit only; namely. 001, 010,
and 100.

Place the three adjacent points on an
imaginary horizontal line below the point

000. Since 000 is adjacent to all three of the

points, draw a line from 000 to each of the

three adjacents. Now move down to the
point 001 and find the three numbers
which differ from it by one binary digit.

They are the numbers 000 which we
already have on the paper. 01 1, and 101.

Computer programmers will recognize the

process of finding numbers which differ by
one digit as an exclusive "or" binary
operation.

Place these two points on an imaginary
horizontal line below the points, 001, 010,

Figure 1. An N-space cube can be made by placing two <N-l)-

space cubes next to each other and then connecting each
corner of one cube to the same comer of the other cube. In
the picture above, two three-space cubes have been slightly

distorted into a shape which is good for displaying a four-
space cube. When identical corners ofeach three-space cube
are connected with line segments, afour-space cube is created.
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N-Space Cubes, continued.

and 100. Draw a line from 00 1 to these new
adjacents. Move from the point 001 to the

point 010 and figure out what its adjacents
are. They are Oil which is already on the
line below 010. and 000 which is on the line

above and 1 10 which is a new point which
should be placed on the same line with 01

1

and 101. Draw lines from 010 to all of its

adjacents.

Next find the adjacents for 100. You will

notice that they are all on the paper. They
are 101. 1 10 and 000. Draw lines to these

adjacents from 100. There is only one more
adjacent to create. It is found by moving
down to the next line of adjacents and
finding the number which differs from 01

1

by one binary digit only, and which is not

already on the paper.

It is the point III. Place it on a line

below 1 10. 101 and 01 1. If you connect line

segments between 1 1 1 and its adjacents

you will have created a rather lop-sided

two-dimensional representation of a three-

space cube.

You must remember that even though
the angles of the cube are not those that

you traditionally think of as belonging to a

picture of a cube, it is still a cube. All of the
angles in a "cube"are90degrees. But when
we try to draw those angles in two
dimensions they become distorted.

You must remember this when you plot

five and six-space cubes, because you may
see four connected lines which are of

unequal lengths and which do not look

anything like squares. Nonetheless, any
four lines which link together to form a

closed figure represent a square with 90
degree angles. It is just that when we

Almost all of the angles
In an N-space cube will

be distorted when
viewed In less than N

dimensions.

display them in two-space, they look very

squashed. Almost all of the angles in an
N-space cube will be distorted when
viewed in less than N dimensions.

But I have strayed from the main point.

You have just created an N-space cube by

starting at an arbitrary point and creating a

map of all of the points which were
adjacent to the first and subsequent points.

This method can be applied to any
N-space cube. 1 have used it todraw seven-

space cubes by hand. By the way, it isn't

very fun drawing seven-space cubes by
hand. It turns out I am no better at figuring

out adjacents than I am at integrating. Just

when I am about finished drawing a cube, I

draw a line to the wrong point ... in ink.

Pascal's Triangle

If you decide to create larger cubes by
hand, here is an oddity to help you. The
Nth level of Pascal's triangle describes the

number of points on each horizontal level

of the cube you are creating. It also shows
you how many levels there should be in the

cube. There are always N+l levels in an

N-cubc. Pascal's triangle looks like this:

I

I

1

2 1

3 3 1

4 6 4 1

5 10 10 5 1

6 15 20 15 6 1

7 21 35 33 21 7 I

The top line of Pascal's triangle would
correspond to a zero-space cube. That is, a

zero-space cube has only one level. It

couldn't have any more, since it only has

one point. The fifth line of Pascal's triangle

would correspond to a four-space cube,

which has five levels.

There would be one point on the first

level, four points on the second horizontal

level, six points on the third level, four on
the fourth, and one last point on the fifth

level.

A seven-space cube (represented by the

eighth line) would have one point on one
line, seven on the next line or level. 21

points on the third line, and so on.

Knowing how many points should be on
each line gives you a convenient method of

checking to see if you missed one of the

adjacents which should be on that level.

Because of this feature, I call this type of

cube a "Pascal's triangle cube." Still, it isn't

easy to draw them by hand. It is too easy to

make mistakes.

So the computer enters the picture to

save the day. Once the computer is

programmed properly, it makes fewer

Figure 2. A five-space cube is madefrom two four-space cubes,
each of which is made of two three-space cubes. Here you see
the four three-space cubes which can he made into two four-
space cubes, which combine to make a five-space cube.
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COMPUTER KITS- FROM $69.95
LNW SEMI-KITS can save you hundreds o( dollars. By obtaining your own parts at the lowest
possible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI-KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
microcomputer in the industry- the LNWBO. The LNW SEMI-KITS are affordable modules. You
can start with a modest cassette system and expand to a full 4Mhz TRS-80 compatible system with
5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time.

A. LNWBO CPU - Made of high quality FR4 glass epoxy double sided circuit material, with plated-
through holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened. Here are just
some of the outstanding features you will havewhen your LLNW80 CPU board is fully assembled:
• 1 6K RAM • Color and black and white video • 480 x 1 92 high resolution graphics • 64 and 80
column video • 4 Mhz Z80A CPU • Upper and lower case display • 500 and 1 000 baud cassette
I/O $89 95
B. SYSTEMEXPANSION-Expandthe LNWBO computer board. TRS-80 and PMC-BO computer
with the following features: • 32K memory • Serial RS232C and 20Ma port • Real time clock •
Parallel printer port • 5 inch single density disk controller • Expansion bus (screen printer port) •
Onboard power supply • Solder-masked and silk screened legend - $69.95 (tin plated contacts) -
$84.95 (gold plated contacts)

C. KEYBOARO- 74 key expanded professional keyboard - includes 1 2 key numeric keypad. Fully
assembled and tested. - $99.95
0. COMPUTER CASE - This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit gives your
LNWBO that professional factory-built appearance - $84.95 Add $12.00 for shipping.
E. SYSTEM EXPANSION CASE- This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit
gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interface that professional factory-built appearance. -$59.95
Add $10.00 tor shipping.

F. LNW80 CPU - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $82.00
G. LNWBO VIDEO - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $31 .00
H. SYSTEM EXPANSION - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $27.50
1. LEVEL II ROM set. (6 chip set) - SI 20.00

VISA and MasterCard accepted Add S3 00 for shipping plus $1.00 tor each additional Item. All
shipments via UPS surface. Add $2.00 for US Mail. Shipments outside continental U.S.: funds must
be U.S. dollars. Sufficient shipping costs must be included with payment

ORDERS 4 INFORMATION - (71 4) 544-5744
SERVICE- (714) 641-8850

LNW Research Corp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680
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Finally you can realize the
FULL graphic capabilities

of your printer.

ZOOM GRAFIX WORKS WITH ALL
THESE PRINTERS:

• Any area of the Hi-Res screen can be printed as

large or small as you like.

• Zoom "Window" feature allows you to frame and
see the specific area of the Hi-Res screen to be
printed.

• Picture can be printed horizontally or vertically.

• Margins can be completely adjusted for custom
placement of picture.

• Form feed and line feed can be controlled from the

keyboard.
• Prints either Hi-Res screen 1 or 2.

• Prints charts, graphs or pictures.

• Menu driven . . . extremely easy to use.

• Apple Silentype • Pro-Writer
• NEC 8023 • Starwriter
• Spinwriter • All IDS
• Diablo • All Anadex
• Qume • MPI-88G
• All Epsons • Xerox

Only $39.95. Visa and MasleK ard anepled
Requires 48K Apple II or II- .mil Applesoll in ROM or
Apple in Apple II mode

Works with over 15

different interface cards

PHOENIX
SOFTWARE, INC.

64 Lake Zurich Drive
Lake Zurich, IL 60047

(312) 438-4850
Copyright 1981 Phoenix Software, Inc.

Apple II. II- and are registered trademarks ol Apple Computer. Inc.
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N-Space Cubes, continued...

mistakes than its human counterpart. The
computer code which is included in this

article was written for an Apple II plus

with 48K of memory using the Applesoft

floating point Basic.

No attempt was made to use the space

available efficiently because the code was
originally developed on a DECsystem-IO
computer, and I was not anxious to rewrite

the code completely.

Much to my surprise. I was able to plot

colored graphs of a seven-space cube, as

well as all of the smaller cubes. I also have a

Silentype thermal printer which I used to

create hard-copies of the cubes. Here then

is a discussion of what the code does.

The Program
The first section of code creates a list of

all of the adjacent points for each and every

point from to 127. This list of adjacents

uses an array which is 7 x 1 28. I could have

created an adjacent each time I needed one.

thereby saving most of the space that I

used, but was too lazy to code the program
that way.

The program tells you that it has created

the lists of adjacents and then asks you

whether you would like the cube drawn for

you. or whether you would like to create it

from the sets of lines which are made by

connecting adjacents which differ in a

particular digit.

The program then asks you what si/e

cube you would like to plot. You can draw

all of the N-cubes up to and including a

seven-space cube.

Then the code asks you which type of

cube you would like to plot. It draws three

000

001
100

000

100

110

000

001

000

100 001 100

011 101 110

Figure 3. Cubes can also he created by naming each corner of
an N-space cuhe with an N-digit binary number. For a three-

space cube, eight numbers are needed to identify each corner.

Corners which are adjacent will differ from each other by one
and only one binary digit. After placing the point 000 on a piece
ofpaper, all of the points which are adjacent to 000 areput on a
line below it. The adjacents to each ofthese threenew points are

placed on the next line down. The last point is then placed on a
line by itselfand lines are drawn between all ofthe points which
are adjacent to each other. These five figures show the entire

sequence.

000

001 100

110

111
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$2495
PUTS YOU IN BUSINESS
Introducing the MTI- BUSINESS Compu-
ter. We believe in offering you the best in

complete, low cost computing.

M.T.I. MOO III PLUS B/140. We have taken
the basic MODEL III. expanded the memory
to 48K and added our M.T.I, double den-
sity, dual drive system. All M.T.I. BUSI-
NESS computers include 4 Mhz speed-up
for remarkable fast processing, a RS-232
Interface, Anti-Glare screen and cooling
unit.

LOW PRICE. M.T.I. BUSINESS compu-
ters are priced from $2495. As an added
incentive, we will give you a business
software package FREE with the purchase
of a MOD III PLUS BUSINESS computer.
The software package has a retail value of

$1588.00

All of this for $2495.

FREE SOFTWARE
ACOUNTING PACKAGE

• ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
•GENERAL LEDGER
• INVENTORY/SALES ANALYSIS
• PAYROLL
• INCLUDES AUDIO SELF-
LEARNING CASSETTE

• GAMES
• EDUCATION SOFTWARE
• DOS PLUS 3.3

WORD PROCESSING
We are alto ottering a discount
certificate entitling the purchaser to
NEW SCRIPT by Pro Soft. With NEW
SCRIPT you have complete word
processing software.

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE:
MOD III PLUS 240-B. Same as the MOD
ltl-B/140 but has double storage capacity
and dual headed 40 track drives.

MOD III PLUS 280-B. Has 1 .5 Megabytes
storage and 2 dual headed 80 track double
density disk drives.

MOD lll/WINCHESTER-B. Our largest
business computer system. 8.2
megabytes of storage. Includes a 7.5

megabyte WINCHESTER hard disk and
80-track dual head disk head.

OPTIONS:
* LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
* WINCHESTER CP/M 2.2

WANT MORE? For more information call

any of our authorized sales centers

OVER 100 AUTHORIZED DEALERS
CALL 714-979-9923
for the dealer nearest you

fia
Call or writ* for free brochure:

U.S. PRICES FOB SANTA ANA
CALIFORNIA AND MAY VARY BY AREA.

CPM it • registered trademark of Digital Raaaarch. Inc.

TRS-S0 ' li a reglaterod trademark of Tandy, Corp.
M.T.I. la a raglatarad trademark of Microcomputer Techonology Inc
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MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INC
3304 W. MACARTHUR. SANTA ANA. CA 92704
(714) 979-9923 • TWX 910-595-1902 MTISNA



N-Space Cubes, continued.

types of cubes. For two of the types, it

places all of the corners of any N-space

cube in a circle. It really doesn't matter

where the "corners" of the cube arc placed,

as long as each point remains connected to

all of its adjacents by single line segments.

A mathematician would tell you that as

long as the connectivity of all of the points

remains the same, then no matter where

you put the corners, the cube remains

topological!)' equivalent.

One of the "circle cubes" comes out

looking twisted. So I call it a twisted circle

cube. The twisted circle cube looks as if it

could be untwisted if the correct portions

of the cube were moved, and. in fact, it can.

The result is the second type of cube
which the program draws. I call it an
"untwisted circle cube." The reason
becomes obvious the first time you view

the two types of cubes.

The third type of cube is the type which
we have discussed already, where the

points of the cube are placed on multiple

horizontal levels.

But no matter which type of cube you
wish to display, two things must be

determined before the cubes can be

plotted. The order in which the points will

be used must be determined, and the X-Y
co-ordinates for each point must be

calculated.

For instance, in the twisted circle cube,

the X-Y co-ordinates are calculated in

sequence, one right after the other as we
progress around the circle. The points arc

used sequentially, starting with point

number I.

When all of the corners are connected to

their adjacent corners, a twisted cube
results. It looks as if you could untwist

certain portions of the cube, and many of

the line segments would not cross each

other. Indeed that is the case.

By changing the order in which the

points arc used, the cube can be untwisted.

So when you have decided which type of

cube to plot, and you have decided what
tize \-cube you want to plot, the order in

w hich the points will be used is calculated,

and then the X-Y co-ordinates, of those

points are calculated.

Next, the program plots tiny figures

which mark the position of each of the

corners. It does this to show you where the

corners of the cube are located. If your
monitor is a color TV. the points will be

plotted in different colors depending on
where they are plotted. This is due to the

funny ways TVs create their color.

When the program finishes plotting the

corners, it will wait for you to enter sets of

two numbers. The first number will

indicate the color of the line to be drawn,

and the second number will indicate which

set of lines is to be drawn.

If the set of adjacents which differ in the

first digit is to be plotted, the second of

those two numbers will be a I. If the set of

lines for adjacents which differ in the

seventh binary digit is to be drawn, the

second number will be a 7.

Two of the colors are black, which

means that you can erase lines as well as

draw them. That is. you can draw with

black, which is the color of the back-

ground. There are eight colors which are

numbered from to 7. The colors may
differ on different televisions.

Also, if a I is entered for cither a color,

or a set of lines, the user is returned to the

point in the program where he can plot

another N-space cube. If the second

number is I. the user will be asked

whether he wants the picture to be printed

on a Silentype printer. The printer should

either be installed in slot #1 or the program
should be changed.

If the user then types anything but YES.
he is returned to plot another N-space

cube. Unfortunately, since the program is

usually displaying what is being drawn,

you can't see the program prompts most of

the time. So you must remember what to

type. Because of this. I have included an
actual run of the program so you have a

working example.

The lines which are completely capi-

talized are part of the computer run. while

the lines in regular type are comments
which I have added to tell you what is

going on.

Figure 4. It isn 7 necessary to place the corners for a cube in any
particular position. As long as each corner is connected to its

adjacent corners with single line segments, the end result can
still he called a cube. In this figure the .?.? corners ofafive-space
cube have been placed in a circle. If the corners are labeled

consecutively from the bottom and progressing counter-

clockwise, a "twisted circle cube" results when all of the points
are connected to their adjacent points. It appears as if the cube

could be untwisted by changing the position of tome of the

corners. When this is done, an "untwisted circle cube" appears.
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Together, [cens??^, fm Inspector
and Watson give you TOTAL control

of your Apple and its disks.

;t«S«^ Watsnn

T<J€

n
•

Puts all your disk

imfA and memory utilities

h «y5WCTOK together where
they belong— inside your Apple.

Eprom or disk version is always

at your fingertips. Search

memory and disks forward and backwards, read
nibbles, map disk space, locate strings, the uses are
endless. At your local dealer or direct—
THE INSPECTOR. $5995.

Includes such goodies
as scrolling screen dump.

The Inspectors Assistant disassembler that shows
ASCII, file follower of file, track/sector list-finder

byname, disk-sector lockout, disk comparer,
much more. At vour local dealer or direct—
WATSON,* $49.95.

if you'reat all serious about programming or

O'VW
about business use of your Apple, you must

have these interactive utilities

MasterCard and Visa

holders order toll-free,

1-800-835-2246.

OMEGA AAiCROWAREJNC.
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA • CHICAGO. IL 60606 • 312-648-4844

* Rrquirrs The Inspector

*pp*r is a rrjtfOrfrd tradrmark ,4 *pp)r I <«npuirr lm

3 PRODUCTS TO ADD A 4th DIMENSION
OF POWER TO YOUR APPLE.

tyMEXL-16 The one 16-K memory
""* "" "• «'"/»'' expansion card for

your Apple that requires no unnecessary surgery.

This board just plugs in with no strap or additional

connections. In spite of its quality, the Ramex-16"'
costs just $139.95, complete with a oneyear
limited warranty.

A complete turnkey

memory management
system on a disk—
using either one or two

I6K cards. HIDOS™ loads DOS onto one RAM
card and with the second card loads an
alternate language onto another.

SOLIDOS™ turns a 16K

card into a fast.

45-sector disk-drive emulator. At your local

dealer or direct for just $34.95.

THE

CONSOLIDATOR
FOR VSKALC

FU1

OAAEGA AAICROWAREJNC
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA

CHICAGO. IL 60606
312-648-4844

If you use VisiCalc™,

then you must have

THE CONSOLIDATOR. It

will save you hours of keyboard time, by allowing

you to manipulate totals of separate files without
reentering them. Easy to use, invaluable to

own. Just $4995 at your dealer or direct.

AI three of these together help make your Apple
a more complete business system— giving

you expanded memory, extra convenience,

sure control. MasterCard

and Visa holders order

toll-free. 1-800-835-2246.

Applr ts a rrpstrrrd tradrmark <4 Applr computer Inc

YbjCjJc h a rqpMrfrd trademark otPrrumaJ Vfoarr lm
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N-Space Cubes, continued...

Sample Run

RUN CUBES

THIS SECTION OF CODE CREATES THE

ADJACENTS FOR ALL OF THE 'CORNERS'

OF UP TO 7-SPACE CUBES.

The program sits there and churns for about 30 seconds.

THE ADJACENTS HAVE NOW BEEN CREATED.

DO YOU WANT ME TO DRAW THE

ENTIRE CUBE FOR YOU? (Y OR RETURN) N

Anything except Y means that you want to draw the cube

yourself.

WHAT SIZE N-CUBE DO YOU

WANT TO PLOT? ( 1-7) 5

I wanted to draw a five-space cube, so I entered 5.

(1) TWISTED CIRCLE CUBE

(2) UNTWISTED CIRCLE CUBE

(3) PASCAL'S TRIANGLE CUBE

WHICH CUBE DO YOU WISH TO PLOT? 3

I wanted to plot the Pascal's Triangle five-space cube.

THE PROGRAM IS NOW CALCULATING

THE ORDER IN WHICH THE 32

POINTS OF THE CUBE WILL BE PLOTTED.

It sits there and thinks for a while . . .

THE PROGRAM IS CREATING THE X-Y

CO-ORDINATES FOR EACH CORNER

OF A PASCAL'S TRIANCLE TYPE OF CUBE

It sits there and thinks some more . . .

READY TO PLOT. (PRESS 'RETURN')

If you don't press the carriage return key. it w ill sit there forever.

When you do press return, the screen will be blanked, and the

points of the cube will be plotted. Then, although you won't see

the prompt, the program will ask you for a color and line set

Each point of a five-space cube will have five adjacents so you

will be able to specify five sets of lines. The five sets are: the set of

adjacents which differ in only the first digit, the set of adjacents

which differ in only the second digit, and the three sets of

adjacents which differ in the third, fourth and fifth binary digits

respectively.

WHAT COLOR AND LINE SET? 7,1

WHAT COLOR AND LINE SET? 7,2

WHAT COLOR AND LINE SET? 7,3

WHAT COLOR AND LINE SET? 7,4

WHAT COLOR AND LINE SET? 7,5

At this point, the cube is entirely plotted, although you never

saw the "what color & line set" messages. 7 is white on my
television, while 4 is black, so now I'll erase sets of lines.

Figure 5. Many different designs ean he produced by plotting

only portions oflht cubes. These figures illustrate some ofthose
designs. Each angle actually represents a 91) degree angle, hut

since it is being displayed on a two-dimensional surface, it can
only be shown distorted out of shape. In all of the pictures

where the figures arc composed of four lines, the figures are

squares created by two sets oflines. For instance, the first figure

is composed of the set of adjacents which differ in the second

digit, and the set of adjacents which differ in the fourth digit.

The second figure is created by drawing lines between points

which differ in the second digit, and the points which differ in

the third digit. The first two figures are portions ofa five-space

cube. The third figure is a six-space cube with only the 2 and 4

line sets drawn.
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2. CROSSWORDS

4. ROULETTE 8. BEST OF BISHOP 12. STABMINES

Program suitable on dlikctw only

1. APPLE "2I"A fast-paced game ofwits for 1 to

3 players with intricate high-resolution playing

cards $24.95

2. CROSSWORDS—An excellent game with
24 puzzles on a disk. You can solve them, mod-
ify them, or create your own. S24.95

3. PHOTAJ?—Fast, mean and out to get you—
Photar is a colorful deep space game that will

keep you firing. $29.95

4. ROULETTE—A realistic simulation of an all-

time favorite casino game with a Monte Carlo

spinning wheel. $24.95

5. BAKER* TRILOGY—Three of Steve Bakers
finest games: PLANETOIDS (space) BURNOUT
(racing), BUBBLES (laser). $24.95

6. DRAW POKER—Like being in Vegas; com-
pete against a crafty card player in this magnifi-

cent poker game. $24.95

7. MICROGAMMON —A triumph in board
game simulations, the animation accents "intel-

ligence" by moving pieces. $19.95

8. BESTOF BISHOP—9 ofBobs best: ROCKET
PILOT.SAUCER INVASION.STARWARS, SFACE
MAZE, BOMBER and more $39.95

9. REVERSI—This challenging machine lan-

guage program guarantees great graphics,

intelligence, and speed. $24.95

10. CRAPS—A 1 or 2 player, high-resolution

dice game whereyou play the field, passline. or

hardway rolls. $24.95

It. GOMOKU—A sophisticated game of five-

in-a-row, you play against an opponent with 3
levels of skill $19.95

12. STARMINES—Thrill to the challenge of fly-

ing through space set with mines. 5 Hi-res

levels keep you firing. $19.95

Available for the Apple I • Visa, MasterCard, CO.D. or check accepted • Add $1.00 for shipping & handling
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N-Space Cubes, continued...

WHAT COLOR & LINE SET? 4,1

WHAT COLOR 6 LINE SET? 4,2

WHAT COLOR & LINE SET? 4,3

WHAT COLOR 6 LINE SET? 4,4

WHAT COLOR & LINE SET? 4,5

Now. nothing is left but the "corners" which we originally

plotted. If you now input 1.0 the plot will disappear and you
will be able to choose another type and si/e of N-cube.

WHAT COLOR & LINE SET? -1,0

00 YOU WANT ME TO DRAW THE

ENTIRE CUBE FOR YOU? (Y OR RETURN) "C

A control-C w ill get you out of the program at any time. That

may bean inelegant way to exit from the program, but it works.

One of the nice features about plotting individual sets of lines,

instead of plotting the entire cube all at once, is that you can see

how N-space cubes are made from two (\ 1 )-space cubes.

Cubes of lesser degree can also be seen by choosing particular

sets of lines. You can discover many interesting designs and

patterns by playing with the sets of lines in any of the N-cubes.

Different combinations of those sets of lines will give you a

better idea of how N-cubes are made.

Now that you know the structure of an N-cube and know
several ways to draw them, perhaps you can think of other ways

to display them. The symmetries involved are fascinating.

Cubes are good for stretching your imagination and can lead

you to many interesting discoveries.

Program Listing

10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
2 30
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410

THIS PROCRAM CREATES N-D IMENS IONAL CUBES
WHERE N VARIES FROM 1 TO 7

WRITTEN SEPT 1981 BY
DENNIS CLARK
R2 BOX 264
PAINT ROCK FERRY ROAD
KINGSTON, TENN. 37763

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
HOME
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "OF UP TO 7-SPACE CUBES
PRINT
DIM AD.1(7,128)

N - 7

- 2 * N

'THIS SECTION OF CODE CREATES THE"

"ADJACENTS FOR ALL OF THE 'CORNERS'

ITMP
NN -

FOR
JJ -

LL -

KK -

JK -

L2 -

FOR

TO NN

LL
1 TO LL

N

J

J

2

LI.

1

2

K

ADJ(JJ.JK) - KK
JK - JK + 1

KK • KK + 1

NEXT K
KK - KK - L2
FOR K - 1 TO LL

ADJ(JJ.JK) - KK
JK - JK + 1

KK - KK + 1

NEXT K
KK - KK + L2
IF (JK
NEXT J

PRINT "THE ADJACENTS HAVE NOW BEEN CREATED"
DIM XY(128),X(128),Y(128),P(9),IP(9)

ITMP) GOTO 260

Figure 6. All figures which are composed of eight lines are

actually three-space cubes residing in a higher-space cube. The
first figure shows two three-space cubes created with the I. 2.

and i line sets in a four-space cube. The next figure shows three-

space cubes inside a five-space cube.

Figure 7. These two figures can be used as templates for
creating five- and six- space cubes. The first figure contains

the points for a five-space Pascal's triangle cube. The second
figure is a six-space cube without the lines between adjacents

drawn. Although it is possible to create the cubes by hand, it

is easier to let a computer do the work.
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N-Space Cubes, continued
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
5 JO
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
1000
10 10
1020

REM
REM

CONTROL-Q
CONTROL-D

'DO YOU WANT ME TO DRAW THE ENTIRE"

"CUBE FOR YOU? (Y OR RETURN) ";ZG$

'WHAT SIZE N-CUBE DO YOU"

•WANT TO PLOT? (1-7)

7 OR N < 1 THEN GOTO 440
'(1) TWISTED CIRCLE CUBE"

'(2)

'(3)

UNTWISTED CIRCLE CUBE"

PASCAL'S TRIANGLE CUBE"

"WHICH CUBE
> 3 OR PL <
* N

DO YOU
1 THEN

WISH TO PLOT?
GOTO 5 70

';PL

QS -

DS -
""

TEXT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
PRINT
IF N >

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT
IF PL

NN - 2

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "THE PROGRAM IS NOW CALCt) LAT I NG"
PRINT
PRINT "THE ORDER IN WHICH THE ";NN
PRINT
PRINT "POINTS OF THE CUBE WILL BE PLOTTED"
PRINT
ON PL GOTO 1000,2000,3000
REM THIS SECTION OF CODE IS FOR THE
REM TWISTED CIRCLE TYPE OF CUBE
FOR J - 1 TO NN

1030 XY(J) - J

1040 NEXT J

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
GOTO 2260
REM THIS SECTION OF CODE
REM THE UNTWISTED CIRCLE
FOR J - 1 TO NN

1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1 100
1 1 10

1120
1130
2000
2010
2020
2030 XY(J) - J

2040 NEXT J

2050 FOR J -

2060 J2 - 2
*

2070 JL - 2

FOR I -

'THE PROCRAM IS CREATING THE X-Y"

CO-ORDINATES FOR EACH CORNER"

OF A TWISTED CIRCLE CUBE.

IS FOR
CUBES

2080
2090
2 100
21 10
2120
2130
2140

1 TO N -

J

(J - 1)

1 TO NN
INT ((I - 1) / J2)IN -

IF (( INT (IN / 2) * 2) - IN) THEN COT') 2 17')

ID - I - IN * J2
IF (ID > JL) THEN COTO 2 170

IP - J2 * IN + J2 - ID + 1

TMP - XY( I)
2150 XY( I ) - XY( IP)
2160 XY( IP) - TMP
2 170 NEXT I

2180 NEXT J

2190 PRINT
2200 PRINT
2210 PRINT
2220 PRINT
2230 PRINT
2240 PRINT
2250 PRINT
2260 WDTH - 278
2270 HCT - 189
2280 XX -

2290 XC - WDTH / 2

2300 YC - HGT / 2

2310 SN - 6.28 / 2 " N

2320 FOR J - 1 TO 2 " N

2330 X(XY(J)) - SIN (XX) * XC + XC + 1

2340 Y(XY(J)) - COS (XX) * YC + YC + 1

2350 XX - XX + SN
2360 NEXT J

2370 GOTO 10000
3000 REM THIS SECTION OF CODE IS FOR THE
3010 REM PASCAL'S TRIANGLE TYPE OF CUBE

THE PROGRAM IS CREATINC THE X-Y

CO-ORDINATES FOR EACH CORNER"

OF AN UNTWISTED CIRCLE CUBE.

3050 N2 - NN / 2

3060 FOR J - 1 TO N2

3070 FOR K - 1 TO N

3080 IF XY(J) > - 2 * (K - 1) THEN GOTO 3120

3090 XY(NE) - ADJ(K,XY(J) + 1)

3100 XY(NN - NE + 1) - NN - XY(NE) - 1

31 10 NE - NE + 1

3120 NEXT K

3 130 NEXT J

3140 PRINT
3 150 PRINT "THE PROGRAM IS CREATINC THE X-Y"

3160 PRINT
3170 PRINT "CO-ORDINATES FOR EACH CORNER"
3180 PRINT
3190 PRINT "OF A PASCAL'S TRIANGLE TYPE OF CUBE"

3200 PRINT
3210 PI - 3.14159265
3220 NP1 - N + 1

3230 FOR J - 1 TO NP1
3240 IP(J) • 1

3250 P(J) - 1

3260 NEXT J

3270 FOR L - 2 TO N

3280 FOR J - 2 TO L

3290 P(J) - IP(J - 1) + IP(J)
3300 NEXT J

3310 FOR K - 2 TO L

3320 IP(K) - P(K)
3330 NEXT K

3340 NEXT L

3350 WDTH - 137
3360 HCT - 93
3370 I - 1

3380 ANG - - PI * .5

3390 AI - PI / N

3400 FOR J - 1 TO NP1
3410 XWDTH - COS (ANG) * WDTH
3420 XP - WDTH - XWDTH + 1.

3430 YV - SIN (ANG) * HCT + HCT + 1.

3440 FOR K - 1 TO P(J)
3450 IF (P(J) - 1 - 0) THEN GOTO 3470
3460 XINC - (XWDTH * 2.) / (P(J) - 1.)
3470 II - XY(I) + 1

3480 X(II) - XP
3490 XP - XP + XINC
3500 Y(II) - YV
35 10 I - I + 1

3520 NEXT K

3530 ANC - ANG + AI
3540 NEXT J

3550 FOR J - 1 TO NN
3560 XY(J) - XY(J) + 1

3570 NEXT J

10000 PRINT
10010 INPUT "READY TO PLOT. (PRESS 'RETURN') ";DUMY$
10020 HGR2
10030 HCOLOR- 7

10040 FOR J - 1 TO NN
10050 HPLOT X(.I) - 1,Y(J) - 1 TO X(J) + l,Y(J) - 1

10051 HPLOT X(J) + 1,Y(J) - 1 TO X(J) + l.Y(.l) + 1

10052 HPLOT X(J) + 1,Y(J) + 1 TO X(J) - 1,Y(J) + 1

10053 HPLOT X(J) - 1,Y(J) + 1 TO X(J) - 1,Y(J) - 1

10060 NEXT J

10070 IF (ZC$ - "Y") THEN GOTO 20000
10080 PRINT
10090 INPUT "WHAT COLOR & LINE SET ! ";H,K
10100 IF H < THEN COTO 440
10110 IF H > 7 THEN GOTO 10080
10120 HCOLOR- H

10130 IF K < THEN COTO 30000
10140 IF K < N + 1 THEN GOTO 10170
10150 PRINT "BAD NUMBER TRY AGA I N" ; G$ ,G5 , GS
10160 COTO 10080
10170 FOR JJ - 1 TO NN
10180 J - XY(JJ)
10190 IF (ADJ(K.J) < J) THEN GOTO 10220
10200 MJ - ADJ(K.J) + 1

10210 HPLOT X(J),Y(J) TO X(MJ),Y(MJ)
10220 NEXT JJ
10230 GOTO 10080
20000 FOR J - 1 TO N * 500
20010 NEXT J
20020 FOR KK - I TO NN
20030 K - XY(KK)
20040 FOR J - 1 TO N
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20050 IF (ADJ(J.K) < K) THEN GC
20060 MJ ADJ(J.K) + I

20070 HPLOT X(K),Y(K) TO X ( MJ ) , Y( MJ

)

20080 NEXT J
20090 FOR L - I TO 4096 / NN
20100 NEXT L
201 10 NEXT KK
30000 PRINT
30010 INPUT "END THE PLOT BY PRESSING 'RETURN' ";DUMY$
30020 PRINT
30030 INPUT "PRINT PICTURE? (YES OR RETURN) ";DUMY$
30040 IF DUMY$ > < "YES" THEN GOTO 440
30050 TEXT
30060 POKE - 12529,255
30070 POKE - 12525,64
30080 POKE - 12524,0
30090 PRINT D$;"PR#1"
30100 PRINT
30110 PRINT Q$
30120 PRINT
30130 PRINT D$;"PR#0"
30140 POKE - 12525,32
30150 POKE - 12529,0
30160 POKE - 12524,255
30170 GOTO 10000
30180 END

6.6 SECONDS
V
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of your valuable time reading this ad,

YOU NEED

SpeedRead+
• Optimized Systems Software, the company that brought you BASIC A • and OS/A •
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Screensaver

Andy Gamble

Screensaver grew from the need to draw
on the screen quickly and to save the

entire screen in some permanent form
within a program. Take, for instance, the

logo in Figure 1 . How could I design that

on the screen and save it to be used in

other programs?

Previously I had been typing in "direct

mode," fiddling about with a recalcitrant

cursor and trying very, very hard to refrain

from pressing Return at the edge of the

screen.

Even using that method, the screen still

needed to be saved in some way: the

easiest was to leave a margin down the

left side in which to place a series of

statements like 10 PRINT".... Did I say

easy?

A different technique is used here, one
that I hope will give you ideas for other

uses. The program splits rather neatly

into three parts.

The first is a simplified method for

drawing or printing on the screen. Insert/

delete and return are inoperable, which
prevents much gnashing of the teeth. All

other keys repeat.

In the second part, the entire screen is

saved in the form of DATA statements,

which can be read by the third part, which
is a small program to return the original

screen.

The first part is quite straightforward.

The program checks to see which key is

Andy Gamble. Columbia College. Icil" West 10th

Ave.. Vancouver. B.C.. Canada Vfd 2A2.

pressed, and POKEs that character to the

appropriate place on the screen, marked
by a dummy cursor. The program further

checks to see if the key is being held

down, and if so the procedure is repeated.

When the screen design has been com-
pleted, shift-return starts the second part

of the program. Each screen position is

scanned (you can see the dummy cursor

flying around here) and the PEEK values

Figure J.

stored in a temporary array. The values

in this array are in turn POKEd into the

DATA statements at the beginning of the

program. The zeros in lines 100 to 760 are

thus replaced by the PEEK/POKE values

of the screen characters.

Now here is where a bit of ingenuity

creeps in. Since most screen designs contain

a great deal of blank space, and even
quite small designs will necessarily fill all

162

the 1000 places in the DATA statements,

a technique was chosen to compact the

information.

Briefly, the largest value stored in a

DATA line would be 255. since that is the

largest PEEK/POKE value possible. This

means that all values from 256 to 999

would not normally be used.

In this program, the spaces in a design

are not stored in their normal form (which

would be a value of 32), but instead are

merely counted. For instance, if while

scanning the screen the program came
across 80 successive spaces (two blank

lines), this information would be stored in

the DATA statement as 380. All non-
space characters are, thus, stored normally,

but all spaces are counted and the count

plus 300 stored.

There is a small advantage here in that

the largest number of contiguous spaces

which can be stored is 699 (999-300), but

this is more than offset by the great saving

of program space.

Lastly, an end-of-file marker of -99 is

written in the last available DATA position.

Once the screen is saved into the DATA
lines, the rest of the program (lines 770

on), can be deleted. A Toolkit helps a

great deal here.

In order to make use of the screen, a

short program (Listing 2) should be

appended to the DATA statements. Again,

the Toolkit is useful. The program runs

on Basic 3 CBM machines and requires

12K of memory.
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SHOW SPECTACULAR

REG $1495
2-32K 80 COL CRT

[$1065
64K ADD-ON MEMORY

REG $500
$395

9000 1 34K SUPER PET
REG $1995

$1795
4032 32K 40 COL CRT

REG $1295
$965

4016 16K 40 COL CRT
$W5

$765
8050-DUAL DISK 9§QK

351795
$1295

4040-DUAL DISK 343K
REG $1295

$995
2031 -SINGLE DISK 170K

REG $695
$525

REG $75
C2N-CASSETTE DRIVE

$65
4022-60 COL PRINTER

REG $795
$595

8023P-136 COL PRINTER
REG $995

$849
8300P-40CPS LTR QLTY

REG $2250
J$1995

8024-N&NNESMAN TALLEY
REG $1995

J-| 595
8024J7LETTER TALLEY

REG $2495 g^^
25CPS-STARWRITER

REGS1895
$1445

CBM-IEEE MODEM
REG $279

$229
VOICE SYNTHESIZER

REG $395
$329

j

PET TO IEEE CABLE
,eg $39.95

$34
IEEE TO IEEE CABLE

REGS4995
$39
VIC 20

REG$2W
$265

VIC 1540 DISK 170K
REG $5*

$499
VIC 1515 30CPS PRINTER

REG $395
$349

VIC 1011 RS 232 INTER
REG $49.95

$39
VIC 1112 IEEE INTER

REG $99.95

MATOR SHARK
HARD DISK DRIVE

"Winchester Disk

•Commodore DOS 2.5

*24 Megabyte
$6475

Strobe 100 Plotter

*PET Interface

"Software Pack
$975

$79
Special pricing on Atari, Apple, Digilog, Epson, Hayes Modem, Printwheels

SCHOOL SPECIALS
3 for 2 Pricing

CALL US!

20% Off on Software*

PHILADELPHIA COMPUTER DISCOUNT©
P.O. Box 170 St. Davids, PA 19087 (215)687-8540

MAIL ORDER PHONE 1-800-345-1289
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PREPAID ORDERS SHIPPED FREE

VISA & MASTERCARD ADD 3%
COD • UPS

PA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX
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Screensaver, continued

The Program
The following is a line-by-line description

of the program:

Lines KM) to 760: These DATA state-

ments will store the numerical values of

all the characters on the screen. One
thousand sets are needed in all. for the

extreme case of each position being filled

by a non-space character. Yes. I know-

there is 1001; the 1001st set stores the -W
end-of-file marker.

Lines 770 to 860: A few initializing state-

ments.

Lines K70 to 1050: Move dummy cursor.

Screen will not scroll, and cursor will not

move off the screen.

Lines 1060 to 1080: Check RVS on or

off.

Lines UNO to \M): Convert ASCII value

to PEEK/POKE value and POKE to

screen.

Lines 1210 to 1220: Fill the arrav.

Lines 1230 to 1400: POKE values into

DATA statements.

Lines 1410 to 1440: Title page.

Lines 1500 to 1620: Instructions.

Lines 16.10 to 1650: "Continue" sub-

routine.

The tremendous number of DATA lines

are best entered into the program using

the screen-editing facilities: that is. type

line 1(X) as given, return, alter the line

number to 110. return, and so on. The
task is not as arduous as it may seem.

It is however, very important that these

DATA lines be typed exactly as given. In

particular, don't Ix.- tempted to put anything

before them. The statement MS = 1030 in

line 1240 marks the position in memory
of the first zero in line 1(X). In other words,

it is where the program starts looking for

zeros.

If you are typing this program for a

machine other than a PET. this number
will have to be changed. In this case, use

your machine language monitor to find

the location of the first zero. Other changes

would include:

The POKE instruction in line 810 which

sets the graphic mode.
Variable HM in line 880: The start of

screen memory.
Variable KD in line 870: The location

to show which key is pressed.

Variable SI) in line 870: The location

to show if the shift key is down.
Variable CC in line 890: Cursor char-

acter.

Variable CR in lines u30 to 1000: Cursor

control characters.

Variable C2 in line 1020: End of screen

memory.
Armed with that information, it should

be possible to convert to any Microsoft

or similar Basic.

Listing I-

1 90
1 10

1 30
140
150
1 60
170
1 SO
1 90

2 1

DRTROOO

,

DRTROOO,
DRTROOO
DRTROOO
DRTROOO
DRTROOO
DRTROOO
OATAOO0
DATAGOO
DATAOOO
DATAOOO
DATAOOO

OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
BOO
000

000
000
OOO

OOO

OOO
OOO
OOO
000
000
000
000

000
000

OOO
OOO
000
000
000
000

ooo
000
000
000
000

000
000

000
000
OOO
OOO
000

000

. 000

. 000

. 000

. 000

. 000

. 000

OOO .

000 ,

. 000

. 000

. 000

. OOO

. 000

OOO .

000 ,

000
OOO
OOO
000

000
MMM

OOO
000

000

000

. 000

. 000

. 000

. 000

.000

OOO .

. 000

.

.000,

000 .

OOO .

000

.

000
MMM
MMM
MMM
000

MMM
000

000

OOO

OOO

. 000

. 000 . GOO

. 000 . OGO

.000 .000

. 000 . 000
MMM .000
.000.000

.000
. OOO .

- OOO
000

. OOO
. 000

Lines 220 to 620 are similar.

630 DATAOOO . OOO . 000 , 000 . OOO . 000 . Gl" -O . 000 . 000 . OOO . OOO
e"4G DATAOOO . OOO . GOG , OGO . 000 , 000 . GOG . GOO . 000 . 000 . OOO . OOO . GGG
650 DATAOOO .000 .000 .000 .000 .000.0m DO .000,

660 DATAOOO .000 .GOG, GGG. Om.

r" 70 DATAOOO . 000 . 000 . 000 . OOO . 000 . 000 . 000 . Gi K

680 DATAOOO,090,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO ,000,0)
690 GATAGOG .000 .000 .iiti'j ,000 ,000 .000,000,00!
700 DRTROOO .000 .000 .000.000 ,000,00 0,000,
710 DRTROOO .000 .000.000 .GOo .0"
720 DRTRGGO. 000 .000.000 .000 ,0m 0,000
7 30 DRTROOO . 000 . 000 . GOO . 000 . 000 . GOG . 000 . Oi '

740 DRTRGGG .000 .000 .000 .000 .mum .mi-

750 DRTROOO . 000 . OOO . 000 ,00
760 DRTROOO . 000 ,000,1 01 10

770 REM SCREENSAVER RNOV GAMBLE OCT SI
! M COLUMBIA COLLEGE le-l* WIG AVE

790 REM VANCOUVER BC V6J 2A2
REM MEW ROMS (BASIC 3> ONLV
D I MSP < 1 OOO > IPOKES9468 . 1

2

G0T0141G
INPUT"3D0 VOU HEED INSTRUCTIONS • V. It - Mill!
IFZ*="\"THENPRINT"rj" > JGOTO830
Z*=LEFT*>.Z* . 1 > : IFZ*="V"THEN150G
IFZ#O"NMTHEN830

S7G PR INT "3" » :KD=151 :SD=152
800 HM-32768 :C 1 =HM :C 2=C

1

890 CC=102iCB=PEEK<Cl>
'=•00 RV»0
910 QETCR#iIFCR»0""THENCR«ASC<CR« i

I FPEEl < V O > =255THEN 1 040
IFCR=190RCR=170RCR=29CiRCR=147ORC(- I450RI P - 157THEN95G
IOT01O60

S>50 IFCR=JS>THENC2-32768
I FCR= 1 7THENC2=C

1

+40
IFCR=23THENC2=C1+1
IFCR=147THENC2=32768:PRINT"3"

;

I FC R= 1 45THENC 2=C 1 -40
I FCR- 1 57THENC2=C 1 -

1

IFC2<32768THENC2-C1
I FC2>337e7THENC2»C

1

B'PEEK<C2) :C1»C2
1040 P0KEC1 ,CClF0RZ2>lT030lNEXT
1050 POKEC 1 ,CBlFORZ2>lT030 INEXT IGOTO910

I FC R= 1 8THENRV" 1 : 00TO9 1

IFCR= 1 46THENRV-0 lOOTOS 1

IFCR-141THEN1210
1090 CP-CR
1 1 00 IFCRO2THEN910

I FCR! 6 3AI IOC R< 1 29THENCP-CR-64
IFCR:: 128ANDCR<160THEN910

1 59ANOC P : 1 92THENCP-C R-<54
IFCR:. 191THENCP-CR-128
POt EC 1 .CP +RV*

I 1 + 1

J3767THENC2«C1
B-PEEKi C2> iCl=C2

1 ISO POKEC 1 ,CCtFORZ2»lT030lN(
1 190 POKEC 1 ,CBlFORZZ-lT030lN£

3OTO910
1210 FORI-lTOlOOOiCl-32767+I iSP<I>-PEEI

POKEC 1 .CC POKEC 1 ,SP< 1 ) :I1E::T

PPIHT^asIefiBWClKlNO VALUES IIITO LiHTR STATEMENTS"
1240 PRIMT"iFLERSE WAIT " :C =0 :MS= 1030
1250 FGRI=1T01000
1260 IFI=100GANDSP<I>=32THENC=C+1 IGOTO1290

000 .MMM
000 . 000

000 . 000

S 1 o
S2G
830
S40
S50
660

960
*70

1 1

1 060
1070
1 GSG

1 1 10
1 1 20
1 1 30
1 140
1 1 50
1 1 60
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1270 IFSP< I >«32THENC«C+1 iNEXT
1230
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1330
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1430
1460
1470
1480
1490
1S00
1510
1320
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1530
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650

I FSP < I - 1 )032THEN 1 330
X*-STR*<C+10O300> iPR!MT"a"

I

F0RZ2-0T02 iPOKEMS+ZZ , fiSC < 11 10* < X» ,3+ZZ , 1 > > :NEXT iC-0
MS-MS-M l IFPEEK<MS>=48*N0PEEK<:riS+l >=43HNDPEEK<MS*2>-48THEN1330
G0T01310
X*»STR#<SP<I)+100OOO)
F0RZ2=0T02 lPOKEMS+22 , HSC c M I D* < X* . 5*22 , 1 > > iNEXT
I F I <> 1 000THEN 1 370
MS-MS+4 iF0R22-0T02 : POKEMS-t-22 , ftSC <M I D» < " -99 » , 1 +22 , 1 > ) iNEXT lGOTO 1 390
MS=MS+

1

1 1 FPEEK C MS > -48RN0PEEK < MS+ 1 > =48RN0PEEK< MS+2 > -48THEN 1 390
GOTO 1370
NEXT
END
PRINT"3" iF0RI»32768T032807iP0KEI ,224 iPOKE I +960,224 «NEXT
FOR I =32808T033638STEP40 »POKE I .224 :PORE I +39, 224 iNEXT

PRINTTfiB<9>" I

-
_ I L

PRINTTflB<9>" I I I I I I K--1 I I I ^\
PRINT" arKMWsMMSSlS" TfiBM 3 > " 3SCREENSHVER "

PFINT"aiMB,«MiHftfttetel!)"THE> 25>"«NDV GAMBLE"
G0SUB1630
G0T0830
PRINT"3HHTHIS PROGRAM ENABLES VOU TO ORAM"
PR I NT "DIAGRAMS ON THE SCREEN AND SAVE THEM IN"
PRINT"DATA STATEMENTS."
PRINT"*UHEN DRAWING ON THE SCREEN. THE CURSOR"
PRINT" IS A FLASHING ft, AND ALL THE CURSOR"
PRINT"CONTROLS WORK EXCEPT INSERT AND DELETE."
PRINT"ALL KEVS ALSO REPEAT."
PRINT"JHHEN VOUR SCREEN IS FINISHED
PRINT"SHIFT-RETURN TO SAVE IT."
PRINT'SPELETE ALL THE PROGRAM FROM LINE 770,"
PRINT "HMO READ BACK THE VALUES FROM THE DATA"
PRINVSTATEMENTS IN A NEW PROGRAM. IQ"
GOSUB 1 630 l GOTOS70
PR I NT "MmBWW" TAB i 8 > " aPEESS ANV KEV TO CONTINUE
CETZZ*iIFZ2*«""THEN1640
RETURN

PRESS"

Listing 2.

1000 REM BACK-TO-SCREEN'
1010 HM-32768
1020 READ2A:IF2A=-99THEN9999
1030 IF2A5 3OOTHENFORZI=HMTOHM+ZA-300iPOKEZI,32iNEXTjHM-ZI-1 IGOT01020
1040 POKEHM.ZAtHM=HM+l t GOTO 1020
9999 REM PROG CONTINUES

Listing 1

lOO DATA475, 100, 1O0, 10O, 100, 100. 100, 333, 233,
110 DATA332.233.160, 105,301,100,100, 100,100,
120 DATA301 ,233,160,105,301 .233.160,105,329,
1 30 DATA301 .100.100. 100,100,100,100,329,233,
140 DATA30 1 . 233 , 1 60 , 1 OS , 329 . 099 . 099 , 099 , 233

,

150 DATA 100, 100, 100, 329, 233. 160, 105,301 ,233,
160 DATA329,099,O99,099,233, 160, 105,336,233,
170 DATA333, 099.099, 099, 099, 099, 099, 716, -99
I0M HM«32768
1010 READZAiIFZA'-99THEN9999
1 S28 I FZAI. 300THENFCIRZI =HMTOHM+ZA-30O iPOKEZI ,

1030 POKEHM.ZAlHM-HM+1 iGOTOIOIO
9999 REM PR00 CONTINUES

160,105,301
100,100,329,
099,099,099
160,105,301,
160,105,301,
160,105,301,
160,105,301

233,160,105
233,160,105
233,160,105
233,160,105
100,100.100
233,160,103
233,160,105

32lNEXT«HM«2I-l iGOTOIOIO

Listing 3 shows the result of running
Screensaver and appending the program
in Listing 2. It will draw the logo in Figure
1. Notice that the 475 in line 100 and the

716 in line 170 successfully compress large

amounts of blank space. D
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20 - 30%
OFF

Educational

Professional

Personal

Recreational

OVER 2000 TITLES
Available For These Systems:

APPLE • TRS-80 • ATARI

COMMOOORE • HEATH

IBM • NORTHSTAR • T.I.

OSI • CPM • NEC

SOL20 * SORCERER

WRITE FOR CATALOG
SIMPLY SOFTWARE. INC.

4207 BELL

KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI 64111

x
CIRCLE 233 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Save On
TRS-80 " Computers

For the Best deals on TRS 80 Computers,
we have SPECIAL DISCOUNTS. FREE SHIP-
PING and a TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER.

Pan American
Electronics
1117 Conway • Mission. TX 78572

Telex Number 767339
Toll Free Order Number 800/531 7466

Texas 6 Principal Number 512/581 2766

TM • Trademark of Tandy Corporation

CIRCLE 209 ON READER SERVICE CARD

|My CASSETTES
PSTCNOUNT TODAY offers t free catalog which
iwtlvwM a complete ua to date listing of cassette*
available That* tapes feature leading authorities
who share) their ideas and findings en • wide rang*
of important topics m all areas of the behavioral and
social scttnces
To obtain the Psyxholofy today Cassette catalog
FtCt Of CMAPJCt, writ* to CASSETTE CATALOG.

I

P.O. Boi 278. Pratt Station Brooklyn. NY 1 1 ?05 J
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Verse Weaving:

A Challenge for All Ages

Ned J. Davison

'I suppose, 1 he said
if the Mater' s dark'

the sky's violent blue
too long

too late

•softly'
'it won't be easy'

and later her dry pains
no tine to turn

like a new green leaf
without breath or fear or love

Transition: 3

Renewal

with the graceful line of flight
' pi ease, now !

'

the words were brittle
time, tine to start again

as the fields rolled in the sunlight
to feel again

under velvet skies
... still it's ear I

y

just alloy and circuitry
it's so simple...

' i t won' t be easy'
while air shifted, sullen, heavy
as the fields rolled in the sunlight

Transi t i on

:

"
jftjj* rf



THE WORLD'S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM

omputer Exchange
I
ALL MAIL: P.O. Box 1380, Jacksonville, OR 97530 ^P

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

HARDWARE tor

Apple ll/ll-

CALL
CALL
$2950
S24M
CALL
CALL

Apple II 48K or 64K
Disk II W/or W/O controller

Apple III 12SK
Apple III Profile 5 Meg HO.
Apple Interface Cards
Silentype

Direct Substitute for Apple Driven
Micro-Sci A2 Is a direct substitute for Apple II

drives. It will run all Apple II software. Save
1350 on a dual A2 disk system

.

Micro-Sci 5' Drives for Apple II

A2 Drive. 5". U3K
Controller Card for A2
A70Drive.5*.286K
A40 Drive. 5". 160K
Controller Card for A70 or A40

MONITORS:
12- Color
12* Green
9-B&W
9" Green
12*B«W
12* Green
13* Color
12* Green
. boo of 10:

CALL
CALL
16%
30%
50%
30%

NEC

SANYO:

SAVE
S3S6 18%
$ SS 15%
$489 20%
S3S9 18%
S 7*9 21%

SAVE
$359 24%

ZENITH
DISKETTES,
Memorex
Maxell
Dysan

$188
$149
$159
$219
$229
$399
$119

22%
31%
31%
30%
30%
28%
20%

$ 25
S 39
$ 45

45%
33%
20%

80 COLUMN VIDEO CARDS
Vldex Videoterm
M&R Sup R Term
ALS: Smarterm

MISCELLANEOUS:
CCS: Serial Interface 7710A

Other CCS Cards In Stock.

Hayes: Micromodem II

Smartmodem
ISC Videostick Paddle

Keyboard Company:
Joystick II

Game Paddle
Numeric Keypad

MAR: RF Modulator
SUP R FAN

T»T Microsoft: ZSOSotlcard
16K RAM Card
Soltcard Premium Pack $579

Mountain:

CPS Multifunction Card
Clock! Calendar

Novation Applecat Modem
Orange Micro Grappler
Dan Paymar LCA New rev.

Saturn Systems: 32K RAM Card
64K RAM Card
I28K RAM Card $509

SSMAIO Serial /Para Interface $159W ALS Smarterm 80 Col Card
Z-Card IZ-80)
Addram 16K Card
Synergizer Package

Vldex videoterm 80 col

Soft Video Switch
Enchancer II

Full Videx Line. Call

PAPER:

$249 18%
S29S 22%
$289 30%

SAVE
$139 22%
CALL CALL
$289 25%
$229
$ 35

S 45
S 25
$119
S 25
S 39
$279
$159

$209
$195

$329
S129
$ 34

$189
$359

20%
23%

10%
17%
21%
27%
25%
33%
20%
25%

13%
30%
18%
21%
33%
24%
18%
15%
20%
30%
22%
20%
27%
28%
29%
34%

$269
$209
$119
$549

$249
$ 25
$ 99

up to 35%
Fan Fold. Call tor sizes.

thickness and prices

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS: SAVE
Quote Sprint 9 45RO $2195 23%

SDnnl5 45RO $2393 20%
NEC 3510 RO Serial $1995 20%

TEC Transtar 140 $1496 12%

Olympia (Typewriter /Printer)

ES 100. 18CPS. with lull cable and
interface to Apple II $1296 24%

PRINTERS:
Epson. See special Epson section et right
Inlergrai Data
Prism 132. Color Printer w/ Graphics $1895 16%
Prism 80. Color. ASF. W/ Graphics $1396 19%
445 Tiger W / Graphics &2K $695 23%
560 Tiger W/ Graphics $1095 22%
Okidata Microline82A $ 496 29%

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Minimum order $100. Cashiers Checks and Money
Orders welcomed. Personal Checks allow 20 days to

clear Add 3% for shipping, insurance and handling.
UPS is standard Additional 7% for US Postal or
APO Additional 3% for VISA or MC Include
telephone 9 No COO Prices sub|ect to change end
type errors. Call to verify Order desk hours are
8to6PST. 10 to 3 Saturdays.

ALL MAIL: P.O. Box 1380, Jacksonville, OR 97530
WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES, BY APPOINTMENT AT 6791 APPLEGATE ROAD

iappkz supply center

Ad#
932C

SOFTWARE °

Apple Software:

t> 50% off Apple III Software
The Controller

Dow Jones News & Quotes
How to!

Microcourier
Many others

Applied Software Technology

$425
$ 42
$ 26
$189
CALL

SAVE
50%
32%
50%
50%
24%
CALL

$289
$ 75

Versa Form
Artsci Magic Window
Athlon-Tate CP/M

dBase II for Apple II

Beagle Bros DOS Boss
Broderbund Softwere:

if Payroll

General Ledger
Apple Panic
Arcade Machine
Red Alert

Space Warrior
Many Others In Stock

Budgeco Raster Blaster

Cat. Pacific Ultima
Cavalier Computer

Bug Attack

Central Point Software:

if Copy II Plus ver 4

Will copy mosf copy protected software
for your backup in 45 seconds.' NEW

Continental Software:
Home Accountant
Home Money Minder

Data Most:
Snack Attack
Thief

Denver Software
Financial Partner

$495
$ 18

$269
S349
$ 21

$ 32
$ 21

S 18
CALL
$ 22

$ 30

26%
25%

30%
25%

30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
CALL
27%
25%

$ 23 23%

S 35 10%

25%
25%

25%
25%

185

9
?9

Epson MX 80 Graphics Dumps
Edu-Ware Compumath S
Fox & Cellar:

Quickacreen for dBasell $129
Outckcode tor dBasel I $259

Hayden: Saroon II (chess) $ 29
Apple Pie (specify brd.) $ 99

High Technology

if Job Control System $ 469
Howard Software:

Tax Preparer 1982 ver. $115
Real Estate Analyzer S 149
Creative Financing S 149

%
%
%

25%

13%
13%
22%
25%

40%

25%
25%
25%

Apple ll/ll*

SAVE
Intocorrl Zork II $ 29 30%
Info Unlimited

Easywnter (PRO) $139 25%
Innovative

if Apple Spellguard CP/M $150 50%
Insolt:

Electric Duet NEW $ 25 20%
ALD System II or III $110 10%
TransFORTH II or III $110 10%

if Insolt Accountant CP/M $355 66%
GraFORTH NEW! $ 69 26%

ISA Spellguard $219 25%
Lighting Software Mastertype $ 29 26%
LJK Loiter Perfect $112 26%
Micro Lab:

Data Factory, ver 5.0 $ 249 20%
Invoice Factory $129 35%
Tax Manager $ 95 38%

MicroPro all CP/M
if Word Star $ 239 36%

Mail Merger $ 79 36%
Spell Star $159 36%
Data Star $ 189 36%
Calc Slar $ 189 36%
Super Sort $ 129 36%

Microsoft
A.L.D.S. $110 10%
BASIC Compiler $ 299 25%
CobolSO $559 25%
Fortran 80 $149 25%
Olympic Decathlon $ 24 24%
TASC Compiler $159 22%
Typing Tutor II $ 19 30%

Muse:
Super Text II $113 25%
Castle Wollensteln $ 23 25%
Robot War $ 29 25%

Omega Mferoware
Locksmith Rev 4.0 $ 75 25%

On-Llne:
Expediter II

Superscribe II $ 95
Lisa 2 5 $ 59
Pegasus II $ 22
Threshold $ 30
Cranston Manor $ 26
Mission Astroid $ 15
Mystery House $ 19
Soltporn $ 22
Ulyseas $ 22

STAR INDICATES
BEST BUYS

Osborne/C P. Soft. (Disk and Book)

if Some Common Basic Programs,
75 Business. Statistics and Math
programs for the Apple II S 49

Peechlree Software all CP/M
Magic Wand $250
GL. AR. AP, PR or Inv $ 189

Personal Sollware/VlsiCorp
VisiCalc3 3 $189
VisiDex $199
VisiFile $ 199
Desktop Plan II S199
VisiPlol $ 159
Desktop Plan III $ 199
VisiSchedule $239
VislTrend and VisiPlol $ 239
VislTerm $ 79
Zork $ 33

Sof/Syslnc.
Executive Secretary-WP $189

Soflechlnt'l:
JvStockti'e $250

Stockseller $ 423

Software Publishing:

PFSIIor III $ 69
Report II or III $ 69

Sorclm Supercalc $219
Southwestern Deta

ASCII Express
Stoneware:

DB Master (new version) $179
OB Utility $ 75

Sub Logic Flight Simulator $ 28
Tymac Super Pix S 20

50%

37%
38%
SAVE
25%
25%
25%
25%
20%
35%
20%
20%
20%
20%

25%

60%
30%

26%
26%
25%

$ 59 25%

..•

10%
20%
20%

27%
26%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%

OTHER BRANDS IN STOCK:
Accent. Adventure international, Astar.
Auto. Sim.. Avalon. Avant-Garde. Beagle
CPU Dalasoft. Delta. Edu-Ware. Info
Com. Lazer, LJK. Phoenix. Quality.
Sensible. Sentient. Sinus. Strategic.
Synergistic and United.

CP/M Software 8" and 5"
Al AshtonTate. Iniotl. Micro Pro. and
Peachtm CP/M software available (or
most 5" and 8" drives, and computers at
similar discounts.

-f-f^-^J
1 '* 3101-10

= =? = "= Terminal
CLOSEOUT SAVE

$995 30%
commodore

Home Computer

INTpTEC

^STEMS'

SUPERBRAIN
64KQD

H/P85A
mJKM PACKARD
H/P 65 Microcomputer I Monitor I Printer
H/P 87 CP/M Microcomputer NEW!
H/P 125 CP/M Microcomputer NEWI
H/P82901M5* Dual Drives
H/P 7225B Professional Graphics Plotter

H/P 7470A Graphics Plotter

H/P 41C Calculator
H/P 41CV Calculator 2.2K
Full Accessories and Software Line

EPSON PRINTERS
MXM
MX80F/T
MX100 F/T wlgraph.es
70/80/100 Apple interface and Cable
mxso Friction lead adapter
MXSOGrallraxChip

6 Meg Hard Disk S 2250 39%
Corvus •

'
Meo Hard D,*k s 395° **%wwl w '-*, '-,

20 Meg Hard Disk $ 4775 25%
Apple Interface S 179 40%
Other Interfaces. Omm-Net. Constellation.
Mirror. All In Stock

800 16K
400 16K

Microtek 16KRAM
Microtek 32K RAM
410 Recorder
810 Disk Drive
850 interface

Other Hardware
Full Line of Software

Visicalc

Pac Man Avail 5/82
Communicator Kit

Educator Kit

SAVE

$666 17%
S333 26%

S 75 25%
$ 149 25%
$ 79 17%
$ 449 28%
$ 169 25%

20 to 30V.

25%
$159 21%
$ 34 25%
$345 25%
$129 27%

Microcomputer SAVE
8001 32K Computer $7so 25%
286K Total Dual Drive PC8031 $ 750 25%
32K addon and I/O Unit PC8012 $495 24%
Ren Tec "The Wedge* 32K $495 17%
8023 Impact Printer F/T $595 25%
Impact Printer Cable $ 49 25%
3510 Letter Oual Printer $1995 20%
NEC PC Soltware CALL CALL

$449
$555
$729
$ 95
S 59
$ 79

COMPUTER
CORPORATION

Ace 100 Features
gray

• Apple lit Software Compatible #4eGfS
• Apple II* Hardware Compatible efrf*taf"i

• 64K ol RAM HJ\J
• Built-in 12 Key Numeric Pad
• Upper ' Lower Case
• 50 Watt Power Supply

Note: The Ace 100 has an the features ol the Apple M
plus the last four features listed above.
but no color

$1195

NO SALES
TAX

Oregon Order Desk w\T T CDCC
(503) 772-3803 i\JLL rKtt

Call for references. Ad #

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer inc 932C

NATIONAL
ORDER DESK

(800)547-1289
CIRCLE 126 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Verse Weaving, continued...

Here's a game for the Atari that everyone can play. All you

need is a little imagination and the time to retype some data

statements. The program itself is so simple that I hesitated for

some time to pass it on. But the teehnical simplicity of the code

doesn't necessarily mean that the program lacks challenge.

The idea is a straightforward one and not particularly new.

Randomly selecting lines of verse from a set of data statements,

the program displays a poem on the screen. It generates ten

variations in 17-line units. You can begin your experimentation

with the lines already in the program and then go on to alter

words and phrases until you are ready to replace all of the data

with your own lines of verse, dialog, or story material.

Initially the screen displays will seem to he ten separate

poems, good or bad. After you run the program a time or two.

you'll find out that, in fact, what is generated is not ten poems
but one much longer poem, expressed in terms of ten variations

on the dominant situation or theme. This means that the

program does not simply randomly produce verses that result

accidentally in one or two tolerable poems out of the total ten.

The verse generated is actually dynamic and changing, and

the real product is a theoretically endless statement of repeated

variation and mutation. The theme is constant, but the

interpretation or emphasis fluctuates, shifts and cycles, but

always with slight variations of nuance and implication.

The greater the number of lines in the data set. the greater

the variety of each version and the more unlikely it is that two
displays will be identical. Increasing the set. however, makes
the coherence of theme much more difficult to control.

This variety and impermanence offer a new kind of verse.

fiction, or dialog that is constantly changing and elusive.

My own experiments with this almost embarrassingly simple

drive program lit could easily be made much more varied and
complex with added branching I has led me to realize that as

one reads the consecutive units as they are displayed on the

screen there comes about a kind of immersion in the lines

themselves. Their repetition and repatterning. cycling on and
on. tends lo create the illusion of the evolution of a work much
more expansive in scope ihan the finite data set would ever

suggest by itself.

I arbitrarily generate ten displays before the program
terminates. You can extend the number of versions easily so

that the series will not be broken by having to re-run the

program to continue. Until fatigue sets in. immersion is intensified

significantly by longer unbroken sequences. Just increase the

FOR loop in line 9. from 10 to whatever number you wish.

Suggestions for Use
You might begin by changing a few words or lines in the data

set listed here, and from what you discover, then write your

own set of lines. When you do this, it might be easier to begin

with only a few. say 20 to 30. and add others as the theme
begins to define itself and require new tones and nuances.

You will quickly discover that the "poem" will grow as you
experiment, and you may well end up with something very

different from what you originally had in mind. This doesn't

mean that the result is merely an accident. What happens is

that you gradually uncover your own feelings about the subject

or theme.
When you make up your lines you can't just rely on chance.

There are certain principles that you should probably follow.

First, you have to have some basic emotion or theme in

mind — for example, "young love." a "lost love." "loneliness.

the "joy of living." and so on.

A celebrative theme might be especially fun for the kids— the

sights and sounds of Christmas, a birthday or anniversary,

"school's out." the fourth of July . etc. As a guide to the kinds of

moods that are easiest to work with, listen to popular songs

and note the sorts of feelings about which they sing.

The verse generated is

dynamic and changing.

Ned Daviaon, I.WHutli-r \ir . S..lt LiU- City, II WID2.

Renewa I

while air shifted, sullen, heavy
it's over

no time to turn
time, time to start again

they know
too far
and later her dry palms

'if the water ' s dark

'

shallow trails, shadows
and she turned away

shallow trails, shadows
softly, softly

time, time to start again
... still it's early

'please, now !

Transition: 5

Next, you probably should include lines that cover at least

the following types of things:

• A place. Some sense of location or setting is needed.
• People or animals. There must be "characters" that do

things. To begin, it is usually best to use only a few.

• Actions. Happenings, small precise things— the turn of a

head, a gesture, along with an event or episode of some kind,

an encounter, a farewell, etc.

• A time. Time is very flexible and expansive and may
present problems at first. It helps to think of time as a "time of

day." a "time of life." or "moments." lime is best handled
initially with open lines that begin or end with words like

"before." "after." "later." and other adverbs. The time of day is

important and can be suggested with the movement of the sun.

light and dark.

In developing lines to cover these things it is very important

tofocus on details. For example, w hen expressing "place." you
might try things like "blades of grass." "grains of sand." "a

golden leaf." (to express both time of year and place), or
"window pane." With regard to people, things like "fingers."

"eyelids." and "lips." In the case of "actions" it is usually

effective to include precise gestures that suggest attitudes or
moods, a "sudden glance." "her hand fell slowly." anil so on.

Renewal Renewal

' softly'
forever dusk, always

they know
as if gliding down

it's so simple...
like a new green leaf
to feel agai n

'please, now !

'

they know
just alloy and circuitry
as if gliding down

'if the water ' s dark

'

as if gliding down

always the clock and pen
shallow trails, shadows

Transi t i on

:

168

as if gliding down
grasses g I i st ening

and later her dry palms
with the graceful line of flight

to feel again
' i t won' t be easy

'

when we're there
under velvet skies

forever dusk, always
too long

when we' re there

... and it was
as if gliding down

Transition: 7
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Bill Budge's

Real
pinball flippers

make this a game of strategy

& skilled shot making.

Animated shields
can shoot a lost ball back into play

Raster Blaster
for the Atari 800 and Apple

may be the first personal computer
game that is copied for the arcade

machines. It is so technically

sophisticated and fun to play that

it is sure to attract the big arcade
manufacturers. But you can get it

right now for your Apple or Atari!

Three animated claws
trap the ball if they are enabled.

When three balls become
trapped, all are released for

exciting multi-ball play.

Three sets of targets
test your aim and timing.

Hit all of them to enable the claws.

Plus kickers,
thumper-bumpers and
an animated spinner help to

provide unmatched realism.

Dealer inquiries invited
BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave.

Piedmont, CA 94611

(415)658-8141

VIDEO
PINBALL
FOR THE
APPLE II &
ATARI 800

II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc Atari is a registered trademark of Atari. Inc

CIRCLE 115 ON READER SERVICE CARD

O BudgeCo 1982

SAVE $$

tcippk* computer

APPLE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS SOLD ONLY
IN STORE. CALL FOR
PRICES.

RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS-80. APPLE II

16K SET 4116s (200 NS) 2495

General Information:

We carry a large selection of

hardware and software by other

companies Send for our

catalog

We are an authorized repair

center for APPLE, ATARI.
NORTH STAR. AND EPSON.

DISCOUNT PRICES

NorttiStaT

400 16K 349 00

800 16K 699 00

410 Recorder 89 00

810 Disk 449 00
822 Printer 359 00
825 Printer 779 00
830 Modem 159 00
850 Interface Module 17900
CX853 RAM 89 00
CX70 Light Pen 64 00
CX30 Paddle 18 00
CX40 Joystick 18 00

VERBATIM DISKETTES
Box of 10 5'

4

Box of 10 8"
29 50
39 50

HRZ-2Q-64K
HR2-1Q-64K-HD-5
HRZ-1Q-64K-HD-18

5 MB HARD DISK
18 MB HARD DISK

2350 00
4195 00

SAVE $$

PRINTERS

EPSON
MX-70 29900
MX-80 469 00
MX-80 F/T 569 00
GRAFTRAX 90 00
INTERFACE (APPLE) 75 00
CABLE (APPLE) 22 50

IDS
560G 1450 00
PRISM 1795 00

NEC
3510 35CPS 1995 00
7710 55CPA 2650 00
8023A 59900

OKIDATA
MICROLINE 80 389 00
MICROLINE 82A 549 00
MICROLINE 83A 849 00
MICROLINE 84 1245 00

C.I.T.O.H.

STARWRITER 25CPS 1595 00
STARWRITER 45CPS 219500
FORMS TRACTOR 275 00

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE MARYLAND RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX

FREDERICK
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC.

TO ORDER CALL:
(301) 694-8884

5726 INDUSTRY LANE

Store Hours:

MON. THRU THURS. 9:30 AM-900 PM
FRI. AND SAT. 9:30 AM-500 PM

FREDERICK, MD. 21701

CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Verse Weaving, continued...

Spoken words, fragments of speech and dialog are also very

important, adding dramatic intensity and defining emotions.

Finally, there is the question of the number of lines desirable

in a data set. This program has 48. of which 17 are selected for

each screen display. You will notice that eight of those 48 arc-

simply print statements that produce a blank line.

A cetebrative theme might be
especially fun for the kids.

Remember that space itself communicates meaning, sometimes
in a very powerful way. It regulates pace and modulates the

rhythm and flow of the images: so empty lines and indentation

are important to your texts.

You will want to experiment with spacing since it can be one
of your most powerful tools.

Punctuation is also very significant. Avoid commas, periods,

and such, at the end of your lines so they can blend into those

that surround them, giving the emotion or mood clearer definition,

direction, and intensity.

Renewal

with the graceful line of flight
like a new green leaf

soft I y, softly

the words were brittle
time, tine to start again

' I know it's over

'

... still it's ear I

y

' I know it's over

'

and later her dry pains
without breath or fear or love

too I ate
it's so simple...

'softly'

Transition: 8

4^V^M^M^-K0-H^*^*^lt^>>^V^M^-H^V^->l^->

Renewa

I

when we' re there
'but there's always spring'

and she turned away
warn earth and fields
they know

the sky' s violent blue
grasses glistening

when we're there

always the clock and pen
it's over

shallow trails, shadows
just alloy and circuitry

softly, softly
'I suppose,' he said

...with little care or gesture
soft I y, soft I y

Transition: 10

The Drive Program
Lines 1-6 generate a colorful graphics title. These may be

omitted. The string "XC$" dimensioned in 6 is for the screen-

printer routine, as is all of line 7.

The print routine itself is contained in lines 500-570 and is

for my serial Diablo printer. You can make the appropriate

changes for your printer or omit the routine, string "XC$," and
line 7. One virtue of this simple program is that, with the print

routine removed, it can still be run with only a cassette drive.

Since the program is very short, it can be loaded and saved
quickly. If you delete these elements you can revise line 63 to

read: IF PEEK<53279)=6 THEN GOTO 65. This will then

enable you to use the Start bar to cycle to the next screen

display, if you wish, before the timing cycle terminates auto-

matically.

The instructions in line 7 should then be changed to read:

"TO GO DIRECTLY TO NEXT VERSION. PRESS". State-

ments 208 and 220 which show "PRINT" contain escape/control

down-arrows to enhance formatting of the closing screen display

.

These can be set to your own liking. The symbol " " in 65.

205. and 215 indicates the "clear screen" command (escape/

control and Clear). The title words "VERSE" in 5, and
"WEAVING" in 6 are in inverse characters which produce
dark blue letters.

Happy weaving!

1 GRAPHICS 2:REM POETIC VARIATIONS. 8/17/81
2 ? : ?

" 'Renewal '

"

3 ?
" by N.J. Davison"

4 X =7:Y=3: POSITION X,Y
5 ? *6;"VERSE":P0SITI0N X-2,Y+2
6 ? »6;" WEAVING":F0R 1=0 TO 3000:NEXT I:GRAPHICS 0:DI« XCS(39)
7 OPEN »3, 4,0,"S:":? " TO PRINT CONTENTS OF SCREEN, PRESS"
8 ?

" THE 'START' BAR":? :F0R H«0 TO 900:NEXT H

9 FOR H=1 TO 10:? :? :? " Renewal":? :A=0:L=0
10 RE" SET "RND" TO ONE MORE THAN NUMBER OF VERSES
12 L=INT(49*RND(1>+100>
14 IF L = L2 THEN GOTO 10
20 1.2 = 1.

'.5 A = A + 1

47 IF A>17
Verse Weaving : Program Listing

THEN 60
50 GOTO L

60 PRINT : T = T + 1

61 PRINT " Transition: ";T
62 OR 1 = TO 7500
63 [F PEEK(53279)=6 THEN G0SUB 500:GOTO 65
64 NEXT I

65 > }"
67 NEXT H: GOTO 210
100 PRINT ...and it was":G0T0 10
101 PRINT "without breath or fear or love":G0T0 10
102 PRINT they know ":G0T0 10
103 PRINT " 'I suppose,' he said":G0T0 10
104 PRINT "as if gliding down":G0T0 10
105 PRINT "while air shifted, sullen, heavy" :G0T0 . 10
106 PRINT "under velvet skies":G0T0 10
107 PRINT :G0T0 10
108 PRINT :GOT0 10
109 PRINT "too far":G0T0 10
110 PRINT " too long":G0T0 10
111 PRINT too late":G0T0 10
112 PRINT ... still it's early":G0T0 10
113 PRINT grasses g I i st en ing" : GOTO 10
114 PRINT " warn earth and fields":G0T0 10
115 PRINT " shallow trails, shadows" : GOTO 10
116 PRINT "always the clock and pen":G0T0 10
1 17 PRINT "just alloy and c

i

rcui t r
y" :G0T0 10

118 PRINT "no tine to turn":G0T0 10
119 PRINT tine, tine to start again":G0T0 10
120 PRINT " to feel again":G0T0 10
121 PRINT " (the air, noist--skin, cool)":G0T0 10
122 PRINT "and later her dry palns":GOT0 10
1 23 PRINT forever dusk, always ":G0T0 10
124 PRINT :G0T0 10
125 PRINT 'but there's always tpr ing '

" :G0T0 10
126 PRINT 'if the water's dark'":G0T0 10
127 PRINT 'it won't be tasy'":G0T0 10
128 PRINT " and she turned away":G0T0 10
129 PRINT "as the fields rolled in the sunl ight" :G0T0 10

continued overleaf
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ADVANCED OPERATING SYSTEMS
$4v».a*
Sla .ae

*94I1 Mu-.tl, H tia ae
09480 Vovatje ol me Valkyrie

ARTSCI
Sis.ae

• 6061 h.i . Mai -- MUM
• tiOM) M.i.|i( Window 1st ee
•6062

AURORA
Itiit

• 480. I eat ueva Si lav) tin ae
•4809 Qradatxx* HIM
P4SM n.t....*ii sja.ee
• 4811 Hebrew* We.ie
• 4805 Ouckttace

AVAUMMU
Sai.ee

• 2058 m.i. i aag .- Baaal i Sis ee
• 2052 North Atlantic Com sn ee
• 2060 Empire 01 me Overrmnd it

I suae
• 2059 Eni(.i.|. ulrfw O.i'.i'i.'iiJ Sie »e
•2061 Tanftaca

BEAGLE BROS
S14 se

• 3257 AlphaPW m«
• 3250 DoaBo) mit
• 3255 Dos Boss 3 2 (Mil
• 3251 1MM
• 3252 tie, 14
• 3253 Game Pack .3 sie.ie
• 3254 Game Padt 94 sie.ie
• 3258 SIT.ee

BLACKBURG
inn

• 9160 suae
•9162 Election tun
•9163 sis se
• 9164 I11M
•9165

BROOERBUNO
suae

• 1958 a »ari Raw $21.1*
• 1960 Aben Typhoon $31. te
• 196? An ede M.i. tana f J» ae
• 1966 David s Mrdntut--

'

sie.ee
• 1952 Galactic Empire tll.ee
• 1951 tii.ae
• .001) Genelic Dull Sls.se
• 1957 Golden Mountain tia.ae
• 1961 Payroll Hint
• 1949 RedAejti tilt*
• 1965 SIS le
• 1964 Space Warrror till*
• 1956 Tan*. Command tll.ee
• 1955 Sis.se
• 1959

HARDWARE
tia.aa

• 8035 AppjeCtot h iMouWam 1144K
•8200 Applesoft Renumber and Me'.rr? .n ROM

I Soli Control I Sji.ee
•8206 Applesod UtiMy ROM 'Sort til ae

BSftC tia.aa
•2107 Basic Comp.1... '. mm
*S209 Base m Rl '. til ae
• 8039 •i •. • tit.aa
•8025 ' tia.aa
•86 Cable Adaptor iCw ' tJi.te
• 24 Cri.li.Ktr-' S..I Puis il.i/t'i. lu»
•6534 ii.irlleyl tai.es
•9043 Data L in* Mill
•217 tia.ie
•2362 Drtherti/er II trvrth Camera [Computer

Station i
S4ie.ee

•8203 Dual DOS ROMS iSotl Contrail $44. ae
• 7951 E Z Port 1 $it. te
• 748 E ipanson Mod . N: (11. 11
• 1476 Game Paddle-. $11.ae
• 1070 Joyport iStriusi tun
• 12 M.mcoi tsa.as
• 322 Large Character Eprom iVkJbmi 1 14. le
• 27 Lower Case Adaptor Rev .*iP.i, tie.ee
• 9021 Memory Eipanson Module I Prometheus HUH
•8060 Micro Verier iATVi Sit ee
.-49 Modem Handset tNovationi tia.as
• 6240 p.wnt*- AdavplttSovJhanT Ca *onea

560G Paper Tiger I IDS I

tia.aa
• 39 ti.ui.aa
•8090 MX 100 Ft Printer lEpsoni ST4e.ee
• 725 Pro Paddle iRambOttl $44 ae
• 35 Ram Card iMcrosottl tiaa.aa
•ia 16K Ram Expansion BtMM tiae.aa
•325 Son Switch tVideii tis.ee
•36 ZeOSottcardlM.. twin
• 860 Super Fan II (R H Elect.. t4-a.ee

• 31 SwilchptatetVide>i tii.ee
• 59 Vision 80 Card .

MICRO LAB
tiev.ee

•2253 Crown ol Artham tie.ee
•2250 [l..-il:.|H1 tis.aa
•2254 Mad venture an. it
•2259 Palace m Thunderland (ii. ia

•2263 M1..1. r. n,.ti.i tia.aa

Softlights

By Fred Huntington

THREE-YEAR OLD ATARI COMPUTER
USERS BIRTHDAY SALE

Last year, on my daughter Melody's sec-
ond birthday, we ran a special on Hodge
Podge, the great Apple game for pre-
schoolers. This year, we re very happy be-
cause Artworks has come out with a version
of Hodge Podge for the Atari. My daughter.
Melody, has gone ape over it.

Melody doesn't hover around the Apple at

home now, just the Atari, because si ie wants
to play Hodge Podge. Whenever she presses
a letter, something happens. For example, if

she presses "B" a banjo appears and plays

music. There is some action for every key on
the keyboard.

The graphices are tremendous and the
music is great. There is one major flaw, how-
ever. Everytime I get near the Atari. I can't

play my games. Melody wants to play Hodge
Podge.

So, if you have a child between two and six.

get them Hodge Podge and be a hero. And, to

help celebrate Melody s third birthday, if you
say "Happy Birthday. Melody, " you can have
it for f 15.94 instead of the $19.95 list price.

Even at full list price. I believe Hodge Podge
to be one of the best bargains available to-

day (We'll even give you the Apple version

for $15.99.)

IBM SOFTWARE
We're now concentrating all our efforts on

carrying software for the Apple, Atari, and
IBM computers. New for the IBM PC are The
Programmer and Las Vegas Black Jack and
Word Star. We'll be having more and more
IBM PC software. If it's available, we'll try to

carry it.

GRAPHICS PRINTER - UNDER S350

We're carrying a great new line of printers -

Axiom. Their smallest printer is a knockout. It

uses regular computer paper, does fine

graphics, comes complete with card and I

cable and is being sold by us for only $349
plus shipping.

The only disadvantage we can honestly
find is that it is only about half as fast as an
Epson. But at that price, who needs speed?

MISCELLANEOUS
• 2182 Adventure m Time (PreoenuM $33.3*
•2301 Apple World . i < ssa.ee
• 7890 $))•*
•3700 Aslero*d f tens <Caval**f

)

Si 1.49
• 2700 Astroscope <AGS > $14.49
• 2180 B<rth of the Phoeni* (Phoem«) $33.99
• 2407 Bishop s Square (Oatasoft) $15.3*
• 1601 BkxxJy Murder i Stoneware) $»T99
• 3000 Doofcfcetpti Mui $7* 19
• 3702 Bug Ana $19.19
• 9700 S3*. 49
• 3001 Checkwriter iDeNai $33.99
fSSM ChwttSel Letaons iCTIi SI4*9

Sli.it
$33.3*

Creative 1 SI IT.49
$11 19

• -niienti $19 99
$194.39

• 4250 . Miyt $11.39
1 $119.49

• 6080 SIS. 19
$14.99

. $11 19
$14 99

• 9840 "
SI 4. 19

$4*9.99
$14.99

$19*. 19
$44.99
$31.3*

'

$114 99
$119.39

Memory Page Ed-rfor iCo"
| $44.99

$39.29
* ' - M $3$.99
• 1804 $3 1.99

'' $14 39
$14.99
"ft

$193.99
$199.99
$19.39
$13 99
$3 3.99

$117.44
$14 99
$31.3*
$19.79
$14 49

*8901 $33.39
• 8S20 SoMe*e <Com; $33.3*
•2302 $33.3*

$119*
$33.3*
$39.3*

• 9180 $33.3*
SuodtiP $39.3*

$3*.3*
#8901 $33.3*

TrtundertVdS GX iCovntni $31.1*
$33.3*

Utility P*» * $31.1*
#4100 V.M. ,»Kl -t- , $2*.**
#1820 $1*9 *9
#1805 $111 49
• 9740 $43 49

ZoomO' i $33.99
.97800 icomi $31.99
• 7881 i *.omi

S«IUS

$33.**

#1058 Autobahn $33.3*
»10W ' $19.99
• 1073 Borg $34.3*
• 1074 ConTputoi f ooatoafl $33.3*
'1065 Copts & Robbers $19 99
• 10S1 Cybe' !

:' $33.99
• 1067 $1*.**
• 1060 Gamma Gob-ins $33.3*
• 10t>1 Goroon $33.9*
• 1069 Madron $39.49
• 1067 Pulsar ll $33.3*
• 1071 SnafctByto $33.3*
• 1064 ',r„. ,.,.- $33.3*
• 10&6 Space Eggs $1*.**
#1050 Star Crurser $19.99
• 1072 i werpi

SYNERGISTIC

$14.99

#1220 A<)v«"tlM-r... At'.inti'. S3S.99
• 1216 Oala Reporter $194.99
• 1202 DunoannC«iapaa«ori $14.1*
#1210 Escape IromAr. ! $33.3*
#1214 TheLmguast $33.**
#1200 Ol.SM', $33.3*
#1207 Program Line Editor $33.**
• 1201 Wilderness Campaign $19.49

Call Toll-Free 800-344-5106 (outside California)

Post Office Box 1297

Corcoran. California 93212

Foreign Orders 209-992-4481
In California 800-692-4146

We take MasterCard, American Express or VISA (Include card # and
Apple - is a registered trademark <* Apple Computer, inc expiration date) California residents add 6% tax Include $2 00 tor postage
Pet is a ragtstaiao trademark oi Commodore Foreign and hardware extra Foreign (excluding Canada) remit US cur-

u^^'.'^SSS^ISS!^!^!!! Con> rencv
- checks on U.S. banks, use listed charge cards, or make direct wire

Aiar. rs a ragmarad trademark ol Alan, inc
transfers through Security Pacific Bank. Corcoran, tor a $6 00 charge All

Outside Calif. 800-344-5106 overseas orders shipped by air Send tor free catalog Prices subiect to

CIRCLE 112 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Verse Weaving, continued

130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
150
200
203
205
208
210
213
215
220
500
502
505
510
515
517
520
530
540
550
552
554
556
558
560
570

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
READ
REN RE
REM AN
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
FOR I

PRINT
PRINT
REM TO
REM (C
XCS="
FOR YL
POSITI
FOR XL
GET *3
XCSCXL
NEXT X

OPEN *

XIO 34
XIO 36
? #2;X
CLOSE
NEXT Y

RETURN

:GOTO 10

soft I y, soft I y

"...with little care
:G0T0 10

like a new green
:GOTO 10
" the sky's violent b

:GOTO 10
with the gracef

:G0T0 10
it's so simp

•softly'"
when we're there":

smooth, I

it's over" :G0T
" 'I know it's over '

"

' I suppose, ' sh
t he words

SrPRINT as
MEMBER TO ADO "GOTO 1

D TO INCREASE "RND" I

">"

please, now! "':G0T0 10
:G0T0 10

or gesture" :G0T0 10

leaf":G0T0 10

lue":G0T0 10

ul line of flight":G0T0 10

le...":G0T0 10
:G0T0 10
GOTO 10
ike sand":GOT0 10

10
GOTO 10

e said":G0T0 10
were br i t t I

e" :G0T0 10

0" TO EACH NEW PRINT LINE
N STATEMENT 10.

END OF SERIES"
TO 300:NEXT I

">":PRINT "":PRINT "

"" :END
PRINT CONTENTS OF SCREEN

OURTESY OF LEN LINDSAY)

=0 TO 22
ON 1,YL
=1 TO 39
,XC
,XL)=CHR$<XC)
L

2,8,0,"R2:"
,#2,192,0,"R2:"
, #2,0,4, "R2:"
Ct
#2
L

TO REPEAT, TYPE RUN"

Poet: Program Listing and Sample Run

"MIDNIGHT DREARY'
"FIREY EYES"

J

'BIRD OR FIEND"!
"THING OF EVIL"!
"PROPHET"!

"BEGUILING HE"!
•THRILLED ME"!
•STILL SITTING. ..

EtURNED. "!GOTO 212
•NEVER FLITTING"!

GOTO 212

90 RANDOM
100 IF I I THEN 101 ELSE PRINT
101 IF I Z THEN 102 ELSE PRINT
102 IF I03 THEN 103 ELSE PRINT
103 IF I 01 THEN 101 ELSE PRINT
101 IF IOS THEN 210 ELSE PRINT
105 GOTO 210
110 IF IOl THEN 111 ELSE PRINT
111 IF IOZ THEN 112 ELSE PRINT
112 IF 103 THEN 113 ELSE PRINT
113 IF I : 1 THEN 111 ELSE PRINT
111 TF IOS THEN 210 ELSE PRINT
115 GOTO 210
120 IF lOl THEN
121 TF I<>2 THEN 122 ELSE PRINT
122 IF I<>3 THEN 123 ELSE PRINT
123 IF I <>1 THEN
121 IF IOS THEN 210 ELSE PRINT
125 GOTO 210
130 IF IOl THEN 131 ELSE PRINT
131 IF I<>2 THEN 132 ELSE PRINT
132 IF 103 THEN 133 ELSE PRINT
133 IF IOl THEN 131 ELSE PRINT
131 IF IOS THEN 210 ELSE PRINT
210 IF U=0 THEN 212 ELSE IF RND(0)>.19 THEN 212 ELSE PRINT "

,

212 IF RND<0)>.65 THEN 211 ELSE PRINT " "
i !U=-U+1 iGOTO 215

211 PRINT!U=0
215 I=INT(5«RND(0)+1>
220 J=J+1!K=K+1
230 IF U>0 THEN 210 ELSE IF INT ( J/2 ><>J/2 THEN 210 ELSE PRINT
210 ON J GOTO 100,110,120,130,250
250 J=0! PRINT! IF K>20 THEN 270 ELSE GOTO 215
270 PRINT!U=0!K=0!GOTO 110
999 END

Computer Poetry:

Not So New
David Ahl

Every once in a while I feel compelled
to get up on my soap box and wave my
hand around a bit and speak out to the

legions of programmers and would-be
programmers entering the computer field.

And what I try to say is "Look back, learn

from your predecessors, learn from the

pioneers."

Although personal computers have only

been with us a few years, minicomputers
and mainframes have been around for

much longer.
continued overleaf

121 ELSE IF U=0 THEN 210 ELSE PRINT
•AND MY SOUL"!
'DARKNESS THERE"!

121 ELSE PRINT "SHALL BE LIFTED"!
"QUOTH THE RAVEN"!

"NOTHING MORE"!
"YET AGAIN"!
'SLOWLY CREEPING"!
". . .NEVERMORE"!
"EVERMORE."!

SIGN OF PARTING'

! !U=2

BIRD OR FIEND
STILL SITTING...

DARKNESS THERE SLOWLY CREEPING,

PROPHET,
BURNED.

OUOTH THE RAVEN NOTHING MORE
MIDNIGHT DREARY STILL SITTING...
SHALL BE LIFTED

SLOWLY CREEPING

PROPHET
STILL SITTING..

.

SIGN OF PARTING EVERMORE.

MIDNIGHT DREARY BEGUILING ME
AND MY SOUL EVERMORE.

NEVER FLITTING
THING OF EVIL

STILL SITTING. .

.

DARKNESS THERE SLOWLY CREEPING
THING OF EVIL BEGUILING ME

AND MY SOUL ...NEVERMORE

FIREY EYES, NEVER FLITTING
SHALL BE LIFTED

EVERMORE.
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TRS-80 DISCOUNT f
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
PRINTERS • SOFTWARE

PURE RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT

WE CARRY THE FULL

LINE OF TRS-80 s
MODEL II

26 4002 64K I Drive $3098
Ask About Hard Drives

New! Model 16 TRS-80 CALL
MODEL III

26 1062 16K $819

26 1066 48K with

2 Drives. RS232 $2049
IM TANOY CORPORATION

FREE COPY OF WARRANTY UPON REQUEST

MICRO
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS

TRS-80

BUY DIRECT
AT WHOLESALE PRICES

1-800-841-0860
COLOR COMPUTER
26 3001 4K *309
26-3002 16K Ext. Basic S45S
26 3003 32K Ext. Basic IM9
26 3022 Color Drive #1 $49*
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
MICRO MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS. INC.
Parcel Divition

DIPT NO 3
Downtown Plara Shopping Confer

M5C Second Avt S W • Cairo Georgia 31728

912 377 7120 Ga Phone No

CIRCLE 185 ON READER SERVICE CARD

800 SOFTWARE DECLARES WAR ON CP/iVT SOFTWARE PRICES!

MICROPRO"" - WordStar""
calcstar""
mailmergelm

spellstar""

datastar""
superson""

PERFECT"" — perfect writer""
perfect speller""
perfect mailer""

dBASEII""
SUPERCALC""
SPELLGUARD""

Our Prtc*

239
249
79

169
249
169
199-
129-
129-

495
199
199

Otrw
Oiacount

319
259
109
189
249
199
259
159
159
595
269
239

Retail

LM
495 SMARTERM""
295 ARTIF INTELl "" - medical""
1 50 dental""
250 VISACCOUNT""
350 TCS,m — general ledger ""

250 accounts payable""
289 accounts receivable""
189 payroll""
189 all four above
700 CBASIC""
295 SELECT""
300 PICKLES AND TROUT""

OurPrica
49"

595
595
109

69"
69-

249-

99
449
169

Otrw
Otcounl

159
849
849
179
129
129
129
129

125
495
179

RMtil
Lilt

200
1200
1200
199
500
500
500
500

200
595
185

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-227-4587* ' VISA-MASTER-AM. EX.
• UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE on many products
• FREE CUSTOMER SERVICE HOTLINE 41 5-974-5990

- Call for shipping charges

Unconditioned 30 day moneyback guarantee
*

" 800-622-0678 in California (Calif, residents add sales tax)

RELIABLE UPS BLUE LABEL DELIVERY
WE SPECIALIZE IN BUSINESS CPM

'

800-SOFTWARE. INC.™
185 Berry St.. Suite 6820

San Francisco. California 94107 #2-2

800-SOFTWARE™ HAS THE BEST CP/M® PRICES!
CIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Saturn Navigator
now A2-3D1 licensed!

Yes, SubLOGIC s A2-3DA Saturn Navigator Is now available as a complete
package, incorporating all of the graphic routines necessary for a successful
flight from earth to Saturn. If you've been looking for a realistic 3D space flight

simulation, this is the one for you. For the Apple II plus
or Apple II with Applesoft ROM. 48K $34.95.

See your dealer!

"Apple' is the registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

LOGIC
Communications Corp.
713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, IL 61820
(217)359-8482

CIRCLE 248 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Computer Poetry, continued. Bard : Program Listing and Sample Run

While you probably don*t want to look

over every program ever written in CAL.
GATE, or Auto coder, it is probably
worthwhile to look over previous efforts

in Basic. Fortran and Algol.

Let's take this program. Verse Weaving.

Fourteen years ago. a similar program was
written at Digital Equipment Corporation.

I believe by Jim Bailey, called Poet. The
output of the program from Poet is similar

to that from Verse Weaving by Ned
Davison except that Poet is a considerably

simpler program. Poet puts spaces in the

printed lines randomly whereas Verse
Weaving requires that spaces be inserted

when the phrases are entered.

Two years after Poet was written. I tix>k

the general frame and modified it to accept

user input of the poetic phrases and to

print out to either the screen or a line

printer. This resulted in the program called

"Bard" published in several DEC publica-

tions as well as in Creative Computing in

1976. For comparison, we have included

listings of both Poet and Bard along with

Davison's Verse Weaving. Needless to say

Poet and Bard cannot be run directly

on your Atari. Apple or TRS-80 or whatever.
They were written for the RSTS-1 1 time-

sharing using Basic Plus and. thus require

some conversion to run in MicroSoft Basic

or the Basic available on a personal com-
puter. Nevertheless, the basic concepts

are there and may be incorporated into

your poetry programs and probably

improved upon. Creative Computing, Vol.

2. No. 5 had four lists of phrases that made
reasonable sounding poetry in the Bard

framework. One such list is below.

Davison has some nice ideas and states

the case for computer poetry rather well.

However. I believe that if you look over
the books and periodicals of the sixties

and seventies you may be startled by the

original material and novel ideas found
therein.

10 M MNANTS Or ANOTHER PROGRAM, POET, APPEAR IN THIS
20 REMARKABLE PROGRAM, BARD, WRITTEN BY DAVID AMI.

30 PRINT "BARD WRITES RANDOM POETRY WITH YOUR WORDS OR PHRASES.
PRINT "YOU SUPPI Y 20 WORDS OR PHRASES UP TO 16 LETTERS LONG.
RANDOM*. DIM A«(20>: FOR 1 = 1 TO 4
PRINT: PRINT "FIVE PHRASE8 FOR LINE"I"PLEASE"
FOR J=l TO SI B-(I-1>«5*J1 INPUT A»(S)
IF LEN<A»(S>> 16 THEN INPUT "TOO LONG. AGAIN.
NEXT j: NEXT I

print a*(d;:goto 300
PRINT A«(I+5> JtGOTO 300
PRINT A«(I+10>; :GOTO 300
PRINT A$(I+15>: tGOTO 300

10
50
60
70
80
90
200
210
220
230
300
31

320
330
340
350
360
370
999

• ;a*<s>:goto bo

if u=0 then 310 else if rnd(0).19 then 310 else print ",";!u=z
if rnd(0>: .65 then 320 else print " " ! :u=u+1 : goto 330
print: u=o
I=INT(5*RND(0>+1>: J=J+1! K=K+lt L=L+1
IF U THEN 350 ELSE IF INT < J/2 ><> J/2 THEN 350 ELSE PRINT "

ON J GOTO 200,210,220,230,360
j-o: print: if k: 20 then 370 else goto 330
print: u=o: k=o: if l<2oo then 200
END

RUN
BARD WRITES RANDOM POETRY WITH YOUR WORDS OR PHRASES.
YOU SUPPLY 20 WORDS OR PHRASES UP TO 16 LETTERS LONG.

FIVE PHRASES FOR LINE 1 PLEASE
? CARPET OF FERNS
? MORNING DEW
? TANG OF DAWN
? SWAYING PINES
> THE SONG OF NATURE
TOO LONG. AGAIN. .? SONG OF NATURE

FIVE PHRASES FOR LINE 2 PLEASE
? ENTRANCES ME
? SOOTHING ME
? RUSTLING LEAVES
? GENTLY CARESSES
? RADIATES CALM

FIVE PHRASES FOR LINE 3 PLEASE
? MIGHTY OAKS
? GRACE AND BEAUTY
? SILENTLY SINGING
? NATURE SPEAKING
•> CAPTURES MY SENSES
TOO LONG. AGAIN...' SENSUAL

FIVE PHRASES FOR LINE 1 PLEASE
? UNTOUCHED, UNSPOILED
T ::tra ignored
? SHADFS OF GREEN
? TRANQUILITY
? ... EVERMORE
' SO PEACEFUL . .

.

*y*,

*m
T?*

3-YEAR-OLD PHRASES

Romper stompers

"Look at me!"
Dancing and singing

Sparkling eyes

Bouncing curls

Devilishly spirited

Unbounded energy
Supremely happy
Inquiring, curious

Looking, discovering

"Tie my shoes"

"I can do it myself"
Skipping and jumping
Radiating joy

Oh. so lively!

Always active

And gumballs

.... Delightful

.... So lovable

Adventure!

i^V— ~ *?
••oc

SONG OF NATURE
GENTLY CARESSES

NATURE SPEAKING .. .EVER

HORNING DEW
RADIATES Cm' ft

SILENTLY SINGING
. . .EVERMORE

TANG OF DAWN, RUSTLING LEAVI ANO bEAUTY, 1 RANUU II 1 1 f

SONG OF NATHPI
TANG OF DAWN RADIATES CALM SENSUAl SHADES OF CREEN

SWAYING PINES
SWAYING FINES SOOTHING ME
MIGHTY OAKS

TRANQUILITY

MORNING DEW RUSTLING LEAVES SILENTLY SINGING
SO PEACEFUL..

.

SWAYING PINES SONG OF NATURE SOOTHING ME,
MIGHTY OAKS

. . .EVERMORE
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SOFTWARE
TORAX
Defend your home planet against the invading Tbrids! Try to protect

your nuclear fuel tanks, which the aliens are intent on stealing. The
Tonds drop down, steal a fuel tank, and rise up to escape. They are

also armed, and will not hesitate to shoot at you. While you whiz by
the surface of your planet at incredible speed, you must avoid enemy
fire, maneuver your ship, and try to shoot down the Tbrids without

hitting the fuel tanks! (Requires paddles.)

#4520. Torax Apple D32K DOS 3.3 Diskette $24 95

STAR CLONES 4W&
There is unrest in the galaxy. The evil master clone has disrupted life

for everybody except for members of the Clone Conspiracy and their

evil clone agents. But there is hope. By mastering the four simulations

on this disk you can save the galaxy from certain doom. Three skill

levels allow you challenging practice for the ten missions that must be
accomplished in order to defeat the Master Clone (Requires Apple II

or Apple II Plus, DOS 3 3, and game paddles.)

=4527 Star Clones Apple n 48K DOS 3.3 Diskette $29 95

SUPER INVASION 4JUJ&««>»,&
This is the original arcade game, with superb high resolution graph-

ics, high speed action, nail-biting tension, and hilarious antics by the

moon creatures. Fifty-five aliens whiz across the screen, quickening

their descent, challenging you to come out from behind your block-

ades and pick them off with your lasers before they bomb you.

destroy your shields, or drop down right on top of you. (TRS-80

version uses low resolution graphics Apple II version requires pad-

dles and is licensed from Astar International.)

#4006 Super invasion Apple 32K Cassette $19 95

#4505 Super Invasion Apple D 48K DOS 3.3 Diskette $19 95

#3020 Super Invasion TRS-80 32K Cassette $19 95

#3520 Super Invasion TRS-80 Model 1 32K Diskette $19 95

#501 1 Super Invasion Sorcerer 8K Cassette $19 95

»
f^JyjiK ll

BLISTERBALL
and MAD BOMBER
A frantic, fast-paced romp that can be played for hours, Blisterball is

the first truly original arcade-type game for a home computer. As the

bouncing balls drop from above, you move your laser base and try to

shoot them. It's easy at first-with just one ball. Then come two. . . then

three. It gets harder. Four balls come, and finally five If you survive

them, you get to shoot at inelastic bonus balls. If you make it this far,

the second round starts. The balls bounce lower, the walls close in!

Making superb use of Apple graphics and sound, Blisterball can be
played by one or two people.

Mad Bomber, included on the same disk, is another fast-paced

arcade game. Racks of bombs fill up above you Whenever four

bombs are in any rack, they start to fall. You can shoot them either in

the rack or while they're falling, but with racks all across the top of the

screen, you need to stay ahead of them to survive! (Requires pad-

dles)

#45 11 Blisterball/Mad Bomber Apple II 48K DOS 3.3 Diskette $24 95

H



SOFTWARE

POOL, SNOOKER
and BILLIARDS
POOL
Old pros and beginners alike will enjoy the

challenge and realism of Pool. From the satisfying

click of a tough combination shot to the accuracy
required for a three-cushion bank shot, Pool has it

all. You control the angle and force of your stroke,

then watch the object ball speed toward the pocket.

It's so real you can almost feel the felt! Pool has a

practice mode for one player, 8-Ball and Tournament
Pool for two.

SNOOKER
A tough British game using 26 balls requiring the

eye of a sharpshooter and the strategy of a chess
master. (Not available on cassette.)

BILLIARDS
This captivating British game is played with three

balls on a standard pool table. Each player attempts

to score by sinking a shot or hitting two balls with his

cueball.

#7010 Pool Atari 16K Cassette $14 95

#7012 Billiards Atari 16K Cassette $14 95

#7509 Pool, Snooker & Billiards Atari 16KDisk $24 95
•M98I Tlioni KMI Video Programmes Limited
Available only in North An-

DARTS and TILT
DARTS
Walk into the pub, grab a pint of lager and a handful

of darts, and try for a bull's eye in this amazing
graphic game. One or two players can play, testing

their aim at ten skill levels. Whether you want to

throw a few, or just show your friends what the Atari

computer can do, Darts is an ideal addition to your

software library. This is Britain's most popular Atari

game.

TILT
Remember playing with the wood labyrinth game
that tilts in all directions9 Now it's on computer! One
or two players attempt to navigate balls through a

maze and into scoring holes. Nine skill levels and
rune speeds.

#701 1. Darts Atari 16K Cassette $14 95

#7013 Tilt Atari 16K Cassette $1195

#7506 Darts and Tilt Atari 16K Disk $24 95
•1981 Thorn EMI V:

Available in North America only

DOMINOES and
CRIBBAGE

J9on

DOMINOES
Take on your computer at a game of draw dominoes.

With options for repeating or alternating draw,

Dominoes gives you a tough opponent who's always
ready.



CRIBBAGE
Can you be the first to peg twice around the board'
Your computer will put up a tough fight in this

head to-head game of cribbage. A graphic display
of board and cards highlights this game of skill

#7007 Dominoes Atari 16K Cassette $11 95

#7008 Cribbage Atari 16K Cassette $1195

#7507—Dominoes and Cribbage
Atari 24K Diskette $24 95

•M98I ThoinEMI VKic«>I'i(KiiHiinn.sI,imiied

Available in North America only

MICRO GOLF **A
Your whole family will enjoy playing Micro Golf, the
new miniature golf simulation. The game includes
high-resolution graphics and uses a machine
language subroutine to move the ball in a realistic

manner. Three different courses are provided, as
well as a course editor that allows you to create your
own miniature golf courses One to four players can
play, using either the Apple II keyboard or paddles.

Requires 48K Apple II with one disk drive, DOS 3.3,

and Applesoft in ROM
#4518 Micro Golf Apple II 48K Diskette $19.95

ACTION and «J.

BUMPING GAMES
Six games for action fans. Cross a deadly field in

your Mine Rover. Hit the ramps and try to make it

over the trucks in Motojump. Race against the clock
with the Road Machine. Get in shape with Obstacle
Course. Test your reflexes at Bumper Blocksand
Hustle Junior. Requires Applesoft in ROM or Apple II

Plus and game paddles.

#45 16 Action and Bumping Games Apple II 32K
DOS 3.3 Disk $24 95

ICBM TOseo
TRS-80 version of the popular arcade game where
you must destroy incoming missiles with your own
anti-ballistic missiles before they destroy your cities

with nuclear warheads.
#352 1 ICBM TRS-80 Model I Diskette $19 95
#3021 ICBM TRS-80 16K Cassette $19 95

«y
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SOFTWARE

AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER *ori Sorcerer Apjt TRS SO

This fast-moving, real lime game places you in the role of an air traffic controller.

You control 26 prop planes and jets as they land, take off, and fly through your

airspace. You have a radar map, and give orders to change altitude, maintain a

holding pattern, turn, approach, and land at one of two airports.

Written by an air traffic controller, this is a realistic machine language simula-

tion. There are 84 different skill levels, so you won't easily tire of this absorbing

simulation.

#5008 Air Traffic Controller Sorcerer 8K Cassette $1195

#4008 Air Traffic Controller Apple Cassette $14 95

#3006 Air Traffic Controller TRS-80 16K Cassette $14 95

ADVANCED AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
Same as Original Air Traffic Controller, except you have five different airport

configurations and radar maps to choose from and added responsibilities such

as watching the fuel supply of the planes.

#7004 Advanced ATC Atari 16K Cassette $ 14 95

#7503 Advanced ATC Atari 16K Disk $19 95

#35 1 9 Advanced ATC TRS-80 16K Disk $19 95

#4517 Advanced ATC Apple 32K DOS 3.3 Diskette $19 95

MILESTONES 1

Take a colorful, challenging 700-mile journey in this computer version of the

French card game loved by millions around the world. Overcome accidents, flat

tires, gas shortages, speed limits, and traffic lights to arrive before your oppo-

nent Spectacular high resolution color graphics make this the program to use to

demonstrate the abilities of your Apple II. (Requires Applesoft Basic and 48K

Apple II)

#4515 Milestones Apple D 48K DOS 3.3 Diskette $19 95

TSUNAMI
With Tsunami you get dozens of superior arcade games rolled into one program
To begin with, wave after wave of alien attackers attempt to overwhelm your

defenses Each wave comes in a different formation and uses different attack and
defense strategies In the first set of games, the attackers are without shields.

Next, with shields sheltering them, the attackers can drop bombs right through

their shields . . but you cannot shoot through them Successive waves use dif

ferent strategies Some move from shield to shield, allowing you to shoot while

they are in between Others just come out briefly to attack and you need fast

reflexes to get them Bonus points are awarded for beating the clock, with a

countdown timer displayed on the screen. This may be our finest arcade game
ever! (Requires paddles)

#4526 Tsunami Apple n 48K DOS 3.3 Diskette $29 95

ORIGINAL ADVENTURE *» ns-ao

Somewhere nearby you is a colossal cave where others have found fortunes in

treasures and gold, but some who have entered have not been seen again. You
start your adventure at a small brick building-the wellhouse for a large spring.

You must try to find your way into the underground caverns . . where you'll meet a
giant clam, nasty little dwarves, and much more!
#7504 Original Adventure Atari 40K Disk $24 95
#7009 Original Adventure Atari 32K Cassette $ 1 9.95

#3518 Original Adventure TRS-80 48K Disk $19 95

SOFTWARE
ORDERING INFORMATION

(IF ORDER FORM IS MISSING)

Send payment (NJ residents add 5%
sales tax) plus $2 00 postage and nan
dling (foreign orders- except Canada
and Mexico-add $5 00 per order)

to Creative Computing. Dept C720
39 E Hanover Avenue Mortis Plains,

NJ 07950 Orders may also be charged
to your Visa. Mastercard or American
Express account-by mail include

credit card name, number and expira-

tion date, or, use our toll-free

number, 800 631 8112 In NJ only

2015400445



PERIPHERALS
SUPER JOYSTICK

SUPER JOYSTICK
Star Wars. Played with paddles, it's

difficult at best and frustrating at worst.

But with a joystick, it becomes an
entirely new experience.

Drawing with one paddle for

horizontal movement and the other for

vertical is slow and tedious. But with a
joystick, drawing is an absolute joy

EXCEPTIONAL PRECISION
The Apple high-resolution screen

is divided into a matrix of 160 by 280
pixels. To do precise work on this

screen, you need a precise device.
Most potentiometers used in paddle
controls are not quite linear. If you
rotate a paddle control at a constant
speed, you'll notice that the cursor
speeds up slightly at the beginning
and end of the paddle rotation.

The Super Joystick has a pure resis-

tive circuit which is absolutely linear

within one tenth of one percent. In other
words, it would give you precise control

over an image of 1000 by 1000 pixels,

were such resolution available. Thus it

is suitable for high precision profes-

sional applications as well as educa-
tional and hobbyist ones.

MATCHED TO YOUR
APPLICATION

The Super Joystick also has two
external trim adjustments, one for each
direction. This allows you to perfectly
match the unit to your application and
computer. If you want to work in a
square area instead of the rectangular
screen, just reduce the horizontal size

with the trim control

How many times have you played
Space Invasion and had your thumb
ache for hours from the repeated button
pressing? This won't happen with the
Super Joystick. Its two pushbuttons are
big Moreover, they use massive contact
surfaces with a life of well over
1,000,000 contacts. A few games of

Super Invasion using these big buttons
will justify the purchase of the Super
Joystick.

The Super Joystick is self-centering

in both directions. That means when
you take your hand off it, the control will

return to the center. However, if you
want it to stay where you leave it, self

centering may be easily disabled by
removing two springs.

The Super Joystick plugs right into

the paddle control socket and doesn't
require an I/O slot.

HIGH-QUAUTY CONSTRUCTION
The sturdy case of the Super Joy-

stick matches that of the Apple com-
puter. Every component used is the
very highest quality available. The
Super Joystick even uses a full 16-con-

ductor ribbon cable and you can add a
second joystick (using our Select-A-Port

extension unit for example) if you wish.
The first Super Joystick replaces Pad-
dles and 1. You may not realize it, but
the Apple has the capacity to support
four paddle controls A second Super
Joystick would replace Paddles 2 and 3

We invite your comparison of the
Super Joystick with any other unit avail-

able Order it and use it for 30 days If

you're not completely satisfied, return it

for a prompt and courteous refund plus
your return postage You can't lose.

The Super Joystick consists of a self-

centering linear joystick, two trim con-
trols, and two pushbuttons mounted in

an attractive case. It comes complete
with schematics and a 90-day limited

warranty

#0013 Super Joystick $S9 9S(P&H$3)

SUPER PADDLES
Are the paddle controllers on your

Apple wearing out9 Or did you get a
new Apple without paddles?

We've got good news for you! Super
Paddles. Each paddle control consists

of a high-precision linear potentiometer
and a big (1/2" D) industrial-quality

pushbutton mounted in a sturdy high-

impact molded plastic case which
matches the Apple Each of the two
paddles is connected with a long 5-foot

cable to the Apple paddle socket
Every component in a set of Super Pad
dies is the very finest quality available.

The set is backed by a 90-day limited

warranty from the manufacturer as
well as our money-back guarantee of

satisfaction.

#0012 Super Paddles $39 95 (P&H $2)

PERIPHERALS
ORDERING INFORMATION
(IF ORDER FORM IS MISSING)

Send payment (NJ residents add 5%
sales tax) plus postage and han-

dling charges (appears in paren-
thesis ( ) following the price of

each item) to Creative Computing,
Dept C720, 39 E Hanover Avenue,
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Orders
may also be charged to your Visa.

Mastercard or American Express
account-by mail include credit

card name, number and expiration

date, or. use our toll-free

number 800-631-8112 In NJ only

201-540-0445



PERIPHERALS
The Most Versatile and Creative Music Peripheral or Instrument You Can Own

I
SOUNDCHASGR
COMPUTER MUSIC SYSTEMS

The Soundchaser Gives Apple Owners A Chance To Become Musicians

—And Musicians A Reason To Buy Apples

Your Apple Can Be the Heart of a
Sophisticated Sound Studio

Would you like real music and total con-

trol9 The Soundchaser Computer Music
System plus an Apple computer produces
dazzling results While a studio synthesizer

can cost as much as a small house. Sound-
chaser gives you a polyphonic synthesizer

and multibank sequencer, with features

found on most professional systems, for

about the same cost as twenty hours of

studio time The system represents a new
generation in music, combining computer
and synthesizer hardware under the control

of sophisticated software Add a human at

the keyboard and you've got a dynamite
package

The keyboard is exceptional It is a pro-

fessional, four-octave, 49-note unit housed
in a handsome wood cabinet It looks as

good as it sounds Just as important, it feels

right Installation is simple the keyboard
interface plugs into peripheral slot seven in

the Apple No special wiring or chip

changes are required As soon as you
insert the card, the keyboard is ready to

talk to the Apple Add a synthesizer, and
you can play live, lay down a sequence, or

play over a recorded sequence

Outstanding Synthesizer
Hardware

The Soundchaser Voice Card is a com-
puter controlled, full feature, dynamic syn-

thesizer Each card provides three voices

A two-card system with a total of six voices

is recommended, but we don't lock you into

one product line Soundchaser can sing just

as well with other synthesizers, most nota-

bly the Mountain Music System. This board
is highly regarded by Passport Designs
and by pairing the sixteen channels, they

allow the Soundchaser system to produce
eight full bodied voices.

The Software Side of the Story
A system that's hard to use is less than

worthless You want to concentrate on
music, not programming Soundchaser
helps you out with intelligent and flexible

menu-driven software A highlight of the

software is the Editor With the aid of

graphically displayed envelopes, slides,

and switches, you can create a wide range
of instrument sounds Envelopes and oscil-

lator waveforms are drawn right on the

screen There is no better aid for

experimentation
Once you create an instrument sound,

it's onto the Sequencer. Here, you can
record a sequence of notes, storing them in

memory Later, the sequence can be
played back, using a new instrument sound
if desired You can sit back and listen, or

play live over the sequence Instruments

and sequences can easily be saved to disk

trieved all under program control

Added Support
Passport Designs has already produced

a full series of support software to augment
Soundchaser The Notewnter displays your

Soundchaser Packages

Soundchaser with Mountain Music System Boards

(Eight Voices Digital) * $1045.00

Soundchaser with Dual 3 Voice Synthesizer Boards

(Six Voices-Analog) * $1350.00

Notewriter (1 Disk) # $99 00

Musictutor (3 Disks) # $150.00

Soundchaser Keyboard and Interface without

Synthesizers* $650 00

Add shipping and handling charges below:

(U.S. and Canada):

Package =1 or 2 $10.00

Software (independently) $2.00

Soundchaser (independently) $6.00

music in standard notation on the hi res

screen, right as you play It lets you easily

write your own lead sheets and fake books

There is no simpler way to produce sheet

music, and you can obtain hard copy using

virtually any graphics printer With the

Notewriter, you can compose, arrange, and
transcribe without having the drudge work
qet in the way of your creativity

The Musictutor transforms Soundchaser
into a challenging educational tool. The
software includes programmed courses in

uning. music theory, and harmony It

can be used both by teachers and by indi

viduals who want to sharpen their musical

skills (curriculum outline is available upon
request)

The software will continue to grow, so

Soundchaser will never grow obsolete For

those with the interest and desire, the man
ual includes instructions for accessing the

keyboard from user programs

System Requirements
Apple II or Apple II Plus. 48K. Disk

Drive, Paddles. Monitor or Television with

RF Modulator (black and white or color),

and printer (only required for making hard

copy from Notewriter)

Write for free brochure. Dealer inqui

ries invited

Your system is fully backed by a 90 day
manufacturer warranty and a complete
money back guarantee of satisfaction (trial

period is 30 days)

III II III II III II III



TWO EXTENSION
UNITS TO IMPROVE
YOUR
APPLE II

EZ PORT
EZ Port extends the game I/O port to

the outside of your Apple II so you don't

have to open the computer to switch from
paddles to joystick or other peripherals

EZ Port is designed to outlast other

I/O extenders-and extend the life of

your peripherals, too! The secret is in the

sockets Ordinary DIP sockets are not

designed to be used over and over-
eventually they won't make contact or the

pins will snap off. EZ Port uses Zero
Insertion Pressure (ZIP) sockets You
plug in the 16 pin connector and throw a
small switch which engages the connec-
tions within the socket The only time
there is any stress on the 16 pin connec-
tor is when the switch is thrown

Installation is easy Just plug EZ Port's

cable into the game I/O. run the 24"

cable to the outside of the computer and
stick EZ Port to the side of your computer
with its adhesive strip Now making I/O
changes is guick. easy and safe!

=0022 EZPort $24 95(P&hs2i

SELECTA PORT
Select A Port not only extends the

game I/O port to the outside of your
Apple II. it lets you permanently plug in

up to four peripherals simultaneously!
Select A Port consists of five switch-

able I/O ports One socket directly par-
allels the game socket in the Apple, can
be used for sensitive devices for which
diode isolation would interfere, and has a
switch for future expansion where this

socket overrides the other four

With Select A Port you can use two
joysticks simultaneously. Because the
Apple II can read more than two game
controllers (paddles) simultaneously, we
cross wired the second I/O port on
Select A Port. This port can be reversed
to read Paddles 2 and 3 Just plug another
joystick into any of the remaining three
ports and enjoy dual joystick operation

The Select A Port is mounted in a 6"

x 2H" x Vi" high-impact plastic case You
simply switch on the peripheral to be
used and you're ready-without plugging
and unplugging delicate 16-pin

connectors

BOOKS
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
Computers for Kids
by Sally Greenwood La r

This book has 12 chapters with
instructions for operating and program
ming the TRS-80. the Atari, the Apple, or
the Sinclair ZX 81 The book is easy to

understand and large type makes it easy
to read Children can find out how to put
together a flowchart, and how to gi

computer to do what they want to do
They learn how to write their own g.r

: draw pictures that move There's
also a section of helpful hints for parents
and teachers The books inch.

d lesson ideas and advice on how
to fix small pro! rmrjht pop up.

s 12G Computers for Kids/Apple

» 12H Computers for Kids/TRS-80

= 12J Computers for Kids/Atari

*12S Computers for Kids/Sinclair

$3 95

$3 95
(P&H SI)

$3 95
(P&H $1)

$3 95

W0023 Select A Port $59 95 (P&H $2)

Katie and the Computer
Fred D'Ignazio and Stan Gilliam have

created a delightful picture book adven-
ture that explains how a computer works
to a child Katie "falls' into the imaginary
land of Cybernia inside her Daddy's
home computer Her journey parallels

the path of a simple command through
the stages of processing in a computer,
thus explaining the fundamentals of com-
puter operation to 4 to 10 year olds Sup-
plemental explanatory information on
computers, bytes, hardware and soft

ware is contained in the front and back
end papers

Thrill with your children as they join

the Flower Bytes on a bobsled race to the

CPU Share Katie's excitement as she
encounters the multi-legged and mean
Bug who lassoes her plane and spins her
into a terrifying loop Laugh at the mad
cap race she takes with the Flower Paint-

ers by bus to the CRT
"Tbwards a higher goal, the book

teaches the rewards ofabsorbing the

carefully-written word and anticipating the

nextpage with enthusiasm
The Leader

Children might not suspect at first

there s a method to all this madness-
a lesson about how computers work
It does its job well.

"

The Charlotte Observer

the book is both entertaining and
educational

"

Infosystems

Katie and the Computer is hard-
bound, and illustrated in full color

Be a Computer Literate

Marion Ball and Sylvia Charp wrote
this introduction to the world of com-
puters for children aged 10 16 Excellent
for use as a supplemental textbook in

school, it discusses large and small com
puters. how they are used and their

impact on our lives Simple program
mmg concepts are also introduced Illus

trated in full color, with diagrams and
photos on every page Large format,
paperbound 66 pages with glossary
*6H Be a Computer Literate $3 95

(P&H $1)

GAME BOOKS
Basic Computer Games

A complete anthology of 101 favorite

games and simulations, each comj >i

with sample runs, program listings, and
description All games run in standi

Microsoft Basic and are easy to use with
any computer Ther> • 's just for

fun. to develop logic strati ach
environmental solutions to simulate
letic competition, to play alone or with a
group The 101 games offer the kind of

challenge, excitement, and delight you
want from your computer Edited by
David Ahl and illustrated by George
Beker Large format paperbound,
200 pages
#6C Basic Computer Games $'/ •

#12A Katie and the Computer $6 95
(P&H SI 50)

More Basic Computer Games
In this sequel to Basic Computer

Games there are 84 new games to chal
lenge you All games are complete with
program listings, sample runs, and
description All run in Microsoft Basic
and are easy to use with any computer
A Basic conversion tabic is inch.

Talk to Eliza, visit th. jist.

evade a man eating rabbit, crack a
tame a wild horse, become a millionaire,

race your Ferrari, joust with a Knight,
trek across the desert on your camel,
navigate in deep space, hunt a wumpus
and much more

Edited by David Ahl and Steve North,
with a preface by Christopher Cerf, illus

trated by George Beker Large format
paperbound. 200 pages
«6C2 More Basic Computer

Games $7 95 (p&h si 50>

*6C4 More Basic Computer Game*/
TRS-80 $7 95 (P&H SI 50)



BOOKS
THE BEST OF...
Best of Creative Computing Volume 1

All the articles, stories, learning

activities, games, and puzzles that

appeared in Creative Computing Vol-

ume 1. The contents cover computer
applications in education and recre-

ation Over 200 contributors are repre-

sented from college professor to high

school student, from U.S. Senator to

underground cartoonist, and from cor-

poration president to science fiction

author. A must for anyone concerned
with the role of and potential for the

computer in society. Edited by David

Ahl. Large format paperbound, 328

pages

#6A Best of Creative Computing
Vol.1 $8 95 (p&h $2)

Best of Creative Computing Volume 2
336 pages of the best articles,

fiction, foolishness, puzzles, programs,

games and reviews from Creative

ComputingVolume 2. It contains a

potpourri of information on languages

and programming theory, on artificial

intelligence, on computers in

education and in the arts. 67 pages
are devoted to puzzles, programs, and
things to do. Edited by David Ahl

Large format paperbound.

#6B Best of Creative Computing
Vol.2 $8 95<p&h$2)

Best of Creative Computing Volume 3
336 pages of articles, activities, fie

tion, games, programs, reviews, car-

toons, and other information from Vol-

ume 3 of Creative Computing. It

includes features on technology, pub
lie access, educational use, medical
applications, and computers in music
It contains great resource listings and
reviews of calculators, games, equip
ment, software, and books. There are

96 pages of things to do-puzzles, pro-

grams, problems, and games. Edited

by David Ahl and Burchenal Green.
Large format paperbound, 336 pages.

#12C Best of Creative Computing
Vol.3 $8 95(p&h$2)

The Colossal Computer Cartoon
Book

The best collection of computer
cartoons ever is now in its second
printing. The fifteen chapters contain

hundreds of cartoons about robots,

computer dating, computers in the

office, home, and lab, and much more.

Large format paperbound, 120 pages.

#6G The Colossal Computer
Cartoon Book $4 95 (p&h $o

How to use computers
to help teach math!

COMPUTERS IN
MATHEMATICS:
A SOURCEBOOK

OF IDEAS

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has

strongly endorsed the use of computers in the classroom

Yet most textbooks don't include programs or computer

teaching techniques. And you probably don't have the

time to develop programs on your own.
Computers in Mathematics can solve your problem. It

contains pragmatic, ready-to use, classroom tested ideas

on everything from simple binary counting to multiple

regression analysis and differential equations. Whether
you teach first grade or twelfth, you'll find plenty of ways
to use computers to help you teach mathematical

concepts.

Computers In Mathematics includes 134 articles and
applications written for Creative Computing^ math
teachers Flowcharts, programs and sample runs that

make it easy to use. Over 250 problems, puzzles and
programming ideas. And even many activities that don't

require a computer.

# 12D 224 pages, large format.

Softbound $15 95 (p&h $2)

The most complex computer circuit can be
explained with just nine pennies!

COMPUTER COIN GAMES
Now there's an easy (and fun) way to learn about the

inner workings of computers! Computer Com Games, by
Joe Weisbecker (the designer of the RCA 1802 microcom
puter), simplifies the concepts of computer circuitry

through games played with your pennies and the playing

boards supplied. Even the most complex circuitry is

made understandable!

Games Magazine said, "Whether or not you have any
experience with computer technology, you'll be both

amazed and delighted with the simplicity of the format

and the complexity of the play. All you need are some
common cents.

"

#10R Computer Coin Games $3 .95 (p&h $i

BOOKS ORDERING INFORMATION
(IF ORDER FORM IS MISSING)

Send payment (NJ residents add 5% sales lax) plus postage and
handling charges (appears in parentheses ( ) following the

price of each book) to Creative Computing, Dept C720. 39 E
Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains, NJ 07950 Orders may also be
charged to your Visa. Mastercard or American Express
account-by mail include credit card name, number and
expiration date, or, use our toll free number
800-6318112 In NJ only 201 540 0445



It just isn't possible to explain to

anybody in America, quite what a fuss is

being raised about the British Broad-

casting Corporation's new microcomputer

in Europe.

The machine itself is about half the price

of a naked Apple II. and offers about as

much as an Apple, an Atari, a VIC and a

Neslar network all put together so it's an

impressive machine. But that doesn't

explain, on its own. suspicions of dirty

dealing, allegations ol black markets, and
all-round jealousy on an incredible scale.

The machine and its fuss ha\e almost

totally overshadowed several significant

events, including the release ol a French

look-alike for the Osborne I . a big boom in

"software publishing" and Clive Sinclair's

plans for a new machine.

The BBC computer, then, is late. Quite

why this should be surprising isn't clear to

me. given the troubled history of the beast,

which a year ago was still a design under

alteration by committee but people arc-

very indignant about the fact that a series

has started on television, featuring a

beautiful machine which nobody can get

his hands on.

1 suppose the explanation is that

winning the contract to design and supply

the BBC micro was a prestige contract as

well as a lucrative one. It spelled recogni-

tion in letters so big that the BBC's book on
computers, published to back up the

program, didn't mention the firm that

builds the machine not even once.

I he contract went to a company called

Acorn. Acom became famous when it was
one of two companies selected by the

British Department ol Education to supply

micros to schools. The deal was that each

high school got one micro, and the

Government stumped up half the price.

And since the other "approved" micro cost

around £2000 sterling, and the Acorn
Atom cost around 1150 sterling, you can

place your own bets on which machine sold

most under this scheme.

The BBC had plans for a broadcast

program on "encouraging computer

Guy Kewney
literacy" as long ago as November 1980,

when it awarded the contract for building

its approved micro to a firm called

Newbury.
Newbury is the Lear Siegler of Britain,

and it had inherited a computer which it

called the Newbrain. from the wreckage of

Clive Sinclair's first company. The
government had rescued Sinclair, and had
grabbed two of his microcomputer designs

in exchange, kicking him out with an
obvious loser (a design called the ZX80) to

manage as best he could.

Newbury packaged Sinclair's idea into a

scries of powerful hand-held machines,

capable of sitting on an office desk and
driving a video display, but also of working
on your lap in the train, off batteries.

It seems that it hadn't really occurred to

either Newbury or the BBC that running a

program on television, featuring a brand
new micro of revolutionary design, might
attract the attention of more than a couple
of thousand customers.

And just about the time that this

message was getting through inside the

BBC. Newbury decided (for reasons they

have tried to explain to me. but failed) that

the business it understood was the

computer terminal market, and it was not

going to get into the dangerous-looking

micro business on a large scale.

Newbury cancelled the project and
killed the Newbrain. having first dismissed
the managing director who had thought of

the project. He eventually bought the

project from Newbury, and the Newbrain
is available at last but as late as the

Apple III, and in similar quantities.

This cunning marketing ploy left the

BBC with a "pilot" program featuring a

non-existent machine, and a sense of

urgency amounting almost to panic.

"Who." it said, "will help us?"

"I will," said almost every little red hen

in the book. Sinclair said he would let them
use his ZX8I. newly launched at the time.

I ransam offered a machine like the Apple

but using the S-IOO bus and CP/M —
called the Tuscan. Tangerine offered a

choice of any of its popular hobbyist-

experimenter micros.

And Acorn revealed, diffidently, that it

had a rather ambitious design to follow up
its popular Atom a design called the

Proton.

At this point, the accusations of double-

dealing started to be heard.

A very respected micro pioneer called

John Coll was at that time a teacher, an
adviser to the BBC on its micro project,

and a man looking for a job in the micro
business.

First, Coll accepted a job with Apple UK
as head of education sales. Then, before he
could take this job up. he accepted a

similar job with Acorn who subse-

quently announced that they would build

the official BBC micro.

My own suspicions are easily aroused by

this sort of thing, but in this case I don't

think there is any double-dealing to find.

Apart from the fact that Coll is an old

friend of mine, and honest (as are all my
friends, of course) as the day is long. I think

the computer which Acorn designed
answers any doubts on its own merit.

The Machine
So. a bit about the machine.

It uses the 6502 chip, like its predecessor.

And it has one or two of the features which
distinguished the Atom from the rest of the

pack primarily a very friendly machine
code running system. This lets you type

lines of assembler mnemonic into the Basic

listing as if they were lines of Basic, and
runs them under Basic not as fast as a

fully machine-code routine, but much
faster than Basic.

But it goes much further: the machine
display facilities equal anything in the new
Commodore Ultimax family for color and
sound and games. The Basic is very

powerful and "structured" in a way that

rivals the latest educational cult language

Comal, and the main circuit board
includes, as standard, a local area network
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Other Side, continued. ..

which misses only the 150 worth of chips

needed to upgrade the basic machine. And
it has all the usual games paddle inputs,

printer circuits, and so on. included.

Best of all is the "I ube" which is4K of

machine code in ROM. which allow the

BBC micro to act as a "slave" to a more
powerful processor.

Possible "master" processor designs

already in prototype at Acorn include a

Z80 based CP M master, a 6502 master

running at 3 MHz. a Motorola 68000

based master running Unix, and even a 32-

bit National Semiconductor 16032 chip,

which I have actually seen running.

All of these masters retain the mar-
vellous display of the BBC CPU — color,

sound, and interfaces.

As an example of how the Tube works.

Acorn quotes the CP M master. Instead of

the normal BIOS, the master has the Tube
software in its top 4K of memory. All calls

made by standard CP M software are

trapped by the lube, and passed to the

BBC micro. Here the CPM procedures

(excluding known bugs) are emulated by

the 6502. running quite a bit faster on input

and output than the Z80 can. and the

necessary data are then passed back

through the tube to the Z80 processor,

which carries on proudly processing, in the

belief that it has done all the hard work.

Cost of BBC micro and Z80 master

together should be vcrv similar to the cost

of an Osborne I

.

A very tasty machine. Since it was just a

prototype this time twelve months ago,

with the Basic and machine code ROM
barely started and not finalized. I'm not

astonished that the machine is only
available in tens, rather than the thousands

or tens of thousands which people would
like to buy.

Commodore UK isn't surprised either,

and is cashing in enormously with its VIC
— selling 10.000 machines a month
through normal electrical and electronic

consumer shop chains. Even Texas Instru-

ments is (apparently) managing to sell

some of its 99 4s in the vacuum.
But other people are surprised, and

accusations of black marketeering.

profiteering and muddlecring arc plentiful.

That doesn't surprise me either, because

the BBC project is more than success

(which none of us begrudges a rival)

but recognition. And recognition is

unforgiveable.

Here We Go Again
All this hassle will start to repeat itself

over the next month or so. as the UK
Department of Industry selects the

"approved" micros for supply to Govern-
ment installations.

Last year, the department advertised for

people to be approved without telling

anybody that that was what was
happening.

In a masterly piece of non-publicity, the

civil servants arranged to run two small

advertisements inviting tenders for "a

project" using micros. Not everybody saw

the advertisement, and those who did.

didn't read into its moderate offering the

notion that if they didn't get this one.

nobody in Government would be allowed

to buy their micros. But that turned out to

be the case.

Pressed, the official concerned informed

me afterwards that the ploy had been

deliberate. "If it had been known that we
were selecting an 'approved* list." he said,

"then every paper tiger in town would have

been offered. The way we did it. if

somebody had design problems or pro-

duction teething troubles, they held back,

and we did without their problems."

Nice logic, but it only works once.

Enraged, those excluded from the glory list

are now lobbying furiously to get their

newest paper tigers on the new list, being

drawn up now. It includes some American
manufacturers, which is apparently
unforgiveable.

Across The Channel
They do these things with even more

enthusiasm in France, however.

In that country, the micro industry is

severely handicapped by two aspects of

French chauvinism: first, a determination

to do everything through local manu-
facturers: and second, a commitment to

companies that do defense contracts.

Defense contracts, in France as else-

where, mean rich pickings — but in

France, the control of the market is very

jealous because of the country's enthusi-

astic rejection of American and British

suppliers. The result is that anybody who
can get a defense contract «ets up an
operation designed not for the economics

of market pressure, but for the economics

of Government contracting. And thus are

they rendered unable to compete in open

markets, and their products rendered over-

priced to the consumer.

Whatever, the country doesn't have a

strong micro manufacturing sector. So it

was astonishing to see an Osborne
lookaiike emerge from France before the

UK or Germany could try it.

The imitation isn't available on the open
market yet. but it weighs a little more, costs

a little more, and offers a little less in the

way of software.

One thing it does have, however, is a pair

of smaller diskettes (the BASF two-third

si/e drive) which allows a slightly bigger

screen. And another thing is an acoustic

coupler built in.

Another Sinclair?

By the time you read this. Clive Sinclair

will probably have astonished Europe with

his next micro.

All I know about it is guesswork

confused by gleefully misleading hints and

quips from Clive himself, but here are

some pointers.

First. Clive Sinclair is incensed and

enraged about the awarding of the BBC
contract to Acorn, beyond the rage of

anybody else. Apart from the fact that one

of the partners of Acorn used to work lor

him before splitting off. he felt rejected by

the established authorities, who still regard

him with suspicion. And he felt that his

best-selling ZX8I design, now into its

second hall-million production, stood a

better chance of being ready by the launch

of the TV series.

So I expect Clive to produce a "BBC
killer" with a proper keyboard, color,

game paddles, and more standard peri-

pherals than his ultra-cheap printer.

He will stick to his own Basic, though he

may enhance it. because he's proud of that.

It is. after all. a nice Basic, in that it won't

let you enter a faulty line (the way Hewlett-

Packard's HP85 Basic won't) and runs

pretty quickly too.

Clive has said, very definitely, that the

new machine won't be a rival to his ZX8I,
which is taking off all by itself. I believe

him. though he has little to lose by

producing a rival. With 500.000 machines

installed, the Sinclair has become an

industry of its own.

As an illustration of the popularity of

the micro: at a recent London computer

show, dedicated to the ZX range, there

were no fewer than 60 different companies

selling add-ons. plug-ins. modifications,

programs, things to go underneath, things

to be controlled by. and things to replace,

the ZX8I.
Some of them were very sophisticated

laboratory controllers, some were very

cheap diskette interfaces and drives, some
were proper keyboards, and some were just

games.

I gather that there are twice that number
of firms in the business already. D
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ARTWORX.ITSA WHOLE
HEWWORLD OFSOFTWARE.

Scene from BETA FIGHTER during creation using the DRAWPIC graphics editor.

HOOGE PODGE: by Marsha Meredith
(Atari and Apple)

NOW AVAILABLE FOR ATARI!!! This captivating
program is a marvelous learning iidren
from 18 months to 6 years HODGE PODGE consists
of many rartoons. animation and songs which appear
when any key on tin depressed. A must
for any family containing young children.
PRICE $19.95 diskette

a PM EDITOR: by Dennis Zander (Atari. 16K)
Create your own fast action graphics game tor the

Atari 400 or 800 using its player missile graphics tea
tures By using player data stored as strings, players can
be moved or changed (for animation) at machine Ian
guage speed All this is done with string variables
(PO$(Y)=SHIP4) This program is designed to permit
creation of up to 4 players on the screen, store them as
string data and then immediately try them out in the
demo game included in the program Instructions tor
use in your own game are included PM EDITOR was
used to create the animated characters m ARTWORX
RINGSOF THE EMPIRE andENCOUNTER AT QUESTAR IV
PRICE $29 95 cassette $33.95diskette

ROCKET RAIDERS bv Richard Petersen (Atari 24K)
Defend your asteroid base against pulsar bombs roc

kets. lasers, and the dreaded stealth saucer as aliens
attempt to penetrate your protective force field Precise
target sighting allows you to fire at the enemy using mag
netic impulse missiles to help protect your colony and
its vital structures
PRICE $19.»5cassette $23.95 diskette

:i FOREST FIRB: by Richard Petersen (Atari 24K)
Using excellent color graphics, your Atari is turned in

to a fire scanner to helo vou direct operations to contain
a forest fire You must compensate tor changes m wind
weather and terrain Not protecting valuable property
can result m startling penalties Lite like variables make
FOREST FIRE a very suspenseful and challenging simu
lation fRKCE $16 95 cassette $20.95diskette

GIANT SLALOM: by Dennis Zander (Atari. 16k)
Bring the Winter Olympics to your computer anytime of

the year1 Use the loystick to guide your skier s path
down a giant slalom course consisting of open and
closed gates Choose from three levels of difficulty
Take practice runs or compete against from two to
eight additional skiers
PRICE $15 95cassette $19.95diskette

: I THE PREDICTOR by Thomas Barker
(Apple Atari TRS 80 North Star and CP/M(M BASIC)
This is a complete package that covers least squares

fitting ot parameters for two or more variables THE
PREDICTOR can be used tor predicting sales and pro
cess behavior, trend analysis, model building and many
other uses calling tor multilinear regression techniques
Each option in the program is prompted with simple
YES/NO commands making it vary easy to use
PRICE $29.95diskette

PILOT: by Michael Piro (Atari. 16K)
Pilot your small airplane to a successful landing using

both loysticks to control throttle and attack angle PILOT
produces a true perspective rendition of the runway
which is constantly changing Select from two levels of
pilot proficiency

'"•CE $ 16.95 cassette $20.95 diskette

/TEACHER'S PET: by Arthur Walsh (Atari Apple
TRS 80.PET. North Star and CP/M(MBASIC) systems)

This is an introduction to computers as well as a learnmg tool for the young computenst (ages 3 7) The pro
gram provides counting practice, letter word recognition
and three levels of math skills
PRICE $14 95 .iv .-it.. $18 95

MAIL LIST 3.0: (Atari. Apple and North Star)
The very popular MAIL LIST 2.2 has now been up

graded Version 3 offers enhanced editing capabilities
to complement the many other features whic h have made
this program so popular MAIL LIST is unique in its
ability to store a maximum number ot addresses on one
diskette (typically between 1200 and 2500 names')
entries can be retrieved by name, keyword(s) or by zip
codes They can be written to a printer or to another
file for complete file management The program pro
duces 1. 2 or 3 up address labels and will sort by zip
code (5 or 9 digits) or alphabetically (by last name) Files
are easily merged and MAIL LIST will even find and
d
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THE VAULTS OF ZURICH: by Felix and Greg Herlihy

(Atari. 24K. PET)
Zurich is the banking capital of the world The rich and

powerful deposit their wealth in its famed impregnable
vaults But you. as a master thief, have dared to under
take the boldest heist of the century You will lourney
down a maze of corndors and vaults, eluding the most
sophisticated security system in the world Your goal is
to reach the Chairman's Chamber to steal the most trea
sured possession ot all THE OPEC OIL DEEDS'
pR|CF $21.9Scassette $25.95 diskette

i BRIDGE 2.0 by Arthur Walsh (Atari (24K) Apple
TRS 80. PET. North Star and CP/M(MBASIC) systems)
Rated «1 by Creative Computing. BRIDGE 2 is the

only program that allows you to both bid for the contract
and play out the hand (on defense or offense') Interest
mg hands may be replayed using the 'duplicate" bridge
feature This is certainly an ideal way to finally learn to
play bridge or to get into a game when no other (human)
players are available
PRICE $17.95cassette $21.9Sdiskette

Q ENCOUNTER AT QUESTAR IV: by Douglas McFarland
. .. . . -. (Atari, 24K)
As helmsman of Rikar starship. you must defend

Questar Sector IV from the dreaded Zentanans Using
your plasma beam, hyperspace engines and wits to avoid
Zentanan mines and death phasers. you struggle to stay
ahve This BASIC/Assembly level program has super
sound, full player missile graphics and real time action
PRICE $21.95 cassette $25 95 diskette

NEW PROGRAMS!
HAZARD RUN: by Dennis Zander (Atari. 16K)

The sheriff has spotted you and you must make the
treacherous run through Cru past
Bryan's Pond to the |ump ,,•

You can evei i

upontwowh-
A lead foot i

trees, rocks tit .-.,.«,

HAZARD RUN employs full u' .ssile
graphics, redefined char mlling
techniques to provide loads of fast action and visual
excitement.

PRICE $27.95 cassette $31.95 diskette

BETA FIGHTER: by Douglas McFarland (Atari 16K)
See who will be the ace gunner in this action game

set on a spectacular Martian landscape BETA
FIGHTER can be played with on- rsand
uses player/missile graphics and delightful sound
effects

PRICE $16.95 cassette $20.95 diskette

DRAWPIC: by Dennis Zander (Atari 16K)
DRAWPIC provides the user with an unbelievably

easy way to

Just sit back with your (oystick and use POIN t PLOT
DRAW LINE. RUBBER BAND fill and COLOR
create beautiful irn.i.

screen images are saved as string
andci

i and combined intone*
images usirv; .: age subrcc

'

graphic, images can be ea
own programs The imagesof HODGE Pf il

landscape of Bf I,
, sing

DRAWPIC
PRICE $29.95 i asset te $33.95 diskette

T: A TEXT DISPLAY DEVICE: by Joseph Wrobel

T (Atari 16K)
I: is an auto-loading, co-resident assembly lan-

guage routin.

capabii

mix both text and graphics without th.
tied display li

||t>
.

defining a new ,. printing to that di
puts text out
determined by the pi

$17.95 cassette $17.95 dPRICE

ORDERING INFORMATION

CallARTWORX toll-free number to order
direct:

800-828-6573
In New York, Alaska. Hawaii call-
(716) 425-2833
All orders are processed and shipped
within 48 hours.

Shipping and handling charges:
Within North America: Add $2.00
Outside North America: Add 10% (Air Mail)
New York State residents add 7% sales tax

Quantity Discounts

:

Deduct 10% when ordering 3 or more
programs

Ask forARTWORX at your local computer
store.

Write for FREE Catalogue listing more
information about these and other quality
ARTWORX programs.

150 North Main Street Fatrport. NY 14450
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Dawd and Sandy Sma//

For this month's column, a variety of

interesting things, including some coverage

of the recent West Coast Computer Faire

(edited for Atari-interested readers), pro-

gram listings, interesting news from the

mail box. language reviews, and so Forth.

The 7th West Coast Computer Faire

was held March 19-22 at the San Francisco

Civic Center (in San Francisco, CA,
naturally). It was quite a show. Being as

near as it was to the various Atari offices

in the southern Bay area, it attracted many
Atari employees. A large number of

software and hardware houses were also

there to show off their Atari products.

There was some exciting new hardware
demonstrated, such as the SOcolumn video

output board from Bit-3 and the PROMmer
package from MFC, and also some old

friends, such as the RAMDisk from

Axlon.

Of course, there was a large variety of

software also, which ranged from the new
Apple Panic for the Atari to the nth version

of Protector from Synapse. We'll be

reviewing many of these products in future

issues. I am especially interested in the

80-column word processor that UK is

writing specially for Bit-3.

Some of the exhibitors had really classy

booths. Scott Adams of Adventure Inter-

national showed up with a complete castle,

and ran business from within. Sirius had
what looked like a coin-op arcade game
set up with an Apple inside, and On-Line

and Creative Computing had a large

number of games set up to play. (John

Harris was showing off his new "Frogger,"

for instance).

David & Sandy Small. 1 1314 Yucca Dr.. Austin.
TX 78750.

I had a fine time, and talked with lots

of people. One thing that consistently came
out when talking to software houses (Sirius.

Creative Computing. Synapse. Adventure

International. Datasoft. Gebelli. etc.— the

list gets longer every day) was the great

interest in Atari software. If you have

written some decent software, particularly

a game, be sure to let a software house

see it: it may be worth your while.

Our Readers Write

Now, let's turn to our mail box. We
have been a bit negligent in answering

letters. There is a reason for this: our new
son, Eric, was born in January. Those of

you who know about newborns know
exactly how much spare time we had for

a while there. But we are learning to

manage, and things are slowly returning

to a new kind of normal.

Opening the mailbox has become a bit

like Christmas, with users sending in their

Listing 1.
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35 C*(INT<RND(0>*4>«INT<RND<0>*5>*2-47>«INT< <RND(0)Z2)-1 ) / < A/1500 ) +47
40 d-=o:e=int<rno<o>»3>-i:if E*0 THEN 40
50 FOR Y-0 TO A STEP 15!F»F*E:IF F<1 THEN F*3
60 IF F>3 THEN F-l
70 COLOR F:0»D*0.08:DRAHTO B*0»COS(Y) ,C*D«SIN(Y)
80 NEXT Y:NEXT X
90 FOR Z«0 TO 9
100 A=RND(0)»16:B»RND<0)*9*4:C=RND< 0)1130 + 10
110 FOR X=0 TO 1500/C
120 for y=0 to 2:setc0l0r y,a,b:f0r f-0 to ctnext f
130 setcolor y,o,o:ni:xt y:next x:next z:coto io

latest code and accomplishments, plus new
product announcements. Here's some of

the best we have seen; there will be more
next month.

Drew Holcomb sends a very nice

graphics demonstration (Listing 1) which

is worth the five minutes it takes to type

in.

Thomas Marshall (those of you on the

CERL PLATO network system know him
as marshall/phystemp) sends in the fine

program in Listing 2 which uses the DL1
routine from the December column. It

puts a 128-color menu onscreen, then allows

the user to move a cursor around the

colors. When the user settles on a color

and presses the button, the decimal value

of the color (for use in SETCOLOR I

appears in players on the top and bottom
of the screen. There are some very nice

techniques being used here; the program
deserves a good look. Thanks Tom.

Dennis Baer (868 Main St., Farmingdale.

NY 11735) has Algol for the Atari. Ac-
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SOFTWARE STREET

SSX&^^J
ATARI 24 K DISC ONLY $34.95

800 Computer 16K $949.00

410 Recorder $79.00

850 Intt. Mod $159.00

830 Modem $149.00

Special Software Packages

The Entertainer $84.00

Star Raiders, Missile Command,
and Joysticks.

The Programmer $54.00

Basic Programming language.

Self teaching guide to Basic

and Basic reference manual

The Educator $1 15.00

41 Recorder, Basic programming

language, and States and Capitals.

^5T

Call or write for your
FREE catalog.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

TOP SELLING PROGRAMS

Missile Command $33.96
Asteroids $33.96
Invitation to Prog. 2 $16.96
Invitation to Prog. 3 $16.96
Assembler/Editor $48.96
Jaw Breaker $25.95
Cranston Manor $24.95
Dodge Racer $19.95
Star Raiders $39.96
Sammy the Sea Serpent $14.95
Krazy Shootout $35.95
Space Invaders $35.95

810 Disk Drive $429.00

Prices subject to change

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR PREPAIDORDERS

Software Street

3392 Clipper Dr.

Chino.CA91710
(714)591-3061

M
BY

BILL BOGENREIF

We also feature tremendous savings from

:

Atari

Atari Program Exchange

Adventure International

Crystal

P.D.I.

L.J.K.

Dynacomp
Quality Software

Avalon Hill

Epyx

Computer Consultants

Synapse

Datasoft

United Software

On-Line

OSS.
Software Street

Software Street is your mail order ATARI
discount center.

Shipping costs:

Software - minimum $2.00

Hardware - prices will vary (please call)

A
ATARI

ATARI IS A REGISTEREDTRADEMARK
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Outpost: Atari, continued...

cording to his letter, it supports all I/O
and graphics also. He also has a word
processor for the Atari written in Algol.

Since there are quite a few folks familiar

with Algol, you might want to get in touch.

He mentioned he is interested in beta-

testing his product.

The Young People's LOGO Association

wants to hear from people interested in

Atari Pilot. Contact them at 1 208 Hillsdale

Dr., Richardson, TX 75081. They have a

very good newsletter and a great deal of

interest in the Logo language.

Atari in Europe

Finally, Nigel Haslock in Switzerland

wrote to give me details of the European
Ataris. Software houses may be quite

interested in this information. He writes:

•European Ataris run 12";> slower if tied

to VBLANK.
•Atari has kept the one CPU clock/color

clock; hence, the 65()2 is a 3 MHz model
(not 2 MHZ as in the United States), and
is clocked at 2.217 MHz or about 25%
faster.

•All European models have GTIA
chips — hence the GTIA shortage here.

•The E000 and FOOO ROMS are different

(hence many software problems).

•Cassette handling is different and pos-

sibly incompatible.

1 have also received a great deal of

mail concerning piracy and disk copy
protection, which Nigel mentions. He tells

of not being able to fix US-version Atari

programs to work on the European Ataris

because of the copy-locks placed on them.

He has a good point.

There is a European market looking

for software. Besides the obvious language

problems, software houses have another

worry — will their software work as it is

with a PAL TV?
Atari has provided a hardware location

to determine if a given machine is PAL
(European) or NTSC (North American);

it looks as if it's time to start writing

software to check it.

Atari Bask

For those of you with new Ataris, here

is a short and highly opinionated discussion

of the various languages available for your
use. It may serve to clear up some of the

confusion you may have over which
language is best for you to buy and use.

Doubtless, there will be those who will

disagree with me; feel free to write and
let me know if you do.

Atari Basic, in the 8K cartridge is the

original language for this system, developed
in a great hurry for the unveiling of the

new Atari machines back in 1978. Like

Listing 2.

i i > i i > i . i . it

19000 REM The fol lowing subroutine can
19001 REN he .irirte'l to progran S of
19002 REM ATARI OUTPOST in the December
19003 REM issue of Creative Conputing.
19001 REM It addes utility to displaying
19005 REM the l ?8 colors available to
19006 REM the Atari. By plugging a
19007 REM joystick in port 1, the sub-
19008 REM routine will give you the
19009 REM specific nunber one needs to
19010 REM poke in the color registers*
19011 REM
19020 REM POKE 708, XXX
19021 REM POKE 709, XXX
19022 RIM POKE 710, XXX
19023 REM POKE 711, XXX
19021 REM POKE 712, XXX
19025 REM
19030 REM In progran 5, besure to add
19031 REM 110 GOTO 20000
19032 REM
20000 X=105.Y*8
20010 A=PEEK< 1061-21. POKE 51279,A.PMBASE=256*A
20020 POKE 559,46. REM DOUBLE LINE RES.
20021 POKE 623,1. REH PLAVFIELD OVER PLAYER PRIORITY
20022 POKE 53277, 3. REM TURN ON PM GR.
20030 FOR III=PMBASE+3B1 TO PMBASE+1021 .POKE III.O.NEXI III.REM CLEAR P-M GR
20010 POKE 53218, XSREM PL POSITION
20011 POKE 53219, X+16.REH PL 1 POSITION

POSITION
POSITION
POSITION
POSITION
POSITION
POSITION

COLOR
COLOR
COLOR
COLOR
COLOR

20012 POKE 53250, X+32.REH PL
20013 POKE 53251, X-32.REM PL
20011 POKE 53252, X+18. REM MI
20015 POKE 53253, X+56.RFH HI
20016 POKE 53251, X+611 REM MI
20017 POKE 53255, X+72.REH MI
20050 POKE 701, 53. REM PL COLOR ORANGE
20051 POKE 705, 65. REM PL 1 COLOR RED
20052 POKE 706, 115. REM PL 2 COLOR BLUE
20 053 POKE 70 7, 271 REM PL 3 COLOR YELLOW
20069 REM PLAYER SIZE! I) NORMAl , l *DOUBLE , 3 , DdUADRUPl f

20070 POKE 53256, 1.P0KE 53257, l.POKE 53258, ll POKE 53259,3
20071 POKE 53260, 255 1 REM SAME CONVENTION BUT 2 BITS FOR EACH MISSILE SIZE
20080 REH in PRINTS MISSILE NOS. *****
20090 CHR«17.II*0.FOR III*PMBASE+512+Y TO PHBASE+519+Y .POKE III ,PEEK(57311+CHR*8
+11) .11*11+1 .NEXT III
20091 CHR*18:II*0:FOR III*PHBASE+610+Y TO PMBASE+617+Y1P0KE III ,PEEK(57311+CHR*8
+11) .11=11+1 .NEXT III
20092 CHR*21! 11*0. FOR III*PHBASE+76B+Y TO PMBASE +775+Y .POKE III .PEEK (57311+CHR*8
II).II»II+1.NEXT III
20093 FOR N*PHBASE+512 TO PHBASE+1021 STEP 128
20091 FOR M=16 TO STEP -1
20095 POKE N-H, 255. NEXT M.NEX1 N
20096 X0*125.XN*125.Y0=93.YN=93:COLR-2S5.Y=e.G0T0 20170
20099 REH ***** JOYSTICK ROUTINE ***»*«
20100 HOWE -STICK<0) MF STRIG<0>*0 THEN 20230
20105 IF H0WEO7 AND HOVE O 1 1 AND H0WEO13 AND M0WEO11 THEN 20100
20110 IF MOVEM1 THEN YN=YO-3.COLR*COLR-2 .IF YN<0 THEN YN=93.C0LR*C0LR+61
20120 IF H0WE--13 THEN YN~Y0+3.C0LR--C0LR+2.IF YN>91 THEN YN-0 !C0LR*C0LR-61
20110 IF miVl II THEN XN=XO-10 .C0LR*C0LR-61. IF XN<0 THEN XN*1251C0LR*C0LR+256
20150 IF MOVE*7 THEN XN=XO + 10 .C0LR-C0LR+61 SIF XNM11 THEN XN*5.C0LR=C0LR-256
20170 LOCATE XO+10 , YO,C01CN=CO-2 .IF CN<0 THEN CN*CO+2
20180 COLOR CO. PLOT XO.YO.DRAHTO XO+5.Y0.PL0T XO, YO+1 .DRAMTO X0+5.Y0+1
20190 COLOR CNtPLOT XN.YN.DRAMTO XN+5.YN.PL0T XN, YN+1 . DRAMTO XN+5.YN+1
20200 XII XN.YI) YN
20220 GOTO 20100
20230 FOR N*0 TO 3. POKE 701+N.COLR.NEXT N
20235 REM DISASEHBLE COLR FOR PH PRINT
20210 IF COLR-99 THEN CHR0*16+INT (COLR/100 ) .CHR1*16+INT < (COLR- (CHR0-16 )» t 00 ) 71 )

20211 IF C0LR>99 THEN CHR2*16+COLR-<CHR0-16 >*100-<CHR1-16)*10 .GOTO 20300
20250 IF C0LR>9 THEN CHR0=16.CHR1=16+INT (COIR/10 ) :CHR2=16+COLR-(CHRl-16 )*1 .GOTO
20300

1 0:'60 CHR0 - 161CHR1 - 16.CHR2 = 16 +C0l R
20300 I1=0:MIR III=PHBASE+512+Y TO PHBASE+S19+Y.P0KE III,PEEK(57311+CHR0*B+II):i
i=ii+i:next in
20310 II=0:FOR II1>PMBASE+610+Y TO PMBASE+617+Y.POKE III,PEEK<57311+CHR1»8+I1) :l

1 1 1 < 1 : NF X 1 III
20320 II=0:FOR 1II*PHBASE+76B+Y TO PHBASE+775+Y .POKE III ,PEEK(57311+CHR2*8+II ) II

i ti+iiNCXi i:i
20500 GOTO 20100
20890 RrM
20900 RIM If you change graphics nodes
20905 REM froH here, suggest you
20910 Rl M I CIR N^ TO 7
20920 REH POKE !,3218 + N,0
20V30 REM NEXT N
70910 REM to renove the p layer-nissi le
20950 RIM graphics fron the screen.
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C ALSOFT
Personal— Entertainment— BusinessSOFTWARE

Wo have all the latest

software-ASK USI

Low Discount Prices / 15 to 25% Discount off List Price
Fast Convenient Service / We ship same or next day
Large Selection ot Software / Call or Write for our FREE Catalog'

'Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641
^^prpduc^Mowan on Disk unless otherwise noted ^ 4*. „.».*,• „ «.,.«.
im*M ,-— ^» *> .&_. Retail Clnr «_._ .

Wâ m ****** ***ss*9maaa*mmamm}mamm*mwwat>

TRS-80.PET.ATARI:
send for

FREE catalog!

AVANT-GARDE ™V £.
* Hi Rei Secrets 125.00 S3.7S
HiRes Computer Goll NEW . 2995 25.45

BRODERBUND
Space Warrior 2495 21.20
Apple Panic 29 95 25.45
* Space Ouarfce 29.95 22.45
Genetic Drill 29 95 25.45
Bed Alert 2995 25.45
David's Midnight Magic 34.95 29. 70
The Arcade Machine .... 44 95 36.20
* Track Attack 29.95 22.45
Star Blazer NEW 31 95 27.15

CAL PACIFIC
* Bill Budge'a 30 Graphics 39.95 29.95
Apple-oids ... 29.95 25.45
Akalabeth 3495 39.70
Ultima

. 3995 33.95

CAVALIER
The Asteroid Field 24 95 21 .20
Star Thief 29 95 25.45
* Bug Attack 29.95 22.45

CONTINENTAL
* Home Accountant 74.95 56.20
Home Money Minder ....

, 34.95 29.70
Mailroom 3495 29.70
3D Skiing ... 24.95 21.20

DAKIN5
Alkemstone 39 95 33.95
Dragon Fire 49.95 42.45
Kaves of Karkhan 39 95 33.93
* Business Bookkeeping System NEW 395.00 296.25
Depreciation Planner NEW 395.00 335.75

EDU-WARE
The Prisoner 29.95 2S.4S
Empire I World Builders 32 95 28.00
Empire II Interstellar Sharks 32 95 28.00
Empire III Armageddon 32 95 28.OO

GEBELLI
* Firebird 29.95 22.46
Ruaaki Duck NEW 34 95 29.70
Horizon V NEW 34 95 29.70

HAYDEN
Sargon II , 3495 29.70
Reversal > 34 95 29.70
Assembly Lang. Dev. Sys 39 95 33.95
Applesoft Compiler 3

3

17500 148.75
* Pie Writer NEW 129.96 97.48

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Pool 15 34.95 29.70
Shuffleboard

. 2995 25.45
* Trick Shot 39.95 29.95

MICRO LAB ££' £'.
* Date Factory 300.00 225.00
The Asset Manager 200.00 1 70.00
HC4Ch Hotel NEW 34 95 29.70

MICROSOFT
Adventure 29.95 25.45
Typing Tutor II 24 95 21.20
Olympic Decathalon 29 95 25.45
TASC Compiler 17500 14S.75

MUSE
*BM 24 95 21.20
* SuperTeJtll 160.00 112.50
Three Mile Island 39 95 33.98
Robot War 3995 33.95
Castle Wolfenstein 29 95 25.45

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
HI RES Adv-0 Mission Asteroid 19 95 16.95
HIRES Adv-1 Mystery House 24 95 21 .20
* HI RES Adv-2 Wizard 8 Princess 32.95 24.70
HIRES Adv-3 Cranston Manor 34 95 29.70
HI RES Adv-4 Ulysses 34 95 29.70
HIRES Adv-5 Time Zone 99 95 64.98
* HIRES Football 39.95 29.95
HI -RES Soccer 29.95 25.45
Cross Fire 2995 25.45
L|SA 7995 67.98
* USA Educational System 119.95 89.95
The Dictionary 99.95 64.95
* General Manager 96.95 74.98
Pegasus II 29 95 25.48
Threshold 3995 33.95
Superscribe II Word Proceesor 12995 110.48
Expediter 11+ NEW 139 95 116.96
Jawbreaker 2995 25.48
Mouakattack 34 95 29.70
Marauder 34 95 29.70
Ultima II NEW 54 95 46.70
EPFIV NEW 7995 67.66

VISICORP
Desktop Plan II 250 00 212.50
Visiplot 200 00 170.00
VisitrendWisiplot 30000 288.OO
Vialde« 25000 212. SO
Vlsiterm 100.00 68.00
Vlsicale33 25000 212.60
Vlsifile 250.00 212.60
• Monty Plays Monopoly 34.66 26.20
Bridge Partner 24 95 21 .20
Checker King 24.95 21.20
Gammon Gambler 24.95 21.20
Monty Plays Scrabble 34.95 29.70

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS 125.00 106.25
• PFS: Report 95.00 71.25

TG PRODUCTS
Game Paddles 3995 33.95
• Joystick 59.95 44.95
Select-a-Port ... 59.95 80.98

SIRIUS SOFTWARE *?.'
Space Eggs 29 9S
Autobahn 29 95
Gamma Goblins 29.95
* Gorgon 39 gs
Sneakers 29 95
EDOCh 34.95
* Copts 8 Robbers 34.98
Outpost 2995
* Beer Run 29.95
Hadron 34 95
Dark Forest 2995
Bo,9 29 95
TheJoyport 7495
Twerps NEW 29 95
* Snake Byte NEW 29.95
Computer Foosball NEW 29.95

STONEWARE
* DB Master 229.00
DB Master Utility Pak • 1 99 00
DB Master Utility Pak e2 99 00
DB Master Stat Pak 99 00

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
The Warp Factor 39.95
Cartels 8 Cutthroats 39.95
Computer Quarterback (2nd Ed I 39 95
* The Shattered Alliance 59.95
Computer Baseball 39.95
President Elect 39.95
The Battle ol Shiioh 39 95
Tigera in the Snow 39 95
* Southern Commend 59.95
Napoleon's Campaigns 59 95
Road to Gettysburg NEW 59.95
Pursuit ot the Gral Spee NEW . 59 95

Our
PrKm

26.48
28.48
28.48
28.95
25.48
29.70
26.20
28.48
22.48
26.70
28.45
28.48
83.70
26.48
22.46
28.45

171.75
64.18
84.15
64.15

33.95
33.98
33.98
44.66
33.95
33.93
33.93
33.95
44.85
50.95
50.95
50.95

We also curry complete lines from the follow-
ing companies:

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ARTSCI • AUTOMATED

AVALON HILL • BUDGECO
DATAMOST • DATASOFT
HIGHLANDS • HOWARD
INFOCOM • MICRO PRO
PHOENIX • PICCADILLY
QUALITY • RIVERBANK
SENSIBLE • SIERRA
SIR-TECH • SOFTAPE

SUBLOGIC • SYNERGISTIC
UNITED • VERSA

If you dont am* It, Ask Ual

CALSOFT Ca" T°" FrBe: (800) 423 '5290 ,n California: (213) 991-9641

6610 Tamarind St.

Agoura, CA 91301

We accept Mastercard A Visa (include No. and Expiration Date.) California residents add 6%
sales tax. Include $2.00 tor shipping. ($3.00 for UPS Blue Label.) Checks, COD ($ 1.50 extra) or
Money Order.

* Sale prices are through June ontyl Prices subject to change without notice.
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Outpost: Atari, continued...

most things done in haste, it lacks

something. In this case, speed and the

fixing of obvious bugs were neglected to

the point where the whole product was

compromised.

All arithmetic done in this Basic is done

in 6-byte BCD. While this gives great

accuracy, it also slows execution to a

crawl. Atari 8K Basic is the slowest Basic

I have ever used. To be sure, all computers

have a tradeoff between memory use and

speed, but this is a little ridiculous.

Add to this the many known bugs that

will crash the machine, the slowness and

occasional inaccuracy of the floating point

operations, and numerous other flaws, and

it just isn't much of a language. It could

have been done better.

Unfortunately, so much of the available

software uses the Basic, and even the

bugs (remember the old saw about "docu-

mented bugs" becoming features in the

next version*, that Atari can't fix it. We're

stuck with it. Too bad.

For speed reasons, it is just about

impossible to write professional software

in Atari Basic: any assembly program runs

so much faster than the Basic that there is

no comparison. Games written in Basic-

are easily identifiable by their slow speed.

In all fairness, the Atari Basic cartridge

was meant for small Basic programs, not

the huge amounts of code it is sometimes

asked to execute, so it must be forgiven.

The overall design structure is just wrong

for fast program execution.

In conclusion. 1 wish it were better, but

we are stuck with it. Great things have

been done with the computer in spite of

the Basic, and many Atari users have

been forced to fo()2 Assembler because

of it.

Speaking of which...

Atari 8K Editor/Assembler

The 8K Editor/Assembler is a close

relative of the Basic cartridge. It is abso-

lutely unacceptable for major software

development. I can remember delays of

up to an hour assembling large programs,

and I have heard many other horror stories.

This cartridge is also 8K and has bugs.

For instance, any CPY instruction hangs

the TRACE function. This cartridge has

inspired many software houses to come

out with their own assemblers, some of

which are very good. The Atari cartridge

has a handy debugger, but as an assembler,

(how do I put this tactfully?) it is useful

only for assembling small subroutines for

Basic.

One good thing about the Basic and

Assembler/Editor cartridges is that there

are now books designed to help the

beginner get going with both of them.

This is a good way to learn about the

Atari and to get started but don't limit

yourself to these products once you are

past the beginning stage. Another advan-

tage is that they are cartridges, so you

don't have to buy a disk drive or more

memory in order to run them, as is the

case with most other languages.

The above products are supported by a

company called Optimized Systems

Software, located in Cupertino, CA. OSS
also markets a 16K disk-based Basic known

as Basic A+ and an assembler in their

operating system called EASMD. Lo and

behold. Basic A+ and EASMD are so

close to the original cartridge code that

they even have the same bugs.

The Basic is just as slow, but it does

have new commands for handling players

and missiles and disk I/O. It is a big step

up from the original Basic, but still needs

work. I would like to see integer variables

and something to speed up the exe-

cution'.'

"Tell me more about bytes'!"

Microsoft Basic

Atari Microsoft Basic is the Basic that

Atari should have released initially. It is a

19K disk-based Basic. Add to that about

8K of DOS which must also be booted

with it. and the result is 21K of user memory

available for the programmer on a 48K
system or only I3K on a 40K system.

That could be hard to live with. For

instance, if you go into graphics 8, you

have only 13K left on the 48K system,

and only 5K on the 40K system. Still,

Microsoft Basic is a very powerful and

convenient language to use. and I have

found few bugs in it. But don't get it

unless you have 40 or 48K.

Microsoft Basic has integer variables

which are very fast. PRINT USING for

business applications, and 4- or 8-byte

accuracy (whichever you select), which

speeds everything up. It is very much like

TRS-80 Basic or Applesoft. Best of all. it

has several nice features for player-missile

graphics, character set redefinition, and

other Atari-specific capabilities.

I like it. and try to use it whenever I

have to do anything serious in Basic. While

the bootup process takes a while, the

time saved in program development is

worth it. Any professional developer should

seriously consider Microsoft Basic.

A 16K single cartridge (yes. you can

put 16K on a single cartridge, check the

hardware manual for details) version of

Microsoft Basic is planned, but some

features, such as renumber or PRINT
USING, may still have to boot in from

disk. More on this later, things haven't

settled down yet.

Microsoft has extremely good documen-

tation which looks even better when

compared to the original Basic document.

It was this documentation that was re-

sponsible for the delay in delivering the

product: the disks have been ready to

ship for some time but the manuals weren't.

Considerable time and effort have gone

into them, and it shows. Good job.

Atari Macro Assembler/Editor

The Atari Macro Assembler/Editor is

a very, very powerful disk-based assembler,

which is a joy to work with. Light years

beyond the original cartridge, it is extremely

fast: it will completely assemble 100 pages

of code in six minutes. It features support

for independent files with Include, macros.

systext files, and raw speed. I have dis-

covered a few trivial bugs in it. but this is

one product I can rave about without

reservation. I have worked with it for

more than four months and like it better

each time 1 use it.

If you have any serious assembly lan-

guage programming to do. get the Macro
Assembler/Editor.

The Editor is also quite nice, and is

being sold through APEX. It is a powerful

and reasonably fast editor for developing

text with no line numbers. This allows

easy input of data, since you need not

bother to strip off extraneous line numbers.

Pascal, the assembler, and future goodies

rely on the editor to generate source text.

Atari Pascal

Atari Pascal is brand new, and not

reviewed yet. It is not a UCSD Pascal,

but those of you who like Pascal might

want to look it over and send me
comments.

Atari Pilot

The Atari version of Pilot is a pretty

clean implementation of the famous edu-

cational language. I have not done much
with it but the feedback I have gotten is

all good. The documentation in particular

is extremely well done.
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DISCOVER THE MAGAZINE
THAT LAUNCHED

THE MICROCOMPUTER INDUSTRY

Popular Electronics

Incredible as it may seem. Popular Elec-

tronics launched the microcomputer in-

dustry Back in 1975, we published plans

for building the world's finest microcom-
puter based on the 8080 cpu These plans

generated incredible excitement -and
started the world thinking about personal

computing

Popular Electronics always helps its

readers experience the advances of the

future- today We do it with clearly wntten,

in-depth articles explaining an innovation.

Plans for building useful, low-cost projects

incorporating the new technology And re-

views of mass-produced equipment when
manufacturers finally catch on Whether
it's audio, video, computers, telephones,

lasers or something that's just been in-

vented, Popular Electronics will help you

have fun with the newest, the most sophis-

ticated, the most innovative electronics

technology around.

Helpful buying guides
Popular Electronics compares and con-

trasts electronics gear in handy buyer's

guide articles We discuss features and
options, what to look for, and how to get the

best value on the market Recent buyer's

guide articles have covered computer
printers, cordless home telephones, video

cassette recorders, high-tech audio cas-

settes, video disc players, sophisticated

telephones, projection televisions, pocket

"beepers," video cameras and oscillo-

scopes.

World-famous test reports
In every Popular Electronics issue you'll

find our famous m-depth test reports We
take a new electronics product, test it, and
analyze the results Recently we've tested

computers (Apple, APF Atari, Hewlett-

Packard, IBM. Netromcs, Ohio Scientific,

K>|Milar I Icctronits
How temperature Affects Components

Preview or ir»VHO Video Disc Player

Two Prelects tot Summer

Radio Shack, Sinclair, Xerox), software

(dBASE U). audio equipment (Bang &
Olufsen, Crown, dbx. Hitachi. JBL, Mitsu-

bishi, Optonica, Sansui, Yamaha), and
video (GE. Hitachi, Pioneer. Panasonic,

Quasar, RCA, Sharp, Sony, Technicolor,

Toshiba, Zenith)

Innovative construction
projects

If you're a do-it-yourselfer, you'll love the

construction projects in Popular Elec-

tronics Not only have we brought the

world the 8080 microcomputer, but also

projects for building the first low-cost

modem The first computer keyboard inter

grated with the computer (SOL) The first

low-cost voice synthesizer The first low-

cost logic analyzer A low-cost 1802 based
microcomputer (ELF) An 1802-based
EPROM programmer An automatic line

voltage regulator

As you can see, our construction pro)

ects, while not terribly difficult, will keep
you at the forefront of technological devel-

opment-without your spending much
money And in the future, we'll be bringing

you construction projects to help you get

more from your computer, including ways
to interface your microcomputer with new
advances in radio, telephones and video!

Get the leader in the field—
at up to 40% off!

Popular Electronics is the world's most
widely read electronics magazine. Now you

can subscribe at big savings- up to 40%
off! At our New Subscriber rates, a one-

year subscription is only $11.97 Take ad-

vantage of this offer- complete and return

the coupon or postage-paid reply card

today!

PO
j
Mlkir hlCCtrOlllCS PO Box 2774, Boulder. Colorado 80322

w ES! Send me one year (12 issues) of Popular Electronics for $11 97-1 save 20%

2 1 prefer two years for $19 97-
1 save 33%

2 Make that three years for $26 97-
I save 40%

Savings based on full one yeai subscription price of $15 BH237

Mr /Mrs /Ms

Artdrpss

(please print full name)

Apt

State

CHECK ONE Payment enclosed Bill me later

Offer valid in U S and possessions only 8H237 1



Outpost: Atari, continued...

Forth

To understand "Why Forth?" you must
look at some basic programming philoso-

phy. Many languages are unsuitable for

serious software development work. For
most high speed games, for example, even
Microsoft Basic isn't fast enough. For
business applications Pilot is out. and so
on.

Well, Forth is difficult to describe, but
let me try: it is a stack-oriented language
which you define yourself. You start with

a basic set of commands (input, output,

arithmetic), and define your own com-
mands (called words) from there. The
language executes extremely quickly,
compared to everything except assembler,

and once you get into it, is much easier to

write and debug, which drastically cuts

development time.

Assembly language provides the ultimate

in speed and machine control, but is not
much fun to work with. Even with the

very good macro assembler, debugging
assembly code (especially without very

good debug tools) is a frustrating, time

consuming process. Forth helps the user

get away from that.

The Atari is a very good machine for

Forth. There are so many unique hardware
features that a generic language such as

Basic isn't good at handling them all. but
Forth is.

You can define language commands to

deal with players and missiles, character
sets, vertical blank interrupts, and whatnot.

Each user's Forth thus ends up growing
along with him.

Sandy and I had been thinking of going
to Forth, but it seemed like too much
effort to get started. There were even
two Atari Forths on the market: QS Forth
and Pink Noise Forth. Yet I had a difficult

time following QS Forth, even with its

reasonably good instructions, and it seemed
more a generic Forth implementation than

an Atari-specific Forth. So we waited.

Two things changed our minds: 1 ) The
book Starting Forth by Leo Brodie, from
Prentice-Hall, which is simply superb and
easy to read (complete with really, really

good illustrations), and 2) VALForth. a

new Forth based on figForth, which is

currently being sold by APEX.
VALForth has commands designed

especially to take advantage of the features

of the Atari. It also includes a character

set editor, easy player graphics, a very

nice screen editor, and several other useful

features. We were shown a preliminary

version, and after reading the Starting

Forth book, could dive in immediately
and do things.

The transition is reasonably painless,

and the power of the language unfolds

around the user; I'm very happy to be
working in it and we plan to write our
next game in VALForth. The stack orien-

tation is easy to get used to. especially if

you just consider the stack data as part of

the instruction set format.

The development speed of Forth has
not been overlooked by Atari. Atari's Coin-

Op group has a semi-legendary "Coin-Op
Forth" which is supposed to be quite

something to use. The Atari demo disk

with the "Disco Dirge" background music-

is all "coin-op Forth." Rumor also has it

that many of the new Coin-Op games are

written in Forth (Battlezone, for one).

This wouldn't surprise me: it's a powerful
language.

As a point of philosophy, we feel that

as Atari programmers we began in Basic,

moved to 6502 Assembly for speed, and
now, after experiencing assembly debug-
ging, are moving to Forth to reduce the

amount of time we must spend on
programming. We have great hopes for

VALForth and what we have seen already

is very worthwhile.

This brings us to the end of the July

column. I hope you have enjoyed the

sample programs and information. See
you next month.

M PFRRAMII
$16K Language Card

With ROM SOCKET

in r I VI Warranty

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

DESIGNING

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

R. H. Electronics
566 Irelan. BinCC
Buellton. CA 93427

(805) 688-2047

SUPER FAN II
FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER -

• CUPS ON -NO HOLES OR SCREWS • REPLACEABLE SWITCH
• AVAILABLE IN 120V OR 240V AND 50 60HZ • DURABLE MOTOR
• REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTRA PLUG IN CARDS
• INCREASED RELIABILITY-SAVES DOWN TIME AND REPAIR CHARGES
• TAN OR BLACK COLOR
• LOW NOISE DUE TO DRAWING EFFECT OF AIR THROUGH YOUR
COMPUTER AND SPECIAL FAN AND MOTOR DESIGN

• -QUIETEST FAN ON THE MARKET"
• EXTRA 120V OUTLET FOR MONITOR OR ACCESSORIES TURNS ON WHEN
YOU TURN ON YOUR FAN (NOT AVAILABLE ON 240V MODEL)

• SOLD WORLD WIDE • UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY

HOW TO HOOK IT UP: 1) Op it on your APPLE 2) Unplug your 120V cable (you won't

need it) 3) Plug short 120V cable horn Super Fan II to the back of your computer 4) Plug the

supply cable from Super Fan II to your 120V power source 5) Turn on the rocker switch and
a bulk In. red. ready light comes on 6) You ant all set to "COOL IT This switch ako turns

your computer "oH" and "on
"

'Plus 6% California Sales Tax and $2 50 shipping charge per item

DISCOUNT

f;j&&r&&sss^W^ \ j
TRS-80 MODEL III

2049 s819

CIRCLE 227 ON READER SERVICE CARD

48-K 26-1066 16-K 26-1062

TRS-80 MODEL II I TRS-80 MODEL 1 6

64 K 26-4002 WsaC I 5j 128-K 26-6002 ^

TRS-80 B 4 MEGABYTE HARD DISKS (PRIMARY UNIT) $4000

TRS-80 COLOR
$309 $455 $525

001 16-K 26-3002 32-K 26-30034-K

WE HAVE COLOR DISK DRIVES - $475 1-2-3- *315

WE ALSO CARRY EPSON AND OKIDATA PRINTERS.
XEROX 820 AND ALTOS COMPUTERS
NO OUT-OF-STATE TAXES T M TANDY CORP
Sold with the manufacturer s limited warranty Copies of such war-
ranty may be obtained tor review from Perry Oil and Gas Co

PERRY OIL & GAS INC.

I

Oept No H8 137NORTH MAIN ST PERRY M CHIGAN 48872

PHONE (517) 625-4161 MICH
FOR OUR PRICES

PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

WE ACCEPT CERTIFIED CHECKS
CASHIERS CHECKS
AND MONEY ORDERS 1 -800-248-3823
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CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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High-Resolution Color Graphics
for the Apple and Atari

Graphics

Breakthrough
How many programs have you written

that would benefit from animated high-

resolution graphics? Probably several. It is

this kind of dramatic graphics that distinguish

outstanding programs from ordinary ones.

But if you ve ever agonized for hours or

days just to get one image perfected, you're

probably not anxious to do it again. Now
there's a better way.

New Graphics Entry System

Today there is a new graphics system
available that is not only amazingly user-

oriented but surprisingly economical. Called

VersaWriter, it starts with an ingeniously

simple entry board consisting of a 1
4" X 1

2"

high impact plastic bed with a tough clear

plastic overlay sheet. The original drawing
or diagram is fastened with masking tape to

the plastic bed and then covered with the

clear sheet Instead of using a light pen or

complicated electronic X-Y head, the Versa-

Writer uses a double jointed arm attached
to the top of the entry board at one end and
a magnifying lens with crosshairs at the

other end. The VersaWriter resembles a

draftsman's pantograph on a smaller scale.

At each joint in the arm of the VersaWriter

is a potentiometer. A cable from these

pontentiometers connects to the paddle input

of the computer. No special interface

electronics or board is needed. Since the

arm of the VersaWriter bends only in one
direction, each point on the plotting head
corresponds to a unique set of resistances

on the potentiometers. All that's needed
now is software to translate these resistances

into usable screen coordinates.

Exceptionally powerful software

It is in the software where VersaWriter

really stands out. VersaWriter comes with

two full disks of user-oriented software. First

it has sets of low level" commands for

entering, creating and copying drawings
and diagrams. Secondly, it has extensive

sets of application routines for moving,
enlarging, rotating, coloring or animating

drawings that the user has created

Graphics Systems

Versa Writer $299.00
Kurta Graphics Tablet 695.00
Summagraphics Digitizer 745.00

Houston Instruments Hi Pad 795.00
Apple Graphics Tablet 795.00

Of course the basic commands let you enter

a drawing freehand or by tracing it. Want a

wider brush stroke? Six widths are available

Drawings can be independently scaled in

both the vertical and horizontal directions.

An enclosed shape may be filled in with

any of 1 06 colors. No. that is not a misprint-

By the same technique that a printing press

can create hundreds of colors from the

three primary ones, so can VersaWriter.

Here a shape (the letter A) is being
scanned. After putting it in a shape table

it may be used in other programs.

From the shape table, a shape (the letter

A) may be enlarged, rotated, colored or

moved about the screen.

Create Animation tor Other Programs

The shapes you create with VersaWriter

can be used and manipulated with ease in

other programs. Up to 255 shapes can be
entered into a shape table. These shapes
may then be placed on the screen in any
position or may be overlaid on a full or

partial screen image. Animation is produced
easily by moving about a portion of the

image created by VersaWriter. For example,
by alternating between two images of an
airplane propeller it will appear to be spinning.

Other VersaWriter software includes text-

writer with which text can be added to

graphics. Upper and lower case, choice of

color, text size, direction and starting point

all may be specified.

The Area/Distance program lets you
calculate distances (or perimeters) by enter-

ing a scale and tracing a shape or map route

with the drawing arm. Areas of figures, open
and irregular, can be similarly calculated

The software also includes sets of elec-

tronic and computer logic shapes. In addition,

an entire disk of dramatic demonstration
graphics is included. These twelve full-screen

graphics run the gamut from a fully labeled

cross section of a human skull to colored

maps to animated cartoons to an electronics

schematic.

Software Updates
You may have read a review of VersaWriter

that indicated that the color fill routine was
slow. It was. But not any more. Several

routines and improvements were added to

the VersaWriter software since its intro-

duction. An added feature, the Expansion
Pac. is also now available. This third disk of

software contains an area distance program,

a microscope feature, and will save your
graphics in the exact colors you prefer. It

also includes shape tables for architecture,

plumbing, electrical, circuit boards, land-

scape, chemistry, games, and more; 350
predefined shapes in all.

At Peripherals Plus, we evaluated every
graphics device. We wanted to handle the

best one regardless of price. VersaWriter

has the best performance bar none. Surpris-

ingly, it also has the lowest price, just

$299.00 for the Apple version. It requires

an Apple II Applesoft in Rom (or an Apple
II Plus), disk, and 48K memory. VersaWriter

comes complete with two disks of software,

a comprehensive instruction manual, and
a 90-day limited warranty. The additional

Expansion Pac is available for $39.95.
The Atari version, which varies slightly

from the Apple version in number and types
of functions performed, is available for

$299.00. As new updates are developed
for the Atari. Peripherals Plus will furnish

them free to all customers— just send us
the disk and well supply the updated
material. We make this unique offer because
it is in our best interest to have you make
the best use of your computer. We're also

convinced that if other people see your
VersaWriter in use they'll want one too.

Try VersaWriter for 30 days. If you are not

completely satisfied we II give you a prompt
and courteous refund of the full price plus
shipping both ways.

To order, specify Apple or Atari version.

Send payment* indicated plus $3 00 postage
and handling to Creative Computing, Dept.

C722, 39 E. Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains,

N.J. 07950. Orders may also be charged to

your Visa, MasterCard or American Express
account—by mail include credit card name,
number and expiration date, of if you prefer,

use our 24 hour toll-free number, 800-631-

81 12. In NJ only 201-540-0445.

*NJ residents add 5% sales tax.

For spectacular graphics on your computer,
order VersaWriter today.

Hf-jM •* M-JMMd kWMMSrt ." Attt»C*"*9vMI



Will Fastie

Things are starting to warm up.

I now have a stack of programs (with

their manuals, of course) that's about a
foot tall. My press release file (pile?) is

growing, and I'm getting more unsolicited

information, which simply means my
visibility is increasing. These are all

encouraging signs for you because my
information flow becomes your information

flow. These are depressing signs for me
because it raises my workload without a
corresponding increase in my
compensation. Maybe I should take in

laundry on the side.

In the April issue of Creative, Stephen
Gray recommended that the readers of
his TRS-80 Strings column also read the

other columns. He pointed to the similarity

of the Basic for each machine, plus the
benefit of knowing something about the

other computers. He makes a very sensible

point with which I agree. I did get a
chuckle as I read "Keep your eyes on the
IBM column, which may just have some
programs you can pick up..." because I

knew what I was putting together for this

column. You'll see what I mean later on.
This will be another month of free form.

I've decided not to embarrass myself by
showing you my graphics screen dump

W. H. Fastie. 7110 Sheffield Road. Baltimore.
MD 21212. Correspondence can only be acknowl-
edged when a stamped, self-addressed envelope
has been provided.

program until I can test it. My problem is

a lack of printer graphics, which I hope
to resolve soon. I hope the programs I

have included, though simple, will be
interesting to you.

Photo J. "Leggs"forEpson printers, from
Argus, Inc.

New Hardware Products
I really have a great deal of respect and

admiration for inventors who come up
with simple, elegant, and powerful ideas.

A firm in Baltimore named Argus, Inc.,

has come up with the simplest stand for

the Epson printer yet: a set of long legs.

Called Epson 'Leggs,' these legs are inserted

in the holes at each corner of the printer

base and raise the entire unit about 3" or
so, just enough so that a stack of paper
can be placed under the unit. That's all

the other stands do, but the advantage is

price.

A set of these legs costs S9.75 when
ordered directly from the manufacturer.

The other stands cost about S2S to $30,

and the IBM stand is $55 list. The legs are

shown in Photo 1. The address of the firm

is at the end of the column.
Note: the legs are for the MX-80, but

not the MX-70 or MX-100. I've tried them,

and they are very clever indeed.

The next significant product is something

called SemiDisk, from SemiDisk Systems.

I'm a little light on information, but the

device is a memory card with 512KB. It is

not an expansion board, though. It is a
disk emulator.

The manufacturer provides software so
that the memory appears to be a floppy
disk, but one that runs much, much faster.

More than one board can be installed,

and a bigger board provides 1 megabyte
of storage.

This product should be of interest
primarily to those who need very fast

access to large amounts of data. SemiDisk
costs $1995 for 512KB in the S-100 con-
figuration—a high price for this amount
of storage. It was not yet available for the
IBM PC at the time of this writing.

IBM has also announced something
related to the IBM Personal Computer,
although not actually for the system. They
have announced the IBM 7535 Manu-
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>nlyVRData can offeryou aWinchester

Hard Disk Drive foryourIBM Personal Computer.

^

...with the same level

ofexcellence and
state-of-the-art technology
you'd expect from IBM."

Warren Riwenkranz. President, \H Data

We are tremendously impressed with

the IBM Persona] Computer. When we set out

to increase its capability with our exclusive.

OTHER Ql :ALITY PRODUCTS FROM VR DATA

Winchester Hard Disks

63 Megabyte?*

9.6 Megabytes

1 9.0 Megabytes

2x 6.3 Megabyte;*

2x 9.6 Megabytes

2x 1 9.0 Megabyte*.

Memory Boards with
Error Correction
64 Kbytes 192 Kbytes

128 Kbytes

In The Queue
D-Con I>irect connect

internal nxxJcm

The Echo
>* inchester Backup

rr

totally compatihle Winchester Hard Disk Drive

and Memory Board, we dedicated ourselves

to making the very finest products possible.

Some very knowledgeable dealers and users

say we've totally succeeded. See for yourself?!

As with our Winchester I lard Disk Drive,

all our designs are tested, re-tested and

"burned in." We're so sure ofour quality con-

trol that we offer an unconditional 1 20 day

extended warranty covering full costs of parts

and labor on all VR Data products

Inquire about our new Master Dealer program.

Insist on the best.

Ask tor us by name.

\

* ir~Z «#•»

777 Henderson Boulevard N-6 Folcroft, PA 19032 800-345-8 102

MICROCOMPUTER EXCELLENCE SINCE 1972
CIRCLE 25S ON READER SERVICE CARD



IBM, continued...

Photo 2. An IBM Personal Computer is used
to develop programs for the IBM 7535 Manu-
facturing System.

factoring System, a robot arm. The 7535
can be programmed using a programming
language called AML and where do you
think this program development is done?
The IBM Personal Computer, of course!
Once the program has been loaded into

the arm the Personal Computer can be
detached and used for some other purpose.

Photo 2 shows the system.

One hardware announcement has noth-
ing to do with the IBM, but reflects the

opinion that the IBM is a signficant market
force. It is the MetaCard from
Metamorphic Systems, Inc. This is an 8088
processor card with memory for the Apple
II computer. It even allows MS-DOS
(Microsoft's name for the IBM DOS) to

run on the Apple, as well as CP/M-86 and
UCSD Pascal version 4. CP/M-86 is sup-
plied with the $980 product, and the other
operating systems are optional.

Finally, Davong Systems has shaken
things up by announcing their DSI-501
hard disk drive. List price: $1995 for five

megabytes of storage, interface, power
supply, and software. The drive is shown
in Photo 3. Of course, the price of this

unit is very interesting, the lowest I know
of so far.

What's more interesting to me is that

the price includes software support for

IBM DOS. Most of the hard disks I know
about have been announced with CP/M-

86, and some of the disk vendors are even
offering that operating system since IBM
has yet to announce it.

Davong seems to be unique in this

regard— I think to their advantage. They
are also supporting an operating system
called Qunix from Quantum Software
Systems. The Davong press release called
Qunix a "multi-user, multi-tasking system
at a very low cost." I'll know more about
the disk next month.
A comment about hard disks. There

are quite a few companies jumping into

the IBM market with disk drives, and the

lure of 30 times the capacity of diskette

drives is very tempting. Unless you have
critical need for such capacity now, I

advise patience.

The fact is that the market simply cannot
sustain 20 or 30 disk subsystem
manufacturers. If you can wait for a little

while some of these companies will drop
out and the leaders will emerge. IBM
should also come bounding in soon, and I

think it will be important to see what
their unit looks like.

The goal is to get the most standard
device possible, so there is no danger of
software incompatibility. By the way, I

haven't said too much about hard disks

yet, because I am waiting too. I am in the

process of getting some drives to evaluate,

so you'll hear more as time goes on.

Photo 3. Davong Systems DSI-501 5MB, 5 1/4" Winchester
disk. Softwarefor integration with IBM DOS is included.

Cover Competition

Last month I mentioned three companies
who manufacture dust covers for the IBM
PC. They are TecMar, CompuCover, and
Cover Craft. The Cover Craft covers came
late this month, so I have tried them but
haven't used them for long. They are made
of a translucent, anti-static vinyl material

and are well-made. All the seams are rolled

so there is additional thickness where the

material is stitched.

The cover for the IBM display and
system unit fits well, although it is a little

snug and requires the monitor to be
positioned just so. The keyboard cover is

nice, but it does not have a slit on the rear

for the cable and as a result does not fit

perfectly. Cover Craft's printer cover,
however, fits like a glove. Considerable
attention has been paid to its design.

I used both the TecMar and the
CompuCover covers on my system over
the last month. The TecMar covers are
unacceptable, because they attract dust
like a magnet. This news is a blessing in

disguise, since these covers are the most
expensive. By comparison, not a trace of

dust could be found on my CompuCover
set.

I have not seen the CompuCover printer
cover, but other than that, I call it even
between CompuCover and Cover Craft.

The products from both companies are
well made. Best fit for the system unit

goes to Cover Craft. Best fit for the
keyboard is CompuCover, hands down.
CompuCover will have to work hard to

match the Cover Craft printer cover,
though.

Now, with all that digested, what is my
preference? Well, I really like the
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We offer new super

competitive memory
prices for your LSI 11,

Motorola, IBM PC,

S100, and Multibus

microprocessor based

systems.

Our new add-in expansion memory for

IBM's Personal Computer has capacity

up to 512KB on a single card with one

RS232-C port and parity.

The CI- 1123

add-in memory
has capacity up

to 256KB on a

single board,

parity is

standard.

The CI-8086 is compatible with the

Multibus 8 bit and 16 bit

microprocessors. The memory has

capacity up to 512KB on a single

card, and parity is standard.

YOU CANT KEEP
GOOD MEMORY

DOWN
EXCEPT IN PRICE
AND AT CHRISLIN
WE PROVE IT!

Our CI-S100 64KB single card is compatible

with most S100 bus systems.

The CI-6800/2 expansion memory for

EXORCISOR I and EXORCISOR II

microprocessors has a capacity

of 64KB on a single card,

parity is standard.

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

€ Chrislin Industries, Inc.
31352 Via Colinas • Westlake Village, CA 91362 • 213-991-2254

TWX 910-494-1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG)
CIRCLE 1 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD



IBM, continued...

CompuCover covers because of the nice

color and feel of the cloth-backed vinyl. I

am using the Cover Craft printer cover
because it is so well made.

IBM Service

I got a letter in the mail this month
advising me that my warranty was just

about up and that I should consider a

maintenance agreement with IBM. I learn-

ed a disturbing fact. The letter informed

me that if I did not take an agreement
with IBM. I could only get IBM service

by mailing my unit to Oreencastle. IN.

because IBM does not offer walk-in

service.

I didn't realize (hat. IBM just lost any
chance of getting my service business.

since I have a very respectable

Computerland store which is only too

happy to see me walk in with a broken
computer for time and materials repair.

By the way. IBM is charging SI74 for a

one year, pick-up delivery service agree-

ment for the Epson Printer. I won't tell

you not to buy this contract, but everyone

tells me that Epson printers simply do not

break. My personal experience bears this

out. as none of the people I know with

Epsons have ever required repair. It sounds

like $179 i* a little high.

IBM Program Submission Plan

If you have considered submitting a

program to IBM. then you have probably
already taken the first step of writing away
for their information packet. I got one to

see what it was like, and to learn what the

"deal" is.

The packet contains two agreements.
The first is an agreement for submission
of the program. The form is used to

describe your product, establish the rela-

tionship between your employer, you. and
the software package, and also includes

some "specific provisions." Most of these

are routines.

Watch out for paragraphs .V 4. and 6.

Paragraph 3 says that you agree to enter

into an acceptance agreement if your
submission is accepted. In effect, the

agreement to submit binds you to accept
if IBM does. However, the entire agreement
is worded to clearly indicate that IBM
can do whatever it pleases with the

program. I read it as saying that even if

they accept it. they do not necessarily

have to market it.

Paragraph 4 says that, except as pro-

tected by patent claims and copyright

laws. IBM can disclose any material

submitted as they choose.

Paragraph 6 says IBM may "make,
procure, or market" something that com-
petes with your program. This agreement
also calls out that IBM will only be liable

to $100,000 in the event a controversy
arises over the agreement.

The second agreement is the Acceptance
Agreement. If you are in the process of

executing one of these, it means IBM has
accepted your submission. The agreement
is broad. First, you will be paid an advance
royalty of $250. You will be paid 15% ol

IBM's revenue for the product (Watch it:

IBM's revenue may be 40% of list price)

to a maximum of $100,000. and payments
are quarterly. The royalties are terminated

after four years. The term of the agreement

is at least 75 years. You must provide

maimenance for your program for four

years, and mus( send IBM. within one
month, any changes you make to the

program. Maintenance of the program is

at your expense.

This is a tough agreement. My advice

is: don't bother. In the first place, if you
have a really great program, why settle

for $100,000? Do you think VisiCalc has a

SI00K ceiling? Ha!
In the second place, the agreement is

not balanced and favors IBM at every

turn. They certainly have a right to protect

their interests, but you must protect yours
as well. I think you give away too much
when you sign this piece of paper.

Here's my best piece of advice: don't

listen to me. Have your attorney look il

over for you. What do 1 know about the

law. anyway?

Publications

I really like Creative Computing, and
I'm glad to be writing for it. I have always

found it to be my best source of

information. However, there are some other

publications that will be of particular

interest to IBM PC owners.

The first is PC. "The Independent Guide
to IBM Personal Computers." The charter

issue is the February/March 1982 issue,

and the magazine will be published bi-

monthly. It was I(X) pages, including covers.

and I thought it was a competent job. It is

professionally done with good graphics

and lots of color, and the writing is good.

I thought the cover was striking.

The second is Personal Computer Age.
"The Definitive Journal for the IBM
Personal Computer User." It will be
published monthly. The February issue

was 32 pages. I think the journal is a little

light. Much of the content of the first two
issues was not particularly original, coming
from IBM documentation. The writing

leaves a little to be desired.

There are two very good features of

the publication. The first is a section called

"Problem Reporting." Ten dollars is offered

if you are the first to report a bona fide

bug or problem. It's an excellent way to

encourage a flow of this kind of

information.

Listing I. Basic version of the ROMCHAR program.

R - display dot Matrix characters Trom ROM patterns
Will Fastie — Revised 24 March 1982

NT A-Z
M : I II Ml.

140 FOR 1 O TO 7t ( I i : Nl x I I

MAR'219

D0TSIZE.D0TI

;t B>liHFi
I i.:.! .'.Ml A6I

OFF
'in 1 oop

I INI t Yt: It I HI If * lilt I:

tl CHAR*-" " THEN LLS: END
COD£=ASf:<i lint:*:

I U HFEP: 60TLI

HAR)

WIDTH (8*DOTSIZI '

to display character

ROMVAI
I nl COL=l 10 8

. I II NASI ' i i il
I

NOWVAL AND l CJLMn'
4H. ut . 1 i in

il XT ROW
"Ml! I . ,

44ii RETURN
it position and display giant
n.ii ICOt 1 i *DOTSIZE

•70 I I'lf

IRN

m:e di s|.

:

lWtr>TH=80
I
ll<N

THEN GOSUB 45'

I
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WE WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD

CP/M- Software
Micropro
WordStar S319
Customization Notes $489
Mail-Merge $109
WordStar/Mail-Merge $419
DataStar $249
WordMaster $119
SuperSort 1 $199
Spell Star $175
Microsoft
Basic-80 $289
Basic Compiler $329
Fortran-80 $349
Cobol-80 $574
M-Sort $124
Macro-80 $144
Edit-80 $ 84
MuSimp/MuMath $224
MuLisp-80 $174
Unicorn
Mince $149
Scribble $149
Both $249
Data Base
FMS-80 $649
dBASE II $595
Access/80 $699
Pascal
Pascal/MT-t- $429
Pascal/M $189
Miscellaneous
SpellGuard $299
The Last One $549
SuperCalc $269
CBASIC-2 $ 98
MicroStat $224
StatPak $449
Micro B + $229
Apple Software (Business)
Micropro
Wordstar $269
MailMerge ,,j>

Wordstar/MailMerge
SuperSort 1 i^&^^t-

$ 99
$349
$159

Soellstar im $129
Visicorp.

Visicalc 3.3 $229
Desktop/ Plan II $229
Visiterm JJp $139
Visidex $229
Visiplot $185
Visitrend/Visiplot $275
Zork $ 34
Miscellaneous
Micro Courier $219
Super-Text II $127
ASCII Express $ 59
Apple Software (Entertainment)
Wizard & Princess $ 28
Mystery House
Flight Simulator

$ 24
$ 29

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or

call to arrange direct bank wire transfers Personal or

company checks require one to three weeks to clear. All

prices are mail order only and are subject to change
without notice Call for shipping charges.

Personal Software (cont.)

Raster Blaster

Space Eggs
Sargon II

ABM
Micropainter
Apple Panic
Pool 1.5

Apple Accessories
Z-80 Softcard by Microsoft
Keyboard Enhancer
Apple Joystick
Sup-r Mod
CPS Multifunction Card
Videoterm by Videx
16K Card by Microsoft
Sup-r Fan
ALF9 Voice Board
CCS Cards
CCS Parallel Model 7720
CCS Serial Model 7710D
CCS Centronics Model 7728
Disk Drives For TRS-80* Model 1

MMtkw CCI-100 5'/4
", 40 Track^— Add-ons for Zenith Z-89

CCI-189 5V.i", 40 Track
Z-87 Dual 5 Va " system

I Drives for Z-90
I External card edge and power supply

^H included. 90 day warranty/one year on
power supply.

Corvus SM
Corvus 10M
Corvus 20M
Corvus Mirror

Shugart 8" 801R Raw Drive

TANDON 5'/4 " Raw Drive

Power Supplies
Diskettes— Box of 10
Maxell 5V»"
Maxell 8"

BASF/Verbatim 5V.T
BASF/Verbatim 8"

Plastic File Box— Holds 50 5% •dskts

Plastic Library Case SVa"
Plastic Library Case 8"

Head Cleaning Diskette
Floppy Saver
Floppy Saver Rings
16K RAM Kits

One Kit

Two Kits

200ns for TRS-80*, Apple II

(specify):

Computer Systems
Atari 400
Atari 800
Call for other Atari products
Zenith Z89, 48K
Zenith Z90, 64K
Call for other Zenith products

26
26
29
22
29
28
26

$299
$119
$ 49
$ 25
$169
$249
$159
$ 39
$159
SCall
$Call
SCall
SCall

$299

$389
$995
SCall

$3089
$4489
$5429

699
399
Call

Call

40
45

$26.95
36
19

3

4
25

$10.95
$ 6.95

$19.00
$37.00

Jumpers $ 2.50

359
699

Call
Call

Dealer (National/Interna-

tional) Inquires Invited

Send for FREE catalogue

Terminals
ADDS Viewpoint
Zenith Z-19

Televideo 910
Televideo 920C
Televideo 950
S-100 California Computer Systems
Mainframe
Z80CPU
64K RAM
Floppy Disc Cntrl

Integrated Sys. w/int. cables, tstd.

2P + 2S I/O

Casio Calculators
Pocket Comp. FX702
Desk Printr/Calc. FR100

$ Call

$699
$595
$769
$ 969

$359
$ 239
$ 569
$ 339
$1999
$ 269

$185.00

Scientific Calc.

Game Watch
Game Watch
Calendar Watch
Printers

79.95
49.95
49.95
69.95
59.95

FX8100
CA90 Plastic

CA901 Steel

AX210
NEC Spinwriter
7710 R.O. Ser $2395
7710 Ser w/tr. $2595
7720 KSR w/tr. $2795
7730 R.O. Par $2395
7730 R.O. Par w/tr.$2595
NEW 3500 Series $ Call

Epson MX-70 $ Call

Epson MX-80 $ Call

Epson MX-80FT $ Call

Epson MX-100 $ Call

Epson Graftrax $ Call

PaperTiger 560 Gr. & 2K $ Call

IDS Prism 80 $ Call

IDS Prism 132 $ Call

PaperTiger Access. $ Call

Olivetti DY 211 Daisy Wheel $ Call

Okidata Microline 80 rue. * pin feed $ Call

Okidata Microline 82A Me. & pm feed $ Call

Okidata Microline 83A 120 cps $ Call

Okidata 84 200 cps $ Call

Centronics 739 $ 739
Data South 180 cps $ Call

Monitors
Leedex 12" B&W $ 119
Leedex 12" Green Screen $ 129
Leedex 13" Color $ 329
Sanyo 9" B&W $ 169
Sanyo 9" Green Screen $179
Sanyo 12" Green Screen $ 249
Sanyo 12" B&W $ 245
Sanyo 13" Color $ 469
Zenith 13" Color $ 349

VISA The CPU Shop
420-438 Rutherford Ave., Dept. K04M Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129 JK

Hours 9 AM - 9 PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 7)

• *••** special of the Month ******
Zenith 1

2" Green Screen
$119

Telecommunications
Prentice Star Modem 1-yr. guar. $ 125
Novation Cat $ 139
Novation D-Cat $ 149
Novation Auto-Cat $ 199
Novation Apple Cat II $ 299
Hayes Smart Modem™ $ 249
Hayes Micro-Modem II™ $ 295
Hayes Chronograph™ $ 225
CCI Telnet Com. Package $ 135

To Order Call Toll Free 1 -800-343-6522 TWX: 71 0-348-1 796 Massachusetts Residents call 61 7/242-3361
Technical Information call 61 7/242-3361 Tandy Corporation Trademark/* Digital Research Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax
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IBM, continued...

The second is the directory at the end
of the magazine. This lists software and
hardware vendors, services, publications
(except they did not mention my column),
and clubs and users groups. This list has
already helped me and can be very valuable
if you are looking for something in

particular. I encourage Personal Computer
Age to continue this section, no matter
how big it gets.

There is a new book out from Que
Corporation called IBM's Personal
Computer. It has 303 pages and costs

$14.95. I think it's very good, especially

for someone considering the purchase of

a personal computer of any kind, but who
is not sure how the IBM machine fits in

the scheme of things. I'm prelty well-

informed, but the book had some surprises

for me. too. I recommend it.

Software

I had a lot of fun with my system over
the last month, which is unusual. For the
most part. 1 haven't done ux> much playing

with my machine. When I have the time
to fool with it. it's a word processor and
these columns are in progress. What got
me fired up was the arrival of PC/Forth
from Laboratory Microsystems.

Forth is. well. uh... umm... well,

interesting. At the risk of inflaming Forth
devotees. I'll say that Forth is a program-
mer's programming language. Its power
lies in the fact that it gives the programmer
total control, and that's also the danger.
As you can see from my listings. Forth is

not for the faint of heart.

I found PC/Forth to be complete and
pretty well thought out for the IBM PC.
There were a few bugs, but Ray Duncan,
who is Laboratory Microsystems, promptly
repaired the system and sent me an update.
The documentation that comes with the

system is meant for someone who under-
stands Forth. You must supplement it with

other materials if you are a neophyte.
Ray sent me a copy of Leo Brodies

"Starting Forth." which is a very good
tutorial. It has the small problem of
speaking in one variant of Forth, while
PC/Forth is the other variant. /t'/Forth is

derived from Release 1.0 of fig-Forth's

N0N6 version.

Although PC/Forth is the first language
other than Basic that I have been able to
test. I am anxious to review whatever
tools are available for the IBM PC. I put
together three rather simple programs
which I intend to implement with each
language system that I get. Let me describe
the three programs. Listings 1 thru 6 are
these programs written in Basic and
Forth.

The first program is ROMCHAR. This
is the program that was used in the March
column to demonstrate memory access.
The program also shows output to the
display with cursor control.

Listing 2. PC/Forth version of the ROMCHAR program.

•

< FORTH version o< HIW HtiK
FORTH DEFINITIONS DECIMAL
: 1 AS! :

: STACr.BITS 7 ij DO 2 /MOD LOOT- ;

: GET. CHAR FEY DLIP BL = CLEARSCREEN IF QUIT ENDIF :

« GET. VAI i » HUP C*L s

HEX
: CONVERT FOOO SWAP 8 « FA6E 1 :

DECIMAL
: DISPLAY 7 36 SWAP GOTO**

8 DO IF 219 EMIT ELSE BL EMIT ENDIF LOOP
: ROM. CHAR GOTOX* GET. CHAR CON'.:

8 DO GET.VAL STACK. BITS I DISF1_AV LOOP

I

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
15
14 ROMCHAR CLEARSCREEN BEGIN ROM. CHAR AGAIN :

Listing .?. HILO game in Basic.

too
no
120
130
14.i

150
160
1 .'<

180
19u

210
220
23<i

.'4ii

260

280

290
j ii,

E10

HILO - Guessing game. Object is NOT to gu
" Will fdstie — 22 Feb 82
PROG*="HILO vl.00 22-Feb-82"
FEY OFF
RANDOMIZE VAL <RIGHT* < T IME», 2>

>

Main program
CLS: PRINT PROG*: PRINT
GOSUB 220
PRINT
INPUT "Another game <CY] or N)
IF LEN( ANSWER*) - THEN ANSWER*
IF ANSWERS = "Y» OR ANSWER* = "y
1 Game playing routine
HIGH 100: LOW =
NUMBER = INT (99*RND> »1
' Guessing loop
ROW = CSRLIN: INPUT "Your guess:
LOCATE ROW., ii

IF GUESS <- LOW OR HIGH = GUESS
THEN PRINT "is out of range'
GUESS - NUMBER THEN PRINT "is

ess the number

.

" . ANSWER*
_ .y.

' THEN GOTO

. GUESS

160 ELSE CLS: END

It

IF GUESS
IF GUESS
GOTO
RETURN

You LOSE • "

:

the number

'

GOTO 330
You LOSE

NUMBFR THEN HIGH = GUESS: PRINT "is high.":
NUMBER THEN LOW = GUESS: PRINT "is low.

": GOTO 330
GOTO

Listing 4. HILO game in PC/Forth.
Screen »

HILO. bv Wt 1 1 Fastle
1 FORTH DEFINITIONS DECIMAL : GAME. HILO :

CONSTANT CONTINUE 1 CONSTANT GAME. OVER
I VARIABLE SELECTION

4 O VARIABI t HIGH VARIABLE I OW
5 HERE VARIABLE RND. X iUATE 3TIME * RND. X 3 * RND. X
6
7

8
9

!'

1 1

14
15

4

5
6
.'

:<

9
1"
I 1

12
13
14

RND RND.X i 31421 * 6927 » DUP RND. X ' 99 U* SWAP DROP 1+ 5

i.UESS ( ) .
• Your quess: " WIN :

'OUTOF. RANGE < guess guess * >

DUP DUP HIGH A = SWAP LOW » = OR s

.ILLEGAL . " is out at range' You LOSE'" :

•CORRECT ." is the number' You LOSE'" :

.LOW ." is low." ; : .HIGH ." is high." :

en « 37
( HILO continues >

: CHECK .LIMITS < guess f )

"•OUTOF . RANGE
It .111 t GAL DROP GAME. OVER ELSE DUP SELECTION J
IF .CORRECT DROP GAME. OVER ELSE DUP SELECTION i>

K iilW • .LOW ELSE HIGH ' .HIGH ENDIF CONTINUE
ENDIF ENDIF CR :

FLAY. HILO lOO HIGH ' LOW ' RND SELECTION
BEGIN GET. GUESS CHECt- . L IMI TS UNT It ;

ILO BEGIN
CLEARSCREEN
PLAY. HILO
CR . " Another game

UNTIL :

HILO vl.OO 25-Mar-82" CR CR

<Y or N> " KEY 78 -
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HARDWARE • SOFTWARE
— SAMPLE DISCOUNTS —

Adventures 1-12 (T)

Mountain Shoot (T)

Rear Guard (T)

3D Tic Tac Toe (T)

Ghost Hunter (T)

Pro Football (T)

Caverns of Mars (D)

Missile Command (C)

Centipede (C)

Pac Man (C)

Technical User Book

ADVENTURE INT'L
REG. PRICE

19.95

14.95

19.95

19.95

ARCADE PLUS
29.95

29.95

ATARI INC.

39.95

44.95
44.95
44.95
29.95

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Crush, Crumble Chomp (Tl 29.95

Ricochet (T) 19.95

DATASOFT
Dung Beetle (D) 29.95

Text Wizard (D) 99.95

KBYTE
K-Razy Shootout (C) 49.95

ON LINE SYSTEM
Crossfire (D) Atari- 29 -95
Jawbreaker (D) 29.95

Frogger (D) 34.95

ROKLANDINC.
34.95

OUR PRICE
16.90

12.70

16.90

16.90

25.50
25.50

35.10

39.50
39.50
39.50
26.30

25.45

16.90

25.45

87.90

43,90

25.50

25.50
30.70

Deluxe Invaders (01

Gorf (D)

Wizard of Wor (Dl

OS/A+or Basic, A+ (Dl

Visicalc (D)

800 Computer 16k

39.95

39.95

O.S.S.

80.00

VISICORP
250.00

800
800
810
850
16K
32K

Computer 32K
Computer 48K
Disk Drive

Interface

Ram Module
Ram Module

$669
$765
$799
$457
$179
$ 81

$118

Vortax Type & Talk

Epson MX-70
Epson MX80
Epson MX 100
Le Stick

128K Ramdisk
Eprom Burner

NEAR LY 1000ATARI PRODUCTS IN OUR CATALOG
HOW TO ORDER: Send check or money order or callourtoll free

number and use your Visa Card Shipping on software is $2 00 per

order anywhere in USA Hardware shipping call for cost CA
residents add 6% sales tax Add 3% for VISA or MC Equipment
subject to price change and availability without notice.

Call or Write for

ATARI PRODUCTS CATALOG
with nearly 1000 items

at DISCOUNT prices

ORDER PHONE
1 -800-235-5759

Phone for Information or Business 1-805-967-3889

ROYAL SOFTWARE 5138 Hollister Avenue
• , t,.*™* t a„„ « Santa Barbara. CA 931

1
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IBM, continued...

The second program is a simple game I

call HILO. Besides being simple, il has
sentimental value because it is the first

program I ever wrote, and in machine
code on an NCR MX) (what?) to boot. It

demonstrates control structures and
interactivity.

The third program is a benchmark
designed to provide a rough, unscientific-

measure of relative language performance.
To be quite frank, it will really only give

an idea how fast other languages are
compared to Basic, although my forth-

coming assembly language version of this

program should represent something close

to absolute best performance.
The results of the benchmark for Basic

and PC Forth are shown in Figures 1 and
2. Note that the Forth version ran with
.K).(XX) iterations while Basic ran with
K).(XX). I don't have the floating point

routines for Forth yet. so only the integer

results arc helpful. They indicate a per-

formance ratio of 18 to 1 in favor of

Forth.

I*m looking for other languages. In

particular. I'm looking for the more esoteric

ones, since we know the usual ones will

be available. For example, let me know if

you know of a Lisp. Snobol. APL. Pilot,

or Sail for the PC. Other versions of C.
Pascal, or Ada will be of interest also.

Lest 1 give the wrong impression. I am
interested to learn of the standard lan-

guages but I don't intend to review them
unless they have some outstanding
characteristic.

Figure I. Benchmark resultsforIBM Basic.

Listing 5. Basic benchmark.

to i iterations in loop.

Integer test

Time started:
Time stopped:
Elapsed time:

ii "•: 44: 15
• 4:45

in itOOl '"

Single Precision Floating Point Test

Time started: 03:44:46
Time stopped: 03l4Si
Elapsed Imp: 0OlOOi37

Double Precision Floating Point Test

Time started: 03:45:24
Time stopped: 03:46:10
Elapsed time: OOlOOl46

Figure 2. Benchmark results for PCIForth.

Note 30, (HH) iterations as opposed to

10.000for Basic.

50000 iterations in loop.

16-blt Integer test

Time started: 03:29:18
Time stopped: 03:29:23
Elapsed time: OOlOOsOS

32-bit Integer test

Time started: 03:29:23
Time stopped: 03:29:31
Elapsed time: OOiOOsOB

HI NCH - BASIL "number-crunching" performance I

110 ' Will Fastie ^4 March 1 >82
PROG* * "BENCH 1...H 24-Mar
NR ITERATIONS = IO0O0

140 DEF FNSECSiT*! VAL <LEFT*(T*, • . i '. .

t VAL IRIGH1*( It.
I'LFINI I

160 KEY OFF: CLS: PRINT FROG*: PRINT
170 FR1NT NR ITERATIONS: •' iterations in II INT
180 TEST* = "Integer te-t

STARTS* TIMl *

I OR I = I TO NRITERAIIONS
EO. EiV.»l

220 NEXT I

"PS* = TIMr*
• fiOSUB •>

IEST* » "Single Precision j Foint M
STARTS* « TIMF*
I OR I * 1 TO NRITERA1

280 B • - B ' + 1

Hi X 1 I

H'S* = TIME*
| GOSIIB 4i ii i

'EST* = "Double Precision Flo. >-st"
STARTS* TIME*
I OR I = 1 II) Nr. I !:

B« = B«i :*
hi « l I

| STOPS* - TIME*
:-8u GOSUB 400

END
Subroutine to calculate an<-

410 PR IN I IEST*
PRINT STRING*'! IN. IT ;!*! .

430 (HINT -lime started: ": STARTS*
440 PRINT "Time stopped: " j STOi i

>ED = FNSECS( STOPS*! III

460 HOURS = ELAPt.l
4 7i> MINUTrS l :

480 SECONDS « ELAPSED MOD 60
490 PRINT "Elapsed time: • ':

I ORMAT* i •«»: HlH"
510 IF HOURS 10 THEN MI D* (FORMAT*. 1 .

I

If MINUTES in Iill:. MID* <FORMAT*, 4, I

'ECONDS in THEN MI D* (FORMAT t

.

UNO FORMAT*: HOURS, hi I Nil HMDS
55o PRINT

RETURN

Listing o. PC/Forth benchmark. Program tests both single and double precision
integers.

Sen
ii

l

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1

12
I 5

14
15

en * 40
( BENCH by Mill Fastie
FORTH DEFINITIONS DECIMAL
: BENCH :

( Definitions of time routines >

: SEXTAL 6 BASE ' ;

00 * SEXTAL « DECIMAL 58 HOLD J

: HH:MM:SS ( dsecs )

» lOO :mi ft It N TYPE SPACE :

: TIME SECS < forth-time dsecs )

R 256 /MOD 60 * 60 U* R. 256 /MOD SNAP DROP S- D !>
: .SHOWTIME ( dsecs dsecs )

2DUP HH:MM:SS i

: .ELAPSED ( dsecsl dsecs? )

D- HH:MM:SS ;

Screen N 41
' BENCH, continues )

1 : DASHES ( n ) O DO . " -•• LOOP :

2 lOOOO VARIABLE NRITERATIONS VARIABLE B 2 ALLOT
: INTEGERS- 16 B ' NRITERATIONS } DO B » 1 » B ' LOOP i

4 : INTEGERS-32 B 2'

5 NRITERATIONS j> DO B ?.» I. D* B 2' LOOP ;

6 : .REPORT ( timel t i me2 )

TIMF SECS 2SWAP TIME- SECS CR 19 DASHES CR
. " Time started: .SHOWTIME CR

9 ." Time stopped: " 2SWAP .SHOWTIME CR
10 . " Elapsed time: " 2SWAP .ELAPSED CR CR ;

11 : BENCHMARK CLEARSCREEN . BENCH vl.OO 24-Mar -82" CR CR
12 NRITERATIONS £ . ." iterations in loop." CR CR
13 ." 1^ bit Integer test" ATIMF INTEGERS-I6 4>TIME .REPORT
'4 . " 32-blt Integer test" iTIME INTEGERS-32 .STIME .REPORT
15
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Most popular type styles available

Four pitches including propor-

tional spacing

Choice of ribbon systems

Introducing The Olympia ESW102
Automatic bi-directional printing

Plug compatible interfaces

Traditional Olympia quality and
reliability

Print enhancements such as bold

print and expand print

Single unit retail list price equal

to most competitors volume dis-

Choice of paper handling options

count price

Over 200,000 units installed

worldwide

Supported by over 1,000 Olympia
dealer service organizations

Introducing The Olympia ESW103

Also available as an input/output

typewriter terminal

Discover a new concept in letter-

quality printers todaynationwide

Superb print quality with

Whisperdisc * print wheel
Contact Eugen P. Koch, National

Sales Manager—OEM Products

A bright
new
opportunity

in letter-

quality
printers
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OLYMPIA USA INC

BOX 22
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(201)722-7000



Firms Mentioned in this Column

Argus. Inc.

P.O. Box 9777
Baltimore. MD 21204

SemiDisk Systems
P.O. Box GG
Beaverton. OR 97075
(503) 642-3100

IBM
Advanced Manufacturing Systems
1000 N.W. 51st St.

Boca Raton. FL 33432
(800) 327-0166; in Florida (800) 432-0188

Metamorphic Systems. Inc.

P.O.Box 1541

Boulder. CO 80306
(303) 499-6502

Davong Systems. Inc.

1061 Terra Bella Ave.
Mountain View. CA 94043
(415)965-7130

Quantum Software Systems Ltd.

7219 Shea Ct.

San Jose. CA 95139

CompuCover
P.O. Box 324
Mary Esther. FL 32569
(904) 243-5793

Cover Craft. Inc.

Amherst. NH 03031
(603)889-6811

IBM
External Submissions Department
Armonk. NY 10504

PC Magazine
1239 21st Ave.
San Francisco. CA 94122
(415)753-8088

Personal Computer Age
CRC Publishing

10057 Commerce Ave.
Tujunga. CA 91042
(213)352-7811

Que Corporation

6515 E. 82nd St.. Suite 110

Indianapolis. IN 46250
(317) 842-7162

Laboratory Microsystems
4147BethovenSt.
Los Angeles. CA 90066
(213) 390-9292

V

Systemics

3050 Spring St.

West Bloomfield.

(313)851-2504
MI 48033

IBM, continued...

I was looking for my IBM macro-
assembler, but it's finally here. I got the

call from the IBM product center at 5:30

on a Friday afternoon, so I couldn't rush

down to get it and I didn't get to try it out
in time for this column. You'll hear more.

For now. I'll quietly complain that the

product was announced in December for

February delivery, and that mine got into

town on March 26. I had it on order for

about 60 days. There is a problem lurking

here somewhere. I found out that some
of IBM's direct customers, that is. Data
Processing Division customers, had their

macro-assemblers in February.

Software Mini-Reviews

Systemics offers EZLabel. a $39.95
mailing label and phone list program. Bill

Clements of Systemics writes that the

program is not intended to be the most
powerful or the fastest. Instead, it is

supposed to be easy to use. I fooled around
with it for a little while and I think it is

pretty easy to use. I didn't read the

directions (on purpose), but I had no
difficulty. I don't know how well the

program runs with a larger file, or if that

even makes any difference for things other

than searches and sorts.

The program allows up to 1000 name
and address records per diskette. The
only bad thing I noticed is that there
seems to be quite a bit of disk activity

while the program is running, more than I

would have thought necessary. I think
the package is reasonable, and priced
well.

The biggest package I received this

month, measured by weight, came from
The Basic Business Software Company,
Inc. I have six offerings from them. bu» I

have only been able to try four. The
Statistics package, which I was anxious to

try. came with an unreadable diskette.

I'm sure Basic Business will replace it: I

just haven't been able to get it off to

them.

Plot, their general purpose plotting

package, requires a fair amount of data

entry and setup before anything can be
done, and I didn't have the time.

There are two financial packages, both
of which sell for $30. The first is called

Financial Calculator and performs a variety

of calculations on present and future values.

The document says the program closely

matches the features of some of the popular
hand-held financial calculators.

The second program is Amortization
and Depreciation, which should be self-

explanatory. Both these programs run
smoothly and seem useful to me. In

particular. I thought the Financial Calcu-
lator worked very well and was easy to

use and understand.

I see little practical use for Basic
Rusiness's Some Common Basic Programs.
This is a two-disk set for $35 which contains

76 Basic programs as published in the

Osborne McGraw-Hill book of the same
name. The programs are very simple and
all work according to the specifications

from the book. However, most of these

programs are small and should be easy to

program.

I think you have to be able to use five

or more of the programs, before the price
of the package is worth the time you will

save in program entry. Documentation
for this package consists of brief instruct-

ions from Basic Business plus the
Osborne/McG raw-Hill book.

I mentioned last month that I was anxious
to try the Basic cross reference program
from Basic Business's IBM Basic Utilities

package. A cross reference program reads
a Basic program and prints a listing of
each name, identifying the line in which
each "reference" occurs.

This particular program works well and
produces a nicely formatted listing. It cross
references variables, constants, line

+ 5V •-

X #-

BUTTON •-

GND

1
Button

Figure 1 IBM Joystick Schematic (corrected).

The objective is to modify the Radio Shack joysticks so they match the schematic.
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numbers, and (optionally) the Basic re-

served words, that is, words like PRINT.
FOR. etc. The listing is printed

alphabetically.

The main problem with this program is

that it is written in Basic, and is very slow.

A nice touch, designed to let you know
that the program is running, is the way
the program constantly updates the

display

.

The Utilities package also includes a

number of other useful programs and
subroutines. There is a program to print

paginated listings of text files. There are

some subroutines for taking input and for

dealing with the display, some matrix

routines, a file search routine, and even a

tiny screen editor (which edits a single

screenful only).

My favorite, however, is the line drawing

routine. This program, like the other

subroutines, is designed to be integrated

into your program. It is used to draw

boxes or lines, and can be used to construct

rather nice looking screen layouts for

forms or other displays.

I think $75 is not unreasonable for the

utilities, but 1 wish the cross reference

program ran a little faster for that price,

since it is the most useful program in the

package.

All the Basic Business packages have

one thing in common: they are very well

—§if—"
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Photo 4. Davong Systems' 192Kb memory expansion board.

documented. In the Financial Calculator.

for example, all the formulas used in the

program are explained in detail. Many
examples are given, along with pictures

depicting the way the display will look at

various stages of program operation. The
programs were not originally written for

the IBM. so they have some maturity and
can be expected to be free of bugs.

My Face is Red Department

The schematic for the Radio Shack

joystick from my April column is incorrect.

The correct drawing is shown in Figure 3.

I apologize for this trivial mistake. Thanks
to Frank Buswell of Essex Junction. VT.
for calling this to my attention.

This one was not my fault, but my face

is red anyway. Last month I reported on
add-in memory boards for the IBM PC.
When I got to Davong Systems 1 mentioned
prices and had photographs. All were
wrong. While most of the manufacturers
are building a 256K board that can be
populated in multiples of 64K. Davong is

building boards with exact capacities.

Assuming they can get the necessary
volume, this helps keep the price down,
and Davong has some low (they say the

lowest) prices. The DSI-64K is $299. the

DSI-192K is $599. and the DSI-256K is

$799. For you Apple owners. Davong has
the DSI-A16K expansion board for $99.

The 192K hoard is shown in Photo 4.

Introducing
the

SERIES900MARKETMAVERICK
A new stock market programfrom FSIfor the serious investor

Used with the Apple II.* the Series !KKI "Market Maverick"

provides immediate investment counsel and is not just another

device thai raises more questions than it answers. Utilizing

shorter forecast time horizons. Series (XXI h;is a long history

of excellent performance even under extreme market condi-

tions. With fewer inputs, it is user friendly—yet it answers

questions asked from many

* ( her 10 years of excellent performance

* Stock data provided for immediate use on over !HK) stocks

* I/vM' is based on precisely-read variables

* Fantastic results in

up or down markets

angles and points of view.

Series 900 "Market Maverick"
is not a game. It is not theo-

retical. It is for the serious

investor or stock broker. Send
for yours today. Requires
WK Apple Il/IIPlus, DOS
3.3 and Applesoft in ROM
or 16K RAM expansion.

Save $:«(). ..Limited Time
Offer. If you order now, we
will ship your Series !MHl

"Market Maverick" for just

$145.00-and that's $30.00 off

the regular price! Master! 'ard

Visa welcome, as are dealer

inquiries.

'Apple II is a registered

trademark of AppleComputer. lnc
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SAVE $30

D
FREE BROCHURE

Please send me the Series 900 Market Maverick for just $145.00.

(Ohio residents add r
>".. salt's tax)

Please send me the free brochure which contains additional

specific information on the "Market Maverick"

Paid by: Check to Financial Software. Inc.

MasterCard I 1 Visa

(ard# Kxp..

Name

Address

City State. Zip

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE, INC.
11401 WestndKc Circle. Chardon. Oil 14024 (216)33fr681J

CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Personal

Electronic

Transactions
I am happy to hear from you. ami encourage

your correspondence. I will try to acknow-

ledge all correspondence, and a SASE makes
things easier lor hoth ol us. Please send your

lellers to "Personal Electronic I"ransaciions"

c/o PO Box 354. Palo Alio. CA 94301.

Greg Yob

When I first got my PET. I thought that

a few dozen cassettes would be sufficient

for my computing needs. Then it was 50
cassettes, then about 100 cassettes. When I

got my disk drives, I knew better, and
started with 50 diskettes. At this time, my
collection is about 100 diskettes.

Naturally. 1 had a problem storing all

these things. Fortunately, several manu-
facturers now provide binders for

cassettes, plastic pouches and binder
inserts for diskettes and so on. If you visit

any major stationery store and look in the

"word processing" department you can
usually find a variety of holders for

Figure I. Cheapskate Disk Filer.

diskettes (and sometimes tapes). A not

very representative sampling of these have

crossed my desk recently, and several are

described below.

1 irst. if your funds are limited, go to

Woolworth's or Radio Shack and buy
their cassette holding boxes for about

$2.75. These will hold 12 or 15 tape

cassettes. For diskettes, purchase a letter-

filer (This widget looks like a base with

several vanes about 5" square projecting

upward) for about $6 and tape a piece of

cardboard to the back as shown in Figure

I. This is a handy way of holding your
often-used diskettes. One disadvantage is

Tape or glue a piece of

^—cardboard to prevent the

disks from slipping out

from the back of the unit.

Plastic letter

sorting unit

that your diskettes are not protected from
dusl and grime.

For cassette storage, plastic binders with

pop-in slots for the tapes are available

from: Ettcssac. Inc.. 23704 West Sards

Road. Valencia. CA 91355 and Reliance

Plastics. 225 Belleville Ave.. Bloomfield.

New Jersey 07003. Write a letter requesting

their catalogs and the name of a local

dealer. Both companies prefer to work
with dealers and do custom packaging if

you need it.

Reliance also offers a wide variety of

binders and pocketed plastic binder pages

for holding diskettes. I am personally a hit

concerned about the tendency of plastic to

gather dust, but many of my friends use

these without any problems. For more
rapid access to diskettes. Skvlcs Electric

Works. 231 E. South Whisman Road.

Mountain View. CA 94041. offers Flip

Sort, a plastic flip-top box which holds 60
diskettes for about $30. (Skyles has several

other neat things for the PEL so ask for

their catalog. They also oiler Floppy-

Armour, which is my personal choice for

mailing diskettes.)

If you have a business or an office, and
can afford more costly things. Postal

Equipment Corp., 752 Military Rd..
Buffalo, NY 142 16 offers the MM-I which
is a steel diskette tray about 8" deep with

steel and cardboard dividers and a vinyl
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Smith-Corona introduces
the only daisy wheel printer

for under $90Q*

You're putting together a desktop computer

system for your office or home. And you want to add a

letter quality printer so you can do word processing,

too. But you don't want to spend a fortune.

Until now, you really had little choice but to

settle for dot matrix printers. True, dot matrix

doesn't produce letter-perfect printing, but daisy

wheel printers just cost too much. That is, they did.

Now, Smith-Corona* offers a daisy wheel

printer at such an incredibly low price, you can't afford

not to get it. (The fact is, you won't find a daisy wheel

printer anywhere at a price so low.)

The Smith-Corona TP-I" printer operates with

microprocessor controlled daisy wheel technology, and

is available with either standard serial or parallel data

interface. It is compatible with most microcomputers

currently on the market. And, unlike many printers,

it's made in America.

Best of all, the TP-I produces results identical to

those of our very finest office typewriters—printing

with real character. So it can be used to send out

letters that have to look perfect. As well as financial

statements, inventory reports, direct mail campaigns,

manuscripts. Even a letter to your son in college!

Anything at all you need printed.

The basic TP-I will handle letter or legal sized

paper. An option that will be available soon will enable

it to handle either fanfold or single sheet paper.

The TP-I is easy-to-use—just turn the power
on, load the paper, and away it goes. There are drop-in

ribbon cassettes and a choice of easy-to-change, snap-

on daisy print wheels for a variety of fonts.

So stop thinking you can't afford a daisy wheel

printer. Because, thanks to Smith-Corona, a printer

with real character is ^^^•a.L f
no longer expensive. 31llltri~V^,OrOria
i 1

Please lend me more information on the Smith-Corona IT I

claisv wheel printer.

Name.

Title—

Company Name—
Business Address

City State- _Zip_

Mail Coupon to:

IhviKht I' Newcomer, National Sales Manager—Office Products

Smith-Corona
65 Locust .Venue

New Canaan. Connecticut lXiX-10 CC-7
I

" Manufacturer's WQfEated retail l> under 1900, but priOCI may varv.
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PET, continued...
dust cover. I his unit is well-built; I could

drop it down a flight of stairs with no
worries. This company only sells through

dealers, so ask them for a local distribu-

tor's name. The MM-1 is about $75.

At the top of the heap is the Disk Bank
by Amary. 2251 Cirant Rd.. Suite H. Los
Altos. CA 94022. This is a plastic, box-like

unit which has a slidingdrawer which pulls

out and turns to the side for each access t<>

the diskettes. Each box holds 10 or 12

diskettes. I he boxes lock together to make
a filing unit ol any si/c you want I lie

sliding part can be positioned to make the

slide come out upwards instead of to the

side for tub files. Though this unit is

excellent, the price is a bit high about

$1 1 per unit. Amary will be offering this

unit through diskette suppliers and the

additional cost should be less (that is. you
buy 10 diskettes and one Amary unit for $5

to $8 over the diskette price).

"Uncopyable" Tapes
The PET is a very difficult machine for

which to provide software protection, and
the only effective methods I know involve

some hardware, usually a ROM whose
firmware is used by programs on tape or

disk. Some software suppliers protect their

programs by placing machine language in

the cassette buffer. When you SAVE such

a program, the SAVEd copy will not work
when reloaded, because the cassette buffer

portion is not on the SAVEd copy. The
cure is to use the Machine Language
Monitor to help out a bit. Reset the PI I

and LOAD (but don't RUN) the program.
Then SYS 1024 to get into the Monitor.

You will now see something like this:

SYS 1024

B*

PC IRQ SR AC XR YR SP
.; 0401 E62E 32 04 5E 00 F8

Now enter the following line starting with

the S (the Monitor prints the period):

S "0:HI ENAMI".08.0200.8000
(RETURN)

This will save the program to your disk,

drive number 0. If you know thesi/eof the

program, the 8000 may be replaced hv a

smaller value. Eorexample. I6K programs
would use 4000 and 8K programs use 2000.

If you have problems with this, note that

the Monitor does not like spaces after the

filename and the commas must be present.

Also note that the first letter in your line is

the period printed by the Monitor.
If you want to save to tape, use:

s'"FILENAME".OI.0200.8000
By the way, don't use this method to

make copies for your friends. The current

copyright law lets you make a copy for

archival and backup uses only. (Note to

Educators: Many schools with several

PETs buy one copy of a software package
and then make copies for the other

machines. This is unfair (and illegal) to the

software vendors. I know of several

excellent programs that were never

marketed due to this problem.)

A Reasonable (II 1 Routine

If you have used your PET for very long

you have noticed that the Basic INPUT
statement is not without flaws. It you press

Listing I. Utility Get Routines.

the Return key without anything else, the

Basic program simply quits. ( Use CONT to

resume your program.) Also, quotation

marks, commas, colons and semicolons do
strange and non-beneficial things when
entered in response to IN PI I It vou want

your program to be crash proof, you must

1 0000

10010
1 00 1 5
1 0020
1 0025
10030
10035
10040
10045
10050
1 0055
10060
10065
10070
1 1 00
10105
10110
10113
1 1 20
1 1 25
1 '' 1 50
10135
1 1 40
1 0200
1020S
10210
10215
1022'''

10225

1^24i-i

10245
10250
10255
10260
1 0265
10270
10275
10280
10285

10309
10310
10315
10320
10400

10410
10415

104 25
10430
10435
10440
10445
10450

10460

10465
10470
10475
10480
10485
10490
10495
1 0900
10505
1 05 1

10515

10525

IF
IF
IF

REM GENERAL SET ROUTINE WITH
REM FALSE CURSOR
REM RECOGNIZES ONLY THE DEL KEY
REM WHEN GETTING A STRING
REM
REM CURSOR DEFINITIONS
REM C1»,C2» - BLINMNG CURSOR
REM C1.C2 = TIMING OF BLINt
REM CW •= FIELD WIDTH
ci»="<rvs><v; ton ; (cl)"iC2«-"{o;{cl; ":C3»=
C4*=»CHR»<1>
Cl-73:C2=50:CW-72
REM FOR NUMBERS
DIM N<20)
RETURN
REM ACTUAL CODE
REM MAIN GET LOOP
PRINT Cl«|
GETA*! I FA» -""THENRETURN
F0RJ=1T0C1«NEXT
PRINT C2*;
GETA»i IFA* ""THENRETURN
F0RJ = 1T0C2:NE(<T
GOTO 10110
REM SELECTION * ECHOING
A=ASC(A»> i AF-0
IF A«=CHR»(13> THEN 10255

A=20 THEN 10265
A 32 THEN PRINTC3«t I RETURN
A=34 THEN PR1NTCHR* ( 34 > CHR* ( 20 >

:

IF A>95 THEN PRINTC3»s ! RETURN
IF LEN<B»>=CW THENPRIN1C7*: iRETURN
B»=B»*A»
A-FRE(A) i PRINTA*: iRETURN
REM CARRIAGE-RETURN
PRINTC3*:AF-1 :RETURN
REM DELETE
I FB»="" THENRETURN
IF LEN<B«> 1 THEN 10280
B«»" " l GOTO 10245
B»=LEFT» <B», LEN <B» ) -1

)

GOTO 10245
REM INPUT A STRING B«
fc*

GOSUB 1 1 00 : GOSUB 1 0200
IF AF THEN RETURN
GOTO 10310
REM GET A NUMBER OR SERIES THEROF
REM N(0> HOLDS NUMBER OF #S FOUND
REM SCIENTIFIC FORM IGNORED
N(0)=0|K=1 iB»-""
REM GET B* C1NLY NUMERICS Ot

GOSUB 101'

IF A» "9"THENA»=C4«
IF A»-:"0"THEN 10455
GOSUB 1 0200
IF AF THEN 10490
GOTO 10425
IF A««". "THEN10440
IF A»»"-"THEN10440
IF A»«". "THEN 10440
IF A*-="«-" THEN 10440
IF A* " "THEN10440
GOTO10425
REM NOW PARSE B*
N* IFB»'=""THEN RETURN
FORJ«lTOLEN(B»)
IF MID«(B*. J. 1 )-". "THEN 105)0
NEXT
N»-LEFT»'B». J)
B»«MID«(B». J+l

)

N<t 1-VAL (N«) |N<0)-K|K«K*1
IF t 20 THEN RETURN
GOTO 10490

CCL3 '
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C.ITOH
&ASAP
The Greatest

Deal in Print
Pro/Writer and Pro/Writer II Low Profile Printers

These low profile printers provide professional, quality

printing through a combination of high-speed matrix

printing, logic seeking uni- and bidirectional printing, and
quick return head motion. The Pro/Writer II accommo-
dates paper widths up to '\5W, with up to 231 columns
The precision 9 x N matrix produces consistent, letter-

quality printing. Five alphabets, in eight character sizes,

provide added versatility. What's more, Pro/Writer and

ASAP brings you the

C.ltoh Pro/Writers and F-10

Printmaster. C.ltoh now gives

you the latest performance
and operator-oriented fea-

tures as standard. With the

quality and durability you've

come to expect from C.ltoh

printers. And now, you get all

this at ASAP's low, low price.

Compare the features. Then
call ASAP to make your deal

on a C.ltoh printer.

Pro/Writer II feature proportional spacing combined with

excellent character resolution. Built-in graphics capability

includes character generated and high resolution

features.

Specifications Pro/Writer 8510ADC Pro/Writer 851OAP Pro/Writer II

Number of columns 80 column max. 80 column max. 136 std., 231 compressed

Print speed 120 cps 120 cps 120 cps

Print width 8" max. 8" max. 13.6" max.

Standard interfaces

Serial EIA RS-232-C with 3K buffer

& 20 mA current loop

— EIA RS-232-C with 3K buffer

& 20 mA current loop

Parallel TTL compatible, 7-bit TTL compatible, 7-bit TTL compatible, 7-bit

High resolution graphics Standard Standard Standard

144 x 160 positions per inch

F-10 Printmaster Daisy Wheel Printer

This high quality printer features a choice of 40 and 55

cps. Extensive word-processing functions have been
built in to allow easy adaptability and reduced software

complexity. Choice of friction feed or bidirectional tractor

feed enables precise print positioning of tabular and
graphics data.

asaii
computer I

Toll free outside California:

(800)421-7701

Inside California:

.RE^SJ^n™ (714)891-2663
1198 E Willow St . Signal Hill. CA 90806

Specifications:

Number of printable columns: 136, 163 variable

Return time: 900 mSec @ 40 cps; 500 mSec @ 55 cps
Line feed time: 40 mSec
Interface: 8-bit parallel. RS-232-C compatible, X-ON.
X-OFF, 12-bit Qume and Diablo compatible

Model #: F10-40PU (Parallel interface)

Model #: F10-40RU (Serial interface)

ASAP otters a 15-day buyer protection policy: full money back guarantee it not

totally satisfied

Ordering information: Name, address, phone: ship by UPS or truck Please call for

shipping charges

Term* We accept cash, check, money orders. Visa and Master Charge (US

funds only) Tax 6% Calif, res COD'S and terms available on approval (school

PO's accepted)
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PET, continued...

disable the STOP key and useGEl for all

inputs.

Listing I shows a GE I routine which I

ha\c found quite useful for most of my
general programming in Basic, Several

subroutines are provided:

KXMH) initializes variables lor the other

routines

iokm) displays a false cursor until a key

is pressed.

10200 handles quotes, delete key, car-

riage-return and echoing.

1030(1 returns BS as a line of input.

10400 returns numbers in arm) N().

A closer look at these routines may be ol

interest. Subroutine 10000 defines the

strings CIS and C2S which hold the

characters used as a false cursor. CIS is set

to Reverse Shift-V on Cursor-Left. C2S is

set to Shift-Q Cursor-Left. C3S is a space

and cursor left and is used to erase an) false

cursor on the screen when a keypress is

detected.

The numbers CI and C2 are used to

determine the blinking rate of the cursor.

CW is used as the maximum number ol

characters that can be entered. If the user

enters more than C*\V characters, sub-

routine lo.ioo will return automatically.

Subroutine Klioo is used to print a false

cursor, check lor a keypress, wait tor a

while and then repeat using the other false

cursor characters. Lines IOKM) through
10120 do this lor the lust cursor. CIS. and
lines 10125 through 101.15 do this for the

second cursor. C2S.

Note that you can change the values ol

CIS. CI. C2S. C2 to suit yourself as to

the cursor and how rapidly it blinks.

Remember to include a Cursor-I elt in the

false cursor string to leave the cursor on

top of the character you select for the

cursor. Also, set C2 to less than CI as it

lakes some time tor Basic to execute the

GOTO 101 10 alter the second cursor.

Subroutine 10200 is more complex. I ne-

stling AS holds the keypress front sub-

routine 10100 and we must now decide

what to do about it. Line 10205 converts

AS to its ASCII value as A and the Hag A

I

is set to false. Al is used in subroutines

10300 and 104(H) to detect il the Return key

was pressed

Line 10210 checks lor Return, and il

found we go to 10255 which prints CIS.

I his erases the last false cursor which is

still on the screen Al is set to I rue and we
are done.

line 10215 checks loi the DEL key

which puts us into lines 1026(1 through
102X5. BS is used to store the characters

already entered, and the code here is used

to correct BS for the deletion and prevent a

crash due to an empty BS string. When we
are done with BS. line 10245 is used to print

the deletion on the screen as DEI is still

in AS.

I ines 10220 and 10230 cheek for other

special characters like the cursor move-

10 REM G 1 ROUTINI s I XAMPLE
20 OOSUB 1000 Rl M INITIALIZE
30 I'RIM •VOI R NAME: ":

40 GOSUB 1 0.100:\M$=BS: Rl M CI 1 NAMI
50 IF BS="THEN 30 REM TRY AGAIN
60 I'RIM
70 I'RIM -ENTER THRI 1 \1 MBI RS: ";

HO CIOSI B 10400 Rl M Oil M MBI RS
90 II Mill .1 llll \ 110 :RI \l (111 CK l-OR IIIRI 1

100 I'RIM 1 NEED IHRIT M MBI RS!':CiOlO60

110 S=N(I)*N(2)*N(3)
120 I'RIM
1.10 I'RIM NMSV
140 I'RIM 'THE AVERAGE IS: ":S .1

150 1 \l>

Listing 2.

ments. In all such cases, we erase the false

cursor and otherwise ignore special

characters. I he only way to correct an
entry is via the DEL key. Line 10225

handles quotes, since to get into Quotes
Mode would be a disaster. ( I rv moving
this line and enter a quote, and you'll see

what I mean.) The trick used here is to

print a Quote, then a DEL and w hen we get

to line 10245. the Quote again. Only one
Quote is on the screen and we are not in

Quotes Mode.

Line 102.15 checks lor the limiting line

length CW. II too many keypresses have

been made, the false cursor is "stuck "at the

end of a line until you press Return.

Line 10240 adds the keypress to BS. and
in line 10245 we echo the keypress to the

screen. I he call to I Rl forces garbage
collection. II you ignore this the I'l I will

occasionally stop cold lor up to a minute as

garbage collection takes time, especially in

Basic 3.0 machines.

With subroutine 10200 doing most of

the work, subroutine 10.100 clears BS and
repeatedly calls subroutines 10100 and
10200 until the flag Al- notes that the

Return key was pressed, lor must
purposes, when you want to replace an

INPUT, use GOSUB 10300 and then look

at the contents of BS. It BS is empty, only

Return was entered.

II you need some numbers, subroutine

10400 will permit entry ol floating point

numbers but not scientific numbers
(scientific numbers have the E in them like

1.23 I 22). II you need scientific numbers,
add this line:

10472 IK AS-I •"
I HI N 10440

Subroutine 10400 clears the array \()hy
setting N(0) to zero. N(0) is used to count

the number of entries made in BS. It then

calls subroutine 10100 to get the key-

strokes and checks them for the characters

which are legal in numbers (thai is. 0-9. .
and .).

I egal number characters then go into

BS. When we see the Return key (line

10445) the code in lines 10490 to 105.10

looks through BS lor commas. Each chunk

ol BS between commas is moved to NSand
converted into the array \() in lines 10510

through 10520. Since we use the VAI
function, this code will not see entries like

++25: you will get a zero back instead.

1 isting 2 is a briel example ol how the

(il I routines might be used

Line 50 checks lor a non-entered name and

line 90 checks loi the wrong number of

numbers. Note that the array \( )uses N(0)

for the number ol entries which are then

stored in N(l), \(2) . . . and so on.

The IVilisk II

CORS Microtech. P.O. Box 102.

Langhorne, PA 19047. oilers an alterna-

tive to the Commodore disks called the

Pedisk II. I he I'edisk otlers more storage

per diskette and much faster disk I O since

it does not use the III I 4XX bus. BothS'/i"

and X"disk drives are available, with theX"

drive having the IBM standard format.

(When CI' M arrives for the 1*1 1 . 1 expect

the Pedisk will be much simpler to

interlace than the Commodore drives.)

Basic. Eorth. MAI (EditOl Assembler)

and several other utility programs are now
available.

The I'edisk DOS oilers several inter-

esting options not found in Basic 4.0 or the

Commodore disks. Many of the DOS
commands look simpler to use than

Commodore's. It you are looking for an
alternative to the CBM Disks, take a look

at C (iRS I'edisk II. When you do so. note

that I haven't personally tested their

system and that you will have to find a

Iriend with the CBM drives to transfer

software. Many programs are very

dependent on the CBM drives and you
may have to spend some time making
suitable modifications. I expect CtiRS will

form a user's group soon.

The tser Port Workshop
Back in early 1979 I wrote an article

which described how to use the I'l I User

Port. To illustrate the operation of the

User Port. I designed and built a small set

ol switches and LEDs which controlled

each User Port line and indicated the level

of the lines.
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Interested in computers or robotics? Looking for info on
hardware, software, theory, and applications?

I Y! !l 1 1| 1 1 II IJIIA ill "l offers you an incredible
range of computer books and a huge variety oftapes

i and disks . . . ALL at low, low member prices!

Select 6 fact-filled books
for only $295

IIS
l-K « 1 II

KIM llltTaS«»'

POCKET COMFI IM

(total value up to $111.70)

1350
List $15.95

1303
List $14.95

34 WORE Tasted.

mmAv lb Bun

5tSs

List $15.95 List $18.95

Join now and get the Computerist's Handy Manual . . . FREE! (List $3.50)

1 THE COMPUTER BOOK CLUB
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

7 very good reasons to try

The Computer Book Club
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

Reduced Member Prices. Save up to 75% on books sure to

increase your know-how
• Satisfaction Guaranteed. All books returnable within 10

days without obligation
• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections— mains,

alternates, extras— plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times a year

with dozens of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
• "Automatic Order". Do nothing, and the Main selection

will be shipped automatically! But ... if you want an
Alternate—or no books at all— we'll follow the instructions

you give on the reply form provided with every News
Bulletin
• Continuing Benefits. Get a Dividend Certificate with every

book purchased after fulfilling membership obligation, and
qualify for discounts on many other volumes
• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promo-
tions, plus special discounts of software, games, and more
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's

editions, filled with up-to-the-minute info

Please accept my membership in the Computer Book Club
and send the 6 volumes circled below, plus o free copy of

Computerist's Handy Manual. I understand the cost of the

books selected is $2.95 (plus shipping /handling). If not

satisfied. I may return the books within ten days without
obligation and have my membership cancelled. I agree to

purchase 4 or more books at reduced prices during the next

12 months and may resign any time thereafter.

1045 1050 1053 1055 1085 1111 1169 1183 1187
1200 1228 1271 1276 1290 1293 1295 1299 1303 1330

1333 1341 1350 1369 1380 1391 1394 1397 1398

Name _

Address

City

Phone

State Zip
(Valid form mambari only Foraign and Canada add 20% Ordara outalda U.S.

or Canada null ba prapald with international monay ordara in U.S. dollar,
)

CC-7S2
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PET, continued...

Macbtize Ltd., York House, Clarendon
Ave., Leamington Spa. England, CV32
5PP. offers a User Port Workshop for

about S95 (159.95). I he Workshop is a

green PC card about 5" hv 9" with an 18"

connecting cable which attaches to the

User Port and the Cassette Port on the rear

of the PET. I he cable lets you use the

Workshop in from ol the PI I

On the PC card are ten switches with
I I l)s in them. Eight ol these switches are
for the PAO to PA7 data lines and two
switches connect to CAI and CB2. I la-

data switches are normally open, which
lets the data lines float to the high state.

Pressing a data switch grounds the line,

making a low (0) state. I he CA I and CB2
switches are denounced (very hands!) and
the CM switch has a jumper which lets you
select the low to high or high to low
transition when the switch is pressed.

I he card has expansion edge pins lor the

User Port and I ape Port to let you debug
any equipment on the Usei Port.

Ivvclvc buffered screw connectors are

also pro\ided. including the +5V line from
the Tape Port in ease you want to build a

kludge or use an oscilloscope.

Although I like (he card. I have two
small criticisms. first, sometimes I like to

set a User Port line while doing something
else. Slide or toggle switches would be

better than momentary contact switches.

Second, il you set the User Port to

output a line and set the line high, when
you ground the line, the VIA sutlers (and
sometimes dies), limiting resistors on the

switches would remove this hazard.

A binder is provided with instructions

and a demonstration diskette. I he card has
two holes so you can store the Workshop
in its binder a neat touch. The instruc-

tions are reasonably clear, with summaries
ot the required PEEKs and POM s and
some interesting exercises to do. I he
diskette has I I programs which include
lour programs which are solutions to the

suggested exercises. I he demonstrations
are nicely done, with Petophone providing
a monophonic organ using CB2. (You will

have to provide the speaker to hear this

one.)

I feel the User Port Workshop is a nicely

done product which would make an
excellent addition to a high school
electronics class. Machsi/c also otters

several other cards including A I) and
D A converters. BCD input card and an
optoisolated 8-line I () card capable of
driving relays and small lamps.

An Kclectic ROM — Faster Basic

If you are a hacker who studies how
Basic works to make vour programs run
more rapidly, you know that in a tew cases

PET Basic isn't all that smart.

For example, a GOTO 12.14 stores the

number 1234 as the digits and notasa 16-

bit binary number. At the same time, the

line numbers themselves are in 16-bit form,
so when Basic does the GO I () it must first

convert 1234 to 16-bit form and then look

for the line.

If Basic had stored 1234 in 16-bit form
when the line was entered, the conversion

time would be saved. I he true fanatic can
go further and store a direct pointer to line

1234 and also save the searching time.

In long programs, a small jump to a

preceding line, say in a subroutine,
involves a search through almost all of the

program lines, which can slow thingsdown
a great deal. Similar arguments apply to

simple variables. If wc scanned through the

program and set up the variables table

lust, the simple variables could be replaced

by pointers and the search time eliminated.
faster Basic is a 2K ROM which speeds

up the jumping and variable search times
hv methods similar to those suggested

above. Developed in I ngland. n is avail-

able irom Skvles Electric Works whose
address was given earlier. In tests ol very

small programs, the GOTO and I HI \
and GOSUB statements executed about
twice as rapidly, and numeric and string

variables gained about 30', in speed. In

larger programs the gains will be much
greater perhaps as much as tw ice as last

overall.

There are two catches to this, first, the

IOR-M X I loops in Basic already use

pointers and will not run any laster.

Second, arrays are not handled in faster

Basic. (When you think about it. there is

really no way to do so most arrays use

variables in their indices like A(K).) If you
are doing scientific number-crunching,
you will probably use arrays and laster

Basic can't help you.

Hope is in the oiling, however. Several

compilers lor Basic exist, and I will review

these as they arrive.

And A Fun ROM — The PIC (hip
Another neat goodie Irom England is

the PIC Chip (available Irom Skylcs

I lectric Works for $60). I he PIC Chip is a
2K ROM which has about 40 commands

Listing J. Mystery I'll Chip Program.

lor control and modification of the PF.T

display 1 his includes direct positioning ol

the cursor, screen till, reverse. Hip for

normal reverse field and set or Hip case

(i.e.. upper to lower or vice versa) lor the

screen. Distinct areas of the screen may
also be chosen lor these operations.

I he entire screen or a selected rec-

tangular area can he shifted in all lour

directions or rolled (i.e.. what goes olt one

edge returns on the other side). A complete

set ot plotting commands lor 25x40 and
50x80 graphics is included along with the

commands lor "line plotting" which lets

you do up to 200 positions in Y or 320 in \.

As a final touch, you can turn a repeat key

option on or oil which is helplul in editing.

1 he PIC Chip is available lor all addresses

Irom S9000 to SB800 at 2K intervals.

I he useoi PIC Chipcommands involves

several reserved variables in Basic.

specifically C. X. Y. XI. Yl. X2. Y2. Al.

A2 and V You must lirst set these

variables to the correct values and then

execute the PIC Chip command. I or

example, il you want to plot a character

"A" at the co-ordinates 12. 15. you must

do:

C=I:X=I2:Y=15:!PC
I find thisa bit awkward as IPC I. 12. 15

seems more elegant (and. lor an expert

hacker, not that hard to do). One other

drawback is that you must keep separate

copies of these variables il you are doing

many different PIC Chip commands.
When you roll the screen, lor example, the

previous values lor XI. Y I. X2and Y2arc
wiped out when you set them up for the

screen roll.

When you are used to these oddities, the

PIC Chip is a lot of fun. I he manual gives a

senes ol examples to help you get started.

Asa mystery I am leaving you with Listing

3. w hich is a short and mysterious program
that requires (he PIC Chip to run. and even

with the PIC Chip I am sure you won't

know what it does until you run the

program. By the way. the bracketed parts

of line 60 mean Home-Cursor. Cursor-

Down and two Cursor-lefts.

10 REM PIC CHIP DEMO
20 REM AND MYSTERY PROGRAM
T-0 REM BY GREGORY YOB
40 SYS 409601 'RE
50 C-32:'SF:NM
60 PRINT" {Home}"; : FORJ-1 T015: PRINT"PUN> (CD) <2 Cl_;"::NEXT
70 X-79:F0RJ-9T077: Y»J*J/55: 'WX|Y-Y*4
80 'EXiNEXT
90 Y-49iFORJ-3TOB0l X-J*J/39: 'WYlX-X+X
100 !EYlNEXT
110 FORJ=1TO5000STEP5
120 X2=X2+J»1.21: X1-X1+J:Y1-Y1*J»1. 12: Y2-Y1+J* 1 . 27: 'EXi 'EY
130 IFX1 79THENX1-X1/1.35
140 IFX2 -79THENX2-X2/1 .77
130 IFY1>39THENY1=Y1/1.37.
160 IFY2: 39THENY2-Y2/1.2T
170 'AI: 'EC: 'UR: ILRrNEXT

Note: Change the SYS address in line 40 to the SYS you use for your PIC Chip.
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Pal #4.259705

WARNING!
Electric Power Pollution.

Spikes & Lightning

HAZARDOUS to

MICROCOMPUTERS!!
Patented ISOLATORS provide

protection from . .

.

• Computer errors cause by
power line Interference

• Computer errors due to system
equipment Interaction

• Spike damage caused by
copler/elevatorfair conditioners

• Lightning caused damage

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
• ISOLATOR (ISO 1) 3 isolated 3 prong sockets; Spike Suppression:

useful for small offices, laboratories, classrooms $69.95

.•ISOLATOR (ISO 2) 2 isolated, 3-prong socket banks; (6 sockets

total); Spike Suppression; useful for multiple equipment installa-

tions , $69.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3) similar to ISO-1 except double isolation &
oversize Spike Suppression; widely used for severe electrical noise

situations such as factories or large offices $104.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-1 1) similar to ISO 2 except double isolated

socket banks A Oversize Spike Suppression; for the larger system in

severe situations $104.95

• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO 17) 4 Quad Isolated Sockets; Multiple

Spike Suppressors; For ULTRASENSITIVE Systems in extremely

Harsh environments. $181.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (AddCB) Add $9.00

• REMOTE SWITCH, any model (Add-RS) Add $16.00

AT YOUR DEALERS MasterCard. Visa, American Express

ORDER TOLL FREE 1400-225-4876 (except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

/S?Electronic Specialists, Inc
171 South M«." Street Boi 389 S»'ic» Mass 01760

(617, 555 153.

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD

miiniiiiiiiimimnm
ATARI

C^

CM

800 (16K > 649
400 (16 K) 319
410 Recorder 74
810 Disk Drive 439
822 Printer (THERMAL) 269
825 Printer (80 COLUMN) 589
830 Modem 149
850 Interface 164

853 Memory ( )6 K) 79
ATARI SOFTWARE

4002
4003
4O06
4007
4008
4009
4011
4012
4013

BASIC CARTRIDGE
ASSEMBLER EDIT
SUPER BREAKOUT
MUSIC COMPOSER
SPACE INVADERS
COMPUTER CHESS
STAR RAIDERS
MISSILE COMMAND
ASTEROIDS

45
45
33
45
33
33
37
33
33

483
484
404
405
4106
4117
8126
8121
813

THE PROGRAMMER
THE COMMUNICATOR
WORD PROCESSOR
PllOT(EDUC)
PROGRAMMING 2
PROGRAMMING 3
MICROSOFT BASIC
MACRO ASSEM4EDIT
CAVERNS OF MARS

52
299
110
99
21
21
66
66
29

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

COSMIC COMPUTERS
RO. UNLIMITED228 N. PROSPECTORS

DIAMOND BAR. CA
91765
OPEN 7 DAYS
8am- 9pmminiHiHHiiimni

SHIPPING EXTRA $2 MINIMUM
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD TAX

(714)8611265

CIRCLE 142 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"V.
UrtlrtU/onfiirl

^e an indendent trucker or manage a city transportation ^
IlvipndlilcU department with these two award winning simulations' \

TRUCKER AND
STREETS OF THE CITY

CS4710
32K Applesoft Disk

CS 7707 40K Atari Disk

CS 3703
32K TRS-80 Disk

CS 1 204 32K PET tape

1 $24.95

Driver Wanted Tired of being told what to do'' Be an
independent trucker and manage your own life 1 Haul

oranges, frieght. or mail from California to New York
Healthy, safe driver desired, able to cope with bad
weather, road construction, flat tires, fatigue and the

highway patrol Contact Trucker for details

Transportation manager for city of Grand Rapids
Michigan Are you the dynamic executive we need to

construct and maintain our streets and operate the

city bus company'' Experience desired in planning,

budgeting, finance, labor negotiations, poitical liason.

and tax policy Apply to Streets of the City

Order Today
To order send payment* plus $2 00 postage and handling to

Creative Computing. Dept C721 39 E Hanover Avenue.

Moms Plains. N.J. 07950 Orders may also be charged to your

Visa. Mastercard or American Express account—by mail in-

clude credit card name, number and expiration date, or if you

prefer, use our toll-tree number. 800-631-8112 In N.J. only

201-540-0445

"N J Residents add 5°. tax

creative
computing
software



pings...Ips-80 strings

Diving with a roar into the 42-milc tunnel

that hurrows beneath the glitter and swank
of Park Avenue, our TRS-NO train brings

you the details of how Radio Shaek cheeks
out your disk drives, three programs from
Instant Software, a closer look at those

ads offering lower-priced TRS-HOs. Sharp's

pocket-computer manuals, and a short

screen-saver program.

Disk-Drive Repair

Late last year, drive 1 on my TRS-NO
Model III began to act up. giving GAT.
CRC and HIT error messages. Eventually

it just wouldn't work at all. I tried to use it

now and then, hoping that, like a toothache,

the problem would go away.
When the problem persisted. I put the

III back into its box and took it to the

service department of the Radio Shack
Computer Center at Fifth Ave. and 36th

St. in New York. With the very kind

pcrmivsion of a Radio Shack vice president

and of the center's service manager. Patrick

Raeihle. 1 was allowed to watch computer
technician Michael Simmons tackle the

drive.

Mike told me that ordinarily he can
align a pair of disk drives in about 20

minutes, once a Model III is unbuttoned.
However, with all my questions and his

very patient answers, it Unik several times

that long.

Mike removed one screw from the back
and ten from the bottom of the Model
III. A warranty sticker covers one of those

ten. Once you remove this sticker to do
your own thing inside a Model III. you'll

find you can't put it back on. and you've

Stephen B. Gray

probably voided the remaining warranty.

What happens if you have installed a

"foreign" modification in your Model III

lor any other Radio Shack I computer'.'

According to Pat. you have to take out

the modification before Radio Shack will

repair it. If you don't take it out before

bringing your machine to be repaired,

they'll do it for you. if they find they can't

work around the modification, but will

charge you for the removal, and won't re-

install the modification. This is the official

Radio Shack service policy, as Mated in

the back pages of the Model III manual,
among other places.

After lifting off the top of the Model
III. Mike tried a backup, "to verify the

complaint." Although drive 1 wrote the

backup, and a D1R could be read, the

drive slowed down during the formatting.

so Mike felt it might need alignment. He-

loaded the alignment program, which has
seven parts, displayed on a menu and
numbered through 6.

(0) SPEED CAL/DEVIATION
Although there is a strobe disk on the

drive (much like the one on some hi-fi

turntables), a more accurate reading of

the drive speed is obtained from a scale

on the screen. The speed of my drive 1

was a little off. so Mike adjusted a poten-

tiometer on the PC board, and brought
the speed to MK) rpm.

(1 1 CARRIAGE STEP
This test makes sure the head travels

smoothly along its carriage between tracks

and 40. without binding.

12) HEAD RADIAL/AZIMUTH
This test, which checks for centering,

requires a special disk with a signal

recorded on it for oscilloscope alignment

(Mike used a 100-MHz HP 1740A). There's

somewhat of an analogy with a hi-fi record:

if the hole isn't in the exact center of the

record, the sound suffers.

Track 16 is supposed to be in the center

of the disk, and the test checks to make
sure it is. Instead of using a circular pattern

on the disk, alignment is simplified bj

checking a two-lobe pattern something
like this:

Mike looked at the scope while running

this test, and made mechnical adjustments

on my drive until the amplitudes of the

two lobes were equal. Then he stepped

the head to track and back, checked to

see that the disk was still centered, and
stepped the head out to track .VJ and
back, and did the same cheek again.

(3) TRACK 00 ALIGNMENT
A mechnical switch makes sure the head

starts reading at track 0. which is where
the boot track is: if this switch is out of

alignment the Model III can't boot up.

can't get started.

(4) INDEX/SECTOR TIMING
This test checks the timing of the small
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SVA
MAKING APPLES GROW

CP/M • PASCAL • APPLE DOS

AMS6000
MEGABYTE* SYSTEM

The AMS 8000 Megobyter System is for rhe serious user who wonts to

expand rhe capability of his Apple* by increasing online dora storage,

and reducing disk handling. It brings a new dimension ro your Apple

making your doro porroble to orher computers and gives you rhe re-

liability associated with IBM standard 8" floppy disks.

The AMS 8000 provides an Apple memory system with M to 4 4 Mega-

bytes of removable, online, easy-rouse Apple formatted data reody

ro plug in and operare. The system is at home in ony setting and
matches the styling of your Apple

The AMS 8000 preserves your currenr software investment by mom-
roining rigid compliance with APPLE DOS interface specificarions. Since

standard Apple DOS commands are used, most sofrwote currently

running under APPLE DOS 3 2. 3.3. Apple UCSD Pascal 1.1, or Microsoft

CP M 2 2 will run with AAAS 8000. Apple mini disks may be used at

ony rime

Because of the IBM 3740 single density formor. you now have rhe

opporruniry ro exchange doro wirh orher compurers such os IBM,

INTEL. Rodio Shock. DEC. ere or operaring sysrems like CP/M.* UCSD
Pascal, ere

The conttoller orcuirry utilizes a state-of-the-art LSI floppy disk controller

and dato separaror ro provide automatic single and double density

operation A proprietary high speed SOFT-DMA doro transfer tech-

nique guarantees compatibility with all other DMA cords and will nor

interfere wirh memory refresh.

For a cost effective, reliable, and software compatible memory sys-

rem from the originator of 8" floppy disk sysrems for rhe Apple, rry the

AMS 8000 from SVA SVA means Business.

•Ttodemark Apple Compurer CP/M Trademork Digirol Research

Look whor the complete AMS 8000 memory sysrem wirh its deluxe
industrial quality cabinet, reliable indusrry srandard IBM 3740 8-inch

floppy disk drives, dual density conttoller self-contained power sup-

plies ond high density cooling means ro you:

INCREASED STORAGE 6 FLEXIBILITY

• Increase online storage up ro 4 4 Mega byres

• Expand your maximum occounrs ond file size

Add high speed efficienr hard disk backup

IMPROVED COMPATIBILITY

• Operate with APPLE DOS 3.2. 3.3. CP/M. UCSD Pascal

• Enhance yout existing mini-disks and software

• Copy nearly any 8" disk

• Intetchonge dora with other computers

SIMPLIFIED OPERATION
• Utilize srandard Apple DOS ond DOS commands
• Reduce disk handling ond I/O slor usoge
• Gain auromoric single/double density operation

• Gain automatic single /double s ded drive operation

• Change to voice coil drives with one switch

SEVEN DAY BURN IN AND TEST POLICY
• 1 Year Warranty

£SVA> SORRENTO VALLEY ASSOCIATES
1 7722 Sooemo Volley Aood
Son 0*90 CA°2121
(714)452 0101
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TRS-80, continued...

hole that is an inch from the center of the
floppy disk. Sector timing is provided by
a signal picked up by a photocell that

detects the light from an LED on the

other side of this index hole. My drive
had to have its light path realigned, to

line up the LED. index hole, and
photocell.

(5) HEAD AMPLITUDE
This check on the read/write head

detects if it's worn or dirty. The scope
amplitude of the head on my drive was
only about 160 to 170 millivolts, and should
have been greater than 200mV. According
to the missing index sector timing being
off. and a worn head.

Rather than replace the head, which is

a $90 job because of the time required to

make many precise adjustments. Mike
followed standard Radio Shack procedure
and replaced instead the mechanical
portion of the drive, after removing the

drive electronics, which are mounted on
a PC board. "It's cheaper to change the

whole drive mechanism." said Mike,
"because the exchange price of the mech-
anism is $74. Head alignment is time-
consuming and tricky."

Although the new drive mechanism had
been tested when it was built. Mike ran

quick checks on it after installing it in the

Model III. What causes head wear'.'

"Normal wear, or dirt grinding away, or
excessive use of a head cleaner." said

Mike.

(6) RAW DATA CHECK
Mike didn't perform this test, which he

does only when there is a source-disk
read error or destination-disk write error.

He ran the first six tests on my other
drive, drive 0. found the speed was OK
but adjusted it a little anyway. The lobes

were off in test 2, so he adjusted the

centering, and also aligned the light path
for the index hole.

Diagnostic and Memory Tests
As a final test. Mike ran a diagnostic

that writes into each sector on each track,

and then verifies what is written, and
follows with a memory test of ROM. RAM
and video (normal, graphics, and alternate
characters). The drives passed these tests,

so Mike buttoned up the Model III and
put a new warranty sticker over that one
screw. The Repair Warranty covers 90
days for parts. 30 days for labor.

Labor time is $15 per half hour. A drive
alignment is $25 per drive, a straight charge
that includes labor time.

Common Disk-Drive Problems
How often do disk drives have to be

aligned? That all depends, of course, on
how much you use them, said Mike. The

three most common disk-drive problems
are those involved with tests 0. 2 and 4:

mechanical adjustments of speed, center-

ing, and index light path. The next most
common problem is detected by test 5:

head amplitude.

If. as some TRS-80 users have done
after picking up their repaired computers,

you take yours home without the protection

of the original packing case, and either

lay it on the floor of your car. or on the

floor of your commuting train, one or

more of those mechanical adjustments

may go out of kilter. TRS-80 disk drives

aren't like $60 cassette recorders, which
can take a lot of bouncing around and
still work.

Mike, incidentally, prefers the Model
III. "because it has two internal drives

and 48K of internal RAM without ex-

pensive interfaces, and it has room for

boards such as the RS-232."

My thanks to Pat and Mike, who an-

swered all my questions with great patience,

in a 90-minute session after the 1 M) closing

time on a Saturday last winter.

Beginner's Russian

Two $9.95 cassettes for learning to read

Russian are available from your local

software dealer, or from Instant Software
(Peterborough, NH 03458). They require

a 16K Level-II machine, and will run on
the Model III.

Beginner's Russian teaches the shapes
of 33 Cyrillic letters. You start with seven
simple consonants, which are displayed

5/8-inch high, along with brief advice on
how to pronounce each. Then you get

ten vowels, followed by the third item on
the menu, twenty "Words to Translate."

These are presented in Cyrillic, and if

you didn't memorize the letters, you can
repeat menu items I or 2. or ask for

HELP, which will display an abbreviated
letter chart. If you don't quess what the

Russian word is, you're asked to try again,

and again, which is one way of making
you learn the letters.

Consonants of "medium difficulty" are

displayed later, as are the names (in Cyrillic)

of two famous poets along with short

biographies. The last part includes
"difficult" consonants (but with no pro-

nunciation help for seven of the eight).

and the names and short biographies of

Lenin. Stalin, etc. The last display says

that if you want to continue the course,

"purchase Everyday Russian. Stock
S0137R."
The tape is interesting, but the author

missed a major opportunity to help the

user. He could have provided voice re-

cordings of the proper pronunciations,

right on the same cassette tape. Perhaps
this can even be done as part of the

program, with a voice pronouncing each
ietter after it is displayed, and a machine-
language subroutine turning the cassette

recorder on and off at the right times.

This would eliminate the need for

pronunciation "helps" such as for the letter

that looks like "bl" and which is "like the

1 in 'sin' but pronounced with the lips

almost closed."

Everyday Russian

The second Russian tape provides names
of foods (drinks, entrees, desserts, etc.).

places to eat I restaurant, cafe. etc.). signs,

and types of stores. Then it shows the

Cyrillic alphabet, and turns the TRS-80
keyboard into a "Russian typewriter"; you
press the keys, and Cyrillic characters
appear on the screen, so you can write

Russian words.

This, and the drill provided for each
group of words are the unique features of

these two cassettes: the rest can be studied

easier, more cheaply and more extensively

in a textbook. If the author had provided
voice pronunciations on the tape, then
these two cassettes could be highly recom-
mended to computerniks. As it is, you're

better off buying a record or cassette

designed to teach spoken Russian. Nyet

pravda?

Music Master
A third $9.95 cassette from Instant

Software is Music Master, which contains

a quartet of programs that will run on the

I6K Model-1 Level-II or Model-Ill TRS-
80.

Micro Organ provides four octaves and
three voices. The second display shows
which keys go with which notes and which
keys control which octaves and voices.

(See Figures I and 2.)

Figure I.
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Locked-up
Software.

AlphaPlot
Hi-RfiB Graphics Text UtlUty
by Bert Kersey A* Jack Caaaldy
Here are Just a few of Alpha Hot's easy-to-use features
Compare price tf functions with others on the market—

HZ-RB8 DRAWIWO: Create pictures and charts
with text, on both pages of memory; all images are
appandable to your programs. Optional Xdraw cursor
(see lines before you draw ) Color mixes and Reverse
( opposite of background ) Circles, Boxes, and Ellipses,

filled or outlined Store hires In 1 3 disk apace. Redraw
any portion of your picture on either hires screen Also
superimpose Imagw and convert hi res to lores and
back for fascinating colorful abstracts'

Beautiful upper e> lower ease with
descenders (no hardware required). Color or reverse
characters posiuonable anywhere ( no vtab/ htab restric-

tions). Attractive proportional spacing with adjustable
height, leading (line spacing), and kerning (letter

spacing ) Mulu -directional typing too for charts!

O Alpha Plot on Disk ( 48K min.

)

O Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book *«.

G Peaks, Pokes & Pointers Chart
$3980
• 1 90 SHIPPING

All DlSkS InClade: Our famous

niU * fOKM Wail Chart, an indispensable tool.

AND a different Beetle Bros Ami TIF BOOK—
each one a gold mine of tips and Juicy Apple Info.

Beagle Bros Apple Utilities

are BACKUPABLE, LBTABLE,
CUSTOMIZABLE and fully

compatible with normal DOS.

UtilityCity
21 Useful Utilities on One Disk
by Bert Kersey
21 programming aids that you can list, customize and
back-up List Formatter makes properly spaced and In
dented listings with printer page breaks; each statement
on a new line with u then s and loops called out; a great
de-bugger' Catalog In multiple-columns and any page-
width to printer or screen Automatically post run
number and last-used DATE in your programs Write
Invisible functioning commands into your listings

Access program lines m memory for garbage repair and
"illegal alteration Quickly alphabetize and store Info on
disk. Run any program while another stays in memory
Renumber to 66636 Save Inverse, trick and Invisible
file nanus. Convert decimal to hex tYbinary. or INT to FT
Append programs. Dump text to printer ... and MORE!

disk 1 46K min )

O Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book *3
O Peeks, Pokes e> Pointers Chart

DOS BOSS
DISK COMMAND EDITOR
by Bert Kersey 6* Jack Cajwidy
A classic utility you will ENJOY! Rename commands: For
example. "Catalog" can be "CAT" or anything you want!
Save protect your program* A

-hi produce a < beep 1

> NOT COPYABLE " message
UST-protactkm too and one- key program selection from
catalog. Catalog customlzer Changs Disk Volume
mssasgs to your title. Omit or alter file codes Rewrite
error messages "Syntax Error" can be "Oops!" or "Disk
F"uir can be ' Burp' or anything' Fascinating educational
documentation Included, Hours of good reading 1

Any or all changes may be appended to your
programs, so that anyone using your disks

I booted or not | on any Apple will be
formatting DOS the way YOU designed It.

Do. Bom .. .- .^Kor46K)
Apple Tip Book *a

Peaks, Pokes 6> Pointers Chart

$2980 I i

$24oo

Visit Your Apple Dealer.
Most Apple Dealers carry our software If yours

doesn't, he can get it for you within just a few
days through BIAOLI 110S : SOTTSIL.

OR Order by Phone:-i
24-HourTOLIjFILEIS Ord.r Desk

Visa, MasterCard or COD" Orders, call:

Nationwide: 800-884-8003 ext.827

California: 800-888-1800 ext.827

Alaska Hawaii. 800-884-8688 ext.827

Or Mail us a check:

*™ Appleae*^
SSSS Mechanic
MULTIPLE-UTILITY DISK *m *>oe ..*2980

CIRCLE 1 1 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

[ : Alpha Plot '39.80

1 1 Dos Boss '24.00

U Utility City '29.80

[ 1 Applt Mechanic '89.80

Add $1.50 shipping* (toy size ordar)

and 9% tax if California KAIL TO

«»""» BROS, Dept.C
431B Sierra Vista
San Diego, Ca 98103
Pfeaaa add it stuppinf outada US Canada

l\ y4 COLOR COmPUTEl
\A ^aJa/ COMPUVOICE TRS-80 MADNESS C THE

^>paskvHkjj *^^^J ^^^ Give your computer a voice of its own build MINOTAGR
'^^tj||Sr **•«* 'nto vour BASIC programs This machine T|w^ «,«,„,„,,. ^^ availahle |„, , hl

flKjl language program is a must for vour library no compute. Oyer 200 room,. 6 creatures 8 magic S/"1~""^'WTO! hardware modifK-al.on needed 544 95
sr^lls loads of treasures Written ,n machim /I J-

lass". •IXIfrg.M, *oRY language, extended Basrc not required siqa-i/l

RAMCHARGER . w ,lh Kngcjaqe games
32K UPGRADE .

.' iiSSSSJ 14 '95 ^^ If/lK fWring Or Mcxlitr. __ ., *.~. «,- ^^u% Hi V»jV.\- m* ^J
•Fit, I,,,,.... CompuW, • PACKET MAN $21 ??

st**-^ I

• I7QQ*. Gobble your way through the maze while

ColOr InVaderS avoiding the munches I 11

J„Ĵ t £i*T*Zr ~~~~ ——^ - Complete with high resolution graphks and X %->l^ A\
^tTCp" ^SsSFayg^.^ _ _^ - - SOUnd iiSwiw J

Space War ^rt^^p-^^cC^ ~ • croid $ 1 2 .95 J?^\^ .*»i
T1^ fc- Eliza type artificial intelligence game J\ 4 y ll\.

^
MPsbsbsbsbSbbsYV

• The Best Games Available THE FACTS .
SOGNDSOGRCE• 1 ne oest <james AvanaDie Slor, musk: OI voi„ from 8 casM.„e ,ap, jn ,ne

• High Resolution Graphics A " laM " complete description ol computer and display it on the TV screen a_^ v
the "guts" of the Color Computer Shorten it. lengthen it. modify it and replay it

• Fast. Machine Language Specs on all the ICs. complete through the TV's sound system Build and test

. r , D . k, . r» schematics, theory of operation your own sounds for games No hardware mods y• Ext. Basic Not Required and p,oglamm , n(J r ,a^ nawM

rSSSatST •- cmunES — SPECTRAL I

EXTENDED BASIC GAMES • EDITOR/ASSEMBLER $34.95 A QCOP I ATCC
• LOTHAR'S LABYRINTH) ^T^ • SUpE* MONITOR 1 9.95 MDUUIM I CD
Word Search Puzzle it/ * EPR°M PROGRAMMER 89.95 143 HARVARD AVE.

• BATTLEFLEET
(Program your own ROMs for the ROM PAC port) Tacoma. Washington 98466

Battleship Search Game (one or *^M^*Tape$ into*.'**^£P WRITE F0R COMPLETE CATALOG
twn nlauf>r«l ADD 3S FOR SHIPPING SI 00 minimum I

. SF^ACE™DERS
# e!§S^MSh^5S^t- and o^ccS

Galactic trading game "» ,he FACTS (206) 565-8483
Sl4.95/ea. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED VISA R MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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SOFTWARE
FOR YOUR I6K TRS-80
COIOR. MODEL I. Ill

ATARI 400/800, APPLE II

appietrcc"

NOW YOUR COMPUTER
CAN ACT LIKE A
COMPUTER SHOULD!!!
WITH OUR
MAGNETIC
MAGAZINES,
YOUR MICRO
WILL ENTERTAIN,
EDUCATE AND
CHALLENGE YOU.
On ..as\etie or diskette*, you ssil! receive 6-11) programs every

month ranging Irom inn, home ciilenainmeni. and personal

finance, to more ol our unique "ieachiti|i" program*

Our next issue Mill include:

1. MOMl INVENTORY
2. Reversi Board Game with Graphics
3. Generating Music and Sound Effect*

4. Machine Language Programming (I)

5. I tiln> of the Month (II)
You've already missed Mock Markci fcnatyiik, ( oncCfHFMion,
( heckers. Golf, Mftbra «ad GfUaWtlJl I cms and looihall

later issues Mill i in. hide Hackgammon. Chew, all las Vhe
dules. Baseball, and many more So don't let another MMK
pass sou h>' SuhsA-npiion price tor cassette is $?0 per year.

$30 per ' .- year and $10 for a trial issue, (or diskette $75 per
year. $45 per I vcat. and $15 tor a (rial issue

(Baik issues available on request)

THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT
Ullh imr t-nmplele hume Mtountintt sssleni. kerning trvrk »f
sour finance* can be as ran) as PI.

1. Chart or Accounts Maintenance
2. Complete Checkbook Maintenance
3. Tax Deduction Flags

4. Net Worth Statement
5. Income Less K.xpcnse Statement
6. Complete Graph Package ,„,.Ph. *, rum
7. Payments and Appointments Calendar
8. Home Budget Analssis
9. Mailing List

10. Schedule 1040 (Long rorm)
11. Decision Maker
12. Schedule Cj (Income Averaging)

All programs art menu-driven and alio* add change delete.

Mstt. .ill hies and statements can be listed lo screen or primer.
and saved to cassette 01 diskette Ihe COM ot INI (OIOK
•\( ( ol N I \M > I7J lot sassctle and S«l lor diskette I his

package requires 16k euept for the A I AKI 4(1) WMI which re

quires :4k tor cassette and t2k tor diskette I HI (OIOK
\( ( (UN I AN I also somes ssith 4(1 pages ot dticiimeiit.il ion

the
programmer's

program
l>o you know all the innovative *ays of using B.VSIt com
mands 1 Fhe staff ai the Programmer's Institute have designed a
scl of programs explaining everything the manuals omit.
Irtc Programmer's Program leads you step by step through the
lundarnentais of programming your computet Then vou explore
the finer piHnis mttmok too—, winga. Uackt. —me program
mm*. «rtj. urr> , ho.4rwi Iu0c . and memory *»»m . Ajfthcse
meTrkKlsmake your programming tasks easier and nh>re efficient.

Difficult land very useful, programs are created hclore vour eves,
and designed so you team ai your own speed' Ihe Progrw
Program i. a mwI for nm uwnrr of mkrocampm+r.

($50. m-
Order both 111* PT.-grmmmer s Program and I »«»'•
bun. and Ihr total com is oajy $75 ravartlr , $100 dhartte . If

you order mm. you hI mrnr a roolball Program and
tomputm/rd IHephone Iarreton ABM)U IKM HW.
wttll —> $75 order. So don't wait . .^Jr*rr today!

THE PROGRAMMER'S INSTITUTE
^^^^^ A V ulurrnuuse ( ompansV I'd H,n lim llrri A»^^^ ( hapel Hill. N ( :'M(

IMIVI4KM 2ISIX Ml 4 Visa Welcomem Name

If
Address

(lis St

Programmer's Program

Color Accountant

lypeol ( omputer

Yew Subscription

' I Yew Subicnpuon

TnaJ Ksue

( avsette I *sketle

ATARI. IKSJKI. and APPLE are trademarks ol the Alwi.
landy. and Apple Com. lire Programmer's Program. I Kl .

Appletree. Magatari. and live (ok* Accountant are trademarks
ol the Programmer's Institute

•All sollssareasailahlc on cassette lor A I AKI 4111 Mil. APPI I

II I . MODI I I. III. ( Ol OR on diskette lor ATARI 4UI sn.
| APPI I II . MODI I III

TRS-80, continued...

The keys sound, as you play them,

through your cassette recorder speaker

or an external amplifier/speaker
combination. The three voices don't sound
at all like the instruments whose names
they bear, but more like the trumpet,

trombone and flute voices, respectively,

of an inexpensive electronic organ. Which
in this case isn't bad at all.

Figure 2.

computers at considerably less than the

prices listed in the Radio Shack catalogs.

The 32K Model III with RS-232C inter-

face and two disk drives, which lists at

$2495, is advertised variously at $2059.

$2100, and $2049.

A 16K Color Computer with Extended
Basic, which lists for $599, is available at

$459, $495, and $455.

Octaves:

A - Lowest ( 1 Voice)

B - Middle C (3 Voices)

C - Highest (3 Voices)

Voices:

Z-Organ
X-Harpsichord
C-Piano

Kaleidopy is a combination kaleidoscope

and player piano. The computer displays

a four-way kaleidoscope graphics pattern

and then "plays" that pattern, which sounds
somewhat like the random "beep-boop-
bop" of space movie robots.

You can change the pattern (and the

sound too) either by the menu choices

you make, or by rewriting certain lines in

the Basic program. The brief booklet also

shows how to change the machine language

subroutine that creates the sound.
Composer permits generating somewhat

random music "in any of fifteen different

scales and three tempos," according to

the leaflet, which also shows how to alter

the machine language sound routine.

Interesting, but don't play it very long

around computerphobes or Mozart
lovers.

Keymania is a game for up to four

people very much like the hand-held game
that challenges you to remember and repeat

a short random tune played by the

computer.
Three parameters can be controlled:

level of difficulty (selects from 4, 8, or 13

notes): duration of sound (from short to

long, with five choices): and interval

between notes (from short to long, 1 to

5).

The computer asks how many people
are playing, how many notes (from 10 to

50) are to be played each round, and
whether you want the notes printed out

as you press the keys while trying to

duplicate the tune played previously.

Although Kaleidopy and Composer are

mainly of interest to computer music buffs,

and Micro Organ can be enjoyed by almost
anyone. Keymania is not only a fascinating

game, but can be used for ear-training in

teaching music. The computer repeats

the group of notes until you press the

right keys.

Cheaper TRS-80 Computers
You've probably noticed those ads, in

Creative Computing and other personal
computer publications, offering TRS-80

No. they're not Radio Shack stores, these

places in small towns in Massachusetts.

Michigan, Georgia and elsewhere that

advertise these cut-rate prices. That is,

they are not owned by the Fort Worth-
based company. They are franchised
dealers in towns that Radio Shack considers

too small to support a regular Radio Shack
store. There seem to be about two "dealer

and franchise locations in the USA" for

every three "USA company stores."

Some Radio Shack catalogs carry a
"Radio Shack USA Store/Dealer
Directory," with an asterisk beside about
20 to 90 percent of the town names,
depending on whether the state is California

or Arkansas, for example. The asterisk

refers to a line at the bottom of the page:

"A Radio Shack Authorized Dealer is

located in This Town - May Not Stock
Every Item in This Catalog."

Just below is another line: "Retail Prices

in this Catalog May Vary at Individual

Stores and Dealers." I presume, perhaps
wrongly, that all Radio Shack-owned stores

charge catalog prices, whereas the dealers

set their own prices.

What brand is that soft drink?"
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A Radio Shack dealer, if he sells mail

order only, may decide to sell only Radio
Shack products. If he has a store, he

usually sells Radio Shack products along

with non-Radio Shack items, such as hi-fi

equipment, or even nuts-and-bolts

hardware. Look again at the ads, and
you'll see that the cut-rate advertisers are

all in small towns, such as Littleton. MA;
Milford. NH; Perry. MI; or Cairo. GA.
A Radio Shack company-owned store

isn't supposed to sell you a TRS-80 at less

than catalog price, or the manager is in

trouble, as I understand it. But a franchised

Radio Shack dealer, sometimes called a

"Radio Shack authorized dealer." can sell

a TRS-80 for any price he chooses, even

for less than it cost him.

A franchised Radio Shack dealer, located

in a small town in Georgia or New England

or wherever, and selling mail order, has

lower expenses, and can probably make
more profit selling a TRS-80 PC-2 at $240

or whatever, than most large Radio Shack

stores can at $280.

"Radio Shack prices are reasonable."

says an observer of the personal computing

scene. "There's another reason why mail

order prices are low; they tell you to go

to the manufacturer if you have a problem

with your TRS-80 during the warranty

period."

One way a franchised dealer can make
even more profit is. for example, to install

cheaper, non-Radio Shack disk drives in

the Model III. or to sell you the drive kits

and let you do the installation. The dealer

will have to service such a machine, as

Radio Shack won't. If you have a problem
with the keyboard of such a Model III.

and take it to a Radio Shack Computer
Center, they can refuse to service the

keyboard until the "foreign" drives are

removed.
If you doubt this, read the service policy

at the back of the Model III manual: "If

any Radio Shack computer equipment
has been modified so that it is not within

manufacturer's specifications, including,

but not limited to, the installation of any
non-Radio Shack parts, components, or

replacement boards, then Radio Shack
reserves the right to refuse to service the

equipment, void any remaining warranty,

remove and replace any non-Radio Shack
part found in the equipment, and perform

whatever modifications are necessary to

return the equipment to original factory

manufacturer's specifications."

A call to Mark Daniels, president of

Computer Discount of America, in West
Milford, NJ, brought out this information:

If you buy a TRS-80 from CDA and it

needs fixing, you "take it to any Radio

Shack store." This includes a Model III

with disk drives, because CDA sells the

JII with Radio Shack drives. If you buy a
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The Software Specialists"

Introduce....

A MEW
ARCADE'
GAME

FOR THE

ATARI*
• COMPUTER"

ruMULk
iTWMHLk
FEATURING PLAYER MISSILE,

' ' MIXED MODE AND TEXT MODE
GRAPHICS. AND SOUNO. FOR 1 OR 2 PLAYERS
USES JOYSTICKS 24K CASSETTE '19.95

32K DISKETTE '24.95

OW SOFTVMW E GUMMTIH) INISIK VMMr. I »
fKOUM EVER IMS TO WW MOTI HtWAO II FREEI

Cal m wriM lar • oiali| •(« pnraa mi mumiWn
eta AitK $»»'' m ithtnn l« Mm Alan'

CimpMr. GaM>. Ut*ti>> mi Cmtm PmniiiiiM nmlmh

jj/j~j>a>jjj7 WMjxurj'Ma $*>,
28 ORCHID ROAD

LEVITTOWN, N.Y. 11756 • 1516) 796-1212
MM HI 1 1H iPM'SHTIHM S P M lUSTHW 1MB

kU 12 50 tkwomg • »»••< IX mi
aMts a*J uln In COO. ifc.pm.nt aWI
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.•]:-»MEM(
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137

for prices and information Dealer

inquiries invited and COD's
accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill FJlvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Cal call

(800)592-5935 or

805)543-1037
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
For the ATARI 400/800 Computers
WORD SEARCH PUZZLE MAKER -Make word
search puzzles with your words or ours and an 80-

column printer 24K Cassette: $19.95 24K Disk:

$24.95

MATHFAKS — Reviews simple math facts in the tour

arithmetic operations Uses colorand sound Connects

to an optional printer or Votrax Type-N-Talk 16/24K
Cassette $19.95 24/32K Disk: $24.95

CONCENTRATION
The concentration program will be available in Novem-

ber or December.

ELECTRONIC GRADE BOOK — The teacher's aid

tor grade reporting Includes weighted scores, letter

and number grades, and several methods ol reporting

grades Disk version has more advanced routines.

S49.95 ee. 32K for Tape; 40K for disk.

All programs come with a manual Disk versions

come with AUTORUN SYS tile

Please add $2 postage and handling per order

Michigan residents add 4% sales tax

Computer's Voice
2370 Ella Dr -Dept 130

Flint. Ml 48504
(3131-238-5585

CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Make Your Dreams
Come True With
Computer Shopper
Now you can expand your system or

get a new one at prices you had never

dreamed possible by taking advantage
of the thousands of bargains each
month in COMPUTER SHOPPER.
COMPUTER SHOPPER is THE

publication for buying, selling and
trading new and used micro and mini-

computer equipment, accessories and
software.
• Buy, Sell or Trade
• Over 60 Big (11" x 14") pages
• Over 20,000 readers nationwide
• Classified ad only 12c a word
• Hundreds of ads from individuals

• Money back guarantee

New subscribers are entitled to a FREE
50 word classified ad to use for soft-

ware or used equipment plus a FREE
ISSUE all for the low subscription price

of ONLY $10.00.

SAVE OVER 50% OFF the single copy
price of $1.50, Add it up:

12 issues @ $1.50 $18.00

One free issue $1.50

Free 50 word classified ad$5 00

TOTAL VALUE $24.50

NOW ONLY $10.00. You save $14.50.

6 month trial. '6- Call Toll Free MC &
VISA 800-327-9920

camnureR shoppbr
P.O. Box F3I3 • Titusville. FL 32780

305-269-3211

Yes. I want to save money with Computer
Shopper Dim not 100% satisfied with my
first issue my money will be refunded in full

and I get to keep the first issue FREE

1 yr (3rd class) $10 00

I am a new subscriber - send me a

certificate for a free classified ad

ADDRESS.

—
OFFER EXPIRES 9/31 /8? |
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— Professional —

REAL ESTATE SOFTWARE
lo» AFFIX. THS tO ft CFM SYSTEMS

• PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: SSTS

• MKMH M#*t • T*i EaaMHM fcaf*rt

• toM LMt Chjtft • frwtt CMckt

• Hat** ft*4 Cfttchl • PrNris fcac*a).«

• PROPERTY UST1NGS COMPARABLES: $325

KMEIN IT —at* • Mji/Mm Pnct

• UMt/ZaM/CKf
• 1} Nt«>/LitM« - Mat Pnca/lK*M
• 1000 l«h^/fci* • Mai Pnca/t*. ft*

• LMMf Mama F«M • Mm CmMmm

• REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS MODULES: »S0 Mod ul.

• Hmm ftucktM • Tu OtMrrM EiclUftfa

• Ikmn •»•» Am*tm • AM Law fautyut

Pratwtr latti • laa* AawrluataM

• CamtuKha* Ctat/PraM • Daa*acttt»a/ACRS huh/in

• WORD PROCESSOR - MAGIC WAND: $2$5

Cal Haaiiaaii »m 1% Sana In

Surtt E. 1 1 16-Blh Slrtot Manhattan Baach CA 90266
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\ferbatim
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited. COD. and
charge cards accepted.

K«'

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Cal call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037

CIRCLE 204 ON READEmmCE CARD

- 1982 ELECTRONIC -

EXPERIMENTERS
HANDBOOK

Here's a must for any do-it-yourself electron-

ics buff-our new plan-filled guide to practi-

cal, fun projects you can build yourself, from
video enhancers to ultrasonic sound detec-

tors. Over 30 projects in all—order your copy
now!

TO ORDER, send $3.95 ($2.95* plus $1.00
post. & hand.-$5.00 outside ISA) to:

Electronic Experimenter's Handbook
P.O. Box 340. Broomall. PA 19008

•RcNKk-ntN.it ( \ ( <> IK II IL. MA. ML MO. NJ. NY
M.nc OH.SC.TN ittJ v I add .tpplkjblc njIcn i.h

TRS-80, continued..

.

TRS-80 with non-Radio Shack drives, says

Daniels, you must return it to the place

from which you bought it if you have
problems, because Radio Shack won't

service it.

This manifesto was expressed in the

Sept. 1981 TRS-80 Microcomputer News,
in an article by Jon Shirley, vice president

of computer merchandising at Radio Shack,

who said, in part. "Let's face it. mail order

houses do not have local service if they

have any at all. They offer a warranty,

but to take advantage of it you must ship

what you bought back to them. With a

Model III disk drive kit. what do you
send, the kits you just installed or the

entire Model III? It's this lack of convenient

service and retail store space that gives

them the low overhead and low prices.

Or in other words, you get about what

you paid for. So caveat emptor." which
means let the buyer beware."

What are the advantages of buying from
a franchised dealer? Lower prices, says

Daniels, plus "you avoid the state tax. if

you buy from out-of-state."

One item that adds to the overhead of

a company owned store is the commission
that salemen get. says Daniels. A mail

order dealer pays no commission, thus

increasing his profit.

Note that Radio Shack makes the same
profit whether, for example, a PC-2 is

sold by a dealer for $240 or by a company
owned store for $280. Also, it's easier for

Radio Shack to ship twenty TRS-80 com-
puters to a dealer than two or three to a

company-owned Radio Shack store: this

seems to be the usual ratio, according to

Daniels.

Sharp Pocket Computer Manuals
The 124-page 26-3501 manual that comes

with the Radio Shack PC-1 Pocket Com-
puter (now $159.95. in the RSC-7 catalog)

is written too compactly for most beginners,

and is best suited for those with previous

programming experience.

The six "Sample User's Programs" make
a curiously eclectic mix: biorhythm. guess-

a-number game, series-circuit impedance,
days between dates, random numbers, and
normal distribution and percentile. So
Radio Shack brought out a $1.95 book of
"50 ready-to-run programs in Pocket Basic.

Business, education, and home applica-

tions." Not having seen this book. I can't

comment on the programs or the mix.

However. I have seen the three books
that come with the PC-121 1 Pocket Com-
puter from Sharp Electronics Corp. The
PC-121 1 is the same as the PC-1; Sharp
makes both: the only difference is the

labels.

The 46-page "Beginner's Textbook for

Basic" provides the ABC's of Basic, and
has a total of two dozen exercises at the

end of three chapters, with solutions. This

book is quite simple, with only one flow-

chart and nothing more complex than a

one-dimensional array.

The 101-page "Instruction Manual" has

many pages that are very much like those

in the Radio Shack manual, and in general

contains just about the same information,

but without the six sample programs.

These six. and 128 more, are contained

in the 307-page "Applications Manual."

which divides the programs into ten groups:

mathematics (simultaneous equations,

eigenvalue, etc.). statistics (Poisson distri-

bution, exponential regression), surveying

(stadia calculation, closed and fixed tra-

verse), civil engineering (stress, ridge

deflection), electronics (series-circuit im-

pedance, self-inductance), more civil

engineering (velocity of flow, bending
stress), mathematics (points of intersection

of two circles, circle tangent to two lines),

financial) present value of annuity, depreci-

ation), chemical engineering (viscosity

index, heat conduction), and games
(cannon shot, treasure hunt). These are

all presented in the same compact format

as the six sample programs.

The manual for the TRS-80 Pocket
Computer has been edited by someone
with a more fluent and colloquial knowl-

edge of English than whoever translated

the Sharp PC-121 1 Instruction Manual
from the Japanese. Perhaps someone in

Fort Worth reworked the Sharp manual
into a lighter, more conversational style.

The PC-121 1 manual has some odd-sound-

ing or stilted phrases, such as "in case of a

number beyond above range" and "be
sure to have occasional cleaning of the

recording head." However, the translation

is excellent most of the time.

All four manuals are printed in Japan,

on paper and with typefaces and layouts

that look a little odd to Western eyes.

Which is not to detract from their being

quite good— for the experienced computer
user.

The three Sharp manuals are available

at some Sharp dealers, at prices set by the

individual dealer. The Sharp PC-121 1 was
available in the spring, from some New
York dealers, for $139.95. For $254.95.

they were also offering the Sharp PC-
1500. identical with the PC-2 that Radio
Shack offers for $279.95 in the RSC-7
catalog. As for what manuals accompany
the PC- 1500 and PC-2. 1 haven't seen them
yet.

Short Program #31 : Screen Saver
From Lowell. IN. Jim Peterson sent

this:

"1 am writing in reference to the Storing

Graphics subroutine by W.A. Fronek in

the Jan. 1982 Creative (p. 178). While this

program will work. I have a faster routine.
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which uses less memory (dimensioning
one array instead of two), and will save
any alphanumeric characters as well as
graphics.

Figure 3.

5000 DIM P(1024>
5010 Z-l
5020 FOR A- 15360 TO 16383
5030 IF PEEK<A>»32 OR PEEK<A>*128

THEN 30*0 ELSE P<Z)»PEEK< A)

:

COTO 5060
50*0 IF PEEK(A+1)=32 OR

PEEK(A*1)«128 THEN 5070
5050 P<Z)«=A+1
5060 7=Z+1
5070 NEXT A

5100 CLS: INPUT 'PRESS ENTER TO
DUPLICATE SCREEN'S A*

5200 P=15360
5210 FOR A=l TO Z-l
5220 IF P(A)<192 THEN POKE PtP(A)!

P-P+i: COTO 52*0
5230 P-P<A>
5240 NEXT A

"Purpose: This subroutine will save

anything displayed on the screen. The
codes for characters and graphics are

transferred from video memory to the P
array. Duplication is very fast when much
of the screen is blank. The more the screen

is filled, the slower the duplication. Saving

of the screen generally takes about 30
seconds.

"Function: Scans video memory and
stores the codes in the P array. Blank

screen space is stored merely as the last

blank location. When the duplication

routine (5200-5240) finds a number in P
larger than 255 (highest possible code in

memory), it skips down to this location

and continues with duplication. Unless

every screen location is full, P will not be

filled.

"This routine can be used with any of

the saving routines shown with Fronek's

program. Simply write Z and the P array

to tape."

If you use Jim's routine, don't forget to

add

135 B$=INKEY$: IF B$=" "

THEN 140 ELSE 5000

if using the first wandering-pixel program
(in the Jan. 1982 column), in which 130 is

the SET line and 140 is the following line.

Actually, this INKEY line can be inserted

almost anywhere in the program, but

somehow it seems to fit best, logically,

after the SET line that puts a pixel on the

screen.

CCGGP
"Human history becomes more and more
a race between education and catas-

trophe.
"

H.G. Wells

s S
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ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN
We II match any advertised price on any
item that we carry And if you find a lower
price on what you bought within 30 days of

buying it. just show us the ad and we'll

refund the difference

Its that simple

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE'
Medical! PAS-3) $849'$40
Dental (PAS-3) (849/(40
ASYST DESIGN*
Prof Time Accounting (549/(40
General Subroutine $269 $40
Application Utilities $439 $40

COMPLETE BUS SYSTEMS*
•Creator (199/(25
'Reporter $129/120
* Both (299/(45

COMPUTER CONTROL

'

•Fabs IB-tree) $1 19/(20
UltraSortll $119/$25

COMPUTER PATHWAYS'
Pearl (level 1) S 99/$25
Pearl (level 2) $299/(40
Pearl (level 3) (549/(50

DIGITAL RESEARCH*
CP/M 2 2

NorthStar $149/(25
TRS-80 Model II

IP+T) (159/(35
Micropolis (169/(25

PL/l-80 (459/(35
BT-SO (179/(30
Mac ( 85/(15
Sid ( «S/(1S
Z-Sid ( 90/(15
Tex ( 90/(15
DeSpool ( 50/(10
CB-SO (459/(35
CBasic-2 ( 98/(20

DMA
Ascom (149/(15
Formula (539/(45
GRAHAM-DORIAN*
General Ledger (729/(40
Acct Receivable (729/(40
Acct Payable (729/(40
Job Coating (729/(40
Payroll II (729/(40
Inventory II (729/(40
Payroll (493/(40
Inventory (493/(40
Cash Register (493/(40
Apartment Mgt (493/(40

MICRO AP'
S-Basic (269/(25
Selector IV (295/(35
Selector V (495/(50

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS'

Combine our price protection with the
availability of full professional support and
our automatic update service and you have
the Ultimate Software Plan

It's a convenient, uncomplicated, logical
way to get your software

s (New items or new prices)
* Special price of the month.
CP/M users
specify disk systems and formats Most formats available

ORGANIC SOFTWARE'
TexIWriter III (111/(25
DateBook II

Milestone
(269/(25
$?69 $30

OSBORNE*
General Ledger
Acct Rec. Acct Pay
Payroll w/Cost
All 3
All 3 CBASIC-2
Enhanced Osborne

PEACHTREE"
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Payroll
Inventory
Surveyor
Property Mgt
CPA Client Write-up
P5 Version
MagiCalc
Other

SOFTWARE WORKS'
•Adapt (COOS to CP/M)
•Rattor

SOHO GROUP-
' MatchMaker
•Worksheet

$ 59/$20
( 59/(20
( 59/(20
(129/(60
(199/(75
(269/(60

(399/(40
(399/(40
(399/(40
(399/(40
(399/(40
(399/(40
(799/(40
(799/(40
Add (129
(269/(25
ipss m
( 49/(na
( 68/(na

WORD PROCESSING
WordSearch (179/(50
SpellGuard (229/(25
VTS/80 (259/(65
Magic Wand (289/(45
Magic Spell (269/(25
Spell Binder (349/(45MM (49S/(na
The Word ( 65/(na

( 89/(20
(159/(20

STAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
* G/L. A/R. A/R Pay ( 359
^ All 4 (1129
-- Legal Time A Billing ( 849
s Property Mngmt ( 849

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS*
Business Packages.
Call lor Price

SORCIM-
SuperCaic (269/(na
Trans 86 (115
Act (157
SUPERSOFT*
Diagnostic 1 ( 49/(20
Diagnostic II ( 84/(20
Disk Doctor ( 84/(20
Forth (8080 or Z80) (149/(30
Fortran (219/(30
Fortran w/Ratfor (289/(35
C Compiler (174/(20
Star Edit (189/(30

HDBS
MDBS
DRS or ORS or RTL
MDBS PKG
MICROPRO'
WordStar
Customization Notes
Mail-Merge

(269/(35
(795/(40
(269/(10

(1295/(60

(319/(60
(429/(na
(109/(25

WordStar Mail-Merge (419/(85
DataStar (249/(60
WordMaster (119/(40
SuperSort I (199/(40
Spell Star (175/(40
CalcStar (259/(na

MICROSOFT*
Basic-80 (298
Basic Compiler (329
Fortran-80 (349
Cobol-80 (629
M-Sort (175
Macro-80 (144
Edit-80 ( 84
MuSimo/MuMath (224
MuLrsp-80 ( 1 74
Multi Plan Call
Manager Series Call

Other

TCS*
GL or AR or AP or Pay
All 4
Compiled each
Inventory

UNICORN'
Mince
Scribble
Both

WHITESMITHS'
C Compiler
Pascal unci C )

PASCAL
Pascal/MT + Pkg
Compiler
SpProa
Pascal Z
Pascal/UCSD 4
Pascal/

M

DATA BASE
FMS-80
dBASE II

Condor II

less 10%

( 79/(25
(269/(99
( 99/(25
( 99/(25

(149/(25
(149/(25
(249/(50

(600/(30
(850/(45

(429/(30
(315
(175
(349/(30
(670/(50
(355/(20

(649/(45
(595/(50
(699/(50

OTHER GOODIES
Micro Plan (4!9/(na
Plan 80 (269/(30
Target (189/(30
BSTAM (149 (na
BSTMS $!49/$na
Tiny C ( 89/(50
Tiny C Compiler (229/(50
Nevada Cobol (1:9/(25
MicroStat (224/(25
Vedit (130/(15
MimModel (449/(50
StatPak (449/(40
Micro B« (229/(20
Raid (224/(35
String/80 ( 84/(20
String/80 (source) (279/(na
ISIS CP/M Utility (199/(50
Lynx (199/(20
Supervyl ( 95/(na
CP/M Power ( 75/(na
Maine Magic ( 95/(na

INFO UNLIMITED-
^EasyWriter (Prof) (159
•TJatadex (129
^EasyMailer IProl) ( 1 29
Other less 15%

MICROSOFT'
Soltcard ( Z-80 CP/M ) $298
Fortran ( 1 79
Cobol (499
Tasc (139

MICROPRO'
Wordstar (269
MailMerge ( 99
Wordstar/MailMerge (349
SuperSort I (159
Spellstar (129

PERSONAL SOFTWARE/
VISICORP*

e-Visicalc33 (199
^Desktop/Plan II (199
Visiterm ( 90

•'Vrtidex (199
Vmplol (180

•"Visitrend/Visiplol (259
^Visil.le (169

PEACHTREE'
G/L. A/R. A/P Pay or
Inventory leach) (224/(40

OTHER GOODIES
•VU »3R

(usew/Vmcalc) ( 49
'Context Connector

(usew/Visicaic) ( 99
Micro Courier (219
Super-Text II (127
Data Factory (134
DB Master (184

16-BIT SOFTWARE
OM SOFTWARE

s Supercalc
Call lor others

(269

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1-800-854-2003 ext 823 • Calif 1-800-522-1500 ext 823

Outside Continental U S -add $10 plus Air Parcel Post • Add $3 50 postage and handling per each item
• California residents add 8% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks. CO D S3 00 extra • Prices subiect to change
without notice All items subiect to availability • It - Mfgs Trademark Blue Label (3 CO additional per item

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave Suite 309 • Los Angeles. Ca 90028 • (213) 837-5141
lot I TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA • USA TELEX 194434 (Attn 499-0446)

TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn 499-0446)
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The comments and opinions of the

author are given for educational pur-

poses only and are not meant to be
legal advice. Specific legal questions

should be referred to your personal

attorney.

Politics and Patentable Programs
In the January Software Legal h'orum. it

was announced that the Patent and
Trademark Office (PIO) had capitulated

in its fifteen-year general opposition to the

patentabilit) of computer programs.
Simply stated, the PIO decided to issue

formal guidelines to its corps ol examiners
on what type of computer programs were

patentahle.

Because the P I O's previous vociferous

opposition seemed to have political

overtones, it must be speculated that the

present Reagan administration with its

new Commissioner of Patents and Trade-

marks, (ierald Mossinghofl. had a great

deal to do with this ama/ing reversal ol

policy.

However, this month's Korum is to be

neither a political nor a historical

Harold NovtCk. Patent Attorney.

Arlington. VA 22202
aiMin and lavlor.

Harold Novick

commentary. Nor will it be a rehash ol

previous discussions of patent law. Rather,

we will discuss the new P I O guidelines and

the \iew today tor the application of those

guidelines to the criteria for making
business decisions.

The question of whether computer
programs were patentable subject matter

or unpatentable algorithms an unpatent-

able tool of science, if you will was last

addressed by the Supreme Court ol the

United States in the case ol Diamond,
(Onmi'r of Pat. anil Trademarks v. Diehr.

209 U.S. P.Q. 1 (1981).

In what seems to be simply a change of

mind, the Court through five of the nine

justices held that the patent claim under
consideration was "drawn to an industrial

process for the molding of rubber

products" (patentable) and was not
"seeking patent protection for (a mathe-
matical) formula in the abstract"

(unpatentable). Diehr. 209 U.S.P.Q. at 10.

This holding was made in the face ol a

stinging dissenting opinion written for the

remaining four justices by Justice Stevens.

the author of the previous Supreme Court
Case, Parker. Acting CommY of Pat. and

Trademark*, v. I look. 4.17 U.S. 5X4. (98

I SPQ. 19.1 (1978).

Hook held, according to Justice

Stevens, that "unpatentable subject matter

was not limited . . . to claims which wholly

pre-empted an algorithm . .
."; and that an

improved method ol calculation, even

when employed as part of a physical

process. is not patentable subject

matter . .

." Diehr. 209 U.S. P.O. at 15.

In spite ol the closeness ol the decision

(and the fact that one of the Justices voting

in favor of the patent. Justice Potter

Stewart, has been replaced by another.

Justice Sandra Day O'Conner). the PIO
has proposed that "claims seeking cover-

age tor a computer program would be non-
statutory . . . only it. when considered as a

whole, the) merely recite a mathematical
algorithm or a method ol calculation."

MPF.P Sec. 2110.

I his proposition, drafted in large part

by Supervisory Primary Examiner Mark
Nussbaum. appears as a new section 21 10

(Patentable Subject Matter-Mathematical

Algorithms or Computer Programs) to

Chapter 2100 (Patentability) of the

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure.

The PIO says that "This Manual is

published to provide Patent and Trade-
mark Office patent examiners, applicants,

attorneys, agents, and representatives of

applicants with a reference work on the

practices and procedures relative to the
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prosecution of patent applications before

the Patent and Trademark Office."
However, the magnitude of this shift in

PTO position can only be realized when
the recent Diehr decision is analyzed and
the extremity of the prior PTO position is

examined. Only two years ago, the PTO
had advocated that computer programs
were unpatentable subject matter. On what
basis you ask? On two different bases, a

legal one and a technical one.

In a legal argument, before its reviewing

court, the PTO said that the Supreme
Court has forbidden patents on algorithms

and that "the word algorithm as applied by

the Supreme Court in [patentable subject

matter] cases is not limited to mathe-
matical algorithms, but extends to the

general meaning of the word which
connotes a stcp-by-step procedure to

arrive at a given result"(cmphasis original)

in re Waller. 205 U.S.P.Q. 397. 405 n.4

(CCPA 1980). This argument was wisely

rejected by the Court on the basis that all

processes are a step-by-step procedure to

arrive at a given result. Thus, such a

definition would preempt all processes

from being patentable subject matter

contrary to the explicit inclusion in the

patent laws of process patents as being

patentable subject matter.

In a technical argument, the PTO has

suggested that (///computer programs are

inherently mathematical and everyone

agrees that you cannot patent a mathe-
matical formula. Ergo, all computer
programs are unpatentable. The PTO
reasoned that all computer programs at

their most fundamental level "must
necessarily be carried out employing the

radix or radices imposed by the archi-

tecture of the computer used, binary,

binarv coded decimal, or the like." Waller.

205 U.S.P.Q. at 403.

Again the PTO's reasoning was wisely

rejected by the Court. "This statement, if

accepted." opined the Court, "would
suffice to remove all computer-arts
inventions from the scope of [patentable

subject matter]. It is itself misleading

because it ignores what the computer is

doing, concentrating instead on how it is

being done ... An overall characterization

of these operations as mathematical is too

broad because in concentrating on the

minutiae, it ignores the whole." Waller.

205 U.S.P.Q. at 408.

Thus, the PTO had its hand slapped

twice by the reviewing Court. In the past,

however, that did not stop it. The PTO
simply appealed those decisions to the

Supreme Court (and won!); limited what
the reviewing Court said to the particular

case and refused to apply that concept

generally; or ignored that Court and relied

on its own interpretation of the decisions

of the higher Supreme Court. But after the

Diehr case, the PTO reversed course. What
did that case say that caused this

July 1982 c Creative Computing

momentous shift?

In the Diehr case, the Supreme Court
concluded only that "a claim drawn to

subject matter otherwise statutory does
not become non-statutory simply because

it uses a mathematical formula, a com-
puter program, or digital computer."
Diehr. 1 09 U.S.P.Q. at 8. Note, the

Supreme Court stated the patentability of

computer programs in the negative. Just

because a computer program was
involved, did not render the invention

unpatentable. This does not say that

computer programs themselves were
patentable. But that is exactly the way the

PTO has interpreted the case.

As readers of this Forum know, this

author has been saying for a long time that

certain pure computer programs should be

patentable subject matter. The difficulty

now, however, is that politics is the only

apparent reason for the complete reversal

of the PTO's position and its complete
acquiescence to the decisions of its

reviewing Court. What Caesar has given.

Caesar can take away.

Furthermore, the Supreme Court is not

beyond a complete reversal of a prior

position based solely on a change in the

membership on the Court. Should Justice

O'Conner side with the majority in Flook,

who were the minority in Diehr. the whole

Pandora's box can be opened again. At
least the PTO will not be opening the box
since it has said that it will not bring the

question to the Supreme Court again for

what would have been a sixth time.

In any event, the position of many has
been vindicated and legalized. It is hoped
that this position can survive infancy.

New Guidelines

This brings us to the second part of this

month's Forum. What are the new PTO
guidelines? But first, a quick review of

some important terms.

One can patent any new and unobvious
invention that is directed at patentable

subject matter. To do so. the invention

must be completely and fully described so

that one of ordinary skill in the area to

which the invention pertains would be able

to make and use the invention.

In addition the particular metes and
bounds, the circumference of the inven-

tion, the Venn universe, must be stated in a

single sentence in the English language.

I his sentence is called a "claim," and that

term has been repeatedly used above.

For example, the computer invention

could be an automated, textual informa-

tion input, storage and retrieval system
accessible by free-form narrative ques-
tions. The claim could then be as follows:

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE IN
AMERICAS MOST PROFITABLE
AND DYNAMIC INDUSTRY IS

BEING OFFERED FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN THIS AREA.
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
WILL PLACE QUALIFIED
INDIVIDUAL IN TURN KEY"
BUSINESS, TRAIN KEY PEOPLE.
PROVIDE INVENTORY.
FINANCE YOUR CUSTOMERS,
AND PAY YOU THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS "UP FRONT" ON
ORDERS WHERE YOUR
CUSTOMERS PAY ONLY ON
FUTURE ENERGY SAVINGS.
EXISTING CUSTOMERS OF OUR
FRANCHISEES READS LIKE
"WHO'S WHO" OF FORTUNE
500.

IF YOU QUALIFY, YOU WILL BE
FLOWN TO LOS ANGELES FOR
A TOUR OF INSTALLATIONS
AND PERSONAL INTERVIEW.
MINIMUM INVESTMENT OF
$40,000 TO $1 00.000. CALL
PRESIDENT AT 1-800-323-6556,
EXT. R-137 OR WRITE: FEDERAL
ENERGY SYSTEMS INC.. SUITE
200, 336 N. FOOTHILL RD.,
BEVERLY HILLS. CALIFORNIA
90210.
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Legal Forum, continued...

"I claim: A process comprising the steps ol

• storing textual information and dividing

it into information units, each unit

having a unique number;
• matching the text using a match criteria

with a plurality of common words

(e.g.. I. was. on):

• compiling and storing a general purpose

synonym directory and for the stored

test a searchonym directory;

• storing and comparing a natural

language question concerning the

stored text with the common words

and saving the mismatched words;

• matching the saved word and its

synonym from the question against

each word and its searchonym from
the text;

• and presenting logical information units

according to a priority criteria thereby

answering the question. (Developed

from the Asija patent 4.270.182 granted

May 26. 1981).

I his claim cannot be fully understood

until each of the words used in it is

understood in light of the complete
description of the invention. However, it

does define what is included in the patent

and what is not. It also indicates what

changes have to be made to the description

of a subsequent invention so that the

subsequent invention can be made, used or

sold without infringing the patent.

In any event, this claim is not directly or

indirectly addressed to a mathematical

algorithm. I he use of a match criterion or

assigning weighted values to an item

should also not transform the claim as

one being directed to a mathematical

algorithm.

Another computer invention, this one
for oil prospecting, isdirected at producing

a cross-sectional geological map depicting

the position and shape of subsurface

formations from sonic wave signals.

One claim essentially called for a system

for converting amplitude-\ersus-time

seismic traces into a number of amplitude-

\ersus-depth traces. The system included

data processing means for producing a

number of sonograms identified and
indexed through respective horizontal

pivot coordinates and a represented

movement: and automated means foi

machine dividing each of said individual

sonograms into a series of segments in

accordance with a seismic velocity func-

tion and for placing, storing and indexing

also in accordance with the seismic velocity

function the series ol segments into a series

of subsurface /onelets. As thus claimed, it

has been conceded that by reciting

indexing and storing in accordance with

the seismic velocity function, a mathe-

matical algorithm has been indirectly

recited. The question: is the claimed

invention patentable?

According to the new PIO guidelines,

the claim must be considered as a whole.

If the claim contains a mathematical

formula, directly or indirectly, implements

that formula in a structure or process

which, when considered as a whole,

transforms or reduces an article to a

different state or thing, then the claim is

directed to patentable subject matter.

However, if the claim is seeking patent

protection for the formula in the abstract,

it would not be directed to patentable

subject matter. It would be unpatentable

even il the formula is limited toa particular

technological environment, such as oil

prospecting.

Similarly, insignificant post-solution

activity that is claimed would not be

enough. Thill resetting an alarm set point

in a computer program that performed a

new mathematical equation useable for

monitoring the rising temperature in a

chemical process is not enough. (This was
the Flook case.)

In the Diehr case, the claimed post-

solution activity was to open automatically

a rubber molding press, a step clearly tied

in with the physical process of rubber

molding: thus, patentable subject matter.

On the other hand, preliminary data

gathering steps with no significant post-

solution activity will not make patentable

that which is not. Such a step would be. lor

example, simplv measuring the tempera-

ture or the time.

However, if the data gathering is

influenced by the mathematical algorithm,

then presumably the subject matter as a

whole would not be merely directed to

solving that equation: hence patentable

subject matter.

What about the prospecting claim set

forth above'.' Patentable subject matter?

Obviously the claimed information system

is for patentable subject matter because no

mathematical equation is involved

On the other hand, one is involved in the

prospecting claim. Nevertheless, this claim

has been held to be lor patentable subject

matter. Here, the claimed invention

converts one physical thing (a seismic time

section) into another physical thing (a

seismic depth section). See In re Sher-

wood. 204 U.S.P.Q. 537 (CC'PA 1980).

Nobody ever said it would be easy.

So, do you rush to the I' I () with a patent

application for your computer program
related invention? The answer is \cs if the

cost lor obtaining a patent (it could easily

exceed $5000) is less than the expected

economic return or the worth of the

computer program. I hus. the computer
program would have to he quite valuable,

capable Of being useable for a long time,

desired by others, and fundamental
enough so that it cannot be easily

circumvented.

But more on the application of the PTO
guidelines later. In all cases, however,good
patenting. D

Bit Pit Chas Andres
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NO RISK' MAILORDER DISCOUNTS
Apple Card* and Hardware
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PVftere Apple Meets Atari For A Good Time
The Sinus Joyport is the most significant input
device tor the Apple computer since the key-
board. Features include:

'Easily accessible sockets for 4 Apple-compati-
ble game paddles or 2 Apple-compatible
joysticks.

'2 sockets for Atari-typejoysticks, the ideal game
controller for many games.

'A switch that selects between Apple game pad-
dles or joysticks and Atari-type joysticks with no
re-wiring required.

'Completely compatible with BASIC. Pascal and
machine language programs and games.

'Atari joysticks require a special software driver.

'Just a few of the games presently compatible
include:All of the new Sirius products , "Destiny"
from Continental Software. "Mouskattack"from
Online. "Dogfight" from Micro Lab and "Horizon
5" from Gebelli Inc

.

'Includes a complete user's manual and a FREE
copy of Computer Foosball. a hot new game for

1 to 4 players.

Sinus and Joyport are trademarks ol Sinus So/(wa/'
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc At,,:

mark ot Alan Inc Sinus is not affiliated with Atari Inc

Sirius Software. Inc. 10364 Rockingham Drive
Sacramento. CA 95827 (916)366-1 195
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nets . . .new products . . . ne
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APPLE-COMPATIBLE
5-1/4" DISK DRIVE

A.M. Electronics Inc. has announced a
5- 1

4" disk drive for Apple computer sys-

tems.

The suggested retail price for the 40-

track disk drive is $395. An 80-track version

is priced at $495.

A.M. Electronics Inc.. 3446 Washtenaw
Ave.. Ann Arbor. MI 48104. (313) 973-

2312.
CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TV STAND

BYTM Systems. Inc. announces Clear

Stand, a TV/Monitor stand for Atari

400/800 and Apple II computers.

The stand is made of clear polished

high-impact acrylic. It holds a TV/Monitor
up to 15" in screen size. $59.95.

BYTM Systems. Inc.. 389 Fifth Ave..

(Suite 400), New York. NY 10016.
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UGHT PEN FOR ATARI
Symtec announces a light pen for the

Atari 400/800 and the VIC-20 home
computers. The pen is programmable and

can activate any software command the

Atari or VIC can handle.

The barrel is stainless steel and has a

touch-ring that sends a signal to the

computer with the touch of a finger or by

tapping a metal clip. $150.

Software Etc.. 20828 Vermander. Mt.

Clemens. MI 48043. (313) 792-3391.
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COMPLETE SYSTEM
ON A SINGLE S-1 00 BOARD

A complete S-100 computer system on
a single S-100 board has been introduced

by Advanced Micro Digital Coporation.

The Super Net board consists of a 64K
bank select dynamic RAM. Z-80A CPU.
2716 1 2K) monitor EPROM. 5 1/4" and 8"

floppy disk controller, two serial and two
parallel interface ports and Z-80A CTC
for real-time interrupts. Full DMA opera-

tion is supported and it meets IEEE-696
specifications and operates under both
CP/M and MP/M. $1125.

Advanced Micro Digital Corp.. 7201

Garden Grove Blvd.. Suite E. Garden
Grove. CA 92641. (7141 891-4004.
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THE PORTABLE
ALPHANUMERIC TERMINAL

The TransTerm 2 is an alphanumeric
keyboard/display terminal intended for

portable and/or remote communication
environments.

The TransTerm 2 consists of a single

line 80-character liquid crystal display and
a 58-key TTY style membrane keyboard
packaged in a 1.75" high by 12.75" wide
by 6.9" deep case.

The unit communicates in full duplex

RS-232 serial asynchronous ASCII with

20 ma current loop or RS-422 available as

options. One of eight baud rates ( 1 10-

9600) can be switch selected as can the

character parity (even/odd/mark/space)
at seven data bits per character.

Computerwise. Inc.. 4006 East 137th
Ten. Grandview. MO 64030. (816) 765-

3330.
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PERSONAL
INFORMATION TERMINALS

A line of personal information terminals,

with prices starting at under $500, has

been introduced by Tymshare. Inc. Called

Scanset, the terminals are designed for

one-button information access by non-

computer professionals.

The Model 410. with automatic com-
puter log-in. sells for $495. The Model
415, with built-in modem, automatic tele-

phone dialer, and automatic computer
log-in, is priced at $649.

Built for flexibility and ease of use. the

terminals feature user programmable
function keys, a 9" diagonal screen with

24 lines of text and 40 or 80-character

line lengths: and limited graphics capabil-

ity.

Up to 12 user-defined tasks can be
assigned to the programmable keys, giving

the user easy access to host computers or

frequently used data bases.

The autodialer feature of the Model
415 can dial up to 36 phone numbers
stored in the terminal memory, automat-
ically connecting the terminal to computers
or data bases.

Tymshare. 20705 Valley Green Dr..

Cupertino, CA 95014. (408) 446-6000.
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US MALA
• r],

J Educational Programs
For Your Per For Only

4 $48
For 8 Issue Subscriptions/,,

/£>
Each MALA" comes to you on '

cassette with 4 brand new pro-

grams to load and run on your
Pet /

camrn*oflTfl
svsTEms. inc.

r II BUH 3Sh
mu runo mtcHtonn 4AQ4?

[ai3] Rfls nm

GAMES FOR YOUR VIC
VIC TREK -HANGMAN
TANK • YAHTZEE
DAMSEL* NAB PLUS
AND MANY MORE

<>•'!/ $7.95 Each

^FREE Program Summaries available

TRS-80* Model III

Hardware &
Software

at discount
prices.
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RADIO SHACK
26 1066 Mod III. 48 K. ? Disk

26-1062 Mod III. 16 K

26 1906 Invasion Force (T)

26 1590 Super Scrips* I Dl

26-1591 Scripset Dictionary (01

26 1569 Mod ill Visicaic IDi

26 1592 Profile III Plus

List Price

2.495 00

999 00

14 95
199 00

149 00

199 00
199 00

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Slat Trek 3 5 IT) 14 95
Space intruders (T) 14 95
Maxi Manager (D) 99 95
Star Fiohtei i T l 24 95

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE
Robot Attack (T| 15 95
Cosmic Fighter (T| 15 95
Attack Force IT) 15 95
Super Nova (T) 15 95

(T) - Cassette Tip* (0) Disk

We represent 20+ mtgrs with 300+ programs Write tot our FREE catalog lor

Mod II. Mod III and Color Computer

COMPUTER HOUSE
P.O. Box 538 Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

OUR PRICE
2.100 00
•49 00

11 95

155 00

111.20

155 00

155 00

11 95

11.96

79 95
1995

12 75

12 75

12.76

12 75

(714) 934-6538
Orders less than $100 00 add St 50 lor postage and handling Over $100 00 shipped Iree

MC S. VISA accepted

"TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp
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COMPUTER STATION'S. . .

. . . Computer Portrait
Subsystem for the

Apple II

COMPUTER STATIONS, INC.
11610 Page Service Dr. St. Louis. Mo. 63141

1-800-325-4019 '£%££
Direct orders will incur $5.00 shipping & handling charge.

Computer Station ha* put it all

together. The portrait subsystem

•Row* Applr II owner* to create

computer portrait* that may be

heal transfer red to create

customized T-thirt*. potter*, and

other novelty Hem*. The portrait

*y*tem I* now available lor fun or

profit.

The Portrait Subsystem require*

a 48K Apple II with Applesoft, one

disk drive, qame paddle*, at least

onr monitor, and either an I pvm
MX-frO printer with graphic* op-

tion, or Centronics 739 printer.

The Mtb*y*lem include* the mean*
for creating the portrait on the

screen by focusing a video camera
on the subject. Two monitor* are

recommended to view the regular

video on one and Ihe digitised im-

age on the other The game pad-

dle* mt* used to control intensity

and contrast so a* to be able to

create interesting elect* at well as

clear portrait*. The composed
digitised picture may be frozen on

the screen at any time to view the

finished result The picture may
also be saved to disk. If desired

The portrait software allows the

digitized picture to be dumped to

the printer by simply pressing ihr

"P~ key lor print. Prior to printing,

the entire image it reverted on the

screen to at to print a "mirror Im-

age" tunable for heat transfer The
printed picture is approximately 9

1 / 2 by 8 inches

The entire portrait subsytlrm in-

clude* the Dlthertizer HTM with

video camera for Input, the Station

MaftlerTM printer Interlace card

with cable, portrait software, and
•tarter supply set including special

ribbon* Suggested retail for the

Portrait Subsystem I* $1175.00

Computer Sutton. Drthertuer It. and

Station Matter arc trademark* of

Computer Stations, Inc. 11610

Page Service Dr St Louis, Mo
63141

Apple II and Applesoft are registered

trademark* of Apple Computer Inc
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New Products, continued...

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Eagle Computer. Inc. announces the

addition of two computer systems featuring

integral hard disk storage to its line of

products for business use.

The Eagle IV offers 7.5 megabytes of

formatted hard disk storage capacity and
the Eagle V provides 15 megabytes of

formatted hard disk storage. The new
models are priced at $8995 and $9995

respectively.

The Eagle products incorporate in a

single enclosure the CPU. keyboard, full

numeric keypad. 12" monitor and floppy

and hard disk drives. User storage in the

two systems is the equivalent of 5 .(XX) and
K).(XX) standard 8.5" x 1

1" pages of type-

written material.

The Eagle systems use the CP/M oper-

ating system.

Eagle Computer. 501 Vandell Way.
Campbell. CA 95008. (408) 379-5004.
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MEDICAL BUSINESS SYSTEM
Computers and Information Manage-

ment. Inc. has a medical business system.

Intern supports clinical records for the

doctor: provides scheduling and patient

data access for the receptionist: handles

billing, general ledger, insurance forms

and claims collection for the bookkeeper
or accountant: and maintains treatment

and medical history information on each

of up to 3000 patients. $15,000.

LCIM. 1377 Route 206, P.O. Box 800.

Rocky Hill. NJ 08553. (609) 924-8640.
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Is it right
Learn about the most exciting micro-

computer product of the year m this

book that describes IBM s amazing
new personal computer

Whether you are a manager
computer professional prospec-

buyer, or programmer, you ,

"d the personal sic ;

cance of IBM s unique product J
s book M

jor you?

OuP Corporation

651SE 82nd Si Suite 110

Indianapolis. IN 46250

Other QUE" books are

Apple II Word Processing
cessmg

,Vord Processing Do You War

Quantity Title

IBM's Personal Computer 6 S14.95

Apple II Word Processing f $19 95

Quantity Title

CP M Word Processing << $19 95

Computer Word Processing m $14 95

Add $1 .50 per book lor shipping and handling. Indiana residents add 4% sales tax.

Name

Address

.

City State'Zip

Total enclosed $ .

Card #

. or charge my Visa QMastercharge DOther (specify).

Exptration Date

Signature

Available at all computer stores and tine

bookstores such as 8 Dalton s. Krochs

& Brentanos. Stacy s. Coles and Waldenbooks

Phone orders (317) 842-71 S3
1-800-4285331

Make checks payable to: QUE Corp .

6515 E. 82nd St.. Suite 110. Indianapolis. IN 46250
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Z80 OFFICE COMPUTER

230

Sage Distribution offers Sundance, a

Z80-based microcomputer system which

incorporates a 5 l/4"rigid disk drive, single

board processor, and high density 10-

megabyte cartridge tape drive in a compact

enclosure designed for the office environ-

ment.
The Sundance is fully integrated into a

terminal with either 80-character or se-

lectable 80/132-character optional line

length. It has 64K dynamic RAM using

16K chips. Parity is automatically generated

and checked on each transfer.

Sage Distribution. 5711 Slauson Ave..

Culver City. CA 90230. (213) 642-6614.
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CATALOG OF
COMPUTER BOOKS
Camelot Publishing Company announces

a two-color, 40-page catalog describing

their computer books, materials and
teacher aids.

Sixty items are described for use by
elementary and secondary school teachers,

and college instructors. Available for

free.

Camelot Publishing Company. P.O. Box
1357. Ormond Beach, FL 32074. (9041

672-5672.
. y
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Lobo Drives offers software and hardware
for implementation ofCP/M on the Apple
II. Lobo CP/M (an enhancement of Micro-
soft CP/M) supports standard, Apple-type
mini-floppies. Lobo 8" single- or double-
sided, double density floppy systems and
Lobo 5 I 4" or 8" hard disk systems.

Features of the Lobo CP/M system
include: No decrease in user RAM area:
support of the Lobo 5202 and 8202 floppy
disk systems: support of the Lobo 930 and
1850 hard disk system: support of standard
Apple mini-floppies: and the ability to have
all drive types on line at once.
Lobo Drives. 354 S. Fairview Ave..

Goleta. CA 93017. (800)344-6103 or (800)
344-6104 from California: outside of Cali-
fornia (800)235-1245.
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SERIAL INTERFACE
FOR MODEL III

5
The VR-RS-232C is a plug compatible

serial interface for the TRS-80 Model III.

It features a programmable baud rate
generator from 50-19200 baud: program-
mable pin out to eliminate special cables
(modem output standard): reverse polarity

protection; programmable UART; and user
prototyping area for special applications,
such as. 20ma current loop, relays or lamp
drivers.

No soldering or other component level
work is required for installation.

VR Data Corp.. 777 Henderson Blvd..
I N-6. Folcroft Industrial Park. Folcroft, PA

19032.(215)461-5300.
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GRAPHICS DIRECTORY
The 1982 computer graphics directory,

covering suppliers of hardware, software,
systems and services, is announced by
Stanley Klein, directory publisher, who is

also publisher/editor of The Harvard
Newsletter on Computer Graphics.
A main section lists vendors alpha-

betically, giving such information as the
year founded, address, telephone number,
chief executive officer, person to contact,
sales, and employees.
A second section is a cross-index, which

lists the vendors under specific categories
by products and services, type of technology
employed, or applications served. $47.

Stanley Klein. Publisher. Computer
Graphics Directory. 730 Boston Post Rd..
P.O. Box 392. Sudbury. MA 01776. (617)443-
4671.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
COMPUTER-ORIENTED BOOKS
More than 300 new books are listed in

the 15th edition of the Annual Bibliography

of Computer-Oriented Books, recently
released by the University of Colorado.
The section on micro and personal

computing now contains 45 books.
Despite the deletions of all introductory-

type books published prior to 1979, the
bibliography contains more than 1.000
books from over 170 publishers. The
bibliography separates the books into 63
categories and catalogs them according
to type (reference, textbook, handbook)
and style of presentation (programmed
instruction, case study or narrative). $4.
Computing Newsletter. Box 7345.

Colorado Springs, CO 80933.

THE COMPUTER
CENTER WITH

DIFFERENCES
There's no shortage of computer retail outlets. And. why not . . . micro-
computers are the retailing phenomenon ot the '80's.

BUT, what about software?

Now, there's a franchise chain that can offer 1,000 or more software pro-
grams to meet the ever-increasing demands of personal and business
microcomputer users. For the Programs Unlimited franchisee, this
means more than just one-time sales in computers Programs Unlimited
offers an ever-expanding repeat clientele for the software required
to broaden and update the capability of their computers
The Actions in Software," according to a New York daily newspaper, and
Programs Unlimited has the franchise concept that lets you capitalize on
this booming business.

We're seeking investors with broad business experience, not necessarily
in computers Well train qualified applicants, assist in site location and aid
in lease acquisition We'll also provide on-site management training, staff
selection, national advertising, trade show participation and a revolution-
ary inventory program that's uniquely ours. Capital required $162,000-
$241,700. Financing available to qualified applicants.

For Information and details write: Norman Bander, National Franchise
Director, Programs Unlimited, 125 South Service Roed, Jericho, New
York 11753 or call toll free: 1-800-645-6038.

PROGRAMS
UNLIMITED
THE SOFTWARE SUPERMARKET

This advertisement is not an offering An offering can only be made by
Prospectus filed first with the Department of Law of the State of New York
Such tiling does not constitute approval by the Department of Law.
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SOFTWARE
REVIEWS

HARDWARE
REVIEWS

NEW PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TECHNICAL
ARTICLES

PROBLEM
REPORTING

FORUM

VENDOR
DIRECTORY

CLASSIFIED
ADS

OWNER INFORMATION
EXCHANGE

Subscriptions $18 for 12 issues. Sample copy S2.

Send check or money order to

Publishing

10057 Commerce Avenue. Dept. C ,
Tu|unga. CA 91042
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MARKET
ANALYSIS.

Easier. . .and Faster.

NEW GENERATION!
Programs for your personal computer.

STOCK TRACKER" uses our technical

Volume Force"" analysis to give buy and
sell signals on individual stocks, stock

options, and commodities. Telecommu-
nications package optional. From $285.

MARKET TRACKER" is a composite of

six technical indicators which tell when
the Dow turns bullish and bearish. Its

*-year track record is available. $225.

WSPING CQMc&lNY
Post Office Box 5*9
Clayton, CA 9*517

015/672-3233

ews III pi

Steve Gray

Using the Radio Shack TRS-80 in Your Home, by Henniston

W. Lord. Jr. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.. New York. 467

pages, hardcover $21.95.

The first 40 percent of the book consists of four chapters:

The Computer— Space-Age Home Appliance, How Computers

Work (fundamentals of Basic). Developing and Manipulating

Data, and Screen Graphics. The last four chapters cover

applications in education (repetitive drill, buzzword generator,

speed reading), the home (shopping, pantry inventory, drink

recipes, fuel-usage history and forecasting, chore reminder,

auto maintenance), three games (slot machine, tic-tac-toe.

bowling alley), and a personal accounts-payable system (608

lines long).

Chapter Two opens by teaching numeric variables A to Z
as addresses of houses on a street. Lord manages to make this

simple concept rather confusing, and then adds more confusion

by entering these variables into a TRS-80 in calculator mode.
Prt>gram lines are introduced on the ninth page of the chapter,

but by then the average reader may be too confused to go on.

If he does, he'll find math operators taught too briefly, relational

operators taught with the aid of an overlong and confusing

program, etc.

Very few of the application programs are really useful, and
many (such as drink recipes) are a waste of computer time.

Except for the chapter on graphics (which includes long

programs that draw a supermarket floorplan and a chart for

meal preparation), the book could just as well be about

Microsoft Basic. No particular models of the TRS-80 are

discussed, nor is disk memory. Not one RUN is shown: most

of the book consists of page after page of listings. An $8.95

paperback edition might be of interest to some readers, but

$21.95 is too much money for too little of value.
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Operating Systems: Concepts and Principles, by John Zareila.

Microcomputer Applications. Box E. Suisun City. CA 94585.

149 pages, paperback $8.95. 1979.

This is the first volume in the projected nine-volume

Microprocessor Software Engineering Concepts Series, self-

published by Zareila. At least two more have been written,

on Word Processing and Text Editing (March 1981. p. 202)

and System Architecture.

The series was written, according to the preface, because,

"with the advent of microprocessors, of a need. ..for books
which address a level intermediate. ..to those written for the

computer science graduate student and for the programmer
attempting to learn a language on a specific computer. The
...Series attempts to explore. ..topics in a manner that is easily

comprehensible to any reader who has a general knowledge
of digital computers and programming."

Operating systems are covered in eleven chapters: Intro-

duction; Overview: Tasks. Processes and Concepts: System
Services. System Support: Communication and Synchronization;

Scheduling: Resource and Memory Management; Input and
Output; File Systems: System Security. Two appendices provide

a 34-page glossary and a page of ten reference works.

The writing is straightforward, and presents the ABCs of

operating systems without getting mired in technical detail

(there isn't much room for that, anyway, in only 101 pages of

text), yet without writing down to the reader.
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The book provides a basic understanding for those who

want only that, and a jumping-off place for readers who want
to look further into operating systems. There may well be no
other book that treats the subject at this level: all ten of those
referenced are fairly complex.

Law and the Computer, by Michael C. Gemignani. CBI
Publishing Co.. 51 Sleeper St.. Boston. MA 02210. 252 pages,
hardcover $19.95. 1 981.

According to the dust-jacket flap, this book was "written
for data processing managers, systems analysts, programmers,
software and firmware managers and students in the computer
sciences. It. ..enables you to recognize potential legal problems
quickly, determine whether legal assistance is necessary, and
communicate your problem effectively to legal counsel."
The six chapters cover an Introduction to the Nature of

Law. Contracts. Computer Torts (negligence and malpractice,
strict liability, etc.). Legal Protection of Software (copyright,
patents, trade secrecy and contracts, etc), Crime, and Evi-
dence.

Seven appendices provide a guide to legal references and
citations, selected sections of the 1976 copyright law. and
summaries of five illustrative court cases.

The author writes as clearly and simply as possible, about a
subject that could well be murky and complex in the hands of
a less capable writer. Dr. Gemignani is chairman of the Dept.
of Mathematical Sciences at Indiana Univ./Purdue Univ.,
and is a member of the Indiana Bar Association.

If you have any more than a passing interest in the law as it

applies to computers, you probably won't find an easier and
more worthwhile book on the subject, nor one that covers it

as fullv as this one.

MICROCOMPUTER IDEA BOOMS CATALOG.

One-Stop Shopping. More

than 1000 microcomputer

accessories and supplies -

from diskettes and line-

printer paper to connectors

and cables - for Apple, Atari,

Northstar, TRS-80sond
many others Loaded with

ideas for extra convenience

and efficiency

Easy Ordering. By moil,

phone, or TWX Friendly,

helpful, expert assistance

Fast Delivery. Your order

SERD TODAY FOR YOUR
FREE MICROCOMPUTER
IDEA BOOK &
CATALOG OR
PHONE (408)

727-1970.

shipped in 24 hours from the

Inmoc Center nearest you

Overnight emergency ship-

ments also available

Risk-Free trial. Try any

product for 45 days Knot

satisfied, return for lull

refund

Guaranteed Quality. Field-

tested for precision perfor-

monce and compatibility

Backed by warranties ranging

up to 1 years - and some
with Lifetime Guarantees

Catalog Dept

2465 Augustine Dr.,

Santa Clora,

CA 95051
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Pet Games and Recreations, by Mac Oglesby. Len Lindsay
and Dorothy Kunkin. Reston Publishing Co. I A Prentice-Hall
Co.), Reston. VA. 255 1 pages, hardcover $14.95. paperback
$9.95. 1961.

Five types of games are provided in this "grab-bag of
diversions for computer games enthusiasts of all ages and
occupations." according to the press release.

After an introductory chapter, you get Plan-Ahead Games
[Tic-Tac-Toe. Reverse. Motie and six others). Games of
Deductive Reasoning (Hurkle. Martian Hunt and four others).
Games of Chance (Acey-Ducey. Thrice Dice). Language and
Counting Skills Games (How Many, Crossword Puzzle, Word
Search) and Recreations tStarfill. Petsketch and four others).
The book ends with five tutorial "Lectures'* by "Professor
Whacko." who "introduces many of the mysteries of PEEKS.
POKES, and Subroutines, stimulating you to experiment and
explore."

Each game presentation starts with the opening CRT display,

tells how to play the game, shows additional displays if necessary,
then provides a very legible listing (the book contains 139
pages of game listings).

The "how to play" paragraphs are minimal but adequate.
Nothing at all is said about how the program works, perhaps
because that might have doubled the size (and price) of the
book, which is a handy little volume for those who want two
dozen games for as little as 35 cents each. For those who
don't like to keyboard four to seven pages of Basic lines per
game, Reston offers, for an unspecified price, a cassette of
ten of the longer games.
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MicRoStaNd
Standard in Microcomputing Products

AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT
DISK CADDY DC-1 ..wny be disorganized when you can be
DISKorganized! Let MicroStand's DC-1 solve the problem ol practical

diskette storage. The DC-1 is constructed of sturdy steel and offers a
100 diskette capacity. Color and texture matched to the Apple, it's a
handsome and practical addition to your microcomputer station.

Commercial users, ask us about our 8" disk model.

ACCESSORY BRIDGE AB-1...shelves your Epson MX-70/80/100 or
Bytewriter printer and keeps paper neatly tucked underneath. Made of

sturdy steel and matched to your Apple's color and texture.

DC-1 $49.95 plus $5 00 shipping and handling

AB-1 $39.95 plus $5.00 shipping and handling

MicroStand
P.O. Box 96

Tolovana Park, OR 97145
1 (503) 436-1429
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PRINTERS
ADS 8001

C. ITOH MODEL 8S10A
NEC 8023A-C

(AM three models are made by the same
manufacturer with identical specifications )

PRINT FEATURES
Characters: 8 sizes. 5 different alpha-

bets, upper/lower case descenders
Print Mod*: 9x9. exceptional quality

combined with proportional spacing
Graphics: 144x144 dots/in. and block
graphics
Print Head: 9 pins, heavy duty de-
signed with air-cooled tins

Number of Columns: 136 max.
Print Speed: 120 CPS
Print Direction: Bidirectional logic

seeking
Throughput: From 52 to 63 l/min

Line Spacing: Variable to 1/144 in

Print Width: 8 in max
Form: Folded/Sheet
Form Feed: Tractor and friction, bidi-

rectional.

Width: 4.5 in to 10 in

Number of Copies: Original plus 3

In Stock — Immediate Delivery

(Discount Price: $ Call

EPSON
MX-80 F/T w Graltrax $550.00
MX-100 720.00

INTERFACE/CABLE
Available for 8510 Epson with Apple/

Atari/IBM/Osborne/PET/TRS-80

SOFTWARE
MICROPRO

CP/M Version List Price Our Price

WordStar $495.00 $297.00
MaMMerge 150.00 90.00

SpellStar 250.00 150.00
DataStar 360.00 210.00
SuperSort I 250.00 150.00

SuperSort II 200.00 120.00
WordMaster 150.00 90.00
CalcStar 295.00 177.00
Apple Vemon LM Price Our Price

WordStar $375.00 $225.00
MaMMerge 125.00 75.00
SpellStar 200.00 120.00
DataStar 295.00 177.00
SuperSort I 200.00 120.00

SYSTEMS PLUS
Accounting Plus — CP/M Version
Apple Accounting Plus

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
IBM PC Version List Price Our Price

Visical $200.00 $170.00
Apple Version

Desktop Plan II ... 250.00 159.00
Visiplot 200.00 159.00
Visitrend Visiplot ... . 300.00 199.00
Visidex 250.00 159.00
Visiterm 100.00 90.00
Visicalc 3 3 250.00 159.00
Visifile 300.00 199.00
Visipak 710.00 570.00

MDT
MICRO DATA TEK
A Division of international Antei, Inc.

2630 California Street

Mountain View, CA 94040
(415) 941-7914

TWX S10-373-S5O0 INTERAX PTVT

IBM™ PC
e 256K RAM Expansion Card (ADS-

5001) Expandable with 64K interval.

w/64K RAM's on board . . $275.00
W/128K RAM's on board... 425.00
W/192K RAM's on board... 675.00
W/256K RAM's on board . . . 825.00

• 16K bit RAM chip* (200 ns) 24.00
(ADS-721) 16K byte RAM's — 9 chip
kit set

e 64K bit RAM chips (200 ns) 160.00
(ADS-722) 64K byte RAM's — 9 chip
kit set

• Visical (IBM PC Version) . . 170.00

APPLE1"

EXPANSION BOARDS
PROMETHEUS

e MEM-1 (16K RAM Card) $75.00
Compatible with Z-CARD CP/M™
and all Apple software.

e VERSAcard - $175.00
Serial/Parallel interface. Ouartz
clock/calendar and BSR Control

ANTEX DATA SYSTEMS
e ADS PRT-1 $60.00

Parallel interlace card allows you to

interface your Apple computer to

any printer that has Centronics
compatible interface

ADVANCED LOGIC SYSTEMS
e SMARTERM" $249.00
80 column card Expand your Apple
to a full 80 columns with the soft-

ware commands
• Z-Card $220.00
Z-80 CPU with CP/M software

VIDEX
• Vldeoterm $249.00
80 column card Expand your Apple
to a full 80 columns with the soft-

ware commands
e Soft Video Switch $30.00

ORANGE MICRO
• Grappler $155.00

PLOTTERS
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT

HIPLOT-
List Price Our Price

DMP- 3 $1 ,365.00 $1 ,1 77.00

DMP-4 1,465.00 1,262.00

DMP-6 1,965.00 1.667.00

DMP-7 2,105.00 1.657.00

PEN EXCHANGE KIT
DMP-442 6 PEN $356.00

DMP-593 6 PEN 456.00

HIPAD"
Kost Computers List Price Our Price

DT-11 $625.00 $701.00
DT-114 975.00 829.00

APPLE II" HIPAD
DT-11A $650.00 $723.00
DT-114A 995.00 646.00

STROBE
• STROBE PLOT" $749.00

Hi-resolution 500 incr./in. drum
plotter

Please call for interface to micro
and application software specifica-
tions and prices

TERMINALS
TELEVIDEO

e Model 910 $529.00
e Model 950 896.00

ZENITH
• Model Z-19 $795.00
• Zenith Green Monitor .... 115.00
ZVM-121 12-in tube, switch selec-

table 40 or 80 characters/line

Phone orders accepted.
Prices subject to change without notice

California residents, please add 6% sales tax

Prices are fob Mountain View. California

ews III

Payment:
D Check O M/C O Visa D COD.

The Copyright Kit: How to Copyright Your Computer Software.

by Noel D. Adler and Steven A. Hovani. National Attorneys'

Publications Inc., Box 150, East Setauket, NY 11733. 58

pages, paperback $11.95. 1981.

Written by two members of the New York Bar, this a law-

book publisher's "first entry into the computer publishing

field...When the reader completes the booklet he should be

able to copyright his computer program and the documentation

that goes along with it," according to the press release.

The book includes a brief history of the copyright law,

compares patents and trade secrets to copyrights, discusses

your remedies if your copyright is infringed upon, etc. You
are taken step by step through the copyright procedure;

sample blank forms and filled-out forms are provided.

The five chapters are: What's It All About (copyright,

patent, trade secrets, etc.): Copyrighting Your Software (notice,

deposit and registration requirements, works made for hire);

Protection from the Copykats (procedure, remedies, proof,

permissible copies, fair-use doctrine); Filling Out Form TX;
About the Copyright Office, Transfer of Copyright and
Correcting Your Registration. Two appendices provide selected

sections of the 1976 Copyright Act, and further references.

The language is simple: "Although the program is entitled

to copyright protection automatically, it must be Registered

in the Copyright Office before you can sue for copyright

infringement." This may be the only publication of its kind,

and if you write software for sale, it looks like a good invest-

ment.
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Bugs, by Theodore Roszak. Doubleday & Co., New York. 352

pages, hardcover $14.95. 1981.

This is a curious science fiction mixture of a fairly well

written story about the ultimate Luddite dream— shutting

down all the computers— and the 1930's-type SF monster.

The basic plot is simple: the director of the government

"storage bank for information on millions of citizens" (nicknamed

"the Brain"), when interviewed on a children's TV show,

jokes about computer "bugs," describing them as real, able to

"eat you up.. .cost you days of work." An impressionable six-

year-old girl on the show believes him; "possessing an

extraordinary psychic power, she unwittingly materializes her

fears into a horrible reality. Soon, workers at the Brain are

complaining of itches and skin rashes. Before long, computer

centers around the world are being attacked by a plague of

killer bugs, tiny creatures that can eat you to the bone in

seconds."

Half the story is written moderately well, except that the

author doesn't know much about computers, writing of the

Brain as consisting of "billions of microprocessors" with "two

hundred years of Supreme Court history...reduced to several

magnetic memory bubbles."

Science fiction today is far advanced beyond the BEM
(Bug-Eyed Monster) plots of the 1930s, and much of it is

based on possible or near-possible scenarios. However, the

computer bugs are solid "white stuff," without cellular or

biochemical structure. If you can suspend disbelief for 352

pages, you may find this novel interesting. But if you insist on
being logical, it may exasperate you instead.
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Data File Programming in Basic: A Self-Teaching Guide, by
LeRoy Finkel and Jerald R. Brown. John Wiley & Sons Inc.,

New York. 344 pages, paperback $9.95. 1981.

As one of the latest additions to Wiley's Self-Teaching
Guides in Computers and Computer Technology, which consists

of 20 books, this is the fifth STG bearing the names of
veteran authors Finkel and Brown. They write well, fluently,

and often.

The eight chapters cover Basic, data-entry and error-checking
routines, and sequential and random-access files. Three
appendices provide a 36-page outline of Northstar Basic, a
brief glossary of the Basic statements used in the book, and
an ASCII chart.

Experienced Basic programmers can skip the first two
chapters, which are very helpful for the beginner: Writing
Basic Programs for Clarity, Readability and Logic (REMs,
formats, modules, subroutines, prettyprinting); and a review
of Basic statements.

From chapter three on, the reader learns about field length,

null strings, disk storage, cassette files, copying files, changing
file data, buffer fields, file conversion, etc. Utility programs
are included for letter writing and personal money manage-
ment.

Self-tests and answer keys take up a large portion of the
book, 84 of the 295 pages of text, many of them partly or
entirely blank, for writing long programs. Within the text are
many additional questions requiring answers to be written in.

For the reader willing to do the work, the authors provide a
thorough grounding in data files, writing simply and with
careful attention to detail.

Computer Consciousness: Surviving the Automated 80s. by
H. Dominic Covvey and Neil Harding McAlister. Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co., Reading. MA. 222 pages, paperback
$5.95. 1980.

Part of the publisher's "Joy of Computing" series, this could
be equally well titled "Computer Literacy" or "The ABCs of
Computing." Written by two authors who are heavily involved
in medical computing at a hospital and university in Toronto,
the book is aimed at "consumers, business people, professionals,

educators, and concerned citizens— people who have a stake
in their own future" and who "can't afford to be ignorant of
the computer technology that increasingly affects their daily
lives," according to the back cover.

The dozen chapters are divided into four parts: Preliminaries
(Introduction, Computer Systems), Hardware (input/output,
memory, CPU, communications, summary). Software intro-

duction, operating systems, languages and application packages).
The Whole System (Computer Systems in the Medical
Environment, Straining on the Tether of Technology). Each
chapter concludes with a biography and a list of new words; a
16-page glossary ends the book.
The simple, largely non-technical "overview" text is enlivened

by several dozen educational cartoons. This book would not
satisfy the curiosity of most readers of Creative— who probably
want something more technical and more extensive. However,
it does provide what the authors aimed at, a "simple but
adequate introduction to computer machinery and programming
concepts to people who have no previous knowledge of the
subject."
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PARALLEL PAINTER CARD

A Universal Centronics type parallel

prime' board complete with cable and
connector This unique board allows

you to turn on ana olf the high bit so
that you can access additional feature!

m many printers Use with EPSON
ANADEX STARWRlTER NEC OKI
and other with standard Centronics
configuration „..,,«,»_

$13900

DOUBLE DOS Plus a piggyback |

board that plugs into the
disk controller card so that you
can switch select between
DOS 3 2 and DOS 3 3
POuact DOS Plus <equ.'»» APPLE DOS WOM

-

provides resident screen dump and print

formatting in firmware. Plugs into Apple

slot and easily accessed through PR*
command - Use with standard printer

cards. $49.00 specify printer

jrjjefj^rrrx - Firmware for Novation Apple CAT II Modem.
emulates syntax of another popular Apple Modem product with
improvements. Plugs directly on Apple CAT II Board.

List $39.00 - Introductory Price $29.00
Dealer D ist. Inquires on all Products.

201 - 839-3478 ^JL
APPLE

233

ul° vo»o'
.p**11

/4GAIN i Ahead ol all others

tiwciustciOBtoitoa

»-_ DISK DIAGNOSTICS

FAST 4 MOAE ACCURATE

NIBBLESAWAY II
t.vAn sf* *v> mp»uvi

NIBBLES AWAY tl •.-< o"f) edition .\ a qiv*- .

pr.>.M .w.s.ooot out e*>i>ef prottuci NIBBLES A«v*» HUn* net. end
• MM new been impt*«nentM m NIBBLES AWAY M to <n

»ute Sleleo' the An hbj0M|
Otr>ei st m,i*i syitem» ,*, the memei lodey .ify..

oeato to con^.*.* *.ti> •>• the le*tu*e» buttl nti NIBBLES AWAV II

UptfeTe* w.n be made «*.<*•>.*- i„ mi ««h,.. _.,i««. •*.

TgJUji* to co.e* nUtfHtM [ -
„ ir

«

jncluOt NAMt ei.Kl SERiA

ONLY 69.95

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

A Super Mat) List Plus more - up to 1000 Entries on single 3.3 Ouk (only 1

Drive required) 2 second access time to any name full sort capabilities

- Dual Index Modes supports new 9 digit Zip. Easy to follow manual
Not Copy Protected 4 user defined tables with 26 sort selections per table

Beta tested for 6 months user defined label generation.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE %}39 $99 00 Dealer & Dist Inquiries Invited.

Sliper PIX "IKS SCREEN OHM P
The Software package that will allow your printer to dump page 1 or page 2 ol

the Apple Hires screen horizontally or vertically. Use with EPSON* MX 80
with or without GRAFTRAX* Roms. MX 70 OKI* Microline 80. 82. 83.

82A. 83A C ITOH* 8510 and' NEC 8023A Requires Tymac Parallel

Printer Board PPC-100. $24.95

THE APPLE CARD— Two sided 100% plastic reference care

Loaded with information of interest to all Apple owners S3 98

MICRO WABE DIST. INC.
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE APPLE II

All BaU*
*irii> the fort\f thieves

By Stuart Smith

A fantasy role-playing adventure for

Apple II and Atari Personal Computers.

Encounter sultans, thieves, fierce and friendly

creatures as you guide your alter ego, AH Baba,

through the thieve's mountain den in an

attempt to rescue the beautiful princess.

Treasure, magic and great danger await you!

One or more human players can guide up to

seventeen friendly characters through the

many rooms, halls, and caves. Some characters

wander around randomly, making each

adventure a little different

ALI BABAAMD THE FORTYTHIEVES is written in

high resolution color graphics and includes

music and sound effects. Adventures can be

saved to disk and resumed at a later time.

Available for Apple II and Apple II Plus 48K or

Atari 800 32K.

On diskette only — $32.95

FOR OUR COMPLETE LINE OF APPLE AND ATARI SOFTWARE
PLEASE WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

ASK FOR QUALITY SOFTWARE products at your favorite computer store If neces-

sary you may order directly from us MasterCard and Visa cardholders may place

orders by calling us at (213) 344 6599 Or mail your check or bankcard number to

the address above California residents add 6% sales lax Shipping Charges Within

North America orders must include $1 50 for shipping and handling Outside North

America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is $500 Pay in US currency

QuaLrry
SOFTWARE

6660 Reseda Btvd . Suite 105. Reseda. CA 91336 (213) 344-6599

A
ATARI ._„ -

A Mm< Con*m*MC«l>or*» Cwxnr> t^jl

400 16K $319.00

400 YOURS to 32K or 48K CALL

800 (16K) 659.00

410 RECORDER 84.00

810 DISK DRIVE 449.00

850 INTERFACE 169.00

830 MODEM 149.00

825 PRINTER 575.00

481 ENTERTAINER KIT 85.00

482 EDUCATOR KIT 125.00

483 PROGRAMMER'S KIT 60.00

484 COMMUNICATOR KIT 309.00

Prices subject to change without notice.

Shipping extra. No tax out of state.

Ca. residents add appropriate taxes.

WE ARE AN AUTHORIZED ATARI SALES AND
_ SERVICE CENTER

1^ COMPUTERTIME, INC.
^•*»*^ P.O. Box 216

Kentfleld. CA 94914

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-2272520

In California 800-7724064
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TERMINALS FROM TRANSNET
PURCHASE PUN • 12 24 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP PUN • 36 MONTH LEASE PUN

i it» «• wei"
MUMTTKW r«l !»"•« »•» * ""

LA36DCC»nter.l *1.fJ»
*'g * » *

«J
LAM DECwnler IV 9*6 46 53 36

LA34 0€t>i«ttlVf*ni»Clrl I.MS 1*8 54 46

LA120 0ECwrtterlllKSR 2.2*5 22* 1» »
LA120 OECwiter IM NO 2.1*5 200 112 75

VT100 CRT KCscooe I .MS 1*2 M «
VT101 CRT OCCuope 1.1*5 115 17 43

VT12S CRT Graphics 3.2*5 315 1*5 111

VT131 CRT DEtocefe 1.745 117 M S3

VT132 CRT OiXttOM I.MS 1W 1**

\mSXACPerOTal Computer Opbon 2.3*5 23* 124 N
TI745 Porta** luminal 1.595 153 45 5*

TI765 Ouhtle Memory Terminal 2.5*5 249 13* 93

Tl Intiom 10 Terminal 495 47 37 25

flTW Porta** KSR. 120 CPS 2.396 230 120 04

TI747 Pwlattt HSR. 120 CPS 2.445 273 152 102

TWO R0 Printer 1.495 142 M 41

TWO KSR Prtnler 2.1*5 211 117 M
M)M3A CRT Terminal 595 57 34 22

AOMS CRT Terminal 645 42 36 24

AOM32 CRT Termiul 1.145 112 05 42

A0M42 CRT Terminal I.MS 1M 106 72

EXCEL 12 CRT Terminal 1 .6*5 162 90 41

EXCEL 42 Smart 6atlere< CRT 995 M 54 3*

C0L0RSCAN 10 Color CRT 3.195 307 171 116

92S CRT Terminal 056 42 44 31

950 CRT Terminal 1.075 163 57 3*

Letter duality 7715 R0 2.0*5 270 154 104

Letter Oullity 7725 KSR 3.2*5 316 175 119

ItlJ 'N-lll J IJuM IJ 2*30 KSR Prtnler 30 CPS 1.195 115 67 43

I Eiecinne M 20 1.345 127 75 49

Eiecutive M 30 1695 162 N 61

_J MXMFTPnnter IS £ 2 2«. MX 100 Prtnler 6*5 M a 32

I E04M 4 Channel Stat Mvl 1.525 147 42 55

I E66M 4 Channel Stat Mm 2 050 197 IIP 74

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS • ItT. PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

LEAR SIEGLER

DATAMEDIA
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MICROCOMPUTERS
APPLE • COMMODORE • HP85 • DEC LSI 1

1

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
»tt0USTICCOUmRS«»ittt>t*^*''*»»^ MOOtAiS'KO'Pf'YUlS' UNHS

/ R A A Sl\h T CORPORATION

1945 ROUTE 22 • UNION. N J 07083 • 1201) 688 7800

800 526 4965 OUTSIDE N J
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5*5

TRS-80^t
COLOR GAME V
LIMITED OFFER

!

Wf 11 UNO TOU OU* MINUS GAMt Of THI MONTH

WHEN YOU BUY ANY 2 GAMES
Ifc K ,.,:,. HI RESOLUTION GAMES"

GATOR ZONE

18.95
STARBASE ATTACK" 294

THf FIRST AMTI-MttPFV COMPUTER GAMC
WMERf »OUU FIGHT OR LOS* rO*J* SHIRT'

V 4 2!

- KQ5MJC KAMIKAZE -18.95

"•GALLOPING GAMBLERS
illustrated memory banks
P.O.BOX 289
WILLIAMSTOWN. MA 01267-0289

TEL.413-663-9648 a
CtNTIFIIDCMCCKS OR WOMET OROCRS OMLV

PMOMt OROERS CALL MON FRI • • EST
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NEW23K
PERSONAL COMPUTER

$239.00 FACTORY SALE
PRICE

You get the NEW APF IM-1 Full Size
Powerful Computer: Includes 14K ROM
with Level II BASIC built in. 9K user
RAM. Color, Sound, Professional 53
keyboard, Two Controllers, Two 10 key
numeric pads. High speed cassette. AC
Adapter, RF Modulator. TV. Switchbox.
Accepts TAPE-DISK-PLUG IN CAR-
TRIDGES. It is PLUG IN EXPANDABLE
at low cost. 90 day parts and labor
warranty, owners guide, BASIC language
manual. All this in a beautiful black and
white console case for only $239.00.
15 DAY FREE TRIAL Return within 15
days complete and undamaged for refund
of purchase price.

PROTECTO ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, IL 60010
TO ORDER PHONE 312/382-2192
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Integrated Accounting System
(Q/L Payroll. A/P. A/R) $395

Ustpro™ (for custom form letters) $95
Mall Manager" $49
Microstat (complete statistical

package) $250
Ptofeale'" (order processing system) $195
WordStar* (word processing) $495
. . . and much more.

' HARDWARE
Color printers, monitors, modems, hard
discs, light pens. Joysticks, and more.

* DISKETTES—wtlh free game 10 for $49
SO for $169

* SOFTWARE CONVERSIOn-Call for rates
* Authors Wanted—Dealer inquiries invited

Suite B IA 3901 Davis riser NW
Washington DC 20007 (202) 337- 5300

* IBM Is a trademark of International Business Machines
Corporation. * Word Star Is atradrmark of MicroPro Inter
national Corporation
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creative conepatiRg CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word. 15 Word Minimum REGULAR: $1.50 EXPAND-AD : $2.25 Ads set in all bold type f 20% premium Ads set with background
screen «, 25% premium GENERAL INFORMATION: Prepayment discounts available Payment must accompany order except credit card— Am. Ex Diners MC
VISA (include exp. dale)— or accredited ad agency insertions Copy subject to publisher s approval; must be typewritten or printed. First word set in caps Advertisers
using P O Boxes MUST supply permanent address and telephone number Orders not acknowledged. They will appear in next available issue after receipt Closing
date: 5th ol the 3rd month preceding cover date (e.g.. April issue closes Jan. 5th) Send order a remittance to: Classified Advertising. CREATIVE COMPUTING
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SOFTWARE BUSINESS SOFTWARE COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS
DOS PLUS — SPANISH VERSION — $169.95. For TRS-80
Computers 101. 101 Hollywood Fashion Center. Hollywood.
Fla 33023 (305) 981-1011 Looking for Dealers Drstnbutors

GENEALOGY— Unlimited system for Apple II. User Friendly

Systems. Inc. 6135 Ross Rd . Fairfield. Ohio 45014.

TRS-80 SOFTWARE BOOKS This month s special: UG oth-

er mysteries book $21 95 plus $2.00 shipping handling Cata-
log $1 .00. Send check money order to: Applied Software. 1

1

Dickens Ave . Dixhills. NY 11746 (516) 242-7899

TRS-80. Atari. TI-99 4 Software: Science. Mathematics. As-
tronomy. Music. Education. Curve Fitting. Fourier Analysts.
Statistics. Graphics. Finance; Benchmark. P.O.B. 385. Provi-
dence. Utah 84332

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

PROVEN BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR MA COM OSI
CLIENTIME: Time keeping and client billing for the proles
sional. DMS-WHIP: Inventory, order entry, invoicing, ac-
counts receivable. A FAST Multi-User system MEDPAK
Complete A R System for the medical practice. Billing, insur-

ance forms, collections. DMS-OPEC: Oil Wholesaler inven-
tory system DMS-WHIP plus All systems OS-DMS level 3
compatible. Specifications, reports, references on request
Demo packages $50.00 each. I O ASSOCIATES. INC.. 210-C
Law and Commerce Building. Btuefield. W.V. 24701. (304)
327-6583

NOW CAN YOU DRAW more attention to your Ex

pand-ad " ? Put it in all BOLD type! Call (212) 725-

3927 for more information.

TRS-80 WEEKLY NEWSLETTER $1 00 lor sample, write 80
Newsletter. 3001 Route 27. Franklin Park. NJ. 08823

COMPUTER SHOWS

NEW JERSEY COMPUTER SHOW AND FLEA MARKET.
September 11-12 in Newark. Info Phone (201 ) 297-2526

GIVE your REGULAR CLASSIFIED ad more impact - put it

on a screened background Mot this 1 Can (212) 725-3927 for

more information

YOUR Expand-Ad ' will stand out best in all BOLD
type on a BENDAY background like this! Call

(212) 725-3927 for more information.

USED COMPUTER TERMINALS Printers. Modems. Surplus
Electronic Parts Catalog $1 00 SPECIAL: Daisy Wheel Phnt-
er $400 00 RONDURE COMPANY THE COMPUTER
ROOM. 2S22-CC Butler St.. Dallas. TX 75235 (214) 630-
4821.

ELEPHANT MEMORY SYSTEMS 5" DISKS - LOWEST
PRICES' (io box) Single side: $21 96, 20 96 2 •

. double
density $24 96; 23 96 2 - Double side density $32.49; 30 96
2 Shipping $2 00 per order Single density soft sectored
Double density soft. 10. or 16 sectors (specify) Add NJ sales
tax if applicable Direct-to-Tape Recording Company. 14 Sta-
tion. Haddon Heights. NJ 08035

SAVE 90%. $150 00 tor a Z80A system with 64KB of mem-
ory and a real front panel or $200.00 tor a 24x80 full function
CRTi. Roll your own Technology and save 1 FREE DETAILS
Digatek Corporation, 2723 West Butler Drive. Suite 33. Phoe-
nix. AZ 85021

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER and 8088 boards and plug-ins

in kit form. Build it yourself and save. Free information. Com-
patible Computer Corp . Depl CC2. Box 51 102. Seattle. WA
98115.

OPTICAL COMMUNICATOR or Data Link receiver. Trans-
mitter; all electrical parts, lenses. Instructions. $9.95
each. Both $18.50. Specify digital or analog. Peko. Box
5476. Sherman Oaks. CA 91413.
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creative computing RETAIL ROSTER
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEY CARRY

TO PLACE A LISTING CALL COLLECT: LOIS PRICE (212) 725-7226

ARIZONA

PHOENIX - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 2727 W.

Indian School Rd (602) 279-6247 Heath Zenith Computers.

Software. Peripherals.

TUCSON - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 7109 E
Broadway (602) 865-6773 Heath Zenith Computers. Soft-

ware. Peripherals.

CALIFORNIA

D.E.S. DATA EOUIPMENT SUPPLY—8315 Firestone, Dow-

ney 90241 (2131 923-9361 VICVILLE: (714) 778-5455 Com-

modore PET. Vic 20 specialists Latest Software. Hardware.

Books. Supplies. Peripherals in stock. In House Maintenance.

OMNI UNLIMITED: 105 S. Los Robies. Pasadena: 91101:

213 - 795-6664: Commodore. Zenith. Otrona. Victor. Sup-

plies Peripherals

ANAHEIM HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER 330 E Ball

Rd. (714) 776-9420. Heath Zenith Computers. Software. Peri-

pherals

CAMPBELL— HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 2350 S
Bascom Ave.. (408) 377-8920. Heath Zenith Computers.

Software. Peripherals.

EL CERRITO — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 6000
Potrero Ave . (415) 236-8870 Heath Zenith Computers. Soft-

ware. Peripherals.

LA MESA HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 8363 Cen-

ter Dr . (714) 461-0110 Heath Zenith Computers. Software.

Peripherals.

LOS ANGELES HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 2309

S Flower St.. (213) 749-0261 Heath Zenith Computers. Soft-

ware. Peripherals

POMONA HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 1555 N.

Orange Grove Ave.. (714) 623-3543. Heath Zenith Comput-

ers. Software. Peripherals.

REDWOOD CITY— HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER.
2001 Middlefield Rd (415) 365-8155. Heath Zenith Comput-

ers. Software. Peripherals.

SACRAMENTO- HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 1860

Fuflon Ave.. (916) 486-1575 Heath Zenith Computers. Soft-

ware. Peripherals

WOODLAND HILLS - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER.
22504 Ventura Btvd

. (213) 883-0531 Heath Zenith Comput-

ers. Software. Peripherals

COLORADO

DENVER - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 5940 W.
38th Ave.. (303) 422-3408 Heath Zenith Computers. Soft-

ware. Peripherals.

CONNECTICUT

COMPUTERWORKS— 1439 Post Rd., East Westport 06880;

(203) 255-9096 12-6 Tues.-Fn . 12-9 Thu . 10-5 Sat.

CONNECTICUT INFORMATION SYSTEMS - 218 Hunting-

ton Road. Bridgeport 06606; (203) 579-0472 Mon-Sat. 10am-
6pm. Apple and CP M-relaled products.

THE COMPUTER STORE. 21 Atlantic St.. Stamford. 06901

(203) 356-1920 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo. Epson.

THE COMPUTER STORE. 683 Silas Deane Hwy. Wethers-

tiekt. 06109. (203) 563-9000 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo.

Epson

AVON — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 395 W Mam
St (Rt. 44). (203) 678-0323 Heath Zenith Computers. Soft-

ware. Peripherals

DELAWARE
THE COMPUTER STORE. 4010 Concord Pike. Rt. 202
North. Wilmington. 19803 (302) 478-7772. Apple. Zenith.

Sanyo. Diablo. Epson.

MICRO PRODUCTS. 401 Philadelphia Pike. Wilmington.

19809. (302) 762-0227. Maior brands of Hardware. Peripher-

als and over 75 Software lines represented.

FLORIDA

COMPUTERS 101 • 101 Hollywood Fashion Center. Hdty-
wood. FL 33023 (305) 981-1011. Atari. Zenith. TRS-80.
NEC. Xerox. Centronics. Epson. All Printers: Sales and Ser-

vice SPANISH SOFTWARE

HIALEAH - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 4705 W.
16th Ave.. (305) 823-2280. Heath Zenith Computers. Soft-

ware. Peripherals.

JACKSONVILLE — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER.
8262 Arlington Expressway (904) 725-4554 Heath Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals

PLANTATION — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 7173

W Broward Blvd.. (305) 791-7300. Heath Zenith Computers.

Software. Peripherals

TAMPA - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 4109 W.
Hillsborough Ave.. (813) 886-2541. HeathZenith Computers.

Software. Peripherals

GEORGIA

ATLANTA COMPUTER MART - 5091 Bulord Hwy.. Atlanta

30340: (404) 455-0647. 10-6 Mon-Sat.

ATLANTA— HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 5285 Ros-

weli Rd.. (404) 252-4341 Heath Zenith Computers. Software.

Peripherals.

ILLINOIS

COMPUTER LAND DOWNERS GROVE - 1 36 Ogden Ave..

Downers Plaza 60515: (312) 964-7762. 10-6 Mon-Sat.. 10-8

Tue . Thurs. Apple. Atari. Osborne. Xerox. IBM Personal

Computer. Fortune.

FARNSWORTH COMPUTER CENTER - 1891 N Farns-

WOrth Ave.. Aurora 60505: (312) 651-3888 10-8 Mon.-Fn .

10-5 Sat. Apple. Hewlett-Packard series 80 systems. HP Cal-

culators. IDS Printers.

LIBERTYVILLE VIDEO AND COMPUTER CENTER: 872 So.

Milwaukee Ave: LIBERTYVILLE; 31 2-367-8660: open 7 days:

Atari Computers. Hardware Software.

THE COMPUTER ROOM, 638 North Michigan. Chicago. IL.

6061 1 (312) 337-6744 Apple. Televideo. Osborne Business

Program Specialists.

COMPUTER JUNCTION— 543 S. York Rd.. Elmhurst 60126.

(312) 530-1125. Strong support on Apple. Atan. Xerox. NEC.

Software Hardware.

VIDEO ETC.. 465 Lake Cook Plaza. Deerlield. 60015. (312)

498-9669 Other locations: SKOKIE (312) 675-3655. Ortand

Park (312) 460-8980. Buffalo Grove. (312) 459-6677. strong

Hard Software support tor Apple. Atan.

OATA DOMAIN OF SCHAUMBURG. 1612 E Algonquin Rd .

Schaumburg, 60195. (312) 397-8708 12-9 Tues. - Fn., 10-5

Sat Apple. Alpha Micro. Hewlett-Packard calculators Largest

book and Magazine selection

MARYLAND

COMPUTERS ETC 13A Allegheny Ave . Towson. 21204

(301) 296-0520; 9330 Georgia Ave.. Silver Spring. 20910

(301) 588-3748. 257 West St Annapolis 21401 (301) 268-

6505. Apple, Cromemco. Osborne. North«tar. Seequa. Sales

Service Training.

BASIK COMPUTERS INC 307 North Frederick Avenue.

Gaithersburg. 20877. (301 ) 840-0412. all Hardware Software

compatible with Apple, at discounts

BALTIMORE— HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 1713 E.

Joppa Rd.. (301) 661-4446. HeathZenith Computers. Soft-

ware. Peripherals.

ROCKVILLE — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 5542

Nicholson Lane. (301) 881-5420 HeathZenith Computers.

Software. Penpherals.

MASSACHUSETTS

NEECO — 679 Highland Ave . Needham 02194; (617) 449-

1760. 9-5:30 Mon.-Fn. Commodore. Apple. Superbram. Atari.

SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE — 18 Eliot St.. Harvard

Sq . Cambridge 02138: (617) 547-5917 11-6 Monday-Satur-

day; till 8 Thursday. Apple. Atari TRS-80 games.

THE COMPUTER STORE. 120 Cambridge St.. Burlington.

01803. (617) 272-8770 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo. Epson.

THE COMPUTER STORE. 1678 Mass Ave Cambridge.

02138 (617) 354-4599 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo. Epson

THE COMPUTER STORE. 680 Worcester Rd. Framingham.

01701. (617) 879-3720 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo. Epson

MICHIGAN

THE COMPUTER STORE. 103 Devonshire St.. Boston.

02109 (617) 426-4385 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo. Epson

COMPUTER CENTER — Garden City; (313) 425-2470 &

West Bloomtiek); (313) 855-4220. Hewlett-Packard Comput-

ers Calculators. Apple. North Star Large Selection of Soft-

ware Hardware.

PEABODY - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 242 An-

dover St. (61 7) 531 -9330. Heath Zenith Computers. Software.

Peripherals.

WELLESLEY— HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 165

Worchester Ave. (617) 237-1510 HeathZenith Computers.

Software. Penpherals

NEVADA

HOME COMPUTERS — 1775 E. Tropicana #6. Las Vegas

89109; (702) 798-1022 Mon-Sat. 10-7 Apple. Commodore.

Atari. Hardware Software. Books » Service.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

COMPUTER MART OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, 170 Mam St..

Nashua. 03060. (603) 883-2386 THE Apple Specialists Full

line Hardware Software Training Service

NEW JERSEY

THE COMPUTER UNIVERSE — 155 Route 17S . Paramus

07652; (201 ) 262-0960. Mon; Wed; Fn.. and Sat.. 10-6 Tues..

and Thurs: 1 2-9. 23 Rt. 206. Stanhope 07874 (201 ) 347-7892

Tues. & Thurs. 12-9: Wed . Fn & Sat. 10-6 Specializing in

Apple Computers.

SOFTWARE CITY. PINE BROOK— 101 Rt 46 East. 07058:

(201 ) 575-4574. Bus Rec Utility Home programs for most mi-

crocomputers. Up to 20% Off list.

SOFTWARE ASYLUM. INC . 626 Roosevelt Ave . Carteret.

07008 (201)969-1900 M-Sat: 10AM-9PM; Sun: 11AM-6PM.
Huge selection lor Atan— up to 25% discount

STONEHENGE COMPUTER CORP . 89 Summit Ave.. Sum-

mit 07901 (201)277-1020 10-6 M.-F. 10-5 Sat Apple. Can-

on, Wical Authorized Dealer Sales and Service.

COMPUTERLAND. 35 Plaza. Rt 4 West. Paramus. 07652.

(201 ) 845-9303 Apple. IBM. Vector Graphic, etc We know

small computers.

COMPUTERS . ETC Plaza 38 Center. Rt. 38. Cherry H*.

08002. (609) 779-0023 Apple. Cromemco. Osborne. North-

star. Seequa. Sales Service Training.

SOFTWARE CITY. TEANECK 161 Cedar Lane. 07666

(201 ) 692-8298 Bus Rec Utility Home programs lor most mi-

crocomputers. Up to 20% off list.

SOFTWARE CITY. GREENBROOK — 60 Route 22 West.

08812 (201) 968-7224. Bus Rec Utility Home programs lor

most microcomputers. Up to 20% oft list.

ASBURY PARK- HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 1013

State Hwy 35; (201) 775-1231. Heath Zenith Computers.

Software. Peripherals.

FAIR LAWN — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 35-07

Broadway (Rt 4). (201) 791-6935 Heath Zenith Computers.

Software, Penpherals

NEW YORK
SOFTWARE CITY, ARMONK — 146 Bedford Rd. 10504.

(914) 273-3677 Bus Rec Utility Home programs lor most mi-

crocomputers Up to 20% oft list.

THE COMPUTER CENTER 31 East 31st SI
,
New York

10016; (212) 889-8130 10-7 Mon -Fn . 11-6 Sat. 10-8 Thur.

UPSTATE COMPUTER SHOP. Commercial Drive Route 5A,

RD 1. Box 17A. Whrtesboro 13492 (315) 768-8151. Apple-

Commodore-Altos-VIC 20 Software Hardware.

UPSTATE COMPUTER SHOP. 1823 Western Avenue. Alba-

ny 12203; (518) 456-3019 Commodore VIC 20 Specialists

COMPUTER CONCEPTS. 509 Chestnut Street. Cedarhurst

11516. (516) 374-0255 Atari. Apple, and other Hardware

Software. Peripherals. Magazines. Books.

ADVANCED COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 18 Market St Pots

dam. 13676. (315) 265-5620. Apple. Commodore. OS I and

Novell Data Systems

CASTLE COMPUTERS. 720 New Loudon Rd . Latham.

12110 (518) 783-9405. MF: 10-6. Sat: 12-5 Apple. Atari

Hardware Software.

COMPUTER WORLD — 4254 N Buffalo Rd.. Orchard Park.

14127 (716) 662-4141 MF: 9-9. Sat; 9-5 Atari Hardware

Software.

FUTURE VISIONS COMPUTER STORE. 70 Broad Hollow

Rd. Rt 110. Long Island. 11747. (516) 423-7820. Apple. Os-

borne. Northstar. Ithaca Intersystems.

VIDEO VILLAGE. LONG ISLAND. 5060 A Sunrise Highway.

Massapequa Park. 11762. (516) 799-1616. Long Islands

largest Atari dealer Great Software Service.



THE COMPUTER STORE. 221 East Post Rd . White Plan*.
10601 (914)428-1661 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo. Epson.

THE COMPUTER STORE. 40 East 52nd St. NYC. 10022.
(212) 832-2180 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo. Epson.

SOFTWARE CITY. PEARL RIVER— 147 Kinderkamack Rd .

Montvale 07645. (201) 391-0931 Bus Rec Utility Home pro-

grams for most microcomputers Up to 20% off list.

AMHERST — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 3476
Sheridan Drive . (716) 835-3090 Heath Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals.

JERICHO. LI — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 15
Jericho Turnpike. (516) 334-8181 Heath Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals.

ROCHESTER — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 937
Jefferson Rd.. (716) 424-2560 Heath Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals

N. WHITE PLAINS— HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 7
Reservoir Rd . (914) 761-7690. Heath Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals.

NORTH CAROLINA

GREENSBORO — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER.
4620 W Market Street. (919) 299-5390. Heath Zenith Com-
puters. Software. Peripherals

OHIO

ABACUS II— 1417 Bernath Pkwy., Toledo 43615; (419) 865-

1099 10-6. 10-7 Thurs. Apple. Osborne. Adds. NEC. Atari.

Epson & IDS Printers

BARNHART STORES— Urbana; (513) 653-7257. Sam-Spm.
Atari Computers at MAIL ORDER prices Authorized Atari Ser-

vice Center.

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS-626 Dover Center. Bay Vil-

lage 44140; (216) 835-4345 10-6 Mon -Sat. 10-8 Tue. Thur
Apple Alan Vector Graphic Data General.

PENNSYLVANIA

CALDWELL COMPUTER CORP . 6720 Rising Sun Ave
Philadelphia 19111. (215) 742-8900 Apple. Commodore.
Percom. Northstar Sales Service.

COMPUTERLAND HARRISBURG. 4644 Carlisle Pike. Me-
chanicsburg. 17055 (717) 763-1116 Apple. IBM. Xerox. Ze-
nith. Sales, support and training.

ERIE COMPUTER CO . 2131 W 8th St.. Erie. 16505. (814)
454-7652 Apple. Commodore. OSI. Xerox. Atari. Osborne
Large Selection of Software

UTAH

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS INC . 2337 Philmonl Avenue. Hun-
tington Valley. 19006. (215) 947-6670 We sell and service
Microcomputers and Peripherals for small business and in-

dustry.

STARGATE ENTERPRISES. 1111 Frith Avenue. McKees-
port. 15132. (412)664-1111. hours: 10-6 Monday-Saturday
Authorized Atari dealer with Alan information Center

STARGATE II. 168 Madison. Rochester. (412) 664-1111. au-
thorized dealer ol Alan, also selling TelevkJeo. Quasar. Casio
and Deck

THE COMPUTER STORE. THE Philadelphia Center Hotel.
Philadelphia. PA 19103. (215) 567-6475 Apple. Zenith.
Sanyo. Diablo. Epson.

20 20 COMPUTER. 2020 Hamilton Street. Allentown. 18104.
(215) 439-1800. Atari. Apple. Durango. Hewlett Packard.
Data General. Zenith. Televideo Hardware Software and
Peripherals.

NEWSY-AT THE CHATHAM. 139 South Twentieth Street.

Philadelphia. 19103 - (215) 563-1219. Domestic Foreign pe-
riodicals including wide range of computer publications.

PHILADELPHIA — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER.
6318 Roosevelt Blvd. (215) 288-0180 Heath Zenith Comput-
ers. Software. Peripherals.

FRAZER - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 630 Lan-
caster Pike. (Rt. 30) (215) 647-5555 Heath Zenith Comput-
ers. Software. Peripherals

PITTSBURGH - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 3482
Wm Perm Hwy. (412) 824-3564 Heath Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER.
2727 Northwest Expressway (405) 848-7593 Heath Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals.

RHODE ISLAND

THE COMPUTER STORE. 740 North Main. Providence
02904 (401) 331-0220 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo. Epson

WARWICK — HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 558
Greenwich Ave (401 ) 738-51 SO Heath Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals

MIDVALE - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER^ 58 East
7200 South (801) 566-4626 Heath Zenith Computers. Soft-
ware. Peripherals.

VIRGINIA

COMPUTERS. ETC. 6671 Backlick Rd ... Springfield
22150 (703) 644-5500 Apple. Cromemco. Osborne. North-
star. Seequa Sales Service Training

THE COMPUTER STORE 6858 Old Dominion Oriye
McLean. 22101. (703) 821-8333 Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Dia-
blo. Epson

ALEXANDRIA- HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER 6201
Richmond Hwy. (703) 765-5515 Heath Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals.

VIRGINIA BEACH - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER.
1055 Independence Blvd (804) 460-0997 Heath Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals

WASHINGTON, DC

STARWAREV Suite 551. 1629 K Street Northwest 20006
(202) 337-5300; everything for the IBM Software. Hard Discs.
Color Printers. Modems, etc.

THE COMPUTER STORE. 1990 K Street N.W.. Washington
DC. 20006 (202) 466-3367. Apple. Zenith. Sanyo. Diablo
Epson.

WASHINGTON

SEATTLE - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 505 8th
Ave.. N. (206) 682-2172. Heath Zenith Computers. Software.
Peripherals.

TUKWILA - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER 15439
53rd Ave

. S (206) 246-5358. Heath Zenith Computers. Soft-
ware. Peripherals.

VANCOUVER - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTFR. 516
SE Chaklov Dr. (206) 254-4441. Heath Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals

CREATIVE COMPUTING Readers will respond to your
stores listing in the RETAIL ROSTER. Let them know what
brands ol computer-onented products you sell; what services
you offer Rates are reasonable . . . success is lasting! Call
number listed above lor complete information and assistance.

fcfee cpeafcive coraputep mart
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SHOPPERS GUIDE

Please Direct Inquiries to: Jim BeloH; (212) 725-4216.
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Scotch
Data Diskettes t VCR Tapes

Mall Order: FUTRA COMPANY
PO. Box 4380-CC. Torrance. CA 90510
(213) 328-8951 (800) 421-5006

Retail: OMC
20695 S. Western Ave #124.
Torrance, CA 90501

TWX 910 349-6211 AGENFTRA TRNC

DISKETTES
CASSETTES

Error-Free 5V4-inch Diskettes (MD-
5) single-sided, soft sector, single or
double density, reinforced hub.

Item Qty 10 Qty50

MD-5 $25 00 $110 00

C-10 $ 7.50 $ 32 50
C-20 900 39.00
C-60 1150 50 00
C90 15.00 70 00

UPS SHIPPING INCLUDED
In Continental USA

CA Customers add taxes

MICROSETTE
475 Ellis St.. Mt. View.

CA 94043 (4 1 5) 968- 1 604
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COMMODORE I

THE WONDERCOMPUTER
OFTHE1980s.UNDER*300:
—WILLIAM SHATNER

' The best computer value in the

world today. The only computer

you'll need for years to come."

!• * -.1

VIC-20 VS. OTHER HOME COMPUTERS

Product Feature*

Price*

Maximum RAM Memory

Keyboard Style

Number of Keys

Programmable
1-unction Keys

Ciraphic Symbols
On Keyboard

Displayable Characters

Microprocessor

Accessible

Machine Language

Upper/ Lower
I Case Characters

Operates with all Peripherals

i Disk. Printer and Modem)

Full Screen Editor

Mistosoll Basic

Telephone Mode

VK -20

$299.95

J2K

Hull Size

Typcwrilcr

Style

66

62

6502

YES

YES

YES

$399.00

I6K

l l
..i

Phgtfc
Mcmhfjnc

57

256

6502

YES

YES

NO
YES

N/A

$399.95

S454 0(1

48K

hull Sire

Typewriter
Style

48

YES

YES

YES

YES

N/A

$450 (HI

I'KS-XO

Color
CiHtlputrr

$.199.00

32K

Calculatm

Style

o " 1
192 256

TMS9900 6809
"a

I

1 R

YES

NO

YES

NO
$ 99 (XI

$154 95

Read the chart and see why COMPL' i ne 1 calls the VIC-20 computer

tounding machine for the price." Why BY I . .the VK
computer unit is unexcelled .i il consumer computer." Why Popular

Mechanics for the price of around $300. it's the only game in town that is

more than just a game." And wh mris: "What is

inside is an electronic marvel . . . if it so I 'm in love with my new
ion. I am."

The wonder computer of the 1980s. The VIC-20 from Commodore, world's

leading manufacturer of a full ran • >p computers. See the VIC-20 at your

local Commodore dealer ami

:!il

m Commodore Computer Systems

681 MooreRd. King of Prussia. PA 19406

I Canadian Residents Commodore Computer Systems

>370 Pharmacy Ave . Agincourt. Oni. . Canada. MlW 2K4

P Please send me more information on the VIC-20.

r>commodore
COMPUTER

CIRCLE 121 ON READER SERVICE CARD

City _

Phone.

. Stale- Zip-



-NEVE forgets:

MORE THAN JUSTANOTHER PHETTY FACE
Says who? Says ANSI.

Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact

is all Elephant™ floppies meet or exceed the specs

required to meet or exceed all their standards.

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such

pronouncements?

They're a group of people representing a large,

well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from
academia, government agencies, and the computer
industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard,

3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department
of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com-
puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch
of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in

order to make better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making

business.

How? By gathering together periodically (often,

one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more
and more rules to increase the quality of flexible

disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-

spaced pages—listing, and insisting upon—hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in

order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken

seriously by people who take disks seriously.)

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu-
ment, for free, just let us know and we'll send you
one. Because once you know what it takes to make
an Elephant for ANSI . .

.

We think you'll want us to make some Elephants

for you.

ELEPHANT. HEAVYDUTY DISKS.
Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD


